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Reality and Creativity.
The project and the eternal becoming of Rome
Orazio Carpenzano: orazio.carpenzano@uniroma1.it

Full professor at Sapienza University of Rome. He is Director of DIAP (Department of Architecture and Design), the
ArchiDiAP portal and the DiAP PRINT series. His projects and writings are published in national and international
journals.

The accommodation
of Marcus
Aurelius.
Author’s study,
1994

The conference Creativity and Reality, The art of building
future cities (ICONA 2019) has collected and selected
over two hundred contributions from authors working in
seventy-three academic institutions around the world. The
conference program was structured over two days with a
plenary round table that compared long-term academics
and authoritative guests from outside the world of the
architecture, with the aim of extending the arguments and
exposing themselves to a broader comparison. Economists,
sociologists, politicians and jurists, in fact, have conversed
with architects of different generations on the meaning and
role of architecture today in cities and for civil society. This
is an important event, held almost at a date that constitutes a
unique birthday for the Faculty of Architecture of Sapienza,
one hundred years after its establishment. The celebrations
have not officially begun yet, but this conference
represented a significant opportunity to announce them to
foreign colleagues present, and to start reflecting on the
future of our school.
The anniversaries, in fact, mark important circumstances
for the history of institutions and, in our case, our school is
the first Italian school established with the aim of training
architects and, more generally, for the history of architecture
in Europe. The Bauhaus and the Royal School of Architecture
of Rome, in fact, were both established in 1919; the courses
of the Roman school began in 1920 after an intermittent
start since 1914 interrupted by the First World War.
The institutional anniversaries, therefore, remind us that
we are part of a history that we must not forget, that it is
necessary to know and transmit between generations, also
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Fig. 1

documenting the moments of discontinuity, in order to
make the change that is useful in a given historical moment,
taking this into account what was done before us and what
we can help build for those to come after.
This conference also set itself the unsurprising goal of
intercepting issues that would bring together and compare
the most qualified academic traditions active on the
theme of building the contemporary city in the schools
of architecture in Rome and Milan. In recent years Milan
has been going through a significant ferment from the
point of view of urban transformations; Rome has not
succeeded in pushing its propulsive charge towards
transformation beyond the interventions at the turn of the
millennium, between the mayorship of Francesco Rutelli
and that of Walter Veltroni, which not infrequently sank
into initiatives and programs activated in the previous
twenty years. They were defined the Rome Model, and
constituted a national reference.
This conference, therefore, attracted many young scholars
to Rome interested in taking part in a reasoning on both the
terms placed in the title, reality and creativity, interpreted
and represented by the City in the course of its recent and
past history, in the most diverse ways.
Rome, the city of cities above all for its architecture,
sometimes cynical and cruel, continually regurgitates
important components of its past, as Sigmund Freud well
understood in the memorable pages collected in Letters
from Rome, written on the occasion of the numerous
journeys made in the capital of Italy starting from 1901,
and during the early years of the twentieth century, after
having long awaited and imagined a visit to the Eternal
City. Freud recognizes in the “archaeological” dimension
of Rome various analogies with his studies on the human
psyche and considers artistic intuition a superior form
of knowledge to which he would have known and could
only have given a scientific consistency with his studies.
Freud visited Rome in the years in which the city was
taking shape as the capital of Italy, thirty years after the
unification of Italy and immediately before the great
transformations of the Fascist period. Therefore, a Rome
in which important transformations of the Monumental
Zone were taking place (1887-1911) and which was

Fig. 2
Orazio Carpenzano,
The Colosseum.
Study, 1994

Fig. 3
The edges of the
Vittoriano at the
Arce Capitolina.
Author’s study,
1994
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preparing to approve the Regulatory Plan of 1908,
decisive, together with the one that followed in 1930,
for the construction of the Modern Rome, a period of the
urban history of the Urbe (Urbs) which still attracts the
interest of scholars from all over the world.
Today there is no political project for the city of Rome
comparable to the one that was conceived and implemented
during those decades perhaps, for the first and last time
in modern times with such incisiveness, conducted and
implemented by the most active protagonists of the
profession and academia, in the convinced recognition of
the need for the important role of architecture for political
and civil definition and inventing an idea of collective
identity, albeit strongly ideologized.
In the following years, occasional events such as the Jubilees
did not bring relevant changes comparable with the urban
transformations that profoundly changed the face of other
European cities in the same decades, such as Paris, Berlin,
London, Barcelona, Lisbon, etc. attracting investment and
invention, reality and creativity. The conflicts and dynamics
that have gradually permeated the living body of the city

of Rome over the years have prevented the construction,
through architecture, of a new identity perspective of the
capital, of a new subjectivity1. Many examples could be
given to enumerate missed opportunities.
The monumental archaeological area of Rome

is unique
in the world, but the idea of holding

an international
competition to be able to worthily enhance it, allowing it to
be enjoyed more sensibly and adequately, has never been
concretely constructed. European and non-European cities
- from Paris to Vienna, from Los Angeles to New York which possess a much less valuable museum heritage than
the Central Archaeological Area of Rome,

if only because
it is not transportable or affordable, have invested in their
cultural institutions with greater determination. There is
no place in Rome in which to have a direct experience
with our foreign colleagues so that they can understand its
cultural deposits.
There is no place where you can understand or explain the
Colosseum to the millions of visitors who flock to Piazza
Venezia or Via Cavour with low-cost trips, without it being
actually understandable what they have in front of their

Fig. 4
The front of SS.
Luca and
Martina on the
Imperial Fora.
Author’s study,
1994

Fig. 5
The Watchtower
on the Imperial
Fora. Author’s
study, 1994
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eyes: the adventitious disguised as gladiators certainly do
not tell. Furthermore, there is no place in this city where it
is possible to understand how it was made, for example,
during the second century after Christ or at the time when
the great Giovanni Battista Piranesi portrayed it. A tourist
who is walking through the Imperial Forums sees things
that are not entirely understandable in front of him: the
sequence of the artificially constructed story does not favor
the understanding of the ruins. The Central Archaeological
Area of Rome is one of the most extraordinary open-air
museums in the world, and the lack of understanding of its
parts is a symptom of the sloppiness and inefficiency of the
country’s cultural system.
Architecture scholars of all ages approach Rome with a
double expectation, most of them are attracted by its past
in order to study it, in order to understand the present of
their places of origin. Or they expect to be able to deduce

solutions for a present, full of problems, contradictions
and dysfunctions.
What can be seen from the reading of the proceedings of
the ICONA 2019 conference is the tendency of Italian
scholars, especially the younger ones, to select and apply
themselves to themes and works by the masters of their own
cultural tradition and that of scholars from countries that
have recently undergone significant economic and social
development to try to systematize the urgent problems of
the urban realities from which they come, framing them
in a system of theories and application procedures that
draw from the tradition of urban studies developed by
Western countries in the last centuries (after the Industrial
Revolution), rarely in excesses of intellectualization or
scientism. In this sense, the results of the ICONA 2019
Conference constitute a considerable test from which to
deduce the trends of architectural scholars, considering
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Fig. 6
The new access to
the Colosseum
Archaeological
Park from Largo
della Salara.
Project sketch of
the author, 2019

the geographic and generational heterogeneity of the
contributions and the impulse to editorial production that
various university reforms around academic institutions
international encouraged. An important starting point,
therefore, to think about our future.
“Rome is a city interrupted because we have ceased to
imagine it”2, wrote Giulio Carlo Argan in 1978, as well
as believing “Rome has always been in decline, or almost:
it has been living in the memory and regret of its past for
almost two thousand years. However, until the capitalist
bourgeoisie took possession, Rome was able to decay with
dignity and even style. I don’t know a city that knows how
to get worse than Rome”3.
Many academic-architects continue to recall the work of
Colin Rowe and Fred Koetter, Roma Interrotta of 1978,
which followed the well-known volume Collage City of
1973, an important contribution of postmodern culture
that proposed the critique of utopian modernity, making
history indispensable for any theory, introjecting Claude
Levi-Strauss’s idea of the
 distinction between bricoleur
and scientist as well as Karl Popper4’s fallibility and antiutopianism. Ruins, bricolage, archeology... all keywords
that have enthusiastically crossed the theoretical studies
Fig. 7 of architecture in the long (and perhaps not completely
exhausted) season of postmodern culture, pouring
The Colosseum into application and design attempts. The result is that
Museum on the Archeology, an important word in Michel Foucault’s

thought, “is a question posed in the present that is projected
onto the past” 5, Agamben reminded us during a conference
held in this same hall less than a year ago. But we need
to go beyond the study and hopeful questioning of the
fascinations that important scholars and architects of
the closest and most distant past have left us - to make
their intellectual and professional legacy still alive and
effective. It is necessary to propose a new collage that
holds together a new vision useful to contemporary Rome,
perhaps no longer just two-dimensional (authorial) to be
contemplated within the boundaries of the discipline, but
multidimensional (collective) to be experimented in the
field. The architectural preciousness of modern Rome is
also in similar conditions. The current arrangement of the
Foro Italico, one of the most valuable areas of the city,
inaugurated in 1932, includes a sequence of masterpieces
of modern architecture. They are perceived as the last
barrier of the city on the slopes of Monte Mario and
beyond Ponte Milvio, and are insufficiently integrated,
despite the recent connection with the Ponte della Musica
to the system of the Prati district, the Flaminio district, the
MAXXI and the Auditorium. With similar analogies we
could speak of the ‘environmental bodies’ of Rome, of their
presence in the city, of their insufficient valorisation and
direct use: the river, the walls, the sea, the wood of Rome,
the latter one as the most powerful figures whose contour
stands out looking from above at the Presidential Estate of

Ludus Magnus.
Project sketch of
the author, 2018

Fig. 8
Proposal for a
Museum at
Borghetto
Flaminio.
Author’s
study for the
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1994
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Fig. 9
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Castelporziano that stretches along the Lazio coast, dotted
with the building rhythms of the metropolitan mafia that
prevented the possibility of thinking about public and free
access to the beach along the coast.
The topics mentioned have been the subject of recent
research in the Department that I have directed in recent
years, the Department of Architecture and Design of
Sapienza, some of which I have conducted and co-directed,
and attempt, through the applied investigation of the design
invention, substantiated by the contribution of specialists
from different disciplines, to start a cognitive path aimed at
composing a new collage for contemporary Rome, which
enhances its values and tries to give effective answers to its
countless problems.
This is the reality of Rome, a capitale malamata6, (diseased
capital), which weighs heavily on the potential to free up
the imagination again around its destiny and to produce a
new vision. Although the city asks for help, it seems that
both scholars and administrators have not yet been able
to provide it. We architects are also to blame, especially
for the lack of communication that has been established
between architecture and politics which, paradoxically,
should be united by the word polis. The dialogue that has
existed for a long time has been interrupted. We architects
too have lost authority because we are unable to express our
message clearly, we tend to speak to architects more than to
the inhabitants of our cities, that is to the users of our works

and to the recipients of our thoughts, as he explains very
clearly and ironically in his recent book Four Walls and a
Roof. The Complex Nature of a Simple Profession7 Reinier
de Graaf, historical partner of the OMA office: “A former
employer (shortly before firing me) once declared that ‘the
most important thing for an architect is the have charisma!’
This statement seemed inescapably fatalistic. You either
had charisma or you didn’t, and if you didn’t, there was
no way to get it. […] Aldo van Eyck had charisma; so
did Aldo Rossi, and so does Peter Eisenman. Given the
differences among these men (I’m sorry that they are all
man), it seems safe to conclude that charisma is unrelated
to any particular approach to the practice of architecture.
The only common element linking these three architects
was that they appeared to know something we didn’t,
even if they never quite revealed what. As professors, they
inspired their students, but certainly not through reason.
Most of what they said hardly made sense. Van Eyck
habitually lost himself in rage, nobody understood Rossi’s
English, and Eisenman’s openly professed dilemmas were
(and are) as impenetrable as his building designs. None of
that interfered with the contagious effect they had on their
audiences. Truth is everything that is strongly believed, and
whenever they spoke, we certainly believed, regardless of
what they said. I guess we admired these men because we
felt that they had somehow defied the realities of practice
- we all knew such realities existed, but as students, we
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Fig. 10
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Fig. 11
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Hall, 2019
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preferred to ignore them as long as we could - and had
shown that a heroic role for architects was possible,
provided one was persistent enough to hold one’s own
against the ever-increasing arm of skill-specific experts
who claimed ‘our’ profession.”
These are issues on which it is necessary to reflect
considering the changes that the profession and the
role of the architect in the various global realities was
already going through before the impact determined by
the Covid-19 health crisis on the use of territories, cities,
housing and collective services.
The meaning this conference had set itself was precisely
to focus attention on these problems which inevitably
also involve the architect’s curriculum. How to recover
the lost ground? How to convince the society in which we
live that our role and our contribution is necessary, that
we know how to build speeches beyond the factories that,
however, must stop being autistic and self-referential.

Rebuilding consensus also means knowing how to explain
complex realities, which cannot be resolved with the use
of slogans. We must regain possession of the exercise of
judgment, of the ability to choose which, perhaps, is that
intermediate place that can be intercepted between reality
and creativity: we can only remember what we have
judged and selected. To exercise judgment, two aspects
must be kept together: on the one hand, rationality, reason,
which serves to set themes that correspond to the civil
responsibility of the architect, on the other, creativity,
the poetic dimension, which does not mean fleeing from
reality. The poetic dimension is something that also arises
from the recognition, within a trajectory of thought and
therefore of selective exercise, of those actions and things
that can bring nourishment to the project. Architecture
cannot act with its arguments, it cannot feed on its own
theories and techniques, it must extract from the world
the contents that can give meaning and shape to life.
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City Makers and Culture Industry.
Supply and Demand for contemporary architects
Anna Irene Del Monaco: anna.delmonaco@uniroma1.it

Associate professor at Sapienza University of Rome. She wrote essays on contemporary architecture and metropolis
with special regard to the Chinese and African subcontinents. She also published works on the master of modern
and contemporary architecture. Among her book: “Città e limes. Roma – Beijing – New York”.

During the last decades city makers (investors, industries,
politicians, decision makers, activists) and cultural
innovators (thinkers, academics, designers, economists)
have not corresponded necessarily to architects and
architecture intended as professional tasks or appointments.
Innovation is today more the business of scientist, thinkers
than the commitment of artists, technicians, professionals
(as it happened in the past during the age of princes and
artists, dictators and architects). Artists/Architects’ works
today seems to be prevalently floating in a state-of the
art curatorial-based practice grounded in the “cultural
industry” persuasion. In the global contemporary society,
tackling “the rise and the grinding decline of the neoliberal
moment”, through a series of policies, investments,
cultural initiatives – open society, creative cities– have
acted as a sounding board or as the opposing references for
entrepreneurial groups as Vanke (a leading urban and rural
development and living services provider in China) and
investors whose names are much less known, as the one of
Handel Lee a Chinese-American Lawyer and entrepreneur,
but that have initiated very important and tangible urban
transformation processes around the globe merging
investment from US/Western world to Asia and vice versa,
involving the Asian diasporas, transforming decaying
monuments, urban areas and architectural heritage for the
luxury and entertainment market.
Of course, architects are still needed to implement the
above-mentioned processes but how can they still contribute
and address innovative outcomes at a leading cultural level
beyond being talented craftsmen appointed by private

clients? The paper will take advantage from the analysis
expressed in two significant observations already published,
related to two cases of “radical pedagogies” in the history of
architecture: the Seminario di Arezzo in 1963 promoted by
Fondazione Olivetti and The Harlem School, a non-finalized
project elaborated by the Institute of Architecture and Urban
Studies (IAUS) in 1968, a nonprofit independent agency
New York funded also by the Rockefeller Foundation. In
both cases the dialectic relation between “independence and
influence, private and public, the real and the theoretical”
demonstrated the historical-social supervene of “breaking
points” in which the return of architecture as autonomous
art, the intellectualization of the discipline as a “cultural
industry” could have been interpreted as “a gesture of
political neutralization” or as the utilitarian adhesion to
the winner of the moment. Is there today an upcoming
or ongoing “braking point” or the need for a shift from
the cities of architectural objects to a different model of
surviving, living and settling, which a growing number of
individuals on the Earth expects to share?
Breaking points and changes
During the last decades city makers and cultural innovators
involved in urban decision-making processes have not
always corresponded to architects and designers intended
as a body of professionals with tasks and appointments1.
Today the challenge of leading innovation, intended in a
broader sense, seems to be increasingly the competence of
scientists and thinkers, more than artists and professionals
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as it was when princes and artists, dictators and architects
jointly reshaped the future of cities and countries. In
particular, the actual work of the academic-architects seems
to be prevalently floating within the state-of the art of a
curatorial-based practice, grounded in the “cultural industry”
persuasion2, than within a design-based or professional
updated practice: “More, better history/theory research is a
genuine good, generally speaking, and the work generated
by young academics eager to undertake deep dives into
newly opened archives, sophisticated in using powerful
search engines, and adept at mining vast quantities of data
has undoubtedly yielded a trove of new knowledge”3. So,
the consistent number of post-graduate courses – therefore
the education of the younger generations – and the way they
are run is mostly influenced by these way of approaching
reality: architecture that deals with architecture in a selfreflective way than architecture trying to contribute to the
major problems of our contemporary global world.
Moreover, architectural profession, academia and
curatorial practices are more inclined to reinforce or reflect
on the already established variety of mainstream aesthetic
tendencies reconsidering former avant-garde experiences
– as it is typical of a culture industry – than to elaborate
an innovative thinking on architecture which is prevalently
fluctuating between two opposite positions. On one side
the disenchanted reading of reality of talented and cultured
professionals eager to act naturally creatively: “Are
architects out of time? Is there a need for architects and
where? Architects apply to do things that others don’t ask
them. There is an almost kitsch element in our claim to save
the world. […] When they ask us to really do things, we are
also a little mediocre”4. On the other the “nostalgia” for a
way of being architect animating the cultural scene as it
happened for decades: a self-elected élite of intellectuals5.
Are we experiencing today an upcoming or ongoing
“breaking point” signed by the shift from the cities of
architectural objects – encouraged by the neoliberal
culture – toward a still undefined and different model of
surviving, living and settling, which a growing number of
individuals on the Earth expects to detect and to share?
If we look back in history we find several significant
“breaking points” in the discipline6 and in the architectural

profession particularly in modern times. There are two
significant cases of “radical pedagogies”7 interesting to
be mentioned, experimented in the history of architecture
during Sixties resulting as a possible attempt of
“neutralization of architecture”8 – within historical and
social specific conditions – or at least because of which
the meaning of architecture, especially in the academia,
passed through recurrent turns, dressed most probably
by odd or instrumental misunderstandings: the Seminario
di Arezzo in 1963 promoted by Fondazione Olivetti9 and
The Harlem School in 1968, a non-finalized project by
Institute of Architecture and Urban Studies (IAUS) of
New York10. In both cases11 – although the contexts were
deeply different – the dialectic relation between cultural
categories as “independence and influence”, “private
and public”, “the real and the theoretical” demonstrated
the supervene of a “breaking point” on the initial scope
of a cultural venture (the foundation of a Urban Planning
Course and the launch of an Independent Research
Center) and in which the “resuscitation” of architecture as
autonomous art, the intellectualization of architecture as
a “cultural industry”, or “critical practice”12 was intended
as “a gesture of political neutralization” and a “possible
outcomes of the ineffectiveness of the alternative escape
into aesthetic autonomy”13. Both the events correspond to
the end of the early post World War II reconstruction phase
which in Europe was relevant and included a strong social
commitment of architecture into reality – with the support
of US funds (Marshall Plan-European Recovery Program)
–, which meant for many contexts the opportunity to enter
into modernity and develop their pre-war and post-war
conditions.
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Re-activating the past
In the global contemporary society, tackling “the rise and
the grinding decline of the neoliberal moment”14, through
a series of policies, investments, cultural initiatives – open
society15, creative cities16 – have acted as a sounding board
or as the opposing references for entrepreneurial groups
such as Vanke17 or investors whose names are much less
known18 but have stimulated very important and tangible
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urban transformation processes around the globe merging
investment from US/European countries to Asia and vice
versa, involving the Asian diasporas investors to transform
decaying monuments, urban areas, architectural heritage
sites and building19 for the luxury and entertainment market.
“I became an architect when it was too late… for the kind of
architecture I wanted to do… Public architecture lost all its
grace and nobility in the era of neo-liberalism (…) Market
economy was already declared by an incomprehensible
consensus to be the ultimate mediation between reality and
visions… Then, I shifted my interest from the modernity
as a visual language to the effect of market economy and
globalization on architecture and the production of cities
(modernization). And now I am looking to the countryside.
So, from a simple and optimistic participant I became
more an observer burden with a lot of unfashionable and
old fashion preoccupation and ideals. (…) if you want to
change everything you should decide what you want to
keep… preservation is essential to let next generation to
understand history…”20. These are some of the arguments
– partly personal but useful to understand the point to of
view of a generation of architect and intellectual – through
which Rem Koolhaas replies to the Hubert-Jan Henket, a
Dutch architect, founder of DOCOMOMO international,
inquiring about the recent OMA/AMO’s involvement
in preservation projects. They both agreed also on
some graphs and statistics elaborated by UNESCO on
preservation: the graph of the Wall Street economy and the
graphs describing the increase of World Tourism coincide,
such as the fact that the end of the public involvement
in architectural production affected the new trends of
investments in architecture.
Koolhaas has been collaborating also with “experimental
preservationists” for editorial initiatives at Columbia
University in the early Twenties. Infact, besides the
observations related to the trends of the professional
opportunities, the approach presented by the review
“Future Anterior”, edited by Jorge Otero-Pailos, discusses
“historical preservation from a position of critical inquiry
(…)” demonstrating the increasing interest on heritage and
preservation in some specific context of cultural production,
intended also as art-based practices: “sites, places and/

or landscapes that current generations ‘must’ care for,
protect and revere so that they might be passed to nebulous
future generations for their education, and to forge a sense
of common identity based on the past (…). In contrast,
experimental preservationists guard their freedom to
choose objects that might be considered ugly or unsavoury,
or unworthy of preservation, objects that might have been
ignored or excluded by official narratives, perhaps because
they embody the material, social and environmental costs
of development which governments and corporations
seldom account for”21. These are experiences in line with
the works by artists, photographers and curators active
on the international scene since the early Twenties as
Vik Muniz, Derek Gores, Wim Delvoye, Subodh Gupta,
Nik Gentry, Haubiz+Zoche, Angelo Antolino, Nicolas
Bourriard, recognizing in the reality – even in the failures
of reality – aesthetic values recalling the tradition of
avantgarde environmental artists as Gordon Matta-Clark
and the Anarchitecture group in turn linked to the historical
avantgardes of the early Nineteen Century.
However, how many curators and artists or employees in
the productive chain of the cultural industry are needed in
comparison with the graduates and post-graduates in the
schools of architecture? Cultural industry needs consumers
more than producers to survive. Then, the slipping and
ambiguously fervent aspect of these ‘cultural territories’
had already been detected and discussed in 1997 by
Manfredo Tafuri analyzing the relation between politics
and the ideology of the monument survival, introducing
the concept of “cultural viscosity22 as the reason that
architecture successfully infiltrated, in the late twentieth
century, a conservation discourse once dominated by
painterly concepts”23.
This should not be intended as in the sphere of restauration
or preservation disciplines – as in the Italian academic
and professional tradition – but as the desire to reinvent
the past – as in Giovanni Battista Piranesi’s engraves or
Joseph Gandy’s paintings. This means to look at ‘the past’
as a foreign country, as David Lowenthal recalls, “as a
landscape perpetually remodeled by the needs and demands
of the present is carried out through a continuous reference
to the most varied domains of intellectual life (… and to)
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tangible remains in ways strikingly analogous to revisions
of memory and history, as in Freud’s archaeological
metaphors for psychoanalytic excavation”24.
The metaphors for psychoanalytic excavation can continue
looking at the supply and demand for architectural jobs
“The claim of architects for decades [is] that their designs
would reshape society through the power of their art, which
is a lovely if unsubstantiated notion”25. The following
comments by Rem Koolhaas and Bjarke Ingels witness
the desire to continuously reinvent reality, reprogramming
meanings, elaborating new aesthetics is an intrinsic impulse
of the humans: “RK: The beauty of architecture is that
no architect could to what they wanted… architecture is
about… someone who need something... and the architect
says… I can do it! And then a dialogue begins exploring
within a lack of freedom… where the freedom still are …
SS: It is like experiencing a cognitive dissonance! RK: (…)
I am the perfect prototype of cognitive dissonance…”26. “I
think, unlike the art that is displayed in a museum or in a
gallery, is that architecture is more representational. What
defines architecture is that it actually produces reality”27.

Silicon valleys and Smart cities
Best practices, models of collaboration, innovative policies,
multiple stakeholders are among the main issues discussed
by the contemporary “city makers” and professionals
gathered at international forums promoted by the European
Commission as, for instance, 2014 ‘Cities of Tomorrow’
or 2016 ‘City Makers’, reporting on the challenges of two
thirds of the European population living in urban areas:
culture and innovation, collective creativity and social
intelligence, unemployment and segregation.
Also, the most significant topics of the 2020 Davos World
Economic Forum (May 2019) – just to mention the last
edition –, in line with the global agenda, were focused on
the following actions: sustainable path towards a common
future, shaping the future of consumption, financial and
monetary systems, building resilient health systems. All these
set of policies actions and cultural challenges are not directly
related within the domain of the discipline of architecture
but can have a significant impact on it. Several among the
challenges of the studies on regional development gradually
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absorbed the ideas on sustainability and smart cities.
Germaine Halegoua, a social media scholar author of
The Digital City28 and Smart Cities29, argues that: “smart
city developers should work more closely with local
communities, recognizing their preexisting relationship to
urban place and realizing the limits of technological fixes.
Smartness is a means to an end: improving the quality of
urban life.” Here words reframe the meaning of smart/
digital cities around a placemaking practice supported and
enhanced by technology; Halegoua, infact, affirms further:
“by reading digital media through the lens of ‘place’,
we gain a more holistic and nuanced understanding of
digital media”. However, screening several contributes,
publications, studies, the definition used by Saskia Sassen,
“urbanizing technology”, when discussing on the impact
on new technology on cities is more convincing than
“smart city”, which obviously, on the other hand has been
acting as a perfect slogan.
In a contribute published six years ago for the series Digital
Minds for a New Europe Rem Koolhaas30, well know
architectural maître a panzer, affirmed: “I had a sinking
feeling as I was listening to the talks by these prominent
figures in the field of smart cities because the city used to
be the domain of the architect, and now, frankly, they have
made it their domain. The rhetoric of smart cities would
be more persuasive if the environment that the technology
companies create was actually a compelling one that offered
models for what the city can be. But if you look at Silicon
Valley you see the greatest innovators in the digital field
have created a bland suburban environment that is becoming
increasingly exclusive. […] Smart Cities and politics have
been diverging growing in separate worlds. […]”.
Indeed, the urban environment of the Silicon Valley –
which host a very special ecosystem of companies and
labor market – as Enrico Moretti explains in his The new
Geography of Jobs31 – would be have been an excellent case
of ‘smart’ urban experiment seen from the point of view
of architects. In reality, Silicon Valley is a very traditional
environment in the residential areas and a standard example
of generic city, as intended by Koolhaas; it presents limited
characteristics related to experimental neighborhood
architecture in comparison to Adriano Olivetti’s approach

at Ivrea when, during Fifties, he appointed well established
and innovative architects32 to design an advanced working
community environment. Nevertheless, also the extreme
application of traditional idealistic planning as the out-ofscale “grid” planning implemented in countries like China
– having a Le corbuserian Plan Voisin consciously or un
consciously in mind) – produced global critical effects
(Covid-19) and will be a problem in the near future in
managing durability and substitution of entire ghost cities
and cheap construction quality.
The considerations by Halegoua, nevertheless, happened
to be particularly valuable during the Covid-19 emergency
with respect to the most successful cases of control of the
infection at territorial scale which let emerge the disruption
between local and central governments, at least in some
Italian regions, for the coordination of the protocols.
All this issues emerged during the Covid-19 health
emergency when the now well-known tracing tracker
applications has been added to the list of items of the
Internet of the Things (data collection and analysis,
sensors, public wi-fi, smartphone apps) for increasing the
control, the interactions between human, technology and
built environment and reinforcing the following dilemma
that scholars and investors are discussing since almost
one decade: “Are smart cities optimized, sustainable,
digitally networked solutions to urban problems? Or are
they neoliberal, corporate-controlled, undemocratic nonplaces?”33
Koolhaas maintains that the digital moment is
encountering oppositions to the European value of liberty,
equality, fraternity, substituting them with the concepts
of comfort, security, sustainability. Then, the issue of
“total conformity” raised by the algorithmic conformity
(self-driving cars, etc.) could built-in authoritarian and
uncomfortable spaces. In a different interview of 2015
Koolhaas stated “Somehow, we are almost perfectly
happy to have no privacy anymore […] Particularly
for somebody of my generation, it is totally astonishing
that in the 1970s we marched for privacy, and here we
are surrendering our privacy almost with eagerness.”34
So, the resistance in support of the ideals remains in the
words of Koolhaas despite he is among the architects
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‘trained’ at IAUS which turned toward pragmatism and
reality; it is interesting to highlight that the negative view
of Koolhaas toward the smart city movement could be
read considering the critique of planning raised during
the 60s and the 70s by a community of scholars and
practitioners, including himself, raising the evidence of
inevitable contradictions, as it is carefully analyzed by Tahl
Kaminer in his Architecture, Crisis and Resuscitation35:
“Koolhaas’s ‘will to freedom’ and critique of planning has
its roots in the artistic critique of society and was related,
to some degree, to the critique of planning of the 1960s.
[…]” which reconnects this discourse to the participatory
approach: “In the context of architecture and urbanism, the
demand for participatory politics has led to a rejection of
planning and urban design due to their authoritarian – even
repressive – overtones. Tahl Kaminer continues: “One of
the earliest ‘participatory’ proposals in architectural circles
was the ‘Non-Plan’ programme, presented by Cedric
Price, Reyner Banham, Peter Hall and Paul Barker in New
Society in March 1969. ‘Motown must make way for “notown”,’ was the motto of the plan, ‘encouraging unselfconscious immediacy “at all times”’.‘Non-Plan’ was a
manifesto against planning and regulation, ‘an experiment
in freedom’ – a proposal to eliminate planning and allow
a total freedom for urban development as a means of
emancipating both the inhabitant and the city.”
One of the “risks” (or either the “opportunities”) which
the smart cities bring with them are the “non-plan” nature,
as traditionally intended by architects and planners. Smart
cities also tend to feed participatory practices based on
the use of technology and are increasingly localized and
established in old heritage buildings36.
These conditions apparently create conflicts with the
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supporters of architectural authorship – intended as an
intrinsic and programmatic quality – but are in line with the
tendency to re-activate the existing cities. As it is evident
by the work of some scholars as Tahl Kaminer, The efficacy
of architecture. Political Contestation and Agency37, “a
significant ideological transition has taken place in the
discipline of architecture (..) and the fascination with the
rarefied architectural object, (supporting) the return of
architecture to politics by interrogating theories animating
the architects, revisits the emergence of reformist
architecture in the late nineteenth” which in Italy find
some similar intellectual impulses in Giovanni Durbiano
and Alessandro Armando’s most recent works38.
Then, design as a broader conceptual (philosophical)
category is more and more considered out of the architectural
context, as Luciano Floridi, philosopher and expert of
digital information, is demonstrating in his latest books
and lectures39 or is reconsidered in a renewed theoretical
vision as proposed by Beatriz Colomina and Mark Wigley
with their 2016 Istanbul Design Biennale, Are We Human?
Notes on an Archeology of Design40: “Design has become
the world. Design is what makes the human. It is the very
basis of social life. But design also engineers inequalities
and new forms of neglect, such as lawlessness, poverty,
and the climate at the same time as the human genome and
the weather are being actively redesigned”.
Either the mass impact of the culture of ‘preservationists’
(either experimental or traditional) – intended as the need
to select what to keep and transmit to the future, then what
to destroy and how to rebuild – or the smart cities intended
as ‘cities without architects’ embedded of technologies, are
the outcomes of non-reversible ongoing processes which
future architects will have to deal with.
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My position on creativity is oriented by my design
thinking, it turns out to be a reflection on the limits of
my language, on the limits of my architectural world and
concerns my architecture, by the particular point of view
of the construction process and therefore it represents
the singularity of my thinking on architecture.
This position expressed is close to intimacy, is almost
unspeakable, if it weren’t for the conviction that, in an
artistic work, there is always a political mean, sometimes
polemical, that concerns our relationship with the order
of things and the world.
At the very beginning of the invention, what architect
deeply express is the autography of a self-reflective
position, on one hand by the accumulation of multiple
visual repertoires mostly referred to art; on the other
side, there is the coordination, the translation and the
reduction of these materials into primary actions from
which the project has his proper origin.
At the beginning the exploration is totally free and
errant, however it immediately emerges the need of the
introduction of some rules, some technical restrictions
that put me in a position to move to the selection or the
exclusion of the next phase. In this phase, the theme,
already identified and outlined by the indications of the
project, is clarified with gradual and progressive clarity.
In order to let the first forms of the drawing to emerge,
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I need to draw strictly defined metric grids. The
drawing exercise, which precedes and accompanies the
design, is, for me, a close and in-depth investigation
of formal construction, in a separate and abstract but
also very operational condition. In my drawings there
is an exploratory vocation, very disarticulated and
heterogeneous in the way and in the techniques I use,
which goes from ink drawings or watercolours, or graphic
assembly or the use of digital. There is also a center strongly
defined in my thinking, defined by an idea of architecture,
expressed in forms that aspire to be absolute. The forms
are drawn as primary elements, in plan or axonometric
projection and they form complex and stratified web. In
this way I try to give a direction and control my expressive
energy, through a strong syntactic structure, aimed at the
definition of strongly assertive graphic systems. Drawings
are collected in series, they decline and specify a formal
theme through variation, and even if in a evocative
way, a connection with architecture can read in each
of them. The repertoire of variations adopts elements
directly belonging to architecture, such as the pillar, the
wall, the joint between beam and pillar. Thus, at first
reading, they may appear as repetitions, juxtapositions,
contaminations, aggregations of architectural elements,
alluding to a city pattern seen from above, as much as
fronts of buildings, or architectural details. Shadow has
a fundamental role in this drawings. Shadows are always
projected at forty-five degrees because they have to define
the three-dimensional and volumetric dimension of the
drown elements, this exemplify one of the foundations of
my formal construction: the importance into composition
of the elementary character that construction and the
single element of the construction has.
However, it is important to say that the shadow is adopted
in such a way to increase the level of abstraction and is
not aimed at specifying the figuration.
Even the technique of representation is aimed to reduce
the narrative and realistic component of the drawings,
they always are in a volumetric plan and axonometric
wiew, perspective is not adopted as intended to be too
realistic. The drawing has a decisive role in the final
draft of the project and then in a final phase. A drawing

“logo”, has an emblem , which represents the synthesis
and the unconditioned sense protected inside the project,
as heraldry draw that is able to express the primary idea
behind it.
From the technical drawings of the architectural project,
according to a positive circularity, we return to the
moment of the origin of the formal invention.
Just after this consideration, in which I review the
embryonic phase of the form, the project reaches his
conclusion. My architecture is made by just few things.
And the design process is made of a few recurring actions
in which I maintain a precise consequence for each project.
The limits of my language are defined by the investigation
on which is the “minimum limit” of the functional
destination, “minimum limit” of the spatial distribution,
the “minimum limit” of the construction technique,
always oriented in the direction to reach what is the
minimum limit of the language. It means clarify what is
necessary and what is superfluous. If the consideration
concerns what architecture needs, not only from the point
of view of its function, it leads to the horizon of meaning
and of sense. Reduction is not only a procedure, neither
exclusively a purpose for the architect, the research for
the essential makes sense if it remains a research, a trial,
an attempt to achieve
Tools are needed to this approach to essentiality of
architecture through the project. In terms of being
operational, this project begins with the definition of the
plan, intended as a building print on the ground, the plan
directs the configuration of the space. The construction of
the plan, as foundation and as coordinator of heterogeneous
materials of the architecture, is determined by a principle
of measurement, the use of the a modular grid. The metric
rhythm, which the typological principle dialogues with,
determines the dimensioning process. The modular grid is
the material manifestation of the adopted metric principle,
not as simple instrument. It regulates the arrangement of
the parts, their relationship and their proportions, but above
all it guides each formal choices. In addition to the metric
grid, the tools used, such as hierarchy, arrangement of the
elements and the repetition are indispensable to maintain,
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corresponding reciprocally through a logical process, the
formal expression and typological-distributive reasons.
Hierarchy control the relations between the parts through a
principle of rationalization, expressed as much as possible
in his minimus limits, in order to reach a definition in
which the parts are clearly identifiable, brought back to
the minimum difference between them, who serves and
who should be served and their position logic reason. The
arrangement of all the functional and formal elements,
defines a clear and essential configuration, in which the
weights of the parts express the maximum about spatial
and distributive efficiency and economy of the space.
The different technical and functional spaces are always
dimensioned and arranged in such a way to make, as much
as possible, the space to be free around them favoring the
empty space in which to live. Two spatial components
are determined, the first reduced in formal configuration
and the second reduced in functional reason.
A recurring figure of speech is the repetition, in
composition that reduces the hierarchy to its minimal
formal expression. Through the repetition, the project
assumes some spatial configurations that are defined
by the succession of simple elements and in which the
degree of formal complexity is referred to the whole of
the project. The repetition principle refers to the deepest
idea of community of a man, to the need of space, that in
architecture and in the city is represented by equity and
equality between people.
The research for the “minimum limit” of the structure
involves the relationship with the definition of space, in
which the goal is the achievement of the most effective
structural correspondence to the design idea.
The structure helps to determine the distinction between
the compact and small spaces which alternate with large
spaces. The different tectonic and spatial relationship,
defines spaces of opposite dimensions in which the walls
and the pillars are identifiable taking the role of structural
elements and, at the same time, definitive formal
element. The method is based on precision. It means that
the project is in search for balance between the parts of the
composition but also of structural equilibrium. It means
that stability concerns the manifestation of mass and

Fig. 3
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Fig. 4
Project proposal
for the expansion
of NeueNationalgalerie
with a new
Museum of the
20th Century in
Berlin, 2015.
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matter in light and in the space, and finally, that accuracy
is a formal aspiration towards the absolute. Balance,
stability, accuracy, express what Heinrich Wöllflin
calls “the full sense of the form” in his essay on Italian
Renaissance art, a fullness defined by the relationship
between the parts and the whole, between the element and
the whole, between the fragment and its origin. Balance,
stability and accuracy are three synergistic polarities,
which create a magnetic field in the invention of the work,
which is the achievement of an architecture that retains in
itself an autographic degree, straight and controlled by
the principle of rationality.
The reference to the idea of absolute concerns the
absolute dimension of space in the project, in which
there is a correspondence with an idea; a space deprived
of direct dependence with other spaces and which, at the
same time, is the matrix of all spaces.
The founding and profoundly theoretical character of
the absolute space transcends its physical and material
characteristics, in order to identify an ideological and yet
strongly generative dimension. The reasoning it’s abou
the capability of some exemplary architectures to radiate
formal projections over time, thinking that, we can
imagine them as places of origin from which the principle
of construction can continually be renewed, in a new
time and in a new space. The character of absoluteness
concerns not only the interior or exterior spaces in their
formal fullness, but also in the relationships between
the parts, the tension between elements, the relationship
between vertical and horizontal planes, making the
materials of the history as a continuous and transformable
places. Intended as mother spaces, the absolute spaces are
as many places of of architecture, places of permanence
and durability.
At the end, the link with the cultural landscape of our
country concerns the ability to delineate architecture as
an imaginative and ideological construction, and at the
same time intensely concrete and linked to reality, an
architecture deeply human, capable of giving us back the
highest sense of man and his dignity.

Fig. 5
Prigioni,
Michelangelo
Buonarroti,
1525, detail.
Author’s photo
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Creativity is too often understood as the ability to invent,
or to implement, alternative solutions to the usual,
sometimes extravagant, to solve a problem. Generally
speaking a person with particular abilities to evade the
rules “...he is a creative type ...” but really being creative
means being the bearers of an advancement of knowledge
through the use of the intellect; in this sense creativity
involves all the fields of knowledge, and not just the
creative one, whose ultimate goal is the definition and
construction of reality.
The architecture is a cognitive activity that has the
purpose of building human living; our homes, our cities,
our monuments, institutions, but also our landscape,
constitute the real environment in which we live, but
at the same time they also constitute its memory. The
architecture’s permanence over the time allows us to have
every day the teaching of tradition which can become a
source of innovation, through the knowledge, intellect and
creative capacity, in an attempt to build the future reality.
Creativity, however, does not mean absence of rules or
absence of method. Creativity must be based on a deeply
knowledge of the past; it draws its innovative capacity
from the memory of past experiences and it should not
be confused with improvisation, with the superficiality of
the quick thinking. In architecture, perhaps, the theme of
the construction of the facade is emblematic in this sense.
The facade is perhaps the architectural element in which
the relationship between Memory and Architecture is
most evident and manifest this occurs due to the purely
representative role entrusted to this element.

Françoise Choay for the term “façadisme” of her
Dictionnaire says that “this term attributes to the facade an
autonomous role in relation to the building that envelops”.
There are cases in which the facade is freely applied
to the front of the building without respecting a direct
relationship with the structural or functional system of
this. Or cases in which the facade reflects the articulation
of the building to which it is part. In any case, the facade
of a building is the place dedicated to representation.
The elements of the building become an opportunity to
express the reference assumed by attributing to the facade
the task of establishing relations with the city. Due to its
openly representative role the facade has been frequently
accused of uselessness and falsity; it has been pointed out
as a false element without relation to the structure, devoid
of function. But the facade derives its origins from certain
urban conditions and represents a choice of relationship
between the building, the street and the city.
In classical antiquity not always it possible speak about
facade. In fact in the Greek and partly Roman world the
short sides of a temple can both be considered a facade. The
main front intended as an entrance does not differ from the
other sides for the architectural elements with which it is
built but for its orientation with respect to the city and for
the axiality with the altar. There are cases instead where
the facade indicates the presence of a place of particular
importance. This is the case of Petra where in order to
distinguish the “cave” temple from the surrounding
nature the façade is directly carved into the rock and the
construction elements have the role of representing the
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place and evoking noble and grandiloquent architecture.
In this case the representation is pure imitation made
however necessary to make the place recognizable. There
are also examples where the facade only represents itself
or the construction effort. This is the case of the Hadrian’s
library in Ephesus or of the scaena frons of the Roman
theater. In the first case the facade is placed along the path
of the sacred way and has the same representative value
of a sacred place as the various temples that precede it. It
is placed in line with the street at the point where a kind
of U turn goes to the acropolis. The staggered overlap of
the orders, similar to many scenes and frons of theaters
or settizoni builds the large entrance portals giving to he
building that monumentality typical of classical public
buildings. This type of facade which is the representation
of the trilithic system will be used as a reference in every
time of the history of architecture.
During the Middle Ages the facade of the basilicas is not
yet autonomous but corresponds to the cross section of
the internal naves and is subordinate to it. Typical is the
double sloping façade, “a hut” prevalent in the basilicas
with three naves. The originality and representation is
still entrusted only to the decoration. In some Gothic
cathedrals, where the construction usually started from
the apse lasted (for various reasons, economic, political
or religious) the facade for a long time was raised at last
and often after decades because it was separated from the
rest of the building simply constituting a fifth stage.
It is starting from the Renaissance that these schemes are
eradicated and that a new process takes shape so the facade
assumes an autonomous value consistent with the general
layout but not necessarily representative of this. From a
simple decorated curtain wall that follows the profile of
the building section, typical of the Romanesque era, the
facade takes on the value of an independent urban setting.
For its independence character the body of a church and
its facade are commissioned to different architects.
For Renaissance architects the façade of a particular
church, raised one of the most complex problems they
could be called upon to solve. This is the case of Leon
Battista Alberti called to resolve the unfinished churches
of Santa Maria Novella in Florence or the one of San

Francesco in Rimini. In both projects Alberti having
to conclude a building structure with characteristics
different from those that are the dictates of Renaissance
architecture. The reference to the classical architecture as
the memory of the ancients unites these two interventions
even if in a different way. In the San Francesco church
Alberti takes up the theme of the triumphal arch of Roman
architecture. The tripartite facade corresponds to the three
internal naves. From the main fornix, the one in the center,
you enter the church while the Sigismondo Malatesta
and his wife’s sarcophagi should have been placed in the
lateral ones. The side elevation is also finished by Alberti
who also here takes up the arch’s theme. The construction
typology of the aqueducts and bridges is taken from the
Roman stone wall and the tombs of the illustrious men of
the city would have been placed in the resulting niches.
The reference to the triumphal arch is the first attempt by
Renaissance architects (after the San Francesco church it
will be used several times) to apply a classic construction
system to the front of a non-classical building. The
problem with the arch is that it solved the facade only for
one floor. The superior order that of the San Francesco
church is not concluded, but we know how it should have
been thanks to the medal of Matteo de’ Pasti, has curved
and low walls on the sides to shield the double sloping
roof while in the centre there is an aedicule which takes
up the motif of the arch at the centre of which a threelight window is opened.
In Santa Maria Novella Alberti’s problem was the same
of Rimini. Even here it was necessary to apply a facade to
a pre-existing medieval church. However the Santa Maria
Novella’s facade had partly begun and it constituted an
insurmountable constraint to the application of a new
building on the front. So Alberti was faced with having
to finish a Gothic facade. Thus the references to classical
architecture and in this case to the trilithic system are
entrusted to the marble decoration which retains the
colors of the “Tuscan” style but not the figure of the
composition. A giant order resting on a hinted basement
divides the facade into three parts revealing its basilica
plan with three naves. The roof also here with a double
slope is masked by two large volutes which frame a
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second order of pilasters as reference to the front of a
classical temple.
It is the same theme of the orders overlapping already
present in Palazzo Rucellai the only Florentine palace
designed by Alberti.
The search for truth, knowledge and beauty are the true and
deep reasons of architecture which should be recognized
in the construction’s effort. Precisely it is this recognition
that many contemporary architecture “betrays” in the
name of modernity. The constructive acrobatics of some
architectural solutions actually hide behind the screen
of artistry and personalism the lack of a design theory
based on solid and immutable principles, generally valid.
A return to the analysis of classical architecture can help
us as Alberti thought to find a way of research that can
achieve the ambitious goal of establishing the new rules
of modern construction.
It is easy to realize how “modern construction” is now
considered by most coinciding with “the technologically
advanced”. The goal of much contemporary architecture is
to show the conquest of materials technology through the
exaltation of the technical form. Materials such as titanium,
carbon, or other super light and resistant alloys that are
used to create extravagant shapes that often “defy” gravity.
These works cannot be considered an expression of the
construction act but on the contrary they can be considered
important technological enterprises demonstrating the
technical-physical characteristics of a material and not of
its being an element of the construction.
This principle is well represented by Mies van der Rohe’s
definition of architecture: “constructive clarity brought to
its exact expression. This is what I call architecture”.
With its definition Mies involves both aspects of
architecture as being a rational construction in which
each element of the construction finds its exact location
determined by the laws of reason and as being the exact
expression of the constructive clarity and therefore to
being representative of what is being built.
Rational construction and representation of this
construction are the elements of architecture.
Starting from this principle, the research conducted for a
long time by Renaissance architects and resolved only by
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Palladio applying a classic front to the body of a church
with three naves is extremely current.
“Who among the Renaissance architects that thought in
classical terms and that regarded the Christian church
as the legitimate heir of the ancient temple, fought
relentlessly to apply the temples’ facade to churches. But
in contrast to the ancient temple with its constant height
cell many churches were built on a basilica system: a high
central nave and two lower side aisles. So how to adapt
the facade of the ancient temple with its simple portico
and pediment to this kind of structure? ”
Many architects of the fifteenth and sixteenth centuries
have tried this theme with various architectural solutions.
In the Sant’Andrea in Mantua Alberti uses the ancient
temple’s facade to completely “cover” both the central
nave and the lower side aisles. Than in the Santa Maria in
Milan at San Satiro Bramante uses for the first time in the
Renaissance the wings of a pediment in correspondence
with the side aisles broken by a central element crowned
in turn by a tympanum. Therefore there are two floors that
are held together by a single order of identical pilasters
for both the central nave and the side aisles.
Or in the facade of the ancient cathedral of Carpi
Baldassarre Peruzzi takes a further step in that direction
distinguishing the two floors by reducing the order of
the pilasters in the side aisles. Than the final solution
came from Palladio in the projects of the three Venetian
churches: San Francesco della Vigna prostyle, San
Giorgio Maggiore and the Redeemer.
These examples serve to better understand how the theme
of the facade in the Renaissance is the most representative
of the relationship between architecture and memory, the
one where the references to the teachings of classical
architecture are most evident and explicit. Because the
most interesting aspect is precisely in the interpretation
that the architects of that time give to the classical forms.
I believe that the awareness shown by Palladio in using
the pediment of the ancient temple to solve the problem
of the facade of the “modern temple” is exemplary from
this point of view.
The reinterpretative intent is evident. Schinkel will be
the one who recover a similar relationship with memory,
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through the re-foundation of the construction’s elements.
The facades of his buildings first of all the Altes Museum
in fact are a sort of scenographic backdrops for the city
of Berlin as fixed scenes that use the citation of classical
architecture’s elements highlighting the representative
character that the public building have towards the city.
In this case memory is not limited to construction but
involves the building-city relationship similarly to what
happened with the acropolis or with the agorà. In fact the
Altes Museum’s facade is applied, added. The plan tells
us how the building is completed in itself even without
the colonnade its functioning would be guaranteed. The
colonnade becomes necessary to establish a direct and
public relationship with the surrounding space with the
city. So the large portico in addition to identifying the
boundary between inside and outside as it happens in the
ancient temple has a representative character and uses the
architectural elements of the trilithic system reinterpreted
in a giant order proportionate to the importance of the
square in front.
The relationship between the colonnade and the square

is therefore twofold: urban scenography and at the same
time a point of view on the city. An extremely significant
example of a facade that expresses the building’s
constructive principle while at the same time keeping the
classic scheme of proportions fixed and legible is the one
of the Alfred Cortot concert hall in Paris built by Auguste
Perret in 1928-29. In the room there are two orders of
structurally distinct pillars: a first giant order which is
entrusted with the role of “carrying” the roof and a second
minor order which mark the levels of the room. The facade
is an expression of this planimetric composition. The
molding that surrounds the facade forming an inverted
U refers to the giant order supporting the roof while the
pilasters that support the entrance canopy and higher up
the architrave represent the minor order of the levels of
the internal rooms. The typological independence of the
two rows of pillars on the facade is expressed by the high
band obtained between architrave and the framework into
which the elements that form the ventilation system of
the room are introduced. All this takes place in the most
rigorous respect of the rules of harmonic proportion.
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“Every act of creation resists something. Bach’s music is an act of resistance against the separation of the sacred and the
profane”.
Gilles Deleuze

There is a part of architectural knowledge deeply connected
to human being and his life. Architecture is the concrete
manifestation of the human community, which is explained
in space by matter, heaviness and light. Architecture is
part of the human story, in any age and at any time and
urges man to go beyond the present, to realize what is not
yet there, projecting his own finitude into the space and
unlimited time of the imagination.
Architecture is, therefore, a mental projection that takes
shape, through representation first and, subsequently,
through construction, in the work. It is based on two
assumptions: stability and imagination. Imagination is
an engine, stability is a goal and both are in continuous
and reciprocal relationship. With this statement I intend
to define a general framework in which to consider the
relationship between creativity and reality.
The way the architect deals with this relationship, declares
his position. The reciprocity between creative action and
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reality is not obvious and direct. It is useful to recall that,
in the wake of some essays such as “The Analytic Line of
Modern Art” by Filiberto Menna, or in the essay of Fulvio
Irace, two trends can be identified: one called of the Absence,
in which the architect evades external solicitations to retreat
into his own creative world, and the other of the Presence,
in which the architect welcomes reality in its plurality of
expressions and interlocutions, dialoguing with it openly.
Nowadays we see the predominance of an exasperated
“expression of presence” as many intellectual have written,
and at the same time the creativity is something that is
essentially associated with fashion and improvisation.
The misunderstanding that creative action is the result of
sudden enlightenment, reduced the moment of invention to
instantaneousness, preventing its possibilities to elaborate
a corresponding theoretical and practical structure. From
literature to art, in all areas in which artistic creation is
fundamental, the reflection on the invention, the ways and
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techniques of unfolding the imagination, has found ample
space by pointing out that even the imaginative action
proceeds according to precise and repeatable rules.
Imagination is essentially interior and tends to draw erratically
from a figurative world made of accumulation of stratified
materials, recomposed by analogies and correspondences. It
is therefore necessary to make a remaking of those materials
that was stratified inside the references of the architect. This
work passes through some obligatory steps that push the
creative action from a particular dimension towards a more
shared. There are, however, some important conditions
which require time to reflect.
It is useful to make a parallel with literary writing,
particularly with the trend that develops in the eighties in
America, creative writing. Henry Miller’s Decalogue “A
Delicious Torture. Pages on the art of writing”, but also
the work of Raymond Carver and his successors, present
the possibility of an open and instinctive dimension
of writing, express a freedom from the anti-normative
literary technique and out of pre-established canons. In
fact, no one would think that the application of shared
canons is a condition and prerequisite for the success of
a work, however, none of us can believe that a writer may
lack what we can define the knowledge of his own field
of action. Carver in the “Steering by the stars” brings
out his references, Isaac Babel, Nabokov, Ezra Pound
and tells about the writing courses in which he learns
the importance of accuracy. Nothing emerges of that
hypothetical instinctive randomness that, superficially,
is attributed to creativity, to the point that, quoting Guy
de Maupassant, he says “There is no iron that can pierce
the heart with more force than a point put in the right
place”. The exactness, the precision, the rejection of the
make-up are just some of the basic beliefs of Carver’s
technique, which for writers continues to be the most
“anti-academic” example of literature.
Nevertheless the misconception about creativity as the
result of an impromptu and sudden enlightenment, which
in our artistic culture has its roots in Romanticism, is still
detrimentally dominant in schools. This misunderstanding
also concerns talent and technical skills. In a short essay
by Heinrich von Kleist entitled “Aufsatz über das Mario-

nettentheater”, he wonders why knowledge and reflection
determine in men the loss of spontaneity and grace. As if
learning the technique corresponds to a detachment from
artistic action that reduces its sense and beauty. At a more
in-depth reading we understand how the full control of the
technique, as a complex of actions and abilities aimed at
the completion of a work, is necessary for the appearance
of the sublime. However, at a time when knowledge is at
large, compared to the possibilities of its transmission, this
objective could seem very far away. It is true that technical
knowledge is not sufficient to reach the end of the work,
which is limited to being a necessary condition and not
sufficient for its realization.
The technical knowledge allows to express and manifest
thought. Control of techniques and tools is the prerequisite
for this expression. Not only that, the technique, in the
expressive possibilities it opens, is itself closely linked to
the formal purpose. Tools and techniques are accompanied
by the rules. The act of composition is defined by principles,
instruments and techniques that the ultimate goal is the
construction of architecture. The act of composition
guides and translates the invention into form, is endowed
with a precise theoretical structure, transmissible and
regulated by principles, and the accuracy that connotes
it, allows the architect to also include the transgression,
the contradiction… it is within the full understanding
of the compositional experience that the construction of
architecture can be realized.
The majority of architects do not dwell on the description,
usefulness and significance of the techniques of invention
for themselves. Franco Purini in “L’Architettura didattica”
ascribes this disinterest to the difficulty that surrounds
the initial moment of design, comparing it to what
Sigmund Freud calls the “oneiric shift”. This mnemonic
mirroring concerns the interior world of the architect,
his experiences as well as his knowledge. The architect
proceeds erratically proper to the inner world, and has
to be able to overcome it through precise techniques in
a permanent ideological construction. The techniques of
invention are required for this translation.
There are some essays in which architects talk about
architecture, their own way of conceiving architecture,
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as Aldo Rossi wrote “all those who engage seriously in
architecture and who design and think buildings at the same
time, should tell us: how I did some of my architectures”
or talk about it separating the space of the autobiography
from the treatment of the modes of composition and
design as in “Comporre l’architettura” by Franco Purini,
or “Dentro l’architettura” by Vittorio Gregotti, in “La
metopa e il triglifo” by Antonio Monestiroli, in “Una vita
da architetto” by Giorgio Grassi, …in Italy, and all over
the world Frank Lloyd Wright or Louis Khan and many
others, that define the horizon of architecture in the eyes
of architects. They explain in these essays their poetics.
However, the techniques of invention, although connected
to it, do not correspond exclusively to the poetics, so if,
proceeding backwards in the reflection of the architects
on how their architectures have done, we come to deduce
the techniques adopted to the design starting point, but we
wouldn’t always be certain that we’d spotted the truth. I
mean that the design starting point has two opposite
dimensions: casuality and intentionality. The first concerns
the inner world in intuitive and open terms, the second the
ordering and the hierarchy of choices.
Edgar Allan Poe aims to produce a text totally controlled
by precise and identifiable rules, in which the imagination
as a subjective fact is removed from the composition. In
the afterword to “The Raven” entitled “The philosophy
of composition”, Edgar Allan Poe exposes his modus
operandi in the composition stating that what he intends
to demonstrate is that nothing is the result of chance,
that everything contributes to achieve the accuracy of
a theorem. The singular choices of Poe’s compositional
process depend on a strict system, for successive stages
structured by four constituent moments of his poetic: the
first relating to the definition of the width of the text, the
measure; the second that establishes its type of writing,
the genre; the third fundamental moment concerns the
tone, the expressive gradient; and finally, the fourth
moment can be considered the keystone, on which rests
the poetic construction, named refrain.
The analog transfer of these four moments from literature to
architecture is not so immediate, but is strongly significant
for the understanding of the relationship between the

techniques of invention and the compositional process. I
dwell in this writing on two of the four aspects, genre and
tone. In architecture the genre concerns the choice of the
architect of the field of typology, could be understood as that
ratio that underlies and holds together all the components
of the architectural work, that allows the singular elements
to be arranged according to a system.
The genre is also a domain in which are defined the limits
of the work that manifests itself according to the expressive
gradient. We could say that the choice of the expressive
register represents the creative place par excellence, the
deep dimension of the composition.
The central question concerns the opposition between
creativity and control, between improvisation and method,
between imaginary construct and science, between
subjective dimension and objective dimension in the
process of construction of the architectural work.
The invention techniques reduces the risk that imitation
may be schematic and negative: the re-design exercise
of the architecture of masters starts with choosing those
as references and models to imitate. This important work
lead to a self choice of linguistic construction defined
by selected steps of formal structure. That concerns a
very complex process, with the introduction of different
levels of interpretation of the architectural works taken
as reference. I am referring to the studies of Colin Rowe
and the introduction of analogies between works from
different period that in comparison highlight invisible
and permanent generating structures. In reading and redesigning an architectural work and in the subsequent
possible translation, as Peter Eisenman did with the work
of Giuseppe Terragni, the invention derives from the
exasperation of some compositional principles anchored to
permanent and recognizable themes.
In the global era, creativity is essentially absence of norm,
of code, absence of form. It is not the “vaporization of the
ego” as defined Baudelaire and present in the creative act
that maintains a mystical aura, it is not the ethic freedom of
Enlightenment Reason, and certainly not even the furious
freedom of the Romantics.
Against this condition, the practicable roads are few, on
the one hand abandoning oneself to the uninterrupted flow
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of the consumption of images, on the other the attempt to
practice creativity still meaning it as an act of resistance,
as Giorgio Agamben wrote, and considering it as the only
possibility for creation.
Contemporary
“What does it mean to be contemporary? Of whom and
what are we contemporary?” Agamben answers these
questions by placing in tension, almost in short circuit,
a series of familiar experiences: the archaic and the
modern, the current and the untimely, the time and the
fashion, the darkness and the light. Contemporary is not
the one who tries to coincide and adapt to his time, it is
not who sees the lights of his time, but who can perceive
the darkness. And following the explanations that modern
astrophysics gives of the darkness of the night sky, the
author draws the image of a new angel of history, as
in Benjamin prophecy: a light that travels very fast
towards us without ever being able to reach us. What is
contemporary and therefore what defines the innovation
and novelty in art defines precisely the limits of the
invention. This provocation to project our gaze forward
and to detach ourselves from reality, has not only utopian
intention, but rather it is what can trigger imagination.
Jean Paul Sartre in his essay “Imagination. Ideas for a
theory of emotions” connects imagination to feeling, as
Gilles Deleuze in “The logic of sensation” accompanies
logic, the rational construction par excellence, to its
antithetic, the feeling. Nowadays the passage from reason
to the body is still in progress. It is a crucial passage
and in a way, paradoxical. Many essays underlays this
problem as central today, deals with the evidence of a
crisis in contemporary society.
If empathy, that is the ability to be immediately in
relationship with others, replaces the mediation and
control proper to rationality, the implications on the
conception of time and space are many. The relational
space in the city, but also in domestic places, changes as
the relationship between architecture and city, between
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those who imagine it and those who inhabit it. It
essentially changes the relationship with physical space,
but most of all, with reality.
The global condition in which we are involved is highly
mutable. The predominance of mutability over permanence
puts in crisis the limits of architectural discipline. We have
often spoken about overrun, about contamination. Today
it is possible to verify and affirm the ineffectiveness if not
the damage in the architecture of these positions. The will
to support the change in order not to be overwhelmed, has
produced an indisputable drift towards indifference to the
project, if not to its total elision.
A wall is always a wall, beyond anything, but there is still
the possibility of understanding architecture as a concrete
answer to the permanent questions of architecture: how to
translate weight, matter, light in the work?
To bring architecture and building back to its elementary
dimension, to give centrality to the relationship between
architecture and city, to avoid the expedients to which
globalization alludes, from the predominance of the
image determined by the exasperation of communication,
to the demagogy of participation, means to seek a new
condition for the project.
If the reality is itself construction, wanting to match
reality, construction and architecture, we would fall into
the danger of a trivial determinism. Agamben’s solicitation
is not to stop superficially at the “here and now”, because
we would miss a part of our creative commitment to
reality; the introduction of the dynamism of imagination
also involves the transformability of reality.
One hypothesis and one possibility, however, that must be
tempered in the risk of the political emphasis that could
be attributed to it, is that of the transformation as a result
of a resistance. “Every act of creation resists something Deleuze says - Bach’s music is an act of resistance against
the separation of the sacred and the profane.” Only by
accepting the challenge of resistance against reality will
we be able to carry on our commitment as architects,
through invention and creativity.
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Age is not a condemnation not to live happiness. It can
also be a necessary condition to find, once the promises of
the Last Judgment are swept away, the resurrection of the
flesh and glorious bodies. Age allows for an experience of
happiness shared between generations which is a tangible
proof of the existence of the generic man, regardless of
origin, sex and date of birth.
One could then try to make an inventory of happiness
related to age that is not the expression of the state of
senility, as Cioran stated with a joyful pessimism.
To grow old is to live the renewed experience of the gaze
of others. They think they see you change, but they are the
ones that change and adapt to being with an elderly person.
They are therefore the cause of renewed relationships,
sometimes worse but sometimes even better.
The experience of age is therefore an experience of others
and perhaps an occasion for pure happiness.
All in all, it should be noted that it is in a world alternately
or simultaneously tragic and derisory, threatening and
exhilarating, that we try, each on his own, to “cultivate
our garden” (Voltaire). Today there is room for a
“committed anthropology” whose ambition should be to
remind everyone and in particular to those who are born,
grow and grow in this new world, what are the symbolic
components of human existence, irreducibly and jointly
individual and social.
What we most often propose in the images of our news
is the spectacle of misfortunes due to oppression, war,
poverty and abandonment. Before thinking of the
happiness of many it is necessary to try to preserve them

L’età non è una condanna a non vivere la felicità. Può
essere anche una condizione necessaria per trovare, una
volta spazzate via le promesse del Giudizio Universale, la
risurrezione della carne e dei corpi gloriosi. L’età consente
un’esperienza di felicità condivisa tra generazioni che è
una prova tangibile dell’esistenza dell’uomo generico,
indipendentemente da origine, sesso e data di nascita.
Si potrebbe quindi provare a fare un inventario della
felicità legato all’età che non sia l’espressione dello
stato di senilità, come affermava Cioran con un gioioso
pessimismo. Invecchiare è vivere la rinnovata esperienza
dello sguardo degli altri. Pensano di vederti cambiare, ma
sono quelli che cambiano e si adattano alla frequentazione
di una persona anziana. Sono quindi la causa di relazioni
rinnovate, a volte peggio ma anche a volte in meglio.
L’esperienza dell’età è quindi un esperienza degli altri e
forse un’occasione di felicità allo stato puro.
Tutto sommato, si deve notare che è in un mondo
alternativamente o simultaneamente tragico e derisorio,
minaccioso ed esilarante, che proviamo, ciascuno per
conto suo, a “coltivare il nostro giardino” (Voltaire).
Oggi c’è spazio per una “antropologia impegnata” la cui
ambizione dovrebbe essere quella di ricordare a tutti e in
particolare a quelli che sono nati, crescono e cresceranno
in questo nuovo mondo, quali sono i componenti simbolici
dell’esistenza umana, irriducibilmente e congiuntamente
individuale e sociale.
Ciò che più spesso proponiamo nelle immagini delle nostre
notizie è lo spettacolo delle disgrazie dovute a oppressione,
guerra, povertà, abbandono. Prima di pensare alla felicità di
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from misfortune. Happiness does not have this collective
dimension and nothing is perhaps more terrible than the
careless promise given to people to do them good.
The encounter, friendship and love create in individuals,
in a lasting way or not, a possibility of happiness that
gives meaning to life by inventing new places and a new
perception of time. Individual happiness is intense and
fragile; it passes from the sudden awareness to exist, to
be oneself; it passes from the need and the presence of
others or of another.
The right to happiness is the first of individual rights (this
was magnificently expressed in the eighteenth century),
and the duty of politicians is to make it concretely
possible, not to implement it, much less to impose it.

molti è necessario cercare di preservarla dalla disgrazia. La
felicità non ha questa dimensione collettiva e nulla forse è
più terribile della promessa imprudente fatta alle persone di
fare loro del bene. L’incontro, l’amicizia e l’amore creano
negli individui, in modo durevole o meno, una possibilità
di felicità che dà un senso alla vita inventando nuovi luoghi
e una nuova percezione del tempo. La felicità individuale
è intensa e fragile; passa dall’improvvisa consapevolezza
di esistere, di essere se stessi; passa dal bisogno e dalla
presenza di altri o di un altro.
Il diritto alla felicità è il primo dei diritti individuali (questo
è stato magnificamente espresso nel diciottesimo secolo), e
il dovere dei politici è di renderlo concretamente possibile,
non di realizzarlo, tanto meno di imporlo.

Urbanization of the world = globalization

Urbanizzazione del mondo = globalizzazione

He has not disappeared in the space of the city; because
– we know it well – all relational life has not disappeared
there. We measure it every day on the quality of life in
some neighborhoods.
The generic man is a symbolic animal whose identity
can only assert itself and develop for and in relationships
with others. The greatest aspiration of the designer of the
present city can only be to lend a hand to this existential
aspiration. Any general program and any detailed project
that aims at life in the city should involve different types
of reflection: a planner’s reflection on the boundaries
and internal balances of the urban body; an architect’s
reflection on style continuity and interruptions; an
anthropological reflection on the house of today, which
must reconcile the need for multiple openings on the
outside and the need for private intimacy. Great place
of “recovery” (with the sense in which the seamstresses
once, and the “mending” “resumed” torn clothes and
broken stockings).
We should, as far as possible, draw boundaries between
places, between urban and rural areas, between the center
and the suburbs. Boundaries, ie thresholds, steps, official
doors, to break down the invisible barriers of implicit
exclusion. We need to give a new voice to the landscape.
We could take on the long-term task of reshaping a modern

Non è scomparso nello spazio della città; perché - lo
sappiamo bene - tutta la vita relazionale non è scomparsa
lì. Lo misuriamo ogni giorno sulla qualità della vita in
alcuni quartieri.
L’uomo generico è un animale simbolico la cui identità non
può che affermarsi e svilupparsi per e nelle relazioni con
gli altri. La massima aspirazione del progettista della città
attuale non può che essere quella di dare una mano a questa
aspirazione esistenziale. Qualsiasi programma generale e
qualsiasi progetto di dettaglio che si pone come fine la vita
in città dovrebbe coinvolgere diversi tipi di riflessione:
una riflessione da pianificatore sui confini e sugli equilibri
interni del corpo urbano; una riflessione da architetto
sulle continuità e le interruzioni di stile; una riflessione
antropologica sulla casa di oggi, che deve conciliare la
necessità di molteplici aperture all’esterno e il bisogno
di una intimità privata. Grande luogo di “recupero” (con
il senso in cui le sarte, un tempo, e le “rammendatrici”
“riprendevano” vestiti strappati e calze rotte).
Bisognerebbe, per quanto possibile, tracciare dei confini tra
luoghi, tra aree urbane e rurali, tra il centro e le periferie.
Confini, cioè soglie, passaggi, porte ufficiali, per abbattere
le barriere invisibili dell’esclusione implicita. Bisogna
ridare voce al paesaggio. Potremmo assumerci il compito
a lungo termine di rimodellare un paesaggio urbano
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urban landscape, in the sense of Baudelaire, where styles
and epochs would consciously mix, like social classes.
The communes and arrondissements of cities in France
have a certain percentage of “social housing”, but apart
from the fact that this obligation is often evaded, it often
happens that there is a stigmatization effect in style and
material. Another effort towards the ideal... This ideal
should be found in the interior layout of the more modest
apartments where the three essential dimensions of human
life should be combined on a small scale: the private,
possibly the public (in this case family) and the external
relationship. Thus formulated, the ideal is utopian and
obviously is not the sole responsibility of the architect.
But the question of the ideal or utopia is already there.
Finally I go back to the image of the seamstress and
the seamstress. It is not exclusive to large projects that
can offer beauty to all eyes, nor to the remodeling of
large landscapes where everyone can get lost and find
themselves. He just wants to remember that everything
starts and everything ends with the most modest individual
and that the biggest companies are in vain if they don’t
even concern him a little.

L

moderno, nel senso di Baudelaire, dove stili ed epoche si
mescolerebbero consapevolmente, come le classi sociali - i
comuni e gli arrondissement delle città in Francia hanno
l’obbligo di una certa percentuale di “alloggi sociali”, ma a
parte il fatto che questo obbligo viene spesso eluso, accade
molto spesso che vi sia un effetto di stigmatizzazione
per stile e materiale. Ancora uno sforzo verso l’ideale...
Questo ideale dovrebbe essere trovato nella disposizione
interna degli appartamenti più modesti in cui dovrebbero
essere combinate su piccola scala le tre dimensioni
essenziali della vita umana: il privato, eventualmente il
pubblico (in questo caso famiglia) e la relazione esterna.
Così formulato, l’ideale è utopico e ovviamente non è di
esclusiva responsabilità dell’architetto. Ma la questione
dell’ideale o dell’utopia è già lì.
Per concludere torno all’immagine della sarta e della
cucitrice. Non è esclusiva dei grandi progetti che possono
offrire bellezza a tutti gli occhi, né del rimodellamento di
grandi paesaggi in cui tutti possono perdersi e ritrovarsi.
Vuole solo ricordare che tutto inizia e tutto finisce con
l’individuo più modesto e che le aziende più grandi sono
vane se non lo riguardano nemmeno un po’.
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L’âge n’est pas une condamnation à ne pas vivre des bonheurs. Peutêtre même est-il une condition nécessaire pour les rencontrer, une
fois balayées les promesses du Jugement dernier, de la résurrection
de la chair et des corps glorieux. L’âge autorise une expérience des
bonheurs partagés entre générations qui est une preuve tangible de
l’existence de l’homme générique, indépendamment de l’origine,
du sexe et de la date de naissance. On pourrait donc tenter de
faire un inventaire des bonheurs liés à l’âge qui ne seraient pas
l’expression de l’état de sénilité, comme l‘affirmait Cioran avec un
joyeux pessimisme. Vieillir, c’est vivre l’expérience renouvelée du
regard des autres. Ils croient vous voir changer, mais ce sont eux
en fait qui changent et s’adaptent à la fréquentation d’une personne
âgée. Ils sont ainsi cause d’un renouvellement des relations, pour
le pire parfois, mais aussi parfois pour le meilleur. L’expérience
de l’âge est ainsi une expérience des autres et éventuellement une
occasion de bonheurs à l’état pur. Au total, il faut bien constater
que c’est dans un monde tour à tour ou simultanément tragique
et dérisoire, menaçant et exaltant, que nous essayons, chacun
pour notre part, de «cultiver notre jardin» (Voltaire). Il y a place
aujourd’hui pour une «anthropologie engagée» dont l’ambition
devrait être de rappeler à tous, et plus particulièrement à ceux
qui sont nés, grandissent et grandiront dans ce nouveau monde,
ce que sont les constituants symboliques de l’existence humaine,
irréductiblement et solidairement individuelle et sociale. Ce que
nous proposent le plus souvent les images de notre actualité
c’est le spectacle des malheurs dus à l’oppression, à la guerre,
à la pauvreté, à l’abandon. Avant de penser au bonheur du plus
grand nombre il faut essayer de le préserver du malheur. Le
bonheur n’a pas cette dimension collective, et rien n’est peut-être
plus redoutable que la promesse imprudente faite aux peuples de
faire leur bonheur. La rencontre, l’amitié et l’amour créent chez
les individus, durablement ou non, une possibilité de bonheur
qui donne un sens à la vie en inventant des lieux inédits et une
nouvelle perception du temps. Le bonheur individuel est intense
et fragile; il passe par la conscience soudaine d’exister, d’être soi,
il passe par le besoin et la présence des autres ou d’un autre. Le
droit au bonheur est le premier des droits individuels (c’est ce
qu’a magnifiquement exprimé le XVIIIème siècle), et le devoir
des politiques est de le rendre concrètement possible, non de le
réaliser, encore moins de l’imposer.

Urbanisation du monde= globalisation
ll n’a pas disparu dans l’espace de la ville; car -nous le savons bien
- toute vie relationnelle n’y a pas disparu. On le mesure chaque
jour sur la qualité de vie de certains quartiers. L’homme générique
est un animal symbolique dont l’identité ne peut s’affirmer et
s’épanouir que dans et par la relation aux autres. La plus haute
aspiration des concepteurs de la ville actuelle ne peut être que de
prêter main forte à cette aspiration existentielle. Tout programme
d’ensemble et tout projet de détail se donnant pour fin la vie en
ville devraient associer plusieurs types de réflexions: une réflexion
d’urbaniste sur les frontières et les équilibres internes du corps de
la ville; une réflexion d’architecte sur les continuités et les ruptures
de style; ne réflexion anthropologique sur le logis aujourd’hui, qui
doit concilier la nécessité d’ouvertures multiples sur l’extérieur et
le besoin d’intimité privée. Vaste chantier de «reprise» (au sens
où les couturières, jadis, et les «remailleuses» «reprenaient» les
vêtements déchirés et les bas filés). Il faudrait, dans toute la mesure
du possible, retracer des frontières entre les lieux, entre l’urbain et
le rural, entre le centre et les périphéries. Des frontières, c’est-àdire des seuils, des passages, des portes officielles, pour faire sauter
les barrières invisibles de l’exclusion implicite. Il faut redonner la
parole au paysage. On pourrait s’assigner à long terme la tâche de
remodeler un paysage urbain moderne, au sens de Baudelaire, où
les styles et les époques se mêleraient consciemment, comme les
classes sociales – les communes et les arrondissements des villes
en France ont l’obligation d’un certain pourcentage de «logements
sociaux», mais, outre que cette obligation est souvent tournée, il
arrive le plus souvent que se produise un effet de stigmatisation par
le style et le matériau. Encore un effort vers l’idéal…
Cet idéal devrait se retrouver dans la disposition intérieure des
appartements les plus modestes où devraient se combiner à petite
échelle les trois dimensions essentielles de la vie humaine: le privé
individuel, éventuellement le public (en l’occurrence familial) et la
relation à l’extérieur. Ainsi formulé, l’idéal est utopique et il n’est
évidemment pas du seul ressort de l’architecte. Mais la matière
de l’idéal ou de l’utopie est déjà là. J’en reviens pour conclure à
l’image de la couturière et de la remailleuse. Elle n’est pas exclusive
des grands projets qui peuvent offrir de la beauté à tous les regards,
ni du remodelage des grands paysages où chacun peut se perdre et
se retrouver. Elle veut seulement rappeler que tout commence et
tout finit avec l’individu le plus modeste, et que les plus grandes
entreprises sont vaines si elles ne le concernent pas un tant soit peu.
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Inspired by the title of today’s conference, Creativity
and Reality. The Art of Building Future Cities, I have
structured my reflection around four words.
The first is future, the second is creativity, the third is
technology, and the fourth, less visible, somewhat hidden,
is ethics.

A partire dal titolo del convegno di oggi, Creativity and
Reality. The Art of Building Future Cities, ho scelto quattro parole su cui articolare la mia riflessione.
La prima è futuro, la seconda è creatività, la terza è tecnologia, la quarta parola è più nascosta e meno visibile ed
è la parola etica.

Future

Futuro

The CENSIS, of which I am the General Secretary, carries
out research on Italian society. Every year we perform
between 60 and 70 studies, presenting them as a combined
report at year’s end. The most recent came out about ten
days ago. In the report of three years ago, in 2017, we
wrote: “The future has become stuck in the present”. This
is the critical problem of Italian society today. If you think
back to the ongoing debates and discussions held not just
this year, but over the last few years, there is a sense of a
lost future, a dwindling interest in looking forward. The
space that once existed between the present and the future
has practically disappeared. There are any number of
underlying reasons, and a variety of repercussions as well.
The reasons are well known, so a rapid review will suffice.
Only ten years have passed since the most momentous
economic and social crisis of recent times. Growth has
fallen to extremely low levels, both in our country and the
rest of the industrialised countries. Italy’s GDP has still

Il CENSIS, l’istituto del quale sono segretario generale,
fa ricerca sulla società italiana; realizziamo fra le 60 e
le 70 ricerche l'anno che presentiamo alla fine dell'anno
condensato in un rapporto. L’ultimo l'abbiamo presentato
una decina di giorni fa. Tre anni fa nel rapporto sociale,
quindi nel rapporto del 2017, abbiamo scritto: “il futuro si
è incollato al presente”. Il problema della società italiana
oggi è proprio questo: se ricordate il dibattito, non soltanto di quest'anno, ma degli ultimi anni, esiste il senso
di perdita del futuro, del gusto di guardare al futuro. Lo
spazio che separava il presente dal futuro si è ridotto quasi al nulla. Si tratta di un problema che ha tante ragioni
e che produce tanti effetti: le ragioni le conosciamo, le
richiamo velocemente. Dalla più significativa crisi economica e sociale sono trascorsi dieci anni. Nel nostro paese,
ma in generale in tutti i paesi avanzati, la crescita è stata
bassissima; l’Italia non ha ancora recuperato il PIL del
2008. Quindi, significa che abbiamo alle spalle dieci anni
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not returned to the levels of 2008, meaning that we have
left behind us ten years of stagnant development. Levels of
consumption show no increases, investments have fallen
to practically nothing, real-estate sales have dropped by
more than half, with real estate throughout Italy losing an
average of almost 40% of its value since 1960. The last
decade, and its lengthy economic and social crisis, have
left the following message: we can only afford to think
of the present, of the here and now, because the problems
we face are finding jobs for our children, caring for the
elderly, preparing for old age, meeting our expenses. And
this extremely burdensome social and economic crisis has
hit our country harder than others in Europe, though we
all, to a certain extent, face the same dilemma.

di calma piatta. I consumi sono fermi. Gli investimenti
sono ridotti a zero, le compravendite immobiliari si sono
più che dimezzate, i valori immobiliari hanno perso quasi il 40% in media in giro per l'Italia dal 1960. L’ultimo
decennio è un lungo periodo in cui la crisi economica e
la crisi sociale che ne consegue lasciano passare il seguente messaggio: dobbiamo ragionare solo sul presente,
sull’immediato, perché il problema che abbiamo di fronte
è il problema del lavoro dei figli, della cura delle persone
più anziane, dell'invecchiamento, delle spese che dobbiamo sostenere. È una crisi sociale ed economica molto
pesante che nel nostro paese è più importante che in altri
paesi europei, ma in qualche modo ci accomuna anche
gli altri.

Creativity

Creatività

This word has a difficult etymology. Creativity means
bringing something into being from nothing: erecting a
building in a meadow, making an object from a thought.
In Graeco-Latin culture, creativity was the Estrus,
the Greek name for the horsefly whose bite makes
causes horses jump. So for the Greeks, creativity was
a gift of the gods, but also a sudden, unexpected jolt, a
forward motion that fills a void. It leads to doing things
differently, to changing the rules of the game. In the
introductory remarks, someone quoted Einstein as stating
that: “Creativity is intelligence having fun”, seeing that a
problem can be addressed from one of two standpoints:
by drawing on intelligence, skill and established rules or
by bringing into play instinct, beauty, creative fantasy.
The term “grammar”, mentioned earlier, is both one
and the other. Grammar means being both inside and
out. Gianni Rodari’s book La grammatica della fantasia
(The Grammar of Fantasy) is on the ability to combine
creativity, empty spaces and forward leaps with the
intelligent use of things. We are all creative, and almost too
much has been made of the fact, with everyone obsessed
over creativity and how we all possess it… Mothers are
creative when they make dinner with what they have on
hand, plus loving care, passion and intelligence. We may
not all be geniuses… It is said: “Italians have a gene for

È una parola difficilissima sul piano etimologico.
Creatività significa far nascere dal nulla: l'edificio da un
prato, un oggetto da un pensiero. Nella cultura greco-latina la creatività era l'estro, il nome greco che indica il
tafano, l'insetto che colpisce il cavallo e che lo fa scartare
in maniera improvvisa. Quindi la creatività per i greci è
il dono degli Dei, ma è lo scarto improvviso, un modo
di procedere riempendo un vuoto; è la strada che ci porta
a fare una cosa diversa a cambiare, in qualche modo, le
regole del gioco. Qualcuno nell’introduzione, citando Einstein, diceva “la creatività è l'intelligenza che si diverte”,
quindi ci sono le due dimensioni: la dimensione dell'intelligenza, della competenza, della regola dell'applicazione ad un problema, e c'è la dimensione dell'istinto, della
bellezza, della fantasia. Prima si parlava di “grammatica”,
la grammatica è uno e l’altro, è lo star dentro lo star fuori. Gianni Rodari ha scritto un libro La grammatica della
fantasia, cioè la capacità di unire creatività, spazio vuoto,
colpo di coda e, al tempo stesso, applicazione intelligente
alle cose. Siamo tutti creativi, se ne parla quasi troppo, siamo un po' ossessionati da quest’idea della creatività, siamo tutti creativi… La mamma è creativa nel momento in
cui prepara una cena con quello che ha in casa e lo fa con
cura, con amore, con passione, con intelligenza. Non tutti,
forse, siamo geniali… qualcuno dice: “gli italiani… gen-
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genius…”, and in all likelihood, each of us has some form
of potential genius, though in a many cases it struggles
to express itself. Some think that creativity is simply
fantasy without any constraints, thoughts that stray
from the beaten path: I am creative because I say bizarre
things, I fail to heed the rules of the game, I take the road
less travelled, but that is not it! Being creative is much
more than unbridled fantasy or extravagant thoughts. It
means giving expression to something we already have
inside, that is part of our history, our culture, the way we
conceive of cities and towns, of society, of how we live in
the world. If we continue insisting that creativity is simply
empowering fantasy, we have it all wrong. Creativity is
like a prophecy, a flowering of potential. Otherwise it
makes no sense. The hard part is transforming an idea
into a project, then a project into a reality, determining the
available resources and possibilities, the attendant social
changes. To continue thinking creatively, we must once
again examine our present-day reality (cities and towns,
society), in order to highlight whaty we already have at
our disposal, what, put briefly, is already a part of our
history.

te col gene del genio…” Ognuno di noi, probabilmente,
possiede qualche tipo di genialità che, a volte, fa fatica a
far venir fuori. Qualcuno pensa che la creatività è fantasia
a briglie sciolte, applicazione del pensiero laterale: sono
creativo purché dico una cosa stravagante, sono fuori dalle
regole del gioco, mi muovo in una direzione non tanto percorsa. Non è così! Essere creativi non significa andare a
briglie sciolte, o seguire il pensiero laterale, è molto di più.
È la capacità di affermare qualcosa che abbiamo già dentro, che appartiene alla nostra storia, alla nostra cultura, al
modo in cui abbiamo inteso la città, la società il modo di
stare nel mondo. Se continuiamo a ritenere che la creatività sia fantasia al potere e basta abbiamo sbagliato tutto.
La creatività è come una profezia, è l’affermazione di una
potenzialità. Altrimenti non ha senso. Poi c'è anche la difficoltà di trasformare l'idea in un progetto, il progetto in
una realtà, tenendo conto delle risorse, delle possibilità disponibili, dei cambiamenti sociali. Se vogliamo continuare a pensare in termini creativi dobbiamo andare di nuovo
a guardare la realtà del nostro presente (città, società) per
provare a tirar fuori gli elementi che già esistono, che in
nuce e appartengono alla loro storia.

Technology

Tecnologia

The world of today is dominated by technology, with
smart cities being all the rage. The millions of sensors
introduced by technology into cities, interconnecting
buildings, people and objects, making it possible to
consider how cities can function better, are an important
advance, as in the case of traffic problems. But more
important than sensors in smart cities are the possibilities
technology offers for increased participation in planning,
democracy and social progress. There has been much
discussion on the ways in which global technology erodes
intermediation, increasingly putting everyone in touch
with everything. The rise of technology has highlighted
the need for renewed mediation, of the practice of
reconciling divergent interests, points of view and other
elements. There must be renewed consideration of how
to bring together different interests, all while taking into
account the intelligence of technological advances. In

Il mondo attuale è dominato dalla tecnologia: si parla molto
di Smart Cities, di città intelligenti. Il fatto che la tecnologia immetta nelle città milioni di sensori, che interconnetta
edifici, persone, oggetti e quindi consenta di ragionare su
come far funzionare meglio la città è un fatto importante; si
pensi al problema del traffico. Ma l'aspetto tecnologico più
importante della presenza della tecnologia nelle città non è
tanto il fatto che la Smart City è una piattaforma di sensori
che permette di fare, ad esempio, progettazione partecipata, democrazia o sociologia partecipata. Avrete sentito discutere o riflettuto sul tema della disintermediazione della
tecnologia, cioè di come la tecnologia nel mondo globale
permette il rapporto diretto di tutti con tutto. La tecnologia
impone il ritorno alla mediazione, alla dimensione in cui
si compongono interessi, punti di vista, elementi fra loro
molto differenti. Bisogna tornare a ragionare sulla capacità di mediare tra interessi diversi e di farlo tenendo conto
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today’s Italy, the dimension of the intermediate city, from
Cosenza in the south to Treviso in the north, is playing an
increasingly important role. We always talk about Milan,
we admire the growth of its GDP, its undeniable success.
But what if we read between the lines of of Italian society,
we see a return to the intermediate city, where one can
live well while retaining a distinct level of individual
esteem.
Thought should be given not only to the present, to
analysing history and developing one’s own narrative,
but also to the challenge of combining chronological
events, cities of intermediate size and technological
intermediation.
The second reason for the shrinkage of the time and space
separating the future and the present is technology, which
we talk all the time. Indeed, we are practically prisoners
of our smartphones and other devices. Technology solves
countless problems, allowing us to do things that, only a
few years ago, would have been unthinkable. But it also
subjects us to an extreme acceleration of never-ending
innovations, constantly presenting us with something
new to do or follow: new applications, new devices,
new media, as if what matters most is riding the wave
of the present, while, with technology moving so fast,
there is no point in imagining the future. Ten years ago,
who would have imagined the devices we use becoming
so widespread. As for politics, or rather communication,
meaning the endless onslaught of messages that last
only a few minutes: tweets, posts, political messages,
perhaps society is only expressing its feelings. At times,
the endless announcements, the constant photography,
the ceaseless provocation only seeks reactions by which
to gauge the current situation. The constant stream of
messages pays little heed to what will happen tomorrow,
caring only about staying in touch with today, answering
the latest tweet. There is no overall narrative of Italian
society and what the present might hold for the future.
And if such speculation is lost, there is no longer space
for imagination, for looking ahead, for preparing the
future, for developing children, the human persona or
society as a whole. Without imagination, a will to move
forward, a yearning for culture, with no possibility of

dell’intelligenza delle nuove tecnologie. In Italia, oggi, la
dimensione della città intermedia, da Cosenza fino a Treviso, è una dimensione che comincia a trovare uno spazio
più significativo. Oggi tutti parliamo di Milano, vediamo la
crescita del PIL, il successo indiscutibile di una città come
Milano.
Quello che si legge tra le righe dello sviluppo della società
italiana, invece, è il ritorno alla città intermedia, al viver
bene ad un certo tipo di signorilità individuale.
Occorre ragionare non soltanto sul tema del presente, della
capacità di saper leggere la storia e sviluppare un proprio
racconto, ma anche unire cronologia, città di dimensione
intermedia e intermediazione tecnologica.
C'è una seconda ragione che riguarda la perdita della distanza di tempo e di spazio, fra il futuro il presente, ed
è la tecnologia. Ne parliamo tutti i giorni, viviamo quasi
prigionieri dello smartphone o dei mezzi tecnologici. La
tecnologia risolve moltissimi problemi, permette di fare
cose fino a qualche anno fa impensabili, ma ci mette in una
condizione di estrema accelerazione c'è sempre una novità
e c'è sempre qualcosa che bisogna fare o seguire: le nuove applicazioni, i nuovi dispositivi, i nuovi media. L'impressione è che bisogna cavalcare l'onda del presente e che
l'accelerazione tecnologica è talmente rapida che è inutile
immaginare il futuro. Dieci anni fa chi poteva immaginare
che i mezzi tecnologici che utilizziamo avrebbero avuto
una tale diffusione. C'è una ulteriore questione che è la politica. O meglio, la comunicazione, il continuo rincorrersi
di messaggi che valgono lo spazio di qualche minuto: twitt,
post, messaggi elettorali. La percezione che si ha è che, in
fondo, sia la società ad esprimere il suo sentire: il continuo
annuncio, la continua fotografia, la continua provocazione a volte sono solo carotaggi, per capire che reazione si
provoca. Il rincorrersi continuo di messaggi fa sì che non
importa quello che succederà domani perché conta cavalcare l’oggi, replicare al twitt di oggi. Non c'è un racconto
della società italiana complessivo che proietta il presente
verso il futuro. E nel momento in cui questa dimensione
ci è impedita, viene meno lo spazio dell'immaginazione, il
guardare in avanti, il preparare il futuro, lo spazio dello sviluppo del bambino, della persona umana, della società nel
suo complesso. Se non c’è questo tipo di immaginario, di
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foreseeing the society of tomorrow, we will simply stand
still, unable to make plans for the future.
Laying any groundwork for future growth proves
impossible. Consider the mountain climber who prepares
his ascent, plans the various phases, imagines what could
happen, where he could run into trouble, preparing his
backpack accordingly. Architects do the same thing with
their projects, weighing a variety of solutions while
preparing for a range of eventualities. Social researchers
like myself face the same problem, which they solve
by using their imagination to find solutions that make
possible further progress. Society functions in the exact
same way.
From the postwar period onward, our country’s major
cycles of economic and social development have always
generated intense emotional, social, anthropological
and collective aspirations: the yearning for a washing
machine, a car, one’s own home, a second home by the sea
or in the country, study abroad for the children: in short,
upward mobility. The chance to outpace development,
not only individual, but that of society, is indispensable
in these difficult times, when the future is stuck in the
present.
If this capacity for imagination dries up, then the driving
force of social development will stop as well. It is not
enough to say that there is little space for the future, a
limited margin for imagination or social change. Shortly
after the First World War, Felice Balbo, an important
philosopher, said that society is like reality, for it
resembles the bank of a river (changing together with
the river). Reality is always changing, moving through
different phases and forms, at times in a headlong rush,
at times gently, just like a riverbank.
We need not so much to recover the future, as to once
again take pleasure in imagining it, inhabiting the sphere
of individual and collective imagination when analysing
current events and the present. There is no point in trying
to predict where we will be in twenty years’ time, which
is so hard to know, and we lack the skills to see that far
in advance anyway. Any number of studies and projects
attempt to see the future, but who can say what Rome
will be like in 2050? We can do our best to attempt a
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desiderio di andare avanti, il gusto della cultura, la capacità
di leggere la società di domani; si sta fermi senza riuscire
a preparare il futuro.
Non si riesce ad elaborare una vocazione allo sviluppo: si
pensi all'alpinista che prepara la sua ascensione, prefigura i
vari passaggi, immagina i vari momenti, i punti in cui potrà
entrare difficoltà e prepara il suo zaino in funzione di ciò
che pensa che dovrà affrontare. Lo stesso fa l'architetto che,
nel momento in cui deve affrontare un progetto, comincia
a immaginare soluzioni diverse e si attrezza rispetto alle
diverse possibilità. Anche chi come me fa ricerca sociale
ha lo stesso problema: mette in campo un tipo di immaginario, cerca di trovare le soluzioni per poterlo perseguire.
La società funziona esattamente nello stesso modo.
Nel corso dei grandi cicli di sviluppo economico e sociale
del nostro paese, dal dopoguerra in avanti, è sempre emersa
una carica emotiva, sociale, antropologica, collettiva molto
forte: il desiderio di avere la lavatrice, l’automobile, la casa
di proprietà, la seconda casa al mare, in campagna, i figli
che studiano all'estero. Quindi, tutto quello che si chiama
ascensore sociale. La possibilità di andare oltre il motore
dello sviluppo, non soltanto individuale, ma anche della
società nel suo complesso, è indispensabile in un momento
difficile in cui il futuro si incolla al presente.
Bisogna prendere atto che se questo immaginario viene
meno anche il motore dello sviluppo sociale viene meno:
non basta dire c’è poco spazio per il futuro, poco margine per l’immaginazione o poca istanza sociale. Diceva un
grande filosofo del primo dopoguerra, Felice Balbo, la società è come la realtà ed è come l'argine di un fiume (che
si modifica assieme al fiume). La realtà cambia continuamente, evolve e si modifica, a volte in maniera impetuosa a
volte leggera, esattamente come l’argine di un fiume.
Allora, lo sforzo che dobbiamo fare, non per recuperare il
futuro, ma per ritrovare il gusto di immaginarlo, è di stare
dentro un immaginario individuale e collettivo, nella lettura dei fenomeni e nella lettura del presente. Non è necessario fare uno sforzo per dire fra vent’anni dove saremo,
perché è difficile, non abbiamo neanche le competenze per
poterlo fare. Ci sono tanti studi, iniziative sulla futurologia. È difficilmente prevedibile come sarà Roma nel 2050,
si può tentare un esercizio, però è estremamente difficile
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projection, but arriving at a credible scenario is very
difficult. What we need to do, in the here and now, is
understand the present. For example, as you all know,
the 3D printing industry is experiencing tremendous
development, changing all of manufacturing culture, the
very approach to organising factory operations. We all
think of factories in the traditional sense (noisy, polluting,
large-scale facilities), but the present-day concept of a
factory is completely different.
If we shift our focus to cities and planning, including
considerations of architecture, then we need to understand
now, for example, what a revival of manufacturing in
our country would mean. Italy, as we know, is Europe’s
second leading industrial power, one of the world’s ten or
eleven foremost industrial powers. Well, one-fourth of its
production capacity is in manufacturing, in the industrial
sense of the term, so understanding manufacturing today
means understanding what cities will look like tomorrow.
Another widely discussed topic today is climate change,
an issue bigger than the details of any specific policy
statement, as what counts is understanding the impact
climate change can have, at this point in time, on society,
a consideration that drives home the fact that it is the
inherent characteristics of today’s world (economic,
cultural and technological) which leave so little distance
between the future and the present, affording us only
limited space for manoeuvre, forcing us to live in
the present, to concentrate on our history, as only by
retrieving the narrative of the past can we move forward.

esprimere idee credibili. Lo sforzo che in questo momento
dobbiamo fare è capire la realtà del presente. Propongo due
esempi, per farmi capire meglio: sapete tutti che è in corso
un grande sviluppo dell’industria della stampa 3D che sta
modificando tutta la cultura manifatturiera, il modo di impostare l’attività di una fabbrica. Tutti noi abbiamo l'idea di
una fabbrica intesa in modo tradizionale (rumorosa, inquinata, dimensionalmente estesa), ma oggi l'idea di fabbrica
è completamente diversa.
Se vogliamo pensare alla città, alla progettazione e se
vogliamo portare architettura, dobbiamo capire oggi, nel
presente, che cosa significa, ad esempio, il recupero della
manifattura nel nostro paese che, come sapete, è la seconda potenza industriale d'Europa. Ed è una delle prime dieci-undici potenze industriali del mondo, deriva più di un
quarto della capacità produttiva dalla manifattura intesa in
senso industriale. Capire cos'è la manifattura oggi significa
capire che cosa sarà la città del futuro.
Un altro tema di cui si parla tantissimo oggi è quello del
cambiamento climatico. Il problema va oltre la specificità
delle dichiarazioni politiche, ciò che conta è capire quale
tipo di impatto può produrre nel momento attuale il cambiamento climatico sulla società e, quindi, prendere atto
del fatto che, per ragioni strutturali (economiche, culturali,
tecnologiche), oggi il futuro ha poca distanza dal presente.
Quindi, lo spazio nel quale ci muoviamo è uno spazio ridotto che ci impone di stare sul presente, che ci impone di
stare sulla nostra storia, perché soltanto nel ritrovare la dimensione del racconto riusciamo a fare un passo in avanti.

Ethics

Etica

The other word brought to mind by the title of the conference
is ethics. An ambiguous term, there may well be too much
discussion of it, as in the case of the search for justice, with
respect to both ends and means, in the context of a rapidly
changing society uncertain over its future and lacking
confidence in the long-term viability of imagination. This
is the ethical dimension we must enter, to demonstrate that
we are the product of the lengthy history of the ‘ethics
of good intentions’, or Christian ethics, meaning those
prepared, to a certain extent, by Christ, when he said on the

L'altra parola che suggerisce il titolo del convegno è
l'etica. Se ne parla forse troppo poco, è una parola ambigua, come la ricerca del giusto, nel fine e nel mezzo,
in una società in trasformazione rapidissima, incerta del
futuro e insicura sull'immaginario nel lungo periodo.
Qual è la dimensione etica che dobbiamo assumere per
affermare che noi veniamo da una lunga storia di un'etica cosiddetta delle buone intenzioni, l'etica Cristiana,
l'etica che nostro Signore in qualche modo ha dettato
sulla croce quando ha detto: perdona loro perché non
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cross: Forgive them, for they know not what they have done.
In other words, the ethics of good intentions postulated
by Weber when he refers to the ethics of responsibility,
under which what counts is less the expression of the good
intention – I meant to do good, but things went wrong –
than the ability to foresee the effects of a given decision.
In today’s society, neither one of these two prospectives
still holds: the ethics of good intentions is no longer viable,
nor are the ethics of foreseeing the effects of our decisions
upheld at present. Everything has become so uncertain,
so quick, so interconnected and contingent, that it is
difficult to have any idea of what tomorrow will be like. As
Umberto Galimberti aptly put it: In a similar situation, the
only ethics possible are those of the wayfarer, the ethics of
he who has no ultimate destination, no route to follow, but
is grounded in the present alone, in whatever happens. The
wayfarer exists within the limits of the landscape, drawing
on the resources at his disposal to address whatever
problems may arise. Today we find ourselves in just such
a situation, meaning an ethical framework that provides us
with limited resources, all of which we must draw on to
achieve ends that, although they may be only short-term
objectives, must still be considered the measure of our
actions. We need merely think of today’s city of Rome,
with all its difficulties, its garbage, its decrepit buildings,
issues that its political class, all things considered, is not
attending to. There is definitely no hope of implementing
an ethics of responsibility, seeing that decisions prove so
difficult that none are actually made, from the question
of the 2024 Olympics to approval of the budgets for the
companies that handle waste disposal and transportation,
but there does remain one ethical perspective of relevance
to our cities: understanding the present, analysing today,
and including an ethical outlook in that examination of the
present, as part of a long-term narrative.
What is the unifying element of the four words I have
proposed in pondering what the future may hold, what
roles will be played by creativity, imagination, ethics and
the intelligent use – apart from mere slogans – of the new
opportunities offered by technology? I believe the answer
is the one we wrote about in our latest CENSIS report
(2019), and namely: the unease of our society, the yearning
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sanno quello che fanno. E dove la buona intenzione rispetto all'etica formulata da Weber, l'etica della responsabilità, secondo il cui pensiero quello che conta non
è tanto la buona intenzione – volevo far del bene ma è
andata male – ma la capacità di prevedere gli effetti di
ogni decisione. Nella società di oggi non si ritrova nessuna di queste due dimensioni: non funziona più l'etica
della buona intenzione e non funziona più neanche la
dimensione della previsione degli effetti delle nostre decisioni. Tutto è talmente incerto, veloce, interconnesso,
condizionato che diventa difficile prevedere quello che
sarà domani.
C'è una bella formulazione di Umberto Galimberti che
dice: di fronte a questa situazione l'unica etica possibile è l'etica del viandante, l'etica di colui che non ha
una meta, un cammino da percorrere, ma si appoggia
al presente, a quello che succede. Si appoggia ai limiti
del paesaggio e usa le risorse che ha a disposizione per
affrontare i problemi che gli vengono incontro. Oggi ci
troviamo esattamente in quella situazione Cioè in una
dimensione etica rispetto alla quale abbiamo poche risorse, le dobbiamo utilizzare tutte e abbiamo fini che
sono magari di breve periodo, ma rispetto ai quali ci
dobbiamo misurare. Basti pensare alla città di Roma,
alle sue difficoltà, alla spazzatura agli edifici che cadono, ad una politica tutto sommato assente. Non possiamo certo imporre un'etica della responsabilità visto che
poi è talmente difficile prendere una decisione che ci
sfugge da qualsiasi decisione, dalle Olimpiadi del 2024
fino all'approvazione del bilancio delle società che si
occupano di spazzatura, di trasporti. Resta però una dimensione etica importante anche rispetto al tema della
nostra città: capire il presente, leggere il presente, inserirne la lettura in una dimensione etica, in un racconto
di lungo periodo.
Cosa tiene insieme le quattro parole che ho proposto,
il ragionamento sul futuro, sulla creatività, sull'immaginazione, sulla dimensione etica, sull'uso intelligente – al di là degli slogan – delle nuove opportunità
tecnologiche. Credo che l'abbiamo scritto nell'ultimo
rapporto CENSIS (2019): l’irrequietezza della nostra
società, la voglia di andare avanti, la speranza, il desi-
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to move forward, the hope, the wish to turn around a
lengthy decline that, to a certain extent, has been forced
upon us, told to us, or that we have simply accepted, as well
as a renewed leaning towards hope, towards the future, all
combined with our natural inclination for development.

derio di invertire il lungo cammino di declino che, in
qualche modo, ci hanno imposto, raccontato o che noi
abbiamo recepito; ed un ritrovato gusto della speranza,
del futuro, mettendoci dentro la nostra vocazione allo
sviluppo.
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An apology of Creon
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I was invited to speak on Creon, after some colleagues had
heard a talk of mine on the same subject at the La Sapienza
University of Rome. Before accepting the invitation, apart
from not feeling at all worthy, I asked myself what path,
however narrow, could lead from Creon to a prestigious
conference of architects. Ultimately I decided that the
government of cities might be one, seeing that Creon,
in defence of a law he has laid down to protect the city,
states: “There is no greater evil than anarchy. It destroys
cities, ruins families, routs armies in battle”. Roughly
a half century earlier, Heraclitus had said, in one of his
aphorisms: “The people must fight for their laws as they
would for their city’s walls”. The security of the Greek
cities of that time depended on unwavering preservation of
the law. Creon had created an order, the way an architect
does, and he was watching over it. Architecture may be the
single most political profession, as architects deal with the
polis, or the community, a circumstance that always brings
to mind the three chief obstacles facing any architect.
The first is illustrated by Bruegel’s Landscape with the
Fall of Icarus. The leg sticking out of the sea, towards
the bottom-right, is Icarus. Something extraordinary has
just happened: a young man, defying the laws of gravity,
has put on wings and attempted to fly, only to fall back to
earth. He is the first man to have tried taking to the skies,
but no one takes any notice. The man in peasant garb goes
on ploughing; below him a shepherd gazes upward and
in the opposite direction; a fisherman in the lower-right
right corner, though facing the water, remains unaware
of Icarus drowning just a few metres away; all this while

Sono stato invitato a parlare qui di Creonte dopo che alcuni
colleghi avevano seguito una mia conversazione sul tema
alla Sapienza. Prima di accogliere il vostro invito per il quale ritengo di non essere sufficientemente adeguato, mi sono
chiesto quale potesse essere il sentiero, per quanto sottile,
che potesse portare da Creonte ad un prestigioso congresso di Architetti. Mi sono risposto che forse questo sentiero
poteva essere costituito dal governo delle città. Creonte infatti difende una sua legge perché vuole difendere la sua
città e dice: “Non esiste male maggiore dell’anarchia: essa
distrugge le città, sovverte le famiglie, rompe e mette in
fuga l’esercito in battaglia”. Circa un secolo prima Eraclito
aveva detto in uno dei suoi aforismi: “Per le leggi il popolo
deve combattere come per le mura delle città”. La salvezza
delle città della cultura greca del tempo dipende dalla salda
conservazione delle leggi. Creonte, come un architetto, ha
creato un ordine e se ne occupa custodendolo. L’architetto è forse la professione più politica che ci sia, nel senso
che l’architetto si occupa della polis, della comunità, e da
questo punto di vista mi piace ricordare i tre ostacoli maggiori che può trovare l’architetto. Il primo è riferibile a La
caduta di Icaro di Bruegel. Icaro è la gamba che spunta dal
mare, in fondo a destra. È successa una cosa straordinaria:
un giovane uomo ha sfidato le leggi di gravità, si è messo
le ali, ha tentato di volare, ma non ce l’ha fatta ed è caduto.
È il primo uomo che ha cercato di volare ma nessuno se ne
è accorto. C’è poi un signore in abiti coriali che ara, sotto
c’è un pastore che guarda in alto nella parte opposta, un
pescatore in basso a destra che sta pescando, col viso verso
l’acqua e non si accorge che Icaro sta affondando a pochi
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the ships head out to sea. In short, inattentiveness reigns.
A lack of attention for what surrounds us strikes me one
of the most daunting obstacles facing the architect. The
second obstacle appears in the Procession to Calvary,
also by Bruegel. It is difficult to make out Christ, who
is in the standing in the middle portion, while the other
two condemned men are in a wagon, further below and
to the right. A crowd stands in a circle, in the upperright, expectantly awaiting the crucifixion. In the right
foreground is a tree topped by a torture wheel. Everyone
is doing something. They are all indifference. To my mind,
the second problem that every architect must struggle is
indifference. The third problem is solitude. Francis Bacon
sets his images inside parallelepipeds or frames, but his
frames do not highlight the subject, tending instead to
isolate it, set it apart, in a solitary place. And so it seems
to me that the three main obstacles facing architects are
inattentiveness, indifference and solitude.

metri da lui, i vascelli prendono il largo: è la disattenzione.
Credo che la disattenzione per quello che accade attorno a
noi è uno dei più grandi ostacoli che l’architetto può trovare
nella sua vita. Il secondo è la Salita al calvario di Bruegel.
Si fa fatica a distinguere dove sta Cristo. Cristo è in mezzo,
è a piedi, mentre gli altri due sono su una carretta, più sotto
a destra. In alto, a destra, ci sono quelli che aspettano la
crocifissione, sono lì che aspettano in cerchio, c’è lo spettacolo che urge. C’è poi l’albero della cuccagna a destra.
Tutti fanno altro: sono indifferenti. La indifferenza credo
che sia il secondo problema di fronte al quale si trova l’architetto che deve misurare e superare. Il terzo problema è la
solitudine. Francis Bacon inscrive le sue immagini dentro
parallelepipedi o cornici che non sono cornici che tendono
ad esaltare il soggetto, ma ad isolarlo, a proiettarlo in un
non luogo della solitudine. Allora mi pare che disattenzione, indifferenza e solitudine siano i tre ostacoli o problemi
maggiori che l’architetto si trova a combattere.

History

La storia

To return to Creon, the tragedy was staged in 442 BC,
2400 years ago. I have no idea what work of today
will still be around in 3600 AD, who can say? But this
play has endured for 2400 years, and I imagine it will
continue to hold up. Now this was the age of Pericles,
when the city was at the height of its splendour and the
polis a firmly established form of community. More
importantly, this was the period that pitted the demos,
the people, against the aristocracy, creating a yawning
divide. Pericles champions the demos, not the aristocracy.
Indeed, in search of support, he takes power from the
aristocracy and gives it to the demos. He even rules that
the state will pay for the tickets of the needy to theatrical
performances. Pericles is the first to provide funding for
political activities, ruling that those who hold government
positions should be paid. As you know, a millennium or
two latter, the idea proved to be outmoded, though who
can say if that was an improvement? So on the one hand
you have Creon, on the other Antigone: the values of
the polis set against on the old, established values of
the family, with Antigone raising the question of blood

Torniamo a Creonte: la tragedia è rappresentata nel 442
a.C., 2400 anni fa. Non so quale opera di oggi sarà rappresentata nel 3600, non ne ho idea e credo che nessuno ce
l’abbia. Questa ha durato 2400 anni e ho l’impressione che
continuerà a durare. È importante ricordare che è l’età di
Pericle, perché è l’età nella quale la città vive il suo sfarzo
maggiore. La polis come comunità si afferma potentemente. E soprattutto perché è la fase nella quale il demos, il
popolo, è contro l’aristocrazia. È una delle grandi fratture. Pericle garantisce il demos, non l’aristocrazia, anzi ai
fini di acquisire consenso toglie potere all’aristocrazia e li
dà al demos. Addirittura lui stabilisce che lo stato paga il
biglietto per assistere alle prestazioni teatrali per i non abbienti. Pericle stabilisce per la prima volta il finanziamento
della politica perché stabilisce che coloro che si occupano
della cosa pubblica devono essere retribuiti. Poi come sapete qualche millennio dopo la cosa è stata superata, non
so con quanto vantaggio. Da un lato c’è Creonte, da un
lato c’è Antigone. Da un lato ci sono i valori della polis,
dall’altro ci sono i vecchi valori della famiglia, che Antigone pone la questione del sangue, del fratello, Creonte pone
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relations, through her brother, while Creon supports the
polis, which gives the city order. The story, as you will
all remember, goes like this: Eteocles and Polynices clash
after their father Oedipus goes into exile, leading to a
war in which both die: Etocles while defending the city,
Polynices while attacking it. When the war ends, Creon
declares: “There are to be funeral honours for Polynices,
violators will be put to death”. This because Polynices
raised an army and attacked the city. Antigone, the sister
of Polynices, disobeys, spreading a layer of soil on her
brother’s body. She does not bury him, but she does
mourn, claiming to be obeying the unwritten laws of the
gods, which, she holds, should prevail over those of man.

il problema della polis, dell’ordine della città. La vicenda,
la ricordate tutti, la sintetizzo: c’è uno scontro tra Eteocle
e Polinice dopo l’esilio del padre Edipo, c’è una guerra,
muoiono entrambi, Eteocle per difendere la città, Polinice
per assalirla, la guerra finisce e Creonte dice: “non ci siano onori funebri per Polinice. Chi trasgredisce sia messo
a morte”, perché Polinice ha preso le armi e ha messo su
un esercito contro la città. Antigone, sorella di Polinice,
disobbedisce e stende un velo di terra sul corpo del fratello, non lo seppellisce, ma rende gli onori funebri e dice di
aver obbedito alle leggi non scritte degli dei, non alle leggi
degli uomini. E le leggi degli dei, ritiene, sono destinate a
prevalere sulle leggi degli uomini.

Antigone’s offence

La trasgressione di Antigone

“The edict,” states Antigone, “did not come from Zeus and
the justice that resides with the gods of the underworld”.
Hers is the ancestral view of justice, “Which has never
established laws such as this among men”. Respect for
positive law is an extremely relevance topic in the culture
of ancient Greece. And the conflict is not personal. As
Hegel states: “Recht gegen Recht”, or “law against law”,
with positive law standing in contrast to divine law, or what
is deemed to be such. In 431 BC, nine years after Antigone
was first performed, Pericles states in his celebrated funeral
oration to the Athenians, as reported by Thucydides: “We
were taught to respect judges and the law, and never to
forget to defend those who have been wronged. We were
also taught to respect the unwritten laws, not all of them, but
those that share the universal belief in what is just and what
is good. We in Athens have done all this for some time”.
This is the same argument proposed by the human laws
in the Crito, in the imaginary dialogue in which Socrates
says to a friend who has come to urge him to escape: “But
if all the laws were to appear before us, would they not
tell me, ‘Wait, it was you who preached respect for the
law, and now you plan to run away?’ What would I say to
them?”. So the issue of the law was extremely important, in
that law maintains order, it safeguards the life of the polis,
making respect for the law a question of much relevance in
the culture of the day.

“L’editto”, dice Antigone, “non era di Zeus e la giustizia che
siede accanto agli dei sotto terra”, questa è la visione ancestrale della giustizia, “non ha mai stabilito tra gli uomini leggi
come queste”. Il rispetto della legge positiva è un tema rilevante nella cultura dell’antica Grecia. E qui d’altra parte il
conflitto non ha carattere personale. Hegel disse “Recht gegen
Recht”, “diritto contro diritto”, “legge contro legge”, la legge
positiva contro la legge divina o sedicente tale. Inoltre, nove
anni dopo la prima rappresentazione dell’Antigone, nel 431
a.C., Pericle aveva detto nel suo celebre discorso agli Ateniesi riportato da Tucidide: “Ci è stato insegnato di rispettare i
magistrati e ci è stato insegnato anche di rispettare le leggi
e di non dimenticare mai che dobbiamo proteggere coloro
che ricevono offesa. E ci è stato anche insegnato di rispettare
quelle leggi non scritte, non tutte, ma quelle che risiedono
nell’universale sentimento di ciò che è giusto e di ciò che è
buono. Noi ad Atene da tempo facciamo così”. È la stessa argomentazione che nel Critone usano le leggi umane. Ricorderete l’immaginario dialogo con Socrate e che Socrate stesso
illustra all’amico che è venuto a proporgli la fuga. Socrate gli
dice: “Ma se tutte le leggi fossero qua fuori e mi dicessero:
‘scusa tu hai predicato il rispetto delle leggi e adesso che fai te
ne scappi?’ Io cosa avrei da dire?”. Sottolineo questo perché il
problema della legge è molto importante perché la legge tiene
l’ordine, garantisce la vita della polis e quindi il rispetto delle
leggi ha un peso rilevante nella cultura dell’epoca.
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Creon’s responsibility

La responsabilità di Creonte

For what is Creon responsible? First of all, for how the
responsibility of governing sorely tests the character of the
people and individuals. At a certain point, he says: “There is
no way of truly knowing the soul, the wisdom and thoughts
of anyone until they have been tested in government or
under the law”. And it is precisely his responsibility for
governing the city that keeps Creon from revoking the
edict, as first his son Haemon, Antigone’s betrothed, and
then the chorus ask him to do. Creon wants to show that the
homeland will not treat different forms of conflict in like
fashion. It is one thing to defend the city, and quite another
to take up arms against it. Not only that, but if he agreed to
the urgings of the chorus and Haemon, he would have been
favouring a blood relation, as Antigone is his niece. For
her part, Antigone, tied to the old family-centred mindset,
espouses a reactionary interpretation, valuing the blood tie
above the tie of citizenship in the polis, whereas Creon holds
his main duty to be keeping order in the city. He fears that
the polis will be plunged into anarchy. And in this tragedy,
order means not just public order. The Greek city was
designed not simply to overlay the surrounding territory,
crushing it, but to establish a complementary relationship
between constructed and natural elements, based on two
cultures: the culture of balance and that of the limit. The
balance holds between what was and what shall be, while
the limit is the boundary of creativity. But both the balance
and the limit need a political culture that guarantees order
in the city, and Antigone, who supports a different type of
order, one based on blood ties and not citizenship, threatens
to sow disorder in the city, which, as history teaches us, will
eventually become the disorder of the city.

Quali sono le responsabilità di Creonte? Innanzitutto Creonte
è responsabile di come le responsabilità di governo mettano
a dura prova il carattere delle persone e degli uomini. Dice
ad un certo punto: “è impossibile conoscere bene l’animo e il
senno e il pensiero di qualunque umano prima che abbia fatto
prova nel governo e nelle leggi”. Ed è proprio la responsabilità del governo della città che impedisce a Creonte di revocare l’editto come gli chiedono prima il figlio Emone, che è
il fidanzato di Antigone, e poi lo stesso coro. Creonte vuol
dimostrare che la patria non tratterà in modo uguale condotte
diseguali. Altro è chi ha difeso la patria, altro è chi ha usato le
armi contro la patria. Non solo ma se avesse adottato il criterio che gli chiedevano di adottare alla fine il coro ed Emone
avrebbe privilegiato un rapporto di sangue perché Antigone è
sua nipote. E Antigone, che è legata al vecchio modello della
famiglia, è reazionaria in questa interpretazione, chiede che
valga il legame di sangue non il legame della polis, della cittadinanza. Mentre per Creonte il principale dovere è mantenere l’ordine nella città. Teme che la polis precipiti nell’anarchia. Quando si parla di ordine in questa tragedia non si tratta
solo di ordine pubblico. La città greca è disegnata in modo
particolare, non si sovrappone al territorio schiacciandolo, è
frutto del rapporto di complementarietà tra il costruito e il
naturale. Questo rapporto si regge su due culture: la cultura
dell’equilibrio e la cultura del limite. Equilibrio tra ciò che
c’era e ciò che ci sarà, il limite come confine della creatività.
Ma equilibrio e limite hanno bisogno di una cultura politica
che garantisca l’ordine della città e Antigone, paladina di un
ordine diverso basato sul legame di sangue e non sul legame
di cittadinanza è portatrice di disordine nella città, che poi
come la storia insegna diventa disordine della città.

The central role of order in Greek political culture

La centralità dell’ordine nella cultura politica greca

The crucial importance of order in nascent political systems
– as I noted at the start, we are in the age in which the polis
was being constructed – was an ongoing preoccupation in
Sophocles’ time. An example is Thucydides’ account of
the plague in Athens, telling of how people lost the will
to persevere in pursuing their best interests, as there was

La centralità dell’ordine nei sistemi politici che si andavano costituendo, ho detto all’inizio che siamo nella fase in
cui si costruiscono le polis, era una preoccupazione costante nell’età di Sofocle. Lo dimostra nettamente il racconto
che Tucidide fa della peste ad Atene quando dice che nessuno era più disposto a perseverare in quello che giudicava
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no way to know whether they would die before achieving
them, and so disorder prevailed and the city was destroyed,
showing just how important order is. Creon lays down
the three guiding principles of government in his age: 1. a
woman cannot prevail over a man in the culture of the polis
– whereas the relationship is different in the family culture,
where the woman’s role is of considerable importance (in the
culture of the polis, the male who must prevail in questions
of arms, war and command); 2. the people cannot prevail
over their king; 3. the young cannot command adults.
These authoritarian mechanisms make it possible to govern
the polis, in contrast with the earlier family mechanism.
Even the man-woman conflict is not simply a gender issue,
but an intensely political clash between the laws of the polis
and family law. “No woman shall ever command while I
still live,” says Creon from the start, meaning that he has no
intention of restoring the old ways. And he responds to the
chorus, after Antigone harshly expresses her opposition:
“I would hardly be a man, and she would be come one,
were her affront were to remain unpunished.” A theme he
returns to when enjoining his son Haemon to never take
leave of his senses to please a woman. And there are other
considerations too. The dispute with his son Haemon sheds
further light on the relationship between the sovereign and
the people, when Haemon, having made the rounds of the
city to hear what people think of his father’s decision, tells
him: “For your good, I have sought to understand what
others are doing, or saying, as in your presence the citizens
are too in awe to ever tell you what you wish not wish to
hear, but I am free to speak when I move in the shadows,
and I hear them say that the city feels sorry for the young
woman, as she has carried out the noblest possible deed but
will suffer the most miserable of deaths.” To which Creon
answers: “So the city is to tell me how I must govern?”, and
Haemon answers: “No city is one man alone”. This passage
is politically important, as Pericles had amassed a great deal
of power, leading to objections that Athens had become a
city of one man alone. At the same time, Thucydides says
of ceding power to the people: “Do not make the state
beholden to the whims of the demos”, pointing to a subtle
disagreement with Pericles, who actually who favoured the
demos over the aristocracy, despite Xenophon’s warning
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fosse il suo bene perché pensava che non poteva sapere se
non sarebbe morto prima di arrivarci. E quindi il disordine
prevale, la città è distrutta: l’ordine è perciò importante.
Creonte fissa tre principi del governo del suo tempo: 1. non
può una donna prevalere su un uomo – questa è la cultura
della polis che nella cultura della famiglia ha un rapporto
diverso, la donna ha un peso rilevante (nella cultura della
polis è l’uomo che deve prevalere per le armi, la guerra, il
comando); 2. non può il popolo prevalere sul suo re; 3. non
può un giovane comandare su un adulto.
Sono i meccanismi autoritari che consentono alla polis
di essere governata contro il meccanismo familistico che
la precede. Anche il conflitto uomo-donna non è solo un
tema di genere, è un conflitto intensamente politico tra
leggi della polis e leggi della famiglia. “Mai mentre vivo”
dice all’inizio Creonte “donna comanderà” che vuol dire
che lui non intende recuperare ciò che è del passato. E al
coro, dopo che Antigone ha espresso duramente la propria
opposizione, risponde: “Davvero io non sarei uomo, ma
uomo sarebbe costei se questa audacia le resterà impunita”. Il tema è ripreso in un’ingiunzione al figlio, Emone,
ammonito a non uscir di senno per piacer di femmina. Poi
ci sono altri dati. Sul rapporto tra il sovrano e il popolo è
illuminante il contrasto con Emone, il figlio. Emone, che
nel frattempo gira nella città per capire cosa ne pensa la
città della decisione del padre, dice: “Per tuo vantaggio
investigo in ciò che altri operano, o parlano, la tua presenza sbigottiti rende i cittadini in modo che non ti dicano
mai ciò che udire non ti piace e invece io tutto posso dire
quanto nell’ombra vanno dicendo che la città commisera
questa fanciulla e che ha compiuto l’opera più nobile e in
cambio ne riceve la più misera morte”. E Creonte dice: “La
città dunque mi dirà ciò che io devo ordinare?” ed Emone
dice: “Non esiste la città che è di un solo uomo”. Questo
passaggio è politicamente importante perché, nell’età di
Pericle, egli assommava in sé un sacco di potere e la contestazione che fanno a Pericle è che Atene era diventata la
città di un solo uomo. E Tucidide per altro dirà dei poteri
del popolo: “Non affidare lo stato ai capricci del demos”;
anche qui c’è una polemica sottile con Pericle che in realtà
aveva favorito il demos contro l’aristocrazia e Senofonte
dirà “Il popolo escogita diecimila pretesti per non fare ciò
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that: “The people will come up with ten thousand excuses
to keep from doing what they wish not to”. Thucydides,
though he ultimately supports Pericles, criticises him by
observing that: “The city is not of one man alone”. Pericles
governed for thirty-two years, winning ever greater support
through actions that today would be considered demagogic,
for he won approval from the people by periodically
extending benefits. Such measures led Pericles’ critics to
blame him for the subsequent decadence, charging that,
while he did accumulate a great deal of power, he returned
too much of it to the people, undermining the health of the
city. There is much reflect on in these methods.

che non vuole”. E Tucidide è favorevole a Pericle, però è
critico nei suoi confronti perché dice appunto: “È la città
di un solo uomo”. Pericle governò per trentadue anni la
città, sempre ottenendo consensi via via crescenti grazie a
un’azione che oggi diremmo demagogica, cioè lui teneva
forte il consenso del popolo elargendo periodicamente benefici al popolo stesso. E tali misure costrinsero i critici di
Pericle a individuarlo come responsabile della decadenza
successiva. Cioè, è vero che tu hai accumulato tanto potere,
però hai ridato troppo potere al popolo da cui è derivata
la decadenza della città. Ciascuno può riflettere su questi
meccanismi.

Antigone’s motives

Le motivazioni di Antigone

Why does Antigone disobey the order? Out of love for her
brother or in support of an overriding religious principle?
Most interpret her as being moved by pietas for her
brother, though a key passage of the tragedy, one usually
ignored, undermines Antigone’s supposed heroism with
an imaginary, spiritual dialogue in which she says to her
dead brother: “And now, Polynices, this is my fate for
having covered your body, and yet, for all who view the
question sensibly, I was right to honour you. For if I had
been the mother of a dead child, or had the decomposing
body been that of my husband, never would I have gone
against the will of the citizens”. So she is not protesting
the edict. She understands that the citizens, at first, agree
wirh Creon. “Under what principle do I make this claim?
Because had I lost a husband, I would have found another,
just as another man could have given me a child to take
the place of one that died. But with my mother and father
having descended to Hades, another brother of mine can
no longer come into the world. And yet based on this law,
I have mourned your death, and Creon considers that to be
an offence”. The mechanism of blood ties is once again
present, though not in a religious sense, but as the blood
relations binding together a community of the family rather
than the state. As some of you will no doubt remember, this
passage worried Goethe no end, leading to that one day a
philologist would identify a misleading addition to the text.
But that philologist has yet to be born, simply because the

Qual è la ragione per la quale Antigone trasgredisce
quell’ordine: per amore del fratello o per imporre il primato di un principio religioso? Nell’interpretazione ha prevalso la tesi della pietas nei confronti del fratello; in realtà c’è
un passo centrale della tragedia che in genere è trascurato,
perché fa venir meno questa figura eroica di Antigone, nel
quale Antigone tiene un dialogo finto, spirituale, col fratello ucciso e dice: “E anche ora Polinice, per avere coperto il
tuo corpo questa sorte ottengo. Eppure io ti resi onore giustamente, per chi ha senno. Infatti mai, né se fossi diventata
madre di figli né se fosse stato il cadavere di mio marito a
corrompersi, io mi sarei assunto questo compito contro il
volere dei cittadini” – quindi non contro l’editto: capisce
che in un primo momento i cittadini sono come Creonte –
“E in forza di quale principio lo affermo? Morto il marito
ne avrei avuto un altro, e da un altro uomo avrei avuto un
figlio se quello mi fosse mancato. Ma ora che mia madre
e mio padre sono in fondo all’Ade non è più possibile che
mi nasca un fratello, eppure poiché secondo questa legge
io ti ho particolarmente onorato è sembrato a Creonte che
questa fosse una colpa”. Anche qui c’è il meccanismo di
sangue che però non è quello religioso, è quello del vincolo
di sangue della comunità basata sulla famiglia, non sullo
stato. Come qualcuno ricorderà Goethe fu molto preoccupato di questo passaggio e sperò che ci fosse un filologo
capace di individuare l’interpolazione. Quel filologo non è
stato mai trovato, perché le figure di questa tragedia, come
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characters, as in all tragedies of this kind, are not cut and
dry, but multifaceted.

di tutte le tragedie di questo tipo, non sono tagliate con
l’accetta: hanno tutte varie facce, sono poliedriche.

From tragedy to myth

Dalla tragedia al mito

Creon has consistently been viewed as a despot isolated
within his own vision of power, but the true nature of the
character is more complex. He is duty-bound to govern
the city, so he cannot allow its laws to be broken, much
less by someone of his own family. Were he to tolerate
such a violation, he would be allowing ties of blood to
prevail, whereas a city state, by its very nature, favours the
polis over the family. Creon’s worries, therefore, revolve
around properly governing the city, a task closely tied to
ensuring order among the people. On the one hand, we have
Creon, who supports the modernising force of the lex, the
primary product of the city-state, and so he must reinforce
its predominance over the earlier family or tribal structure,
proudly issuing laws that hold for the entire polis, so that the
interests of the city, as interpreted by its sovereign, override
all other interests. Antigone, on the other hand, defies Creon
in support of the old, unchanging law, which, precisely
because it never changes, proves despotic. Heedless of
new developments, she seeks to reinforce the family.
Creon, therefore, would appear to be the moderniser, and
Antigone the conservative. Antigone protests in the name
of the old, enduring values of the family, whose position of
primacy has been overtaken by the polis and its values, as
promulgated by Creon, who is not advocating for tyranny,
but simply striving to govern the city. If anything, tyranny
could arise from Antigone’s attitude, in that she supports a
law that has never been written down, an unchanging law
that, as with all things that never change, contains the seeds
of an authoritarian outlook. But Creon fails, following a
firmly established tradition of failed innovators in Greek
culture. Icarus dies because he sought to fly. Prometheus,
who gave man fire, also meets with a bad end. Phaethon
asks his father, the sun god, if he can take his place as the
driver of the solar chariot, but the youngster, not being up
to the task, only wreaks disaster. Innovators are plagued by
failure in Greek culture. And Creon is a responsible ruler:
he knows that the polis cannot stand without laws, and

Tutti gli interpreti hanno visto in Creonte il despota chiuso
nella propria visione del potere. In realtà la figura è più
complessa: ha il dovere di governare la città, e non può
tollerare che le sue leggi vengano infrante per di più da
uno appartenente alla propria famiglia. Se tollerasse questa
violazione farebbe prevalere il legame di sangue ma una
città-stato si caratterizza proprio per il primato della polis
sulla famiglia. Al centro delle preoccupazioni di Creonte
c’è quindi il buon governo della città che è intimamente
connesso alla sua capacità di occuparsene garantendo l’ordine civile. Da un lato Creonte, sostenitore della forza modernizzatrice della lex, prodotto principale della città-stato,
che proprio per consolidare il proprio primato rispetto
all’organizzazione familistica o tribale che l’ha preceduta,
proclama orgogliosamente le leggi che investono tutta la
polis e pongono il bene della città, interpretato dal sovrano, al di sopra di un altro interesse. Contro Creonte insorge
Antigone, sostenitrice della legge immutabile, e quindi dispotica perché immutabile. È ignota la rivelazione e consolida la famiglia. Quindi appare Creonte il modernizzatore,
Antigone la voce della conservazione. Antigone si batte in
nome di vecchi valori che sono insuperati, quelli familistici, che sono stati superati dalla polis e dei valori della
polis è portatore Creonte. Quindi Creonte non si batte per
la tirannide, si batte per il governo della città. La tirannide
semmai potrebbe derivare dall’atteggiamento di Antigone
perché sostiene una legge che non è scritta in nessun posto
e che è immutabile e che, come tutte le cose immutabili, hanno dentro di sé un nocciolo fortemente autoritario.
Ma Creonte fallisce e il fallimento degli innovatori è nella
cultura greca molto radicato. Icaro muore perché avrebbe
voluto volare, Prometeo che porta il fuoco agli uomini è
condannato anche lui, Fetonte che chiede a sole di guidare
il carro del sole, il giovane che chiede di prendere il posto
del padre combina disastri perché non è in grado di guidare il carro del sole… tutti gli innovatori fanno una brutta
fine nella cultura greca. E Creonte è un governante respon-
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without citizens who obey the laws that seem just. But if
a law is made to appear unjust by someone who violates it
in the name of a family tie, then disorder will get the upper
hand. In short, the Nomos backed by Antigone is not suited
to governing the city. She represents the past, while Creon
is the future. Creon pits the new law against the old, the
underlying problem being that there is no one to resolve
the conflict. In the Eumenides, Orestes flees the furies,
having killed his mother, who had killed Orestes’ father,
Agamemnon, who, in turn, had killed his own daughter
to propitiate favourable winds for his ships. Leaving aside
some very interesting passages, if killing the father is a
more serious crime than killing the mother, because she
is nothing but a vas, a container, then the father must be
the more important figure. Even Minerva observes that she
herself was born without a mother, from the head of her
father, and so woman are not necessary. The anti-female
pattern typical of such passages is perpetuated. And what
finally happens? Athena decrees that the matter will be
settled in a trial.

sabile: sa che la polis non si regge senza leggi e senza i
cittadini che le osservano quando appaiono giuste. Ma se
appaiono ingiuste perché quella legge è violata, in nome
di un rapporto familiare, è chiaro che il disordine prevale
a quel punto. Insomma il nomos proposto da Antigone non
può governare la città. Antigone è il passato e Creonte è il
futuro. Creonte oppone il nuovo diritto al vecchio diritto.
Ora il problema di fondo è che non c’è nessuno che può
dirimere il conflitto. Nelle Eumenidi accadde che Oreste
fugge inseguito dalle furie perché ha ucciso la madre che ha
ucciso il padre Agamennone, che ha ucciso la figlia perché
il vento soffiasse a favore delle vele della sua nave. A parte
dei passaggi molto interessanti che trascuro, se uccidere il
padre è più grave che uccidere la madre perché la madre è
solo un vas, un contenitore, quello importante è il padre.
D’altronde dice Minerva io stessa sono nata senza madre
dalla testa di mio padre e quindi la donna non è necessaria… continua il meccanismo antidonna che è tipico di questi passaggi. Cosa succede? Succede che Atena dice che ci
sarà un tribunale che deciderà.

The Antigones and Creons of the world

Gli Antigoni e i Creonte

This tragedy marks the shift from the custom of vengeance
to the justice typical of the polis, as the polis cannot
be governed by vengeance. Disasters would unfold, as
happened under the tribal, family-based ways. Conflicts in
the city must be resolved through justice. Here, justice has
yet to establish itself, hence the tragedy, for no one is able to
resolve the conflict. When there is no way out of a conflict,
tragedy ensues. The modern age is filled with figures
engaged in conflicts they are able to resolve, or who point
to others capable of doing so. Let me simply note that it is
the sovereign who resolves the conflict. When the political
sphere declines to do so, allowing conflicts to be resolved by
others, it losses its sovereignty, ceding it to the others who
intervened. If we look at how the tragedy has been presented
throughout history, the basic outline is always the same:
Creon is the evil, dastardly tyrant and Antigone the young
maiden who stands up to him. The interpretation has never
varied. A timid attempt at a slightly different approach was
made by Anouilh, though he had the misfortune of staging

Questa tragedia segna il passaggio dalla vendetta alla
giustizia che è tipica della polis perché la polis non si
può reggere nella vendetta. Ci sarebbero disastri come
invece era nel modello tribale, familistico. Nel modello
della città è la giustizia che deve dirimere i conflitti. Qui
giustizia non c’è, perché siamo ancora prima: c’è la tragedia perché nessuno è in grado di risolvere il conflitto.
Quando non si è in grado di risolvere i conflitti c’è la
tragedia. La modernità è fatta di soggetti che mettono in
campo conflitti che sono in grado di risolvere o indicano i soggetti che sono in grado di farlo. Mi permetto di
sottolineare che è il sovrano che risolve il conflitto. Se la
politica rinuncia a risolvere i conflitti e di farli risolvere
ad altri perde la propria sovranità e l’acquistano altri. Se
guardiamo come la tragedia è stata rappresentata nella
storia il modello è sempre quello: Creonte è il sovrano
cattivo, perfido, tiranno e Antigone è la fanciulla giovane
che si oppone. È stato sempre così tradotto. Un timido
tentativo di una cosa diversa lo fece Anouilh, però ebbe
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the tragedy during the Nazi occupation of Paris, when his
production appeared to be somewhat collaborationist,
naturally earning it a less than positive reception. One
further point I wish to bring to your attention is the passage
where Creon states: “If I allow one who was placed under
my care from birth to grow in disorderly fashion, then I will
have the same effect on those not related to me. Anyone who
does what is right in private will also appear to be just in
public. And so I must dispense justice in my private life as
well, as this will make me appear just in public affairs.

la sventura di rappresentare la sua tragedia durante l’occupazione nazista di Parigi e naturalmente non fu gradita
perché sembrò una sorta di collaborazionismo. C’è un
dato sul quale voglio porre la vostra attenzione, quando
Creonte dice: “Se lascerò crescere nel disordine chi mi è
conseguito per nascita certo renderò tali anche gli estranei. Chiunque agisce rettamente in privato apparirà giusto
anche nella cosa pubblica”: quindi devo essere giusto nel
privato, perché questo mi fa apparire giusto anche nella
vicenda pubblica.

The inseparability of the two figures

La non separabilità delle due figure

There can be no separating Creon from Antigone, just as
the law cannot be separated from what opposes it. A law
without opposing forces would be in trouble. The give and
take between the law and what contrasts it gives rise to the
system known today as democracy. The problem lies in
the way the opposition is expressed, not in the opposition
itself. In a certain sense, therefore, Antigone needs Creon
as the force against which to pattern her protest, for without
any authority to stand up to, there would be no point to her
opposition. Her struggle against the law has a creative effect,
as when architects rebuild an order in different fashion
from the previous one. Conflicts between the aspirations
of citizens and the laws of the state are a constant in any
organised community. Legal codes exist in a perpetual state
of tension between the present and the future, between the
need for certainty and the parallel need for ongoing renewal
of the law. What is more, the Antigones of the world are
not always so admirable. The most telling episode in the
west was the first Nuremberg trial against those bearing the
greatest responsibility for the crimes of the Third Reich. The
role of Antigone, who supports moral values that transcend
positive law, was reprised, in that forum, by the powers
that had won the Second World War. The part of Creon, the
blind power of the state, was played by the Nazis. There
was no doubt that the accused had obeyed their country’s
laws, though, as perhaps you will remember, there emerged
the case of a certain Bürger, a soldier who was ordered
to kill 5000 prisoners, but who refused, saying: I am a
soldier, not an executioner. And he was able to refuse. In

Creonte non è separabile da Antigone come la legge non
è separabile dalla sua opposizione. Guai se non c’è opposizione alla legge. La dinamica tra la legge e la sua
opposizione crea un sistema che oggi chiameremo democratico. Il problema sono le modalità dell’opposizione e non l’opposizione in sé. Perciò Antigone in qualche
modo è necessaria a Creonte come modello. Il modello
Creonte è necessario ad Antigone perché un’opposizione
senza autorità non sta in piedi, naturalmente. La contestazione della legge ha un effetto creativo come quando gli
architetti ricostruiscono un ordine rispetto a quello che
c’è. Il conflitto tra le aspirazioni dei cittadini e le norme
dello stato è una costante di ogni comunità organizzata.
Gli ordinamenti giuridici vivono in continua tensione tra
presente e futuro, tra bisogno della certezza e parallelo
bisogno di un diritto sempre nuovo. Infine, gli Antigoni
non sono sempre così ammirevoli. La vicenda più significativa in occidente è costituita dal primo processo di
Norimberga contro il maggiore responsabile degli orrori
del Terzo Reich. Il ruolo dell’Antigone, sostenitrice di
valori morali superiori alla legge positiva, è resuscitato in quel quadro dalle potenze vincitrici della seconda guerra mondiale. Il ruolo di Creonte, il cieco potere
dello stato, è rivestito dai nazisti. Gli imputati avevano
certamente obbedito alle leggi del proprio paese, tuttavia come forse voi ricorderete, venne fuori il caso del
militare Bürger, al quale fu dato l’ordine di uccidere
5000 prigionieri, che si rifiutò dicendo: sono un militare, non sono un boia. E poteva rifiutarsi. In Bulgaria il
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Bulgaria, the Vice President of the parliament undertook a
campaign to prevent a Nazi edict ordering the deportation
of the country’s Jews from being carried out, and the order
was not fulfilled. Nothing happened, and Bulgaria was the
one country from which there were no deportations to the
camps. So it would appear that disobedience was possible.
At the same time, the powers bringing judgment included
the Soviet Union, which only a few years earlier had signed
a pact with von Ribbentrop, meaning that certain aspects
of the affair defy easy classification. With regard to the
Antigones of the world, let me merely point out that not all
of them are absolutely pure, though the ultimate judgment
remains positive, in no way diminishing her merits, but
simply obliging those who interpret her to take a more
realistic attitude. In the same way, not all the Creons of the
world are irredeemably guilty. On this point, it should be
noted that Creon attempted to defend the order of the city,
or its balance, in the course of meeting his responsibilities,
though ultimately he was defeated by a special request that,
out of pity, he save someone who had violated the law. And
here his destiny mirrors that of an architect who applies the
principles of balance and responsibility to his work, but is
still obliged, and not infrequently, to struggle with special
entreaties that are also presented as requests for pity or, as
the more astute politicians would put it, cases of necessity.
Reprieves of building code violations are a modern form
of pietas sought by supporters of Antigone’s position.
Naturally it is my hope that these two roads will go their
separate ways, and that the fate of architects will not mirror
that of Creon. Indeed, I picture the architect as similar to the
marble Aeneas that is part of Bernini’s statue in the Borghese
Gallery. Draped on the hero’s shoulders is his father, who
carries a jar of their ancestors’ ashes, while Aeneas gives
his hand to his son, who holds the lamp that lights the way
to the new cities to be built. My hope for the profession of
architecture is that it will not simply contemplate the past,
in the way of the Angelus Novus of Walter Benjamin, but
contribute to the construction of the city, drawing on the
wisdom of the past, though always looking towards the
place where Ascanius, the child whom Aeneas holds by the
hand, will one day live. For it is no accident that the lamp
lighting the way is held by young Ascanius.

vicepresidente del parlamento bulgaro fece una campagna per impedire che venisse eseguito un ordine nazista
di deportare gli ebrei. L’ordine non fu eseguito e non
accadde nulla. Infatti la Bulgaria è il paese nel quale non
ci furono deportazioni nei campi, quindi evidentemente
si poteva disobbedire. Per altro, però, per le potenze giudicanti c’era l’Unione Sovietica che aveva stipulato non
troppi anni prima un patto con von Ribbentrop per cui
non tutto filava secondo coerenza. Quindi quando parliamo delle Antigoni vorrei dire che non tutte le Antigoni sono totalmente pure, fermo restando la positività del
giudizio, ma questo non diminuisce i meriti e costringe
gli interpreti ad atteggiamenti più realistici. Così come
tutti i Creonte non sono sempre totalmente colpevoli. In
questo quadro c’è un punto: Creonte ha cercato di difendere l’ordine nella città, inteso come equilibrio e come
esercizio di responsabilità, ma poi alla fine è uscito
sconfitto dalle richieste dirette a far prevalere un’istanza
particolare: salvare chi ha violato la legge, istanza rivestita di pietà. In questo il suo destino si lega a quello
dell’architetto che pone equilibrio e responsabilità alla
base del suo operare ma che non raramente deve scontrarsi con istanze particolari vestite anch’esse di pietà o,
come dicono gli astuti politici, di necessità. Il condono è
la forma moderna della pietas che muoveva i sostenitori
della posizione di Antigone.
Il mio augurio è che le strade si separino e che il destino
dell’architetto non sia il destino di Creonte naturalmente. Io vedo l’architetto come l’Enea del marmo di Bernini alla Galleria Borghese. L’eroe ha sulle spalle il padre
che porta con sé i lari e dà la mano al figlio che porta
con sé il fuoco e si muove per costruire nuove città. Il
mio augurio, così come vedo questa professione, è che
l’architetto non si fermi a contemplare il passato come
l’angelo di Benjamin ma contribuisca alla costruzione
della città, con la saggezza del passato e con lo sguardo
sempre rivolto al luogo dove vivrà il giovane Ascanio, il
bambino che porta per mano perché Ascanio non a caso
ha una fiaccola che illuminerà il percorso.
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Cities, globalization and the pandemic
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Last January 22nd, I met in Rome, at the Italian
Encyclopaedia Institute, with my friends and colleagues
Luca Bergamo (Deputy Mayor of Rome), Franco Purini
(an architect), Salvatore Settis (an historian-archaeologist)
and Andrea Ferrazzi (an Italian senator and the first sponsor
of a legislative proposal on “Measures of Urban Revival”)
to discuss a recent publication of mine. Margherita
Petranzan (an architect) was also on hand, having already
reflected on the publication, together with Luca Bergamo,
Franco Purini and myself, at the Conference on the Future
of Italian Cities, in Padua’s Palazzo della Ragione, on
24 October 2019. The considerations we proposed and
shared on those two occasions led to the idea of gathering
together the results in writing. We reached no dramatic
conclusions or stances, but simply exchanged opinions,
despite the difficulties posed by the Covid-19 “house
arrest” and the urgency of the moment, all viewed in terms
of the perspective and occasion offered (unfortunately)
by the storm clouds that were gathering, and then struck,
and are still affecting our cities: first as an epidemic
and then as the pandemic. The tone of our discussion
was one of reasonable pessimism as we considered the
problems of cities caught up in the maelstrom (social,
cultural, economic, technological, political and human)
of globalisation and its fellow travellers: digitalisation,
dematerialisation, technological advances, from robotics
to so-called artificial intelligence. For that matter, any
number of voices, in commenting on the outbreak of the
pandemic, its consequences and its impact on our way
of life, have deemed it a possible moment of reckoning

Il 22 gennaio scorso ci siamo incontrati a Roma, presso
l’Istituto dell’Enciclopedia Italiana, con gli amici e colleghi
Luca Bergamo (vicesindaco di Roma) Franco Purini
(architetto), Salvatore Settis (storico-archeologo) e Andrea
Ferrazzi (senatore, primo firmatario di un disegno di legge
sulle “Misure per la rigenerazione urbana”) per discutere di
una mia recente pubblicazione. Alla nostra riflessione si è
aggiunto il contributo di Margherita Petranzan (architetto)
che già aveva discusso con Bergamo, Purini e me quello
stesso tema a Padova, nel convegno sul Futuro delle città
italiane, a Palazzo della Ragione, il 24 ottobre 2019. Le
riflessioni scaturite e condivise in quelle due occasioni
hanno suggerito di provare a raccogliere per iscritto i
risultati. Non conclusioni o affermazioni drastiche, ma
scambio di opinioni fra di noi con la duplice difficoltà
degli “arresti domiciliari” e dell’urgenza; nella prospettiva
e con l’occasione offerte (purtroppo) dalla tempesta
che si stava addensando e che poi ha imperversato e
imperversa tuttora in modo drammatico sulle nostre città:
l’epidemia prima, la pandemia poi, del Covid-19. Il tono
della nostra discussione era prevalentemente orientato
verso una dimensione ragionevolmente pessimista,
di fronte ai problemi delle città nel vortice (sociale,
culturale, economico, tecnologico, politico e umano)
della globalizzazione e delle sue compagne di strada: la
digitalizzazione, la dematerializzazione, l’evoluzione
della tecnica a iniziare dalla robotica e dalla cosiddetta
intelligenza artificiale. D’altronde non sono pochi quelli
che, di fronte all’irrompere della pandemia, delle sue
conseguenze e del suo impatto sul nostro modo di vivere,
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for globalisation, the start of its decline, amounting to a
judgment on its consequences, some of them positive,
but others, such as the repercussions of the current
pandemic, negative. A more or less explicit sense of
foreboding (amply confirmed by subsequent events)
over the potential, or better yet imminent, outbreak of
a conflagration may have been simmering, gathering
strength, beneath the ashes of indifference and ignorance,
a sensation held in a good many quarters. I remember the
forecast of an American spiritualist and medium, Sylvia
Browne (who died in 2013, aged 77). She published a
number of works (mostly, it would appear, “fake books”),
including Prophecy: What the Future Holds for You
(published in Italy in 2006 by the Oscar Mondadori
imprint, and then republished a number of times). Here
is a brief excerpt: By 2020, it will have become standard
practice to wear surgical masks and rubber gloves in
public, due to an epidemic caused by a serious illness
similar to pneumonia. Attacking the lungs and the
bronchial tubes, this pathology will resist every attempt at
a cure, throwing everybody into a panic one winter, only
to completely disappear for the next ten years, making it
all the more difficult to discover its cause and come up
with a cure. But so much fuss and bother about something
– a pandemic – that has occurred periodically throughout
human history?
In the Decameron, Giovanni Boccaccio revisits the plague
of the fourteenth century, when wealthy young Florentines
left for the countryside to wait out the contagion in
carefree leisure (without forgetting to devote a day to
the death of Christ and another to personal hygiene).
There are readily apparent parallels with the modern-day
flight to residential enclaves, gated or otherwise, offering
economical versions of those genteel refuges. Another
apt example is the 17th-century plague that Alessandro
Manzoni described so vividly, telling of the lack of trust,
the rooting out of the infected, the procession of San Carlo
Borromeo (which triggered a new and dramatic outbreak),
the wagons deliberately bearing the dead through
groups of well-heeled Milanese gathered for pre-dinner
aperitifs, sipmly to make them aware of the situation.
Such episodes foreshadow the gatherings frowned upon

parlano di una resa dei conti per la globalizzazione, di un
inizio del suo declino, di una sorta di giudizio su di essa
e sulle sue conseguenze: alcune positive; altre – come
quelle attuali della pandemia – negative. Forse, più o
meno consapevolmente, vi era in noi la sensazione (poi
confermata ampiamente dallo svolgimento dei fatti) del
possibile, anzi del prossimo irrompere della tempesta che
già covava e cresceva sotto la cenere dell’indifferenza e
dell’ignoranza; e che da più parti veniva segnalata. Ricordo,
a mero titolo di esempio, la previsione della sensitiva e
medium americana Sylvia Browne (morta nel 2013 a 77
anni) che ha scritto parecchi libri (controversi e perlopiù
pare fakebook) tra cui Profezie. Che cosa ci riserva il
futuro (pubblicato in Italia negli Oscar Mondadori nel 2006
e più volte ristampato). Ecco un breve estratto: Entro il
2020 diventerà di prassi indossare in pubblico mascherine
chirurgiche e guanti di gomma, a causa di un’epidemia di
una grave malattia simile alla polmonite, che attaccherà
sia i polmoni sia i canali bronchiali e che sarà refrattaria
a ogni tipo di cura. Tale patologia sarà particolarmente
sconcertante perché, dopo aver provocato un inverno di
panico assoluto, sembrerà scomparire completamente per
altri dieci anni, rendendo ancora più difficile scoprire la sua
causa e la sua cura. Perché allora preoccuparci tanto di un
evento – la pandemia – periodico e ricorrente nella storia
umana? Basta pensare alla peste del Trecento, ricordata da
Giovanni Boccaccio nel Decamerone, con quel trasloco
dei giovani fiorentini benestanti da Firenze al contado
per trascorrere lietamente e senza pensieri il tempo del
contagio (senza dimenticare il giorno dedicato alla morte
di Cristo e quello dedicato all’igiene). È facile cogliere
qualche parallelismo con l’attuale fuga nei parchi, recintati
o meno, che ripropone quel modello in versione economica.
Basta pensare alla peste del Seicento, così ben descritta da
Alessandro Manzoni con la diffidenza e poi la lotta contro
gli untori; con la processione di san Carlo Borromeo (causa
di un nuovo e drammatico focolaio); con il passaggio del
carro dei morti fra i milanesi ricchi radunati per l’apericena,
per renderli consapevoli. Una serie di episodi antesignani
degli assembramenti odierni o della processione scioccante
dei camion dell’esercito per lo “smaltimento” delle bare
e per l’efficienza della morte. Basta pensare alla routine
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today, or the unsettling procession of army trucks sent to
“dispose of” coffins, to say nothing of the efficiency of
death. In the maritime trade, quarantines were practically
the norm, with ships flying yellow flags while at anchor
in port, until the requisite period of time had passed,
which remains the most effective preventive measure.
But why all the interest for this particular pandemic, after
so many earlier ones were met with indifference towards
both nature and the animal world? Because this time we
are not mere spectators, onlookers or students of history,
but direct participants. We are players in the drama,
though only in bit parts, as two particularly worrying
aspects of this revolution begin to sink in. First of all,
everybody’s immediate realisation (without the need for
any special tools of knowledge or culture) that the speed
of globalisation – so prized in the world of business and
economics, or when money, ideas or individual mobility
are involved – is identical to the pace at which the virus
and the pandemic have spread. Hence the disappointment
and the expectations, or better yet the hopes, raised by
globalisation, together with the perception of the attendant
dangers of its ongoing development on the part of all of us.
The second worrisome (and disappointing) realisation is
that technology (with its “miracles”) and profit (assumed
to be able to buy anything and overcome all obstacles) are
not up to overcoming the limits of globalisation.
They may lessen the inconvenience caused by these
limits, bringing into play economic or technological
resources, but they cannot make up for human fragility,
almost as if the prohibition of the Garden of Eden had
been borne out: for our forbearers ate fruit from the tree
of the knowledge of good and evil, but not from the tree
of life, whereas God’s commandment to mankind was:
“You may eat from all the trees of the garden, but not
from the tree of the knowledge of good and evil, because
the day you do so, you will most certainly die” (Genesis
2, 16-17). Neither technology, much less profit, are
able to cheat death. Everyone dies alone – despite their
learning, their loves, their possessions – and all the more
so in overcrowded hospitals, without no chance for a
goodbye, a sign of pietas or affection, a prayer. One final
observation on the merciless efficiency of the pandemic:
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pressoché abituale della quarantena nei traffici marittimi
e alla bandiera gialla dei vascelli alla fonda di fronte ai
porti, in attesa del passare del tempo, che rimane la forma
più efficace di prevenzione del contagio. Perché allora
l’interesse e l’attenzione particolare per questa pandemia,
dopo tutte quelle trascorse nell’indifferenza verso la
natura e il mondo animale? Perché questa volta siamo non
spettatori, curiosi o studiosi della storia, ma coinvolti in
prima persona; siamo attori, anzi comparse che in fondo
cominciano a cogliere con preoccupazione due aspetti di
questa rivoluzione. Il primo aspetto è la constatazione,
da tutti immediatamente percepibile (senza bisogno di
particolari strumenti cognitivi e culturali) che la velocità
della globalizzazione – tanto enfatizzata nel mondo degli
affari e dell’economia, del denaro e in quello delle idee,
della mobilità delle persone – è esattamente identica alla
velocità di propagazione del virus e della pandemia. Da
ciò la delusione e l’attesa, se non l’auspicio, di un processo
alla globalizzazione e la percezione della pericolosità
dei suoi sviluppi, da parte di tutti. Il secondo aspetto è la
constatazione (e la delusione) che la tecnologia (con i suoi
“miracoli”) e il profitto (con la sua presunta capacità di
comprare ogni cosa e di superare qualsiasi ostacolo) non
bastano a superare i limiti della globalizzazione. Possono
forse attenuare i disagi di quei limiti attraverso le risorse
economiche o tecnologiche, ma non superano la fragilità
umana. È quasi una realizzazione del discorso e del divieto
dell’Eden: i nostri progenitori hanno mangiato il frutto
dell’albero della conoscenza del bene e del male, ma non
quello dell’albero della vita. Vale la pena di ricordare il
comando di Dio all’uomo: “Tu potrai mangiare di tutti gli
alberi del giardino, ma dell’albero della conoscenza del
bene e del male non devi mangiare, perché, nel giorno in
cui tu ne mangerai, certamente dovrai morire” (Genesi 2,
16-17). La tecnica e tanto meno il profitto non bastano
per affrontare e superare la morte. Ciascuno muore solo
– nonostante il bagaglio delle sue conoscenze, il carnet
dei suoi affetti e il portafoglio del suo patrimonio –
soprattutto oggi negli ospedali sovraffollati; senza neppure
la possibilità di un commiato, di una manifestazione di
pietas e di affetto, di una preghiera. Un ulteriore rilievo,
a questo riguardo. L’efficienza spietata della pandemia; la
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this failure of technology, despite the massive predictive
capacity of algorithms that generate knowledge from
imposing quantities of data, shows that globalisation,
regardless of its scientific and technological prowess,
is unable to “know”, to dominate, to “overcome” death.
Today, as in the past, despite all the ensuing scientific
discoveries and technological advances, things seem to
be just as when the Jewish people made their way to the
Promised Land: the golden calf has been replaced by the
golden algorithm, but little has changed in terms of the
end result.

tecnica e l’efficacia predittiva dell’algoritmo, con la sua
capacità di produrre conoscenze attraverso la mole dei
dati acquisiti, mostrano che la globalizzazione, nonostante
il suo bagaglio scientifico e tecnico, non è in grado di
“conoscere”, dominare tecnologicamente e “superare”
la morte. Oggi come in passato, nonostante le scoperte
scientifiche e le applicazioni tecniche, non sembriamo
aver percorso molta strada dall’esperienza degli ebrei nel
loro sofferto cammino verso la terra promessa: l’algoritmo
d’oro ha sostituito il vitello d’oro, ma il risultato non si
discosta molto dal punto di partenza.

The response of the city in general and to the pandemic

La risposta della città, in generale e alla pandemia

To gauge the impact of Covid-19 on the city, it is best to
start from the characteristics of the latter, both in general
and as regards the organisation of healthcare services.
Some of the city’s more noteworthy features make it
tempting to draw parallels with a business, as both grow
out from its origins, enriching themselves during their
subsequent history. But the comparison is a bad fit, as
it limits the image and substance of the city to nothing
more than material, utilitarian, economic factors: profit,
in a word. Whether a city is small, medium, large or very
large, depending on the area it covers, its population, it
is indeed geared towards organizing, producing, offering
and providing services, both tangible and intangible, to
its inhabitants. This is its most readily apparent trait. But
above and beyond this dimension, the city is one of the
first “social formations in which personality develops”,
Or, as stated in article 2 of the Italian Constitution, in
which “the Republic recognises and guarantees the
inviolable rights of man [...] and calls for fulfilment of
the unavoidable duties of political, social and economic
solidarity”. The city’s response to a series of demands,
all of them meant to achieve the highest possible quality
of life, cannot ignore the social formation that is part of
its DNA, and certainly not limited to a mere exchange of
services for user fees. Nor can it regard nothing more than
how tasks, responsibilities and resources are distributed
in the city, as compared to other institutional realities
and legal superstructures in operation at the same time.

Per cogliere gli effetti dell’impatto fra la pandemia del
Covid-19 e la città è opportuno prendere le mosse dalle
caratteristiche di quest’ultima, in generale e con specifico
riferimento all’organizzazione dei servizi sanitari. Per taluni
suoi aspetti più appariscenti, si è tentati di paragonare la città
– via via crescendo dall’origine e arricchendosi nella sua
storia – a un’impresa. Tuttavia il paragone è improprio e
riduttivo; può tendere a confinare l’immagine e la sostanza
della città in una logica soltanto materiale, utilitaristica,
economica: insomma di profitto. Piccola, media, grande o
grandissima, a seconda delle dimensioni, dell’estensione,
della popolazione che in essa si raccoglie, la città è rivolta in
effetti all’organizzazione, alla produzione, all’offerta e
all’erogazione di servizi – materiali e immateriali – a favore
dei suoi abitanti; è questo il suo aspetto più appariscente. Ma
la città non è soltanto questa; è prima ancora e soprattutto
una delle prime “formazioni sociali ove si svolge la
personalità”, in cui – come afferma l’articolo 2 della
Costituzione – “la Repubblica riconosce e garantisce i diritti
inviolabili dell’uomo [...] e richiede l’adempimento dei
doveri inderogabili di solidarietà politica, economica e
sociale”. La risposta della città a una serie molteplice di
domande, tutte finalizzate alla migliore qualità possibile
della vita, non può prescindere dal suo DNA di formazione
sociale. Quest’ultima non può certo esaurirsi nella logica
dello scambio tra servizi e corrispettivi per il loro godimento.
Non può esaurirsi soltanto nella ripartizione dei compiti,
delle responsabilità e delle risorse della città in un’ottica
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Above all else, that DNA is the ability to receive, generate
and facilitate a packet of relations and information,
including through the exchange of objects and services.
Such relations are constantly increasing, accompanying
the city’s growth and development; at present (and even
more in the future), they ultimately transform themselves
into digital relations, though they cannot turn sterile,
losing their human content. From external security and
defence against attacks – time-honoured, functions of
the city and its walls – to the internal security of life,
protected from the reciprocal violence that can result
from conflictual relations between those living inside its
walls; from mobility in the city, and to enter it, to the
flow, preservation, management and distribution of food
and water, as well as waste disposal; from solutions for
the varied, practical, multiple problems of housing to
the energy supply needed for the life of the city, plus
the infrastructures for work and trade; from providing
services in the fields of medicine, education and culture
to respecting historic traditions and organising moments
of leisure; from augmenting tourism to regulating its
operation, avoiding the detrimental side-effects of
excessive “hit and run” travel or ocean liners docked in
front of St. Mark’s Plaza, or elite, “gentrified” tourism;
finally, and most importantly, from the organisation
of structures to manage power in the city to the
representation of its inhabitants, to the acknowledgement
and reception of their voice for the administration of
the city and the rules of coexistence; from regulation of
the occupation and utilisation of urban spaces, whether
public or private, to the assignment of their designated
use, plus their operations: all the multiple demands for
the development and identification of solutions able to
satisfy these needs translate into the ever increasing
array of different services that the city must deal with.
The complexity through which the city manifests itself,
develops and sorts out the ongoing flow in its direction,
translates into the different models of the city: the “just”
city, as in justice for everyone; the common good,
which should transcend pigeon-holing in the traditional
framework of public and private; the “ecological” city,
giving practical form to the pact between man and nature;
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giuridica rispetto ad altre realtà istituzionali e sovrastrutture
giuridiche con essa concorrenti. Quel DNA è soprattutto
capacità di accogliere, di generare e di agevolare un fascio di
relazioni e di informazioni, anche attraverso lo scambio di
oggetti e servizi. Sono relazioni che si incrementano sempre
di più con lo sviluppo e la crescita della città; che finiscono
nel contesto attuale (e più ancora in quello futuro) per
trasformarsi in relazioni digitali; che non possono tuttavia
isterilirsi e perdere il loro contenuto umano. Dalla sicurezza
e dalla difesa esterna contro le aggressioni – da sempre
tradizionali per la città e le sue mura – alla sicurezza interna
di vita contro la violenza reciproca in cui si traduce la
conflittualità dei conviventi fra quelle mura. Dalla mobilità
all’interno della città e per accedervi all’afflusso, la
conservazione, la gestione, la distribuzione del cibo e
dell’acqua, fino allo smaltimento dei rifiuti. Dalla soluzione
dei diversi, concreti e molteplici problemi abitativi, alla
fornitura di energia necessaria per la vita nella città, alle
infrastrutture per l’esercizio del lavoro e del commercio.
Dalla fornitura dei servizi sanitari, scolastici e culturali, al
rispetto delle tradizioni storiche e all’offerta di occasioni di
svago. Dall’incremento delle varie forme di turismo alla sua
regolamentazione per evitarne gli eccessi e le degenerazioni
del “mordi e fuggi” e dei transatlantici di fronte a San Marco,
o a quelli elitari della “gentrizzazione”. Infine e soprattutto,
dalla organizzazione delle strutture di gestione del potere
nella città, alla rappresentanza degli abitanti, al
riconoscimento e all’ascolto della loro voce per il governo di
essa e per le regole della convivenza. Dalla regolamentazione
nell’occupazione e utilizzazione degli spazi urbani sia
pubblici sia privati, alla loro destinazione e alla loro
fruizione. Tutte le molteplici domande in cui si sviluppano la
crescita e la ricerca di soluzioni con cui soddisfare quelle
esigenze si traducono nei sempre più numerosi tipi di servizi
cui la città è chiamata a fare fronte. La complessità degli
aspetti in cui la città si manifesta, si sviluppa e rende ragione
del continuo afflusso verso di essa, si traduce nei diversi
modelli di città. La città “giusta”; come diritto per tutti;
come bene comune che dovrebbe superare il suo
inquadramento negli schemi tradizionali del pubblico e del
privato; la città “ecologica” che esprime concretamente il
patto fra l’uomo e la natura; la città violenta contrapposta a
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the violent city, rather than the city of justice; the city
as cultural and inter-cultural expression; the “historic”
and the “aesthetic” cities; the “technological” city with
its facilitations and allure, its utopias and difficulties.
All this gives rise to the complexity of the urban system:
not only its urban planning and architecture, but also
its history, philosophy, anthropology and sociology; its
inclination towards generatng a democratic society; the
unstoppable tendency of the city to evolve and grow.
Or, on the contrary, the its to deteriorate, or to close
itself off and perish, the way only cities can do, in what
amounts to a collective Alzheimer’s syndrome that
forgets the past and refuses the future, all from behind
the mask or illusion of tourism, or through immobility,
static, museum-like preservation, as well as fear of
the new. The risk is that the approach to the problems
of the city, and the solutions, will narrow down to
only specific sectors, focussing solely or primarily on
historical or aesthetic considerations, on urban planning,
on economics, or on the environment, technology and so
on, to the detriment of other perspectives. This makes it
all the more important to cultivate the interdisciplinary
nature of the city, plus its creativity, as the end product
of the expression of a knowledge that originates from
experience before becoming science, bridging past and
present. A critically importance bridge given practical
form by article 9 of our Constitution, which employs
culture and cultural development to meditate between
the past (in defence of the nation’s historic and artistic
heritage) and the future (the countryside, or rather the
environment, according the interpretation of the term
widely accepted at the time of the constituent assembly,
establishing one of the “fundamental principles” of our
constitutional system). A set of key corollaries results.
First and foremost, the Constitution simply does not lend
itself to an exclusive focus on speed and the “present”,
cancelling the memory of the past and the planning of the
future through endorsement of the natural cycle. A new
perspective is called for on time and space, on how they
reciprocally modify and compress each other, though
they should not be burdened, upended or replaced by
the tyranny of calculation or algorithm. Popular wisdom

quella della giustizia; la città come espressione culturale e
interculturale; la città “storica” e quella “estetica”; la città
“tecnologica” con le sue agevolazioni, le sue suggestioni e
utopie, le sue difficoltà. Da ciò derivano con evidenza le
complessità del sistema urbano; la sua dimensione non
soltanto urbanistica e architettonica, ma anche storica,
filosofica, antropologica, sociologica; la sua tendenza a
realizzare una società democratica; l’inarrestabile e continua
tendenza della città a evolversi e a crescere. O, al contrario,
la tendenza di quel sistema a degradarsi ovvero a chiudersi
in se stesso e morire come solo le città sono capaci di fare:
con una sorta di Alzheimer collettivo che dimentica il
passato e rifiuta il futuro, attraverso la maschera e l’illusione
del turismo o attraverso l’immobilità, la conservazione
statica e museale, la paura del nuovo. Questo causa il rischio
di una settorializzazione della prospettiva con cui si guarda
ai problemi della città e alla loro soluzione: la valorizzazione
soltanto o prevalentemente della dimensione storica o
estetica, o urbanistica, o economica, o ambientale, o
tecnologica e così via, a discapito delle altre dimensioni. Da
ciò scaturisce con altrettanta evidenza la sfida
dell’interdisciplinarità della città e quella della sua creatività,
come frutto ed espressione di una conoscenza che nasce
dall’esperienza e diviene scienza: la città come ponte fra il
passato e il futuro. È un ponte essenziale e reso concreto
dall’articolo 9 della nostra Costituzione che, attraverso la
cultura e il suo sviluppo, propone una mediazione essenziale
fra il passato (espresso dalla tutela del patrimonio storico e
artistico della nazione) e il futuro (il paesaggio, rectius
l’ambiente secondo la consolidata interpretazione del
termine a suo tempo utilizzato dal costituente per formulare
uno dei “principi fondamentali” del nostro sistema
costituzionale). Ciò consente di formulare una serie di
corollari essenziali. In primo luogo, è evidente
l’inconciliabilità con la Costituzione di un sistema che fosse
attento solo alla velocità e al “presente”; che cancellasse la
memoria del passato e la progettualità del futuro, resa
possibile assecondando il ciclo della natura. Una nuova
concezione nel rapporto tra tempo e spazio, che si modificano
e si comprimono a vicenda; che non possono però essere
condizionati, stravolti e sostituiti dalla tirannia del calcolo e
dell’algoritmo. Non a caso la saggezza popolare equipara
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equates time and money for a reason. Secondly, there
is an equally evident need for interdisciplinary training
(a city school, not merely a business school) for those
called upon to manage the city and its organisational
complexity. The widely accepted, but well-worn, notions
of conventional law, the traditional underpinnings of
preparation for the task, though definitely necessary
for governing a city, no longer suffice at a time when
the city must also operate in the international and
supranational dimensions. Nor can the reality of the city
be boiled down to merely, or primarily, a set of legal
jurisdictions and acknowledgements of legitimacy and/
or responsibility bound to deteriorate into conflicts of
jurisdiction or power. Proof of today’s pressing need for
this interdisciplinary outlook is the Covid-19 emergency,
a situation that calls for multiple perceptions, though not
necessarily knowledge in specialised sectors, to address
the widely varied set of problems involved in managing
the city.
The emergency also points to the possibility of new
emergencies in the future, medical or otherwise,
spreading similarly, with like levels of urgency. Thirdly,
the ongoing development of training can no longer limit
itself to the management of the city as a mere interplay
of relations, as it (perhaps more than other figures)
the architect, or “new artisan” who must translate
the language of man into stone, and vice versa, a task
complicated by the changing, variable nature of the
former and the rigidity and permanence of the latter
(depending on the passage of time and man’s actions).
The profession of architecture, governed by a hundred
year-old law that has been obsolete for some time, needs
new horizons, such as the common good, or the city as a
right to which everyone is entitled. It must look towards
a horizon of solidarity that – as we shall see further on
– looms large in reflections on the virus’s impact on the
city. It must return not just to a humanistic outlook but
to a “human” approach that makes people the focus of
design and planning efforts, rejecting an excessively
functional mindset. The fourth point is that this same
need for a new discipline holds for legislation addressing
not only issues of professional practice or urban-
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tempo e denaro. In secondo luogo, è altrettanto evidente la
necessità di una formazione all’interdisciplinarità (una city
school e non soltanto una business school) per chi verrà
chiamato a gestire la città e la sua organizzazione complessa.
Per amministrare la città per esempio occorrono, ma
certamente non bastano più, le nozioni consolidate ma ormai
più che usurate del diritto amministrativo convenzionale –
sulle quali abbiamo fondato in passato la nostra preparazione
– in un contesto che chiama la città a operare nella dimensione
internazionale e sovranazionale. Né certamente la realtà
della città può ridursi soltanto o prevalentemente a una
tessitura di competenze giuridiche e di attribuzione di
legittimazione e/o responsabilità, destinate inevitabilmente a
degenerare in conflitti di attribuzione e di potere. Una prova
quanto mai attuale della necessità di questa interdisciplinarietà
è offerta, di questi tempi, dall’emergenza creata dal
Covid-19. Essa richiede una molteplicità di percezioni,
anche se non di specifiche conoscenze specialistiche, in chi
si occupa dei problemi fra loro diversi di gestione della città.
L’emergenza fra l’altro prelude alla possibilità in futuro di
ulteriori, nuove emergenze di carattere sanitario o diverse da
questa, con analoghe modalità di diffusione e di urgenza. In
terzo luogo, l’evoluzione della formazione non può
riguardare soltanto i temi della gestione della città come
realtà di relazioni. Riguarda anche (se non prima ancora) chi
– come l’architetto, “novello artigiano” – è chiamato a
tradurre il linguaggio degli uomini in quello delle pietre e
viceversa: con l’ulteriore complicazione che il primo dei due
linguaggi è mutevole e variabile quanto il secondo è invece
rigido e fisso (compatibilmente con il decorso del tempo e
con l’azione degli uomini). La professione di architetto,
regolata da una legge ormai obsoleta con un’anzianità di
cento anni, richiede nuovi orizzonti: per esempio quello del
bene comune; della città come diritto di tutti. Richiede di
guardare all’orizzonte della solidarietà che – come vedremo
di seguito – occupa largo spazio nella riflessione sull’impatto
del virus con la città. Richiede il recupero di una dimensione
umanistica e prima ancora “umana” di centralità della
persona nella progettazione, rifiutando l’eccesso di
funzionalismo. In quarto luogo, lo stesso problema del
bisogno di una disciplina nuova si impone per una
legislazione che abbia non più soltanto un carattere
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planning strategies, but also the numerous problems of
the “city of everyone”, ensuring that everyone can take
part. Legislation is needed to tear down walls no longer
outside the city, but found within. Legislation for a “just
city”, abolishing ghettoes of rich and poor, is needed.
The colleagues who have taken part on the reflections
in Padua and Rome must continue – with far more
competence and preparation than I possess – to illustrate
and explore the considerations we shared, within the
“house arrest” constraints we are all subject to, and the
scarce time available, formulating a vision of the future
that, rather than simply being empty rhetoric, instils
confidence and hope. The issues touch on the history and
the current state of the city, its financial and economic
problems, the infinite, and endlessly creative ways that
builders without scruples, but with noteworthy financial
means (whether liquid or potential) exploit the land. They
address: relations between the city and environment, and
attempts to revive their mutual understanding, despite
the city’s traditionally abstract, bureaucratic approach
to such concerns; the topics of governing the city, of
representation, of inclusion and participation, including
the newly arrived phenomenon of mass immigration. My
task, in light of the experience and know-how I have done
my best to accumulate in nine years of application of the
Constitution, is: to highlight its ongoing relevance and
the political responsibility of all of us for its incomplete
implementation; to refute attempts to justify that failing
with the alibi that the Constitution is outmoded; whereas
the true case of its alleged irrelevance is that very lack
of full implementation. More than ever, we all need to
advocate for a return to the Constitution, the "rule of
rules", the "manual of coexistence", or in this day and
age, “of survival", restoring the balance between the
individual’s fundamental rights and the body public’s
interest in the individual’s health, under Covid-19’s
impact on the city.

professionale o un indirizzo urbanistico, ma che riguardi
come tale i numerosi problemi della “città di tutti” e della
partecipazione di tutti a essa. Si richiede una legislazione per
l’abbattimento dei muri che adesso non sono più all’esterno
ma all’interno della città. Occorre una legislazione per la
“città giusta”, per l’abolizione dei ghetti per ricchi e per
poveri, contrapposti l’uno all’altro. Ai colleghi che hanno
partecipato alle riflessioni svolte insieme a Padova e a Roma
compete – con ben maggiore competenza e preparazione
della mia di richiamare e approfondire le riflessioni comuni
sui temi evocati dal nostro dibattito, nei limiti consentiti
dalla comune "detenzione domiciliare" e dal poco tempo
disponibile, per formulare un augurio non retorico di fiducia
e di speranza. Sono i temi della dimensione storica e attuale
della città; dei problemi finanziari ed economici delle infinite
forme di sfruttamento del suolo, elaborate dalla fantasia di
costruttori senza scrupoli e con molta disponibilità finanziaria
(liquida o potenziale). Sono il tema del rapporto fra città e
ambiente e del tentativo di recuperare un patto fra di essi;
quello della città, dell'astrattezza e della burocrazia nel modo
tradizionale per affrontarli; i temi del governo della città,
della rappresentanza, dell'inclusione e della partecipazione,
anche a fronte dei nuovi fenomeni migratori di massa. A me,
per via dell'esperienza e delle competenze che ho cercato di
acquisire in un impegno novennale di applicazione della
Costituzione, spetta il compito di sottolinearne la perdurante
attualità; di evidenziare la responsabilità politica di tutti noi
per la sua incompiuta attuazione; di contestare il tentativo di
giustificare l'inadempienza con l'alibi che la Costituzione
non sarebbe più attuale; mentre se mai la perdita presunta di
quella attualità sarebbe proprio il frutto della sua mancata
attuazione. Spetta oggi più che mai a tutti il compito di
sottolineare la necessità di ritornare alla Costituzione "regola
delle regole" e "manuale di convivenza", anzi oggi “di
sopravvivenza", per trovare un equilibrio tra il diritto
fondamentale del singolo e l'interesse della collettività alla
salute di esso, nell'impatto fra il Covid-19 e la città.

Freedom and security

Libertà e sicurezza

The reflection on the rules brings to mind the polis, whose
origins and traditions date from Greece of the 8th century

La riflessione sulle regole evoca il riferimento alla polis, di
origine e tradizione greca dell'VIII secolo a.C.: la città-
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BC. The city-state, a community of individuals and
families bound by a variety of ethnic, religious, economic
and military ties, was the basic organisational unit of the
political structure of classical Greece. Independent and
sovereign, the city had its own political-administrative
framework, its own laws and institutions (the isonomia),
it coined its own currency. Having grown from an
agglomeration of villages into more extensive
communities, it took in the surrounding territory as well.
All of its inhabitants took part in political life. The
modern-city is tied, to a certain extent, to this outlook,
especially in terms of the rules and the emblematic
significance of the urban reality, which extends beyond
the urban dimension, giving expression to the regional
context. Of particular note is the dramatic impact, as we
see at present, of the pandemic on the city, leading it both
to jealously close itself off, focussing on its own
experience, while, at the same time, offering itself as an
example for other cities, on the national level as well.
Also worth noting is the risk of limiting modes of social
expression in the city to prevent the spread of the
contagion, reducing relations to nothing but digital
operations. This also holds for institutional encounters
and forums (such as Parliament and the Constitutional
Court, as well as court investigations and hearings). Here
too, under this dual outlook, in terms of the services
produced and distributed by the city, health care plays an
especially important role, pursuing two different
objectives. First, it must regulate freedom of movement,
residence and assembly, to avoid exacerbating the
pandemic. At the same time, it is responsible for preparing,
and providing to the public, structures of prevention,
intervention and medical care. The difference between
freedom of movement (article 16 of the Constitution) and
personal freedom (article 13) is well known. Rigorous
conditions must be met by measires affecting personal
freedom, respecting the individual’s social dignity while
avoiding any legal degradation, undermining or
mortification that could place the individual under the
power of others (violating the principle of habeas corpus).
Measures curtailing freedom of movement can reduce the
personal freedom of all members of the community, when
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stato, abitata da una comunità di individui e famiglie,
tenuta insieme da molteplici legami etnici, religiosi,
economici, militari, che fu propria dell'organizzazione
politica greca in età classica. Una città che è una struttura
politico-amministrativa con proprie leggi e istituzioni
(l'isonomia); è autonoma e sovrana; batte una propria
moneta; nasce dall'aggregazione di villaggi in comunità
più ampie e comprende il territorio circostante al centro
urbano; prevede la partecipazione dei suoi abitanti alla vita
politica. La città attuale si ricollega in parte e in un certo
senso a questa prospettiva, soprattutto con riferimento al
tema delle regole e al suo significato emblematico di realtà
metropolitana che supera la dimensione urbana per
coinvolgere ed esprimere quella regionale. In questo senso
assume particolare rilievo l'impatto drammatico che stiamo
vivendo fra la città e la pandemia, nel duplice aspetto della
tendenza di chiudere gelosamente la città nella sua
esperienza e al contrario di proporla contemporaneamente
come esempio per le altre città e per la dimensione
nazionale. Assume altresì rilievo il rischio nel limitare le
modalità esteriori di manifestazione del rapporto sociale
nella città, per evitare il contagio; il rischio di ridurle in
relazioni soltanto digitali e tecnologiche. Ciò vale anche
per gli incontri e i confronti istituzionali (ad esempio quelli
del Parlamento e della Corte costituzionale, ovvero quelli
delle indagini e delle udienze in sede giudiziaria). Anche
sotto questo duplice profilo, nell'ambito dei servizi prodotti
ed erogati dalla città, riveste un rilievo particolare il
servizio sanitario, sotto un duplice profilo. Da un lato si
tratta di regolare la libertà di circolazione, di soggiorno e
di riunione, per evitare il contagio e la diffusione della
pandemia; dall'altro si tratta di predisporre e mettere a
disposizione delle persone le strutture di prevenzione, di
intervento e di assistenza sanitaria. Quanto alla libertà di
circolazione (articolo 16 della Costituzione) è nota la sua
distinzione dalla libertà personale (articolo 13). La libertà
personale si riferisce alle misure coercitive e alle rigorose
condizioni che possono consentirle; coinvolge un
apprezzamento sulla dignità sociale dell'individuo come
singolo nonché l'impedimento di una sua degradazione
giuridica, menomazione o mortificazione, che comporti un
asservimento all'altrui potere (in violazione del principio
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limits imposed for motives of health and safety appear
necessary for individuals well, assuming the measure is
not discriminatory but reasonable, adequate and
proportionate to the ultimate goal. Because of this
difference between the two freedoms, personal freedom
is guaranteed both by what is referred to as the rule of law
the by the courts, while freedom of movement is
guaranteed only by the law of the state, or eventually
regional laws, under the powers delegated to each region,
assuming that the measure safeguards a significant
constitutional value, as legislative jurisdiction over the
defence of health is held jointly by the central state
government and the regions. The state is entitled (under
article 117, paragraph 3, following the 2001 constitutional
reform) to determine the fundamental principles, through
legislation under its exclusive purview. Further legislative
prerogatives, as well as the power to pass regulations
safeguarding health, belong to the regions, though they,
as stipulated under article 120, cannot “enact measures
that in any way hinder the free circulation of individuals
or things between regions”. Under established legal
doctrine and constitutional case law, this prohibition is
not considered absolute. Regional legislation can exercise
a power “pertinent to the exercise of the political and
administrative autonomy of the regions themselves” (as
previously ruled by the Constitutional Court in sentence
number 51/1991), meaning legislation involving – as
mentioned earlier – both powers that fall under the
purview of the regions and constitutionally significant
values. It remains to be seen whether the state or the
regional level prevails should they issue simultaneous or
overlapping measures on a given issue. Competition and
repercussions should be avoided, as the result would be
conflict and uncertainty, with the citizens meant to follow
the rules inevitably falling prey to confusion. The risk is
that political conflicts and assessments can interfere in
such a divergence, heightening the uncertainty already
presented by Covid-19, with the further tension of the
doubts and worries of the technical experts and scientists
over what to do. As I see it, national law should prevail,
being the genus ad speciem of regional law, and, to invoke
common sense as opposed to legal doctrine, given the

dell'habeas corpus). La libertà di circolazione si riferisce
alle misure obbligatorie che possono comprimerla;
coinvolge la generalità dei consociati e può essere limitata
in via generale per motivi di sanità o di sicurezza che
appaiano necessari anche in casi individuali, purché la
limitazione non abbia carattere discriminatorio e sia
ragionevole, adeguata e proporzionata al fine. Per questa
differenza fra le due libertà, la prima è garantita dalla c.d.
riserva di legge statale e da quella di giurisdizione. La
seconda invece è garantita dalla sola riserva di legge,
anche regionale, nell'ambito della competenza riconosciuta
a ciascuna Regione e purché sia finalizzata a proteggere un
valore costituzionale rilevante, poiché la competenza
legislativa in materia di tutela della salute spetta in
concorrenza allo Stato e alle Regioni. Al primo è infatti
riservata (articolo 117 comma 3, con la riforma
costituzionale del 2001) la determinazione dei principi
fondamentali, tramite sua legislazione esclusiva. L'ulteriore
potestà legislativa e quella regolamentare in materia di
tutela della salute spettano invece alla Regione.
Quest'ultima, inoltre, secondo l'articolo 120, non può
“adottare provvedimenti che ostacolino in qualsiasi modo
la libera circolazione delle persone o delle cose tra le
Regioni”. Ad avviso della dottrina e della giurisprudenza
costituzionale, questo divieto non può dirsi assoluto; la
legge regionale può intervenire, nell'esercizio di un potere
“connaturato allo svolgimento dell'autonomia politica e
amministrativa delle Regioni stesse” (così già Corte
costituzionale, sentenza numero 51/1991), quando
vengano in considerazione – come si è detto – sia poteri
nell'ambito delle competenze regionali, sia valori
costituzionalmente significativi. Resta da vedere chi debba
prevalere tra lo Stato e la Regione nel caso di concorrenza
e sovrapposizione di provvedimenti di entrambi sulla
stessa materia. Occorre evitare la rincorsa e il
condizionamento reciproco fra i due; la conflittualità e
l'incertezza che ne derivano; il disorientamento dei
cittadini destinatari di un'inevitabile confusione nelle
regole. Occorre evitare il rischio che nel contrasto possano
interferire conflitti e valutazioni di ordine politico in un
panorama di incertezza come quello offerto dal Covid-19,
aggravato dai dubbi e dalle divergenze dei tecnici e degli
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need for a uniform set of rules. Similar concerns over the
protection of public health are evoked in article 14 of the
Constitution on freedom of residence, which is inviolable,
being subject, as is personal freedom, both to the rule of
law and to the courts , apart from “investigations or
inspections for motives of public health or safety”. In
such instances – and with regard to economic or taxrelated investigations, which fall outside the scope of the
present investigation – the sole point of reference is
“special laws”. Finally, the need to safeguard health, and
conditions conducive to the same, at the workplace is
posited under article 41 of the Constitution as a limit on
the freedom of economic initiative, when the latter
undermines safety. Article 2 of the Constitution cites the
notion of social formation as a reality in which the
personality of the individual is expressed, and as an
inalienable right acknowledged by the public, while also,
as is both logical and to be expected, calling for
compliance with “the irremovable duties of political,
economic and social solidarity”. This exhortation,
implicit throughout the constitution, receives indirect, but
extremely significant, support from article 32, which
refers to health as “a fundamental right of the individual
[the only right defined in this manner] and a concern of
interest to the body public”. This is the lone passage of
the Constitution that refers to the individual than man, or
person, or citizen, and where the right being recognised is
explicitly qualified as fundamental. The city, with respect
to social formation, must not so much, and not only,
provide the tangible and intangible services referred to
earlier, but also favour relations of coexistence while
reformulating the conflictual relations among those living
inside the city, foreseeing them, organising them,
regulating, facilitating or opposing them, depending on
their characteristics. The first corollary of this dual
function (providing services, managing relations) is
extremely practical and relevant to the present. The many
relations that must be regulated among city inhabitants
currently include potentially contagious physical contact
(hence the health recommendations on not shaking hands;
keeping a certain distance; the “house arrest” and the
“enforced stay” in the home municipality, with certain
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scienziati di fronte a quest'ultimo. A me sembra che debba
prevalere comunque la legge nazionale per il suo rapporto
di genus ad speciem con quella regionale, oltre che per una
constatazione di buonsenso prima che giuridica: la
necessità di una disciplina omogenea. Un analogo richiamo
delle esigenze di tutela della salute è espresso dall'articolo
14 della Costituzione a proposito della libertà del domicilio;
è inviolabile ed è sottoposta, come la libertà personale, alla
duplice riserva di legge e di giurisdizione, tranne che per
“gli accertamenti e le ispezioni per motivi di sanità e di
incolumità pubblica”. Per essi – così come per gli
accertamenti a fini economici e fiscali, che esulano dalla
presente riflessione – v'è soltanto il rinvio alle “leggi
speciali”. Infine, l'esigenza di tutela della salute e della
salubrità del posto di lavoro è richiamata dall'articolo 41
della Costituzione come limite alla libertà di iniziativa
economica, quando rechi danno alla sicurezza. Il richiamo
nell'articolo 2 della Costituzione alla nozione di formazione
sociale come realtà ove si svolge la personalità
dell'individuo e in cui la Repubblica riconosce i diritti
inviolabili si riferisce evidentemente e logicamente anche
ai “doveri inderogabili di solidarietà politica, economica e
sociale”. Quel richiamo presente implicitamente in tutto il
sistema costituzionale trova un riferimento implicito ma
estremamente significativo nell'articolo 32, che definisce
la salute come “fondamentale diritto dell'individuo [l’unico
così definito] e interesse della collettività”. È questo
l'unico passo in cui la Costituzione richiama l'individuo
anziché l'uomo, la persona o il cittadino; e in cui essa
qualifica esplicitamente come fondamentale il diritto che
riconosce. La città, in quanto formazione sociale, è
chiamata non tanto e non solo a rendere i servizi materiali
e immateriali cui dianzi si è fatto cenno, quanto a favorire
le relazioni di convivenza e a riscrivere le relazioni di
conflittualità proprie della coabitazione in essa:
prevedendole, organizzandole, regolandole e agevolandole
o contrastandole a seconda delle loro caratteristiche. Il
primo corollario di questa duplice funzione (prestare
servizi, gestire relazioni) è estremamente concreto e
attuale. Nelle tante relazioni fra gli abitanti della città oggi
occorre regolare quella rappresentata dal contatto fisico in
cui si può trasmettere il contagio del Covid-19 (come la
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exceptions). Such recommendations become urgings, and
ultimately prohibitions subject to punishment under
criminal or administrative law. The second corollary, also
highly relevant to the current situation, is the realisation
that interpersonal relations cannot be limited to nothing
more than the connections of today’s digital society and
smart cities, seeing that the even the operators of the
bog-data empire have lamented the limits of such
connections, laid bare by network overcrowding
(Zuckerberg’s observation on the risk that the spread of
the pandemic posed to networks). The third corollary is
far more important, regarding the relationship (or conflict)
between freedom and safety in the specific realm of
healthcare, or the possibility of a clash between these two
values instead of the necessary balance between them.
Requirements of medical safety temporarily restrict the
individual’s freedom of movement, though always in a
manner adequate and proportionate to the ultimate
objective, but they cannot suppress that freedom
altogether. Defence of the freedom of the individual
cannot compromise the corresponding freedom of others,
especially when it undermines the equality of those with
a greater or lesser resistance to Covid-19. A stark choice
between safety and freedom cannot and must not exist,
and when the reality of the situation gives rise to a similar
dilemma, individual freedom must prevail. An exception
is when individuals are deprived of their freedom under
punishment legitimately inflicted, as per article 13 of the
Constitution, though always with the guarantees provided
by the rule of law and the courts, and under article 27
(against inhumane treatment and for a focus on
rehabilitation). There are also rigorously stipulated
temporary or provisional instances of need or urgency
provided for under article 13, though they must be
confirmed with little or no delay. Thus the issue of
legitimate limits on the freedom of movement for the
sake of precautionary and preventive measures entails a
balance that, under the city’s current reality, poses a
critical problem, apparently falling under the purview of
the national legislator, on the condition that the decision
be supported by scientific evidence and not by a populist
dictate rooted in fear, and that it be accompanied by an

pedagogia del saluto senza stringersi la mano; la distanza
fra persone; i c.d. “arresti domiciliari” e il “soggiorno
obbligato” in un comune, salvo deroghe). Dal suggerimento
all'esortazione, al divieto sanzionato penalmente o in via
amministrativa. Il secondo corollario, anch'esso reso
attuale dal momento che stiamo vivendo, è la constatazione
che le relazioni tra persone non possono ridursi alla
tecnologia delle connessioni che caratterizzano oggi la
società digitale e la vita della smart city. Tanto più che gli
stessi gestori dell'impero dei big data denunziano i limiti
di quelle connessioni, causati dal sovraffollamento delle
reti (così Zuckerberg, a proposito dei rischi per le reti con
l'espandersi della pandemia). Il terzo corollario è ben più
significativo; evoca il rapporto (rectius il conflitto) tra
libertà e sicurezza nello specifico campo della sanità, cioè
il possibile conflitto tra i due valori che richiedono invece
la ricerca di un equilibrio. L'esigenza di sicurezza sanitaria
può sacrificare temporaneamente – purché in modo
adeguato e proporzionato al fine da raggiungere – la libertà
di circolazione della persona; ma non può sopprimerla. La
tutela della libertà del singolo non può giungere a
compromettere la concorrente libertà altrui e soprattutto
l'eguaglianza fra chi ha una maggiore e chi ha una minore
resistenza al Covid-19. Non vi può e non vi deve essere
alternativa fra sicurezza e libertà; ove venisse a crearsi in
concreto tale alternativa, dovrebbe prevalere la libertà.
Restano salvi i casi della legittima privazione di
quest'ultima per una pena legittimamente inflitta ai sensi
dell'articolo 13 della Costituzione con le garanzie della
riserva di legge e di giurisdizione e con quelle dell'articolo
27 (un trattamento non contrario al senso di umanità e la
tendenza alla rieducazione); o i casi provvisori e temporanei
di necessità e urgenza previsti tassativamente dall'articolo
13, salvo loro convalida in termini brevissimi. Da ciò il
problema dei limiti che possono essere legittimamente
previsti per la mobilità del singolo in nome della
precauzione e della prevenzione: un bilanciamento che è
oggi un problema essenziale della realtà della città. Un
bilanciamento che sembra doversi articolare in un giudizio
riservato al legislatore: purché per un verso venga
supportato da un'indicazione scientifica e non da un'istanza
populistica di paura; per un altro verso sia espresso da una
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assessment of its reasonableness, proportionality and
adequacy, as the legislator is required to do under the
guarantees stipulated in the Constitution. What is most
important, therefore, is the importance of complying with
the procedures and methods for placing limits on freedom
of movement – which, in any event, must always be
legitimised by acts of the legislators – as opposed to
consideration of the merits and contents of such limits, a
judgment subject to the dialogue between technical
experts and the politicians responsible for governing.

valutazione di ragionevolezza, proporzionalità e
adeguatezza, che è rimessa al legislatore alla stregua delle
garanzie previste a tal fine dalla costituzione. Interessa
cioè sottolineare l'importanza del rispetto del procedimento
e del metodo nell'adozione dei limiti alla libertà di
circolazione – che devono comunque essere legittimati da
un intervento del legislatore – più che la valutazione del
merito e del contenuto di essi. Quest'ultima valutazione è
rimessa alla discrezionalità del dialogo fra tecnico e
politico con responsabilità di governo.

Health and Solidarity

Salute e Solidarietà

In short, the right to health brings with it the duty, on
the part of its holder, to practice solidarity, an outgrowth
of the collective interest in that individual’s health,
which excludes any safeguard limited to endorsing an
egotistical decision by the individual, to the detriment
of the body public. Nonetheless, solidarity, though a
fundamental value of the Constitution, is not always
saintliness, leading to the prospect of sanctions against
violations of the duty, as is readily expected, though
far from welcome, in the case of unmet tax obligations.
The corollary is the possibility of sanctions that lend
incisiveness to enforcement of the “irremovable” duty
of solidarity, in particular as regards violations of the
prohibition against movement, assuming that the origins
of such measures are legitimate (respect of the rule of law
and compliance, by both the order and the sanction, with
the requirements of reasonableness, proportionality and
adequacy, avoiding fantastical, abstruse formulations,
such as those witnessed on occasion in the first phase
of the emergency). All this assuming that the instruction
violated, be the sanction criminal or administrative, is
understandable and formulated in terms (on various
levels, a topic best addressed elsewhere) that prove
precise, customary and rigorous, and that the instruction
can effectively be learned of and understood by those
meant to follow it. At this point, in the midst of the drama
of the virus and the resulting pandemic, emphasis is given
to a new interpretation of individual consent and selfdetermination, concepts traditionally understood as key

In sintesi, il diritto alla salute porta con sé il dovere di
solidarietà del suo titolare, che nasce dall'interesse di
tutti alla sua salute ed esclude la tutela circoscritta a una
decisione egoistica in favore di quel titolare e a discapito
dell'interesse collettivo. Tuttavia la solidarietà, pur essendo
un valore costituzionale consolidato e fondamentale,
non giunge necessariamente alla santità. Sicché diventa
a questo punto inevitabile la prospettiva della sanzione
alla trasgressione del relativo dovere: ciò che è ovvio
per esempio, anche se è poco gradito, nell'ipotesi di
violazione dell'obbligo tributario. Il corollario che ne
discende è la possibilità di prevedere delle sanzioni che
rendano cogente l'adempimento del dovere “inderogabile”
di solidarietà, con specifico riferimento alla trasgressione
al divieto di circolazione. Sempreché tale previsione abbia
un'origine legittima (il rispetto della riserva di legge e
delle caratteristiche di ragionevolezza, proporzionalità e
adeguatezza sia del comando, sia della sanzione, evitando
le formulazioni fantasiose e astruse che si sono viste
nella prima fase dell’emergenza). Sempreché il precetto
sanzionato – sia esso di carattere penale o amministrativo
– sia comprensibile e articolato in termini (variamente
graduati, che non è il caso di approfondire in questa
sede) di precisione, tipicità e tassatività; che quel precetto
sia effettivamente conoscibile e comprensibile dal suo
destinatario. Si accentua a questo punto, nel contesto
del dramma della pandemia causata dal virus, un profilo
nuovo del consenso e dell’autodeterminazione della
persona, tradizionalmente intesi come nucleo centrale
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factors in the individual’s right to health, meaning that
the right is no longer upheld from a strictly individualistic
perspective. What arises is the need to reconsider
society’s interest in the how the individual invokes
the right, evaluated from a standpoint of pluralism and
solidarity, with attention to the equality of others and
to any detrimental consequences to them (especially if
they are already in conditions of inferiority), when the
sole concern is the individual’s right to health, without
also taking into account the collective interest in that
person’s well-being. What results is a vigorous joint,
synergistic expression of article 2 (on the “irremovable
duties of solidarity”, plus “inviolable rights”) and article
3 (on “equal social dignity”, plus equality before the law).
Equal social dignity is a key factor in “determining the
interests of the body public” in an individual’s health, and
in that of all other individuals as well. This alone should
forestall the preferential rankings that, with regard to
Covid-19 as well, have recently been a part of explicit
attempts to discriminate between the young and the
old, between the rich and the poor, in the utilisation of
therapeutic tools whose availability is limited compared
to the demand. Such distinctions may be inevitable, but
in both instances equally vigorous efforts should be
made to avoid them, as per the key principles of equality
and equal social dignity. It should be a point of pride to
avoid even theoretical discussion of such distinctions,
including wholly abstract formulations, as the temptation
may arise, sooner or later, to use such considerations as
the groundwork for operational enactment. The topic
of equal social dignity during the pandemic brings to
mind other “emblematic” examples of divergent levels
of “social dignity” (involving Jews, women, migrants),
and now two equally emblematic situations have arisen,
both posing a dramatic danger to future coexistence in the
city. One regards the elderly, held to be unproductive and
inefficient (though some have used them to concealing the
numbers of victims from the Corona virus, according to
pending reports and investigations). Then there are prison
inmates, viewed in certain quarters, strangely enough, as
sheltered from the contagion, despite the overcrowding in
prisons. These situations need to be analysed, and all of us

del diritto fondamentale di essa alla salute. Si tratta cioè
non soltanto di valorizzare quel diritto in una prospettiva
prevalentemente esclusivamente – personalista. Emerge
il tema della rivalutazione dell’interesse sociale al
godimento di quel diritto del singolo, in una prospettiva
pluralista, solidarista, di attenzione per l’eguaglianza degli
altri e per il pregiudizio che può loro derivare (soprattutto
se sono in condizioni di inferiorità) dal guardare soltanto
al diritto del singolo alla salute, e non anche all’interesse
collettivo alla sua tutela. Emerge cioè con vigore
l’indicazione congiunta e sinergica dell’articolo 2 (il
riferimento ai “doveri inderogabili di solidarietà” accanto
ai “diritti inviolabili”) e dell'articolo 3 (il riferimento alla
“pari dignità sociale” accanto all'eguaglianza davanti
alla legge). La pari dignità sociale è un coefficiente
determinante nell’“individuazione dell’interesse della
collettività” alla salute del singolo, di tutti i singoli. Già
questo dovrebbe bastare a fare giustizia della gerarchia
che – anche a proposito del Covid-19, proprio in questi
tempi si è cercato esplicitamente di introdurre sia fra
giovani e anziani, sia tra ricchi e poveri nell'utilizzo di
strumenti terapeutici con disponibilità limitata rispetto
alle richieste. Saranno forse distinzioni di fatto inevitabili;
ma occorre contrastarle entrambe con pari vigore, per
rispettare il principio fondamentale di eguaglianza e
di pari dignità sociale. Occorrerebbe il pudore di non
teorizzare quelle distinzioni neppure in astratto, si è
tentato più o meno come premessa al percorso per renderle
prima o dopo operative. Il tema della pari dignità sociale
nella pandemia evoca anche altri profili drammatici. Alle
situazioni “emblematiche” di diversa “dignità sociale”
(l'ebreo, la donna, il migrante) si affiancano altre due
situazioni altrettanto emblematiche, drammatiche e
pericolose per il futuro della convivenza nella città.
Si tratta della situazione degli anziani, ritenuti ormai
improduttivi e inefficienti (se non addirittura per qualcuno
utili a occultare le vittime del coronavirus, secondo
denunzie e indagini in corso); si tratta della situazione dei
detenuti, paradossalmente da taluno ritenuti al sicuro dal
contagio, nonostante il sovraffollamento delle carceri. Su
tali situazioni occorrerà svolgere una analisi e un esame
di coscienza approfondito da parte di tutti noi. Tracce
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must search our souls on the subject. Noteworthy signs of
a growing tendency to view article 32 from a perspective
of solidarity, and not merely the individualistic outlook
of one’s own health, also arose from recent debate –
accompanied by attempts to make aggressive political
use of the issue – between supporters and opponents
of obligatory vaccination. Without wishing to become
involved in the debate over so-called “herd immunity”,
and the cynical (if not dubious) ways to achieve it, we
need merely refer to what the Constitutional Court
specified in its sentence number 5 of 2018 on the need for
a uniform set of rules governing mandatory vaccination
in Italy. Another apt example is the discussion over
case law and legal doctrine on the end of life, together
with the conclusion, and the summary, arrived at by
the Constitutional Court in its sentence number 242 of
2019, plus the tortured, but innovative, line of reasoning
followed to resolve the question. The Court recently
identified solidarity towards the disadvantaged as a
counterweight to overemphasis on self-determination.
There remain doubts as to the wisdom of emphasising
the levying of sanctions for failure to observe edicts on
conduct and limits on freedom of movement in times
of contagion, especially in the interests of obtaining
compliance with the instructions through procedures
that resemble the announcements of the “public criers”
in Manzoni’s novel. Still, given the well-known paralysis
of the justice system, such sanctions would prove
inapplicable anyway. In fact, certain ones, if effectively
applied, would further overcrowd prisons, triggering a
host of related problems. These questions, primarily of
public order, but even more importantly of compliance
with article 27 of the Constitution, have received
renewed attention recently due to the chronic, structural
overcrowding of Italian prisons, despite repeated suits
and unfavourable rulings from the European Court
of Human Rights. A recent case again addressed the
question, as an inmate’s complaint highlighted the link
between overcrowding and the pandemic. The existing
problem has only been exacerbated by the difficulty of
keeping both prison inmates and staff from catching the
contagion, so as to avoid conditions that further undermine
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significative della tendenza a valorizzare nell'articolo 32
anche il profilo solidarista e non solo quello personalista
del diritto alla salute del singolo sono emerse nel dibattito
che si è recentemente sviluppato – con punte anche
aspre di politicizzazione – tra i fautori e gli avversari
della vaccinazione obbligatoria. Senza voler entrare nel
dibattito sulla c.d. “immunità di gregge” e sulle ciniche
(e perfino dubbie) modalità per conseguirla, è sufficiente
rinviare alle puntualizzazioni della corte costituzionale
nella sentenza numero 5 del 2018, con riferimento alla
necessità di una disciplina omogenea della vaccinazione
obbligatoria sul territorio nazionale. Di più, è sufficiente
richiamare il dibattito giurisprudenziale e dottrinale sul
fine vita e la conclusione nonché la sintesi formulata a
proposito di quest'ultimo dalla Corte Costituzionale con
la sentenza numero 242 del 2019 e con il travagliato e
innovativo percorso seguito per giungere a essa. La
Corte ha recentemente evocato il profilo della solidarietà
verso i più deboli come controcanto all'enfasi del ricorso
all'autodeterminazione in questo ambito. Restano i dubbi
all'opportunità di enfatizzare il ricorso a sanzioni per
l'inosservanza delle prescrizioni di comportamento e
delle limitazioni alla libertà di circolazione in tempi di
contagio, soprattutto al fine di indurre al rispetto delle
stesse prescrizioni con modalità che evocano le “grida”
di manzoniana memoria. Sanzioni peraltro inapplicabili
per le condizioni della notoriamente paralizzata giustizia;
sanzioni, alcune delle quali, ove fossero effettivamente
applicate, andrebbero a incrementare il sovraffollamento
delle carceri con tutti i problemi che ne derivano. Sono
problemi innanzitutto di ordine pubblico e prima ancora
di rispetto dell'articolo 27 della Costituzione, che si vanno
riproponendo in questi giorni per il cronico e strutturale
sovraffollamento delle carceri italiane, dopo reiterate
denunzie e condanne della Corte Europea dei Diritti
dell'Uomo. Quest'ultima è stata recentemente investita
nuovamente dalla questione, su richiesta di un detenuto
in relazione al rapporto fra sovraffollamento e pandemia.
Perciò i problemi sono aggravati ora dalla difficoltà di
evitare nelle carceri il contagio per detenuti e sorveglianti;
di evitare un ulteriore degrado della dignità nelle
condizioni di fatto di esecuzione della pena detentiva;
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the dignity of those serving sentences, an unacceptable
threat to the health of prison workers and inmates and a
further reduction of the so-called “remaining freedoms”
of those paying their debt to society. Though similar
appeals will, at best, only to the dossiers that already fill
the court offices, these are problems that may find at least
a partial solution in the levying of administrative rather
than criminal penalties for violations of limits placed on
freedom of movement, though there is the risk that, were
the sanctions to be made more severe, then, as observed
by the European Court of Human Rights, they could once
again fall under the category of criminal law, despite
the new and different classification. But this is not the
forum for such questions, despite their importance, as
that would amount to playing the agitator, or delving into
arcane technical details already under study by scholars of
criminal law, simply to avoid facing up to the unfulfilled
duty of solidarity.

di evitare un attentato inammissibile alle condizioni di
salute di chi in carcere lavora e di chi sconta una pena; di
evitare un'ulteriore riduzione dei c.d. “residui di libertà”
nell'espiazione di quella pena. Nella migliore delle ipotesi
sono comunque problemi che incrementano i fascicoli
che giacciono negli armadi degli uffici giudiziari. Sono
problemi che possono forse trovare in parte una soluzione
nella previsione di una sanzione amministrativa anziché
penale, per la trasgressione all'ordine dell'autorità in tema
di limiti alla libertà di circolazione. Vi è però il rischio che
l'inasprimento della sanzione, secondo indicazioni della
Corte Europea dei Diritti dell'Uomo, la riconduca alla sfera
penale, nonostante la sua diversa e nuova qualificazione.
Ma non è questa la sede per affrontare tali pur rilevanti
profili, assumendo il ruolo dell'azzeccagarbugli, in cerca
di scappatoie, per sottrarsi all'adempimento del dovere di
solidarietà; né per affrontare aspetti di tecnicismo che sono
già oggetto di dibattito fra gli studiosi di diritto penale.

What to do?

Che fare?

One last observation: in the face of the virus, whose
full nature and conduct is as yet unknown to science,
attempts to explore and more importantly to forecast
future developments, appear especially difficult and
liable to lend themselves to distortion for other purposes.
Knowledge of the situation, as well as the taking of
decisions and actions based on that knowledge, plus
efforts to objectively communicate what is known to
date, and the decisions reached, and why, entail the
three stages for arriving at an effective strategy against
Covid-19: knowing, acting, communicating. In a word:
knowledge fuels the dialogue between scientists and the
politicians responsible for governing, though handling
that knowledge appears increasingly difficult, due
to the proliferation of conflicts in both spheres, and
especially between the different levels of national and
local government. As so often in Italy, the dialogue will
most likely lead to reciprocal accusations that get tried
in court and daily in the media. Any decision on how
to implement the scarce, at times contrasting guidelines
provided by science (basically: avoid the contagion

Un ultimo rilievo. Di fronte alla novità, alla mancata
conoscenza della realtà e del comportamento del virus da
parte della scienza, appaiono particolarmente difficili e
suscettibili di strumentalizzazioni sia i tentativi di esplorare
e soprattutto di prevedere un percorso in buona parte ignoto.
Sia conseguentemente la conoscenza del fenomeno; sia
quindi la formulazione di decisioni e le azioni conseguenti a
quella conoscenza. Sia infine lo sforzo per la comunicazione
obiettiva di quanto si conosca e di cosa conseguentemente
si decida di fare e perché. Sono i tre stadi da affrontare per
avviare una strategia efficace di contrasto al Covid-19;
conoscere, agire, comunicare. In brevissima sintesi, la
conoscenza si risolve nel dialogo tra scienziati e politici con
responsabilità di governo; ma sembra destinata a divenire
sempre più difficile, per i contrasti che sembrano crescere
in ciascuno dei due campi e soprattutto fra i diversi livelli
istituzionali e territoriali. Quel dialogo appare destinato,
more italico, a trascendere nelle diffide reciproche e a
imboccare la via delle aule giudiziarie, oltre a quella del
dibattito quotidiano dei media. La decisione su quanto vi
sia da fare, in adempimento delle scarne indicazioni della
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and treat the complications), is rendered all the more
difficult by disagreement over the political decisions
and solutions. Then there are the recurring conflicts, not
simply on operating procedures but on policy as well,
between the central and regional governments, with the
risk of a reciprocal duplication or undermining of efforts.
That decision, first as a temporary delegation of powers,
and then a confirmation, or a political approval in the
form of a parliamentary vote of confidence (article 94 of
the Constitution), is the responsibility of the legislators,
in line with the pre-eminent role of constitutional law in
such matters (on both the national and regional levels,
with priority given to the former).
The necessary legal tools (in particular legislative
decrees, Prime Minister’s decrees, decrees and ordinances
of the Ministry of Health, plus regional ordinances on
civil defence) are already available, with no need for
exceptional measures of a kind not taken even against
terrorism. As for the communications to inform citizens
subject to the requirements and limitations of their
responsibilities, these risk falling prey to competing
positions, to overemphasis, to the quest for scoops. There
is also the danger of veering between announcements of
abstract figures (incomprehensible to most) and rhetorical
appeals that only engender more uncertainty and panic
(issued at night, in fragmentary, “instalment” form). In
democracy, and even more so in emergencies, information
is a need and not just an opportunity. Still, outbreaks of
“infodemia”, with excesses of euphoria or dramatisation,
should be avoided. Transparent communication, in
and of itself convincing and reassuring, is definitely
possible (though difficult), given the many (perhaps too
many?) technological tools and experts at our disposal
for heightening the public’s awareness and sense of
responsibility. The hope is that all this ends soon, and
that, in the meantime, the “loyal cooperation” called for
by the Constitution, respecting the unity of the central
government and the independence of the regional and
local governments, is achieved, with a uniform purpose
of strategies and actions. For this to happen, Parliament’s
leading role and responsibility must be restored, after too
many challenges in the past (and even today), starting,
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scienza, contrastanti fra di loro (evitare i contagi e curare
le complicazioni, in sintesi), è resa più difficile a sua volta
dai contrasti sulle scelte e sulle soluzioni politiche da
adottare. Nonché dalle fratture ricorrenti di ordine politico
e non solo operativo tra la posizione del Governo e quella
delle autonomie; con il rischio di una concorrenza e di
un condizionamento reciproci. Quella decisione – in sede
preventiva di delega o successiva di convalida; e comunque
in sede di controllo politico attraverso il permanere della
fiducia del Parlamento nel Governo (articolo 94 della
Costituzione) – spetta alla responsabilità legislativa, alla
stregua della riserva costituzionale di legge (nazionale e
regionale) in questa materia e con la priorità dovuta alla
prima fra esse. Gli strumenti giuridici a tal fine (soprattutto
decreti-legge, decreti del Presidente del Consiglio dei
Ministri, decreti e ordinanze del ministero della salute,
e ordinanze regionali in tema di protezione civile) sono
a disposizione, senza bisogno del ricorso a interventi
eccezionali, non adottati neppure durante il terrorismo.
Infine la comunicazione, necessaria anch'essa per rendere
consapevoli e responsabili i destinatari delle prescrizioni e
delle limitazioni, rischia di ricadere in contrapposizioni di
concorrenza, di enfatizzazione, di scoop per arrivare primi
nel dare la notizia. La comunicazione inoltre rischia di
oscillare tra numeri astratti (incomprensibili ai più) e appelli
retorici; di svolgersi in modo da evocare più che dissipare
l'incertezza e il panico (di notte; in modo frammentario e
“a rate”). In democrazia, e viepiù in tempi di emergenza,
l'informazione è una necessità, prima che un'opportunità.
Occorre tuttavia evitare che degeneri in “infodemia” da
eccesso di euforia o al contrario di drammatizzazione. Una
comunicazione trasparente e per ciò stesso convincente e in
grado di alimentare fiducia è certamente possibile (anche se
difficile) alla stregua dei numerosi (forse troppi?) strumenti
tecnologici e degli esperti di cui disponiamo, per raggiungere
la consapevolezza e la responsabilizzazione dell'opinione
pubblica. V’è solo da sperare che passi la tempesta. E che nel
frattempo si raggiunga – tra l'unità dello stato e l'autonomia
delle Regioni e degli enti locali – la “leale collaborazione”
richiesta dalla Costituzione e quindi l'omogeneità degli
indirizzi e degli interventi. A tal fine occorre recuperare e
consolidare il primato e la responsabilità del Parlamento,
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prior to the Coronavirus emergency, with the peculiar
reasons and method adopted in reducing the number of
members of Parliament. Through the tools of legislative
delegation, the conversion of legislative decrees and
oversight of government policy (if necessary through a
vote of no confidence) Parliament, in this sphere and at
this point in history, must remain the central focus of
our political life, not allowing itself to be transformed,
through various technicalities and politically motivated
solutions, into a mere rubber-stamp of pre-determined
votes, on-line no less, with the risk of “group voting”
controlled by party leaders and the abandonment of
the debates, exchanges and clashes that are the heart
and soul of parliamentary and democratic life. If there
is anyone who, in these times, should not “stay at
home”, but rather come out in the open, exercising its
rightful role of central importance and sovereignty, it
is Parliament, in agreement with the President of the
Republic, and without hiding behind the excuse that inperson proceedings, or the (all-important) protection of
its members health, are impossible, seeing that there are
technical solutions to such problems.
Hopefully, this will occur as soon as possible, but it is
even more important that our country’s institutional,
social, cultural, political and economic fabric, thanks in
large part to the guidelines of the Constitution, generates
new resources from our present dramatic experience, so
as to face the future with the strength and capabilities the
country has shown so often in the past.

sino a ora (e ancora oggi) messi troppo in discussione anche
più in generale, prima dell'irrompere dell'emergenza del
coronavirus: a cominciare dalla singolarità delle motivazioni
e del metodo seguiti per la recente riduzione del numero dei
parlamentari. Il Parlamento, attraverso gli strumenti della
delega legislativa, della conversione dei decreti-legge, del
controllo sulla politica del governo (se necessario attraverso
la revoca della fiducia) in quest'ambito e in questo momento,
deve restare il nucleo centrale della nostra vita politica.
Non invece trasformarsi – grazie a tecnicismi e a soluzioni
politiche di vario genere – in mero erogatore di voti di
ratifica, magari telematici, con il rischio di aprire la via a
un voto “di categoria” tramite i capigruppo e di trascurare
il dibattito, il confronto e lo scontro che sono l'anima della
vita parlamentare e democratica. Se c'è qualcuno che in
questo momento non deve “restare a casa”, ma uscire allo
scoperto nella sua centralità e nell'esercizio della sovranità
che gli compete, è proprio il Parlamento, d'intesa con il
presidente della Repubblica; senza accampare pretesti di
impossibilità del suo funzionamento o di salvaguardia
(doverosa) della salute dei suoi membri, che possono essere
affrontati e risolti con soluzioni tecniche. Auguriamoci
che ciò avvenga il più presto possibile. Ma soprattutto,
auguriamoci che il tessuto istituzionale, sociale, culturale,
politico ed economico del nostro Paese, anche seguendo le
linee-guida della Costituzione, sappia trarre dall'esperienza
drammatica che stiamo vivendo nuove risorse per affrontare
il futuro con la capacità che il Paese ha saputo molte volte
dimostrare nel passato.
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speaker:
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Dina Nencini - Welcome everyone, I will make very brief
presentations of our guests, especially for the foreign
partecipants. The first speaker is Professor Giovanni Maria
Flick, President Emeritus of the Constitutional Court,
former Minister of Grace and Justice and magistrate. He
graduated from the Cattolica in Milan and he is Emeritus
professor of Criminal Law. The invitation concerns his
most recent book Elogio della città? in which Professor
Flick asks a fundamental and very concrete question,
especially for us architects, that is to say if it is possible
to overcome the condition of the city as a place of fear. Of
course, the competence of an excellent personality that we
have the considerations of having here with us opens up
very important reflections, but I would leave the word to
Giovanni Maria Flick.
The English version
of the essay
is edited by the
Conference Team
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The art of building future cities

Giovanni Maria Flick - I recently published an essay
entitled Elogio della città? in which I elaborated a
reflection concerning the possibility of identifying a path

to pass from the traditional city of fear to what we could
call the city of joy and what can be the support that the law
and the jurist can possibly offer to a path with that purpose.
I start from a very concrete and contingent premise. I was
struck last spring by the fire of the Notre-Dame spire and
by the worldwide participation in an event of this type
(general commotion, world-view, promise of offers which
then did not follow). A week later, near Foggia, in one of
the many fires in the illegal slums, a man employed in the
seasonal tomato harvesting died. Traces of his ashes were
found the next day, cleaning up the remains of the fire. Of
course it was not a kind of news that moved the world but at
least the local dissent should have recorded, perhaps with
greater force, the dissent in the face of a type of housing or
settlement that determines this type of consequence. This
is the first aspect that struck me.
The second aspect that is concerns the cultural, social,
economic and political trauma is connected with the fall of
the Morandi bridge. I am familiar with the city of Genoa
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and therefore I lived that story with participation. And,
therefore, I began to reflect by carrying out a speech that I
have been developing for some time, once my institutional
commitments have been concluded, on the meaning of the
Constitution and its relevance, with respect to these issues.
Why am I talking about the Constitution?
I have been working on the Constitution for nine years and
I firmly believe in its value; I am aware of the limits that
can be found in it after seventy years from the historical
moment in which it was promulgated; I am also aware
of the great responsibility of politics, that is all of us, in
accusing the Constitution of no longer being relevant.
While in reality there was no implementation, or has been
minimally implemented. I am convinced that a reading
or even a rereading of the Constitution, by making some
institutional changes – of which it is not appropriate to speak
here – could give to this important historical document the
possibility to face another seventy years and, above all,
to solve some of the problems that you have placed at the
center of today’s debate: creativity and reality, how to build
the cities of tomorrow.
The first indication concerns article 9 of the Constitution:
the first paragraph deals with the importance of
development and promotion of culture. The Republic has
the duty, as it is the duty of all of us, to protect the artistic,
historical and cultural heritage, that is our past as a premise
for the protection of the environmental heritage, therefore
of our future. The Republic protects the historical and
artistic heritage and the landscape. You know better than
me the problem of landscape protection. The environment
was not yet a theme heard in 1946-47, while the text of
the Constitution was being on. The attention and interest
around this theme have gradually grown and constitutional
jurisprudence and doctrine have always interpreted the
reference to the landscape not only according to an aesthetic
meaning but above all attributing to it a global meaning
that consider individuals and how they are relate to it.
For example, from this point of view, it seems necessary
and appropriate to read article 9 in correlation with another
fundamental principle of our Constitution, placed in the
premise. That is, the recognition of inviolable rights and
the duties of political, economic and social solidarity, not

only referred to the person as an individual. The city is
one of the first, if not the first social formation, the first
aggregation of people to live together. Thus, the discourse
of the fundamental rights in cities translated into more
concrete terms becomes the right to the city, the right to
the right city for all those who live there. In this string of
fundamental principles article 3 of the Constitution places
equal social dignity as the objective of coexistence that is
a condition to pursue equal social dignity, taking diversity
alongside equality, including the formal aspects. The right
to diversity is essential to grow, to develop, to realize
one’s own personality. Too often and too easily diversity is
perceived as discrimination among other things in contrast
with another constitutional provision: the article 10 that
recognizes to foreigners as citizens the same rights even
beyond what the international conventions provide about
the foreigners’ reception such as the asylum right and even
beyond what the Constitution perhaps did not foresee when
it was written: that is to say that migration would become
a mass phenomenon.
Migrations concern the relationship between person and
city. The refusal of the other is not justified; the article 10 of
the Constitution was written when Italy was not a country of
immigration, but a country of emigration due to hunger. Our
constituent fathers had the courage to recognize the equality
of foreigners in the face of fundamental rights, to recognize
a fundamental law of nature: it is not the bread that goes
where there is hunger, but it is hunger that goes where it
is bread, and this further appens when the social media,
the communication and the network offer to all a general
panorama of immediate perception of these situations. It
seems to me an act of courage to write in the Constitution
the fundamental rights of all, both of Italians and of
foreigners. Despite those unacceptable statements (“Italians
first”) which absolutely do not find correspondence in the
Constitution and that contrast an essential condition in the
context of the city, because in the first formation that is the
first social aggregation – I am thinking of article 2 – there
is the guarantee of all inviolable rights.
This highlights a very important problem: the tendency we
have, especially we jurists, to bureaucratize everything.
The first twelve articles of the Constitution which are the
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premises, the fundamental principles – as the Constituent
Assembly calls them – lead to this risk: seeing the problem
of the relationship between the unity, the centrality and the
respect for the positions of autonomies essentially as a game
of powers, responsibilities and competences. The landscape,
the territory, the environment are three aspects of a single
reality, of the relationship between the person and what
surrounds him. The environment shapes man, and man who
shapes the environment. The distinction is fundamental
to examine the various problems and the various aspects
because it become an occasion for confrontation. I lived this
experience in particular during my nine-year commitment
at the Constitutional Court, when for example in the matter
of protection of cultural and artistic heritage the distinction
between protection and enhancement of cultural heritage
was discussed as a problem. What is restoration? Is it
protection or is it enhancement? Because if I don’t restore
cultural heritage then they are destroyed and therefore no
longer exist. There is a very important difference in terms
of relationships, responsibilities and money management.
If it is a question of protection it’s up to the State, if it is a
question of valorisation it’s up to the Regions.
We are used to building wonderful legal architectures
to avoid liability. A significant example is the story of
Eluana Englaro: we have managed to transform the
problem of the “end of life”, a human drama, into a legal
conflict. Although on a different level we are in the same
conditions. The basic indication of the constitutional text
concerns the equal dignity and in the current context we
have two very big problems that hinder the equal dignity.
The first is presentism that is the fact that globalization
is leading us to live only in the present. “What do I care
about the past, I wasn’t there! And what do I care about the
future, I won’t be there!” Discourse like this leads on the
one hand to abolish the right to memory and, to the past,
to the conservation of the artistic and cultural heritage,
and not only that. In this period, for example, I am dealing
with the archeology of extermination, the archeology of
work. To understand how work is evolving is ineresting
to analyze and review what remained of the first industrial
settlements, how people lived and how they worked. For
example you can visit Fossoli,the rice mill of San Sabba.
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Sunday I was near Bologna to commemorate a massacre in
the gullies of the hills that has passed over in silence: one
hundred and ten people killed by the Nazi-fascists after the
roundups. A monument represented by some stones is the
only thing left. Presentism leads us to forget, to ignore the
importance of memory. Who forgets the past is condemned
to repeat it, and I don’t see how we can plan the future
if we don’t have the past in the present. It is written on
the entrance to the Dachau Concentration Camp, while in
Auschwitz there is that other obscene writing that work
makes you free, but only to die.
Three emblematic and worrying examples of inequalities
emerge and affect our cities; they make the discourse on the
city deeply ambiguous. There are many more but three are
particularly current and scary. The theme of anti-Semitism
and racial hatred in general which is pure hatred and
ignorance is making a comeback. Besides anti-Semitism,
another fundamental issue is gender equality. We were
very pleased that a woman was elected to the presidency
of the Constitutional Court, who largely deserved it: for
too long the fifteen members were only men. We started
with one woman, then another who replaced the first, then
three, now the president is a woman. I believe that once a
woman can be elected president of the Constitutional Court
without having to shoot fireworks for joy it will mean that
our country has become a country where equal opportunity
rights apply. The discourse of gender equality – yesterday
the Head of State reminded it in his good wishes to the
so-called high offices – is still very present and is based on
another matrix: the possession. The phrase “the woman is
mine and I do what I want with her, so if she leaves me I can
kill her” belongs to the subculture German thesis Kinder
Küche Kirche as children, church, kitchen. Femicide is at
the end of the path of inculture.
The third dramatic inequality profile is the one of
migrant. The two decree laws apply to all of them as
legislative measures adopted last year equate security and
immigration; that is to say that migration is a matter of
insecurity. They were only repealed after a year and after a
lively political discussion. All this finds fertile ground for
cultures considering the city the city as a social formation
wich forgot that the first reason why social formations
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matter is not the relationship between central and local
powers, the division between local powers, the affirmation
of a contrast between center and periphery. Once there was
someone discussing about the peripheries of the Empire,
now someone arguing maliciously about of the empire of
the peripheries; we could indulge in this type of speech...
I come to the topic that interests me: if we look at history,
it teaches us a lot on the topic of social formations. I
have tried in this book to follow the path of the biblical
city, which is a very deep life lesson. It moves from the
city of violence, Enoch, the city of Cain; passes through
Babel and the tower, the city of pride; it continues with
the city of the exploitation of the foreigner, Sodom; it until
arrives to the city of profit Jerusalem which is the emblem
of ambiguity, the great harlot and the bride of Christ.
They are the two realities of the city fighting each other.
The position of Jerusalem seems particularly emblematic
to me: the only city where on Fridays the muezzin calls
Muslims to pray in the mosque; on Saturday the shofar, the
horn calls the Jews to the synagogue; on Sundays the bell
calls Christians to church. On Mondays however a lot of
people deposit their religious objects, take the Kalashnikov
and start shooting again. This is the reality, the ambiguity
and the contradiction of the city. In this reflection a series
of observations by Cardinal Carlo Maria Martini, who
described the fear for the city helped me a lot. The city was
fundamentally born as an expression of fear, and therefore
of closure, of defense, of rejection. Just think, a few days
ago we celebrated the thirtieth anniversary of the fall of the
Berlin Wall, the transfer of the walls from the outside of
the city to the inside of the city even with the longitudinal
division of the streets: on one side the barred windows, on
the other the life that goes on. What can be done to address
the issue of the future city in a situation that foresees, it
seems to me in 2050, that eighty percent of the population
will live in the city and no longer in the countryside?
I put aside the situation of the historic Italian city, the
Italian urban context, for a moment – postponing further
considerations – . In the general context, approaching the
cities means to look at individual aspects and not their
overall assessment, which is what then creates fear.
Cities develop their estetics, a beautiful city; their

economy. Cities can develop in places for meeting and
cultural exchange, not just for trade; cities can develop the
discourse of the environment. They are the place where we
can try to respect the basic pact between mand and nature;
and then we have a whole series of concrete problems: the
mobility, culture, health, and so on (togliere “the”). Those
issues are also independet from each other. We should
distinguish common roots to interpret cities. I believe that
these roots – and perhaps we jurists have a lot to learn in
this sense – is the idea of the
 common goods: the city is
perhaps the first important expression of a common good.
The city of everyone, the right city, the city that overcomes
ghettoization, both the rich’s and the poor’s ghetto, the city
that overcomes the drama of the decline of Rome which
Giulio Carlo Argan mentioned several times.
The other example I wanted to address is Venice. Venice
is dying. Cities can die because they are occupied,
destroyed or forgotten as affected by collective Alzheimer.
So I believe that for architects and for the law of the city
it is a question of facing a new perspective that from
a constitutional point of view, according to principles,
reaches the basic discourse: how to build the city of the
future? The fundamental recipe is to bring the person back
to the center of the city. And work on a new law and on
a new culture. Leon Battista Alberti said: “The architect
is not the one who accumulates stones, he is the one who
has an idea and realizes it”; or to the Calvino’s dialogue
that all of you will certainly know in The Invisible Cities,
between Marco Polo and the great Khan. The latter wants
to know everything about the arc but Marco Polo keeps
talking about the stones until the great Khan gets impatient
and says “Why are you talking to me about the stones? I
want to know about the arc” and Marco Polo replies to him
“Look, the idea of the
 arc is realized through the stones”.
Leon Battista Alberti tells us that the architect is the one
who puts in order, who gives a language to the stones,
and therefore translates the language of men and the
relationship between the common space, the space usable
by all, into the language of stones, the agorà, and the
private space. This is a titanic undertaking, but I believe
it is already a lot that we are dealing with it. The last town
planning law is from 1942; the perspective is to work on a
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new law on architecture, on the profession of architecture
which recovers this constitutional dimension and on a new
law on the city, the right city, which is both rich and poor
and where the problems are solved would be crucial. This
is not the illusion of the Smart city which solves everything
with technology; the technique is absolutely necessary but
the technique leads to two important risks.
The first risk is that the city will be run by those who have a
lot of money and would not so much deal with resettlement
operations for example of a suburb as of business and real
estate speculation. Marx in Paris and Villari in Naples
immediately after the unification of Italy already warned
about it (Marx as regards the Haussmann operation on
the boulevard, Villari for the first city plan of Naples)
“Please, pay attention! We are planning large avenues, large
buildings, beautiful things in which the poor will be reduced
more and more to live in basements, in increasingly narrow
basements”. The second risk concerns the awareness of
how we devour spaces: the concrete covers everything.
The sprouting of a series of legislative initiatives on
the regeneration of the city is welcomed. But be careful
because the regeneration of the city can become an
illusion: it can become euphoria. There are, it seems to me,
about twenty law program on regeneration and some seem
more valid in this sense. I don’t want to make propaganda,
but there is a bill by Ferrazzi and others which sees the
problem of the regeneration of the city according to a
double aspect: we recover the structures of the past instead
of continuing to occupy land. On the other hand however
let us remember that it is not enough to reconstruct and put
the extras dressed as gladiators or gondoliers and Venetian
doges. Regenerating means rebuilding a social, cultural
and artisanal fabric, but which is the today’s craft, not a
masked craft. It is a very complex and difficult speech but
it is a speech that at least it seems to begin to take shape.
What is the hope behind this discourse? The idea of a city
that is a common good belonging to everyone the right
city, where mobility, culture, health, exchange and trade
open up a more human panorama; a city where the person
returns to the center. This discourse in Italy would require a
more specific and different evaluation because there is the
problem of the historic city that is an historic urban fabric
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present in many small cities with remarkable identity skills
which perhaps it would be necessary to try to respect and
carry on. Let us not delude ourselves, it will certainly not
be metropolitan cities that will defeat megalopolises, but
perhaps metropolitan cities are an indication of the need to
look at the urban fabric of our country and its peculiarities.
This is the wish that I make to architects and that before I
do to myself as the beneficiary of the architects’ product.
Dina Nencini - I am very grateful to Mr Flick for this
important lesson and for his open and constructive
thinking. From the image that Luciano Violante left to us
of Aeneas as an architect – Aeneas in a certain sense is a
refugee arriving on the Lazio coast and, at the behest of
Octavian who wants that Virgil write the celebration of the
empire, he becomes the Rome’s father – let’s move on to
the positive image of a city that is open and fair, welcoming,
inclusive, precisely more human, in order to be realized
for the need of collaboration between political and cultural
forces. Architects on their own cannot transform reality or
rather through images, and the form’s invention can guide
their visions. Indeed, the solitude of the architect is another
very effective image today. I therefore pass the word to
Professor Lucio Barbera, full professor of Architectural
Design at La Sapienza who was PhD coordinator in
Architectural Composition and also Councilor for Culture
of the Municipality of Rome. Currently he is chair holder
of the Unesco Chair in “Sustainable urban quality and
urban culture”.
Lucio Valerio Barbera - I had prepared some slides that I
will not show why the conversation moved in another way,
but I will tell you about them, also because you are almost
all architects and therefore the younger ones, who may not
know some things that I will describe, will perhaps be
tempted to know them. I would start from a sort of
paraphrase, a camouflage of a famous book written by an
important and well-known French aesthetic philosopher,
Jacques Rancière. The title in Italian reads Il disagio
dell’estetica (The discomfort of aesthetics). Jacques
Rancière will not be hurt if I continue to paraphrase the
title of his book by bringing before you the discomfort of
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architecture: the discomfort of architecture compared to
the problems of the city. Many of you, especially the older
ones, will remember the social charge of the architectural
project during the post-war period, the optimistic utopian
charge of the 1960s, the idea that the architect could
imagine the city of the future within a dimension of
possible intervention never seen before. And then the
decline of this vision, of this hope, and yet the rise at the
same time, almost as a counterweight, as a retaliation, of
the affirmation, at times stubborn, at times even violent,
with respect to the reality of the city, of the autonomy of
architectural research. An autonomy defended more and
more strongly until, in my opinion, the transformation of
reality, of society, of the city, the increasingly frequent
mutations weakened this defense as well. The first slide
that I would show you would be the New Topography of
Rome by Giovan Battista Nolli (Nolli Map) of 1748, a very
famous map of Rome, the first scientific map, made
according to the rules of geometric triangulation. Nolli’s
Map is a beautiful document. I believe that today in the
world there are at least twenty institutions, not only Italian,
many in other countries, especially in France and in the
United States, which study exclusively the Nolli Map. Also
at Roma Tre University, an interdisciplinary study center
on historical-economic studies, with the help of some
architects, is verifying with great accuracy, or perhaps has
already verified, what Nolli, a Lombard architect (at that
time it was also said geometra), very precise and very
avantgarde for what concerned the detection systems, has
deviated in the measurements from the modern systems of
verification of reality. And then, in this research center,
they redesigned the Nolli Map according to the GPS,
evaluating the hundredths of a degree of deviation from the
Nolli drawings. But they redesigned it without a soul. We
all know that Nolli’s Map is extraordinarily beautiful but,
contrary to what some art and city historians think, it is
also a social and economic document; it is the social and
economic representation of power relations, of the
distribution of classes in an extraordinary city such as
Rome at the end and at the apex of its modern history,
modern understood in the classical sense, therefore
medieval, Renaissance, Baroque, eighteenth century. The

public spaces, the streets, the squares, are represented in
continuity, as if they were made of the same spatial
material: the interiors of the churches, the courtyards of the
princely palaces, the small courtyards of mansions, which,
evidently, were considered by Nolli himself and by his
clients certainly homes of respectable people, who deserved
to be represented with their private spaces as part of the
urban fabric: professor Flick spoke of common goods. This
is where the extraordinary nature of the Nolli Map lies.
Furthermore, the spatial continuity returned in the map is
also hierarchical, because that of 1748 is not a very
progressive state, it is a consolidated state, rich in tradition.
Nolli’s Map is a perfect social and economic radiography
of the Rome of those years. The system of churches which
are designed as if they were squares, the collective spaces
in which one enters and exits quite freely, represent a
public space that emanates power. The same happens for
the large noble palaces, and it happens for a myriad of
houses, the one that would grow later in the nineteenth
century with the name of Generone, that is the artisans who
slowly transformed themselves into professionals, into
professionals at the service of. Then there are areas of the
map, instead, in which the buildings are drawn completely
dark, dark spots that correspond to two categories of
spaces, not yet urbanized, therefore empty lots, but dark.
But even the buildings of the parts of the city that do not
have the social dignity of all the others, for example, the
whole area built around the Augusteo, which, being
overlooking the port of Ripetta, was an area of ill
 repute,
have no characterization, they are only pure volume. So,
the Nolli Map is an absolutely perfect X-ray. And I believe
that even those who do not consider it from this point of
view are fascinated by it as something no longer achieved,
a document that today would be included in the group of
big data because it includes everything: society, the
economy, social stratification. Among other things, the
map shows a list in which, one by one, the things represented
have a name and a surname. Sometimes the name and
surname is the parish of, but it means the presence in the
fabric of ecclesial power over the city, as well as the family
palace, and so on. The Nolli Map of 1748 remained a valid
document to present Rome almost until 1870, because in
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the Nolli Map only Piazza del Popolo is missing, which
was designed in the French period, but was built in 181618, and therefore is not included. But Piazza del Popolo we
find it in a map that seems to retrace, indeed resume, the
tradition of the organic vision of the city introduced by
Nolli, but which in reality betrays it. And it is the map of
Letarouilly of 1849-50, in which Letarouilly, in a somewhat
casual way, in my opinion, does nothing but exactly copy
the Nolli map by adding the few things that have been
done, and does not indicate the source, but in the signature
there is a map designed by Letarouilly. In reality, Letarouilly
has other intentions, it sees the city in a totally different
way: it is connected to the Nolli Map, because... it is so
beautiful, so well-known, and for a Frenchman who comes
to fill himself with cultural glory in Rome it is impossible
not to have as a reference to understand the city that map.
But he no longer cares about the social fabric of the city,
the power relations, possible exchanges, the intertwining
that can be imagined by reading Nolli’s map; he is interested
in the city as a monument containing monuments. Two
years later there is a second edition of the Letarouilly Map,
in which all the special attributes indicated in the Nolli
Map, the palaces, churches, large public or private spaces,
which represent the articulation of power in the city,
disappear: there remains a map made up of numbered
silhouettes and each number corresponds exclusively to a
delightfully academic perspective drawing, in which he
illustrates to foreigners, but also to Italians, the most
significant works of the city, those that are worth knowing.
The social city, the economic city, the city of social conflicts
in the Letarouilly Map has disappeared, has gone into the
background. Nolli in making this map had been helped by
Giovanni Battista Piranesi, especially on the occasion of
the second edition, smaller, precisely of his beautiful map.
What does Piranesi draw from the Nolli Map? I believe
that Piranesi was attracted by the fact that Nolli’s Map also
contains ancient architecture, its fragments, its monuments
abandoned in the green space, an antiquity that is present
but nevertheless not architecturally determined, except as
ideas launched like rafts of a great shipwreck. This is the
part of the Rome of his time that interests him and on which
he builds the Campo Marzio. Piranesi, who will become a
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more famous architect than Nolli, guided by the charm of
the ancient city and the nature in which it was immersed,
invents another city, innovative, fantastic, an idea that has
taught European architects for centuries how to design
vision of architecture starting from the reality of the past.
But if I could, today, I would have explained myself better
by resorting to music: let’s imagine that we are going back
to the eighteenth century, at the time of Piranesi and Nolli,
and being in France. A musician Jean Paul Egide Martini
and a poet Jean-Pierre Claris de Florian composed the song
Plaisir d’amour (1785) for the queen of France, the
unfortunate Marie Antoinette. I always listen to the version
sung by soprano Elisabeth Schwarzkopf. That famous song
represents the ancient nature of music and its history. But I
like to think of being able to integrate the piece by MariniFlorian in a collage together with the interpretation that a
group of Jazz musicians led by Jacky Terrasson, proposes
of that song and which bears the same title Plaisir d’amour,
performed by modern musicians with a clear and respectful
approach, but with an innovative, free and aware touch.
Dina Nencini - We would listen to Professor Barbera for a
long time, he always has many things to tell us. However, I
can take advantage to identify an important aspect, which is
the ability of architecture to represent something that goes
beyond the physical character of the city. And the reference
to Nolli is very significant. Thanks again to Lucio Barbera
and I pass the word to Alessandra Capuano. Also a brief
biography of her: Alessandra Capuano is full professor
of Architectural Design at the Faculty of Architecture of
the Sapienza University of Rome, President of Teaching
Area 1, coordinator of the Doctorate in Landscape and
Environment and of the International Master Erasmus
“Architecture Landscape Archaeology”. She has been
national coordinator of various PRIN including “The city
of care and the city’s care”.
Alessandra Capuano - The speeches that preceded me
draw attention to very important issues. On the one hand,
the right to the city, a concept that evokes the commitment
of some French philosophers, not only Jacques Rancière
just mentioned by Professor Barbera but, first of all, Henri
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Lefebvre; on the other hand, the timeliness of the Nolli
plan, which refers us not only to the concept of big data,
i.e. the amount of significant information regarding a
phenomenon, but to values that go beyond numbers, which
are not easily measurable and concern, instead, the sphere
of the symbolic, of the imaginary, a fundamental part that
is frequently totally missing in the contemporary city.
Fifty years have passed since the publication of Henri
Lefebvre’s famous book The Right to the City, of which
we have recently returned to talk a great deal, especially
because in the contemporary debate there is a need to
introduce the political dimension into urban transformation
strategies, which cannot depend only on functional and
material aspects, on pain of great impoverishment. Instead,
it is necessary to bring the problem of the modification
of cities back into the sphere of representativeness.
This conceptual sphere was fully present in Lefebvre’s
well-known text, which emphasizes that the city should
correspond above all to a system of meanings, where the
scientifically identified standards of the habitat coexist
with the sphere of the dream, that is, of the imaginary,
which, together with the aspects that concern health and
nature, bring the presence of man back to the center of
attention. The rights of citizens, to which Professor Flick
referred, are fundamental, but they must also be able to find
correspondence in the quality of urban spaces. This need
is actually invoked by opposite political-cultural fronts. It
is an absence of which Marco Romano, an urbanist and
historian who, unlike Lefebvre, is a convinced liberalist
and who understands the city as a work of art. Therefore,
Lefebvre attacks the fact that today’s city has become
above all a place where the value of exchange prevails,
and is therefore no longer understood as a work but as a
product, as an environment linked to trade, exchange and
purely economic issues. If we want to heal the wounds of
some disasters that the modern city has caused, we must
therefore recognize the ethic values and beauty, entities
that are not easily measurable; our anxiety to normalize
everything, in reality, does not combine well with the idea
of a city that must instead return to “fly high”.
There is no missing in the contemporary world of
attractive examples of cities that have not lost this vision;

unfortunately I must say that in Italy we do not have
great examples in this sense, but in recent decades Paris,
certainly, has done a lot of effort, during the different
political and cultural seasons, to represent itself according
to a strategic and innovative vision. But also cities like
Copenhagen and Hamburg have been able to renew their
image both on a functional and material level, as well as
on the one of lifestyles and a new representation of the city.
Without lingering too long on this aspect, I close by recalling
Colin Rowe, famous Anglo-Saxon architect, theorist and
critic who later emigrated to the United States, who said that
the city is a composite, multiform, heterogeneous place, a
concept too pervasive to become obsolete. He also argued
that utopia is a necessary idea, and that therefore it must
continue to be a hope for the future, without surrendering
to the scientific certainties that modern society prescribes.
An idea that was also shared by Antonino Terranova who,
in his book I mostri metropolitani (Metropolitan Monsters),
indicated Paris and Barcelona as cities capable of putting
into play an imaginary potential, a form of art-architecture
capable of expressing and representing profound instances
in which man has not only pleasure, but the need to
recognize himself. Therefore, when we work on our cities,
responding to necessary instances such as sustainability,
soft mobility, and all those issues that we are dealing with
today, and that are deeply necessary, we must pursue them
not only with the idea of solving technical problems, of
introducing new lifestyles and new ways of living in the
city that are attentive to people’s needs, but above all we
must offer that degree of imagination that is essential to
dream and be able to recognize ourselves in them.
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Dina Nencini - Through the references to the two texts
by Lefebvre and Marco Romano, emerge the important
question of the economy, of the financial dimension in
the urban destiny. As Giovanni Maria Flick mentioned
earlier, the smart city is a city that can be implemented
in economically strong contexts, so we have to reflect
about the actual possibility of implementing it as a model
because most areas of the planet are living hard economic
conditions. I want to turn it over the word to Margherita
Petranzan, designer and architect, owner founder of the

Petranzan-Bovo Office since ‘74. She designed public
housing and other important design themes. From 2004 to
2016 she taught as a lecturer at the Politecnico di Milano,
she is a member of the bipartisan association for the quality
of public policies named “Italiadecide” and in 2012 she
was appointed to the presidency committee of the same
association. In 1988 she founded the architecture and arts’
magazine Anfione and Zeto that she still directs with the
collaboration of Massimo Cacciari, Edoardo Benvenuto,
Giacomo Mazzariol, Adolfo Natalini and others, and
since 1992 she has been editor in chief of the philosophy
magazine Paradosso.
Margherita Petranzan - What interests me mostly is to ask
a question, which are implicit in the speeches already heard
and which it should be raised.
Today we live in the mutant city, a reality that changes
continuously and paradoxically without break. Until 50
years ago, but also until 30 years ago, the city organized
itself with more quieter rhythms, thanks to the help of
all those who professionally tried to contribute to its
functioning. This is no longer the same case: we are moving
very quickly from industrial to digital and the dominant
technology has become digital. There is no negative
argument in all this, but I would like to understand what
happens to professions like ours, how should we propose
and present ourselves? President Violante and Professor
Flick have tried to propose provocations and answers,
but the profession of the architect is an extraordinarily
necessary profession. I am proud of my profession, but
today I believe it is impossible to deny it, because not only
we are responsible for the man’s house in the world, but
we should realize that we have a decisive role, not only
for the construction of shape but also for how we propose
men’s living, men’s life in the city. Our proposal cannot
be indifferent, because it belong to us: it is not possible
to think that man does not organize himself in cities also
according to social conflict, because the city, among other
things, is the result of social conflict.
I propose another provocation: is the city the site of the
conflict or will it be the site of a possible positive outcome?
I believe that the city is the seat of social conflict, and that it
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continues to be and that, necessarily, it will have to be as I
said. Babylon and Jerusalem have always been antagonists
but they coexist, no one cannot prevail either; if one of
them prevails probably the relationship of the social and
political structure becomes critical and we enter in an
absolutism concept. I don’t think that it can be ok.
However, as architect, I remember the very wise words of
a great contemporary architect, Mies van der Rohe, and
of a great contemporary philosopher and thinker, Jacque
Derrida, who died at the end of the twentieth century.
Mies van der Rohe said to his students “Remember
that architecture is not a mere question of forms, nor of
functions; architecture is the authentic spirit battlefield”, a
spirit of a particular era, but also an individual spirit. The
architect have to understand that he has a fundamental role
within the social structure, and that cannot afford to be just
a technician, and not even to carry out – perhaps flawlessly
– only a scientific discourse. The architect has an important
function of staying through all disciplines to know them
and to ensure that his knowledge is concretely filled and
of working hard in order that architecture becomes the
authentic spirit battlefield.
I want to close by reading what Derrida said, and I ask
if there is anyone who thinks it is possible today to think
differently. Derrida said – Peter Eisenman also said it – that
an architectural work as opposed to a classical painting, a
sculpture or even literature, does not imitate anything; it is
perfectly presence, referring only to itself, even if men and
the gods inhabit it. Therefore, architecture is the fortress
of the metaphysics of presence. An architectural work
does not imitate anything, it is always the same. We can
strive to find something important in a work and build a
sort of alibis, but it really does not imitate anything. It is,
therefore, the fortress of the metaphysics of presence.
So when someone says “Deconstructive architecture
will be done” generally the first reaction is “Well, then
it is no longer architecture, it is something else, because
architecture is present in the reality, that is to say, in stone,
in economics, in politics, in culture”. For me this is the
hard reality of our profession, always.
I have enough experience to believe it. I rode with great
difficulty not only the profession of the architect but
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also the profession of reflecting on this role, through the
construction of an architecture magazine, very difficult to
set up and manage, that I continue to carry on because I
believe. There is a need for the architect of being at the
forefront in all situations. I believe this, but is it the same
for you? It will be like this? Or will this figure disappear
and will it be relegated to the academy? I would like a lot
to hear Franco Purini’s opinion.

Franco Purini - In this short talk, I propose a possible
category that can clarify something about the issues that are
being faced. I define this category as peripheral totality. It
simply means that when you look at the plan of a city you
can see that the relationship between the historic core and
the parts built after the Industrial Revolution, the latter not
only prevails but in such a consistent way that makes the
historic core itself absolutely minority, sometimes almost
invisible.
This peripheral totality almost coincides with the whole
city. In order not to go too far, it seems to me that four
thematic areas on which to reflect emerge. The first of these
consists in identifying the various types of periphery, which
is usually generalized. It is in fact rather difficult to find
studies on the various seasons of cities that have seen the
rise of different suburbs, each with its own characteristics.

In fact, there is a periphery born with the Industrial
Revolution, another one that rise up at the beginning of the
twentieth century, another after the First World War, than
another after the second conflict – the neorealist periphery
–, and yet the periphery of the 167 Law. There is a public
suburb, made up of public housing and a private suburb.
There is a periphery of the petty bourgeoisie, another for
the average one and yet another for the large one, just as
there are popular settlements ranging from the hamlets to
the neighborhoods of the two seven year olds of the INA
Casa. It is therefore necessary to classify the forms in
which the periphery has expressed itself by progressively
identifying those that are now historical.
The second area of research concerns the fact that the
periphery is not built in a void, but on a system of tracks
– roads, paths, small settlements, isolated houses, fields
limited by borders – layered on different sites. A system that
is constituted as a historical text, which gives the periphery
built on it an identity and often an extraordinary complexity.
It is enough to retrace the neighborhood mentioned by
Alessandra Capuano, the Tiburtino by Mario De Renzi and
Saverio Muratori. It lies on a suggestive intertwining of
pre-Roman and Roman streets alongside the remains of
aqueducts of which few, even among architects, are able to
recognize and follow their potential in the existing modern
design of the settlements. Discovering that the suburbs are
born on a complex terrestrial writing made up of paths,
remains of monuments and previous inhabited places is
something that belongs to a part of the city – the suburbs
in its various forms – that in the collective imagination has
been ignored or completely underestimated when it is an
integral part of urban memory.
The third theme is the recognition in the suburbs of
higher units than the neighborhoods through architectural
interventions, on which now I do not have time to dwell.
On them it would be necessary to intervene by endowing
them with their recognisability. In practice, it is a question
of proceeding with the architectural perimeter of a series
of neighborhoods placed in direct relationship in order to
prefigure micro-cities in the big city. I think that many of
the “Evils of Rome”, as Vicar Ugo Poletti defined them
in 1974, would heal better and sooner if seven or eight
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Dina Nencini - Thanks Margherita for your contribution
to the round table, always precise and punctual. Thank you
for having further solicited our reflections on the figure
and the role that the architect can, perhaps still have in the
transformation of the city.
Now I want to turn it over the word to Franco Purini to whom
you raised your final question. I will also introduce him
briefly: he is Emeritus Professor of Sapienza, academician
of San Luca and of the Academy of Drawing of Florence,
full professor in architectural and urban composition at the
Faculty of Architecture of Sapienza until 2012. Author of
numerous works, including the most recent Torre Eurosky
in Rome. Master of designed architecture presented in
national and international exhibitions. Author of numerous
books including Composing architecture translated into
several languages.

of these entities, autonomous but related to the others,
were identified by a series of urban facilities that do not
exist today or that are insufficient. It has always been said
that the suburbs are a dormitory city, a condition not yet
overcome, which can however be overturned precisely
by equipping these units made up of several districts in
something more decisive than the metropolitan centralities
proposed by the General Regulatory Plan of the 2008,
practically left on paper except for one or two. The microcities of which I speak, I believe, can give life to a dignity
of urban living adequate to the metropolitan dimension of
Rome. In some of these new units there will be a show
venue, in other spaces for sports, in still others a shopping
center or tertiary activities. Today these appearances are
casual, linked to the logic of private speculation, with a
role that is either excessive or completely marginal.
The fourth theme – Aldo Loris Rossi spoke of it with great
conviction a few years ago – is summed up in proposing
a progressive replacement of the peripheral urban fabric,
of its excessively compromised parts, which therefore
cannot be consolidated, now unable to be adapted to
current regulations. Even the suburbs – there are many of
them – which from the urban point of view have become
uninhabitable, should be demolished like certain obscure
building canions.
Let’s think, for example, of anti-seismic structures, which
construction in past decades did not foresee; energy
consumption, which in many cases cannot be reduced
because it is not possible to intervene on the building; the
difficulty of inserting lifts where they do not exist due to
the size of the stairs. On many peripheral architectures it is
not possible to work on.
Dina Nencini - Thanks to Franco Purini. The four questions
he asks us further relaunch the debate and I hope they are
collected by those who have not yet spoken.
I give the floor to Nino Saggio, who is full professor of
Architectural and Urban Composition of Sapienza and
founder-director of the series of international books
La Rivoluzione informatica in architettura. He has
developed three major fields of research: the first concerns
the relationship between information technology and
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architecture, the second concerns the study of contemporary
architecture, in particular the italian rationalism, the third
concerns urban and architectural design. Three projects
are under development in Rome, the Urban green line, Il
Tevere cavo and I territori più incontaminati.
Antonino Saggio - Today I published a post on Facebook
that was successful, I write: “We are at the end of
architecture or almost; architecture today hardly interests
anyone anymore and architects are not interested in
particular anymore, which I recently discovered”. As I
said, the post was a success and a lot of comments. Also
at this moment I am live on Facebook, since we have the
technology, and we are in 2019: I speak to my friends of
this Facebook group, and I speak to you at the same time
(here is the link for who is interested in the intervention
https://bit.ly/ 33Ddb1V).
The first thing I wanted to say is that the speech that struck
me most in the last two years was by Senator Emanuele
Macaluso, because perhaps, having passed the age of
ninety, he now says things as they are. He said: “All
the evils of this country derive from the rupture of the
relationship between politics and culture”, a fundamental
cornerstone and a very simple concept. If politics no longer
has the construction of a horizon of meaning and meaning,
politics becomes nothing more than a daily compromising
attitude and becomes the abandonment of every horizon
of meaning. If culture is separated from politics, culture
becomes self-referential, it becomes pure academicism, it
becomes an accumulation of specialized knowledge that
does not have the ability to affect and create horizons.
So it is precisely in the rupture of this bond that one of
the fundamental evils of this country lies, a rupture that
took place progressively and slowly, but – I would say –
almost inexorably. I cannot say anything significant before
the President of the Constitutional Court, but we have no
doubt that that fundamental document, our Constitutional
Charter, was created within the framework of a very strong
and effective relationship between politics and culture.
Let’s take a step forward. So if culture is by no means a
self-referential notional accumulation of information, what
is it? What definition can we give of culture? I believe
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that culture is the ability to create orientation, the ability
to indicate roads and paths. And how do you do this?
The image proposed to us by president Luciano Violante:
having a layering and a knowledge of the past that can be
physically kept on one’s shoulders, but at the same time
having the light of the future. It is this orientation capacity
that is the institutional task of culture and it does so with
these tools. What is all this for? It serves to change the
world. The world must be constantly modified, the laws
must be constantly modified, because without this we are
unable, in fact, to equip the world with the skills it needs,
to face new challenges, to face new crises.
I will not speak at all about my main area of work which
is, as has been mentioned, the impact of new technologies
in the world; but today I would only talk to you about the
concept of landscape, because it is structurally linked as
much to politics as to culture and also because one of the
fundamental aspects of this city of the future is played out
there. Without making a long history, the landscape is an
Italian invention, it is an Italian creation; the landscape
arrives at a certain moment in the history of culture and
arrives in Siena with the frescoes of the Good Government
between 1338 and 1339. Before there was no landscape.
The landscape is not a physical entity: the landscape is
the capacity, precisely cultural that becomes political,
because it is shared by a society, to see publicly shared
aesthetic values. The landscape is the cultural and social
and therefore political sharing of an aesthetic vision
of the world, which becomes so important that it is the
one present in the frescoes of the Good Government in
Siena that is a sort of litmus test of these concepts. This
is also why we think first of all of the landscape as a
Tuscan landscape, because it was born there. But from
that landscape to today we have had the cultural capacity
to elaborate dozens of other landscape ideas, which also
have the same characteristic of being shared, and to create
culture, and to create an overall vision. This is crucial to
understand. English helps us a lot in this; English helps us
with the language, because it uses this suffix: scape. Scape
means vision, and how do the British explain this concept?
Simple, they use this suffix scape and put in front of it what
is needed every time: they say landscape, industrialscape,

cheepscape, moonscape, etc., etc., precisely to indicate the
idea that this shared vision, which creates culture, society,
shared value, evolves into time and it’s not always the
same. This does not mean that we do not have strategies
to preserve the classic Tuscan landscape; obviously we
have them, but in the same way we can have strategies to
understand the vitality of some – so to speak – peripheral
areas. The whole world that knows Italy knows the world
of landscapes of the INA Casa, the peripheral landscape
formed in the 1950s that has enormous value because it is
a shared and social landscape. And at the same time today
we have the possibility to think through new categories
about the future, about the future we operate.
There is a fundamental concept that comes from information
technology to today’s world: “the center is where the action
is”. There are no longer fixed and static centers, the center
is where we have the ability to emanate action and action
today is also closely linked to the principles of information
and a city of information, which we cannot fail to keep in
mind and on which we cannot but play our role.
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Dina Nencini - Thanks Nino Saggio. You focus on the
importance of technologies and how they directly involve
us in every moment of our life by changing the perception
of space.
The time has come for the conclusions that Orazio
Carpenzano will make. I will also make a brief presentation
to him. In addition to being director of the Department
of Architecture and Design, he is the coordinator of the
Doctorate of Theory and Design, he has carried out research
on the interactions between dance, sound, architecture
and motion capture and motion graphics technologies.
He is currently involved in the construction of the Fellini
museum in Rimini and in the transformation of the afterwork and theater of the Sapienza University of Rome.
Orazio Carpenzano - With respect to the intentions of the
conference, the interventions of the round table did not
show complete adherence, but they certainly expressed a
wide overlap of interest.
The first thing I would like to point out, which came to
mind while Giovanni Maria Flick was speaking, is the title

he gave to another of his books, a book on the Constitution,
which I think is The Constitution as a coexistence manual.
The city is a manual of coexistence, if it were not so it
would not be a city; a manual of coexistence implies, in its
undercurrent, the idea that there is a conflict. The city is a
territory of conflict, just as society is a territory of conflict.
And with respect to these conflicts we architects are
ambassadors – some professions are more so than others –
of the attempt to balance them.
The other question stressed by Franco Purini that seems
absolutely decisive to me is the following one: do cities
express a purpose? Where is the city going? Is it possible to
understand where the cities go? I would say that the answer
he gave, which I fully agree with, can be reproposed as
it follows: the city is a territory where stories, traditions,
adventures that are partially causal and partially random
are made. And that the architect, within this map, in which
these two circumstances must coincide, does not have
many alternatives other than that of setting provisional
stakes that serve to define the circumstances with respect
to which the social culture of the moment is expressed;
after which the architect must also be willing to move
them when the cultural variable changes. And in this sense,
the history of cities has told us that some substantial shifts
have taken place. The first and greatest, which was also
mentioned by Flick, was to consider the city as a place to
be defended from the terrifying nature. Thus, the walls
meant a space of security against the indeterminate, against
the unknown, against what was outside; then we saw that
the situation was reversed when the city discovered, also
through modernity – one of Franco Purini’s obsessions, the
famous primitive hut – that nature could instead become
the place from which to draw the laws and rules for groped
to put conflicts on a level of coexistence. And therefore this
is a very important fact that we cannot lose sight of, and it
is perhaps the fact that also brings together the relationship
with new technologies, that is, with that great adventure
of which we need to exercise a very strong intellectual
domination, because otherwise the prospect is that the
product of our ingenuity will begin to exert a boomerang
effect on us, that is, it will feed more and more of our body
in order to exercise its power over us.

C

The question that I was concerned with was another, the
question of presentism, which is an absolutely decisive
question. Yesterday Giorgio De Rita explained it perfectly,
saying that this individual – poor individual – who today
deludes himself to solve all his problems, needs to recover
a two-faced head and to look in the two main directions
along which all the trajectories flow, that lead to existence,
to the present: the past and the future. Of course, the past
and the future are two forms of unusual memory, because,
if we think about it, the exercise on the future, the one
expressed by the great visionaries, is an exercise that very
often was nourished by a very simple principle, which
was that of observation, of a profound observation of the
past. The principle of observation, which also inserts the
thought of Maturana and Varela into our minds and affirms
“Everything said is said by an observer, otherwise it is
not”, it is a principle that we have lost, and that is why – as
Nino Saggio said – who broke the pact between culture
and politics broke. Politics needs to rush, to explain things
that deserve deeper reflection and longer decantation, and
they don’t have time to tell the story, and they don’t even
have time to try to plan this reality by projecting it onto
a future; they only have time to tell what happens now.
And this is the drama that highlights Luciano Violante’s
wonderful intervention, that is, the reasoning that goes in
depth and finds issues that almost always tend to demolish,
to pick the clear identity of differences, of types; depth
always traces much lighter nuances than the divisions
we want to make to clarify our ideas better. And then, at
this point, it happens that this is to the advantage of those
who tend to simplify, to say that there is black and white
and that there is no variation of identity, but that there
are individual identities, and who are therefore forced to
looking at reality not with a single perspective, but with
parallel optical cones, which assign different perspectives
to each of the things; which are exercises, among other
things, that contemporary painters have begun to do. I
suggest a painting, in this sense, which is beautiful, painted
by Franco Sarnari who worked in the Scicli group.
And here I finish and conclude. Why the complex story fails
so tht some how wants to embrace the dimension of the
past and project itself towards the future? Why is it failing
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today? Because at this moment it has a serious difficulty:
he cannot organize the story of this complexity, it cannot
organize it. There are very few who are at work to try to
assemble, around these strenuous researches that we carry
inside the university, which last years of desperate work,
which make us belong to a story, because each of us knows
that here is pro tempore, but within a story. There are very

few who think they are in a story. Editing this story requires
– as Purini said – a project. It is a project that we must
begin to consider, that is, the project of how architecture
manages to enter society, to be appreciated for what it is, to
explain to people what it is for, its necessity as Margherita
Petranzan said; because we cannot tell ourselves that we
are needed, we need someone to recognize it.
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Jørn Utzon, Sydney
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1973. Image:
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LECTURES Platforms: architecture and the use of the ground
Dogma: Pier Vittorio Aureli and Martino Tattara
Founded in 2002 Dogma work on the relationship between architecture and the city by focusing mostly on
urban design and large-scale projects. The members have engaged with design projects, teaching, writing,
and research activities that have been an integral part of the office’s engagement with architecture. In 2006
Dogma has won the 1st Iakov Chernikhov Prize for the best emerging architectural practice.

In 1962, Jørn Utzon, the architect of the Sydney Opera House,
published a short yet seminal essay titled “Platforms and
Plateaus”1. The text is an account of his fascination with the
architecture of the platform, of which Utzon mentions a few
examples, including the giant platforms in the Yucatán, the
plinth upon which Old Delhi’s Jama Masjid sits, the floor of
a traditional Chinese or Japanese house, and the mysterious
architecture of Monte Albán in Mexico. By highlighting
the platform, Utzon put forward an idea of an architecture
that defines space without enclosing it. Yet it is precisely the
subtleness of the platform as a space that manipulates the
most essential datum of existence – the ground – that makes
this type of architecture an ambivalent form that both enables
and restricts what happens upon it. Utzon’s interest in the
platform can be developed further, toward a more critical
genealogy of this architectural form. Platforms are not just
pedestals that function to single something out of their
immediate context2. They are alterations of the ground that
can be read as tangible indexes of power relationships. It is
not by chance that since the nineteenth century, the term has
been used outside of architecture: first within parliamentary
politics – to refer to party policies and institutions – and,
more recently, in the digital world, in order to address giant
internet corporations that mediate interaction between
groups of users. Like their physical counterparts, both the
political and the digital platform refers to space that at once
facilitates and conditions use. Since it is an apparatus of social
order whose function is based on the stability of recurring
patterns of behavior, the platform therefore embodies the
quintessential meaning of institutional power.
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Leveling the Ground
The term “platform” comes from the Middle French
plateform or platte fourme, which means “flat form.” The
word refers to a specific physical artifact: a raised level
surface3. Arguably, the act of raising and leveling the ground
is connected with human domestication and the gradual
rise of sedentary domestic space. The anthropologist Tim
Ingold wrote that hunter-gatherers perceived the land not as
a surface, but as a constellation of permanent “landmarks,”
such as mountains and lakes. With the gradual passage to
semisedentary and sedentary life, permanence became
more an issue of domesticating land as a “surface”4. If
the rise of domestic space predates the rise of agriculture,
then leveling the ground for the sake of inhabitation can be
seen as the earliest form of permanent living. The earliest
known semipermanent homes, such as those discovered
at Ohalo (21,000 BCE), on the southern bank of the Sea
of Galilee, contain early evidence of the platform. The
consolidation of the home as an enclosed permanent space
was paralleled by the leveling of the dwelling’s interior5,
on top of which sat an inch-thick cushion of alkali grass6.
This gesture of demarcation by elevation is evident in other
ancient domestic spaces, such as houses found in Byblos
(8,000 BCE), north of Beirut, in which floors were carefully
flattened to ease their cleaning. Moreover, this kind of
leveling was frequently the result of the fact that homes were
often used as burial places, too. Burial was instrumental to
dwellers in legitimizing permanent occupation7.
Yet a level floor was not just functional, but also symbolic:
with its smooth and slightly elevated surface, it reinforced
the contrast between the interior and the uneven topography
of the outside landscape. The floor thus turned the house into
a stage on which to perform what was the essential purpose
of early permanent dwellings: the ritualization of life8.
Rituals are activities performed according to a predefined set
of actions. The performance of a ritual always involves the
definition of a place whose form is clearly organized in order
to ensure its continuity. The floor of many early houses was
comprised of a platform built purposely to differentiate areas
dedicated to different activities, such as cooking, fasting,
and sleeping – conferring theatrical emphasis to essential

Fig. 2
Çatalhöyük,
Southern
Anatolia, 7,400–
5,700 BCE.
Image: DOGMA,
2019.

Fig. 3
Anu Ziggurat of
Uruk, Iraq, ca.
4,000 BCE.
Image: DOGMA,
2019.
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Fig. 4
Threshing floor,
Greece, fourth
century BCE.
Image: DOGMA,
2019.

Fig. 5
Theater circle in
the sanctuary of
the Great Gods,
Samothrace,
Greece, fourth
century BCE.
Image: DOGMA,
2019.
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reproductive functions. This is clearly visible in one of
the most extraordinary examples of Neolithic domestic
architecture, the settlement found at Çatalhöyük, southern
Anatolia, which was inhabited between 6,500-5,500 BCE.
At Çatalhöyük, houses were accessed from the roof, which
acted as the main stage for much of the inhabitants’ daily
lives, especially during the spring and summer. Activities
inside the house were organized not by enclosed rooms,
but by platforms of varying height – some were used for
cooking while others were used for sleeping. Some of the
platforms were built on pits in which deceased household
members were buried. These were often adorned and clearly
distinguished from other parts of the home. Çatalhöyük
shows how, in early forms of sedentary inhabitation, the
horizontal datum of the ground and not the vertical enclosure
of walls defined the structure’s use.
Mounds, Steps, and Floors
With the rise of early cities, the use of platforms expanded
from houses to large-scale structures. In Sumer Uruk,
imposing platforms were used to set apart monumental
complexes, such as the White Temple, from the rest of the
city9. Entire cities built by the Indus Valley civilization,
such as Mohenjo-daro, were constructed on top of
gigantic platforms made of mudbrick. These served two
main purposes: they raised settlements against the floods
and provided solid foundations10. Moreover, as the entire
population was involved in their construction, the building
of platforms was the embodiment of both a communal
effort to settle a specific place and make it inhabitable and
that community’s control of the ground. A similar process
was at stake in other civilizations, such as the Hohokam
culture, which flourished from AD 300 to 1500 in the North
American Southwest. Recent interpretations of the use of
these platforms are often contrasting11. While for some
archeologists, such as Douglas B. Craig, they signified
social integration by collective labor and were used for
communal ritual and fasting. For others, such as Mark D.
Elson, they were venues of social differentiation, where
inequalities between members of society were created12.
These contrasting interpretations address the ambivalent
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role of platforms as means for both communal gatherings
and social asymmetry. Yet it is precisely the explicitness
in which ancient platforms played out social and symbolic
roles that made them quintessential public archetypes. As
was the case with domestic floors, platforms were stages
that gave public emphasis to the actions that took place
upon them. It is for this reason that, in many ancient
examples, such as Mayan pyramids and Greek sanctuaries,
steps became the main architectural feature13. The role of
steps in these structures was to theatrically emphasize the
movement of people by orienting them and providing a
sense of rhythm. Historian Mary B. Hollishead argued: “[T]
he foot’s repeated contact with a sequence of horizontal
surfaces at regular, predictable intervals translates to
a sense of organization and system. Close intervals
and compression of steps express intensity of effort, or
conversely, broader spacing brings a slower rhythm”14.
Public platforms could also address static situations, such
as the gathering of a community around a focal point. This
is clearly evident in one of the most important examples of
platforms in the Western ancient world: the threshing floor,
a circular space made of compacted ground or paved stone,
fenced off with rocks or delimited by a ditch. Threshing
floors were used to separate grain from straw by having
bulls or horses circle around, stomping on the harvested
wheat. As argued by archeologist Nikos Chausidis, the
perfect circularity and flatness of the floor, along with
the rhythmic circling of the animals, allowed farmers to
view the threshing floor as paradigm of the circularity of
nature in harmony with the seasons and the movement
of celestial bodies15. In ancient Greece, this perception
of the threshing floor was all the more evident, given the
steep topography where flat ground was at a premium.
Because of their geometric form and prominent siting,
threshing floors thus also operated as gathering places.
Their congregational function was often an anticipation
of important civic structures, such as the bouleuterion
(βουλευτήριον, or assembly house) and the theater16.
Archeologist Bonna Wescoat notes that threshing floors
were places of encounter, witness, and transformation,
not only in the Greek world but throughout the ancient
Mediterranean. They figure in the Old Testament and in

Fig. 6
Donato Bramante,
Belvedere
Courtyard,
Vatican, Rome,
1503.
Image: DOGMA,
2019.

Fig. 7
Adolphe Appia,
stage for
Orpheus and
Eurydice by
Christoph
Willibald Gluck,
1912–1913.
Image: DOGMA,
2019.
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Fig. 8
Le Corbusier, Unité
d’habitation,
Marseille, 1947.
Image: DOGMA,
2019.

the accounts of the Eleusinian Mysteries as prime spaces of
ritual action17. These associations between gathering, ritual,
and performance are visible in the so-called “theatrical
circle” of the Sanctuary of the Gods in Samothrace (600
BC). Here, the circular, level floor, framed by benches,
merges the form of the threshing floor with that of the
khoros (χορός), which originally designated the dancing
floor. Indeed, the Greek word for threshing floor, halos
(ἅλως), is etymologically close to the word khoros18.
Sacral circularity and axiality can be recognized as a
paradigm for many more remarkable ancient types, such
as the orchestra of Greek theaters, the ring of Roman
amphitheaters, hippodromes, stadiums, and the podium
of concert halls19. Yet the ancient threshing floor shows a
typology of ritualistic architecture that was still linked to
everyday use. It therefore represents a condition whereby
theatrical action was deeply embedded in daily existence,
and did not require too ceremonial or monumental an
architecture. The symbolic and the utilitarian uses of space
reinforced each other.
Stages, Plinths, and Playgrounds

Fig. 9
Mies van der
Rohe, Seagram
Building, New
York, 1958.
Image: DOGMA,
2019.
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The platform as a theatrical space is perfectly embodied
in the orchestra (ὀρχήστρα) of the ancient Greek theater.
The orchestra was the flat ground between the scene and
the audience; it was also a sacred area, since within Greek
civilization, theater was a form of worship. It is important
to note that in the performance of a tragedy, the orchestra
mainly served as the space for the chorus, the group of
performers who collectively commented on the dramatic
action by reciting, singing, and dancing. The orchestra – at
least in the early development of the Greek theater – was
thus not a stage for individual performers, but literally a
dance floor for intensive performances that often involved
audience participation. Precisely for this reason, the
orchestra had to be perfectly flat and wide, and preferably
circular form. The orchestra is an example of a platform
that blurs both the distinction between audience performers
and spectators, as well as theater and religious ritual.
Here, the simple and abstract architecture of the platform
functions as a powerful device that orients, solicits, and
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organizes a collective body, giving it a specific form. It is
therefore not by chance that theater – a manipulation of
the ground, with its composition of wide, flat surfaces and
steps – became extremely influential in the development of
modern monumentality. Think of the modern Renaissance
and Baroque villa, which in many cases is nothing more
than a composition of sloping surfaces and terraces acting
as stages. Examples include Donato Bramante’s Belvedere
Courtyard, whose construction started in 1503, and Pirro
Ligorio’s Villa d’Este, started in 1560. Here, the sloping
landscape is reinterpreted through a sequence of plateaus
connected by monumental ramps and flights of stairs20. In
both cases, the villa is conceived as a gigantic, multilevel
stage, on which every gesture would acquire a performative
solemnity. It is important to remember that the massive
earthworks that were necessary to build a monumental
villa garden on a slope were often used by landowners as
a way to dispossess local residents of their use of common
land. In order to hide the violence of this dispossession,
landowners partially opened their villas as public “openair museums” in which admission was granted based on a
strict code of behavior21.
The garden as a sequence of platforms and plateaus
formalized this code through carefully choreographed
sequences of movements and stoppages. Soon such theatrical
landscapes made of platforms and ramps were expanded
from the villa to the city. During the Renaissance, and even
more in the Baroque European city, slopes often provided
the opportunity for ground alterations that would turn
circulation into a processional spectacle. The most notable
example of this approach is Alessandro Specchi’s design of
Rome’s so-called “Spanish Steps” (1725), a monumental
staircase that connects Piazza di Spagna with the church of
Trinità dei Monti. Here, the steps are both a means to ascend
to the church and a system of benches cascading toward the
piazza in the manner of a theater. Yet precisely at the time
that the city was being designed as a theatrical space, theater
itself was becoming increasingly confined to a specialized
architecture whose function was to establish a clear-cut
distinction between stage and audience. It is important to
note that simultaneous to these processes was the increasing
control and suppression of theatrical performances on the

streets, which had been an important tradition of medieval
Europe. What was at stake in the shift of theater from
outdoor to indoor spectacle was the possibility for elites to
establish rules for performing in public, thus limiting the
political influence of theater to the social life of a city22.
A fundamental break with the strict separation between
stage and audience was promoted by the Swiss scenographer
Adolphe Appia, whose work is considered among the most
influential contributions to twentieth-century theater23. In
1909, Appia conceived an innovative type of stage that
he defined as “Espaces rythmiques.” These were meant
for the performance of eurhythmics, a discipline invented
by Émile Jaques-Dalcroze to teach rhythm and musical
expression using bodily movements24. Appia conceived
these rhythmic spaces not so much as scenography, but as
a platform composed of steps, ramps, and a low wall—an
architecture reduced to its simplest volumetric expression.
He intended this abstract design to extend from the stage,
far beyond the traditional scope of scenography, and to
make bodily movement the absolute protagonist of the
stage. Appia and Émile Jaques-Dalcroze collaborated in
1913 on the staging of Orpheus and Eurydice by Christoph
Willibald Gluck for the Hellerau theater, where the set was
reduced to a gigantic staircase that could be arranged in
different ways. Indeed, Appia conceived theater as a space
of interaction, in which architecture would provide only a
horizontal articulation. Appia imagined a whole world no
longer enclosed by walls or scenes but rather made up of
platforms, where no prescribed way to interact or perform
was put forward. In Appia’s idea of the stage, the platform
became an abstract form, an ostensible artificial ground
devoid of any symbolism and institutional control, and
ready to enable unforeseen ways to live and move together.
Architectural historians have noted the influence of Appia’s
Espaces rythmiques on two remarkable examples of
platforms in modern architecture: Ludwig Mies van der
Rohe’s plinths, a recurring motive in most of his projects,
and Le Corbusier’s idea of the roof garden (the terrace
at the Unité d’Habitation in Marseille is one of the best
realizations)25. In Mies’s Barcelona Pavilion, the Seagram
Building in New York, and the Toronto-Dominion Centre,
the plinth both supports the built structures and provides
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open space free from any specialized program. His subtle
use of steps in the Seagram Building’s plinth is certainly
reminiscent of an important example of platform in ancient
architecture: the crepidoma, the stepped platform on which
temples were erected. Yet unlike in temples, the steps of the
Seagram Building monumentalize the empty space in front
of the tower, rather than the tower itself. In Le Corbusier’s
roof garden at the Marseille Unité, architecture is reduced
to an abstract composition of platforms and volumes, which
the architect envisaged as a playground for both children
and adults; in his own words, an “esplanade for physical
culture”26. The roof garden includes an open-air theater
built in concrete, where, like in Appia’s stage design,
performances could be held “without any mise-en-scène
or expenses”27. Architectural historian Ross Anderson has
remarked how Le Corbusier’s roof garden reveals a great
affinity with Appia’s Espaces rythmiques, not just in terms
of form, but also in purpose: in both cases, the architecture
of steps, platforms, and bare volumes incites intense use and
physical movement, rather than contemplation. Even more
significant are Aldo van Eyck’s hundreds of playgrounds
built in many of Amsterdam’s in-between spaces between

Fig. 10
Aldo van Eyck,
Playground, Sumatraplantsoen,
Amsterdam,
1965–67.
Image: DOGMA,
2019.
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1947–1978. These playgrounds can be interpreted as
an “urban” realization of Appia’s radical reinvention of
the stage as a platform open to unforeseen uses. These
humble examples of architecture, made mostly of repetitive
elements such as concrete blocks, different surface
materials, and metal circles, squares, and triangles, were
conceived as platforms where the “everyday” dimensions
of life—understood as the repetitive aspect of life—could
take place. One of the striking characteristics of Van Eyck’s
playgrounds is that they were not fenced; this element
differs from most other playgrounds at the time. Instead,
they were occasionally marked either by raised surfaces,
by deploying different surface materials, or simply through
the careful positioning of small walls and benches. This
suggests an active participation of both children that had
“to develop the skill of anticipating danger and manage it”
and parents who had to watch their children cooperatively28.
Participation and active imagination were also stimulated
by the abstract character of the playground structures. These
did not have a prescribed function, and instead provided
simple support to constant invention and reinvention.
Amsterdam’s playgrounds, similar to the platforms
proposed by Appia, Le Corbusier, and Mies, implicitly
question the relationships between inside and outside,
figure and ground, top and bottom, which have settled
over the millennia to reinforce the (private) possession of
land. It is only the utopian reinterpretation of the platform
put forward by Appia and Van Eyck—as defined and yetunbound space—that opens up radically alternative ways of
using the ground beyond possession and control. Opening
up the design of the ground to new forms of imagination
is particularly urgent today, when access and use of urban
space are often strictly determined by codes of behavior
and rights of property. Moreover, the right to access of
differently-abled users demands a radical rethinking of the
architecture of the ground towards inclusive solutions. It
is precisely the right to freely access and use the ground
as exemplified by Van Eyck’s playgrounds that should
inspire alternative ways of conceiving the open spaces of
our cities. Of course spatial justice is something that goes
far beyond what architectural form can do on its own, but
architecture can and should be mobilized to offer at least
glimpses of unforeseen possibilities.
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For thousands of years, Mongolians have been living
in gers – portable structures made of timber, felt and
canvas. They are highly evolved designed objects, easy
to disassemble, move and reassemble in a matter of hours
without any tools or fixings. It is a perfect dwelling for
the nomads. Yet, when this specific type of dwelling forms
the basic unit of inhabitation for Mongolia’s capital city,
Ulaanbaatar, it has led to unsustainable urban development.
The increase of inward migration to the city since 1990 has
been exacerbated by the ease and speed of replication of
the ger, resulting in the creation of sprawling districts that
lack basic urban infrastructure of water and sewage and
contribute to toxic levels of air pollution in the city.
This article documents the process of transformation
and spatial characteristics of selected ger districts
describing how settlements densify by subdivision without
improvements to infrastructure.
It highlights the difficulties in implementing ger district
development projects and positions the ger districts as a
unique case study of an informal settlement because the
majority of ger district inhabitants are landowners.
In response to these findings, we propose an alternative
mechanism for ger district development in the form of an
incremental urban strategy. The target is to demonstrate
how these districts can be incrementally developed by
the residents themselves to include infrastructure, better
housing, and community facilities, each with improved
environmental performance to improve air quality
and reduce reliance on coal. This strategic framework
for development includes the following components.
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Fig. 2

An affordable housing prototype – the Ger Plug-In –
as an adaptation of a traditional ger with embedded
infrastructure and improved energy efficiency. A waste
collection and recycling building to improve solid waste
collection within the districts. The Ger Innovation Hub,
a space designed in response to resident and stakeholder
feedback establishing the need for a community space to
support after-school facilities and events. Scenario plans to
increase density for three different ger district typologies:
the central; mid and fringe areas; and an action plan for
incremental development that conceptualises how Green
Climate Funds can be accessed to support low interest rate
mortgages to initiate development.
The only mechanism to improve the overall sustainability
of the city is to provide an alternative to sprawl and the
outward expansion of the city. However, although it has
been reported that 60% of ger residents are willing to move
to apartments if appropriate compensation can be delivered,
that still leaves 40% of residents wishing to remain. These
plots need to able to densify without inhabitants giving up
land tenure. In order to densify, it is desirable for this land to
become more valuable in order to stimulate development.
Development can be made feasible for residents by
providing access to low income mortgage products made
possible through the Green Climate Fund (GCF), a fund
set up by the United Nations Framework Convention on
Climate Change (UNFCCC) or a 8-12% mortgage program
sponsored directly by the Mongolian Government.
The next steps are to develop the incremental urban
strategy into a Development Toolkit. This Toolkit would
comprise of several marketable products, each proven to
reduce carbon emissions by 20%, and therefore qualify
for low interest mortgages offered by local banks and
underwritten by the GCF. If established successfully, it
would allow thousands of households’ access to housing
with improved infrastructure with lower carbon emissions
and less air pollution.
The long-term objective is to build capacity for a healthier
population offering Mongolia’s young, upwardly mobile
citizens a more sustainable urban future. This article sets
out a strategy and recommended next steps for how this
can be achieved.

Household in the
ger districts
burning coal
during winter.

Fig. 3
The ger districts of
Ulaanbaatar in
winter.

Fig. 4
A khashaa plot
where gers are
bounded by a
fence

Fig. 5
Ger plug-in.

Fig. 6
Ger innovation hub.

Fig. 7
Smart collection
point.
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Fig. 8
Ulaanbaatar’s
power stations in
winter.

Fig. 9
Ger district
residents
collecting water
at a water kiosk.

Fig. 10
Khashaa plots side
by side in the
ger districts.

Fig. 11
Sample district
transformations.
Chingeltei -16
(2009-2017).
First line at the top:
fringe sample.
Second central line:
mild sample.
Third line at the
bottom:
urban sample.
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Research Findings

The 1990 democratic revolution propelled the country into
a free market economy and restructuring that followed a
neo-liberal model advocated by international financial
organisations such as the International Monetary Fund and
the World Bank. Herders, having operated under a state
supported collective model, were now forced to operate
under private ownership. Devastating winters or dzuds,
killed many livestock, forcing many nomads to move to
the city. The 2002 land law that allowed every Mongolian
citizen the right to claim 0.07 hectares of land in urban
areas, together with a lack of employment and educational
opportunities in provincial cities, intensified the situation,
leading to a massive influx of rural nomads to Ulaanbaatar.
As a result, the population of the city has increased from
629,000 in 1997 to about 1.2 million in 2012 with over
768,000 people living in about 200,000 households in the
Ger districts. This is over 60% of Ulaanbaatar’s population
of 333,379 households and 1,267,024 inhabitants. Over
750,000 people in the ger districts depend on basic pit
latrines and buy water at kiosks and transport it to their
homes. Nearly 85 percent of ger dwellers use wood or
coal-burning stoves for heating, spending between 2540% of their income on fuel. This produces some of the
highest levels of air pollution worldwide, with ger districts
experiencing winter PM2.5 concentrations more than 100
times the World Health Organization (WHO) 24-hour
guideline.
In order to document the unique characteristics of the
ger districts we undertook fieldwork and community
consultation in two districts: Chingeltei-16 and
Sukhbaatar-16 and created maps documenting formal
infrastructure including roads, bus stops and water kiosks,
and informal infrastructure such as private water wells,

illegal dump sites and roadside coal sellers. Archival
information of the historical transformation of Ulaanbaatar
was collected showing how the city’s administrative
territory has expanded to over 30 times its original size and
the urban population has doubled since the 1990 democratic
revolution and Soviet withdrawal (Solongo, 2007). In terms
of infrastructure in both districts, we understand that there is
an average for each water kiosk to serve approximately 185
families with some families reporting that they collect 500
litres per week, visiting the kiosk twice a day, every other
day. These districts also lack civic infrastructure; about
1000 children do not attend kindergarten in Chingeltei-16
due to insufficient supply and in Sukhbaatar-16 there is
only 1 health clinic to serve a population of approximately
11,945. This is also the case in other districts: in Songino
Khairkhan-31, there are no schools, only two kindergartens
and no community spaces for the 3,000 households or
approx. 12,000 inhabitants of the district.
By comparing google earth imagery from 2009-2017
with our own drone footage, we created maps for our two
selected districts showing the process of densification
through sub-division and the transformation of urban
morphology over time. Although it has been argued that
the categorisation of the Central, Mid and Fringe districts,
which equate to different densities and housing types,
are directly related to distance from the city centre, (The
World Bank, 2010), we have found that these typologies
exist within single khoroos. For example: Chingeltei-16
contains all three forms of urban fabric. Some plots are
densifying and subdividing to an average of 480m2, residual
sites are infilled, houses predominate, and the urban fabric
is organised into back to back plots with a clearly defined
street grid. Chingeltei-16 is also expanding, with more
haphazard fence lines forming plots of irregular shape,
and an unresolved street pattern containing dead ends and
awkward constrictions. Chingeltei-16 is therefore evolving
constantly, with different patches transforming at different
speeds. The Mid typology changes to the denser Central
typology and the Fringe becomes more ‘mid’ in character,
whilst new settlers encroach further into more mountainous
and steep terrain seeding the beginnings of a new Fringe.
Based on household surveys and drawing people’s plots,
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The research comprises three phases: ger district analysis;
prototype development and an incremental strategic plan.
Phase 1: Ger District Analysis
- Background context

we note that some residents have modified their ger adding
simple wooden thresholds to prevent heat loss or building
permanent concrete foundations to limit the cold from the
ground. Over 65% (Asia Pacific Investment Partners, 2017)
of families build a simple house or baishin next to their ger,
yet based on our fieldwork, many retain the organization of
the ger, tending towards shared spaces rather than separate
room divisions. Most still lack internal toilets and showers,
are ineffectively thermally insulated and are still reliant on
coal, with over 85% of ger district residents using wood or
coal-burning stoves for heating (The World Bank, 2010).
Density is low, ranging between 2.1 structures/plot (plot size
averaging 453m2) in the older districts to 1.6 structures/plot
(plot size averaging 734m2) in the outer, newest districts.
This pattern was compared to examples of informal

urban growth in sample sites of Paraisopolis, Brazil and
Baishizhou, Shenzhen to position ger districts as a unique
example of an informal settlement. These sites were chosen
as they exhibit different forms of land tenure: Paraisopolis
is an example of an illegal settlement with no security of
tenure; Baishizhou, a form of illegal development but with
legal land tenure, and the Ger districts an informal settlement
but with legal land tenure undertaking legal development.
In each case the process of transformation was documented
and densities of built fabric and total population compared.
Given the complexity of land tenure and the issues facing
the ger districts, implementing masterplans has proven
difficult; the 2020 master plan was amended in 2013.
Although infrastructure was to be provided through the
2012 Chinggis Bond – a sovereign bond of US$1.5 billion,

Fig. 12
Transformation
process of
different
typologies
of informal
settlements.
First line at the top:
favelas,
Paraisopolis,
Brasil.
Second central line:
urban villages,
Baishizhou,
China.
Third line at the
bottom:
ger districts,
Ulaanbaatar,
Mongolia.
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the intention was to encourage capital investment through
private developers (Economic Research Institute, 2013).
The collapse of the commodities markets amid global
economic slowdown meant that developers were putoff from potentially slow projects involving multiple
negotiations with stakeholders for low returns. In response,
the current Development Approaches 2030 emphasizes
the need to integrate the ger areas into the city through the
creation of four strategic sub-centres. The Asia Development
Bank (ADB) financed Urban Transport Development
Investment Program involves the creation of a Bus Rapid
Transport system (BRT) that will create new bus lanes that
will transect the city connecting the sub-centres to the city
centre. The subcentre will be developed through another
ADB project, the Ger Areas Development Investment
Program (GADIP) that will provide $USD 320 million
to provide infrastructure including heating, water and
sewerage; improve roads and public services; and develop
capacity for businesses and economic opportunities. In
turn, the Ulaanbaatar Green Affordable Housing and
Resilient Urban Renewal Sector Project (AHURP) will
create eco-districts at these subcentres containing 10,000
housing units creating a model for a mixed-use community
comprising 15% social, 55% affordable and 30% market
rate housing together with public amenities and open
spaces. The eco-district increases the current household
density by 3.6 times and sets environmental criteria for
their thermal performance and energy consumption with a
minimum apartment size of 35m2. In preparation, multiple
stakeholder workshops have taken place conducted by
consultants M.A.D. Investment Solutions as part of the
ADB team to ascertain the market value of the land based
on whether owners have improved their plots, built houses
or operate businesses or rent their land. The mechanism for
implementation will be through voluntary land swapping
and at the two initial sub-projects the team has confirmed
agreements in principal from 72.5% of residents at Selbe
East and 83.8%of residents at Bayankhoshuu West.
(Mongolia: Ulaanbaatar Green Affordable Housing and
Resilient Urban Renewal Sector Project, June 2018). It
attempts to adjust the development model to appeal more
to ger district residents by allowing residents access to land,

providing greenhouses and incorporating business spaces
at the ground floor of buildings. Financial tools have been
reworked to encourage private developers to participate in
the project delivery and attractive mortgage rates will be
offered by channeling Green Climate Fund loans through
the commercial banks. The strategy is to limit the risk for
investors as much as possible, however ultimately, the
success of the project is contingent on private developers
and contractors to implement the project. These plans are
reliant on loans from the Asian Development Bank that will
ultimately have to be paid back, stretching the stabilization
of Mongolia’s economy which is reported to have $2bn in
external sovereign debt, (Koyanagi, Nikkei Asian Review,
February 2017). Additionally, the uncertainty of the currency
conversion from the GCF loans (in USD) to the local banks
(in Tugriks, MNT), means that the promised low interest
rates might not be as low as originally anticipated (meeting
with XAC Bank, Eco-banking team, November 2018).
If successfully delivered the inter-connected ADB projects
will bring much needed improvement to the designated
sub-centres with the aim to benefit 400,000 residents. The
extent of the problems affecting the ger districts means that
this still leaves approximately 440,000 ger district residents
that live outside of these zones, lacking basic urban services
and contributing to toxic levels of air pollution. As these
areas are growing by an estimated 35,000-40,000 people
each year, the analysis supports that a different form of ger
district development must be sought in order to address the
increasingly threatening urban risks associated with this
form of settlement.
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Phase 2: Prototype Development
Initially, a range of concept designs were developed that
focused on urgent issues such as housing, unemployment
and the lack of infrastructure. Each was conceived to allow
for adaptation in anticipation of future changes to the
context. These initial prototype designs were shared and
tested with potential stakeholders and experts including
university professors, various NGOs, policy think-tanks,
the planning department and the mayor’s office. Over a
period of 3 years we developed and implemented three

prototypes: a waste collection point; an affordable housing
unit and a community centre. Each required several stages
of development and feedback between the client body,
residents, contractors and specialist consultants. Each was
constrained by the demands of a limited budget, construction
expertise, and the harsh climate and seasonal construction
period. Each prototype involved galvanizing funding from
different sources to pay for the construction costs.
- Waste Collection Point

Figg. 13-14
Smart collection
point.
Chingeltei-16.

Fig. 15
Smart collection
point.
Khan-Uul.
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The first prototype was the design and construction of a
waste collection point. The project was commissioned by
The Asia Foundation and the Mayor’s Office, Ulaanbaatar.
For rural nomads, waste, in the form of plastic bottles, glass
and cans is an unfamiliar urban phenomenon and without
clear systems of collection, garbage accumulates in gulleys,
roadside verges and streams. The Asia Foundation produced
an interactive community map of ger districts from data
gathered through numerous meetings with local residents.
The map showed areas of illegal dumpsites alongside official
sites for waste collection. From this data, the Foundation
identified the worst areas for rubbish build up within certain
neighbourhoods that they had forged good relationships
with local leaders. The aim was to create a demonstration
project that could facilitate the hygienic collection of solid
waste. Entitled, Smart Collection Points, the project engaged
neighbourhood participation and outreach; improved the
scheduling of trucks; and aimed to influence policy from
the Mayor’s office to alter how they administered city-wide
waste collection. Based on their site research two locations
were selected to implement and test the viability of the
prototypes: one in the fringe district of Khan-Uhl and the
other in the mid-ger area of Chingeltei.
At Chingeltei, the site was located by the side of a recently
constructed road on an uneven dirt slope. The scheme took
advantage of the height difference of the topography to form
a ramp leading from the high ground to the road and bus
stop with several places for rubbish drop off along the way.
A recycling station was contained under the ramp adjacent
to an open public space. At Khan-Uhl, the primary issue on
this flat terrain was how to negotiate the ease for the public
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Figg. 16-17-18

dropping off their trash with the ease for the collectors. The
design created an artificial topography excavating 1.5m
below ground for the collection and + 1.5m for the drop off
with a retaining wall holding this new mound in place.
Both prototypes tackled the issue of solid waste collection
by linking the daily routines of residents to waste and
recycling facilities. Both projects address the immediate
need to have somewhere to drop off rubbish, however each
was designed so that spaces within the structure can adapt
into community facilities if and when metropolitan door-todoor waste collection is introduced.

The ger plug-in,
Bayankhoshuu area.

- Ger Plug-In
The affordable housing prototype was designed and
implemented in 2017. It was funded by an international
NGO, the Lorinet Foundation, and involved partnering with
a local NGO, GerHub to assist in community engagement
and in sourcing the family who would live and test the
pilot project. Named, The Ger Plug-In, the project fuses
the traditional structure of a ger with typical timber house
construction. A new truss suspends the ger from above,
allowing the centrally placed columns to be removed and the
stove to relocate within the thermal mass of a brick wall. This
liberates the ger as a free-space providing the family with
more options for how they wish to live. The project improves
the environmental performance of the household testing
low-tech, off-grid systems providing a septic treatment
system and WC; water tank and shower; underfloor heating;
an electric boiler and a passive solar trombe wall. Taking
the principals of a trombe wall construction, the project tests
how a screen wall placed behind a window can be designed
that can collect radiant heat yet maintain transparency to
the interior. The design was low cost and easy to construct,
comprised of black PVC pipes filled with sand to increase
the thermal mass, yet spaced to allow for visual and light
penetration to the interior.
A couple, Urangua (age 33 in 2017) and Zulaa (age 26 in
2017), was selected to be the owner-occupiers of the PlugIn in exchange for allowing us to build on their land and
having access to the building to monitor its performance. We
had interviewed them for the Venice Biennale Installation

Fig. 19
The ger plug-in
environmental
components.
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in 2016 and learned they had moved from the countryside
in 2001 in search of better job opportunities. Zulaa works
at a printing company making wholesale cardboard boxes
and Urangua at the Gobi Cashmere factory and their
combined income is around 1,200,000 Tugriks or 490 USD
per month after tax.
Construction was completed by September 2017 and we
fitted the prototype with data loggers (UX100-003) to
record the internal temperature in different parts of the
structure. We also fitted a standard ger with the same loggers
to construct a baseline to compare performance. As well as
temperature we recorded water usage, coal consumption
and electricity use in both locations. The Plug-In was also
documented with a thermal imaging camera to locate any
areas of heat loss.
After a one year testing period, we can note that: from
October to December 2017, when the external temperature
was between -9.9°C and -19.8°C, the Plug-In was 2.48°C
warmer than a traditional ger. The average daily temperature
fluctuation in the Plug-In was 4.1°C compared to 10.2°C in
a traditional ger. The thermal stability of the Plug-In, due to
its additional thermal mass, meant that during a period of
inoccupation when the temperatures ranged from -12.5°C to
-23.4°C, it took five days for all parts of the interior to reach

negative temperatures. During the winter, the residents
used an estimated 93% less coal than their previous year
living in a ger, an estimated 0.266 tonnes compared to an
average of 3.8 tonnes, a coal reduction of 3.534 tonnes.
If we extrapolate these numbers, if each of the 104,000
ger households (Mongolia Real Estate Report 2017, Asia
Pacific Investment Partners) was replaced by a Plug-In this
would result in an estimated saving of 27,664 tonnes of coal
per year, a profound impact that would improve air quality
to the entire city.
As well as coal use, the short-term impact has been that
the household has access to an internal toilet, has access
to sanitation, and does not need to collect water on a daily
basis. Instead of having to walk 30 minutes to collect water
every day the couple have access to a 1 tonne water tank
which is filled by a truck once every 10-14 days. This
amounts to saving 2.5hrs per week of their available time,
which can now be used to do something more productive.
The access to water means that they do not have to go to
the communal bathhouse and are able to take showers
whenever they like. The couple also shares the shower with
other families in the district. The next steps are to consider
how this prototype can be scaled up, could be made more
affordable and be constructed more easily.

Figg. 20-21
Ger innovation
hub, Songino,
Khairkhan-31.
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- Ger Innovation Hub

The three prototypes are components within the incremental
strategic plan. This plan incorporates scenarios that are
developed based on the three different types of urban fabric
as observed in our initial analysis. Key concepts of the
scenarios are:
- to find ways to densify and provide affordable housing
- to create off grid infrastructural networks
- to create mechanisms for future growth and incremental
upgrades
- to engage residents in forms of shared infrastructure
- to create feedback loops of investment encouraging future
stages of development
- to create neighborhood funds for community investment
- to seek financial mechanisms to provide residents

with access to lower income loans based on improved
environmental performance.
The first scenario is to develop an Infrastructural Spine in
areas which have already developed back to back plots and
have an established street grid. This spine is made from a
series of prefabricated concrete sections with built in piping
that connect to a septic tank and water tank with additional
capacity for new residents. The initial investment is shared
by four families who operate as a management company and
seek new tenants to rent land within the plots. The access
to infrastructure means that the land is more attractive than
other plots. The rental income is used to pay back the loan and
maintain the infrastructure. Over time the original owners
decide to raise capital to invest in an apartment building.
They can do this in two ways. Either through re-mortgaging
their land or by selling off a piece of their land to another
stakeholder. If another stakeholder joins they will become
part of the shareholder group based on the % of land they
have bought. For example: if the plots are subdivided into
12 sections and 2 are sold, the original owners become 21%
stakeholders while new owners become 8% stakeholders
each. In this way the original stakeholders maintain
majority ownership. When new houses are built each plugs
into the original infrastructural spine. Each property has
to meet regulative controls on environmental provision
including insulation, and reduction of coal usage. The
income generated through rent or from selling apartments
will be pooled back to the collective which will siphon off
a proportion for maintenance, a proportion to a community
improvement fund and a proportion of profit distributed
proportionately to each stakeholder. The improvement
fund could be used for renewable energy, greenhouses,
community centres, kindergartens, playgrounds or whatever
the stakeholders decide is necessary. These improvements
will further increase the value of land and thereby rental
returns, which further can feed into increased profits and the
community fund.
The second scenario is to develop Infrastructural Nodes
in the mid-ger typology and promotes increased density
through multiple occupancy. The idea is for each resident of
a defined patch of plots to join a collective as stakeholders.
On joining, each agrees to provide an easement of 2m,
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The research findings show that ger districts desperately
lack civic and social infrastructure. The Ger Innovation
Hub is a pilot community centre that will provide a space for
all sections of the community, supporting a crèche, youth
facilities, vocational training and a place for screenings and
performances. Over time, it can include small cooperative
enterprises and demonstrate how an entire plot can be used
to engage community needs and serve as a model to reduce
carbon emissions.
Construction was partially funded by the Hong Kong
Jockey Club and will be completed by June 2019. It will be
managed and run by local NGO, Ger Hub. It is designed
as a layered structure, comprised of an inner room that is
wrapped in an outer layer of polycarbonate that creates a
buffer space that traps radiant heat in the winter.
The energy models indicate that during a winter’s day, with
an outside temperature of -20°C this buffer zone would
be at -1.4°C, therefore the inner zone would only have
to heated to +15°C rather than make up the differential
of 33.6°C, significantly lowering energy consumption.
After construction is complete we will document how the
building is used by the community as well as monitor its
thermal performance.
Phase 3: Incremental Strategic Masterplan

Fig. 22
Strategy for
incremental
node.
Creating easements,
locating
infrastructural
nodes,
extensions
and adding
community
facilities.

Fig. 23
First line at the top:
infrastructural spine
incremental
scenario.
Second central line:
infrastructural node
incremental
scenario.
Third line at the
bottom:
plug-in incremental
scenario.
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Fig. 24
Ger district
development
corporation
unlocking GCF
funding.
On the left:
current model.
On the right:
proposed model.

off-set from the boundary of their plot. This land will be
used to support infrastructure, a community byway and
other activities related to the common good. Stakeholders
agree the locations of infrastructural nodes which leads to
a pattern of subdivision. Each core is designed to supply
a septic tank and water supply for a projected increase of
population. These nodes will be constructed from taking
bank loans. Original residents become equity stakeholders
based on proportion of ownership based on original area
calculation of their original plots. Each node has wall
extensions that act as the interface for new housing. The
node and its increased provision of basic urban services
increases the value of the land. At an initial stage they
can simply rent spaces for new families in gers who will
pay above average rent due to the increased provision
of access to infrastructure. This money helps repay the
loan. Each stakeholder can take further steps to develop
the land through bank loans or re-mortgaging. They can
choose whether they build a house for themselves or
build a house with an additional rental unit. Properties are
constructed with the capacity for future extensions. The
income generated from properties that are sold or rented
go back to original stakeholders. However, a percentage
from the profit is fed back into the collective improvements
to community infrastructure. This supports increases to

rental process, the value of property and the value of the
land. In the process of increasing the population capacity
of the land, land banks need to be reserved in order to
prevent over-densification. These land banks can be
used for community gardens, waste treatment facilities,
playgrounds and kindergartens.
The third scenario is designated for fringe sites with larger
plot areas and is based around the Ger Plug-In prototype.
One family invests in a Ger Plug-In structure. The plug in
structure would have its own heating, water tank, shower
and WC. A septic tank would be built with additional
capacity to serve 5 additional families. The family sets
up an additional ger that can plug into the septic system.
They rent this out and use the money to pay back their
loan. With the additional income the family decides to
build a house. When they vacate their original property
they rent out the Plug-In to a new family. When each new
family signs a tenancy agreement they agree to comply
with environmental policy of zero coal use. They also will
pay a service charge that will form a collective fund for
maintenance and future community improvements such
as spaces for a small shop, a greenhouse, planting trees,
parking, or a small crèche or playground.
The scenarios were presented to numerous potential
stakeholders who visited the Ger Plug-In pilot project
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in September 2017. Alison Nankivell (October, 2017),
Vice President, Global Expansion Business Development
Bank of Canada, BDC Capital, and part of a group of
international investors who donate their time and expertise
to mentoring fund managers in developing markets such
as Mongolia, suggested that the innovative aspect of the
project is to create a network effect within the non-profit
sector. In meeting with Bold Magvan, the CEO of XacBank,
(7th September 2017) he stated how his bank could help
provide low interest mortgages to ger district residents via
the Global Climate Change Fund (Green Climate Fund,
2017). This feedback led us to further develop the scenario
into an implementation plan.

Fig. 26
Get district
development
corporation
stakeholders.
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Implementation Plan and Next Steps
The Green Climate Fund approved programmes proposed
by different local financial institutions in the form of bank
loans in October 2018, (meeting with The Mongolian
Sustainable Finance Association on 22nd Oct 2018). This
allows local banks to create mortgage products to access
these better loan rates, 10-12% compared to 18%, (meeting
with Xac Bank 23rd Oct 2018), based on delivering
housing that meets the criteria of a 20% reduction in CO2
emissions. The onus is on construction companies to create
housing products that demonstrate that these criteria can
be achieved. The mortgage is with individual residents
who will agree on a product, then the money will go to the
contractor to build the house. However, there are currently
only two products available on the market eligible for
these low interest loans. The proposal is to unlock this
funding by creating a Development Toolkit – a series of
different products serving a range of incomes and housing
types that meet the criteria–thereby enabling residents to
incrementally develop their own plots.
The Ger-Plug-In demonstrates how the ger can be adapted
and transformed into a viable low energy and low-cost
housing typology. Using the mechanism of the Green
Climate Funds, the aim is to get the Plug-In accepted as a
viable product eligible for low interest rate mortgages, in
order to allow thousands of households’ access to improved
infrastructure with lower carbon emissions.
However, as the scenarios demonstrated, the intention is
not to rubber-stamp this product as a singular solution but
to provide mechanisms to diversify housing typologies
and increase density on each plot. The only mechanism to
improve the overall sustainability of the city is to provide an
alternative to sprawl and the outward expansion of the city.
If the land-law remains, and people are reluctant to give
up their land, the city has to be able to densify. However,
to densify, the land has to become more valuable in order
to stimulate development. Land value can be increased by
providing shared access to infrastructure, incentivizing
residents to leverage development for themselves. In this
way, by opening up access to low interest loans, we can
incrementally transform the ger districts into a viable low
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carbon community while still maintain land ownership with
the residents themselves.
The updated scenario for a one plot densification scheme
is as follows. The landowner selects a product from the
Development Toolkit linked to a mortgage with the local
bank to build an energy efficient house and a septic tank and
water tank with added capacity for two more households.
The access to infrastructure on his plot means he can attract
new residents to lease the land. These residents take a
loan to pay for the rights of land use and to build a house,
again selected from the Toolkit meeting the 20% reduction
criteria. Income generated from the rent is used to pay
back the initial loan, however a percentage is retained to
contribute to a neighborhood improvement fund. This fund
is managed by the residents and used to invest in communal
benefits such as landscaping, greenhouses, car parking or
any necessary repairs to collective infrastructure. Additional
income created through rentals can allow existing residents
to further invest or co-invest in more housing or in profitmaking ventures such as shops, car parking or workspaces.
Critically, unlike other development models, land ownership
resides with the residents themselves. In a city whereby
97.8% land is owner occupied by a population with an
average monthly income of around $80 USD (The World
Bank, 2017), the mechanism initializes a process to increase
the value of their land.
In order to implement this plan, we need to obtain
environmental verification on the Ger Plug-In so that it can
qualify as a viable product that meets the 20% emissions
reduction criteria of the GCF. Once audited, we will partner
with local financial institutions to have the Ger Plug-in
accepted as a product and released to market. Any income
generated will feed into the development and construction
of new products from the Development Toolkit. The
design of new products will undergo detailed technical
evaluation with environmental engineers to improve its
thermal efficiency and reduce carbon emissions. The
design will also be verified with local contractors to ensure
that the all materials and components specified are readily
available and that methods of construction are within the
capabilities of local workers. The design will then be built,
environmentally verified, and presented to the financial
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institutions and linked to a mortgage product. The method
of implementation will cycle through to the next product,
and then the next.
Each of the tested products will feature in the Development
Toolkit. This will act as a guide for ger district upgrading
by the residents themselves made affordable by unlocking
multiple ways to access the Green Climate Funds.
This would radically shift the policy for ger district
redevelopment both within the government and by
funding agencies such as the Asian Development Bank.
The Development Toolkit presents a paradigm shift in
the planning approach to a holistic and agile bottom-up
solution that targets densification, improving infrastructure
access, and releasing the value of residents’ land to support
community improvements and create new economic drivers
for the districts. If taken up as a model for upgrading
it has the potential to impact thousands of people in the
ger districts. As the ger district phenomenon is not just
specific to Ulaanbaatar, but exists in every urban area of
Mongolia, it could have widespread ramifications for the
entire country.

CREDITS
The Ger Plug-In construction was funded by the Lorinet
Foundation.
The Ger Innovation Hub construction was partially funded by the
Hong Kong Jockey Club Charities Trust as part of the project.
The Waste Collection Point was commissioned by The Asia
Foundation, Mongolia and The Mayor’s Office, Ulaanbaatar,
Mongolia.
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LECTURES Three urban projects. Tribute to Antonio Monestiroli
Raffaella Neri
Full Professor in Architectural and Urban Composition, Raffaella Neri teaches at the School of Civil Architecture
of the Politecnico di Milano and since 2003 he has been a member of the Academic Board of the PhD in
Architectural Composition of the IUAV of Venice. He carries out research on issues relating to the theory of
architecture, the role of construction in the project and the principles of urban composition in the modern city.

First of all, I would like to thank you for the invitation to
this seminar. I’m going to talk about some issues through
three urban projects made in more than twenty years with
Antonio Monestiroli, who is disappeared in these recent
days. It therefore seems right to me to give homage to his
work and his thought.
I think it is useful to start with some considerations. I
very much appreciated this morning the interventions
of the outside architecture voices that encourage us to
bring our work back into a broader context reminding us
of the fundamental objectives of our work and our civil
life. I believe that this is a fundamental theme to keep
alive the ideality necessary to support us in a time when
the architect’s work is not at all easy, which reminds us of
the general purpose of architecture and urges us towards
our inalienable responsibility, a responsibility that I would
like to define civil and that aimes to interpreting an idea of
polis, of civilization and city in order to live and share the
places we live in a “civilly” way. And, again, it encourages
us to give form to these places, even if in different ways, to
give life to an idea of the city - even if no longer formally
unitary as Professor Purini recalls - or at least of its parts.
I believe that keeping this broad horizon of objectives and
discussion in mind is a fundamental task.
In this sense I would like to talk about three projects that I
have defined urban. In fact I believe that all projects even the
smallest ones have to contain the aspiration to build a place
and therefore they are all in a certain sense “urban”. Here I
am specific urban referring to the theme of the construction
principles identification of the city’s parts. The three

projects I would like to talk about are located in large areas:
this allows the reflection on the composition’s principles to
reaffirm that the identity and the quality of places cannot be
defined without their architecture. This was also the thought
of Antonio Monestiroli, I am sure about it.
I believe that the projects are known by many people, so
I will try to highlight above all the issues addressed and
the underlying principles. They concern three large areas
located along a single very important direction for Milan,
parallel to the Corso Sempione and the Via Emilia’s axis
oriented from south east to north west which have always
conditioned their growth.
The location of the three projects on the same route, not
far from each other, is not exactly accidental: the axis
partly coincides with the railway line of the second half
of the 19th century which has favored the establishment
of productive and service, stations, airports, customs, and
so on. Activities and areas have been transformed over
time and for about thirty years, when the first of the three
projects was launched, they are gradually undergoing a
change of use that requires reflection for their redefinition.
The historical maps clarify the logic of transformation of
these areas and the reason why the projects are all along a
single road and rail axis. In the 19th century the city was
still basically contained within the circle of the Navigli
canals and the Spanish walls; the railway, one of the first in
Italy, connects the city of Milan with the north of Lombardy
and to the east and west with Venice and Piedmont crossing
the ancient lazaretto of Manzoni’s memory overlapping
and cutting it in two parts. While the growth hypothesized
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by urban plans for Milan is concentric and it tends to
close the rings of the streets around the city, the railway
line provides a rather clear break in the fabrics interrupting
their completion and – as De Finetti said – “it suffocates
the city” hindering the continuity of the expansion in many

places especially towards the north. On the other hand
the railway’s construction promotes relations with the
outermost territories and with the establishment of large
industries, on which Milan bases its subsequent productive
development and its wealth.
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Fig. 1
Three projects for
Milan.
From north west:
the new settlement
of the Bovisa
Polytechnic
(1990),
project for
Scalo Farini
(2009-2013),
project for
GaribaldiRepubblica area
(1992).

Fig. 2
Antonio Monestiroli,
sketch for the
new settlement of
the Polytechnic
in Bovisa

Fig. 3
New settlement of
the Polytechnic
in Bovisa, Milan,
collage, 1990
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The site of the first railway station, replaced by the central
station which became the head station, for a long time
remained an empty and indeterminate space in the city. A
little further west is the vast railway yard (Scalo Farini) with
the customs office which causes a very clear interruption
in the urban continuity and even further west in the most
peripheral area of Bovisa the gas factory is located with
the famous gasometers painted by Sironi. This area is also
conditioned by the presence of the railway which encloses
it in a ring and makes it practically inaccessible earning
due to its shape the nickname of “drop”.
These areas linked to the nineteenth-century development of
the city, are exactly the places on which the projects insist:
one which remained unfinished for a long time is the great
void of the railway embankment, at the limit of which the
Garibaldi station stood. The second very extensive was the
largest railway station in the city until a few years ago; the
last most external is the one of the “drop”. These are all areas
that from being marginal and peripheral acquire strategic
importance with the disposal of their original activities.
The first project concerns the establishment of the new
Polytechnic in Bovisa between the end of the 80s and the
early 90s. I think it is one of the few examples in which
the research taking place in those years at the Faculty of
Architecture managed to direct the choice of the place in
which to establish the new university, previously planned
in Crescenzago – a town east of Milan – poorly connected
to the city and its hinterland. At the basis of the school’s
architects and town planners’ choice to relocate the new
headquarters to Bovisa there was a very precise idea of city
to aim for, which I believe is still valid today, a polycentric
and territorial city which would promote the construction of
new urban centers supported by establishment of important
public institutions, strongly connected to the infrastructure
network of public roads, in particular the railways.
In those years, long-term forecasts suggested that Garibaldi
station would become a central hub for the city, a passing
station where high-speed trains and new subway lines
would pass. The Bovisa area then in decommissioning
and almost inaccessible from road traffic would have been
affected by two stations located on opposite sides, at east
and west. The subsequent transformation of the regional
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rail transport system would therefore have ensured great
accessibility to this area hidden and unknown both from
the city and from its territory.
The idea of establishing a regional and national public
institution such as the University was based on this forecast.
It was part of the logic of equipping a peripheral area, devoid
of places and services, with a new center – as we had titled
a few years after an exhibition held in Milan Triennale, “Il
centro altrove” – that could become a reference both for the
inhabitants of the neighboring districts and for the entire
metropolitan city hopefully polycentric.
Of course to accompany this settlement, urban and political
choice it is necessary a project that through architecture
defined the identity of these places, the compositional
principles to be implemented, the collective spaces to be
identified, the types to be installed.
A first sketch by Antonio Monestiroli shows the general
idea of tracing this separate part to the city’s body. The
general principle is to provide the area with a large urban
public space, a vast lawn on which the two fundamental
institutions of the university, the library and the auditorium,
are located facing each other from a distance. Perpendicular
to the large lawn there is a square with a portico square
where are placed services for students and the population.
The remaining area is occupied by classrooms, laboratories
and departments.
On this hypothesis with Antonio Monestiroli we have
composed a collage which poses some questions of
method first of all about working in analogy. This project,
commissioned by the Municipality and carried out within
several Departments of the Polytechnic had to be developed
in terms of breadth and importance by several people.
Using architectures from other cities – in the collage they
are all architectures from the city of Pavia that Antonio
Monestiroli, Giorgio Grassi and others had detected years
ago – it could be possible to provide precise indications about
the morphology of the place, to constrain the relationships
between volumes and open spaces, to define the typological
characteristics of the buildings, and at the same time allowed
wide degrees of freedom to interpret the project of the single
architectures. The collage played the role of a masterplan
passed to different designers who design different building.

Fig. 4
Model of the
Polytechnic in
Bovisa, Milan,
1990

Fig. 5
Project for the
settlement of
the Bovisa
Polytechnic, in
the ATU area
of the PGT of
Milan. R. Neri, T.
Monestiroli and
others, 2017
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Fig. 6
Project for the
GaribaldiRepubblica
area, Milan,
planivolmetric,
1992. coordinator:
A. Monestiroli;
with V. Balducci,
A. Farina,
Shazad Ghanbari,
M.P. Iarossi, G.
Marras,
E. Mussinelli,
R. Neri, M. Sala,
P. Viganò
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The project for the establishment of the new Polytechnic has
been interrupted countless times over the years officially
due to soil pollution problems. To this other competitions
and projects followed. A couple of years ago the land
reclamation started and the Municipality in agreement
with the Polytechnic proposed a consultation among the
teachers of the School to develop new hypotheses within the
indications of the PGT of the Milan’s municipality. The area
is currently referred as ATU, Area of Urban Transformation,
and it has several constraints and new boundaries expanded
to include other activities and part of the surrounding
neighborhoods to the east of the train station. In the
meantime the Polytechnic has progressively occupied the
areas around the “drop” installing many buildings for the
various schools and engineering departments.
Thirty years later and with a different group of people from
the Department we worked on this new program trying to
take on and update some principles of the previous project:
above all the importance and the need to prefigure new
collective places for city. With other positions those places
have been interpreted as a large green park concluded by
the library and the still existing gasometers and by a long
square with an auditorium and other services which crosses
it transversely to connect the two railway stations.
The second project is the competition for the Garibaldi
Repubblica area for which the dates is the early 1990s.
It was a very important competition for the city and for
the debate that followed. We did it by forming a large
group within the Venice Doctorate in Composition
without participating in the competition because Antonio
Monestiroli, who coordinated it, was part of the jury.
There was also an interesting and heated debate within the
doctorate in which almost all the professors and doctoral
students had participated.
The condition here is a bit different. The competition area
does not have a precise shape it has random and irregular
borders where the embankment of the ancient railway,
in which for many years there was a rides’ park called
Varesine, is placed. The call asked for its accommodation
defining on the basis of a program consistent with its
degree of accessibility which included the establishment
of some important institutions as the new headquarters of

the Region, the central library of the city and other tertiary
activities. The area is close to the one that the post-war AR
plan assigned to “Business Center”, the new pole of the
city that rise up by balancing the old city center.
In this case it was not just a matter of seeking a logic
composition within the area. It was necessary to reestablish relations between the parts of the city that flow
into the area – separated over time by the railway and built
with very different characters – to give form and identity
to the place. The reflections that led the project refer to
the role of voids in the construction of the city a theme
proposed by Giuseppe Samonà with his theory of “urban
voids” animatedly discussed in those years when the first
large abandoned areas were returned to the city pending for
a new definition.
In the project we have assumed the void as a place to
redefine and to insert again in the urban relations but
not to cancel: we thought it as a public place capable of
welcoming the various unfinished parts of the city that are
shown there aiming to grasp diversity and to keep their
memory. The distant relationship of some architectures
redefine the form of the place not as a large circumscribed
forum to which perhaps it can be traced the large lawn of
the new Polytechnic but as a place composed and measured
through the parts’ relationship. Each of them has an identity
linked to the interpreted institution, to the position of the
urban fabrics and to the axes of the city that brings back
within the area. Each building belongs and represents one
of the parts of the city that overlook here and it contributes
to giving to each a formal conclusion.
The fulcrum of the system is the Palazzo della Regione, a
tall building divided into parts and raised on a basement
which visually concludes the long road axis that comes
from the south-east. To the north another basement
system for offices completes the urban fabrics of a frayed
area remained isolated due to the presence of the tracks.
To the south raised above the railway embankment the
public library with large reading rooms takes place along
an internal road facing Palazzo della Regione. The three
large buildings affirm their autonomy in defining by
triangulation the vast open park that results: they are three
large “islands” as we called them anchored on the edge
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Fig. 7
Project for the
GaribaldiRepubblica
area, Milan,
axonometry,
1992
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of the void. The presence of the basements contributes to
clarify the distinction and the independence.
The resulting great void was to become, in our idea, a new
city square, a large green square, the opening of which
would bring back the richness of the parts of the city, their
history and their characters. This is a way of proceeding
similar to that of Mies van der Rohe’s project for Alexander
Platz, one of our constant references, where different parts
of the city of Berlin converge on the great void.
The latest project is much more recent (2009-2014) and
it is linked to one of the reconversion issues still under
discussion today. As in many other cities in Milan after
the industrial areas the railway yards have been closed.
Scalo Farini is the most important of those identified
in the PGT due to its size and strategic position: it is a
very large area close to the Garibaldi station and to the
Monumental Cemetery that it has compromised its formal
completeness. In this sector the interruption of the regular
order of the nineteenth-century Beruto plan is very evident
clashing with the railway’s system of the infrastructures
and industrial settlements that have resulted from it; their
presence has also clearly separated an area that has earned
the name of “island”. Further north the ancient urban
centers can be recognized attested on the roads that linked
the center of Milan with the external territories incorporeted
by a building without recognizable rules.
The theme is different in a way. On the part of the
Municipality the indications were essentially quantitative
with the constraint of preserving some buildings and a
very high residence forecast. The decommissioning of the
railway station requires the maintenance of some tracks;
the Garibaldi station has assumed ever greater importance;
another metro line is being planned in the area; a fast
crossing road in a south-east north-west direction was
planned in the trench parallel to the tracks in operation.
We have interpreted the project as the construction of a part
of the city with a peripheral condition but precious for the
possibility of redeveloping an entire urban sector whose
priority is the definition of a residential settlement system:
how to build the residence in the contemporary city? What
are the principles, the relationships and the places?
It seemed to us improper and simplistic try to “mend”

or re-weld the urban fabric extending the existing roads
and reproposing the historic road-block relationship as an
element of the residence’s quality, already exhausted at the
end of the 19th century. We considered necessary search
for new different settlement principles and new house’s
relationships with different collective places tending to
the richness of the best ancient examples. Once again the
intent was not to “re-knit” the urban fabrics but find a logic
settlement that would rather distinguish this part from the
others specifying the relationships.
As in the previous projects the second indispensable issue
is the search of the urban quality. This project is also an
opportunity to establish new collective places that do not
refer only to the district, already historically devoid of
institutions and public places, but to the entire city and its
territory, also in consideration of the strategic role that the
area will assume in the future thanks to its high accessibility.
The more general theme of the relationship between center
and periphery in which the question is inscribed is faced
again by hypothesizing a new urban pole a new centrality
for this part of the city.
The theme of the green’s role also reappears. In the plan
request there is a very substantial surface to destinate to park.
For us green spaces should be qualified and differentiated
to distinguish places with different identities: a park, a
garden, a lawn, a courtyard, a row of trees and more can be
green. In this project the green wants to build the collective
places of the new settlement and also become the relational
element of the house, a public place that replaces the road,
qualified and measured by the architecture.
First of all we identified some notable places within the area
as the points of greatest relationship with the existing city:
the most important in the north-west is the nodal centre’s
system where various road axes converge and others along
the edges of the void where the axes coming from different
directions stop. Establishing the position and the hierarchy
of the notable places and also building the road system in a
hierarchical way to separate the urban traffic flow from the
specific one of the area, the structure and subdivision of the
place has been defined: after long discussions the direction
parallel to the railway tracks is assumed as the ordering
orientation of a large mesh that identifies the “islands”
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Figg. 8-9
Project for Scalo
Farini, Milan,
initial diagrams,
2009.
A. Monestiroli with
I. Boniello, M.
Ferrari,
T. Monestiroli,
R. Neri, C. Tinazzi

Fig. 10
Project for Scalo
Farini, Milan,
volumetric plan,
2009

Fig. 11
Project for Scalo
Farini, Milan,
second version,
2013
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according to which divide the project surface.
The tree-lined avenues structure the area: a central
rambla forms the backbone of the settlement and ends
in the main pedestrian square, with towers and a city
museum; a parallel road connects two places on which
other collective buildings stand, a multiplex cinema and
a church; in a transversal sense other tree-lined streets
identify and measure the plots intended for the residence,
green “islands” with a side of about 120 meters. These
constitute the elementary units where the houses can be
collocated: the lawns identified in this way become the
places’ view, large courtyards open on two sides to look
at each other. The houses are no longer built along the
perimeter according to the logic of the ancient block; the
idea is that the courtyards are public and passable while the
buildings are arranged on the sides that are perpendicular
to the central rambla. The life richness of the ancient
street is overturned in these places where there are also
the neighborhood’s services: their presence distinguishes
the different “islands” and their arrangement articulates
the space between the houses. In the idea of the
 project the
open courtyard becomes as in the ancient city at the same
time the place of urban life and overlooking the residence.

Thinking that – as always – there is a strong and
recognizable connection between the form of the place
and the typology of the building, the houses are organized
in a double body that distinguishes the places of the view
through the characteristics of the architecture: the living
spaces look towards the green courtyards through large
loggias instead the sleeping spaces look towards the treelined avenues of the internal distribution.
The research on the definition of the residential unit
continues with a second project for the Scalo Farini.
This is a variation made with the intention of testing the
possibility of keeping the principles of a great size plan
implemented over a long period of time and by different
people operating. The topic concerns the constraints
established in the plan in relation to the freedom degrees.
Confirming the structure and the general principles of
the previous project we have established a constraint
regarding the indispensability of a green public space
in the heart of the residence’s islands to allow a greater
variety in the types of houses and in their different
composition. Other designers were invited to experiment
with the possibilities of the variation’s principle. The
experiment is waiting to be completed.
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Working in vulnerables areas
Drucker Arquitetos Associados: Ruben Otero
Project professor since 1984, Ruben Otero currently teaches at the Escola da Cidade and Universidade Paulista
of the State of Sao Paulo, Brazil (2006). President of the Architecture Faculty at University of the Republic
Uruguay (1997- 2001), he won national and international design awards, including the International Biennale
of Architecture in Quito (2002), St. Paul (2003) and Miami (2004). He is currently partner of Drucker Architects.

São Paulo City area.
Yellow: slums.
Orange: irregular
settlements.

Informality is one of the most dramatic problems of
contemporary cities. Even if each geographical zone has its
own problems, most of them are common in the different
realities.
Informality means that people who live in these settlements
has at least one of these problems: no access to drinking
water; no access to sewer infrastructure; houses with
insufficient area; houses with inappropriate materials;
irregular holding. Today 18% of the world population
lives in irregular settlements. In ten years, when the global
population will increase less than 10%, the informal
settlements will increase about 50%. If this prediction is
true, in ten years, one of every four people in the world
will be living in this condition. This situation will happen
all around the world, mainly in developing countries. Since
we cannot see from the different governments any effort to
deal with this situation, the perspectives don´t allow us to
be very optimistic.
It is the challenge that we architects -and citizens- have
ahead of us as the great task to be faced urgently. It is a
problem of a dimension that goes beyond the so-called
poor countries. It is a problem that affects all humanity,
with more or less urgency, but of which no one is alien,
either because it lives in these conditions -and is part of
the vast majority of the world population- or because it
receives the benefits that come from these populations.
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Fig. 1

Informality in São Paulo
The São Paulo city area is 1523km² and irregular settlement
area is 136km²; this area is composed by 1600 slums,
1100 illegal urbanizations and 1900 houses in town center
tenements. The total population living in this condition
represents 30% of the population of the city.
The dramatic life conditions in these areas can be clearly
appreciated in the fact that the monthly income represents
11% of the income of the richest areas, and the life expectancy
is only 58 years, 13 years lower than the expectancy of the
sectors of the richest population. We could say that the life
expectancy descends one year for each km that we move
away from the center to the periphery. The extremely bad
environmental conditions, the insufficient public health
coverage, the difficulty in accessing formal and well-paid
jobs, and the fact of being forgotten by public programs,
make of these territories areas extremely vulnerable that
need their own skills and strategies of intervention.
Because of these precarious living conditions, and in
order to survive, these populations developed their own
strategies to deal with the daily challenges. Different from
the ‘formal city’, one can find some values that should
be preserved and developed in any urban intervention we
could propose. It is the city of solidarity, where people
take care of the neighbor’s kids, where people know that
‘the other’ is not a threat, but one whom he can trust. It is
the city of labor; people make a living working in industry,
services, administration, not financial speculation (often
recycling what the ‘formal city’ discards). It is the city of
culture; almost all cultural manifestations were and are
produced in the periphery: music, graphic arts, fashion.
It is the city of production as opposed to the city of
consumption. And, perhaps the most important: it is the
city of the future, the city where most of children are born.
By the fact that nearly 30% of the population lives in
the 10% of the urban area of São Paulo, we can realize
that this kind of occupation – since the infrastructure and
urban problems could be solved – means a compact, dense
and affordable type of city that, perhaps, could show us –
and the urban managers – to understand a way to build a
better sustainable city.
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So, if when we deal with these areas, we can propose
creative solutions that in one hand solve those critical
problems but on the other hand can maintain their urban e
social values, we’ll be making an important contribution
to the weakest part of the population. Every public action
and investment in these areas is the most important
investment that can be made.
Concepts and tools of interventions
- Urban planning tactics
Different of the traditional urban projects located in ‘formal
areas’, here the urban planning would never be possible
from a normative legislation. In this case, it will be obtained
by the presence of structuring project operations. The
streets that connect the area with the rest of the urban
fabric, the new infrastructure and equipment, and the new
housing proposals will be the elements that will give a new
order to these urban sectors, and integrate them as other
neighbourhoods to the fabric of the city.
- Design strategies
Integration of the favela to the area. Opening intermediate
crossroads and consolidation of the favela’s perimeter
roads; opening pedestrian roads for domestic purposes
and infrastructure support; integration to the public
transport system by modifying bus routes; deployment
of qualified public facilities and spaces; definition and
preservation of the edge of the landscape marks.
Compliance with topography and morphology. Design the
infrastructure as a support for uses; conceiving water as a
resource (and no longer a health risk); adapt architecture
to existing topography and urban arrangement.
Improvement of enviromental conditions by incorporating
urban qualities. Creation of public parks along the
streams; upgrading of stream edges with new dwellings,
commerce, and services; creation of squares in the middle
of blocks with new houses.
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- Project operations
Physical definition of “valley bottom”. The valley
bottoms appear in most of cases as an opportunity to
generate an important agenda in the new urban structure
that will coincide with new centralities. Removals to be
deemed necessary will be replaced by new buildings for
housing, services and commerce.
Redefining the road network. From the definition of the
centralities, the new road network will be connected
with great visibility to the main road structures. In steep
areas, perimeter streets will act as access roads and will
be connected to the existing network, thus allowing more
adequate internal mobility.
Removals in high-risk areas. The areas that coincide with
the intervention areas in the valley bottoms, flooding
areas and high slope areas, are the ones that support the
most inadequate constructions. Thus, the project always
proposes substitutions, keeping most of its inhabitants in
the same living spaces.
Permeabilization of the urban fabric. In the fabric of the
favelas, it is always proved that in the perimeters of the
blocks the buildings are in better conditions, evidently
because the residents adopt a greater involvement to the
public values to which they relate. In this way, it was
decided to create new accesses to the interior of the courts
in order to multiply the contact of the core with the public
spaces, establishing a social commitment that will induce
their self-transformation.

Urban projects in São Paulo
The projects presented below show our effort to apply
the above principles to concrete situations of our city.
Although we worked on different sizes and location of
‘favelas’, all of them presented a common pattern in terms
of population, density, infrastructure, geographic matrix.
That circumstance allowed us to apply those principles to
singular situations, adapting and adjusting these tools to
the concrete needs of each place.
The team that participated in these projects was composed
of architects; urban infrastructure, structure, hydraulic and
electrical engineers; soil specialists, social workers, and
urban lawyers. The technical solutions were the product
of several meetings with sewage, water, and electricity
municipal companies, and the state environmental company.
As part of our social and urban principles and following
the federal legislation, all the projects were discussed,
modified and approved at public meetings with the massive
participation of the community and the oversight of
representatives of public officials. The projects derived from
these meetings became special plans of urban renewal and
recognized by the urban legislation of the city.

New buildings for housing. The actions derived from
previous strategies involve the need for household
removals. This supposes that the project should include
the provision of new housing that should be located in the
area itself respecting the aspirations of the residents. Four
groups of housing typologies were developed to respond
to the many other location constraints: buildings for
areas with hyper-density; buildings for the slope areas;
buildings for valley bottoms; buildings for flooded areas.
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Paraisopolis
Authors: Anália Amorim, Ciro Pirondi, Ruben Otero
Paraisópolis is the greatest slum in São Paulo with a population
of one hundred thousand people. Located in a high-income
neighborhood, this slum is iconic of the contradiction of
this city. It is the frequent image of the unequal city. The
desirable design for Paraisópolis is structured along three
basic axes: water, mobility, and housing. All are connected in
order that the construction of enclosures is able to structure
conviviality as an essential dimension of the urban design.
Fig. 2
Paraisópolis
aerial view.
Photo: Fábio Knoll

Fig. 3

- Water. As a most valuable primary asset for the near
future, they are also understood it as an element of leisure
and education. It will be exposed as much as possible in
the form of small swimming pools and contemplation
sites, leading to an increase in the direct coexistence of the
population with clean water.
- Mobility. Due to the rugged topography, which in several
points of the area hinders internal circulation, we designed
a system of elevators, installed in strategic points, creating
meeting areas and services in their access points. These
elevators will be integrated into the city transport system
so as not to identify it to the local population and ensure
the maintenance of the equipment.
Cycle paths connected to the surroundings, motorized
ramps and more generous sidewalks favour and encourage
walking in shaded areas with benches for rest. Roads, bike
paths and new sidewalks are connected to the existing
surroundings, thus avoiding the segregation and isolation
so common in areas of this nature
- The dwelling. With a density much superior to large
metropolises, we seek focused alternatives, keeping the
settlement as much as possible in its existing configuration
(5% of removals). The construction of the ‘void’ is a
priority in an area lacking in open spaces.
When the design indicates, removals are carried out in the
centre of blocks and small squares are installed, deploying
new buildings - with a construction of system pre-fab
ceramic blocks, already used by the local population returning the resident to his place of origin.

Urban fabric.
Photo: Fábio Knoll

Figg. 4-5-6
Model, urban plan
and new
housing units.
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Jardim Vicentina
Authors: Héctor Vigliecca, Luciene Quel, Neli Shimitzu,
Ronald Fiedler, Ruben Otero

Fig. 7
Jardim Vicentina
aerial view.
Photo: Ruben Otero

Figg. 8 -9

Even if the local area was smaller (95.000m²), the situation
was rather similar to Paraisópolis. In this case, the urban
project included the construction of the housing needed
to relocate the population that had lost their houses due
to infrastructural work. We projected a total of 272 units
of 49m² each, resulting in a final density of 345 habitants
per hectare. In the urban implantation, we tried to integrate
the new buildings with the existent streets and pathways
in order to transform the ‘favela’ to become an active part
of the urban structure. For the new buildings, we decided
to use the same materials used by the population that lives
here, for two reasons: the ceramic bricks have a very good
isolation factor, and also to show to them that the way
they are building is correct. The logic of the proposal is
creating urban spaces between the buildings that we think
will contribute to a re-qualification of an area that does not
have any public open spaces.

New housing units.
Photos: on the left,
Leonardo Finotti;
on the right,
Ruben Otero

Fig. 10
New building setting.
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Cabuçu De Baixo 12
Authors: Monica Drucker, Ruben Otero
This ‘favela’, located in the north border of the city, was
the object of a public competition for the urbanization of
the area and the construction of the new buildings needed
to relocate the people that had to leave their houses because
of living in risk areas. It is composed of three communities;
Fig. 11
Cabuçú de Baixo 12
aerial view.
Photo: Fábio Knoll

Fig. 12
Flooding area.
Photo: Ruben Otero

Figg. 13-14
Urban plan
and new housing
by the river.
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each one with their own particularities, housing 2100
families, approximately 7000 people. The main concept was
the re-qualification of a small river that crosses the area from
North to South and the transformation of its borders in a
public park. The project operations’ were quite similar to the
other projects. We located part of the new buildings along
the park in order to help to preserve the area in a natural
way and avoid new occupations in the park. We located two
public buildings in the border areas of the park and created
new connections East-West with the next urban fabric: small
bridges, squares, and new bus lines. Those interventions,
added to the incorporation of new bus lines had the goal
to integrate the area with the rest of the neighborhood.
The topography, the risk areas (risk of landsliding and
flooding) and the infrastructure works (especially sewage
and drainage) are the elements that define the urban project.
Those conditions define which houses can remain and which
houses have to be removed, and this is the most difficult
problem, because it deals with the lives of the population.
This is the real problem to be discussed with the community.
We presented the project to the community throughout the
different stages in order to have an active participation in the
evolution of the design process. Finally, in a public meeting
it was approved by the community and afterwards sent to the
Municipality to be part of the Urban Plan of the city of São
Paulo. As it was impossible to relocate all the homes inside
the area, we had to use some other lots in the neighborhood
to design brand-new buildings.
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Eutopias. The art of building future cities
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future cities | contemporary | imagination | abstraction | memory and invention | elementary part of city

ABSTRACT
The dissociation and the detachment between architecture and city have made not immediate the reference to an idea of a city for the
near future. In the urban contemporary, increasingly indifferent to the settlement design, the provision lack of spatial and infrastructural arrangements has necessarily repercussions on the city’s image, on what are its connotative elements and its constitutive structures.
Thinking about the future city, what can we expect after the massive nineteenth-century urban overhaul, or after the potentially infinite
homologation of modernity or even after the most recent smartization led by the global? Although in a way these temporal simplifications risk appearing approximate and a little reductive, as generalized classification, but the author intends to focus her attention
on some central, and not at all rhetorical, themes of the current urban debate: questioning thought and imagination on the city’s idea
we would like, on the value of places and spaces, on the way to preserve an urban memory and, more generally, on the idea of the

community and society that we, as citizens, aspire to build are issues of a certain weight for the architectural and urban disciplines.
In the city’s utopias the desire has almost been placed above reality, the idea before the solution, the vision before the actual realization. Proceeding by opposition or by accentuation of some particular aspect, the image of the city was abstractly constructed, often
idealizing it to the point of considering it a lot of times unreal. Is it possible, therefore, to “establish a concrete eutopia that arises from
the real conditions of the everyday environment and at the same time returns to it by creatively modifying it in order to make it closer
to our desires (Mumford, 1962)”? The essay discusses the role that creativity has as the driving force behind the invention and as an
active tool in the positive and wise transformation of the physical reality in which we operate as architects. Even if the contemporary
suggests the renunciation of considering the city as a matter of the project, we should not stop imagining the future of the cities to come.
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However we do not stop to dream complete, calm, orderly parts of cities, the long duration of its built symbols opened to
a succession of interpretations, memories, representation of some past civil society but maybe also of a future society,
a place of design, of freedom, of open debate, of equitable pacification, a city that provides for citizens’ difficulties and for
their hopes. But maybe this city it’s just a dream.
Vittorio Gregotti
Imagination allows us to go beyond the appearance of things, to establish analogies between formal worlds and cognitive
processes, to build forms analogous to our cognitive processes. Without imagination any inductive process, the formulation of an idea, the search for suitable forms to represent it would be impossible. Imagination is a necessary practice
for realism, without it realism would simply be an act of adherence to the banality of reality and not a cognitive process.
Antonio Monestiroli
Introduction
What is the point of defining the city and why is it (still) so important trying to do it? The question is far from obvious because
the city, in a rather limited period of time, has undergone significant transformations compared to the ways of building it and
therefore to the way of living it. In fact the city has become something different gradually deformed in multiple relationships,
increasingly complex and rarefied, and in an inversion of meanings and social and economic values, as well as spatial.
The city has remained for centuries limited within fairly defined limits, which established areas of reference within which
the civil activities and the community life took place, but with the demolition of the defensive walls were determined progressive general changes in the formal, spatial and structural ordinary system of the city. In fact, today the contemporary
city has no longer the denotative features of the ancient city nor the ones of the modern city since due to the strong extension
the concepts of size, scale, distance and duration have changed considerably, in addition to the concept of community itself.
The contemporary city has shown itself, by its own inclination, tending to dilate, peripheralize and standardize
everything to the detriment of the maintenance or the enhancement of the specificities that identified each place. The
possibility of an unlimited, potentially infinite and ‘deregulated’ extension has revealed an evident vulnerability that
has put things in crisis the concept of relationship between: the tendency to lose any type of relationship – of neighborhood or even of distance – and to not giving importance to the positional value of ‘things’ in space have diminished
the role of centrality as exceptional and symbolic places in the city by questioning the hierarchy between the different
parts. So what idea of the
 city is moving towards the city’s future?
Reality and future
Today the place

and space ideas are disappearing and also the idea of community

is changing with them. It is known that
the city since ancient times has represented the best place of civil life as the physical space for relations between different
people. In particular, in the Roman tradition there were two different terms to identify city: urbs was the physical place
intended for civilian life delimited by the sacred boundary of the pomerium along which the walls were traced, while civitas
was the set of people who gathered as cives in a community life idea sharing common laws. In this regard it is interesting to
specify how the concept of ‘community’ is semantically different in the Greek polis where politeis were united by the same
ethnic or religious belonging. So precisely it was therefore the idea of meeting

under the guidance of some laws (necessary
for coexistence which therefore regardless of being part or not of a certain race or ethnicity) which determined the city.
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Fig. 1
Pedro Cano,
Fragment of
Calvino’s
invisible city
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The contemporary city, as container of generality and multifunctionality, has lost every kind of value of the traditional city
because the relationship between architecture and society has increasingly dematerialized: the community principle of the
gathering has been reduced to the emphasis of the individuals that think separately and without the interest of building an
overall vision. When the recognizability of places is made indifferent the shape and the proportion between the parts is no
longer sought nor it is loaded them with more than a symbolic meaning: every change and every action of transformation
escapes the desire to maintain an overall idea, most likely because an overview has actually been lost.
For this reason, one wonders if it still makes sense to talk about community, about shared values and
 common spaces
in the season of immateriality. Or at least if this could be a founding value continuing to seek still today. This condition
appears disorienting but it is however something that makes us reflect above all on the type of ‘environment’ that will act
as a backdrop to our actions as citizens or, even more generically, as inhabitants.
In the range of the multiple possibilities the contemporary city avoids models and types that try to clearly define it. Indeed it is singular that the settlement model that actually took over is the ‘widespread’ or the ‘generic’ one which instead
of keeping forms, spaces and citizens together it has effectively separated them; instead of giving importance to urban
hierarchies and centralities it has deleted them; instead of reinforcing urban proportions on the basis of human measure,
it makes them suitable just for ‘flows’ and ‘network’, in other words enormous.
The fact that people can’t be considered part of the frayed contemporary city is due to the excessive oversize of the socalled ‘metropolis’1, than evolved into ‘postmetropolis’2, very different from the traditional imagination of the western European city. Improperly and without any pretense of exhaustiveness, it can be said that ‘postmetropolis’ is too big, elusive
and at the same time foreign for the ones who live there and that no longer walking through it because on it the distances
have become territorial, that is to say far from the ‘conventional’ measure to which we have been used for centuries: so a
city that therefore it is difficult to call city precisely because it no longer has any specific characteristic of the city3.
Under these situations, the urban project has no longer rules and even more authority over those echistic theories that
propose a subversion of scale and size for the city until the extreme point of hypothesizing a total world’s urbanization,
an ‘Ecumenopolis’4 which actually prophesies the end of the city.
Creativity and future
A passive acceptance of this state cannot be a decisive action: in this way any idea of the
 future would impoverish and
degrade the creative imagination of a design that has to necessarily be thought together with reality, assuming that it there
may be a design for the ‘postmetropolis’. Everything is translated into problematic questions: how (and whether) reconfiguring the margins? How (and whether) giving importance to the parts? How (and whether) redefining common places of
life? How (and whether) giving shape to spaces in order to considered them living spaces and not resulting spaces or even
worse virtual spaces? These questions can only have open answers to be explored not only through critical reasoning but
also, and above all, through the creative thinking that belongs to architecture. For activating this argument looking back is
certainly essential but of course not to wearily repeat what has already been but to look back with critical eyes, as if you
were looking for a teaching to recall or even just a suggestion about what it is not convenient to do. The urbanity’s memory
to which we are accustomed should therefore be seen as a support for the contemporary project: making the tabula rasa of
it, as it was done by the Modern Movement, would be a senseless choice today. We should all be convinced of that.
How then can creativity – as a “way of being of the consciousness of the meaning’s modification that is of one’s being in
the present history to imagine overcoming our state of barbaric transition” 5 in the contemporary – help us changing the
reality? According to Joseph Rykwert “We conceive the city as a fabric of buildings intersected by streets and interrupted
by squares, which grows in a more or less unpredictable way, or as a network of streets bordered by buildings in the pe-
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ripheral areas and forming full meshes in the centre. We are used to considering cities as natural phenomena, subject to
autonomous, uncontrollable and sometimes unpredictable laws of development or expansion (...)” “But the city is not a
natural phenomenon: it is a natural fact sui generis, in which volunteers and random elements not strictly controllable are
mixed. If the city itself must be related to physiology, more than anything else it looks like a dream.” 6
Today the city in which the distances still belong to measurable measures where the extension still coincides with something that is ‘visually measurable’ with eyes; where the relationships between things are given by founding relationships
that build tensional and mutual belonging states; where the shape of places is given by the spatial synthesis of these
relationships is really perhaps a dream. Basically when you think in a propulsive perspective you are inclined to prone
to discontinuity, as if you want to test the value of opposite possible alternatives. Many of the utopian images about the
city have almost always placed desire and imagination above reality: for this reason, stuck only in the abstraction’s field,
they have imposed themselves in the common imagination as impossible, sometimes unreal cities. However, the proposal
practicability or not is not what interests us.
The ideal Renaissance and Enlightenment cities were mostly cities’ images in which new urban structures and new ways
of social life were promoted to the idea of seeking

utopian forms of human coexistence. Although it has been said that
“the ideal cities contain like every jointly designed city the absolute creator’s and builder’s claim to foresee to the physical
and mental needs of the inhabitants translating them into architectural forms”7 but this does not imply the fact that surrounds can be seen with new eyes in order to build a new culture of contemporary living in response to a global society.
Questioning ourselves about architecture and above all about the city means first of all questioning the imagination about
an idea of the
 city we would like, about the ideal type of community and society we aspire to, about the deep meaning to
give to the places and spaces we live in, about how to preserve an urban memory.
Moreover, the term “Utopia has almost the same meaning as possibility; the fact that a possibility is not a reality it simply
means that the circumstances to which it is currently linked do not allow it, otherwise it would be an impossibility; if we
dissolve it from its bonds and let it develop, then utopia is born. The same process takes place in the same way when a
researcher observes the metamorphosis of the elements into a compound phenomenon and draws his conclusions; utopia
is the experiment in which the possible element transformation and the effects produced in that complicated phenomenon
we call life are observed”8, an experiment useful for defining a new art of building future cities.
Conclusion
Modernity certainly exposed a great movement of renewal driven by a heartfelt search for change of what had been
the basic stylistic features of the architectural and urban composition where however practically everything, or almost
everything, was preordained. A ‘fixed scene’ therefore,in which the relationship between living, work and leisure places
was articulated in more or less variable mechanisms however within urban dimensions still contained and based on the
zoning principles. Urban contemporaneity is instead increasingly indifferent to the design and to the predisposition of a
settlement principle because it shuns any type of spatial order that not allows to make it decipherable in its connotative
parts. If it is true that “the idea of restoring places, in the traditional sense of the term, is a regressive and reactionary way”
9
of acting how it is possible rethinking them in this new vision? It is clear that a structural urban rethinking in the direction
of ‘postmetropolis’ can scratch the identity concept as a direct reflection of a set of cultures, customs and traditions in a
sort of ‘domestic’ dimension of relationships in spaces and among people. How can not taking into consideration these
identities? Divided, in the uncertainty of a request that we are unable to formulate “We continue to ask to the city two
opposite things. But this is characteristic of the city’s history: when it disappoints too much and becomes only a shop the
escapes from the city begin, as so well testified by our literature: the arcadies, the longing for a more or less mythical not
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urban age, than when the city really takes on the connotations of the agora, that is the meeting place symbolically rich
and from a communicative point of view, we immediately hasten to destroy this type of place, because it contrasts with
the functionality of the city, as a medium, as machine”10. Perhaps we should simply accept the incompleteness of the
city as a whole and in its entirety since it can’t remain firm in the continuous and inevitable processes of modification
concerning it. Nevertheless in the limit loss even more the city’s ‘heart’ has become a vital centre to preserve and to be
systematized with a wider environment refounding relationships with opened and urbanized spaces. For these reasons
even in the ‘extended city’ measures and proportions between spaces should be more preserved as support of urban
measure while considering the complexity of the ‘spatial situations’ that the today’s post-city requires.
So what idea of the city can you wish for future? The ‘postmetropolis’ for its extension escapes the control of urban design
which instead manages to play a significant role only within certain measure and scale conditions. The deterritorialization
of ‘postmetropolis’ doesn’t seem to allow the search for finite physical dimensions due to its vastness, its vagueness and
its homogeneity but as architects we are creatively called to operate on the contemporary hypothesising ways of acting. In
the tradition of urban design of which as architects we are heirs rather than questioning ourselves on the way of ‘making
cities’ in a context that has no more constraints at least we could try to implement operations of decomposition and deconstruction of the postmetropolitan a-spatial model focusing attention on smaller parts and at the same time on the structural
weight that these parts cover in the great extension of the totality.
Paying due attention to the value of the size and recognisability of the parts will risk looking like a nostalgic clarification. However the future city could not fail to recognize itself within a preordained dimension in which the spatial
relationships between the built space and the open space that once was the countryside and today it has become the
landscape trying to enhance diversity rather than indifference. The city with its constraints, its traces and its testimonies
represents for the project an open text to be written and overwritten with new meanings and values: like the completed
elementary part of a larger urban system, in the idea of an
 ‘open city’, it should continue to live on the fundamental dialectical relationship with the open as a spatial, structural and infrastructural value. It is the imagination that predisposes
the design to change by establishing its denotative characters through a creative process that reveals its ‘destiny’ and
regenerates it in the forms to prefigure a future city based on new awareness and on a renewed will of those who live in it
who develop the hope for new ideas, new solutions, new ways of living. Because creativity and abstraction11 remain the
most valuable tools we have to imagine new grammatical and syntactic rules between urban systems in extension for the
hope of an ‘eutopic’12 and possible urban coexistence.
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ENDNOTES
1

Massimo Cacciari explains as “The evolution towards the metropolis was possible because the starting point of the European city
was not the Greek polis but the Roman civitas. Our idea of a city is totally Roman.” In Cacciari M. (2004), La Città, Pazzini Editore, Rimini, (V edizione) p.29. Author’s translation from Italian.
2
See Soja E.W. (2000), Postmetropolis: Critical Studies of Cities and Regions, Wiley-Blackwell, New York and Gregotti V. (2011),
Architettura e Postmetropoli, Einaudi, Torino.
3
Today the city, in the conventional sense of its meaning, no longer exists. As Massimo Cacciari said “(...) speaking in general of the
city does not make much sense. There is no city, there are different and distinct forms of urban life.” In Cacciari M., Op. Cit., p.7.
Author’s translation from Italian.
4
Dioxadis C.A., Papaionnou J.G (1974), Ecumenopolis. The Inevitable city of the Future, Athens Center of Ekistics, Atene.
5
Gregotti V. (2011), Architettura e Postmetropoli, Einaudi, Torino pp. 145-146.
6
Rykwert J. (1963), The Idea of a Town, in Scattone G. ed (2002), L’idea di città, Adelphi Edizioni, Milano, pp. 5-7.
7
Kruft H.-W. (1990), Le città utopiche. La città ideale dal XV al XVIII secolo fra utopia e realtà, Editori Laterza, Roma, p. 15.
8
Musil R. (1957), L’uomo senza qualità, Einaudi, Torino, p. 237.
9
Cacciari M. (2004), La Città, Pazzini Editore, Rimini, (V edizione) p.36.
10
Ivi, p.24.
11
Moccia C. (2015), Realismo e astrazione e altri scritti, Aión, Firenze.
12
The term ‘Eutopia’ is the combination of the Greek words eu and topos, meaning “good place”. Differently from the term ‘Utopia’
it does not connote impossibility or unreality. Used it first from Patrick Geddes in Cities in Evolution (1913) than it was used
by Lewis Mumford in The Story of Utopias (1922). In the consulted edition it can be read these words “Establishing a concrete
eutopia that arises from the real conditions of the daily environment and at the same time returns on it creatively modifying it in
order to make it closer to our destre.” In Mumford L. (1962), The story of utopias, The Viking Press, New York, p.196. Author’s
translation from Italian.
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Near Futurists’ Alliance:
‘Experimental Realisms’ in/of design pedagogy
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ABSTRACT
Through the lens of ‘experimental realisms’ the proposed presentation shares the pedagogic approaches of the Near Futurists’ Alliance
studio at Brighton University, using student works to illustrate possible depictions of a near future habitat. Students produce high
quality creative writing, film works, models and artefacts, as well as traditional architectural drawings. The paper presentation will
share a handful of student projects, such as; a project that explores the creation of the world’s first hotel designed for polyamorous
families, and a future memorial for those who will die in World War 3.
BA(Hons) Interior Architecture (Brighton University) considers interior space as an expression of society’s successes and misgivings,
of its needs and its wants, of its ideals and principles – as time passes and these things morph, so do spatial qualities. Our discipline of
design is concerned with ways of living; past, present and future, our critical tool of design inherently looks to imagine and make real
future environments. Through experimental realisms we explore the design methodologies and implications of speculative near-futures,
alternative now’s and the associated changes in behaviour and design that they might bring. Until recently the phrase Experimental
Realism has been reserved for the field of social psychology – a situation in which the experiment is realistic to the subject. Design
pedagogy at Brighton sees the Experimental as a method of testing, as well relating to something new and untried and sees Realism as
both a practical understanding of life as well as a simulation. The opposition within these terms is key to the [fr]agility and power it
commands, and speaks to the inherent precarity embedded within the discourse of design practice and pedagogy.
The Near Futurists’ Alliance is a design studio at the University of Brighton run by author, academic and National Teaching Fellow Gem
Barton, and set-designer Amelia Hankin. Our project briefs place an importance on real social, environmental and political issues such as
discrimination, sustainability, globalisation, technology and purpose leading to new ways of framing the interiors discipline in the context
of the wider built environment. We explore cinematic story telling and ficto-critical approaches to imagined environments using textualplay. We borrow from the world of production design (architects of the screen) to generate new realisms borne from the indeterminate.
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Interiors are physical expressions of life lived, and as such as an interior educator, there is a responsibility to facilitate
the learning and cognition in students to speculate and envision future lives (to be) lived, in the midst of transitioning
social and environmental contexts. With this aim in mind, this paper introduces the pedagogic strategy of ‘experimental
realisms’ devised and implemented by Gem Barton, course leader of the BA(Hons) Interior Architecture (BAIA), and her
team at Brighton University. Specific examples from The Near Futurists’ Alliance (NFA) design studio will be introduced,
teaching strategies and student work will be discussed.
BAIA is the longest standing Interior Architecture course in the UK. Our undergraduate degree comprises a three-year
exploration into the nature of interior space with respect to its physical and conceptual territories. As society changes, so
does the way we engage with space – we explore the possible implications of these changes informing the way we think
about space, experience and behaviors. We look to language, imagery and making as primary means of communication, as
well fictional concepts, analogies and metaphors. We are not trying to solve problems or create solutions, but rather more
importantly, our desire is to instigate dialogue and debate, educate students proficient in analysing sociological scenarios,
experienced in designing for uncertain conditions and prepared for conversations around difficult topics. In short our
graduates are equipped with the vision and skill to develop the future of interior experience.
The pedagogy: experimental realisms
Through our unique pedagogic manifesto first implemented by Course Leader Gem Barton in 2017, we explore the
design methodologies and implications of speculative near-futures on human behaviour and changes in spatial design
that they might bring. Until co-opted by Barton the phrase ‘experimental realism’ has been reserved for the field of
social psychology – the extent to which situations created in social psychology experiments are real and impactful to
participants1. ‘Experimental realism’ for us can be described as the approach of facilitating students to question, test and
simulate the ways in which our behaviours might change in the future, and therefore impact on the spaces we design and
for what purpose (new typologies) through speculative design projects. It sees the experimental (adjective) as a method
of testing, as well relating to something new and untried and sees realism (noun) as both a practical understanding of life
and/or a simulation. In short, speculative design is the student action and experimental realism is the deployment of the
pedagogic process. It is deployed through the traditional architecture school model of the ‘design studio’ in which students
respond to a brief and explore ideas through acts of discovery.
Using fiction as a technique for experimenting with alternative models for society is not new, Architects, authors, filmmakers and designers have long explored unbuilt alternative models for society. This kind of work is at the core of design
practice, however the translation of these approaches into integrated design pedagogy is comparatively new. What is entirely
new is this pedagogic approach being delivered intentionally, specifically and holistically under this title at undergraduate
level, and in the field of interiors. To date the most renowned examples include MA Material Futures at Central St. Martins
in London, MA Design Interactions at the Royal College of Art, MS Fiction and Entertainment at Sci-Arc, and Designed
Realities at New School in New York. Therfore at undergraduate level our delivery strategies have to be quite particular:
- mindset – an open and empathic learning environment where students feel comfortable to discuss unfamiliar ideas and
difficult topics; learn to communicate and connect with an audience through the power of narrative and storytelling;
- method – project-based learning, speculative design as a technique for experimenting with alternative models for society
through. Learning through discovery organised through instructional and provocative project briefs encouraging selfdefined experimental processes;
- situation – building upon the currency of the present to design for new/different problems/situations of the future, as this
is always an unknown it is discovered collaboratively between teacher and learner.
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Pedagogic approaches are often described in terms of the direction of the learning, ie learner centered or teacher centered
instructional learning. Interestingly, the majority of pedgagogic approaches develop directly from psychology, as is the case
for ‘experimental realism’. When you place key pedagogic models (behaviourism, constructivism, social and cognitive,
and liberationism) onto a diagram based on their direction of learning they occupy separate but relative places on that
‘pie’. Sitting at opposing locations are cognitive constructivism, in the centre, (student-centered learning where instruction
is considered ‘invisible’ and students learn primarily through experience and discovery, pioneered by philosopher Piaget)
and behaviourism, on the outer edges (teacher-centered learning, where instruction is considered ‘visible’ predominantly
instructional pioneered by philosophers Thorndike, Pavlov and Skinner). Both social constructivism (a blend of cognitive
constructivist and behaviourist approaches that focus on learning as a collaborative process, pioneered by philosopher Lev
Vygotsky building on the work of Piaget) and liberationism (where student voice is placed at the center, the classroom is a
democratic space and value is placed on the class discovering subjects together, pioneered by philosopher Freire) occupy,
comparatively, the inbetween territories on the pie. You see here that Experimental Realism has varying overlaps with
each of these four pedagogies as described in the diagram.
The Near Futurists’ Alliance
Our intention by bringing this level of criticality to undergraduate students is to bring the work out of the galleries, away
from the PhDs and the academic journals, and into everyday life by way of the everyday spatial designers. It seems
speculative design has to date existed in HE either at the scale of the product, or at at the scale of the built environment,
or the city. The only home for speculative exploration at the scale of the interior currently appears to exist within film,
theatre and cinematography. It is here that The Near Futurists’ Alliance, one of three design studios on BAIA, finds its
co-conspirators – the set designers, the filmmakers, the production designers.
The Near Futurists’ Alliance (NFA) design studio was founded in 2017 by Gem Barton; author, academic and National
Teaching Fellow, and set-designer Amelia Hankin. Project briefs place an importance on real social, environmental and
political issues encouraging students to approach these topics focusing on people and inhabitation of space, with innovative
thinking. This process is generating speculative student research projects ranging from questioning democratic public
spaces, the institutionalisation of arts education, and the profession of futurology. We explore cinematic story telling and
ficto-critical2 approaches to imagined environments absorbing the extremes of fact-as-truth and untested-fiction as fuel for
fantastic yet grounded speculative content. As such NFA is an example of ‘research through design fiction’3.
“Architecture (…) tells stories. National myths and social systems are cemented into the walls of our cities. Architecture is
the armature on which the story of civilization unfolds – both shaping and shaped by the tales we tell. Against a backdrop
of global heating and profound social injustice, it has become clear that society needs new stories. (…) Before you can
build a better world, you need to imagine it first” 4.
This is where NFA sits firmly as a pedagogic endeavor preparing critically minded spatial design thinkers, free from the
regulatory body prescriptions that architecture students and academics face, NFA and BAIA at Brighton are equipping
our graduates with the skills and techniques to thrive in the uncertain world that they will enter. NFA is about acting in the
midst of uncertainty – about developing the life skills to imagine alternatives, to plan for eventualities, and therefore be a
better more informed designer, for human centred spaces and experiences.
NFA builds on the premise that architects/designers conceive of things that do not exist. We explore cinematic story telling
and ficto-critical approaches to imagined environments using textual-play and soft surveying techniques. We borrow
from the world of production design (the architects of the screen) to generate new realisms borne from the indeterminate,
with the goal of exploring the grey areas between reality and fiction. By way of poems as brief generators students are
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encouraged to explore their own theoretical and contextual positions in relation to social history and commentary, using
fiction as a tool for challenging possibility. Near-future narratives extrapolate from current technology and society to think
about what life could be like. This platform is best suited for exploring unknown unknowns and contesting the status quo,
this is not about creating unrealistic utopian or dystopian futures but rather about creating real possible design reaction
in response to real possible situations. “Architects therefore find themselves ‘caught’ in the realm between things that
exist and things that do not. Here they are not alone; they exist alongside filmmakers and directors treading this territory
between reality and representation. Pallasmaa reportedly described the physical space created within film as ‘architecture
without architect’ and the filmmaker as the ‘architect without client”5.
NFA’s unique traits are the development of character/identity and the critique of social and architectural convention
these drivers are identified as ‘places’ where the impossibilities of reality can be stalled and imagination can lead to an
exploration of new realisms. The outcomes of the process are spatial and interior oriented, but not always traditionally
architectural. Conventions such as plan and section are utilised to develop strategies and ideas, but will not necessarily
be the final product of the projects communication. “Speculative narratives (…) allow a freedom to consider rapidly
changing contexts, unprecedented events and improbable occurrences in a dramatic manner that realist narratives that
are wedded to the ordinary, to probabilistic patterns, and the predictable, cannot. They are believed to facilitate an
analysis of the world in a way not usually analysed, often by triggering a form of ‘cognitive estrangement’ (Suvin,
1979), to re-view the world, think afresh, and thus to envision and instigate new kinds of action”6.
Leading the NFA requires the ability to ‘attend to the emergent without needing to be its master’. 7 To do this we create
an environment of co-creation where conversation progress naturally, with minimal predetermined route through a design
project. Discussing speculative futures in an institutional setting which is in inherently associated with the expectation
of realism can be exceedingly difficult for students so we aim to lead by example, creating a safe space where it is
comfortable to feel uncomfortable – we do this by sharing our own work, that which is in progress and that which is
complete. Each year, the module begins in fact with a poem, written by me, that sets the scene for the direction of
enquiry… driving the direction of their project. This requires students to trust members of staff implicitly; this is done
with differing degrees of success, and those students to whom the notion of ‘cognitive estrangement’ does not come easily
find this process very difficult to begin with. Usually second year students that are from extremely pragmatic schooling
backgrounds. The regimes associated with assessment are in many ways at odds with the encouragement of speculative
design and design fiction on the ability to question and speculate about the future in a way that isn’t necessarily learnable
offers multiple ‘gaps’ for [future] discovery. NFA builds on the premise that architects/designers conceive of things that
do not exist. We borrow from the world of production design (the architects of the screen) to generate new realisms borne
from the indeterminate. By way of poems as brief generators students are encouraged to explore their own theoretical
and contextual positions in relation to social history and commentary, using fiction as a tool for challenging possibility.
Poems facilitate an analysis of the world in a way that is not usually offered, allowing students to think about the world in
a different way through ‘cognitive estrangement’.8 Creating the safe environment for the design studio starts when I share
my published and unpublished writing with my students, and appreciating my vulnerability in this moment (seeing I am
unafraid to show my ‘unfinished’ work to them) they reciprocate and share theirs with me, and each other.
They learn that words, like lines are design tools. They learn the value of communication; of creative expression and revel
in a confidence unusual to design students in written dialogue, evidenced by a rise in the quality of written submissions
including dissertations and improvement in creative discourse and dialogue.
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The provocation
The design studios deploy two inter-connected modules across a single academic year, taught vertically. In 2018-19 NFA
asked students What is the future of pleasure? As individuals, the places and experiences we derive pleasure from change
throughout our lives. The same is true of society; we used to derive pleasure from the macabre; freak shows, blood sports
and public humiliation. More common pleasures today seem far less insane and far more humane? Or do they? What do the
things we enjoy (or find taboo) say about us as individuals, or as a society? And what part does design play in this process?
Students developed skills in character building, creative writing, story-telling, social critique as well as spatial manipulation,
model making and film making. The work began in the crescents and squares of Regency Brighton and Hove, inspired by
the ornamentation, vast wealth and lurid parlour games played within metres of the promenade and old Pleasure Gardens.
They questioned the relationship between humanity and gratification through the vehicles of architecture and design. They
speculated on the future proponents of [dis]pleasure and imagined and designed for these worlds – scenarios that question
the meaning of ‘pleasure’. The outcomes are spatial and interior oriented, but not always traditionally architectural.
In response to this provocation poem students questioned the relationship between humanity and gratification. They
speculated on the future proponents of [dis]pleasure and imagined and designed for these worlds. Common outputs range
from near-future scenarios played out through reality TV shows, future monuments for events yet to happen, interactive
simulations of cinematic experiences, and the next-original spatial typologies. One particular student looked specifically
at the changing trends of romantic relationships (away from monogamy and heterosexuality) and at the diversity of
the family dynamic. She projected into the near-future (2041) proposing a new model for the ‘seaside holiday hotel’
experience inspired by Brighton’s Greek and Regency heritage.
‘Celebrating a new social and classical order. Due to its history of sexual and political liberation, many polygamists travelled
to Brighton and Hove seeking acceptance and pleasure, and so the The Deity Hotel is borne. It provides a unique way to
holiday for a growing polyamorous population. A story derived from the ‘divine trinity’ of Aphrodite (goddess of love),
Hermes (god of mischief and travel) and hermaphrodite (child of Aphrodite and Hermes – submerged in both the masculine
and feminine, a true androgynous form – representing love without borders, and yet the linked to the institution of marriage
specifically through the sacred union of man and woman). The Deity Hotel, a holiday resort like no other – a place where
guests are free to roam and explore at their own pleasure; where gender and sexuality are celebrated equally. A place where
there are the language of the ornamentation such a columns and ceiling roses guide and inform guests to the appropriate
areas as well as of appropriate behaviour – whilst also providing and concealing structural elements.’ The hotel provides
unique experiences on a varying erotic scale in order to attract guests. One of which is a sensual dining experience (intended
to spark dialogue about our relationship with food and consumption). Arcadia Du Pleth provides a dining experience in
which guests can feed each other exploring sensuality in an erotic and gastronomic setting. Bathed in colours of pink and
blue the diners are reminded of the safety within the constructed space, which allows all to seek fulfilment in their pleasure.
Standing above wait those who would rather not partake in the meal but rather watch the pleasure unfold’9.
For a student to explore so creatively and courageously exemplifies the atmosphere of support and encouragement
engendered by staff. In a Higher Education context that increasingly seeks to provide a homogenised mono-culture, the
Interior Architecture course at Brighton hopes to stand as a point of resistance to such trends, illuminating the possibilities
of design education and the future of the discipline of interior architecture.
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ABSTRACT
Regeneration interventions of parts of the city where the new integrates or replaces the pre-existing structures, has little consideration
and frequently disregard for the closely interconnected memory of places and the time factor. In reconstruction the project confronts
itself with the pre-existence, the previous identity of the place for the recovery of material and immaterial heritage.
It happens that the new project, bearer of an autonomous language, has a fast use, an immediate time. The new project overwrites the
present and in re-attributing a value to the places does not consider the times of use, affection now stratified and the role of memory. Space
is known in its identity, while contemporary intervention with respect to the consolidated has a weak time factor: a temporal displacement.
The identity of the revisited, assimilated or redesigned project does not belong only to the artefact, but to the relations with the context
in its broader meaning, in which ‘the one who lives the space’ emotionally recognizes the place as such, and establishes the relations
as his own with the context.
The many interpretations on how to explore space in architecture, which allowed us to consolidate the correlation between space and
architecture, derive from the immediacy with which architecture is expressed as a ‘spatial thing’. Husserl1 conceives space as it was
already defined by Plato in the Timaeus, that is, as having a nature that is neither intelligible nor sensitive, and that only can be known
by ‘reasoning’, and we can also say from a ‘feeling’.
Space does not manifest, it does not become phenomenal; there is no specific life of space, rather it is constituted together with things,
together with the memory we have or that recurs in that particular space. Therefore, a reflection on the role of these factors in the
relationship between theoretical thought and architectural design becomes necessary.
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First of all, it is necessary to clarify the term rewriting and the concepts of memory and time, savory ingredients of the
relationship that is established with architecture and the resulting dynamics of the design action.
The process of rewriting the existing
The rewriting intervention, be it regeneration or urban transformation, today appears to be the solution to many problems
of the contemporary city, which inevitably has to deal with an immense heritage of abandoned places inherited from the
modern city. One of the aspects to be explored about interventions on the existing in the contemporary city is terminological
and semantic. We have urban ‘transformation’ on one side and urban ‘regeneration’ on the other. Both refer to operations
aimed at modifying a part of the city, however there are nuances that differentiate the two terms that must be underlined.
“Urban regeneration involves the process of remaking places. In this process, regeneration initiatives are planned to
improve the physical conditions of places, increase economic growth and environmental sustainability, in order to
facilitate better social life for people (Roberts and Sykes, 2000)” 2.
Regeneration always involves a certain degree of modification - and therefore transformation - of the existing. However,
in a more specific way a regeneration process assumes a greater responsibility towards the space that must be modified or
the physical context. The best regeneration project assumes a greater awareness of the ‘immaterial’ pre-existence of places,
or the stratified system of relationships and memories, individual and collective, which within the urban space are not only
deposited on architectural artefacts but belong to the entire perception of the context, of the space and who also shaped it.
“In parallel with Relph, Tuan (1977) argued that places were essentially ‘centers of meaning constructed out of lived
experience’ that through time would be perceived as significant to the lives of the people”3.
In fact, almost always the result of a regeneration project is compared with the pre-existing one and takes into account the
use and purpose of the area, the artifact object of the redevelopment project. Almost always the regeneration includes the
need for a stratification of the architectural material and its validation (Fig. 1).
The simple urban ‘transformation’ often does not manifest this attention but does not even foresee it. In fact, the strategy
of the transformation project sometimes completely changes the face, the history of the place and the care of its cultural
significance does not belong to it. Therefore, given this premise, regenerating an urban space is a much more delicate
operation to accomplish. Moreover, the guarantee of an expected sustainability of the regeneration project is not the only
complete recipe for many evils, since being concerned with energy, climatic and material factors, it cannot and must not
underestimate the environmental ones. In fact, the other non-delayable reflection concerns the way in which the rewrite
project is reabsorbed by the urban context and the time needed for this to happen. Also, for memory and affection we
speak of a life cycle of the project that we could define emotionally.
Unlike urban transformation, regeneration works with the environmental, cultural and emotional data of places in the
same way it works with the spatial, physical data of the city that it must modify.
The regeneration project, in fact, implies the need to transform and give new life to what has already been built previously.
Urban transformation, included in the frame of regeneration, is not a modification that can go in any direction, since the
evaluation of the pre-existing space and the feelings associated with it should have a fundamental relevance so as to
constitute a guide for the process of regeneration. Regenerating could translate, in an affectively sustainable operation, as
a transformation operation without alteration, or a modification of the status quo but without corruption of the substance
of the places represented by the feelings and relationships between inhabitants and urban places. There are examples of
quality interventions where the need to regenerate the aesthetics of the landscape and the recover the symbols of the past
have favored a new sustainable production function for the territory in the interest of the citizens (Fig. 2).
Unfortunately, urban regeneration, in general, has been neglected by the meaning of places following an intervention
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Fig. 1
Left;
the regeneration
project of the
Stamba Hotel,
by Adjara Arch
Group,
Tbilisi

Fig. 2
Right;
the regeneration
project of the
Zollverein
Parkplatz, Essen,
Germany

Fig. 3
To left;
the area of the former
ThyssenKrupp,
an abandoned
factory following
the tragedy of 6
December 2007,
Turin

Fig. 4
To right;
the wide former OGM
area Officine
Grandi Motori
in abandonment,
Corso Vigevano,
Turin
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logic with indifferent language, whose nonsense is found in globalization (Aleya, 2012), that generates standardized
and inauthentic urban landscapes. The meaning of the placelessness has been well described by Relph (1976) as ‘an
environment without significant places and the underlying attitude which does not acknowledge the significance in places.’
The contemporary urban project must deal with the question of the regeneration of its spaces because the consequences
that the modern city has left as a legacy, with its planning oriented towards functionalism and standardization, has shown
over time its weakness in the capacity for flexibility. In fact, attributing to an urban place a specific function and a
particular role with respect to the more general urban complex, has meant that with the cessation of that function (due
to changing needs or otherwise) the same urban place linked to that function has undergone abandonment. This scenario
threatens the quality of public spaces in the city (Oktay, 2011).
Memory
To understand the complexity of what gives some places their identity, a careful reading of the spatial, historical and social
context that constitutes the place itself is required. In this context, among the many intangible factors that contribute to
attributing meaning and identity to the place, we are keen to highlight memory (Fig. 3).
Memory is a feeling that molds itself, consolidates itself in space and has strong characteristics of permanence, unlike
time which is by its very nature ‘impermanent’. Places take shape and color with memory; they can lose them but draw
strength from them. The memory of a place, in fact, does not fail with the cancellation of the characters of the place, but
following its demolition, it suffers only a trauma. The removal of the spatial features that built the place does not erase
its memory. And here’s the paradox: the memory of the place remains without reality; we can live a memory of the place
without a place. The only weakness of memory is its temporal transience that does not survive without stratification.
In the material and immaterial recovery of the heritage and in its reconstruction, the transformation project is a tool for
comparison with a previously acquired identity of the place, with the pre-existence. In re-assigning value to places, it is
difficult to keep the layered life and usage times frozen. The new project with autonomous languages and liquid times must
have the vocation to take this into account. To intervene by regenerating is a difficult operation with respect to the memory
and the primary process of foundation of the context and it is an operation of great strategic and political sensitivity. While
the pre-existing space is known in its identity, the contemporary intervention compared to the consolidated presents a
temporal displacement, a weak time factor. In fact, the places produced by contemporaneity are impermanent and in
constant transformation and therefore can hardly be imagined as places where you can have time to stratify experiences
and relationships and therefore memories that can one day constitute images to be recovered with the mind and body.
It is difficult to imagine them as future places of memory. In this sense, the future memory of places could become a much
more individual and less collective fact.
Time
Empirically demonstrated that time is the fourth dimension of space4, architecture has also experienced a space no longer
finished, but changing and experiential, overcoming Euclidean geometry and Cartesian coordinates.
Juhani Pallasmaa, architect and phenomenologist, writes: “The incredible acceleration of speed during the last century
has collapsed time into the flat screen of the present, upon which the simultaneity of the world is projected. As time loses
its duration, and its echo in the primordial past, man loses his sense of self as a historical being, and is threatened by the
‘terror of time’. Architecture emancipates us from the embrace of the present and allows us to experience the slow, healing
flow of time. […] matter, space and time fuse into one singular elemental experience, the sense of being”5.
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The reflection on the relationship between time and space does not focus on the formal and aesthetic dimension of which
space is substantiated, but is articulated on the ways in which architecture shapes time to guarantee its permanence of
meaning. The contemporary city develops on other paradigms than the modern city. Born with globalization, its most
intrinsic character is that of being mobile, ‘kinetic’ as the Indian architect and urban planner Rahul Mehrotra defines it.
Being kinematic implies that the contemporary metropolis is affected by a constant regeneration in progress. In fact, we
could say that it is not a city that transforms itself because its existence and its present is ‘being in change’.
Compared to the modern city, therefore, the contemporary metropolis has a profoundly different relationship with Time.
The modern reasoned about the ‘before’ and ‘after’, the contemporary is eternal present, which only forcibly reckons
with the before and after. In this sense, contemporaneity has renegotiated the sense of urban memory, both collective and
individual. In fact, if memory necessarily relates to the ability to recover what resides in the past in the present, living
the city in the present means no longer being stimulated to travel this psychic journey between past, present and future.
The speed of the transformation processes of the contemporary city condensed in an instant what in the city of the
past, consolidated, expressed in a temporality that had an extensive character. Urban transformation manifested itself
as a stratification process that over time allowed the sedimentation of new spatial forms with the meaning that citizens
attributed to it (Fig. 4). Today, the reduction of the extensive dimension of time, which becomes instantaneous, prevents
the recognition of sedimentation or superimposition of the spatial construction by citizens.
These often face the outcome of the process only in the end, almost taken aback they are no longer driven to operate a
recognition of space, a mechanism proper to a founding process of the urban dimension, but are forced to accept it which
it is the result of an imposing approach to the production of urban space.
“The concept of time is interrelated with other concepts such as: experience, motion, human actions and consciousness
and also space. For this reason, attempts are made to integrate the element of time into the understanding of designers and
architects, in respect of analyzing the social processes involved in the making of space and place”6.
Conclusion
Therefore, considering a principle of displacement or continuity means analyzing the results of a process that is on one
hand immediate and on the other resilient. If architecture is a civil process, it is society that self-determines, builds a place
and identifies itself in it, the process of reconnaissance of space will take time. In the interaction with this, relationships,
assessments, feelings will be established, provided that there will be time to do it. It follows that the true identity of the
project is therefore also subjective and declines locally and temporally. After all, the architectural project is the temporal
scan of a set of factors returned to our memory, even when this is not strictly connected with reality, but simply evoked.
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ABSTRACT
Milan in less than 10 years has doubled its pedestrian areas. The policies that the public administration is adopting are increasingly
heading towards a city that transforms and regenerates around its public space. Public interventions in the existing heritage alternate
with private ones in the transformation areas, designing an increasingly integrated system of collective spaces that contribute to raise
urban quality and respond to contemporary demands. In Milan, in contrast with most of the other large Italian cities, a great deal is
being invested in public mobility in a sustainable way, changing the way we move and redesigning old and new collective places to
accommodate pedestrian, cycle and shared mobility. In many cases it is a real coming back to the historic city of its public spaces, in
others is a creation of new places, suited to the uses that contemporaneity requires in terms of accessibility, security, social inclusion
and sustainability. The milanese case shows a synergy, in some cases an alternation, between the public and private action that in
recent years have pushed the city grow in the same direction. The article intends to address the theme of the design of the milanese
pedestrian public space by reading a series of case studies that can show the different design approaches divided into interventions in
the consolidated city and in those in the transformation areas. The first cases are almost referable to the public intervention, from the
pedestrianization of via Paolo Sarpi to that of the Darsena and the Navigli, to the most recent tactical urban planning actions; in the
transformation areas it is instead the private subject that promotes and manages the collective space thus increasing the overall value
of the interventions and restoring to the city areas of high urban and environmental quality as in the interventions of Porta Nuova,
Portello, CityLife and Symbiosis. The rebirth of Milan’s open spaces, for a more livable, human-friendly, more sustainable and more
inclusive city, passes through dynamics that are typical of the local culture. While on the one hand there are few forms of spontaneous
re-appropriation of spaces, on the other, the participated action of citizens together with public and private subjects is at the center of
the dynamics of redefining the surface of the city.
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Introduction
In his essay Project and Destiny1 of 1965, Giulio Carlo Argan underlined how contemporary society that pursues the myth
of technology risks confusing the means, the téchne of Greek thought, with the ends, which for humanity coincides with the
possibility of deciding your destiny through the project of the future. For Argan, accompanying man on his historic journey
towards continuous evolution means first to project, creating the conditions to transform the existing into a better state.
The urban theories of the second half of the 20th century have not been able to give a contemporary shape to the European2
city. The planning of new interventions was considered as a mechanical response to individual needs, sacrificing the
overall vision and the possibility of defining open spaces with high urban qualities and formal meaning as usually it was
in the past. The result was not only the inability to design a contemporary city formally adapted to current conditions
but also a more or less unconscious action of destruction of the previous conditions, in an anti-historical process of
cancellation of the constituent elements of our cities3. For example, modernity has erased the value of the public space
of historic cities by favoring the presence of private vehicles by eliminating the unity and continuity of the system
of open spaces that distinguished our urban models but fortunately spaces remain virtually intact4; postmodernity has
instead called for a return to the design of open space as an aesthetic fact, claiming its value in itself but not considering
it as a possible evolutionary condition of the city5. Although part of the current sociological and philosophical thought
calls for the return to the construction of public things6, the current economic and political dynamics of cities make their
implementation difficult, leaving the city in the hands of the “res economica”7, made up almost exclusively of private
subjects, less and less connected with the territory in which they operate, and limiting the possibility of promoting the “res
publica”8 understood as the set of buildings and open spaces with a collective vocation.
A renaissance in the meaning and value of open space is being promoted in some large European cities, meaning cities at
the center of metropolitan areas characterized by density of population, services, exchanges and infrastructures, such as
Barcelona, Hamburg, Lyon, Milan and Copenhagen where new urban models are being proposed starting from a radical
rethinking of the system of mobility – public, private and shared – and the promotion of pedestrian spaces as an urban
quality value with strong links between public and private players. These cities are competing with each other to attract
economic and human capital and urban quality is a determining factor in being competitive. It is in these contexts that
are developed new architectural figures for open space that we can define urban hybrid open spaces that are difficult to
include in the traditional classifications of public spaces that we find in the more traditional theories such as those of Rob
Krier9, or of Marco Romano10 or in those more recent of Sophie Wolfrum11. Hybridity is a current concept in architecture,
sociology and urban planning. It is a term that admits the coexistence of elements, facts and situations, once separate
that today find connections in the liquidity of human, economic and social relationships12 and therefore consequently
spatial relationships. In architecture, the term hybrid is often used to define complex architectures characterized by
the coexistence of different types13 or which relates the building to the urban structure14, and sometimes is associated
with the indeterminacy of the constructed object. In this article, urban hybrid open spaces do not mean indeterminate
spaces but, on the contrary, spaces that can accept the co-presence of collective activities and different urban conditions.
Urban hybrid open spaces can thus promote needs of contemporary city as pedestrianism and new forms of sustainable
mobility (public, electric and shared), they can increase economic value and attract new forms of economies, can be
strategic spaces for ecological issues (environmental mitigation, wetlands, permeability, oxygen production, reduction of
pollution) and can stimulate cooperation between public and private entities15. Large cities in Europe claims the centrality
of the urban collective space as a peculiar element of our history, culture and identity. If in the last 30 years the real great
transformations of the cities have taken place outside the old continent, changing the reference scale16, today there is the
possibility of a birth of new urban paradigms with a typically European matrix; cities that we have defined large, where a
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maximum of a few million inhabitants live, as opposed to the global megacities of 20-30 million inhabitants; cities where
social, cultural and environmental models are being tested which renew the urban values of European culture renewed
according to the demands of the contemporary world in which open space is at the center of urban issues.
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New urban hibrid spaces in Milan
In the last 10 years Milan has doubled its pedestrian areas; the policies that the public administration is adopting are
increasingly moving towards a city that transforms and regenerates around its open space. The public interventions in the
existing contexts alternate with the private ones in the transformation areas, defining an increasingly integrated system of
collective spaces designed to raise urban quality and respond to the needs of the contemporaneity17.
Compared to other European cities, Milan have the advantage of time, having started the urban transformations required
by deindustrialization late. The stall in the public and private construction market of the 90s, due to the particular Italian
political and economic situations, postponed the change allowing the most important industrial city in the country to escape
the long wave of modernity and renew the brownfields with a approach more suited to contemporary needs. Starting from
the project for the Portello, and subsequently with the transformations of Porta Nuova and City Life, Milan has modified
the constitutive rules of the city by defining new design paradigms that prefer entirely pedestrian areas with large parks to
promote a new urban and environmental quality. Following these experiences, the Municipality changed the urban vision,
moving from the idea of a city with a strong unitary architectural character deriving from the nineteenth-century urban
plans, to the model of city constituted by autonomous parts. The new vision provides for the strengthening of the identities
of the 88 districts through the promotion of neighborhood life with pedestrianization and the definition of squares as central
places of local reference18. This is associated with a mobility plan that tends more and more to public, electric, light and
shared mobility through the creation of alternative routes to those of vehicular mobility, discouraging the use of private
cars and promoting the city as a place to walk. To understand some of the strategies adopted by public and private players
in Milan we will analyze 3 different types of urban hybrid open spaces: generated by new buildings; included as a system
in the transformation areas; recovered as regeneration of the consolidated tissue.
- Urban spaces generated by new buildings
Milan is a city that is supported by the action of private subjects which in some cases replace, or rather play alongside, the
public administration in the construction of common goods. The real estate value of buildings is increasingly connected
to the urban quality and the characteristics of the open space on which face on and how it is happening in other European
cities new buildings tend to promote the open space on which they insist. In the case of the new headquarters of the
Feltrinelli Foundation by Herzog and de Meuron, the project is based on a linear building that act as an urban monuments
that define on one side, along via Pasubio, an urban section typical of the nineteenth-century development of the city,
restoring a continuous front and comparing itself with the heights and the rhythm of the existing buildings. On the south
side the building is the scene for a large open space that emphasizes its monumentality creating a new urban hybrid
open space. The plan is divided in two parallel strips; a paved part that constitutes a sort of elongated square along the
whole building; a green one that is configured as a natural area keeping the traces of the ancient walls on a tree-lined
green surface. The entire space connects the pedestrian areas of Corso Garibaldi-Porta Nuova with those of Paolo Sarpi
guaranteeing the cycle-pedestrian continuity of a large system of open spaces and creating a new place to stay near the
building. The open space is in continuity with the collective activities on the ground floor address to commerce and food,
on the first with the auditorium and on the top floor with the library open to the public. It is a rest and transit space to be
used for the building’s activities far from the vehicular traffic and able to mitigate the environment through the presence of
wet and shaded areas. The Apple store Piazza Liberty is a similar case located in the city center. Norman Foster, author of
the project, recalls the link with the tradition of Italian public spaces for the presence of a fountain, trees and a staircases,
which constitute the elements that characterize the open space19. The building is located underground, occupying the
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space once used as a cinema. The open space becomes at the same time a stepped rest area and an invitation to access the
commercial space in the basement; in this case too it is a private area with a strong collective vocation. Liberty square
represents the only place in the historic center where you can sit (except for the steps of the Cathedral). The underground
store, which can also be accessed through the large glass box that acts as a fountain and a landmark for those who pass
through Corso Vittorio Emanuele, is also conceived as a public space, which can be freely accessed, with seats and trees
in which the dimension of the public and private is merged, revealing the essence of the whole area that connects the
Duomo with Piazza San Babila.
- New systems of urban spaces in transformation areas.
The model described above for large transformation areas is now experiencing a third phase of implementation in peripheral
areas and with different scales and land uses. The two cases we will cite are characterized by walkability and by the
nature of the open spaces that create an alternative mobility system to the vehicular one, promoting stronger relationships
between the buildings in the new settlements. The first case is Symbiosis project south of the Prada Foundation; it is a
large area divided into two sectors of offices and services characterized by isolated buildings which, however, constitute
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a sort of large interior space of high urban quality. The area designed by Citterio Viel and still partially under construction
connects to the Prada Foundation through a new collective square, piazza Olivetti designed by Carlo Masera. The square
is divided into 3 parallel bands to the new Fastweb headquarters, one occupied by water, one from a partially tree-lined
square and the last from a ruderal garden that recalls the nature of abandoned areas. The second example refers to a Social
Housing intervention in the far north-eastern outskirts of Milan. Here the project by Renato Sarno with Paolo Favole,
Enrico Garbin and Francesco Matucci, for more than 300 apartments is conceived as an autonomous part of the city which
compensates the nearby small village of Figino for open spaces. The whole is conceived as a square, with commercial and
welfare activities, to which a compact residential fabric is connected and which ends with a green area with recreational
and sports equipment; on the south side of the intervention, towards the rural area of the south agricultural park, there
are playgrounds and urban gardens. In Figino attention to the sustainability of the intervention is associated with an
innovative model of social housing.
- Redefine open spaces for the regeneration of the consolidated city.
More complex is the question of raising the urban quality of the consolidated areas as they are mainly subject to public
initiative which hardly recovers the resources necessary to intervene in the public space. However, this process has
already been triggered in some public spaces by redefining neighborhood and identities. Among the most significant
public cases are the pedestrianization of via Paolo Sarpi in the Milanese China Town in 2011, or the recovery of the
Darsena area during Expo 2015 or the pedestrianization project of Piazza Castello. In the new masterplan of the city
(PGT) much attention is given to the redevelopment of the open spaces of the suburbs starting from the mobility nodes,
including the squares of the external ring road such as Lotto, Maciachini and Loreto on which projects are already being
promoted, and in the other districts. Waiting for important new urban transformations that will characterize the next 10
years, including the railway yards that will probably have a strong vocation for walkability and for the quality of the
open space, cases of tactical urbanism are being experimented with the Piazza Aperte project. In some peripherical area
is promote a temporary re-appropriation of spaces, normally used for the transit and parking of vehicles, for pedestrian
use creating public places and squares. These projects are configured as experimentation shared with citizen and have a
limited duration; at the end of the experimentation phase the Municipality and the inhabitants of the area decide whether
to keep this pedestrian space, and therefore invest more resources for its accommodation. At present, five interventions
have been carried out in Piazza Dergano, Piazza Angilberto II, Piazza Gasparri, Porta Genova and in the Spoleto-Venini
streets, and a call for applications for future interventions is open.
Conclusion
In order to face global challenges, from the competitiveness of the real estate market to environmental issues, European
cities are investing more and more in promoting urban quality which affects various aspects but is manifested mainly in
the open space. After the parenthesis of modernity, the soil becomes again a fundamental system for urban development
by promoting exchange, encounter, social inclusion, contrasting environmental conditions, degradation, and encouraging
new forms of economy and increasing real estate values. Some big cities are planning their own future starting from the
role of open spaces in close relationship with the promotion of new forms of sustainable mobility20. Among these, Milan
is the Italian city where new types of open space are being experimented which escape the traditional forms of public
spaces, interpreting the expectations and needs of the contemporary world. Milan is trying to build an integrated system
of urban hybrid open spaces separate from the road system that can connect the city through paths intended for pedestrian
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traffic and slow mobility. If at the beginning of the new millennium new open spaces were conceived only in some new
areas of transformation, today we are trying to spread this strategy to the whole urban territory for a widespread quality
of the city. Cooperation between public and private entities, in a city still capable of attracting investments, is crucial for
the success of this strategy even if the risks of privatizing the public space require further reflection21. In the last 2 years,
pedestrianization and the construction of new open spaces has accelerated sharply in Milan, marking a clear direction for
future developments. The study of the most recent case studies, in this case from Milan, allows to identify new design
strategies, freeing the theme of open space from the figures of nineteenth-century architectural culture to promote new
places for the cities of the future.
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ABSTRACT
The reality we live today of the great technological innovations, it is not only a trace of nowadays scenario, except for the tremendous
speed that these innovations occurs.
There had always been technological innovations (involving formal and style changes): since Greek period, to the heavy Roman churches;
to the revolution of the buttresses in the Gothic cathedrals, which radically changed the skyline of medieval cities; since Renaissance and
Mannerism (Miguel Ângelo – The Capitol), to the iron and concrete revolution, without which Modern Architecture would not exist!
It really existed a rupture? Or, is the identity in the way how we relate with the architectonical object? Or how the interacts with the
environment, as a city or as an architectural work?
However, there is a precaution to consider: the identity that can become static – static because of the fear of change and of the fear of
rupture. In this case, the identity is in danger of disappearing in time and, also, getting lost in our memory.
Instead of rupture, which can mean the loss of identity and the loss of the relation with the object, we prefer to reflect about the concept
of tradition versus contradiction. The tradition taken to the extreme also leads to the loss of identity, in the sense that the object
musealizes – is the musealization. On the other hand, the transgression leads to creation. It is our History. In this context, we find
transgression as an act of creation – transgression as the supreme act that leads to creation; without transgression, there is no creation,
creation as a way to perpetuate our memory.
Today, we are confronted with a mix of traditions, contradictions, transgressions and creations. More than rupture, or the existence of
a new identity, it is time to discuss, after all, what always has been the identity or memory in Architecture?
In this sense, we present some urban ruptures selected with the students of the Integrated Master in Architecture, of Instituto Superior
Manuel Teixeira Gomes, which reflect transgression and contradiction in Architecture. They reflect about the memory of the place
through the ruptures of contemporaneity.
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Dialogue or rupture: one approach
Nowadays Rehabilitation, Identity, Heritage and Sustainability are more than concepts, they are seen as real and necessary
resources. Our Heritage (built or cultural) is something that we have to take care in order to aim the social balance to
promote the sustainability for the future generations.
In this context and according to the development of the cities, creativity appears as something that can (or not!) concern the
balance of a city, in terms not only of architecture itself, but also in a social and psicological point of view.
It is essential that in the academy (specifically at architectural schools) the Professors prepare the students – across the
different curricular units – for this kind of questions: identity verus “creativity”; dialogue versus rupture; tradition versus
contradiction. Because they allow us to think about the creative process method, in a holistic way to do an think architecture
as structural element of the territory and the society.
Where and when our cities/territories lose identity?
Transgression (Rupture) as always been a keyword for the evolution of Architecture and the cities. The Gothic Cathedrals
were a total transgression in Middle Age at small cities and towns; the Modern Style, in the beginning of the 20th Century,
broke with everting done until than and influenced until now the way of thinking, designing, building and living.
Ruptures do not imply necessarily the loss of identity. They mean the begging of a new stage and new opportunities. Our
cities are nothing more than the overlap of several contradictions and traditions – which coexist in time and space – and turn
our cities in more rich and pleasure spaces.
Dialogue or rupture: architecture student’s point of view
As Professors, for us, it is crucial that the students learns architecture through their ability to establish a concept and
to formalize it, but also through their ability to observe and analyze the territory, the city or the building that they go
through! An architect must be able to look and see through his sensitivity to understand the society and the places (territory).
Architecture makes sense through its social function for the benefit of the user.
Thus, in the ambit of the program of Urban Design unit, we launched a challenge: students, from the third level, should
made a selection of urban ruptures, and be able to identify them and describe why they consider it as a rupture. Is it about
the discontinuity in the scale? In ordering? In alignment? In color? In the full and the empty? In the constructive age? It
could be any rupture…the cities (and the territory) have a lot of them! Rupture does not mean a break. Rupture could be an
opportunity to create a dialogue between the old and the new, the high and the low, the positive and the negative, (…) – In
and with these dialogues architects think and draw the cities (the territories)!
The concepts we present, in this investigation, pretend to develop in our students an architectonic mentality related to the
observation of urban space. They started theses work studding “Urban space” by Gordon Cullen, as an interesting method of
observing several aspect of the city. In the sequence of this study, faced as a critical approach, based in bibliographic references
and using Cullen’s analyse methodology to read and understand the city, the students must identify – in the territory – urban
ruptures, transgressions (at several levels and different layers), like: visual ruptures; style ruptures, typological ruptures,
colors, empty spaces, (…) and everything they consider an architectural transgression. They must explain way they consider
those examples as a rupture and mainly the way the transgression affect the image of the cities and the way that we leave the
urban space. Besides, the principle that rupture is a complete transgression with the urban pre-existences, it does not mean
the loss of identity; at least it turns the new reality in a different way of facing and perceiving identity.
Based in this concept, one student, David Matos, choose four examples, through a pragmatic and intuitive observation that
allowed a direct, rational appreciation – at the same time sensitive – of the rupture between tradition and contradiction,
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visible to all citizens but with the eyes of a future architect. His choice reacted in two international and two national
examples. Two in German, one in Lisbon and other in Faro (Portugal). Based in his experience of living and see the
cities and, also, in his interpretation of the contents that he absorbed with the lesson, with the bibliographic and with the
discussions with the other students under a critical analyses.
The German examples selected were the Modern Pinacoteca, designed by Stefan Braunfels (1992) and the Gasteig, from
Raue, Rollenhagen and Lindemann (1985), both in Munich.
Surged from a necessity of creating a new space for exposing contemporary art, the Modern Picancoteca, surrounded by
neoclassic buildings, where the rupture of a new language gave a complete dynamic to the neighbourhood. Like Art, also
the spaces must be interconnected in Space and Time.
Here it is possible to identify the rupture through the difference between the architectural styles. With the need of adapting
a new Equipment to the existing city structure, where the rupture should dialogue with the need of building in a different
time from the surrounding buildings.
In the Gasteig, it is important to refer that the Second World War destroyed almost all schools and libraries in Munich
(as in almost all of Germany). It was necessary to create a new cultural centre towards a new phase of the city. At the
begging, the architecture project generated different discussions, manly criticizing the great volume of concrete and glass,
arguing that they did not reflect the history of the city. In the other side, the architect considered that the city needed a new
interpretation of time, as the war left a empty space, and the new building would be the new identity of the city. After the
construction, the Gasteig was one of the most visited building, at the time.
The Portuguese selected example were EDP headquarters (Electricity of Portugal), in Lisbon, designed by Aires Mateus
architects (2015) and Figuras Theater, in Faro, designed by Gonçalo Byrne (2005).
The EDP headquarters was constructed near the old portuary zone, along the Tejo River. The objective was to maintain
the same character as the surrounding buildings, but with a different architectural language. Before this intervention, the

Fig. 1
Dialogue or rupture
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area was almost dead! The new building connected two streets, through a large covered square (part of the building itself).
Through the rupture, it was possible to give unity to the territory. With that, the area reborn with functions which did not
exist before, with a new dynamic. Here, the rupture brought continuity and, at the same time, promotes a surprise effect
for those who pass, without breaking the continuity of the street and the façade plan.
The Figuras Theater is located in a natural landscape of Faro. The old building had a deep historical value for the city. It was
a reference for the citizens and with this project the idea was give a new contemporary identity and, at the same time, help the
city to develop it self. The theatre is an object of success and shows that, as our identity evolves also the cites are in a constant
process of regeneration. In this example, it is clear that the rupture promoted a new identity to the place. It established a new
dialogue between the city and the river, breaking the barrier imposed by the railway line – bringing the people near the river.
These four examples are a small sample of infinity examples around the world. They reflect a new way for students to
understand the cities (territories). Aware to discontinuities, reading them as an integrant part of urban structures.
Dialogue or rupture: some considerations and questions
What gives “life” to the space? What calls our attention to one or another situation? Which makes us remember it forever
and associate it with a special city or space? A physical rupture does not mean a loss of identity; however, sometimes,
it could happen! In these four examples, the different spaces not only had won a new dynamic, but also a new way of
appropriating the city and at the same being appropriated by the city and by the citizens.
Reflecting on these questions does not imply necessarily an answer or a solution. On the contrary, it raises new
questions and simultaneously new ways of looking at the city. Our challenge, as Professors, is not to give or demand
answers, but led the architecture students to acquire tools and sensitivity for a critical reading of space, in a different
way from that of ordinary observers.
As already mentioned, in 1933, at the Athens Charter, the death also affects the works of men.
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ABSTRACT
“Epic poetry and Tragedy, Comedy also and Dithyrambic poetry, and the music of the flute and of the lyre in most of their forms, are
all in their general conception modes of imitation”.
Aristotles, Poetics, I, i.
“Ars simia natura”, a concept that cuts in two the history of the arts hence the modern figurative revolution has depleted architecture
to a mere branch of the visual arts: architecture instead possesses its own compositive techniques. This paper considers the dialectics
between type and model in architectural composition as a metaphor outlining the elements of a design theory focused on meaning. The
proposed theory founds itself on the transposition of Raffaele Panella’s teachings to the domain of Urban Morphology and adapting them
for the purpose to achieve meaning in architecture. The contemporary project should accept any restraint imposed by the context, and fit
within the processual evolution of the surrounding urban tissue, but by considering the collective memory it should also use recognisable
elements to communicate, the design models (Carpenzano 1993). Every designer uses a model in his design activity, but not all are aware
control of this creative process. The use of models in composition, not to be confused with the copy, belongs to an ancient school of
thought, dating back to Aristotle, and feeding the history of architecture, all the way to the best tradition of modern architecture. We can
find reference to the use of models in architectural composition in the design activity of “Gruppo Architettura” in the ‘60 in Italy and in the
project for East Rome, designed by Raffale Panella, Costantino Dardi and Carlo Aymonino for the XV Milan Triennale in 1973 (Aymonino,
Panella, Dardi, 1973). The other part of the dyad is the architectural type, or to better say the processual development of urban tissues,
according to the Italian school of Urban Morphology (Maretto, 2013). This theoretical approach to architectural design enhances the
strong continuity between the typological evolution of the built organism and the building to be designed (Strappa, Carlotti and Camiz,
2016). We can therefore infer from the context the deformations to apply on the selected models (Panella, 2008), so to include in the project
not only the context and the models, but also their meaning.
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Understanding collective spaces
The aim of this design method is to convey meanings related to the understanding of collective spaces, to facilitate
orientation and bring architecture to the surface as a critical process, which does not embody icons, but generates new
meanings. The modification-evolution of the models takes place through the construction of relationships of sense and
form with other architectures, for a project that includes among its significant elements also those belonging to other
architectures, or to other plots. For the design of a significant collective place it is necessary to compose each significant
fragment, to convey other messages in addition to the functional ones, for example: the orientation, the practicability of the
soils, the recognition of the thresholds and fences, the location of the centers, and the relationships with the urban context.
To scientifically organize the deformations of the model in relation to the place, they can be grouped in the form of a
tensor including scaling (enlargement-reduction), mirroring, translation, rotation, twisting, fracture, bending, overturning,
twisting, fragmentation, thickening, shedding, cutting, tearing, crushing, collage, hybridization, continuous deformations,
subtraction, addition, and morphing. The final result is no longer necessarily connected to the starting model but to an
extended whole that includes the model, the tensor of the deformations applied to it and the context itself. This deformation
system can therefore become a signifier, but its elements should be traced back to a rigorous semantic system. To allow
architecture to also find an objective and incisive communication capacity, it is necessary to highlight the centrality, in
the contemporary debate, of the opposition between the terms of subject-architecture and object-architecture; or to better
say between the construction of the city with object-buildings and the construction of the city through architecture. The
object-architecture prevails more and more nowadays and instead of proposing itself as a dialectical term within the
subject-object binomial, it proposes a conception of the city based on a collection of sculptural objects unable to define
places for collective activities, furthermore proposing a non-sustainable energetic development. The subject-architecture
instead allows, through formal expression, to build a network of relationships of sense and form. The limit of the lot,
or the borders of ownership, constitute an insurmountable barrier, a limit outside of which there is nothing and where
to place architectural objects as if they were sculptures in an exhibition. An architecture that instead goes beyond the
property limit through form is the only one that can come to the construction of large urban complexes with a unitary
figure even if the architectures that delimit it are fragmented into different properties. Some historical phases, in particular
the pre-capitalist one when the city was not so bound by the limits set by private property, have conveyed these concepts.
The result is written in the stone of the exceptional urban event of St. Mark’s Square in Venice. Here the different eras
of construction of the Doge’s Palace, the Basilica, the Bell Tower, the old, Nove and Novissime Procuratie, have not
prevented the creation of a unitary design that can be easily analyzed as the sum of episodes gradually added to each other.
This thematic kernel is based on the art of deformation of models intended as a system of signification using the characters
of the place as components of a tensor for deformation and movement of the models themselves. Architecture is no longer
a metaphor for nature, but a metaphor for itself, in an analogical and dialectical relationship with nature. The construction
of a relationship with nature, based on non-mimetic references, is one of the methods to bring into play elements of
urban history that return to signify in nature. The use of the architectural model through this analogical correspondence
or similarity allows the process of transfert, that is, of a metaphor. The result is a positive dialectical tension between
architecture and nature, and the contamination of the imitative procedure with the contextual one can lead to the great
results of the architecture of the past. In superstructural terms, the modern ideology made use of the repeated vice of the
tabula rasa, just as any production mode linked to a hegemonic class needed to cancel the previous production mode.
A close criticism of modern ideology is the prerequisite for its continuation, as part of a very strong dialectical tension.
Where the rupture proposed by the avant-garde of the twentieth century served to overcome the stylistic imitations of
the past, today the break should be aimed at a general theory of architecture. We must therefore re-evaluate some artistic
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periods before the modern one. The distance with which a certain generation has judged the neoclassical is a consequence
of the medieval misunderstanding of ars simia natura, a shift of meaning for which the concept of mimesis roughly cuts
the history of the arts in two. This contempt for mimetic art has ancient roots and is based on the following assumption: if
art is imitatio naturae, its value becomes secondary to theology (imitatio dei), and is therefore low activity, subordinated
to rhetoric. This misunderstanding has invalidated the debate on forms for centuries and still lingers today. Bernini had
already proposed a dialectical resolution of the querelle: the imitatio naturae of art concerns the way in which nature
develops its creatures, therefore it is not a question of mimicry but rather of processual evolution, that long process of
revision typical of the artistic production mode. Bernini had understood that it was necessary, in order to imitate nature
well, to do what is not in nature.
The processual modifications of architectural models
The adoption of an architectural model in the compositional process is certainly also the choice of a program: designing
with architectural models therefore means choosing in the history the modeling and remodeling workshop of our theoretical
structures, a program and its architectural formalization, a model. To adapt the model to the context, it is necessary to
modify it without necessarily altering the program that generated it.
The modification of the chosen models occurs mainly through the construction of relationships of sense and form between
the architectures and the site. The enhancement of the meaning of these relationships represents an aspect of the roots
of the community in places and of the fight against disorientation. This has characterized the significance of collective
places considering urban facts as the principle and foundation of the constitution of the city. The compositional operation
of enlarging the architectural members, known as the giant order in classical architecture, with the aim of highlighting the
entrance function is still possible in modern architectural language as it operates on an exclusively dimensional factor.
In this case, the parameter to be related to the meaning is the relationship between the size of the normal-sized element
and its enlarged equivalent, bringing the reasoning back to the figure and the distance from which it is perceptible. The
presence of symmetries measures the composure of a plan and an elevation and can become an instrument for the quality
control of the project. In terms of meaning, the presence of symmetrical elements on the sides of a door, access or passage
involves identifying the axis of symmetry with the path.
Another example of deformation is the rotation of an exceptional element to increase its spatial readability. In space,
the rotation of a volume can be described from 3 angles (alfa, beta, gamma), and their values and verses. The parameter
for communication is therefore a corner, an element difficult to treat in perceptual terms. Considering for simplicity the
rotations with vertical axis, the angle of 45 degrees can be taken as a direct form for the highlighting of an element. In
perceptive terms, this highlighting is based on the view from the corner. Another deformation is the 90 degree rotation,
the orthogonal one. Again in the case of prismatic elements, this translates into the antipolarity of the vanishing points
with respect to the circle of distance which becomes one of the most significant and recognizable systems in terms of
communication. The small contextual rotations (in the case of parallel linear elements), the convergence in a single
vanishing point and the consequent symbolic association must also be considered. An example of this application can
be deduced from the Berninian project of Piazza S.Pietro. The formidable figure of this connected architecture testifies
that building precise geometric connections between the building he was designing and the surrounding pre-existing
buildings was a goal that Bernini pursued throughout his work as an architect. Once again these compositional methods
are applicable in any context because, operating on dimensional and orientation parameters, they do not necessarily
contain a specific style but scientific data that can be repeated in a non-mimetic manner.
We should also cite folding as a further example of deformation. The fold, confusing the exterior with the interior, explores the
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limit between the formed matter and the formless matter and allows you to determine lines capable of conveying meanings.
Among the deformations of the architectural model operable on the plan, a particular technique is that of overlapping
through a process of additions and slippages. The hypothetical procedure of the conscious use of disconnection, allows
the tuning and dimensional calibration of elements belonging to overlapping figures, and is a useful technique for solving
the problem of confined spaces. For the construction of the hypothetical relationship, where one element is subordinate
to another. Given two elements linked together, disengagement consists in the disconnection of some relationships –
preordained in the type or model – through the establishment of a hierarchical relationship; the selected element prevails
over the other, enters the foreground but becomes independent, creating interference and dimensional movement between
two different elements. The theory of figurative planes is another application of this technique: the different parallel planes
of a facade can be used, releasing them from each other, to describe a prospect according to the criteria of perception,
where evidently the buildings adjacent to the planned one constitutes with it a single architecture, the city.
Designing with models and types in Galata, Istanbul
The architectural design studio III (ARCH202b) taught by the writer at Ozyegin University in 2018/2019, considered
critically one of the recent problems of the contemporary metropolis in Istanbul, the substitution of historical urban
tissues with new buildings. In the past ten years, the frenetic building activity has often obliterated the historical urban
tissue replacing it with new functions and spatial layouts, inserting therefore different building types within a consolidated
historical urban tissue. This activity has caused in some cases the opposition of part of the local population. The growth
of the city has always required the processual substitution of building types with updated ones: this kind of restructuring
activity is not at all a modern one, and it is possible to enumerate many similar examples in ancient and mediaeval times.
The studio will focus on the urban tissue of Beyoglu-Pera as a case study of the transformation of the contemporary
metropolis, within an ongoing scientific research on that district. This design studio is founded on the hypothesis that
the transformation of urban tissues is inevitable and necessary, but it can happen in different ways: in continuity with the
diachronic transformations of the context as an evolution, or in complete opposition to this processual sequence becoming
a substitution. Students selected, after discussion with the teaching team, one of the blocks within the medieval Genoese
walled city, and therein conducted selected analysis in the field of urban morphology, determining the adequate way to
design a contemporary transformation of that urban tissue, after the understanding of its processual evolution. The course
is dedicated to the architectural redesign of an urban block. This building is though not conceived as an arbitrary object,
like often happens in most contemporary production, but conceived within the formation process of urban tissues. The
single building designed by each student is therefore part of a larger scale organism and contributes with its physical
consistence to the definition of a part of the city. The teaching of the design skills therefore adheres with the principles
of the construction of an environment suitable not only for private functions, but also for social activities. The design
was guided through progressive class exercises that lead the student to the definition of the project based on the choice
of a model. The use of models in the architectural composition, not to be confused with the copy, belongs to an ancient
school of thought, dating back to Aristotle, and feeding the history of architecture through centuries, all the way to the best
tradition of modern architecture. Reference to the use of models in architectural composition may be found recently in the
design activity of “gruppo architettura” in the ‘60 in Italy and in the theoretical work of Raffaele Panella. The school of
thought that stems from that root will be taught directly through the design activity, rather than with theoretical teaching.
The course will provide also theoretical elements for its bases, but it is essentially based on the direct relationship studentteacher in the design activity, as in a professional studio. The urban morphology and typological theories, following
the teachings of Saverio Muratori and Gianfranco Caniggia will be explained in their basic principles and applications
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to the design process. In this course, which is research based, there will be no given assignment from the beginning of
the course, the assignment will be instead processual, coming out of the class exercises, so that final design is a direct
consequence of the teaching activity and not an arbitrary ex-tempore design exercise.
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To illustrate the crisis between the two terms announced in the title it is not easy to say that the first is a noun deliberately kept in the
singular and the latter an adjective rendered in the plural. In terms apparently paradoxical we find that while in the notion of form we find a
plurality of meanings and articulations in that of forms, this multiplicity of declinations is notably reduced even though there are positions
therein have highlighted the propulsive potential as opposed to the usual limiting designation by denial. On the level of etymological
ascent, the term “form” in reference to Greek or Latin origin offers significations not only distant and multiple but sometimes oppositional.
The origin of the word ‘formless’ or “shapeless” is quite different, although on one side it is of more recent formation [first half of the sec.
XIV] on the other hand has no other derivation than the Latin one of informis (der fōrma with negative prefix in-). Connecting this meaning
to the term ‘amòrfo’ we get to the Greek ἄμορφος as ‘shapeless’ (comp. of ἀ- priv. and μορφή) denoting what is “without a definite form:
amorphous matter”. The formless is therefore what “has nothing distinct in its structure “which, not being ordered, would not yet have a
definite, stable, recognizable shape and therefore available to transmutations.
On the aesthetic and philosophical and theoretical level, the multiple values of the term ‘form’ take on the meaning of an “ordering
principle that gives unity and coherence to a multiplicity of elements”. A relevant singularity is represented by the formal theory of
Henri Focillon in which each work “is an attempt towards the unique; it affirms itself as a whole, as an absolute; and, at the same time,
it is part of a system of complex relationships (...) it is matter and spirit, it is form and content” and arises from an active encounter
between the formal vocation of man and the formal vocation of the subject. In recent years, a search for the stability of the form as
a transgression of the form but also as a promise, as a possibility, is reflected in this search for stability of form. The arguments of
George Battaile want to argue that the form “serves to downgrade” and to transgress the form, to de-sublimate it, managing to trigger
new processes. Against the stability and clarity of the form of the classical tradition and of the modern one connected to the essential
relationship with the construction, in these years of reductio ad imaginem, we assist to the disarticulation between image and form.
The first responsible for the seductive aggression to the senses and the second relegated to a precarious hyper-formalism that has its
counterparts in technological exhibition or in the obscene excess of forms in reference to a misunderstanding neo-naturalism.
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The form isn’t the destination but the result of our work. There is no form in itself for itself. (...)the form as destination is
formalism and is what we reject.
Mies van der Rohe
To illustrate the dia-crisis1 between the two terms announced in the title isn’t an easy challenge, it’s enough to say that the
first is a noun deliberately kept in the singular and the second an adjective rendered in the plural. In apparently paradoxical
terms, it should be noted that while in the notion of form it finds a very wide plurality of meanings and articulations in
that of shapeless, this multiplicity of declinations is notably reduced although there are positions which have underlined
the propulsive potential opposed to the usual limiting designation for denial.
On the level of etymological ascent, the term ‘form’ in reference to Greek or Latin origin offers significations not only
distant and multiple but sometimes opposing. For the Greeks there were many ways to designate the concept of form2:
είδος (intelligible form), ἰδέα (from the theme ἰδεῖν ‘see’), εἴδωλον (image, idol, double, apparition, illusion, specter)
πλάσμα, (shaped thing, form), ῥυθμός (form/sequence/ disposition of the parts in a whole, affine to ῥέω, ‘scroll’); μορφή
(sensitive form, outward appearance), τρόπος (affine to τρέπω “turn; use with other use”) σχήμα (way in which a thing
occurs). In the Latin language fōrma assumes the meaning of form, appearance, beauty and derives – in addition to the
resonance of μορφή – from the verb phòrein (the act of bringing from which phormòs: ‘hamper’) and from the Sanskrit
root dhar- which translates in the Latin in far-, for- (fir-mus from which also ‘smoke’) which has the sense of ‘hold’,
‘support’, ‘contain’, or using the root thar- from which the gr. thrâ-nos (seat), would respond to sscr. dhar-i-man that
would be stable, fixed figure (from which Fermo, Fòro, Freno, Fulcro)3. For this ancestry the term would denote an external
‘figure’ of the matter or the way of disposition in parts of things but also ‘model’ to give the matter a determined figure. If
the Greek articulates the meaning of form into many names with a graduation from the abstract ideal plane – connected to
the theory in the classical opposition είδος/εἴδωλον4 with the dissolutive consequences for Plato of the pure and ‘truly real’
concept in sensible and illusory (falsely real) manifestation of images – passing through descriptions of ways of seeing,
of flowing, of shaping to form as a concrete and external manifestation in which the matter is configured; conversely the
Latin derivation – even if contain some inconsistencies in the volatility of the prefix far- – prefers ‘actions on the matter’
(i.e. carry, support, contain etc..) to determine a regimentation conformation by ordered and regulated dispositions on
models ascertained in degree to produce beauty and conformity of external appearance. The Greek acceptation, broader
and denser in possibilities, and the Latin one, more concrete and determinant the matter, flow into modern definition
of the term with the ambiguities and slipping that it can be imagined. In fact, the headword ‘form’5 [sec. XIII] in very
general ways denotes: “the appearance of an object, sufficient to characterize it externally”. In the current acceptation
then it can be found various similar words such as ‘figure” (from the lat. figura, from the theme of fingĕre ‘shape, model’)
and above all – as Vittorio Ugo6 points out – ‘image’ (from gr. εἰκών -όνος [eikón]). These synonyms generate not few
misunderstandings considering “the fact that an architectural work has an image (or rather a plurality of images) doesn’t
authorize it to be reduced to an image”, since “its value lies almost exclusively in its ability to refer completely to a ‘form’
(as a diagram), through the appropriate codification”.
The origin of the word ‘shapeless’ is of a completely different sign, if on the one side is of more recent formation [first half
of the century XIV] on the other hasn’t other derivation than the Latin one of informis (der. of fōrma with negative prefix
in). By connecting this root to the term ‘amòrfo’ it arrives at the Greek ἄμορφος as ‘shapeless’ (comp. of ἀ-priv. and μορφή)
denoting what is “without a definite form: amorphous matter”7. The shapeless is therefore that which “has nothing distinct
in its structure” which, not being ordered, would not yet have a definite, stable, recognizable form and for this available
for transmutation. It’s interesting to note how the verb in-form that shares with a shapeless an etymological construction
similar wants instead to allude to ‘giving form’, to instructing how to ‘give structure’ to what doesn’t yet possess it.
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On the aesthetic and philosophical and theoretical level, the multiple values of the term ‘form’ assume the sense of an
“ordering principle that gives unity and coherence to a multiplicity of elements”. If for Plato8 the form is primarily eidos
as essence and cause of the phenomena of which they are imperfect copy from which however it’s possible, through a
progressive abstraction, to make intelligible the authentic sense; for Aristotle – preferring the morphé to the eidos – the
form is inextricably linked to the matter representing its efficient and final cause assuming nevertheless a logical primacy
as “of everything it can speak because it has a form and not for its material appearance in as such”9. If the matter has only
potentially the possibility to assume a real facies, the form makes it possible in acto this step determining incessantly the
becoming transmuting from time to time the power-matter in act-form and vice versa – and by decay – the act potentially
until the pure act of the motionless engine/God that will realize all the powers. Two different directions: that of Plato that
from the ideas produces the sensitive images from which it’s possible to intuit the essence and that of Aristotle that in the
physis recognizes the dynamics between form and matter up to the final synthesis in the absolute form disconnected from
the matter. The Aristotelian option will be recall both by St. Thomas in applying to the matter a signatura that reveals
the divine presence, both by Hegel in the concept of absolute Spirit. For Kant, remarking the ordering role of the form
in a transcendental sense, the pure forms of intuition become the conditions of possibility of knowledge in which matter
is to be understood as “that which corresponds to sensation” and form “that for which the multiple of the phenomenon
can be ordered” by the a-priori. Analogously, from the order given to sensitivity, even the categories of the Intellect
are determined by Reason (I think) in synthetic-formal terms. If the settings of Cassirer and Panofsky, in the Kantian
groove, assume the ‘symbolic forms’ as unifying principles of a multiple and indistinct (shapeless) datum, Husserl’s
phenomenology – allowing an epoché in which ‘it puts in brackets’ the world, suspending the judgment of the existence
of things – it is connected with Plato in the consideration that phenomena must be investigated in their manifestation
in order to grasp its noumenal essence. The psychologic acquisitions of Gestalt are of different sign that in articulating
the rules of percept (good form, proximity, similarity, good continuity, destiny, figure-background, induced movement)
will investigate the ways of understanding and conceptualization of the form then taken up again by the neurosciences.
Structuralism, in linking the concept of form to that of submitting structure and considering the work as a unit (whole)
that can be decomposed and analyzed into constituent parts to reveal its syntactic links, will have numerous applications
in artistic and literary aesthetics. The connected post-structuralism (Derrida, Deleuze, Lyotard) on the contrary dissolves
– starting from the negation of the grands récits on Nietzschean and Heideggerian presuppositions and with the concept
of différance – the investigation on the articulation (whole-parts) of the logocentric structures in the incessant practices of
the deconstructionism, postmodernist relativism up to the hermeneutics of the text.
On the aesthetic level10 – recovering the Latin root that denotes beauty in formosus – the form coincides with the outward
appearance of things that envelops and forces like a habitus and can only be ‘beautiful’ in the sense of orderly, completed,
balanced. In an academic sense in this way the form becomes ‘rule’ capable of evaluating the correctness of an artifact and
‘model’ to produce ‘figures’ ending up in ‘empty formalism’ opposing the content rather than the matter. In Hegel’s Estetica
the form is assumed as “the sensitive appearance in which the idea is exteriorized” and the measure of its adaptation to the
idea-content will also be – as in classical art – the measure of its adaptation to beauty. The hermeneutical aesthetics will
focus the interest on the understanding of the form through a mainly individual investigation, inscribing itself in the wellknown distinction between ideographic (human sciences) and nomothetic (natural sciences) sciences. In morphological/
morphogenetic approaches the form is assumed as an organism of which to study invariances and transformations and
in Goethe represents “something that it moves, that it becomes, that it passes [for which] the theory of forms is a theory
of metamorphosis”. The passage, intuitive but not empirical, between the theme/form-basis (Urphänomen) through
variations allows a process of formation (Bildung) and defines morphogenesis as an incessant qualitative increase. This
approach will arrive at the romantic physiognomy in which for Schlegel “form is a significant external, the speaking
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physiognomy of a thing” in which the metamorphosis, through the intensive/vital principle assumed as ‘elusive formal
germ’ will open, with irony, to the shapeless, to the ugly, to the grotesque for which the classic form formed and closed will
be inaccessible, finally arriving at the Aesthetic of Ugliness of Rosenkranz. The form in these exegeses and after Nietzsche
will not be, as Pareyson points out, more ascribable to the internal/eternal schematism but to the form-forming (embryo)/
form-formed (actual). Also, the Gestalt will recover in a platonic sense – for which beauty returns to be synonymous with
order – some Goethean notions in the identification of “totality as not reducible to the sum of its parts”. On the wake of
the Goethean morphology and its developments, it will arrange on one side the structuralist hypotheses outlined above
and on the other the biological/naturalistic hypotheses of the living and geometric world (with a reference to the Plato’s
Timeo in the positions of René Thom11) passing through the phenomena of ‘self-presentation’ exploring a conscious/
unconscious creativity similar to the concept of mimikry or camouflage. A relevant singularity is represented by the formal
theory of Henri Focillon in which each work “is an attempt towards the unique; it affirms itself as a whole, as an absolute;
and, at the same time, it’s part of a system of complex relationships (...) it’s matter and spirit, it’s form and content” and
arises from an active encounter between the formal vocation of man and the formal vocation of the matter. In his Vie des
Formes12 the connection between forms and life is expressed following Balzac13 in the assertion: “life is form, and form
is the world of life” and “the work doesn’t exist that as a form” a form that in all its fullness is assumed as “construction
of space and matter which it manifests itself as the balance of the masses (...)” where “the form can become a formula
or rule, that is abrupt arrest, an exemplary type, but it’s primarily a mobile life in a changing world”. In this formulation
there is the claim of the discourse on the form, passing through the Style as a stabilizing principle of the metamorphosis, as
essence of the art avoiding to confuse this content with its representation in image (sign) since “the sign means, the form
is meant” reaffirming that the “fundamental content of the form is a formal content” since “[...] nothing, in some cases, is
better founded than showing the forms submitted to an internal logic (series of syntactic relations) that organizes them”. In
this scope for Adorno14 “what an artist can say, he says only by giving a form” and for Luigi Pareyson in his Teoria della
Formatività15 the form is “the success of a process of formation”.
At this search for the stability of the form corresponds in recent years a progressive revaluation of the shapeless as
transgression of the form but also as a promise, as a possibility. In an artistic context from Futurism to Art Brut and to the
informal where the shapeless is an Art autre (Tapié) no longer defined by the form but by its antithesis. At the same time,
on a theoretical level, the thesis of George Battaile argues that the shapeless “serves to downgrade” and to transgress the
form, to de-sublimate it being able to trigger new processes. The ‘sample’ of the shapeless in his Documents, in fact, writes:
“Shapeless. A dictionary would start from the moment in which it no longer gave sense but the tasks of the word.
So shapeless is not just an adjective with this meaning but a term that serves to downgrade, requiring in general that
everything has its form. What designates has no rights of its own in any sense and it is crushed everywhere like a spider
or an earthworm. It would really be necessary, because academic men were happy, that the universe to take form. The
whole philosophy has no other purpose; it is to give a frock coat to what it is, a mathematical frock coat. On the other
side, to affirm that the universe isn’t resembles nothing and it is shapeless mean to say that the universe is something like
a spider or a spit”16.
To this obscure definition/prediction, in our opinion, it opposes the reflection of Paul Valéry when in Degas Danse Dessin
observing the floors where the ballet of the dancers is reflected, he states:
“I sometimes thought of the shapeless. There are things, spots, contours, volumes that, in a certain way, have a existence
de facto: they are only perceived by us, but not known; we cannot reduce them to a single law, deduce their whole from
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an analysis of their parts, reconstruct them with logical operations. We can modify them very freely, they have no other
property than to occupy an area of space

[...] To say that they are shapeless things is not to say that they have no forms, but
that their forms do not find in us anything that allows us to replace them with a precise sign that you trace with a certain
recognition. And, in fact, the shapeless forms leave no other memory than that of a possibility: no more than a series of
notes does not give rise to a melody, a puddle, a rock, a cloud, a piece of shoreline, are not reducible [analyzed]. But I
don’t want to insist on these considerations that lead very far”17.
If the shapeless as reified (substantiated) for Battaile is the matter in its first giving – sine ulla structura or skēmata – for
Valéry for its indeterminate and un-analyzable condition it alludes to a mere possibility of being in-formed. A possibility that
in fact remains uncertain without an ordering action as: “The work of art isn’t a creation; it’s a construction in which analysis,
calculation and planning conduct the main role”. On the different interpretation of these two texts it’s possible to derive a
corresponding dialectic between modern and postmodern as defined in the opposing couples proposed by Ihab Hassan18. To
the distinction Form (conjunctiva, closed) and Anti-form (disjunctive, open) are attributable the couple Hypotaxis/Parataxis;
Root-depth / Rhizome-surface; Origin-cause / Difference-Différance-trace and of course Meaning / Significant.
These last considerations allow us, in conclusion, to apply these antinomies to the architectural discourse trying to
show how the dialectic between form and shapeless forms is at the base of the progressive and afflictive virtualization
and derealization of architectural artifacts in a perspective that some have called post-human19. In this sense, Peter
Eisenman, unexpectedly, in an essay of 196320 reflecting on the formal foundations of architecture, goes on to formulate
an architectural equation where the terms identified – concept, or intent, function, structure, technique and form – are
ultimately interacting where the form covers a magnitude above all others because “architecture is essentially giving
form”. The form can be generic/platonic (linear or centroidal) or specific and, preferring to the vague definition of
‘configuration’ or ‘connection between parts and whole’, Eisenman considers it’s necessary to introduce the notions
of movement and comprehensibility for which “the need for formal clarity and unequivocal references to archetypal
solids becomes even more urgent”. Against the stability and clarity of the form of the classical tradition and the
modern one connected to the essential relationship with the construction, in these years of reductio ad imaginem, it
assists – programmatically renouncing to any form of correlative syntax – to the disarticulation between image and
form: the first responsible for the seductive aggression to the senses and the second relegated to a precarious hyperformalism that has its counterparts in technological exhibition or in the obnubilated excess of forms in reference to a
dubious neo-naturalism. To the construction of a system of hierarchies between the parts (hypotaxis) it substitutes a
parataxis which, far from being a list (Rossi) becomes deflagrating, disconnected and metamorphic. In search of the
root – both in the sense of foundation and of stability, origin and causation of forms – it contrasts with the rhizomatic
(Deleuze), multiple and agglutinated fastening that precedes the dissolution of the hollow space into bent and distorted
surfaces that breaking the necessary bond with the construction they become the mere support of advertising and
marketing messages. Shapeless forms that, far from having to express through the Form the character of the work as the
implementation of the theme and the meaning, in being mere figures of the signifier, indefinitely differ their condition
of reality producing no more than traces of inadequate notes capable to determine – certainly not melodic harmonies –
but nothing but noise, decomposition, chaos21.
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ABSTRACT
The author of this abstract edited in 1999 the text “A cavallo del Muro”, in the context of a collective book of the Dipartimento di Caratteri
degli Edifici of Sapienza University of Rome, published on the occasion of the tenth anniversary of the fall of the Wall in Berlin.
At that time Berlin was still a huge work-in-progress site, where water from the Spree slopes, just below the level of the countryside, was
constantly pumped away to accelerate the construction sites that was completing, straddling the Wall line that had divided the city for
thirty years, the reduction of the building wounds still present from the war and at the same time, although it was not fully confessable,
the cancellation of the signs that socialist Germany had built in its not short existence.
The new buildings in the government district were already in use after being round-the-clock designed and built by Rhenish architects
who grew up in the shadow of the Federal Republic, and soon the Palast der Republic, the parliament of the GDR, would have been
demolished to make room to the reconstruction, completely similar to the original but for an entire side originally resolved according
to an austere project of Italian signature, of the Castle on the Spree Insel that disappeared in the war and in the chaotic events that
immediately followed the war. The Reichstag and its new crystal dome had been redesigned by an Anglo-Saxon design office that had
already in that time a global reach.
Twenty years have passed since 1999 and another anniversary is upon us. Meanwhile, even a new Hauptbahnhof exists on the site of
the ancient one: levels on differentiated rail traffic levels that pile up vertically under a large crystal roof. The result of the project of
a Hamburg office which, incidentally, was already author over the seventies of the last century of Tegel international airport, the only
air route to the west of West Berlin closed by and in the Wall.
Today this text aims to summarize what happened “straddling the Wall” from the distant commemoration of 1999: Architectures of
variable creative quality grafted onto a real urban form that just a little wanted or could say in thirty years, for a city whose layout
seems still too much to depend on the permanent traces of the “Steinerne Berlin” described by Werner Hegemann in the year 1930.
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2019: Celebrations for the thirtieth anniversary of the fall of the Wall.
In the year 1999, for the celebration of the tenth anniversary, I published a contribution in a book written by several
hands on Berlin’s new architecture (Del Vecchio M., Fondi D., eds. (2001), Ricognizioni Berlinesi. Edizioni Kappa,
Roma). The final title of my piece in the book was “Prima della nuova Potsdamer”, but a first version was “A cavallo
del Muro”. “Straddling the Wall” seemed to me an expressive title for the ten years of frenetic planning and building
activity that followed Berlin’s reunification.
Years that had led to the construction of the large Government district on the Spree’s bend, not far from the Hansaviertel,
to the reconstruction of the Reichstag, crowned by Norman Foster’s dome, to the return of a real Central Station in the
town, at Lehrter Bahnhof. All this in the territory of former “West” Berlin.
In the former “East”, the reconstruction of Friedrichstrasse, of Potzdamerplatz, and the restoration of the monumental
center with all Schinkel’s buildings had been completed.
The Government district and in particular the Bundeskanzleramt had been entrusted to architects already well known in
Bonn and in the Rhineland (Axel Schultes and Charlotte Frank). The central station, Hauptbahnhof, the largest multilevel rail interchange in Europe, was designed by the Hamburg-based GMP office. The East, for its part, had been the
site of a huge laboratory, capable of attracting architects from all over the world. In the decade, by the way, in which the
Archistar system became fixed on a global level.
Berlin had been the subject of a frantic and arduous attempt to recompose its structure, for partial and incomplete urban
fragments, focused on forever disappeared in their actual reality and building continuity sites and places. The places, so to say,
of the “Berlin of stones”, the “Steinerne Berlin”, described in the third decade of the twentieth century by Werner Hegemann.
The twentieth anniversary of the fall of the Wall in 2009 was in a minor key, like the urban transformation activity of
that decade. A “short decade”, however, limited, as it had been, between the attack on the Twin Towers in 2001 and the
sensational bankruptcy of Lehman and Brothers in 2008.
As is known, construction activity has suffered heavily in the global economic crisis since 2008, even in Berlin as in
most of Europe, up until almost yesterday. The major work that characterized the first half of the 10s of 2000 in Berlin
was the reconstruction of the Palace on the Spree Island, after the too hasty eliminated, even of the memory of the Palast
der Republik, seat of the Parliament of the currently become unmentionable German Democratic Republic.
A historical counterbalance, on the other hand, if it is true that the original Palace, only damaged by the war, had
been just as hastily demolished by a Socialist Republic anxious to erase any image and memory of a past seen in total
contradiction with the present. In 1999, upon returning after having spent a long time between the building sites of
Berlin, in my writing I remembered the blue and pink pipes that traveled far and wide in the city under construction.
The Brandenburg plain between the Spree and the Havel to which Berlin belongs is known to lay on a surface water
table. To enable the construction sites, it is necessary to continuously pump water away from the excavations. From
the water table to the Spree and from the Spree to the water table, in an incessant closed circle to keep the excavations
dry until and beyond the completion of the foundations. This was the pipes. A need and a sign of the town being built.
Then the pipes were almost gone, and I missed them. A signal, I thought, of the completion of the work, or of the
definitive end of the development drive.
I was wrong. The pipes are back again. The pipes are back. Once again, they cross the streets at a safe height as they once
did. Regardless of the human and mechanical traffic that flows beneath them. They tie building site to building site in a
renewed network of urban parts under construction. Once again “straddling the Wall”. Literally “straddling the Wall”.
Around Hauptbahnhof, where the Wall ran along the canal that branches off from Humboldthafen and where
Invalidenstrasse was split in two by a checkpoint between West and East.
A checkpoint less celebrated than the famous Checkpoint Charlie, perhaps because it could only be used for transit by
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West Berliners and not by foreigners. A compact part of the city is being rebuilt around Hauptbahnhof. A part made up of
continuous roads and road fronts. Buildings of such a height as to represent their centrality and equipped with a front and
a back according to the different urban exposure, as the town implies in its construction. Buildings with non-memorable
architectures, some. Others, frankly, questionable. But together they are capable of making sense of place. Belonging to
a unified context. To a common will, perhaps imposed by the plan rules, to build cities.
Sansovino against Palladio. The Superintendent in charge of all the works of the Serenissima Repubblica, which has
the upper hand over the individual genius, although expressed at levels of absolute excellence. The norm that provides
urban identity against the exception that uniquely characterizes the sites. Perhaps the too forgotten Oswald Mathias
Ungers against Frank Gehry. Just an example amongst the many new buildings around Hauptbahnhof. Hadi Teherani.
He, too, of the family of Hamburg-based architects operating in Berlin, somehow linked to the Volkwin Marg of
Hauptbahnhof, is building two blocks overlooking Invalidenstrasse on the one side and Humboldthafen on the other. A
uniform and compact front on one side, urban in its austerity, like many already seen urban buildings between Hamburg,
Frankfurt and other places in Berlin, which changes towards the domesticity of loggias and balconies moving away
from the main street and towards Humboldhafen’s basin.
With a Roman portico that some could even associate with Marcello Piacentini, open towards the water on the opposite
side of the main street. A portico that imagines itself crowded with tables and passers-by in the summer, like patrons behind
the large windows of the rooms in the winter. Despite, or precisely because, of the view towards the Hauptbahnhof’s
building, with its railway viaducts in front and the trains that run by continuously, everything is less than a country idyll.
But beyond the Humboldthafen you can see the Spreebogenpark with the Bundeskanzleramt and on the other side,
Invalidenstrasse, there is the Museum of Modern Art of Hamburger Bahnhof. Just to clarify the importance of the site of
Teherani’s work. It is in this sensitivity for urban orientation. It is in this ability to grasp the surroundings and to introject
it into the construction that the quality of the building must be considered. Urban quality even before being simply
architectural. The building is an inhabited sculpture talking of the place where it stands. No Helmut Jahn’s surprise as in
Potzdamer Platz but the peaceful certainty of working for a town identity that remains. A town for the future that opts for
realism. Well aware, in this way, of including creativity among its values. A creativity displaying the right tone for the
circumstances that it evoked and for the reasons of its surroundings.
If the level of the Brandenburg water table is well known at least to the experts, to the public it is less known just how
much Berlin is a city of water. A town where the presence of the liquid element on the surface, in the form of a lake, river,
canal or port dock is much more conspicuous than commonly thought. The city’s natural and artificial river network has
formed the backbone of its industrial structure since the early nineteenth century.
In what was West Berlin before the fall of the Wall, the large industrial buildings that survived all the vicissitudes they
have gone through over a century and a half of history, are being refurbished and reused.
Over the past four years, Max Dudler has transformed the huge block of the Schultheiss Quartier in Moabit, the urbansized brewery which had been producing Schultheiss beer since the last quarter of the nineteenth century, into a modern
system of buildings wich has become a new polarity for the entire town sector. We are equidistant from the water of
Humboldthafen (again Hauptbahnhof), from that of Westhafen, to the North, from that of the Spree facing Hanseviertel
to the South. “A historic atmosphere meets contemporary shopping,” says the mall’s Facebook site. The official website
of Dudler’s office writes of a design “rooted in the strong identity of the brewery”. Of a design of acades that “have the
aim of establishing a dialogue with the language of the existing”. In any case, the result appears to be a prudent (shrewd?)
compromise between the desire for conservation and contemporary needs which include, in addition to a 30,000 m2
shopping mall, 15,000 m2 offices, 400 parking places and a 250-room hotel.
A little further south, between the Spree and the Landwehrkanal, the reuse (2000-2003 by GMP Hamburg) of the building
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of the Royal Porcelain Factory (KPM) as a museum appears to be more sincere. Also in this case, the recovery of
the industrial building, with its once-open spaces, now transformed into a square, is at the center of a new system of
contemporary buildings. A town sector extending from the water of the Spree to the Tiergarten, alongside the buildings
of the Mercedes service center, from whose large windows onto the street, operations on the cars are not only shown but
exhibited to passers-by. Here, same as by Schulteisss, the recovery of the industrial building is the motivation for a nearby
standing hotel with 117 rooms and residences.
Quiet urban experiments on the theme of housing, offices, hotels and multi-storey car parks follow one another. Even just
listing the names of all the designers would be too long for this occasion. Some well-known names recur frequently. For
all, Pechtold design office that had already been with Dudler at Schultheiss, and now returns with the head building of the
KPM quartier. 5000 m2 gross of office, next to the Tiergarten S-Bahn railway station.
That’s not yet all, because even further West along the Spree, other industrial buildings represent further opportunities
for experimenting possible integration between old and contemporary. With different conciliation concerns between the
two, in a taste of disconcerting realism. “The Benjamin”, as the complex of buildings designed by Bollinger + Fehling is
defined, seems to close (for now) this sequence. Alongside the nineteenth-century river warehouses directly overlooking
the water, the curtain fronts of the new buildings would expressly recall the traditional compact Brandenburg brick
structure in an apparently hyperrealistic game of mirrors. The opposite bank, the Wikingerufer, in front of the Evangelical
church, is subject to a radical process of urban improvement, realistically leading to further transformations.
It is after so much realism on the water in the West that, with sympathy and relief, quickly return to the East, on the bank
of the Spree at the height of Warshauerstrasse, we suddenly come across the unexpected creativity of old industrial brick
fences formally acting out, completely unaware of it, as green bioclimatic facades (Jean Nouvel in Paris as alienated
reference?) for small junk shops arranged in self-transporting military barracks that survived, who knows how, on the site.
A fragment of informal town in the Berlin of pink and blue tubes.
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Vision versus reality in designing process
of Romanian Pavilion for Dubai Expo 2020
Daniel Comsa: dancomsa@yahoo.com
Ion Mincu University of Architecture and Urbanism, Buarest, Romania

ABSTRACT
Why do we like to play with visions?
Maybe to catch a glimpse of the final work upfront of all the designing process or just to be illuminated by an idea of a beautiful
possibility. Sometimes what is not shown have a particular untold story that is more interesting than the final object. Most of the time
architects refer to existing buildings that rested in their memories for a particular reason, as for having changed the history or for their
inspiring power. Research in architecture should focus on creativity and show reality as its final product – in case of architecture as a
possible work of art. Most of the time the project developed in Universities prepares the students to have a vision, talking about reality
in a way that is not reached. On the opposite side, the experience gained in time by several accomplishments could lead you to a better
solution. This article aims to analyze the competition for the Romanian Pavilion for Dubai Expo 2020 along with a previous workshop
developed at Sapienza University of Rome with PhD students. Both are about vision yet till the built pavilion will be finished, but the
real competition and the winning project is more linked with the reality.
The story of an idea and how you develop it in a project could be more interesting than the final project itself. A beautiful idea could be
unsuccessfully put in a project, but it’s a petty to lose the idea. Look how many bizarre postmodernist buildings were realized during
the eighties in the name of the great post modern philosophical vision! Post modern ideas are though still valid and looking for inspired
architectural adaption. I will likewise tell you my own little story about our entry in the competition for the pavilion, where a good idea
was lost in a lack of time and a conglomerate of other ideas not joined together in the final volume.
I am talking about the idea of a VIP space that could be hold in a train wagon like an orient express, one that is the image of a luxury
in a transition. This idea came to me after visiting the Montemartini Centrale museum, where and old Pope train wagon was exhibit.
The roof of it was painted and all the details were in the spirit of a luxury habitat that could be used as a reference for a VIP saloon.
Re-use was another idea that could also apply here from a rusty train Wagon if you clean it and re-shape it into a luxury one or even
re-use it after the expo. The main topic of the pavilion was Equilibrium in an more complex understanding of Re-balance, Re-use,
Re-invent and that put me in a wrong direction when I put the train wagon in a position that was a little unstable and very hard to
understand in the equilibrium key.
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Part 1 Theoretical fundaments
Vision and reality seen as a part or a section of the conference ICONA, where I was co-chair with professor Federica
Morgia have a waste interpretations of how vision is part of the creativity and how architecture sees its future.
Creativity in architecture share a part of the architect vision. Sometimes could be something important or prophetic
that will change the course of the future in profession but most of the time is just a construct of a story that stay in the
beginning of a project. So the main purpose of the creativity discourse is to look for the answer in construct reality to one
problem, but on a theoretical level it is important also to tell the story of the unbuilt. How to develop an idea into a project
even if does not reach the built phase could be a lesson for the next erected buildings.
One utopic part of architecture could be visionary but the other components should use new technologies in order to bring
a spectacular built result. Pavilions for World Expos are by definition a place where everybody exhibits something from
new technologies to traditional/local way of doing something. Their purpose is usually to attract and to sell in a touristic
way a promise of a potential visit in a country in case of national Pavilions.
Part 2
The PhD Students Workshop developed between 15th of April to 15th of May 2019 at the Sapienza University tried to
develop on a theoretical level a vision for the Romanian Pavilion in Dubai Expo 2020.
When I proposed the subject I was hoping that the period will be in the same time with the competition and students could
develop their vision into projects that could be entries in that competition. Unfortunately the real competition started one
month later, after the finish of the workshop, so we could not use the real site, the true dimensions or the real request well
defined in a competition theme with all the function needed. So we had to improvise and make a theoretical route into the
history and use the most recent theme for last Romanian Pavilion built for Milan Expo in 2015.
The workshop started with two lectures about World Expo in General and the Romanian Pavilion in Time, so we could
start on some basics about the history and the first discussions focused on student interest in that topic and the link with
their PhD Theme. Later on we focus on an analyze of an already finished competition for a country Pavilion, so they
could chose one or more ideas and we could discuss about them, not only about the winner. A nice analyze here make
Teresa Pagano about the competition for the Italian Pavilion. We also talked about some relevant examples of pavilions
that they consider to be useful in a new creation seen from the interior and also from the interior exterior. Here, beside
Teresa Pagano example that refer to Austrian Pavilion in Milano Expo as an interior that looks like an exterior that became
a route for her to the end of the project, everybody find some examples useful as references.
In order to make a vision we have a brainstorming of what should be done and we focus on Romanian specificities
and relevance in terms of different fields. Enrico Marani choosed education as an Romanian Asset, Giorgio Quintiliani
choosed art and Andreea D’Urzo tried to focus on social problems.
Each of these discussions were associated with some sketches and their vision pretty soon became a route to their final
project. One problem was the site that we had to choose, so we decided to have a 25 by 40 meters, according with most
plots on the site, which was not different from the actual site decided in competition but the density was much less than
the one from the final. Another problem was to be linked with the Dubai Expo topics that starts from Connecting Minds
Creating Futures and divided in subsection Opportunity, Mobility and Sustainability. Considering that last Romanian
Pavilion Astana 2017 exhibit Magurele LASER – the biggest in the world as a Technological asset for our country – we
try to find other topics that could characterize Romanian country in terms of opportunity or attractively.
Enrico Marani Project based one Education from Romania that is cheap comparing with other countries and combined
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with emigration create an educated work force used in all Europe find a vision in spatial terms after the analysis of
Raphael Sanzio Fresco School of Athens with the idea of recreation of the spaces into a pavilion that on plan study also
some of Franco Purini drawings. The final result was based on Universities research exhibition that lead to a composition
of some small towers linked by a massive ground floor that represent a base and the main entrance was a stair that lift you
up in terms of knowledge. Giorgio Quintiliani vision based on the idea of one level pavilion with an equal façade designed
by the usage of one single element, a part of a cylinder multiplied and a roof top accessible. From the first sketches project
find a way to define some interior spaces enlighten from the top and a module that could divide spaces in several zone
where could be exhibit Romania Art. Luigi Savio Margagliotta vision start from a section in a interior space that have
different highs and proportions but enclosed in a simple prismatic form that have a high tech façade. On the ground floor
the pavilion is free and all the exhibition spaces are on the two levels up. Teresa Pagano vision start from a climbing
route on top of the pavilion through a technological forest of pillars and descend into the pavilion exhibition spaces,
than a yard link the restaurant from the main space creating like this an in-between space that connect them in activities.
Andrea D’Urzo was the one with more than one vision and one of the first was quite similar with the winning project in
the Romanian competition, combining another idea that was exploited by another project that win a mention later on when
the competition start. It was a simple idea that starts from the tiles roofs present in Transylvania and the shape of the tile
covering a cube on each face. After several discussion Andrea chose to rotate the form and to use the arch in its normal
perspective and project find another vision in porch and an internal yard. Dividing the yard was another mile stone for
this project and finding the Gate of the Kiss by Constantin Brancusi as a national symbol and as a way to separate and
exhibit in the same time. Exhibition spaces in the two levels porch around the yard were not too big but the architectural
perception of the space from interior and from Exterior were made in a scenographic key.
This workshop was a success even if it was in such a short time and without a real competition theme, but the PhD
Students enjoy to work between vision and ideas without a real finish in a concrete proposal for a competition that have
to be more concrete than this and focused on a functional level than on a visionary one.
Part 3
The real problem is when you have to start making a project to put ideas for a real competition that bring a lot of details
in concrete theme and you have to solve everything and make it fit into a volume. So when the real competition starts,
everyone expect it and it was a little disappointing for the delay in launching it and the short time to finish. To finish
everything in one month, from financial proposal to the execution solution, then to find a local partner in Dubai to
implement it and eventually to sign a guarantee letter with the bank was a little too much for a small office as mine.
So between a lot of other activities that I have in that period I try to convince people to join me in a team for this project.
It is hard to have a vision in such a realistic context, but I try to put things together considering the experience in the
workshop. After some sketches I try to put thing in a balance to equilibrate some volumes in order to have a starting point.
This was a good point of starting a project because like this I found a concept for the project in Equilibrium and a way of
thinking the Sustainability as put things in a balance and re-use materials like old windows from the buildings in changes
or even old wagon as in the story from the abstract. So that was the main vision and with the Curator Malina Ionescu we
develop an entire concept on this and try to find events and artists to populate the spaces with exhibitions.
After finding this vision it last only 4 days to develop the project and that was not enough but we decide to go on and we
have a big surprise when the spaces from the given theme were so many that is hard to do anything else that a prismatic
volume. That was a struggle and the result was not so good but we find a way to obtain more spaces by creating an
intermediary technical floor that could help us in putting the unnecessary visible spaces in kind of their own. The winning
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project designed by Cumulus Architecture also find a way to free the main space by building intermediate floors in the
technical areas. I must admit that our team had some problems in exhibiting the vision in the project. To refine but one
version of a vision and to put it into reality needed more time, but we enjoy experiences with good ideas and hope for
new ones. Speaking about the real competition, we have 14 entries and more than 20 members in the jury that was the
biggest jury that I have ever seen. It was a mix of professionals and representative of the Ministry of External Affair.
Their unexpected decision was a good one and they have chosen the best projects to be awarded. The winning project was
actually a clean idea: a clean volume with large internal spaces that permit a polyvalent organization of the spaces. The
winning team was a large and experienced one (many competitions awards in time), having possibilities to develop the
project in time and take care about the realization of the object in good conditions.
This winning project was actually the only one where the implemented vision was clearly visible. The vision was exhibited
in a powerful, iconic image, with well balanced interior and the exterior spaces. Previous experiences might have helped.
The other awarded projects presented clear concepts and images as well, capable to represent our country.
Post factum competition is the current step and soon the building process will start in Dubai. The technical part of this
project is the link between the vision and the reality, but this it will be determined later on. Arcsett, the team who won the
first mention designed the Romanian Pavilion in 2012 for Yeosu Expo. Its vision was one of the best in relative terms, but
the realization of the project was out of their hands, suffering visible technical problems1.
As a banal conclusion, vision and reality are two complex concepts. They are often on opposite sides, mostly severely
different and seldom close to be superposed. Their relative status should be clarified by the speakers from the start of their
conference. Only artists are allowed to mix them up.
If vision is seen as enlightenment for an author, it acts like a leading dream and every design process tends then to follow
that dream, struggling even to be a copy of it. The accomplished project and the erected building are therefore some sort
of copies of that copy. Of course they lost details, but it is a great luck if they kept the main meaning of the original vision.
Further refinements are maybe possible. On the other hand, this vision is post factum the story of the project and people
like stories as well as authors like dreaming. People also like to experience spaces that allow them to create their own
stories about whatever: about “the reality”, about the creator’s vision or about their own created visions. This is maybe
one main merit of a project: to create new visions.

ENDNOTES
1

Comsa D. (2012), Moduri contemporane de anvelopare a spaţiului Expoziţiile mondiale, (Contemporary ways of enveloping spaces World expos), Editura Universitară „Ion Mincu”, Bucharest, p. 131-p134. https://www.uauim.ro/static/
mcas/mcas-expozitiile-mondiale.pdf
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ABSTRACT
In 1977 O. M. Ungers with his assistants at the Cornell University, R. Koolhaas, H. Kollhoff, P. Riemann and A. Ovaska, publishes
the manifesto “Die Stad in der Stad”. Through an essay developed in eleven points, the manifesto explained the theoretical-formal
model of the “city within the city”, drawn up during the summer workshop in Berlin and that concerned on a pilot project for the
city, torn apart after the events of the war. Since the first thesis of the manifesto is expressed the necessity to recognize the formal,
historical, economic and social complex that is present in a large city as Berlin, general paradigm of the contemporary city. In fact, the
post-war devastation showed further this condition of city for part, bringing out the “singularity” of the urban parts. This condition
of fragmentation is enhanced as a ‘value’ for the plan, and this fragmentation is the necessary starting point of the transformation of
the city of our time. Only in the fragmentation every part can bring out its uniqueness. To every part of the city must be recognized its
form, its morphological architype and consequently must be identified the technique of the composition appropriate to the exaltation
of its formal structure.
The necessity to study and analyze again this experience, focusing especially on the next design aspects of this theory in the work of O.
M. Ungers, lies into the value and into the ability entrusted to the architectural design to interpret the ‘given form’ of the single urban
parts in their concreteness, that become ‘value’ into the design act, or its necessary starting point. In its balanced action of a multifaced
reality, many-sided and complex, the architecture becomes “coincidentia opposituorum”, capable to give order, meaning and sense to
the contemporary reality. The building of the form of the city of our time is an issue that concerned deeply the architecture and that must
be researched in the concrete evidence of the urban reality. It’s possible give back to the city the character of the place of the “civitas”,
place in which the citizens recognize their identity, only don’t shy away in other learnings, don’t transfer to other fields the construction
of urban spaces, the construction of the architecture of the city. In this concept O. M. Ungers focuses his work on the city: give back to
the architecture to be art at the service of the man’s life, through the building of the space of their life.
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The city within the city
At the end of the Second World War, Berlin appeared as a city torn in its urban form. However, what remains after the
tragic events of the war highlights the complexity, the fragmentation and the slow, inexorable process of historic and
architectural stratification of the city. The discontinuity of the urban form intensifies the condition of the city for part, or
the city as result of transformations, choices and ideas modified during time. The considerations about the action needed
to the Berlin’s reconstruction leads the city to become a model of the new contemporary metropolis: city formed by
several parts, with their history, their identity, their language, but contained in a unique complex universe. The city is
the theatre where the different parts come together and relate between them by relationships of continuity-discontinuity.
Oswald Mathias Ungers deeply knew this morphological and figurative panorama when during the 1977 he publishes
the essay Die Stadt in der Stadt. Berlin das Grüne Stadtarchipel. The essay is a result of the experience gained during
the Summer School organized by Ungers for the courses of the Cornell University of Ithaca in Berlin with his associates:
Rem Koolhaas, co-author of the text, Peter Riemann, curator and executor of the graphic equipment, Hans Kollhoff
and Arthur Ovaska1. Berlin represented the ideal panorama to experiment, express and test the ideas and the plans for
the contemporary city, to compare with the dimension and the problems of a city, symbol of our days. This experience
was critical both with the model and theories of the urban plan that wanted to impose new schemes, new manner and
new ideas of making city to the existing city, and with those models that demanded a reconstruction ‘tout court’ of the
urban form. Ungers, with his assistants, draws up an idea to not upset the structure and the layering of the existing city,
but that simultaneously it’s able to confront with the problems and the issues asked by the present city. The research
group identified an interpretative scheme defined as ‘archipelago city’: a city composed of parts, where every part is
recognized and intensified in its own form, in its historical model, and integrated with new models and ideas related to
the contemporary living. In this idea the great continuous green represents the place to put the infrastructure, the common
spaces, the business centres, or where it’s possible to experiment new living ideas, a living tied to the transience. The
green isn’t an unsolved space, vacuous and undifferentiated, but a structured green, useful to the urban systems that
gravitate toward it. The city become a ‘lagoon system’ where every ‘urban island’, in its autonomy and recognizability, is
strongly linked to the ecosystem and to the figuration of the ‘lagoon’ itself.
At the basis of this experience there is the awareness of the value of the urban form in its representation, in the value of the
giving and existing form. We can transform the city only by the analysis and the recognition of what the city itself offers us
and represents. This transformation doesn’t mean to transfigure with new and subjective parameters, but means working
on the city, taking part of its history and its development. The urban form suggests us its transformation, inside it vibrates
the signals of possible compositive action, both in continuity and antithetical compared to the historical significance. The
idea of Ungers is that it isn’t necessary to create new models for the city, or instead to revive passively the ancient, but
we can take the useful tools to transform the existing through the study of the past experiences. Ungers highlights in the
essay the transformative potential that every recognised form has in it, the necessity to interrupt the continuous research
of the new to work with the material that the city already has in itself. To read and to work on the body of the city in
this way it’s necessary to decompose the city, analysing it on its significant parts, on its ‘urban islands’, to work with the
singularity of the different ‘city within the city’. This operation allows to identify the problems and the issues of every
individual part and to intervene for that specific formal reality, not imposing a general plan, untied by the ‘genius loci’.
The design of a general plan is restricted to the identification of the ‘urban islands’ themselves. The ‘city within the city’
is defined in this way as an open system. It can describe the complexity and the variability of the contemporary urban
environment. This theory originates an ability to face specifically the problems of the part, not letting them disperse on the
generality and the vastness of the urban reality, or to express the individuality of the different images of urban places. The
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city isn’t an indistinct magma where we circulate indifferently, but every identified morphological unit has its specificity,
has its community, it’s possible to recognise an own ‘personality’. So, limiting the city to a collection of complex systems
doesn’t mean denying the problem of its totality, of its ‘bigness’, but means understanding the deeper and more hidden
sense of the reality in which we live. Exalting the singularity of the part is possible to push away that process of permanent
depersonalisation that elapses between the inhabitant and the suffocating chaos of the contemporary metropolis.
The design as knowledge
The design action represents an active phase in the cognitive process and for the formal definition of the urban part. The
design, being a real action of knowledge, aims to plumb the potentiality of the urban form, to understand the historic
references to transform in an own architectural language. The instrument of the design appears to be the means through
which it’s possible to join the history of the place, or the historic material, and the aspirations and the answers to the
contemporary. What varies aren’t the themes and the architectural matters, that are unchanged, because they are recognized
on the historical background, but the answer to these issues and these themes. The design isn’t the personal view of the
architect, but an interpretation, one of the possible interpretations, of the reality in which the architect operates. It should
be stressed that into the essay of the 1977, Ungers and his assistants don’t define completed plans, but they are limited
or to trace historical models, assumed and integrated on the identified urban part, or to propose concept solutions for
particular urban conditions. The real results of this experience are to research on the following architectural experience
instead, on the plan and on the thoughts that are reaching during the next years.
The architecture as a moment concluded in itself, but at same time part of an identified and defined entirety, is the result
of this theory of the city. The architectural design defined the part and at the same time is able to express the relationships
with the contour. It is part of a more complex story made by ‘correspondences’ and references.
This way of conceiving the architectural design repeats continually on the work of the German architect, that refers this
experience to some great architecture and masters of the ancient world. Undeniable appears the example of Villa Adriana in
Tivoli, consistently mentioned on the references and preparatory studies of Ungers for his projects. Villa Adriana appears as
a fastening of architectures, spaces, places that succeed one another with illusory randomness in an architectural complex
that is heterogeneous but homogeneous on the reason of all, on the spatial sequences. Nature and architecture overlook each
other, they live on reciprocity, a nature that is both governed and submissive by the human action, as the Serapeum and
the Canopus, and the wild and uncontrolled nature, that represents the scenery of the Villa itself. The architecture emerges
recognizable anyway, equipped with own form and with its autonomy, and every place express its uniqueness.
The second reference, recurring in the work of Ungers, is certainly the experience of Karl Friedrich Schinkel in Potsdam,
as the castle of Charlottenoff and the castle of Glienicke. In these examples the architectures live independent, immersed
in the green of the two parks. The languages, the geometries and sometimes the styles, led by the mastery of the hand of
Schinkel, transform with the ‘topos’, the uses and their necessities.
So, the research of the architectural design is focused all on the identification of that hidden line that join the different
architectures: a spirit full of heterogeneity, but that at the same time holds together the architectural experiences. Ungers
affirms that this feature, expressed by Schinkel’s work to the highest degree, derives from the inherent capacity of the
architectural form to be ‘coincidentia oppositorum’, borrowing the word of the philosopher Nicola Cusano, or the
instrument able to connect themes, experiences and forms apparently incommunicable. Ungers reinterprets and learns
from the Schinkel’s architecture the ability of the German master to manipulate the issues of the architectural forms,
modifying them in relationship to the themes and problems that the design is facing, keeping his idea of architecture
anyway. For Ungers the eclecticism of Schinkel derives from this completely mastery to control his architecture2.
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Fig. 3
Potsdamer,
Leipziger Platz
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In this way, it doesn’t exist an architecture and an architectural choice definable ‘a priori’, but only an architecture
declined on the themes and on the deep reasons of its being.
Two plans for Berlin
The opportunities to reflect again on the complex urban form of Berlin happen especially during the ‘90s, in response of
competitions for the several areas of Berlin, whole again. We consider two designs: one for the areas of Potsdamer and
Leipziger Platz and one for the area of the Humboldtkolonnaden, highlighting the two different compositive principles.
In the plan for Potsdamer and Leipziger Platz of 1991 Ungers confronts with that condition more properly fragmented
and heterogeneous of the city of Berlin. The area, reduced to one of the bigger piles of rubble of the city, is located at the
intersection between the regular mesh of the Friedrichstadt and the Tiergarten. Ungers decides to assume both the systems,
the urban one and the particle system of the park, to give to the reconstruction a complexity and a variety before nonexistent. He works through the variation of the urban block, that is placed following the layout of the Friedrichstadt, and
the affirmation of tower-buildings, organized precisely on the rotated mesh of the Tiergarten. The blocks recall and rebuild
the perfect and exact geometries of the ancient ‘Frederician city’, while the high towers, organized apparently casual on
the grid, generate new and multiple glimpses, placing now at the foot of the buildings, now isolated, now intersecting
the blocks. Ungers recognizes and rebuilds through the pure form of the blocks, that hide within them a variety of formal
declination, the face of the historic city, but he doesn’t give up searching a new sense and a new reason to the plan.
It’s interesting to note as the dichotomy between block-building and high-building returns to be central for the plan in the
1992 too, for the planning of the only Daimler-Benz area on the Potsdamer Platz. In this experience is the mesh of the
blocks to rotate and to define with their formal mutations the different spatial relationships with the existing surrounding.
The towers arise to affirm ‘positively’ the central space of the square that hold the arrival of the Leipziger Straße.
The architectural design stands dialectically with the existing, holding the references but searching, in the act of its
manifestation and of its composition, an own reason, giving new sense and new glimpses to the built space.
If in the first analysed plan, Ungers confronts with one of the denser of history and importance area for the city of Berlin,
in the second plan the boundary condition is very different. The design arises on the area to the north of the government
district and at the time of the competition the unique pre-existed element is the Lehrter station, then under construction.
Even though the condition of partial isolation of the plan’s area, Ungers composes architectures that bring their sense by
the particular topological condition, mediated through the references of the same architecture of Berlin, or German in
general. The design is solved by the drawing of two squares: the square of the station, bound to the movement and the
exchange, and a square of water, circumscribed by a building resting on columns, as a contemporary Alsterarkaden of
Hamburg. The plan, through the buildings that makes up the square of water, assumes and express clearly to the form of
river bend of the Spree, defining it and highlighting it compared to the general development. Instead, the square of the
station is composed as a contemporary Renaissance square, made by individual isolated ‘monuments’: the pre-existed
station takes part to the definition of the square with a cubic building, that dominates on the empty space, and with the
buildings on columns that contains the square of water. The reference of Ungers is the Schinkel’s Berlin, a city made by
great monumental buildings and in particular the composition of the Gendarmenmarkt. The plan is concluded with the
drawing of the typical block buildings of Berlin that mark the two squares, with a urban park that links the several layouts
that derived from the parts of surrounding city and with the definition of an high tower that precisely affirms the square of
the station on the layout of the Invalidenstraße. In this way it’s shaped a city within the city, with its places and its glimpses
that recall the ancient Berlin, but fitted out of a new sense, identified with the particular topology of the area. Once again,
the architectural form isn’t an imposed form, but it finds its reason into the ‘genius loci’ and into the references of the past.
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Fig. 4
Humboldtkolonnaden
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As Schinkel remembers us in his words, the ‘creativity’, an abused term into the contemporary architectural panorama,
isn’t the invention, so in an answer that we already have, but it is a research and a patient discovery3.
The theory, and the relating designs, of Oswald Mathias Ungers appears to be very important into the contemporary architectural
experience. In fact, the contemporary city needs more an afterthought of its substantial parts than a continuous, untenable
extension. The architectural design should able to read into the value of the pre-existence the reason of its being, both that this
pre-existence is assumed into the formal result of the history, and that it is represents by the topological nature of the site. It is the
architecture, with it’s ancient and immutable composing, that should be the answer to the same architectural issues.
Probably one of the most important teaching that we can learn from Ungers’ work is the necessity to answer to the
architecture with the architecture, recognizing the themes, the problems and the compositional processes. Form, space and
construction, the triad that defines and that has always defined the architecture, the triad on which we are called to reflect
to give new strength to the city, a city that always change but that is the human construction ‘par excellence’.

ENDNOTES
For a complete genealogy of the opera, it’s recommended the book: Hertweck F., Marot S. (2013), La Ville dans la ville. Berlin: un
archipel vert. Un manifeste (1977) d’Oswald Mathias Ungers et Rem Koolhaas avec Peter Riemann, Hans Kollhoff and Arthur
Ovaska, Lars Müller, Zurich.
2
Ungers dedicated openly an essay on the work of Schinkel: Ungers O. M. (1982), “Five lessons from Schinkel’s work”, The Cornell
Journal of Architecture, n°1, 118-119.
3
“(…) when we feel completely sure, so the situation is suspicious, because we know something certain, or something that we
already have and that we simply repurpose. Always when we are uncertain, but we feel passion and desire, that is when we search,
then only we are really creative”. The quote is taken from: Grassi G. (2000), Schinkel als Meister, in Grassi G., Scritti scelti.
1965-1999, Franco Angeli, Milano. (The translation of the quote is made by the author).
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Abstract
During the second half of the 20th century, and even more in the last thirty years, the term creativity, in the ordinary language,
experienced a great expansion of meaning. Sometimes this term even became an obsession or a fetish, justifying any arbitral action in
the different fields of art and technic. This excess didn’t spare the architecture discipline, causing a consequent change of focus from
the architecture work to the author and creating a real authorship problem.
In 1978 the philosopher Emilio Garroni, with a famous essay written for the Einaudi Encyclopedia, tried to give a more specific
definition of the term, from a philosophical point of view. He described the creativity as a form of adaptation of the species, till to
reduce these two concepts to the same meaning. An idea far from being degrading, cause it can shed new light on the knowledge and
innovation processes and with important consequences in arts and architecture.
However creativity as adaptation presume a perimeter of well-defined rules and behaviors in which operating variations,
connections, prospect changes, or rather, the actions forming the creative process. So, according to the Garroni’s theory, the distance
that seems to divide the two terms is reduced. The creativity shows itself as a set of rational behaviors able to give form to the reality
through the imagination.
Indeed, if creativity can be included into the adaptation behaviors of the human-being, it undoubtedly become a specific form of
knowledge and reality exploration. Within a wider consideration on the concepts of autonomy and heteronomy, the relationship between
creativity and architecture still needs to be explored. The paper aims to investigate on the correlation between external conditions,
which create the field of action, and autonomous decisions, which modify this field, in the creative process of an architect.
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Before analyzing more in detail the relationship between creativity and reality, and its influences on the architectural field, it
would be necessary to take a quick overview of the idea of creativity itself, since the theses of the following article are
essentially direct consequences of a more specific definition of this concept. If we analyze the context we currently live in,
the concept of creativity is extremely recurring. The theme appears not only in common language, in which is overly used,
but sometimes it is even considered a specific professional figure: the one of ‘the creative’. Very often, given the increasing
interdependence of our societies on technology, this figure presents itself in its specification of the ‘digital creative’. This not
only indicates the whole field of action but also describes a creative operation that is realized through the use of digital tools,
even if not exclusively, which shows itself in the digital world and whose beneficiaries are users of heavily digitized societies.
One would think that the common use of this term would have its definition completely clear and its meaning completely
absorbed, but the scientific-based formulation of a ‘problem of creativity’ has, actually, very recent origins, and it has been
defined only during the twentieth century. For this purpose, the development of linguistic philosophy is needed, in order to
give us the necessary tools in order to deal with the problem in a truly scientific way. The investigation into creativity takes
place when the latter starts to be analyzed as ‘creativity according to rules’ – or at least subjected to general legality – or when
trying to define specific relationships between the creative action and a set of rules that can regulate it or that subtend it.
Today the idea of creativity as something that exceeds the intellect – or, however, goes beyond it – is widespread. As
consequence, there is an idea of creativity that stands against regularity or legality, and so it becomes a totally intuitive
phenomenon, unfathomable and often, in a decisive way, simply inexplicable. During the twentieth century, on the other
hand, there have been numerous studies that have deepened the theme of creativity according to rules and that have contributed
to shedding new light on the meaning of the term and its implications. In 1929 the German philosopher Ernst Cassirer1
published his work Philosophie der symbolischen Formen (1923-1929). Within a systematic epistemological reflection, the
philosopher tries to trace the conditions capable of initiating and supporting every cultural production of man. Among these,
his interest, testified by the relations with the artistic environment of the Warburg Institute in London, obviously focused also
on the artistic production which, according to Cassirer, is never disconnected from spatial or formal laws and cannot coincide
with an absolute arbitrariness. The philosopher, in fact, preferred to replace the term ‘creation’ with the term ‘construction’
which was more appropriate, according to him, to describe the creative process. A few years later also Jan Mukařovský2, in
his work i Estetická funkce, norma a hodnota jako sociální fakty (1936), deals more specifically with the problem of the
relationship between the creative phenomenon and previous models and therefore with an antecedent situation. Moreover,
for the Czechoslovak philosopher, the norms are to be considered such as only if they are shared or shareable from the
community, regardless of the simple individual will. Theodor Adorno3, a proponent of the Frankfurt philosophical school,
recognizes the presence of laws underlying creativity but, at the same time, introduces a reflection on the possibility that these
norms could condition the work and the author. Furthermore, it is impossible not to mention the studies about the perception
by the Gestaltpsycologie, taken up by Rudolf Arnheim4 in the artistic sphere during the eighties. Those cited are some of the
works that represent the theoretical assumption behind the work of the Italian philosopher on which this short article wants
to focus. Emilio Garroni5 was one of the most important Italian philosophers of the twentieth century. He was also a professor
of Aesthetics at the Sapienza University of Rome. In 1978, Garroni was designated for drawing up an essay entitled Creativity
for the Einaudi Encyclopedia. Just as Paolo Virno6 points out in the preface to the 2010 edition, published by Quodlibet, with
this text Garroni offers a “not obvious and, indeed, surprising”7 interpretation of the ‘problem of creativity’. In his work, the
philosopher traces the philosophical origins and the setting of the problem to The Critique of Judgment by Immanuel Kant
and, subsequently, taking up some of the studies mentioned above, he defines creativity as a quality of the human being
adaptation capability. So, according to Garroni, the term ‘creativity’ is a proper specification of the adaptation of the human
species. This obviously leads us to recognize the external conditions as a necessary prerequisite for any inventive activity. To
better understand this line of thought, it is useful to dwell on the fact that creativity presents itself, in everyday life, always
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connected to a set of elements that define its field of action or, more precisely, its starting conditions. We are referring,
specifically, to cultural, regulatory or technical relationships. Therefore, creativity presents itself as the ability to produce and
organize new situations starting from pre-existing elements. In his essay Garroni, first of all, makes a recognition of the
theoretical ‘corpus’ of the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries philosophy which has a romantic-idealistic and then
a vitalistic matrix. This kind of philosophy was able to bequeath an idea of creativity completely disconnected from all sorts
of constraints. For supporting his theory, in addition to the works debated earlier in this article, the linguistic studies by Noam
Chomsky8 (but also by Saussure9) are an important reference. Chomsky, for Garroni, was able to focus on the problem of
creativity according to rules more than others. Therefore, it is essential to try to summarize Chomsky’s thought, without
going into the details of a linguistic study, to better understand why this is at the basis of Garroni’s theoretical formulation.
In 1966 Chomsky, studying the linguistic construction’s processes, came to specifically define two types of creativity10. The
first is the ‘rule-governed creativity’, limited to a clear and well-defined system of rules. To make this system more
comprehensible, the linguists often use the typical example of the game and the language. In both cases, we face with
activities that are not even conceivable in the absence of any rule, even the most generic.11 Following this reasoning, it is also
possible to note that a rule does not specify its application to a specific case. A clear example can certainly be the language.
The syntactic rules, or more generally the grammatical ones, but also the lexical ones, do not prevent us from forming
different discourses suitable for specific situations. Of course, it is undoubtedly true also for games. But the mere existence
of rule-governed creativity would prevent possible innovation and evolution. Nothing prevents you from modifying the rules
underlying a linguistic system, a code, provided that these changes are shared and not subject to the arbitrariness of the
speaker. Therefore, Chomsky defines the second type of creativity with variable rules (‘rule-changing creativity’) which is
capable of modifying the same starting rules in a continuous process of evolution. Trying to go deeper or, better to say, to go
back towards the constitution of these rules, for Garroni we can recognize some invariants at the basis of each system or set
of rules and these are innate cognitive structures in the human being. Nothing more than what Kant called ‘transcendental
categories’. Moreover, as we have already mentioned, the philosopher of Königsberg is, for Garroni, the most important
theoretical point of reference. After these clarifications, it is now possible to return to Garroni’s theoretical formulation. For
him, creative activity is not limited to the fields of linguistics or play but takes place in every action of the human being. It is
closely related to the way the human being acts in the world and defines his survival behaviours. Identifying creativity as
adaptation is important not so much for what it implies but, most of all, for its corollary or exclusion. The detachment of
creativity from the world of pure fantasy and from the absence of specific needs that animate it. It is here that the distance
between creativity and reality suddenly appears to decrease, if not even disappear. If creativity is a common characteristic to
all human beings and is linked to the self-preservation of the species, this is configured as a natural activity. Creativity is no
longer an individual type of attitude, a gift that inhabits the universe of fantasy, but a way, common to human beings, of
experiencing the world and solving problems. This idea has a second, equally important, corollary. Certainly very useful to
the architect. If it is true that, according to this point of view, the creative act is not possible in the absence of laws or rules,
or in the absence of what we have generally defined ‘starting conditions’, it is also true, as already expressed, that any rule
also indicates its application in a specific case. What we intend to highlight is precisely the presence of the relationship
between the heteronomy of the rules underlying creativity and the autonomy in the application of these rules, even changing
the latter in a culturally legitimate system. Therefore, the dialectic between external elements that form the context of a
problem and personal freedom in the application of the rules to solve it is inherent in creative behaviour. It is a combinatorial
ability that is anything but automatic and full of infinite possibilities. This dialectic can also be conditioned by additional
external influences and, consequently, it can modify the entire creative process. This type of relationship, this process, is
proper for every creative activity if not even for every cultural activity and is, therefore, also the basis of the architectural
project. Although creative behaviour is common to every human being, these reflections do not intend to legitimize the idea
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that there could be a mechanical automatism for which every choice within a project has to be considered valid. Architecture,
although for the writer pertains to artistic phenomena, offers as starting conditions or norms not only those of the context,
those of technique, of construction but also responds to social issues. Every decision must necessarily deal with all these
elements and must offer a deeply coherent answer. In this case, the designer’s sensitivity can make a difference. In conclusion,
although it is possible to recognize, for any phenomenon of artistic production, a system of rules that form the starting
conditions for a project, the creative or ‘constructive’ act requires a profound intellectual and cultural effort, in order to be
resolved; a gap necessary to overcome the limits and norms and to create a new condition. A gap. Just a matter of distance.
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ABSTRACT
The architectural culture of the twentieth century has addressed a very specific theme: the search for a rule of construction of open
spaces in the contemporary city, which is identified and shared as was that of enclosed spaces in the pre-nineteenth and nineteenthcentury cities.1 Unfortunately the attempt is still failed, because, as declared by Vittorio Gregotti, the contemporary models and
theories have degenerated into the deregulation of the city, where the relationship with open space has been transformed from a
structuring element of urban places to dispersion and fragmentation. In particular, this condition has concerned those contemporary
realities that are still waiting for rules that are able to discipline the chaotic construction, that’s to say the places of the suburbs, for
which seems to be “an authentic renunciation of the possibility of imagining a form [...]; a renunciation of the idea of the relationship
between the city and its drawing, which has always been a constant in the history” (Gregotti 2012). It’s true, therefore, that the city is a
great artifice of man, defined by Rossi as a “human thing par excellence” (Rossi 1966), which is built on the previous cities and that in
expanding continuously it transforms itself modifying both its own forms and the spatiality of the its places, but, with the contemporary
city, this character of stratification of places has turned into disorder and has given rise to places lacking their own spatial identity,
sometimes discontinuous in form because it hasn’t identity character. To avoid to persist with this attitude that returns the image of a
city regulated by spontaneous and uncontrolled processes that don’t admit of any ordering principle, it’s necessary to intervene in the
trasformation of the places of the contemporary city through the concept of “elementary part”. It’s evident the need to start again from
the project of Architecture that aims to search for form, whose meaning doesn’t end with the fulfillment of a function, but encompasses
and surpasses it, acquiring its own autonomy in urban design. So, to restart from the role of form in the contemporary city, where the
form is understood in an antithetical sense respect to the functionalist conception, and from its values, it can be an opportunity to build
an “open city” in which to reconfigure the preexisting suggesting a new order among the disorder.
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The research of form in the construction of the contemporary city
“The ‘fragmentation’ and the ‘discontinuity’ of ‘diffused’ construction in the territory, the absence of any limit to the
extension of the city into the countryside, are certainly manifestations of the crisis of the urban form. We must transform
this crisis condition of the contemporary city into an opportunity for its form, attributing meaning to the empty areas of
nature incorporated in the city, or to the ‘fragments’ of cities located in periurban contexts. To think of the urban form
in the condition of the ‘extended city’ or in the large urban voids determined by the abandonment, we need to define a
new idea of the city (...). For this reason it’s necessary to re-establish the principles of urban construction opposing a new
order to the amorphous condition of the ‘diffused city’. An order capable to define a connection between built and empty
(...) that assumes the ‘void’ as a syntactic value in the connection between the parts built: as a necessary interval for the
identification of the parts and not as a ‘reserve’ of space to occupy”1.
In the essay Grammatica della forma per la città del nostro tempo, Carlo Moccia identifies, as possible solution for the crisis
of the contemporary city, in order to attribute it an urban form, the possibility of giving character to the abandoned areas
and to those “fragments of cities” placed in the peripheral urban areas. Therefore, to intervene on the “empty areas of nature
incorporated into the city” and on “fragments of cities located in periurban contexts” seems to be a necessity of primary
importance in order to search a ‘new order’ to re-establish the principles of urban construction that compose new city parts.

In the field of urban studies, the form and the space are two inseparable concepts and, recalling the recent and original
studies by Uwe Schröder2, to which we attribute the spatial reading of the city, it affirms that the history of architecture
should no longer be understood as a history of form but as a history of space: it’s, therefore, highlighted the link between
these two constants in architecture, in which it believes that space builds form and not vice versa3.
Colin Rowe and Fred Koetter in the book Collage City4 propose, through the drawing of a young Hans Koolhof in which
the urban plan of Parma is compared with the Saint Dié plan designed by Le Corbusier, two ideas of different cities – one
compact and the another open – to demonstrate the difference of spatiality, and therefore of form, of the contemporary
city compared to that of the historical city and the topological inversion that denotes it. It’s a clear image that allows us
to recognize an idea of urban

space and, with it, the elements of the grammatical construction that correspond to it. The
city of Parma represents the condition of the urban space delimited by the continuity of the building really typical of the
historical city, Saint Dié, instead, the ‘open’ condition of the urban-natural space that constitutes, for the contemporary city,
the continuum in which the architectures are located. It’s precisely this idea of an
 ‘open’ city that the Twentieth century
architectural culture has assumed as a model to pursue and which is based on very precise rules: “the negation of the street
as place of overlooking of the house, the abandonment of the block as an elementary part of the city, the assumption of
nature as a place of dwelling and of the natural landscape as a place of its overlooking, the definition of the size and form of
the new residential settlement units intended as new elementary parts of the city”5. With these premises, the project of the
contemporary city, therefore, is no longer determined through the block intended as “the smallest part of a city delimited by
the road layout”6, but through an open block, in which Nature takes on a role of fundamental importance.
The projects, in 1951, of Chandigarh, the new capital of Punjab by Le Corbusier and, in 1956, of Lafayette Park in Detroit
by Mies van der Rohe and Hilberseimer are the best formalization of the idea of the city conceived by the Modern. An idea
of a city that recognizes the value of Nature for the culture of our time and the topological inversion that in virtue of this
is determined by the spatiality of the modern city. It’s believed, in fact, that both projects are of fundamental importance
for an interesting advancement of the reflection on the connection established between architectural forms and those of
Nature in the contemporary city: the value of the Chandigarh project and even more of Lafayette Park, in fact, consists
in the clarity with which the settlement grammars corresponding to the idea of a city in Nature are defined. In the plan of
the city of Chandigarh, Le Corbusier proposes a city where the settlement structure and the urban form are particularly
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influenced by the presence of Nature as a new context of residential, collective and public buildings. In Lafayette Park,
instead, are summarized the principles developed by Hilberseimer’s research: “1. construction of the city through the
use of mixed types (tall buildings and low buildings); 2. elimination of car traffic crossing and its reduction within the
settlement; 3. extensive presence of natural spaces; 4. pedestrian access parks, schools and collective structures without
crossing roads; 5. attention to the orientation of the buildings and the shadows brought to the houses”7. In the case of the
project by Mies van der Rohe and Hilberseimer, in particular, the minimal residential unit has provided for the combination
of court and row houses, tower and linear types, repeated and reiterate through reversal and juxtaposition operations,
to conform superior units, definable elementary parts8, where the open space of the surrounding nature dominates the
building exalting its places. In Le Corbusier’s Chandigarh project and even more in that of Lafayette Park by Mies van
der Rohe and Hilberseimer “in the comparison between the fixity and the exactitude of the architectural form and the
mutability of the forms of Nature we recognize (...) the sense of Nature and the sense of Architecture for our humanity”9.
Fig. 1
Parma and SaintDiè. Figure
background plan
and red-blue
plan. Images
based on Rowe
C., Koetter
F. (1981),
Collage City,
Il Saggiatore,
Milano (figure
background plan)
and Schröder U.
(2015), Pardié.
Konzept für
eine Stadt nach
dem Zeitregime
der Moderne.
A Concept for
a City after the
Time Regime
of Modernity,
Verlag der
Buchhandlung
Walther König,
Köln
(red-blue plan)
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Fig. 2
Pardié (or the
reintegration of
the modern city),
collage by Uwe
Schröder with
Matthias Storch,
July 2015, paper,
29.7 x 42 cm
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Great urban voids and city fragments: possible forms for the contemporary city
Although the projects of Chandigarh and Lafayette Park are to be considered paradigmatic of a consistent change of
direction in the design of the city, in the connection between Architecture and Nature, contemporary models and theories
have degenerated, as Vittorio Gregotti affirms, in the deregulation of the “infinite city [that] consumes a great amount of
that finished resource that is the territory, a resource that still seems, at first glance, low cost but which is difficult to recover
and requires high investment costs in dispersed and interrupted infrastructures, without hierarchies and without planning”10.
This condition, in particular, has concerned the places of the periphery, places where, as José Ignacio Linazasoro11 would
say, it’s not possible to evoke a ‘memory of the order’, because an order has never been predetermined or thought and,
as is known, it’s only a principle of order that can have the strength to change the fate of the existing to qualify it and to
re-signify it starting from what exist. The same concept of ‘elementary part’, mentioned above, could be understood as a
principle of order which has the function of opposing the fragmentation of the places of the contemporary city.
The Scalo Farini project in Milan, although the subject of a rather recent experimentation, constituted an extraordinary
opportunity for experimenting of an idea of a city appropriate to the culture of living in our time. A great urban void
determined by the abandonment of a railway area, located in the suburban area north of Milan, the Scalo Farini must
become the design site of a residential settlement, “a modern settlement within the Nineteenth-century city that doesn’t
become the yet another periphery (...), in which its accessibility and its positioning in the system of urban and territorial
relations must be guaranteed”12. The redefinition of this huge brownfield available to the city took place through a common
track, proposed by Antonio Monestiroli, so that would lose sight of the basic idea of a part of a ‘unitary’ but ‘articulated’
city in the same time. The project research was focused on the theme of urban composition and the concept of elementary
part, as well as on the connection between city and nature in a hypothesis of construction of ‘open city’. The project
proposal by Carlo Moccia appears very interesting, in which emerges the ability to keep together different elements within
this ‘fragment’ of city-nature: the ‘compressed’ spaces of the streets and passages, the delimited but open spaces of the
courts and the ‘continuous’ space of the park, capable to reunite the two parts of the city divided by the rail. It’s a way to
think the city not as a continuum, but as a connection between parts of the city in which it is again possible to recognize
an order. In particular, urban morphology, typological variety and the strong presence of nature are undoubtedly the most
innovative aspects in Carlo Moccia’s project, and also in the other project proposals for the Scalo Farini in Milan.
If the case of the Scalo Farini in Milan, as a disused railway area, needs a new settlement principle for the redefinition
of the urban space, the situation is different with regard to the public residential housing estates, a heritage still little
considered, to be recovered and enhanced. The above-mentioned quarters, among which, at the Italian level, are cited
Feltre quarter to the east of Milan, Tuscolano quarter in Rome, Casilino quarter designed by Ludovico Quaroni for
the eastern suburbs of the city of Rome, the Neapolitan quarters of Luigi Cosenza, “represent the last considerable
moment of expansion ‘for parts’ of the city”13 where it has been found a formal and morphological quality of extreme
interest and, as such, can be considered ‘fragments’ from which to start again to suggest possible ways of intervening
in the design of the contemporary city. Raffaella Neri believes that these quarters, through their settlement principle,
the shape of the voids, the connection between residences and facilities, the minimal settlement unit and their structure,
the connection with the surrounding context, highlight some possible ways to design the places of the contemporary
city, providing them with the necessary quality to make them recognizable parts of the city14. These are the reasons
why “these quarters, today ‘places of exclusion’ can represent, if it wants to intervene decisively but also with a design
culture, more than a problem, a resource for the contemporary city”15.
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Fig. 3
Ludwig Mies
van der Rohe,
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background plan
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plan. Author’s
drawing

Fig. 4
Carlo Moccia,
Scalo Farini project,
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background plan
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plan. Author’s
drawing
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Conclusion
“The ideology of the Modern that proposed a regulated, clean and egalitarian city has produced its exact opposite, that is the
urban disorder, chaotic, confused and completely degenerate, of which nobody dares to realise, sinse the city is now ruined
and disintegrated without hope”16. The thought of Oswald Mathias Ungers reported in exergue describes the condition of
crisis of the contemporary city and he says that modern models and theories, even if want to propose a regulated, clean and
egalitarian city, have produced a ruined and disintegrated city, defined today without hope. Intervene on the empty areas of
nature incorporated in the city and on the fragments of the cities located in periurban contexts appears, from the writer’s
point of view, a necessity of primary importance to seek a ‘new order’ to re-estabilish the principles of urban construction
that compose new parts of the city and, above all, to remove the idea that the city has become without hope, like happen in
Pardié17. Starting from the simple observation of a city for defined parts, Schröder with Pardié, in reflecting on the fate of
the contemporary city, proposed a collage made from the clippings of the cities of Parma and Saint-Diè by Le Corbusier: a
city as a ‘montage’ of parts, in which open spaces can be introduced in consolidated contexts, thus giving life to an urban
form for the contemporary city, which removes the idea that the city has become hopeless.
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ABSTRACT
The architectural and urban development are characterized by a very wide process that foresees various decision-making moments
along the way. In these decision-making moments results necessary the involvement for all the actors of the project (professionals and
investors, clients, partners of a company, etc) and an extended public participation (inhabitants of the neighborhood, associations,
interest groups, etc).
Evaluations of design alternatives are often based on photorealistic visual images, technical drawings, design sketches, etc. The
passage towards the visualization of three-dimensional objects and models paved the way towards the use of real-time visualizers
as a communication tool during all the design phases. Being able to visualize virtual models, interact and navigate through these
architectural products in a digital way results very important as our senses and our perception can help us to choose the best solution
already in the conceptual phase of the project.
The development of Building Information Modeling (BIM) has been flanked by many software solutions and related tools dedicated
to Augmented Reality (AR) and Virtual Reality (VR). The use of virtual BIM models using AR and AV tools results very important as
the model contains a lot of information that can be viewed, queried and modified in real time. Augmented Reality and Virtual Reality
presents valid methods for simulation and complete immersion in virtual projects. The possibility of navigating in photorealistic
environments in real time guarantees an extended public participation to completely view the entire virtual model.
We have the possibility to visualize data and 3D models already in the design phase and so we are able to “see” the transformation of
the city of the future. This mode changes and transforms also the concept of design, in this case the project is not just in the mind of the
creator-designer who makes the first sketches but is shared with others right away. In this case, even the designer himself can transform
his initial project again or modify it with other solutions.
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Introduction
It is important to analyze how our way of transmitting and sharing our vision about the transformation of the city has changed
over time. Historically our vision on transformation has been communicated through drawings, sketches, details, axonometries
or perspectives. Another way of transmitting informations about projects is also using physical models developed with the
help of a carpenter or a modeler. Our way of presenting and demonstrating the vision of transformation about the future of
our habitat has a long history that began thousands of years ago. Initially our society used only two-dimensional drawings
and then were developed the perspective and the axonometry. Subsequently, in modern times, the CAD systems have made
possible the representations on the screen or automatic printing and even later the increasingly interesting and exhaustive
photorealistic (rendering) representations have come. Lately, even more advanced methods have been developed and they
even allow us to “insert” the viewer in virtual project environments. These methods of representation transformed the way
in which the public participate in a specific project or transformation of the city.
The development after the use of photorealistic images and virtual projects has undoubtedly affected a greater interaction
and a continuous dialogue between designers and the private or public client. In this context, is important that the client
can express his points of view in a direct way by analyzing these views through these new methods of communication.
AR and VR environment
The first development attempt regarding Augmented Reality (AR) and Virtual Reality (VR) can be found in the mid-twentieth
century by Morton Heiling who created the Sensorama Simulator. The equipment was capable to produce stereophonic
audio, vibrations, 3D stereo images, wind and perfumes. Subsequently, in 1965 Ian Sutherland laid the foundations of the
equipment called HMD (Head-Mounted Display). In 1975 Myron Krueger created Videoplace, an environment in which
people have the opportunity to interact with the objects present.
With the development and the innovations in the field of hardware and software improvement, there have been interesting
innovations for the world of Augmented Reality and Virtual Reality, especially since the 1990s. These technologies have
been developed and have attracted great interest from technology giants such as Google, Apple and others to advance in
research and to make products, applications and equipment available for the large audience.
Augmented Reality
Augmented Reality is a computer-developed technology that generates and represents an interactive experience of a real
environment in which visible objects present augmented perceptual information. Sensory information can be of two types;
in addition to the real environment or as a mask of the real environment. Augmented Reality elaborates a composite and
totally immersive vision of the real environment by superimposing computer generated images on real environments. The
visualization of this reality takes place through the use of special glasses or with applications developed for mobile devices.
Virtual Reality
Virtual Reality, generally defined with the initials VR, represents an interactive experience elaborated by computer and
usable with the display mounted on the head – HMD (Head-Mounted Display). The simulation experience within threedimensional images or environments could also integrate auditory, visual and sensory feedback.
In Virtual Reality, everybody have the opportunity to explore and interact with the surrounding environment, he can also
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perceive the exact shape of the elements present, their position and their size. Interaction within the virtual environment is
possible using special equipment such as HDM and other devices with the function of remote control for spatial movement.
Differences between Augmented Reality and Virtual Reality
In Virtual Reality users perception of reality is completely based on virtual information. In Augmented Reality the user is
provided with additional information generated by the computer which improves their perception of reality. Augmented
Reality differs from Virtual Reality in that in AR part of the surrounding environment is actually “real” and simply adds
layers of virtual objects to the real environment. On the other hand, in VR the surrounding environment is completely virtual.
Applications
Augmented Reality and Virtual Reality are used with excellent results in very different fields of application and with a
clear innovative impact. These technologies are actually used for communication, interaction and visualization activities
Fig. 1
IKEA
Augmented Reality
application

Fig. 2
Virtual Reality
environment

Fig. 3
Public partecipation
on project

Fig. 3
BIM and VR
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in architectural, landscape design or interior design,. They are used in the school and university world, in industrial
field, medicine, military, construction, maintenance, tourism, culture, simulation, media, advertising, navigation or video
games. These applications demonstrate in practice the great versatility of the technological solutions that can be made
available to our digital society.
Building Information Modeling
Building Information Modeling (BIM) presents a design method of the construction sector through which the information
of the real elements is inserted on the 3D virtual elements inside the model. BIM modeling consists in the development of
virtual representations of the functional objects of the building. With BIM it is possible to create three-dimensional virtual
representations that contain data about geometry, materials, structure, thermal characteristics, systems, costs, maintenance
etc. This design method together with the applications of Augmented Reality and Virtual Reality can guarantee a high quality
throughout the entire construction process (from design to maintenance and subsequent decommissioning). The integration
of Augmented Reality and Virtual Reality with a BIM information model allows clients, designers, builders and maintainers
to have all the information available and to navigate in a virtual 1:1 scale space to view and query the elements for their
information content. Using BIM models the public participation can visualize both informations and 3D virtual elements.
Participative projects
The field of design is a very complex discipline that requires a lot of time, energy and clarity to complete projects with
positive results. To have a fluid and shared flow it is necessary to share information in all its phases with public/client. The
modern design approach that planners are applying is the participatory one where all the “actors” of the project can view,
interact and analyze the design intent in all its parts. This sharing of information is possible using all the “products” in the
possession of the planner or the planning team. New technologies can support participants during the decision making
process. In this long process with many actors, proposals and decisions can be made between all interest groups. By using
innovative technologies, all the participants can visualize and perceive the future transformation with higher quality than
before. Augmented Reality and Virtual Reality are services that improve the perception of the design intent in all its details
(materials, shapes, dimensions, spaces, measures, context etc.) and ensure to the public to receive directly the impact of
the new transformation. This logic of sharing, discussing and receiving feedback could be very interesting especially in
co-creation projects and studies, where the user can become a central part of the project. These technologies favor not only
the understanding of the project intentions but also the involvement of the interest groups and their collaboration in the
different design scales. The contemporary challenge concerns the involvement and communication of intentions to a large
number of stakeholders. The interest groups, of course, consider the design intention from different points of view and it
is respectable that they have the opportunity to visualize the future transformation. It is clear that collaboration through
continuous feedback from interest groups leads to an effective improvement in the quality of the design intent. Quality
understood not only at the project level but also for the methods of sharing and the inherent value that communication
acquires during the project phase. Some research finds that the interaction intentions of the interest groups are greater if
presentation relationships are established between the design team and the participatory public through the use of virtual
models and through innovative technologies rather than with traditional methods. This willingness to participate is also
connected with the fact that clarity is greater than static representations. The virtual models displayed within equipment
and devices suitable for AR and VR guarantee to the public dynamic navigation within the project and consequently
greater understanding of the design intent linked to the transformation. In this dynamic environment of navigation and
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interaction it is appropriate to note the absolutely positive impact also regarding the opinions, comments and discussions
that arise when participants navigating inside the virtual models.
The advantages of immersing the public in virtual environments are manifold and are able to encourage not only a
great interaction in the knowledge and navigation practices of the project but also a greater communicative interaction
post visualization of the virtual environment. Obviously, the navigation modes are different and greater freedom of
modification and interaction guarantee to the public more relationship and their contribution during the design process.
The public calls for greater integration during the project and with the equipment and technologies available the fully
shared working practice should become the rule and normality for participatory projects.
As specified in the previous chapters, the use of BIM and its integration with Augmented Reality and Virtual Reality
technologies as an alternative and interactive display mode is considered a very important evolution for the entire
construction sector. The augmented visualization of information, whether in an AR or VR environment of a virtual BIM
model presents important opportunities as in no other occasion. The public participating in the project and navigating in
virtual models have the opportunity to explore, verify and query the data and information present. In this way, participation
and collaboration in the project is increasingly wide and shared.
Conclusion
Augmented reality and virtual reality represent a technology with important potential for the future. Their implementation
and use is directly connected to the development of applications for mobile devices. The potential of these applications
are directly connected to the amount of information that is being collected or interrogated. The quantity of the information
depends on the modality of insertion and tracing of such information and the BIM models can reach a very relevant degree
of presence of the information. BIM models are used very frequently not only to display information but also to be able
to interact directly with the possible developments and modifications of the project being viewed.
Without a doubt, technological development is allowing us to view and interact more and more intriguingly and with so
many possibilities. The future is showing the path to be taken and that is where Augmented Reality and Virtual Reality
become real process tools for citizens, technical offices, investors and other interest groups. In that flow the public
participation can not only make decisions and evaluate the impact of transformation but become an integral part of the
design and planning process.
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ABSTRACT
In recent years, China has been continuously deepening and discussing how to update the city and how to improve its vitality. As an
important part of urban public space, the street is also an urban space with high frequency of use. By creating a good street space
atmosphere, it is of great significance to improve the quality of the public space in the old city, restore the vitality of the old city and
increase the sense of place. Taking the surrounding area of Tianjin Anshan Road subway station as an example, this paper uses the
open data provided by Baidu Thermal Map and Electronic Street View Map to sort out various functional attraction points in the area
and integrate the resources of the neighborhood; based on the spatial syntax DEPTHMAP, analyze the surrounding of the Anshan Road
subway station. The flow of people introduces the spatial topology connection parameters, visualizes the street space vitality, quantifies
the street space quality, and explores the street space quality of Anshan Road block. The specific research contents include: 1. Exploring
the influence of road width, road network refinement, design capacity and other factors on road accessibility; Second, introducing comfort
level indicators to explore life service level, barrier-free equipment rate, road green rate, The impact of illegal occupation of roads on
street comfort; Third, to explore the impact of important traffic sites on the use of neighborhoods; Fourth, based on field of view analysis
and thermal analysis to explore the factors affecting street space quality. Based on the index system construction and factor analysis, the
influencing factors such as road accessibility, comfort and street use are obtained respectively. The reasonable optimization of street space
quality strategy is proposed to provide a basis and reference for future street environment and quality improvement.
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Base Summary
- Research scoping
This study selected the surrounding area of Anshan Road subway station in He ping District, Tianjin, west to Weijin
Road, north to Xinhua Road, Duolun Road, east to Yingkou Road, south to Xin xing Road, with a total area of about
136.2 hectares (Fig. 1-1). The west, south, and east sides of the entire base are surrounded by Weijin Road, Xinxing Road,
and Yingkou Road City Trunk Road. Subway Line 2, Line 6, and Line 9 on the north side of the plot converge at Tianjin
Station. Among them, the transportation location advantage of the subway plot is very obvious. Location overview.
Anshan Road Subway Station is located in the central area of Xiaobailou, Tianjin, and belongs to the core area of the
“one main two deputies” development strategy of Tianjin’s downtown area. The main city center of Xiaobailou is located
on both banks of the Haihe River in the city center. It has deep historical and cultural heritage. It consists of Xiaobailou,
Jiefang North Road, South Railway Station Business District, and Heping Road and Binjiang Road Commercial District.
Middle and high-end business and other functions are Tianjin’s most distinctive and international business center. Inside
the plot, there are 1 main road, 9 secondary roads, and 11 branch roads. Among them, the main road of Nanjing Road
passes through the inner center of the plot from east to west and divides the entire plot into two parts; 7 sub-articles
(Wanquan Road, Anshan Road, Hami Road, Siping Road, Jinzhou Road, Changchun Road, Binjiang Road ) Through the
plot, the entire plot is divided into the northeast-southwest direction; some urban branch roads are interspersed between
the secondary trunk roads, and the plot is further divided in the northwest-southeast direction. The whole area is divided
into many relatively small plots through a small-scale “well” planning method.
- Regional attraction point analysis
Business attraction distribution
The commercial attraction in the area is mainly manifested in two forms. One is the pedestrian commercial system such as the
bottom floor of Nanjing Road and the commercial street of Binjiang Road; the other is commercial entities such as the River
Building and Tianjin Telegraph Building, as shown in Fig. 1-2. In terms of radiation range, Anshan Road subway station is
used as the observation point, and the ground floor is mainly dominated by commercials within 100m of the subway station.
The subway A exit is located inside Qinian Building and is closely related to the surrounding commercial system. Within the
range of 100m-400m from the observation point, the commercial distribution in the western area is dense, represented by the
Hechuan Building. Binjiang Road Commercial Pedestrian Street is within 400m east of the subway station.
Distribution of public service attractions
The public service facilities in the area mainly include education and medical care, as shown in Fig. 1-3. Among them,
educational resources are relatively rich. There are 2 kindergartens, 4 primary schools, 3 middle schools, and Huiwen
Middle School are typical representatives in the plot, which have a greater impact on traffic flow. Regional medical
resources include the General Hospital of Tianjin Medical University, the Hematological Hospital of the Chinese Academy
of Medical Sciences, the 272 Hospital of the Chinese People’s Liberation Army, and the Tianjin Eye Hospital. Anshan
Road subway station is used as the observation point. There are no hospitals within 200m of the subway station, and all
medical and health institutions are located outside 200m from the subway station.
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Distribution of Green Space Attraction Points
The distribution of green spots in the area is relatively concentrated, mainly concentrated on both sides of Nanjing Road
and around Yingkou Road. Among them, Xining Road Park and Diabolo Park are the attraction points of green space that
have a large impact on the flow of people in the area. Both are used as open spaces where people flow to rest and places
for fitness activities of the surrounding residents, as shown in Fig. 1-4. However, apart from the two park green spaces
mentioned above, there are almost no large-scale green spaces in other areas within the base. On the whole, the public
green space resources in the plot are relatively lacking.
Distribution of settlement attraction points
The residential areas in the area are relatively concentrated on Shanxi Road and Yingkou Road, and are partially
distributed on both sides of Nanjing Road. Tianci Garden and Zhongchengli are typical (Fig. 1-5). The residential areas
are mainly plate-type houses, the supporting facilities of the residential areas are lacking, and the environment is average;
the residential areas on both sides of Nanjing Road were built relatively recently. There are both plate-type houses and a
few high-rises in the community, with complete supporting facilities.
Basic Data Analysis
In the process of quantitative analysis of street space quality using spatial syntax, selecting appropriate reference data is
an important link. In this study, some neighborhoods around Anshan Road subway station were selected as the object of
investigation and analysis, and the evaluation indicators such as road accessibility, comfort and satisfaction were mainly
discussed. Therefore, this survey mainly focused on the acquisition and screening of tripartite data closely related to street
space and traffic stations, including statistics of road traffic at Anshan Road, tracking of pedestrian flow paths at the exit
of Anshan Road subway exit, the number of pedestrians at Anshan Road subway exit, and the proportion of destinations.
- Statistics of traffic flow
In order to obtain more detailed traffic flow data, we will further refine the study area. We will focus on selecting the research
sections, and set 69 traffic flow observation points based on the accuracy of observation, easy counting and representativeness
of the road sections as shown in the figure. As shown in Fig. 2-1, the coverage of the research section is basically achieved.
Select daily 10: 00-11: 00, 12: 30-13: 30, 15: 00-16: 00, and 17: 30-18: 30 as the measurement periods, and measure the flow
of people, bicycles and motor vehicles respectively. Count and distinguish between working days and non-working days for
statistical calculations. As shown in Fig. 2-2, after the invalid data screening and category statistics, the average flow and
peak value of motor vehicles during working days and non-working days are counted in the form of a bar graph as follows.
Corresponding average and peak traffic statistics of pedestrians, non-motor vehicles during working days and non-working
days are shown in Fig. 2-3 and Fig. 2-4. In the subsequent quantitative analysis of spatial syntax, traffic flow will be used as
an important parameter to measure the quality of street space along with other data.
- Tracking of pedestrian flow at the exit of Anshan Road subway
Anshan Road subway station, as an important transportation hub in the area, has an important impact on the use of
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the entire street space, which is mainly reflected in the function of converging and reducing the flow of people. After
completing the traffic flow statistics of the important sections in the area, we additionally selected Anshan Road subway
station as the key research object and completed two types of data acquisition. First, directional tracking of the exit and
exit flow at the four entrances and exits of the Anshan Road subway station, and drawing a tracking path map. Taking the
exit as the starting point, the pedestrian’s actual walking route as the path, and the pedestrian’s entry into the building or
other place after 5 minutes without leaving the location as the end point, the above are the basic principles to follow for
obtaining the pedestrian flow path. As shown in Fig. 2-5, we focus on the graphical representation of the acquired tracking
paths, distinguishing the frequency of outbound traffic choosing a particular path with color depth. Before the quantitative
analysis, we made an intuitive judgment based on the map to the area and reasons of outbound traffic. Outbound traffic
is most intense on Anshan Road (mainly because of Tianjin Medical University General Hospital on the south side of
Anshan Road and Tianjin Huiwen Middle School and Commercial District along the street to the north); activities on the
west side of the subway station (Hechuan Building, hotel The existence of apartments and Unicom service centers); the
lowest flow of activities on the east side of the subway station (the east side is a large residential area, so there is little
traffic except for people entering and leaving the residential area).
- Occurrence and proportion of people flowing at Anshan Road subway exit
Furthermore, according to the results of the tracking, we recorded the final destination of each tracked person, which
was roughly divided into 9 major functional categories: medical, catering, residential, commercial, educational, office,
service, transportation, and other. And calculated the proportion of the four entrances and exits A, B, C, D to the overall
ingress and egress and the proportion of the number of people going to different industries in each exit, and statistics were
made. Among them: the residential destinations of population A are mainly residential (28%); the medical destinations of
population B are mainly medical (44%), and the second is residential (17%); the residential destinations of population C
are medical (26%) and Housing (28%) is the main destination; the population destinations for population D are mainly
residential (16%) and service industry (20%), and the rest are more evenly distributed.
Question Study
- The influence of road width and spatial topological connection parameters on flow
In this section, we mainly explore the main factors affecting road accessibility. Here we introduce the spatial topological
link parameters as an important reference in the evaluation process, and use traffic flow as an intuitive measure of road
accessibility, and establish the correlation between influencing factors, traffic flow and road accessibility, Explore its
impact. At the same time, preliminary investigations have determined that road accessibility has different evaluation
criteria for different modes of travel. Therefore, we classify the research objects of road accessibility into pedestrians,
motor vehicles and non-motor vehicles, and discuss them separately.
Impact of road width on average vehicle flow
First of all, as shown in Table 3-1, we can make a simple and intuitive judgment on the road capacity of the research
section through the peak value of the integration degree. The peak value is Integration = 0.7280. Generally, we think that
the road has a good accessibility when the peak value is> 0.5 , So the traffic flow of the research section is good. This
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judgment also applies to the subsequent assessment of non-motor vehicle and pedestrian traffic on the road. Second, we
performed an analysis of the impact of road width on vehicle flow. The spatial topological link parameters are used as the
measurement medium to explore the relationship between vehicle flow and Nach, T1024 Integration, vehicle flow and
road width, and finally determine the relevance of the three. As shown in Table 3-1, we analyze the correlation between
the degree of integration and selectivity of vehicle flow and spatial topological link parameters. At R = 25000, we can
obtain the peaks of selectivity and integration respectively: Nach = 0.6870 and T1024 Integration = 0.7282. As shown in
Table 3-2, for the relationship between the vehicle flow and the road width, we draw a linear regression equation between
the two, and use the space syntax software to get the linear regression relationship: R² = 0.654559, y = 5.27925x-6.14073.
As shown in Table 3-3, after obtaining the relationship between motor vehicle flow and Nach, T1024 Integration, motor
vehicle flow, and road width, we conducted a discussion of the correlation between the three. Obviously, the three are
related. We can use Nach, T1024 Integration, or any indicator of road width to explain motor vehicle flow. Therefore, it
can be judged that the influence of road width on the flow of motor vehicles is large.
Non-motor vehicle average flow and spatial topology link parameters
Similarly, we performed an analysis of the impact of road width on non-motor vehicle traffic. Using the spatial topology
link parameter as a measurement medium, the relationship between non-motor vehicle traffic, Nach, T1024 Integration,
and road width was explored, and finally the relevance of the three was determined. As shown in Table 3-4, we analyze the
correlation between the degree of integration and selectivity of motor vehicle flow and spatial topological link parameters.
When R = 10000, we can obtain the peak value of selectivity: Nach = 0.6824; when R = 40000, we can obtain the peak value
of integration: T1024 Integration = 0.6401. As shown in Table 3-5, for the relationship between non-motorized vehicle flow
and road width, we draw a linear regression equation between the two, and use the space syntax software to get the linear
regression relationship: R² = 0.589452, y = 2.91104x-1.12556. As shown in Table 3-6, after obtaining the relationship between
non-motor vehicle flow and Nach, T1024 Integration, motor vehicle flow, and road width, we conducted a discussion of the
correlation between the three. It can be seen that the three do not reflect an intuitive connection. In order to further confirm
the relationship between the three, we performed a multiple linear regression analysis on them. However, it can be seen from
the multiple linear regression analysis that the improvement of the correlation between the three is not obvious, so it can be
basically judged that the impact of road width on non-motor vehicle traffic is small.
Link parameters of average pedestrian traffic and spatial topology
Finally, we analyzed the impact of road width on pedestrian flow. Using the spatial topology link parameter as the medium
of measurement, the relationship between pedestrian flow and Nach, T1024 Integration, pedestrian flow and road width
were explored, and finally the relevance of the three was determined. As shown in Table 3-7, we analyzed the correlation
between the degree of integration and selection of pedestrian flow and spatial topological link parameters. When R =
10000, we can get the peak of selectivity: Nach = 0.3188; when R = 5000, we can get the peak of integration: T1024
Integration = 0.3097. As shown in Table 3-8, for the relationship between pedestrian flow and road width, we draw a linear
regression equation for the two, and use the space syntax software to get the linear regression relationship: R² = 0.40972,
y = 1.98287x + 0.501465. As shown in Table 3-8, after obtaining the relationship between pedestrian flow and Nach,
T1024 Integration, pedestrian flow, and road width, we conducted a discussion of the correlation between the three. It can
be seen that the three do not reflect an intuitive connection. In order to further confirm the relationship between the three,
we performed a multiple linear regression analysis on them. As shown in Table 3-9, similar to the non-motor vehicle data
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analysis process, it can be seen that the multiple linear regression analysis performed does not improve the correlation
between the three, so it can be basically judged that the impact of road width on pedestrian traffic is relatively small. small.
And the horizontal comparison shows that compared with non-motor vehicles, the width of roads has a lower impact
on pedestrian flow. In summary, we can recognize that the research section has good accessibility for both motorized
and non-motorized vehicles, and slightly worse for pedestrians; while increasing the width of the road has an effect of
improving the accessibility of motorized and non-motorized vehicles, and for pedestrians This kind of influence is minor.
- Discussion on factors affecting street comfort index based on spatial topological link parameters
First, we know that road users can be roughly divided into drivers, cyclists, pedestrians, and vulnerable groups (elderly,
children, disabled, etc.). Through investigation, it is found that different users have different requirements for roads. For
drivers, they hope that the traffic composition of the roads will not be too complicated, and that vehicles will interfere with
each other a little; road signs should be clear enough; signal lights should be well coordinated; road alignment Smooth
and smooth. For cyclists, it is hoped that the road can be fenced or separated from the vehicle by greenery; there are safe
parking facilities. For pedestrians, it is hoped that sidewalks, motor vehicles and non-motor vehicles are separated; there
is a place to rest when you are tired; road crossing facilities with large traffic volumes need to be perfected; traffic lights
should be reasonably allocated and traffic rights should be clear. For the disadvantaged, the elderly need a comfortable
walking environment and provide space for activities with other elderly people; children need a large space for activities;
disabled people need smooth roads, moderate slopes, and obvious barrier-free signs , Add road signs, building location
signs, flat and unobstructed blind road systems, and sound prompts at intersections. By sorting out the selected roads and
sorting the needs of different road users, we roughly divided the factors affecting the comfort index of the block into the
following points: road living service level, accessibility rate, road green space rate and illegal occupation Road situation.
Road living service level
The level of road life services mainly refers to the quality of life services provided by road businesses on both sides of the
road to road users, such as business, education, medical care, and residence. The service level of roads of different grades
is also different, so that the degree of attraction to road users is also different, so it can be said that the level of road life
service is a key factor affecting the comfort of the neighborhood. Based on the statistics of the distribution of different
types of roads in Anshan Road neighborhood, and entered into the space syntax software in the form of quantified data, the
following data was obtained. According to the data analysis, when R = 25000, the fitting degree R² = 0.4901 is the highest,
the road living service level is the highest, the choice is the highest, the road is “passed through” the most times, and the
traffic capacity is the strongest. When R = 50000, the fitting degree R² = 0.4950 is taken as the highest, the integration
degree is the highest, and the centrality of the road is the strongest. The following are scatter plots and straight-line
simulation formulas obtained when the degree of fit of selectivity and integration is the highest. Through further integrated
analysis of scatter plots, combined with the analysis results and current road conditions, we obtained the following results.
According to field visits, Baotou Road and Wanquan Road have more street businesses, including convenience facilities
such as education, medical care, commerce, administrative offices, entertainment, sports, and housing, and high levels
of road living services. Compared with Lasadao Road, there are fewer formats, mainly administrative offices, sports and
entertainment, residential, commercial, and road living services are relatively low, which is in line with the results of
spatial syntax analysis. From this we can conclude that the service level of road living is an important factor affecting the
comfort of the neighborhood. The more integrated the road, the higher the level of road life service, and people’s lives
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more harmonious. Even if the integrated road is dominated by commercial land instead of residential land, it does not
hinder the harmonious integration of road and life.
Accessibility rate
The barrier-free equipment rate refers to whether adequate barrier-free facilities are provided for special people during
road design, such as the installation of blind roads, barrier-free design of building entrances, and so on. It can be said that
the accessibility rate is also a key factor affecting the comfort of the neighborhood. Through field surveys of Anshan Road
neighborhoods, we entered the accessibility rate of different roads into the space syntax software in the form of quantified
data, and obtained the following results. According to the data analysis, when R = 25000, the fitting degree R² = 0.3582 is
taken as the highest, the accessibility rate is the highest, the selection is the highest, and the road capacity is the strongest.
When R = 40000, the fitting degree R² = 0.5371 is the highest, the integration is the highest, and the centrality of the road
is the strongest. The following are scatter plots and straight-line simulation formulas obtained when the degree of fit of
selectivity and integration is the highest. From this we can conclude that the accessibility rate is a factor affecting the
comfort of the neighborhood. High-grade roads are better equipped for accessibility (such as Anshan Road), but lowergrade roads are poor (for example, Mianyang Road), barrier-free facilities are fragmented, and the use of the disabled is
inconvenient and needs to be improved.
Road green space rate
The definition of road green space rate refers to the percentage of the total width of various green belts within the red line of
the road. The green space on both sides of the road can significantly improve the urban environment and improve the quality
of urban space, so it can be said that the green space ratio of the road is also a factor that affects the spatial quality of the
block. Through the investigation of Anshan Road neighborhood, we recorded the road green space rate into the space syntax
software in the form of quantitative data, and obtained the following results. From the table, we can clearly see that when R
= 25000, the fitting degree R² = 0.2382 takes the maximum value, the road green space rate is the highest, the choice is the
highest, and the road capacity is the strongest. When R = 40000, the fitting degree R² = 0.3547 is the highest, the integration is
the highest, and the centrality of the road is the strongest. The following are scatter plots and straight-line simulation formulas
obtained when the degree of fit of the selectivity and the integration is maximum. Through further integrated analysis of
scatter plots, combined with the analysis results and current road conditions, we obtained the following results. According
to field surveys, the Weijin River has a high green space rate due to the presence of the Weijin River; Dushan Road has only
one-way street trees, and the road green space rate is slightly lower; while Ningxia Road has no street trees, the road green
space rate is lower. This is also consistent with the results obtained by the scatter plot, but through analysis we can find that
the difference in green space rate of roads with very large integration degrees is not very large, and the fitting degree R² is
only 0.3587, which is lower than 0.5. The green space rate is related to the comfort of Anshan Road, but the correlation is not
high. From this we can conclude that streets with high integration are less likely to stop, so there is no need for a high level
of greening. On the contrary, some streets with low integration are more suitable for people to rest and rest. It is necessary to
increase the level of greening to improve the comfort of the block.
Illegal occupation
Illegal occupation of roads refers to situations such as random sales, occupation of roads, or parking of sidewalks by motor
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vehicles. Illegal occupation of roads not only violates the traffic rules, but also affects the aesthetics of the city, causing
problems such as traffic congestion and poor passage, and it is also a factor affecting the comfort of the neighborhood.
Through the field investigation of Anshan Road neighborhood, we conducted statistics on illegal occupation of roads
and entered them into the space syntax software in the form of quantitative data. The following results were obtained.
The data analysis shows that when researching the relationship with selectivity, when R = 5000, the fitting degree R² =
0.2777 takes the peak value, and the relationship between the two is the largest. When studying the relationship with the
degree of integration, when R = 4000, the fitting degree R² = 0.2412 takes the peak value, and the relationship between
the two is the largest. The following are scatter plots and straight-line simulation formulas obtained when the degree of fit
of the selectivity and the integration is maximum. Through further integrated analysis of scatter plots, combined with the
analysis results and current road conditions, we obtained the following results. According to field investigations, it was
found that some sidewalks were parked on Nanmenwai Street, while road signs were blocked on Ningxia Road. Although
the fitting degree R² = 0.2777 is not high, indicating that the degree of correlation between illegal occupation and road
selection and integration is not particularly obvious, but from the chart we can know that the highly integrated road has
a higher level, and Strict legal controls and fewer stays. Therefore, the illegal occupation rate is lower than the road with
low integration, and the comfort of the block is relatively high.
Summary
In order to solve the needs of the existing problems of urban roads, this study established a comfort evaluation system
for urban roads through spatial syntax analysis and field investigations, and discussed the impact of road width and
spatial topological connection parameters on pedestrian flow, calculation methods and results. It can partially solve
the problem of conflicting interests of urban road users, improve the quality and satisfaction of users, and has certain
reference significance for the current development status of urban roads and future road design. Due to the limitation of
knowledge and ability, there may be errors in the selection of the evaluation indicators or it may not be able to reflect the
comprehensive requirements of comfort.
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ABSTRACT
Using the defining elements of the comics strip, the narrative element, the frame, the sequence and its overall flexibility of the
composition, we will analyze and decipher the structure of the Rocinha favela, its architecture, its problems, the different typologies
of residents which inhabit and interpret the buildings. The purpose of this study, made with the help of the residents of the favela,
is to compose a comprehensive study, to gather all the necessary information, from the people who experience the space first hand.
This tool, can be used by architects, as part of their analysis, before proposing an intervention, a program or a building, in the
complicated space of the largest favela in South America.
We, two Romanian architects, worked, for two weeks during September 2019, in collaboration with ACE Rio (Accelerating Community
Empowerment), which continues the work of local activist Tio Lino, to compose, alongside the residents of the Rocinha favela, a
different type of collective analysis, in the form of an architectural comic strip.
The flexible hybrid graphic medium of comic strips, which combines in their structure, the narrative element, space and movement,
has always had a strong connection with the notion of architecture (symbolic protagonist or even center of the comics’ story). The
relationship between architecture and comics, not being a recent phenomenon, can take shape with the declared fascination of the
architect Le Corbusier for Rodolphe Topffer’s comics and his on graphic narrative description, of the proposal of a project illustrated
in „Lettre a Madame Meyer” (1925).
We used the two weeks which we spent working in the favela, analyzing the built space, the routines of the people, hearing the problems
that they encounter in their everyday life (the poverty, lack of safety, the lack of clean water, waste management and salubrization etc.) and
we tried to capture them in a collective graphic study. We analyzed the spontaneous architecture of the favela, built by workers, without
the overall control of specialists, the way the authorities neglected this complex and difficult reality, the small number of architectural or
urban interventions made by architects in the space of the favela and, most important, the layers of stories juxtaposed, brought to life in
the layers of colorful painted dwellings and the reality told by the inhabitants about their everyday life.
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Our nest in the world
Our home is our nest in the world.
The notion of the nest implies privacy and familiarity, being a direct projection and a product of the body, of its movement
and positions of rest, the most perfect possible example of a house, always protecting an supporting it, affirms architect
and philosopher Sarah Robinson, in her book ‘ Nesting: Body, Dwelling, Mind’. Birds built their nest, using their own
instinct, without any tools, besides their body, using it to collect all the materials, prepare them and then shape the entire
structure. The inside shape of the nest is obtained by permanently pushing its chest into the built structure, so the result is
perfectly fitted to the bird’s body.1 The architecture of a building brings people’s lives together, structuring and gathering
their existence, thus creating a strong connection between spaces and their inhabitants, like the French poet’s verse, Noel
Arnaud, “I am the space, where I am” [“Je suis l’espace ou je suis.]”. When an architect designs a house, simultaneously
starts the process of shaping the life of its occupants. The moment the owner starts making use of the space, he also shapes
the architecture, adding a new layer with every change that happens in his life, family, routine. In the end, after analysing
all the overlapped layers, the resulted space will be able to explain the way it’s owner lived. When those who inhabit it
cease to exist, the space also goes through a process of extinguishment. “We shape our buildings; thereafter they shape
us” said Winston Churchill in 1943, while discussing the reconstruction of the House of Commons, after being affected
by one of the last bombs, of the last serious raid, in 1941.
The birth of the favela
In his article, in The Guardian, about the rise and ruin of Morro da Providencia, Rio’s first favela, journalist Bruce
Douglas, affirms that the favela exerts a dual fascination. This cheating realm of freedom is always oscillating between the
seduction that popular culture could exercise and being the main source of violence, poverty and disease. Like the main
character, Ozgur, the young Turkish novelist who spends three years in the famous Brazilian city says, in Asli Erdogan’s
novel, ‘The city in crimson cloak’, Rio is, all together, the place where “order and chaos are intimately linked”2, being
defined by a “deceptive beauty that appreciated the extremes, the contradiction and the lack of measure”3.
The struggle of the two young men from Paris trying to install a cabaret in the Providencia favela, for tourists, as well for
the inhabitants of the city in search of new sensations, illustrated in the 1935 movie, Favela dos Meus, Amores (Favela
of my loves), directed by Humberto Mauro, was one of the first films that took a closer look at the life in the favelas,
their inhabitants and their music4. Although the movie was lost in the 1970’s and no copies were found, it’s legacy grew
strong, with directors like Alex Viany, calling it the “the first Carioca film to take advantage of the one of the most tragic,
exuberant, and musical aspects of Rio: the favela.” While the main characters were professional actors, the director chose
to include the Samba Schools’ dancers from the favela, mixing characteristics of documentary style and using, for a large
part of the cast, locals, thus the result managed not to “distort the character of the favela”, like writer Jorge Amado later
stated. Mauro perfectly controlled the composition of the movie, incorporating in the dramatic story, comic scenes and
sentimental moments, exposing his artistic intentions with the declaration: “I simply grabbed life in the favelas as it was,
I documented it”5. Although, Providencia, the first favela, was built in 1897, by soldiers who had nowhere to live after the
army crushed the peasant rebellion, in the Nort-East Brasil, during the War of Canudos, most modern favelas appeared
in the 1970s, as a consequence of the rural exodus, when the population of the rural areas, in Brazil, moved to the city,
in search for a better life. Once arrived in the city, the poor rural migrants were confronted with the high costs of the
land and housing, having no choice but to become squatters. In Rio De Janiero, from 1950 to 1980 the number of people
that occupied favelas increased from 170.000 to 600.000 and by the early 21st century it was estimated that there were a
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Fig. 1
View of Rocinha
favela.
Photo by the author

Fig. 2
Some of the children
with whom Tio
Lino (Accelerating
Community
Empowerment Rio
NGO) before they
started drawing a
comic strip about
the architecture of
the favela
they live in.
Photo by the author

Fig. 3
Some of the results
of the SuperSimetry
workshop,
developed in
Namibia, 2012.
Photo by the author
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total of 1.000 favelas. The statistics calculated and made public by the Brazilian Institute of Geography and Statistics,
in December 2011, revealed that, in 2010, 6 percent of the population of Brazil lived in favelas. Favelas in Rio offer the
perfect way in which we can investigate how social inequality is represented in Brazil.
Architectural comics with the inhabitants of the Rocinha favela
Rocinha, located in Rio de Janiero, is the largest favela in Brazil. Built on a steep hill, surrounded by rich vegetation,
this favela hosts around 100.000 inhabitants. Being considered an urbanized slum, with a considerable number of houses
made out of brick and concrete, with basic sanitation, plumbing and also electricity, Rocinha has, in comparison with
other slums, a stronger infrastructure and a number of local businesses (grocery stores, banks, medicine stores and even
plastic surgery cabinets). Frustrated over the state of education in the community, NGOs in the favelas are trying to
improve literacy and tutor students from the favelas in Rio, creating solutions to address ongoing problems and gaps (lack
of a sufficient number of schools, teacher quality, criminal violence etc.). Although literacy and attendance rates have
risen in the past few years, in part thanks to communities taking a stand, there are still a lot of functional illiterates that
graduate from Brazilian schools6. This is also the case of the NGO called Tio Lino, in Rocinha. Tio Lino (Uncle Lino)
is created by a resident of the favela, in 2002, who wanted to create a safe space for people who desired to change their
ways, encouraging Brazilians from Rocinha to you leave their guns, which he then brought to the police and involve the
inhabitants in art and cultural projects. After his death, only 2 years ago, Iris, his daughter, sponsored by 2 English young
men from London, is continuing his vision.
Coming across the workshop I developed in Namibia, amongst other experiments, one of the people involved with an
NGO in Rocinha favela approached me and asked me if I would be interested in working with the children from Tio Lino.
In the year 2012, along another fellow architect, I spent approximately two months in a school campus, surrounded by
villages, in the Northern part of Namibia, near Katima Mulilo town and the Etosha National Park. Our project consisted in
developing a different kind of comic strip experiment. We had the chance to work, during this period of time, with twenty
five children with ages between six and fourteen. The whole process was conducted in a range of techniques, based on
a story populated with real and also fantastic characters, focusing the participant’s attention on the specific architectural
objects of that part of the world (their own house, the house of the village witch, the white man’s house, or mukua’s house,
the sifwe word, locals used to describe people like us, the school, the cemetery etc.).
We considered that it would be a valuable exercise to try to analyse the architecture of the favela, interviewing its
residents, working with the children on an architectural comics strip about how it is to live and grow up surrounded
by Rocinha’s architecture, and of course, experiencing it for ourselves as much as possible, for as long as we could, in
a safe manner. In the two weeks we spent in the favela, another fellow architect and I proposed to illustrate, alongside
nine students learning at the Tio Lino NGO a short story created with them about the way they view and experience the
chaotic architecture which surrounded them. We discussed, analyzed and then draw, how they see their daily path from
their home, to school, to Tio Lino, what are their favourite places in the favela and, also, we tried to identify, as a group,
some of the situations which the children considered problematic and encourage them, then, to offer a solution. From our
discussions we concluded that they enjoy running through the narrow streets of the favela, they are overwhelmed, not only
when they have to draw them, by the multitude of the crowded buildings, but they love the large number of the colours in
which they are painted, they are frustrated by the enormous amount of wires and cables used to steal electricity, that are
all over the favela. Although they are young, they easily observe and suffer from a big part of the problems which Rocinha
has to confront: the lack of security, the struggles of adolescent mums, the need for food and, in most parts of the favela,
the insanitary living conditions. After identifying the problems, the students gave small solutions to the problems they
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2019.
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observed. One of the most original illustrations were offered by Maycon, an eleven years old student, which still struggled
with the reading and writing part of the workshop.
Why comics & architecture? A short history
The flexibility of the hybrid medium of graphic representation of the comic strip combines narration, space and movement
and, possesses also a big potential of building powerful stories about people, places and emotions. Comics represent
the point where words, sequences and images meet, being a rich and varied manner of expression, not only used as an
amusing artistic medium dedicated to children and teenagers, but also as a stimulating manner of rapidly promoting the
culture of the country of its origin. The relationship between architecture and comics, not being a recent phenomenon, can
shape its starting point from the moment when Le Corbusier manifested his fascination for Rodolphe Töpffer’s comics
and also chose to use the graphic narrative in „Lettre a Madame Meyer” (1925). The architect made a different kind of
presentation for the project, in which he explored the degree of variety that can be achieved in a single family home, of
the unrealized project of the Ville Meyer (Neuilly-sur-Seine, Paris). Corbusier illustrated using both image and narration,
in a sequential presentation, consisting of fluid sketches, unframed, with similar proportions, which depicted the indoor
and outdoor space of the house, inviting the client to examine the proposed space, step by step.
Conversations with the inhabitants of Rocinha favela
Interviewing residents we found out that: an architect or an engineer is used only for buildings higher than 3 floors, for the
rest of them there is usually just a small group of workers building the entire house; you can sell your roof, so someone
can build their house on top of yours (in case a member of the family doesn’t want to build their home above yours); you
don’t pay for electricity, for water, or internet (all of these being stolen); also, even though the residents still fight illnesses
from lack of sanitary conditions (the garbage is rarely collected on time and sewerage system is still very faulty) the
government makes more investments in the favela, even though not all of them are appreciated by the residents. One of
the most disputed investments was the Oscar Niemeyer almost 9 million dollars famous bridge, which connects the favela
to the rest of Rio. The inhabitants have a feeling of pride when they look at the bridge designed by the famous Brazilian
architect, but in the same time, they believe that, with the same amount of money, they could have resolved more pressing
and realistic problems which they face in the favela.
Adams, 28 years old, who works in the Rocinha Favela at Tio Lino ONG and lives in Santa Marta favela and, with whom
we spent a large portion of our time, told us about the difficulties of living in a favela and working outside of it. Of course,
you have to always be careful and be aware to stay out of the police and drug traffickers’ feud and fire exchanges. The
residents have special online groups in which they announce when a shooting is starting, so they know not to enter or exit
the favela in that moment. As it happens in the case of most residents, he lost a job, outside of the favela, because he was
repeatedly late getting to work, due to the fact that he was trying to avoid the violent exchanges between the police and
drug traffickers.
The emotional impact of the favela
The historians Alba Zaluar and Marcos Alvito published a letter found in the national archives, written in 4 November
1900, in the book Un Seculo de Favela, in 1998. Just three years after the Morro da Providencia favela was born, it started
to have a bad reputation, according to the complains of an officer who was trying to describe the difficulties of fighting
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crime in this slum: “Policing is impossible in this area, rife with deserters, thieves and squaddies. There are no streets, the
houses are all made of wood and covered in zinc, and there isn’t a single gas light on the whole hill”7.
The problems which appear while fighting crime and the complex implications of the conflict between the gangs and state
actors influence as well, today, the nature and quality of the civic life in the favelas. The gangs are highly consolidated
and the tumultuous relationship they have with the state dominates the social life.
In the weeks we spent in the favela, we also got to experience, among others things, a difficult moment, when during
a police raid a number of suspects were arrested. On our way to the NGO, we encountered numerous young men with
shotguns being prepared to fight and when we reached Tio Lino, the gunshots started. My first thought, being a person not
used to this noise, was that I am hearing fireworks. They were, of course, not. Luckily, in the fire exchange, no one was
hurt. Nothing made a stronger impression on me then the children’s reaction to the sound of shotguns fired. I asked them
in my beginner’s Brazilian Portuguese if they were afraid. They simply smiled and said no, “we are used to it by now, we
will just wait for our mothers to come and pick us up”. That was their home, flawed, dangerous, at times simply chaotic,
but full of energy and colour and they adapted to all of it.
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ABSTRACT
The research intends to analyse the shape of the ancient city of Herculaneum not focusing on the material remains of the archaeologist’s
competence, but with the conviction that this city, in addition to being source of architectural and urban principles still valid, it is
the demonstration of how an underlying clear and defined structure, as the grid one, due to different topographical and orographic
conditions, it makes possible extensive exceptions within itself.
The small Greek city, which later became Roman, located below Mount Vesuvius, on a promontory along the arch of the Gulf of
Neapolis and Pompeii and bordered by two canals of torrential character (Sisenna, 78-90 BC), in 79 AD it was buried following the
eruption of Vesuvius. Despite the excavation operations we have never brought to light the entire ancient city, since on a large part
of it there is currently Resin, its urban structure is very well known.
Herculaneum was a city protected by walls—originally built for defensive purposes but after the Roman conquest, they were partly
incorporated within the buildings—and divided into insulae rectangular approximately 80x50 meters, framed by three decumani
running from the north-west to south-east and five cardines that descended from the Vesuvius towards the sea.
Specifically, the blocks framed in the upper part of the grid had in the central part a “double terraced” organization and at the
extremities a “comb” organization, while the blocks at the bottom they first presented a sequence of transverse “double row” strigas
and then, from half block down, they had rotated residences overlooking the coastline (Capozzi, Visconti, 2016) which, as shown by the
plan by Karl Julius Beloch, Campanien, dated 1890, it was far behind the current configuration.
Mainly, while maintaining the structure of the grid underlying the urban system, the shape of the resulting city is determined by the
variation in the typological-morphological organization of the blocks overlooking the sea. Therefore, the contribution intends to
support that an urban structure, not being an abstract system, it can, under certain conditions, configure a form of the city that changes
in relation to the location, and, assuming what Vittorio Gregotti affirmed in Architecture and Postmetropoli, the difference acquires
value thanks to the definition of a basic rule: the rotation of the domus sublimates, in this case, the regulation of the grid.
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The research intends to analyse the shape of the ancient city of Herculaneum not focusing on the material remains of
the archaeologist’s competence, but with the conviction that this city, in addition to being source of architectural and
urban principles still valid, it is the demonstration of underlying clear and defined structure, as the grid one, due to
different topographical and orographic conditions, it makes possible extensive exceptions within itself.
The ancient Herculaneum, as evidenced by Strabo1, was founded by the Osci in the 7th century BC and, before
becoming the munucipium of Rome in 89 BC, the city was conquered by the Etruscans, the Pelasgians and the Samnites.
In 79 AD it was buried following the eruption of Vesuvius which also involved the cities of Pompeii, Stabia and
Oplontis, therefore the excavation operations have never brought to light the entire ancient city, since on a large part of
it there is currently Resin. Despite this, the urban structure of the city is very well known.
Essentially, the urban structure of Herculaneum consisted of a grid with elongated rectangular meshes, very widespread
in the Greek colonies (apoikiai) in the period between the end of the Bronze Age and late archaism. The so-called
‘striped cities’ used the grid model because it was ‘exportable’, that is, transferable because of its simplicity of
subdivision and organization of space that could have represented an effective method of monitoring and control of
the colonial territory by the homeland. The system of the grid is ‘pure’, more readable and recognizable in the colonies
rather than in the mother cities because it lacks previous conditioning and stratifications. In fact, the apoikiai, even
though they are already synecised, that is, linked from the origin inseparably to the motherland, as the archaeologist
Emanuele Greco claims, have the ability to contribute decisively to the definition of the ‘mother model’2.
Specifically, the urban grid of Hercolaneum consisted of two plateiai oriented from north-west to south-east and five
stenopoi, that descended from the Vesuvius towards the sea, in the opposite direction. The plateiai, 12 meters wide, and
the stenopoi, about 4 meters wide, framed rectangular-shaped blocks measuring approximately 80x50 meters (in a ratio
of about 1: 2), and were oriented by strigas, that is, with the short side parallel to the road network main3.
The urban system was protected by walls which were originally built for defensive purposes but which, after the
Roman conquest, they were partly incorporated within the buildings. Like all ancient cities, Herculaneum had an exact
boundary because the idea of the orthogonal grid wasn’t designed to be applied to infinity, but was based on the theory
that the territory on which to erect the city was a finite and limited resource. A city couldn’t, and shouldn’t, expand
indefinitely both because it would obviously have encountered natural obstacles at some point, and because it could
have led to social and government problems. For this reason, in all ancient cities, for military defense and separation
between city and countryside, there is a ‘limit’ of the design.
The orientation of the urban system followed the theory of Hippocrates – taken up first by Pliny and then by Vitruvius
– according to which the direction of the streets had to be, to prevent the wind from entering them directly, opposite
to that of the currents. Vitruvius, in this regard, recommended to orient the plan of the city slightly inclined to the
cardinal points, so that none of the roads were arranged in the eight main directions of the windrose along which the
strongest currents blew4. Geographically the small city, as described by Sisenna5, was located below Mount Vesuvius,
on a promontory along the arch of the Gulf of Neapolis and Pompeii and bordered by two canals of torrential character.
In the most rugged part of the territory, on the slope of the promontory close to the coastline, the grid faced natural
limits and shaped itself according to the topographical and orographic specificity of the place. Specifically, on the edge
of the promontory there were two terraces on which the fortification wall and some important extramural buildings
were planted. In addition, in the early imperial age, the buildings overlooking the sea went up to the extreme edge of
the ramparts, occupying the ancient patrol path with terraces and panoramic verandas, and were enlarged by obtaining
rooms in the thickness of the bastion. It is possible to affirm that the natural geographic environment influenced
the structure of the city so much that the design of the grid adapted to the reality of the natural substratum. The
grid of the ancient Herculaneum produced a specificity overcoming the natural impediments through terraces and
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internal differences in the building that leveled the soil, modified it and redefined its shape. The case of the ancient
Herculaneum is emblematic because it constitutes a way to recover the apparent indifference to the soil that could
impose a rigid model like that of the grid.
Another issue that is interesting to investigate, regardless of the time of the application of the system, is the way that the
grid system had to measure the urban facts within its meshes, through its own underlying principles and rules. We intend
to make a consideration about the occupation of the blocks, referring to the difference made by Valeria Pezza6 that exists
between the ‘grid’ and the ‘checkerboard’. The distinction introduces not only formal but also spatial issues. The ‘grid’,
according to the scholar, has, over time, degenerated into a ‘checkerboard’, replacing the image consisting of only lines
with an image characterized by en damier surfaces – to take up the term used by the archaeologist Georges Vallet7.
The degeneration from the ‘grid’ to the ‘checkerboard’ appears clear in the city of the 19th century, where the shape
of the block coincides with the area, the grounds and the construction of the building, ignoring the problem of the
possible architectural consistency of the building and canceling the relationship that it could be determined between
building, lot, block and city, typical of ancient cities. In essence, after the experience of the Enlightenment City and
up to the rationalist city, it was determined, through an intensive saturation of the surface available between the axes
of a system, a type of mechanical and simplistic occupation, which granted to the ‘grid’, now trivialized to the road
network, to convert into a ‘checkerboard’.

Fig. 1
Left:
Urban grid
of Herculaneum
with the
typological
reconstruction
of the city
Right:
Architectural
emergencies
Author’s drawings
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The ancient Herculaneum, while being a compact city, in which, that is, the invaded road and the built space constitute
one the negative of the other, realized, like all ancient cities, a close relationship between building, lot, block and city.
The question is resolved in the ‘porosity of the built’. With reference to the studies conducted by Federica Visconti for
ancient Pompeii, it can be said that in the ancient city the buildings within the individual lots are arranged generating
a “system of voids that characterize both the houses and some ‘special’ buildings and represent an archetypal way of
living that refers to the fence as a primordial act with which man has ‘cut out’, to live precisely, a part of nature, then
finding, within the patio, a ‘vertical’ relationship with it: with the ground, on one side, and with the sky, on the other”8.
In this case, the small space in the center of the city led to the use of ingenious expedients to capture light and air inside
the darker rooms and the widespread elevation of the ground floor. In fact, in the central areas of the city there weren’t
buildings with large peristyles and gardens. In the southern area of the city, however, where the house expanded on the
ramparts, the houses that oriented towards the view of the gulf developed large peristyles with cryptoporticus, gardens,
reception rooms and belvedere verandas. In the southern area of the city, however, where the house expanded on the
ramparts, the houses that oriented towards the view of the gulf developed large peristyles with cryptoporticus, gardens,
reception rooms and panoramic verandas. In addition to the question of the degree of saturation of the blocks, the
ancient Herculaneum disposed in a particular way the urban facts inside or outside the meshes of its grid.
The blocks framed in the upper part of the grid had in the central part a ‘double-row’ organization and at the extremities
a ‘comb’ organization, while the blocks at the bottom they first presented a sequence of ‘double-row’ transverse blocks
and then, from half block down, they introduced a rotation in the residences overlooking the coastline which, then,
as shown by the plan of Karl Julius Beloch, Campanien, dated 1890, it was far behind the current configuration9. The
House of Aristides, the House of Albergo, the House of the Mosaic Atrium, the House of the Deer, the House of the
Relief of Telephus and the Suburban Baths, were all rotated towards the sea.
The city, moreover, put in tension the temples, the basilicas, the public square and all the structures tied to the collective
life, with the fabric of the houses. The central places that accommodated the architectural emergencies, those that Aldo
Rossi calls ‘primary elements’, were always in a dialectical relationship with the geometric warping of the urban fabric.
In the case of the ancient city of Herculaneum some architectural emergencies didn’t fit inside the mesh of the grid
and was the case of the Theatre, of Roman construction, located west of the urban structure, and the Palaestra, also
of Roman times, located to the east of the grid and consisting of a building whose lower floor was arranged the
gymnasium of 77x47 meters with in the center a cruciform swimming pool, surrounded on three sides by a porch and
on the fourth by a cryptoporticus, and on whose upper floor was placed a loggia on the cryptoporticus. Inside the grid
meshes, instead, were placed the area of the Forum, the Noniana Basilica, several sacred areas and the two thermal
baths, located one at the center of the city, near the Forum (Forun Baths) and the other outside the walls (Suburban
Baths), both Romans, one of the Julian-Claudia period and the other of the Phovia age.
In summary, the study of the ancient city of Herculaneum aims to lead to a twofold reflection. First of all, the research
aims to underline that the change in the type-morphological organization of the blocks overlooking the sea constitutes
a derogation from the system. This is an exception to the grid rule that is able to sublimate the rule itself. An image is
regular if it is defined by a construction rule and has the ability to highlight the value of difference, enhancing what
isn’t regular. In other words, it’s the derogation in a system that strengthens the value of the mother object repeated
and always equal to itself. Guillaume Apollinaire stated that “to derogate one must know the rule”10. Specifically, this
study associates the rule with the grid and the exceptions to its variation consisting of the rotation towards the sea of
the buildings arranged along the edge of the fortification, almost a crown of the promontory on which the city stood.
The image of the grid could be, as Vittorio Gregotti affirmed in Architettura e Postmetropoli, contested to affirm the
need for the “constitution of diversity at any cost as the value of a work”, but “being just the infinite extension of
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difference one of the causes of the unrecognizability of the parts that make up a system, the difference appears always
and only with regard to some rule”11. The principle and tool of the grid, which first of all has an abstract-conceptual
status, doesn’t apply to what it prohibits ordering but to what it allows in its variations. In essence, while maintaining
the structure of the grid underlying the urban system, the shape of the city changes in relation to the site.
In addition to this, research, secondly, aims to underline that the ancient city is a source of architectural and urban
principles applicable to the contemporary city. The study, therefore, wants to lead to reasoning that can rethink the
construction of the contemporary city or parts of it. It introduces a reasoning that goes against the intensive and total
saturation of the blocks and pushes towards the construction of a rational city in opposition to the idea of spontaneous
city. The rational form that it is proposed to pursue doesn’t come out of the randomness of things, but, on the contrary,
from an imposing logic and from the assumption of an ordering principle constituted, in this case, by the urban grid.

Fig. 2
Left:
Occupation
of the grid meshes
by architectural
emergencies
Right:
Buildings rotated
towards the sea.
Author’s drawings
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ABSTRACT
By the end of the sixties of the XX Century the science centers movement established a new way to solve the pre-existing crisis of the
relation between science and society, by overturning the basis of communication. Thus, science centers inverted the canons of traditional
museography and became an exploration means more similar to a scientific device, rather than a communication device.
The Exploratorium of San Francisco, set in 1969, represents the first attempt to apply this approach: the visitor becomes the main
protagonist of the scene, he is asked to cross space interacting with a series of happenings, interactive experiments and playful
scenarios, amplifying at the same time the cognitive processes of scientific communication.
If the science center gets in a strict relation with the research infrastructure, where the visitor has the chance to explore several aspects
of scientific research, then it can also introduce some perturbation and contamination elements, coming from art and culture, in order to
trigger a new way of conceiving an open, shared and public research.
The exhibit becomes hands-on and the same time it attracts the emotional and cultural backgrounds of visitors, who are involved with
their previous experiences which can be implemented through an open and no deterministic process. Performative art and theatre
represent some of the main languages introduced to design a perceptual experience able to communicate information, processes
and goals of scientific investigation. According to this premise, great research infrastructures need to share knowledge with society,
through an innovative and contemporary approach. An example is given by the Globe of Science and Innovation of CERN in Geneva,
or the Supernova of ESO in Munich. “Exhibit as exploration”, “active participation”, “shared construction” and “narrative exhibits” are
the funding concepts of the most recent experiences in the design of science centers, according to a social concern investigating virtual and
physical spaces where they are turned into cultural mediators and exchange forum.
The topic of the active involvement of the public, historically investigated by the artistic avant-gardes of the XX century, later included in
the theory of art by Ernst Gombrich, is the basis of the contemporary conception of science centers: the search for interaction with the
public, whose active perception is called to process mental projections on different scenarios, within a subjective dimension.
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Spaces of scientific experience
In an interweaving of distance and closeness, unrepeatability or reproduction and in a certain sense duration, there is
our relationship between science and learning. Although fleeting and repeatable observations of reproductions, move
knowledge as a spatial and tactile experience.
“Where architectural opportunities proliferate around us, we are offered an idea of seemingly unlimited freedom. The
structure that surrounds us is fertile and full of invitations to agility, transformation and discovery, presenting us with a
broad field of action. These possibilities of the surrounding environment are particularly evident in unspoilt landscapes
and big cities, but they are also revealed in buildings with extraordinarily porous masses and uninterrupted cavities.
In these spongy and eventful forms there is no end to the course of action that individuals can grasp and decide for
themselves. These buildings are essentially “open works” and “open forms” because of their spatial continuum and wide
range of perspectives, offering endless “open futures” that one is able to choose and guide”.1
In a magical world of wonder and knowledge, reverberated by the desire to connect with the world, already in the Italian 16th
century we find the first experiences of scientific museology. A collector’s need mixed between ornament and pleasure that
showcases science, through naturalistic collections, exhibited for pleasure and also for teaching by doctors and pharmacists.
But still, possession, rarity and beauty are some of the characteristics of what were later called wunderkammer, in France
also cabinets de curiosités, or room of wonder. Merzagora and Rodari2, clarify widely in The science on display, as the
interpretation of the wunderkammer, was quite close to the treasure chambers -schatzkammer- of Nordic tradition, but above
all that, frequently when you start talking about scientific museum environments you start the story from the wunderkammer,
giving it a connotation, however, rather chaotic, an environment of natural and artificial jumbles, moreover weird. Instead we
can say that these environments that collectors built from the overlapping and side by side of rarities and surprising objects, if
anything, had the role of arousing curiosity and triggering a reverberation of interest through discovery and the unexpected.
The most famous were those of Rodolfo II of Hapsburg (1552-1612), the Gonzagas of Mantua in the Doge’s Palace, the
Chamber of Art and Curiosities of Ferdinand II of Hapsburg, but also the one inside the monastery of San Martino delle
Scale in Palermo; all united by the desire of the powerful to possess objects that were impossible to find in nature, impossible
to collect, and capable of opening a scientific curiosity, even if closed in a private environment and in a logic that was still
entirely internal. In these rooms, where art and science still coexisted, in the ferment of the many objects, experimentation
took place, there was no mere contemplation but, nevertheless, it was possible to research, measure and make shifts of
meaning and paradigm changes “it was a machine that could understand reality”3. For this reason the chambers of wonders
assume a power and a social recognition for those who possessed them and for those who had access to them. In the precious
objects that are still “on display” in these rooms today, all the complexity of the world and the curiosity of the different is
hidden. But the contribution to the “advancement of learning” (1605) to the growth of knowledge and above all its diffusion
makes Francis Bacon recall in a different way in some famous writings.
In the Nova Atlantis, published in fragments after his death in 1667, the idea of an imaginary place where an ideal community
lives in harmony in favour of a universal knowledge comprehensible to all because it can be communicated and constructed
by collectivity. Bacon writes about the utopia4 of a “science for all and of all” which finds in the House of Solomon a “house
of perspective, where we make demonstrations on all light and radiation”, a house of sound, a house of mathematics, of
sensory illusions, where it is possible that “sensible experiences” and “certain demonstrations” dialogue together.
This idea came to fruition at the end of the 1970s in the space science centre. The founder of one of the first, the
Exploratorium of San Francisco, was physicist Frank Oppenheimer5. His passion for teaching, education and manual
dexterity and the “practical” idea of building an exploratory as a space of convergence where experiments could be
carried out in public or to have the public carry out experiments finds support from the American government after the
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discovery of nuclear power, in order to regenerate people’s confidence. This idea was fuelled by a year of study and work
in Europe in which it was possible for him to visit London’s museums and reflect on the nature of interactive exhibits and
information displays already proliferating in science museums or industry.
Imagining a museum “of art, science and human perception” that was not conceived on a collection of objects but rather
from a set of experiences, opens up an extraordinary opportunity. A sort of combination of continuity between science and
other forms of expression, attention to the game and the value of invention in the game, in the absence of presumption,
should activate the visitor in a cognitive behavioural change, and in a relational exchange, continuous and strongly
nourished by amazement, discovery, emotion and motivation. Moreover, a strongly democratic element at the base of the
success of these devices -exhibit hands-on is the principle of official replicability thanks to the non-copyright nature of the
prototypes made in many school and university laboratories for the teaching of physics and other sciences.
So, from the educational dimension of research and entertainment in the museum of the past, contemporary institutions
such as science centers have opened an original space in which the dialogue between science and society make the public
protagonist, especially the process of knowledge acquisition is carried out “by free choice” (free-choice learning)6.
Perception and interactive dimension
The contemporary concept of the science center, born at the end of the 50s of the Twentieth century, can not disregard the
architectural experiments carried out in the same period together with the renewed enthusiasm for technological development, translated and communicated to the masses during the great Universal Exhibitions.
The most emblematic case is represented by the Philips Pavilion7 designed by Le Corbusier in collaboration with Iannis
Xenakis and Edgar Varèse for the 1958 Brussels Expo, a space where architecture, images and sounds merge into a single inseparable dimension. The work was commissioned by the Dutch company Philips with the intention of involving
the public by demonstrating the technological progress achieved by its products, but without them being exhibited. The
project is both container and content, the pavilion is in fact conceived together with the Poême Électronique, a story generated by multiple and overlapping projections of images and concrete music able to fascinate the public, called as the
protagonist actor to interact with the space and perceive it through all the senses. The dimension of the ineffable, impossible to communicate through words, is here fully realized: “The fourth dimension is the moment of escape without limits
evoked by a perfect consonance of the plastic means used [...] An immense depth opens up that erases the walls, drives
away the contingent presences, performs the miracle of the ineffable space”8.
In the pavilion occurs a synaesthetic experience in which architecture is generated by acoustics: “(...) it represents the
experience of the artistic synthesis of sound, light, architecture, towards an electronic gesture”9.
The metaphor used by Le Corbusier to describe the space of the pavilion is that of a metabolic organism, “a stomach capable of swallowing up 500 spectator- listeners and evacuating them at the end of the show”10. The stomach that welcomes
the audience, changing them in their innermost self, is the symbol of an ante litteram multimedia process of growth of
physical reality, whose physical boundaries extend into an ever-changing immaterial projection, nodding the linearity of
spatial and temporal dimensions. Contemporary augmented reality, not yet conceived at that time, is far from being perceived as a possibility of expansion of the physical sphere, while the myth of a robotic organism capable of completely
replacing man is reinforced, as happens in the movie Metropolis by Fritz Lang (1927), in which the figure of Mary is
split into a human and an artificial entity, fixing in the collective imagination a misunderstanding that spans the entire XX
Century. The telematic revolution described by Paul Virilio at the beginning of the 1980s proves it quite well: “The space
reserved for work and study is that of the terminal (...) which not only replaces the volume of the old room (...) but also
eliminates the displacement of its occupant”11.
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But in the same year a new dimension opens the doors to the interactive spatiality of cyberspace; “this term, as we know,
came out in 1984 from the pen of William Gibson, a science fiction author, who used it for the first time in his lucky
Neuromancer and then in Count Zero, derives from the Greek kubernein which means to govern, to direct”12. According
to Tagliagambe it is the affirmation of a ““multidimensional” reality that can be experienced and crossed by everyone
without the same constraints of space and time”13.
And it is precisely on augmented reality that science centres build their paths in their contemporary meaning, in which
contents must be elaborated, interpreted and metabolized by the spectators according to their cultural and experiential background; the science centre therefore assumes the role of “hands on, minds on, heart on”14, activator of physical, mental and
emotional actions. The process is similar to what happens when observing the reality that surrounds us: our perception is not
resolved in a mere passive recording of data, but is activated by projecting patterns that allow us to split the infinite aspects
of the world and to formulate hypotheses based on our expectations. Ernst Gombrich explains in an exemplary way through
centuries of art history how the perception of the environment around us is regulated by the “mental focus”15 or a “projection” implemented in a scenario with faint contours, which allows us to bring back to concepts and mental images familiar
to us, previously acquired in our experiential baggage, the situation that presents itself before us. The contemporary science
center, a place of learning through experience, tends to be a “total museum”, sending back in time the Bauhaus pedagogical
project16, founds a new concept of learning in which “play, work and party” follow one another seamlessly.
Knowledge landscapes and large research infrastructures
“We don’t know what knowledge the man who used the chipped stones had, the one who started carrying heavy weights
on wheels or eating cooked meat. We don’t know and we can’t know, but we do have direct evidence of some of what
he was able to do. If we have to rely on material evidence, technology has preceded science by several millennia. (...) At
this point the relationship between science and technology is being discussed, although it would be more appropriate to
discuss the relationship between knowledge, scientific research, practical applications and technology”17.
Social changes, technological innovation, an increasingly easier and faster access to information, lead today to understand
the places of research and learning as spaces of everyday life, with a closer link with the outside world, according to
models oriented to cooperative learning and teaching methods and skills. The idea of learning today has expanded, going
beyond the dimension of training courses, to become a potentiality that is realized in a plurality of spaces and times. This
conquest defines an advancement towards an idea of continuous, participated and shared training that, overcoming the
current theories and techniques of pedagogy and andragogy, starts new educational programs and therefore new possibilities for knowledge landscapes, especially in terms of typological experimentations and shared functions that work with
the theme of knowledge construction as a project of relations between elements and processes at different scales.
In this sense the detachment between the scientific community and society becomes increasingly subtle, sometimes dangerously null in the denial that there is even a distinction between scientific knowledge and common belief. This is a step
back almost 500 years from 1572, when David Wootton set the birth of experimental science18, but at the same time it
opens up new opportunities for the development and widespread dissemination of learning processes beyond educational
institutions. These processes of knowledge construction and dissemination are now such that they have become the pivot
of the most important European research funding programmes, which recognise the complementarity between the creation of large, highly specialised research infrastructures19 and their openness to the outside world due to the contamination
of knowledge as one of the key elements for the growth of a human capital capable of meeting the challenges of the future
for an inclusive, innovative and secure society.
Centres of excellence that cannot disregard the physical, social, environmental and economic relations with the territory
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in which they are located. In fact, it is clear that today the great research poles of international level are not closed places
exclusively at the service of research, but open and permeable spaces of knowledge. This allows, in addition to a direct
teaching and transfer of the results achieved, to create a social proximity to the territory that will thus be able to understand and welcome public investment in the construction of major scientific infrastructures on a par with, if not better
than, many other major works of greater visibility and immediacy.
From this point of view, the objective becomes the identification of spatial devices capable of intervening on the territory,
which integrate characteristics of innovation and interdiscplinarity, multiscale and virtual, not only a showcase of discoveries of the past but capable of collaborating in the construction of possible worlds.
Reinterpreting reality in relation to contemporary discoveries and live a project in progress, bringing the general public
closer to topics that may seem unattainable, but which in reality find important applications even in everyday life.
“Gyms, cathedrals and country churches draw the profile of a well-established landscape. In the meantime, however, more
complex agglomerations have developed, where the definition of a science museum or science centre becomes increasingly
broad: it is no coincidence that it is called a city”. It is the strategic and shared commitment of contemporary science centres to provide personal experiences in intersubjective and intercorporeal environments that combine learning with doing,
discovery as a perceptual and bodily fact”20, according to the Freudian idea that “theory is a good thing, but it doesn’t stop
things from existing”21. New relationships between territory, school, scientific research and community thus define the future
of learning and civic coexistence. Re-reading the territory as a great, potential, learning landscape and a space to stimulate
action and bring knowledge, contaminating local knowledge and generating opportunities for development for society.
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Urban walls as architectures of the limit, even before military fortifications, have represented for centuries the physical and political
image of “urbs” and “civitas”, synthesis of the city shape and symbol of power. As cell membranes, walls were the envelope, the urban
skin on which the ancient binomial “city-countryside” was structured (today we would say “city-landscape”).
The research lies in the assumption that the development of the contemporary city, an open city, has radically altered the relationship
between walls and cities, reversing the semantic order: if once the walls contained the city, now it is the city that contains the walls. As
a consequence urban walls, although urban walls have lost the meaning of last limit, they continue to constitute a limit. They represent
a delicate border between ancient city and contemporary city.
This important aspect leads us to investigate the object wall not only with respect to the historical or conservative topics, but also
through the research about the urban space, because the old walls have lost their original role of defense but they have assumed new
meanings in the urban context and they are a great potential in terms of regeneration of the historic city.
As a linear two-faced devices, these borders represent places of urban permeability and now express places of accessibility, therefore
the idea of hospitality. At the same time, beyond the actions of consolidation, the protection of cultural heritage must start from the
urban rehabilitation of past architectures to new places of the future.
Leaving the dangerous idea of monument, city walls must be given back to the contemporary city as architectures, and as architectures,
so that they can live, they must simply be lived.The paper analyzes the case study of the walls of Seville as an urban device capable
of generating new balances and new interpretations of the city. The system of walls becomes again a structural element of the urban
form as a permeable perimeter between ancient and new city.The contemporary project draws a new urban image by means of possible
enhancement scenarios both of the object and of the parts of the city that are intercepted by fortified infrastructures. By analyzing a
largely interrupted perimeter, the research develops a study on the idea of absence focusing on the concepts of ruin, fragment, and trace.
This is done through the evocation of lost unity and through the spatial power that ancient walls still express today.
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The city walls, from external limit to internal limit
The walls of ancient cities, as they are attributable to the wider semantic category of the ‘wall’, and even before that
of the ‘fence’1, by their nature are ‘architecture of the limit’. As such, before being military defense systems, to which
they are commonly associated, they are the expression of a more structural meaning and, that is, they are the physical
transposition of boundary line between man and nature2, the ‘footprint on the ground’. They are the architectural image
of the concept of form3 and it is implicit that in this case the form is called forma urbis. Starting from this concept, the
walls are not only the war device that has guaranteed the defense and survival of the city for centuries, but they have been
the synthetic abstraction and identity of the city. They are the part for the whole, to use a rhetorical figure, intended as an
iconic signifier of a unity both physical and political. In this sense, Miani Uluhogian speaks of belts such as ‘geometry
of the image’4, underlining the symbolic-aesthetic value of this definition. In fact, in medieval iconography the walls are
often represented in the hands of the patron saint as a ring that protects and unites the city. This precondition changes the
approach to the issue of ancient walls not only in relation to the important testimony of this historical heritage, but on the
wider field of the structural combination ‘perimeter-city’ and therefore of the diptych ‘city-countryside’5, today we would
call it ‘ancient city and urban landscape’. However, studying walled perimeters in our time, first of all, means realizing
a semantic reversal: we can say that if historically the walls contained the city, now it is the city itself that contains the
walls. Therefore this Copernican revolution brings a complex network of spatial and relational changes to which the city,
in the metamorphic continuum that characterizes it, must necessarily adapt. After the affirmation of the model of the
contemporary open city, the spatial translation of the walls from container to content does not negate the original nature
of these artifacts as architecture of the limit. They are no longer an ultimate limit of the city but are an internal limit, a
limit of vital importance since it establishes the physical margin between the historical nucleus and the development of
the city extra moenia. So the walls are still the physical place where the exchange takes place, where change takes place
by establishing the sharpest contrast that the city has generated: the gap between ancient world and ‘modern’ world. From
this we can deduce the definition of the walls as two-faced linear architectures, identifying in them the exceptional feature
of bidirectionality and the immense potential of urban interface. The theme of the redevelopment of this historical heritage
has not been investigated only according to the conservation and enhancement of the artifact, but aims to consider the
architectural object as a rehabilitative tool for the entire historic city. This is possible starting from the innate ability of
certain architectures to generate new relationships, and new readings, of urban space.
The walls as a two-faced permeable device in the contemporary city
What consequences derive from the phenomenon that Benevolo defines as the ‘haussmannization’6 of the capitals of the
nineteenth century? After the affirmation of the model of the contemporary “open” city, what role do ancient walls play?
Following centuries-old transformations and the demolitions of the 19th century, it is clear that the fortified perimeters
have come to our time in different forms and in many cases in a fragmented way. It follows that the planning operation
for the enhancement and recovery of these structures must first of all consider the state of conservation of the ancient
defensive artifact. Based on this, we introduce some key terms that address the different contemporary intervention
approaches to formulate a taxonomy in support of research: the ‘gap’, the ‘fragment’, the ‘ruin’, the ‘trace’. The ‘gap’ is
the missing piece, where the whole is perceived in its entirety and the absence of a part is evident.
The ‘fragment’ and the ‘ruin’ instead are what remains of a whole whose unity has been lost. To distinguish the fragment
from the ruin we use the words of Franco Speroni about George Simmel: “Ruin preserves the tension of the unity of the
image so that this unity is now offered, unlike the unity of the object, ‘without resistance in against all currents and forces
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that come from all directions of reality’7. Therefore we will use ruin precisely to indicate this compact and structured unit
in the form “. Speroni however underlines a substantial divergence of meanings. the ‘fragment’ is distinguished from the
‘ruin’: the first is a part of a whole of which a consequentiality is perceived while the second is “an absurd accident”8 of
which, however, one can sense a unitary formal experience. The ‘trace’ on the other hand is the emblem of absence, the
sign, memory through the void. It is almost always visible to read the traces in the urban fabric, often the trace is engraved
both in the form and in the non-presence, which is the design of the form itself.
Fig. 1
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All the terms (gap, fragment, ruin and trace) express a gradual transition from presence to absence, because even the lack
is fundamental to understanding and the void often has the same communicative effectiveness as the full. At the end of
a brief argument, we report only a few examples below. Where seniority is practically intact, contemporary action is an
intervention on the ‘gap’. We compare two different interpretations: the project for the Muralla Nazarì by Antonio Jimènez
Torrecillas in Granada (2003-2006) chooses the compensation for the absence. The missing piece is reconstructed through
a stripped language, capable of abstracting the constructive characters, introducing the visitor to an intimate, almost
mystical experience, through dynamic effects of light and shadow. Barozzi Veiga on the other hand, in the project for the
D.O. Ribeira del Duero in Burgos (2010), choose to fill the gap by accentuating the volumetric absence but returning the
original shape of the track through a measured composition that introduces new elements.
In the Castelo de São Jorge museum in Lisbon Carrilho da Graça (2008) decides to treat the ancient fortification as a
‘fragment’, an archaeological find completing the architectural unity but leaving evidence of the passage of time. In the
Comoco project of the recovery of Castelo Novo in Fundão (2008), the fortification is read as a Ruskinian ‘ruin’. In a
picturesque interpretation, the architects make a predominantly landscaping operation in the surrounding area, preserving
the exemplary presence of the ancient walled circle. The ‘trace’ of the walls, however, even in the absence of volumes,
is always legible, it is perceived in the winding streets of the historic centers where the urban fabric, which reached
saturation, has incorporated the ancient walls. Whatever the cause of the destruction of the old wall is, the absence still
draws its image. The urban shape follows the ancient perimeter and the resistance of these powerful architectures remains:
for example, the gates of Florence have been saved or the toponymy of squares in replacement of old gates.
It is interesting the Herzog & De Meuron design for the Feltrinelli Foundation in Milan (2016) in which the intervention
on the track is well clear. The volume follows the path of the Spanish walls of the sixteenth century and the design of the
public spaces and furnishings recalls their plan, leaving the archaeological plan to resurface. In all cases, however, the
congenital ‘resistance’ of certain architectures is the most evident data. Born for the defense of the city, long lasting both
for the massiveness and for the flexibility of their structures, the walls still appear today within the urban fabric and are
perceptible both in their integrity and absence. Although released from their old assignment, these urban devices retain
the ability to contain urban unity, and they are able to do so even in the track left on the ground. Nonetheless, the walls in
the contemporary city, being no longer an ultimate margin, represent at urban level an interface between the historic city
and that of expansion outside Moenia. They become narrative infrastructures directly involved in the dialogue between
the ancient nucleus and the contemporary city. This exchange is expressed architecturally in the design of the public space
around these artifacts. It could therefore be said that the recovery of this historical heritage is primarily to plan its new use,
to integrate these artifacts into the flow of urban life, respecting their identity and memory.
The urban design as a deduction of a methodology: the case study of Seville
The case study of the walls of Seville was born as a tool to verify a method already developed in the research conducted
by the Department of Architecture and Project in the University of Rome for the masterplans of the historic centers of
San Gemini and Viterbo. The two cities, a smaller country and an average city in central Italy, are characterized by wellpreserved walled perimeters dating back to the same historical period.
Seville becomes an opportunity to deepen this strategic approach on a much larger circuit than the other two, coeval but
Islamic and above all largely demolished at the end of the nineteenth century. This allowed us to work on the issues of the
gap, the fragment and the trace mentioned above. The goal is to determine on one hand the perceptual unity of the circuit
in a dialogue between sign and morphological structure and, on the other hand, the validity of an action strategy.
Research proceeds according to four phases of investigation in the design process:
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Walls, city and history. The architectural artefact is investigated from the historical and conservative point of view,
according to the typological and technical construction aspects and in the relationship with the morphological development
of the city. The city of Seville possessed a large tapial wall (an Arab cement conglomerate), with towers and gates every
30 meters and a continuous barbican outside. Thanks to advanced Arab engineering knowledge (first Almoravide and then
Almohad), the eastern arm of the Guadalquivir river was dried up. This allowed a sudden development of the city and the
perimeter to become 17 km. Seville, Colonia Iulia with Italica city, has represented a very important commercial node
since Roman times, becoming one of the largest cities in Europe, a record that it will retain until the Siglo de Oro as a port
city between the Old and New World.
Walls, city and landscape. The research passes to the territorial scale to investigate the territorial systems and the historical
landscape heritage with particular attention to the historical and naturalistic routes. Among all, we remember the Camino
de Santiago from the South, which treads the ancient via ab Emerita Asturicam, then via de la Plata in the Arab era, but
a dense network since pre-Roman times characterized the Spanish south. The major urban axes arise from the territorial
structure, the success of some routes compared to others alters the balance of the city itself and the future expansion
of the building fabric. Understanding the landscape and the territory of the city becomes the investigation key and the
strategic project resource. The current disparity between the southern area, the heart of the city, and the northern area,
more degraded, is in contradiction with a radiocentric structure of the landscape cultural itineraries. This data will be
fundamental for the urban masterplan.
Strategic areas of intervention. The last phase identifies the Strategic Transformation Areas along the city walls, which
contain the Urban Permeability Areas and Physical-Functional Continuity Areas.
These are the places of the urban design, spaces which by their morphological and structural conformation constitute the
nodes of transformation and, in the Sevillian case, of urban permeability and porosity. Within the sectors identified, area
1. Puerta de la Macarena is investigated, as a sample case of research. This area is located in the north of the city in a
degraded area of the historic center but contains the best preserved stretch. The design is an opportunity to regenerate
a part of the city through the enhancement of the architectural artifact, starting from its original conformation. The
Macarena walls are configured today as an element crushed between two high-flow roads. The project envisages an extra
moenia park, Parque de las Murallas, connecting the parliament of Andalusia to the historic center. The park connects
the main historical axes to the perimeter of the ancient city and then to the tourist itineraries. Inside the walls a new
pedestrian area is designed, a new ‘rambla’, recovering the commercial premises on the ground floor of the buildings. In
the abandoned area called Las Naves9 there is a new museum of Arab fortifications: the educational path that starts inside
the building connects to the patrol path, incorporating the walls and the Torre Blanca to the cultural itinerary. At Puerta
de la Macarena, through a parasitic structure, the barbican hosts a Land center on the possible itineraries of the hinterland
of Seville, while Puerta de Cordoba is converted into a Community hub for citizens.
Heritage: Monument or architecture?
Two-faced architectural devices, the walls have as their greatest asset the fact of being an element on the ‘edge’. The
proposed study aims to provide an answer to how this can happen and it demonstrates it through the repetition of an
operational procedure, a strategy applicable to different case studies. No matter how extensive the route is, nor what the
construction typology is, it doesn’t even matter what the state of conservation is. What matters, instead, is the ability to
read in the walled perimeter, or even in its trace as in the case of Seville, the urban unit and the potential to intercept
measured contact, the vital exchange, which defines an interior and an exterior. In reference to this, urban fortifications
today express a very high resource in the regeneration of historic centres. Therefore studying the ancient walls is not only
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a matter of restoration or war engineering, but it is above all a field of architectural and urban design. In this perspective,
the project along the walled perimeters becomes a cognitive moment as much as a verification tool, a tool for reflection
on the historical and artistic heritage and on the importance of the protection and safeguarding of certain architectures
in an active way. Indeed, it is not enough to keep, it is necessary ‘to use’. History teaches us that the death of buildings
arises from abandonment. A constant danger therefore for heritage is precisely in the deceptive definition of ‘monument’.
Crystallization does not guarantee the transition to future generations. In this sense, research is founded on the concept
of heritage not as an object but as a subject, not as a scene but as an actor in the great city theater. Only the urban project
can deal with the theme of the wall-city relationship with awareness and efficacy, as the only discipline capable of relating
not only with the architecture but with the space that it generates. Hence the need to regenerate the fortifications starting
from their spatial location and at the same time from the task that, as architecture, they can still perform for the city. On
the other hand, it must be remembered that the walls are nothing but ‘architecture’ and as such they must be lived, if they
are to survive. Confirming this, it is worth concluding with the words of Giovanni Michelucci on the perimeter of Florence
“Only if walls bring their contribution of life for the city, they will be safe”10.
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ABSTRACT
Utopias are ideal forms that our imagination attributes to a future reality. It has been a common practice throughout the history of
architecture to use utopia as a means of imagining the future city, or the ideal city.
Two types of process have always guided, in parallel, the evolution of humanity: on the one hand, the technological one, today also
informatics, based on human intellect and on scientific research; on the other, the one guided by the impulses of the individual or of
society, contingent and variable, spontaneous and hard to program. Consequently, two different visions of the future city, two guidelines
for imagining it, are outlined. On the one hand, hypertechnological scenarios open up, in which computerization is the basis of everyday
urban life and digital space is overlaid with public space; on the other, new living models are inspired by the logic of spontaneous
architecture for the planning of a city whose rules are mainly dictated by desires and needs. On the one hand, total programming, on
the other, the freest spontaneity. On the one hand the informatic city, on the other the informal city. The intention is to compare the two
utopias, which correspond to the two strategies that we use to imagine the future of our cities: the extraordinary and increasingly rapid
technological development and the study of the tensions that guide spontaneous human processes.
Although the two roads may seem antithetical, they actually try to respond to the same need: to design the spaces of a city that is fit
for a contemporary man, that is able to respond to his needs and those of today’s society. The world is in a phase of change whose
consequences are becoming more and more tangible day after day, both from an ecological and a social point of view. But is it possible
to define which the best way to live in the midst of these changes is? Total control, capable of contemplating all the possible variables of
change, or leaving room for randomness to the natural development of things and to be able to find from time to time, for each problem,
a new solution? An attempt will be made to define, through the analysis of contemporary utopias – now almost becoming reality -,
through which roads we are leading antithetical visions of the future city. On the one hand Neom (Saudi Arabia), the largest smart city
in the world, on the other Almere Oosterwold (Holland), experimenting in urban self-organization.
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Utopias are ideal forms that our imagination gives to a future reality
It has been common practice throughout the history of architecture to use utopia as a means of imagining the
future city, or the ideal city. It is enough to think of the twenties and the utopia of the functionalist city, perfectly
dimensioned according to the needs of a universal inhabitant, or, almost in antithesis, of Constant’s New Babylon,
designed for a man in perpetual movement. The most interesting aspect of these utopias is that sooner or later, they
have found their form in reality: they have become objects and spaces. The idea at the base of Le Corbusier’s City
for three million inhabitants took shape in the Unité d’Habitation of Marseille – a different scale, but always a way
to satisfy precise needs in the most efficient possible way, where everything is designed and never left to chance -;
the essence of New Babylon can perhaps be found in the aggregations of the recent typology of tiny-houses or of the
numerous spontaneous settlements at the base of societies capable of self-governing themselves.
We have therefore, in history, made use of utopias to imagine possible future scenarios and to draw them, until we
were able to find a real way to shape them. The birth of a utopia constitutes a tension: it is an attempt to imagine
and to give an image to a future reality as one would like it to be. However, this process of imagination, although
free and not necessarily supported by scientific bases, can only be guided by an acknowledgement of the reality in
which we live and the processes that have always guided man’s evolution and, consequently, the development of
his cities. We do not imagine things that have never existed if we are unable to perceive their possible existence.
Utopias are therefore closely related to the processes that guide our evolution: a reminiscence of how we might have
reached a certain point, together with an analysis of the state of fact allow the utopia to be born; and this, sooner or
later, will succeed in becoming a new reality, on the basis of which a new analysis will be made and on the basis
of which a new utopia will be born to be realized. Two types of process have always guided, at the same time, this
succession of imagination of utopias and construction of new realities: on the one hand, the technological one, today
also informatics, and on the other, the one guided by the impulses of the individual or of society.
Scientific research, the human intellect, the definition of rules and their application are at the basis of the
technological-informatics process. Detailed and in-depth knowledge is the key to solving every new problem.
Through the scientific and technological approach, we have been able to conceive architectures capable of relating
to man and the environment. There are many ways in which technological development melts with architectural
design: Toyo Ito’s Tower of Winds in Yokohama (1986), changes in relation to the external environment; the forms
of Frank Gehry’s Guggenheim Museum in Bilbao (1997) were made possible by the use of advanced digital design
software; Rem Koolhaas was able to imagine and realize a house in Bordeaux (1998), whose forms are modified
to adapt to the needs of its inhabitant; François Roche in recent years designs objects almost more similar to
“living entities” than to buildings1, capable of interacting with man. These are just some of the ways in which the
development of the scientific process has taken shape over the last thirty years.
The second type of process, guided by impulse and necessity, instinct and the research of beauty or ways of expressing
the meaning of one’s existence, has always been intimately rooted in man and finds form, most often, in spontaneous
or ephemeral architecture: respectively, in architecture that is born according to its own rules or in architecture in
which rules can be subverted in the name of temporariness, which makes self-regulation more legitimate.
Spontaneous settlements arise and develop according to economic needs, such as the vast slums that stand alongside
the great Brazilian metropolises. London’s plotlands, the Do It Yourself New Towns”, as Colin Ward calls them2, were
an agglomeration of “new, frugal, self-organised, popular cities formed on the south-east coast of England in the first
half of the nineteenth century”3. In Belgrade, on the island of Ada Medica, in the Sava River, a spontaneous society
has slowly built itself according to its own rules, allowing each inhabitant the possibility to build their own dwelling as
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they preferred, to freely design its shape and choose its location. In Nevada, the Burning Man Festival, born as an act
of rebellion against society, has given life to extremely imaginative architectures, also without rules and for this reason
pure expression of the social and temporal context in which they are born. Real cities, therefore, born out of necessity
or desire for expression. As happened in the succession of different years and eras, even today the two processes
described correspond to two antithetical and parallel scenarios for the development of future cities.
In the hyper-technological city, computerisation is at the basis of the development of everyday urban life and
digital space overlays public space, providing new means for resolving needs. In our time, it is not so much the
use of innovative construction technologies or the infrastructure system that characterizes this type of city, but the
relationship between physical and digital space, their juxtaposition and the exchanges between them. Everything is
controlled and controllable, no matter the physical distance between man and place. The physical distance between
places is almost removed, and this allows the potentially immense expansion of these cities. In this way physical
space and digital space are fused; both define the city; both contribute to making its spaces and services more
or less accessible and enjoyable. Given this condition, we are driven to imagine hyper-technological and hyperinformatized cities, where the design of skyscrapers and large, efficient and ecological public spaces is accompanied
by total control of both its possible modifications over time and, for its inhabitants, of all the opportunities that these
cities can offer them. Cities whose enormous extension does not constitute a potential difficulty in living them, but
an expansion of the offers, facilitated in return by the efficiency of the infrastructure. Physical space and network
in a continuous dialogue in which the development of one responds immediately to the development of the other.
In the spontaneous city, spaces and the relationship between private and public spaces are not fully defined a priori.
The underlying planning is deliberately partial, if not absent. The forms, the full and empty spaces, the houses and
squares, are defined by the reciprocal relationships between citizens and their needs, which change over time. The
city is an immediate reflection of society. The relationships between architectural forms reflect social relationships.
The strong point of the spontaneous city is that it is born and grows in order to respond to the needs dictated by
the place and time in which it is located and can modify itself autonomously, according to its own rules, without
impositions from above or the need to have recourse to bureaucratic procedures that are often asynchronous to
real contingencies. For every need, a solution is found and immediately applied. And it is not only a question of
necessities related to surviving, but also to the desire of a society to express itself: with respect for citizens, it is
allowed to produce architectural constructions of the most eclectic and heterogeneous forms: the search for beauty
is constant and experimental. At the basis of the development of these cities is the resolution of an immediate need,
whether it be to respond to changes in the surrounding environmental reality, or to changes in social hierarchies,
or to the way of expressing and seeking beauty. Spontaneous architecture is the immediate satisfaction of a need or
impulse. On the one hand, total planning, on the other, the freest spontaneity. On the one hand the informatic city,
on the other the informal city.
Although they may seem two extremely radical interpretations of the contemporary city, as happens with every
utopia, in recent years they are transforming themselves into real scenarios. The hyper-technological city and the
spontaneous city are both taken as models for the urban and architectural planning of some cities – or parts of cities
– that are recently arising in different contexts, both natural and cultural. Through the increasingly rapid scientific
and technological development, on the one hand, and the study of the tensions and needs that guide spontaneous
human processes, on the other, we have been able, in recent years, to imagine and design how these can become
models that are applicable to real cities.
In Saudi Arabia, on 24 October 2017, on the “Future Investment Initiative” conference in Riyadh, the Crown Prince
Mohammed bin Salman announced the launch of NEOM City, a futuristic megacity4. The city is presented to be
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a global hub for trade, innovation and knowledge. NEOM is seen by its promoters as a gateway to the future, as a
utopia about to become a reality. And it is in this utopian sense that the city is presented as a place for dreamers:
“I tell people those who cannot dream should not negotiate with us or come to NEOM. Welcome to the dreamers
who with come to the new world”. With those words the prince ends his speech in the conference5. Its name,
NEOM, really means “new future”6. Ambition is not limited to wanting to transform a piece of land into a new
city, but into a new future. The transition from utopia to reality is immediate. NEOM has been described according
to the formal website “Discover NEOM” as “the world’s most ambitious project, a city of unprecedented scale,
in Saudi Arabia, made of many cities operating as an independent economic zone built by robots, done friendly
and with traffic regulated by smart cars, unlimited resources, a Mecca of engineers and dreamers in robotics and
solar power. A global hub for trade, innovation, and knowledge, but especially supportive of all religions and
determined to eliminate extremists” (NEOM Official Web Site 2017). This is how NEOM presents itself as a city
that works because everything is kept under control: from engineering to religion, from economics to knowledge.
The sponsorship of advanced technologies is presented in parallel with the search for a creative population that can
provide new ideas and new visions. Technology and intellect, the two forces on which the dream of NEOM city is
based: two forces to be kept constantly in system as efficiently as possible.
In Almere, in the Netherlands, starting from the promotion of the I Build My House policy in Almere in 2002, we
have moved, in planning, from a top-down approach to a bottom-up approach, more commonly known as do it by
yourself. Top-down planning is abandoned, or put aside, in favour of an autonomous self-constitution of the city,
guided by spontaneous development processes. In Oosterwold, a fraction of Almere, a new 43 square kilometre selfsustaining agricultural-urban utopia7, we can see how the conformation of urban spaces is not planned in advance,
but is gradually formed according to the wishes of those who live there. The final ‘forma urbis’ is not planned, but
is given space for all the possible configurations that the population can and wishes to find. The Almere Principles
political manifesto, adopted in 2008, defines a strategic framework for achieving the city’s development goals for
2030. In particular, it sets out guiding principles for the “development of diversity” (physical and social) and more
space for self-organisation processes8. In parallel, in collaboration with the MVRDV studio, the new structural
plan for the city of Almere 2.0 is promoted. Defined with the plan some main guidelines, the citizens are allowed
to manage the transformation of the area autonomously, with the help of private investors. There are only five rules
to be respected, the rest is entrusted to self-organisation. The spatial development is unpredictable, dictated by the
needs, or by the whims, of the inhabitants. In this case the utopia of the city which develops according to its own
rules is realized, mixed with the desire of those who, at a given moment, live in it. The form of the city is the direct
materialization of the needs and impulses of those who live in it.
Although the two streets may seem antithetical, they actually try to give an answer to the same need: that of
designing the spaces of a city that is on a contemporary human scale, that is able to respond to his needs and those
of today’s society. The search for a rapid response to the occurrence of the contingency is the key to resolving the
reading of these utopias in apparent antithesis. Intellect and technology try to govern everything by designing all
possible evolutions and modifications, from the physical realization of cities, their buildings and infrastructures,
to the way their inhabitants live, walk and perceive them. Total control is capable of contemplating all possible
variables of change and of choosing the most efficient way to deal with them.
The satisfaction of impulses, needs and the search for beauty, transforming themselves into the self-organization of
the city, guide its development in a natural and immediate way. When a contingency arises, an ad hoc solution is
found. The form is pure expression of the time and place in which it is born. It is left space to casualty, more or less
designed, to the natural development of things. The resolution of problems is largely guided by instinct.
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Utopias are born as a response to a real condition, and the one that characterizes our time is exactly that of
contingency, the instability caused by political and natural conditions, the change of the economy and climate. That
is why our two contemporary utopias are nothing more than two sides of the same coin. Both trying to interface
with the variability and uncertainty that characterize our time, they respond, the first, through knowledge, intellect,
research and technological development; the second through the immediate satisfaction of needs, impulses and
desire for beauty and expression.
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ABSTRACT
The word “Vision”, in addition to strictly indicating the act of observing “Reality”, contains in itself also the germ of its transformation;
“Creativity” is the main tool that offers itself to the Vision as a means of changing Reality. This reflection is part of a larger project,
which has identified in schools, as collective institutions, the potential to transform themselves into “integration centers”, especially if
placed in marginal areas, where they also take on a fundamental social role. The suburbs schools, in fact, are “center of gravity and
crossroads of a cultural pluralism, consistent with the socio-urban composition of the context in which they are inserted, schools that
can open up to the territory, becoming a reference point for the community, a new urban centrality”(Borri, Indire, 2016). In this way
the research intends to investigate the “circular relationship between school and city” (Leschiutta, 1989), namely the ways in which
school buildings can be transformed into “urban radiators” for the districts.
In particular, this research is also part of a project of the MIUR aimed at creating new “Children’s Poles”, established with the D.L. 65/17,
with the intention to create, in a multi-year national action plan, structures dedicated to education and training for children within the same
educational path, from the nursery up to kindergarten, to be placed in new buildings or belonging to existing educational facilities.
The S. Salacone C.I., was chosen as a case study for its location on the Casilino 23 suburb, a complex and stratified social and urban
structure, but above all because it is expected that within it will be activated the first “0-14 children’s center”, which intends to bring
together in the same educational path 4 levels, from the nursery to the First Degree Secondary School. The main goal, starting from
this case study, is to identify effective and plural actions, aimed at outlining a methodological path of intervention on the school
environment and at the development of design solutions that can be reiterated in other similar situations. The final goal is to make
available innovative and flexible learning environments, which start from the existing “Reality” and which are strengthened to it, which
are the result of a creative action capable of stimulating Creativity. Involving users and institutions, operators and families, for which
Architecture thus becomes a driving force for requalification, well-being and social integration.
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The core of the Icona Conference, focused on the binomial ‘Creativity’ and ‘Reality’ understood as the “permanent framework for a reflection on innovation and the transformation of architecture and cities” proposes itself as a container of
extraordinary breadth and interest; in articulating its themes, to the two pillars ‘Creativity’ and ‘Reality’, among others, is
juxtaposed (or counterweight) a third, that even further widens its borders. The term vision, in fact, in addition to strictly
indicating the act of seeing, observing reality, contains in itself also the germ of its transformation, the ability to ‘see’ an
‘idea’ which prefigures, of that reality, new scenarios. ‘Creativity’ is the main tool that offers itself to the Vision as a means
of changing Reality. Within this frame of reference, so vast and interesting, the proposed research hypothesis, focused on
the central role of the School in our society, can also be placed and make sense.
Prof. Beate Weyland1 well synthesizes this connection in one of her speeches on the digital TED platform2, where she
highlights that the School is in ‘danger’, having triggered three insidious devices: ‘Control’, which generates stiffening,
‘Formalization’, or extreme bureaucracy, which cages personality and finally ‘Evaluation’, which generates anxiety if
based only on the merely performances. Prof. Weyland attributes precisely to the reinvention of the school space, to its
Vision, the ability to defuse these devices, in order to convert Control into ‘Freedom’, Bureaucracy into ‘Creativity’ and
Evaluation into ‘Enhancement’, aiming to transform the school in a symbolic ‘Palace of Wonders’.
The specific research is part of a wider container, developed within the framework of the PhD in Architecture and Construction (leading. Prof.ssa Dina Nencini) at the Department of Architecture and Project (DIAP), which has identified in
schools, as collective institutions, the potential to transform themselves into ‘integration centers’, especially if placed in
marginal areas, where they also take on a fundamental social role. The suburbs schools, in fact, are “center of gravity and
crossroads of a cultural pluralism, consistent with the socio-urban composition of the context in which they are inserted,
schools that can open up to the territory, becoming a reference point for the community, a new urban centrality” (Borri,
Indire, 2016). In this way the research intends to investigate the “circular relationship between school and city” (Leschiutta, 1989), namely the ways in which school buildings can be transformed into ‘urban radiators’ for the districts, generating
poles and catalysts for the vitality of an urban environment, “offering itself to the local community and the territory. The
school thus takes the form of a ‘civic center’ capable of acting as an engine of the territory and of enhancing social, educational and cultural needs” (Technical standards: School Building Guidelines 2013).
All this, of course, supported and wired by a wide-ranging consideration about the challenges facing italian schools today,
regarding the modern concept of teaching and the meaning of sustainable school, in a multidisciplinary vision.
The link between architecture and pedagogy has always been strongly connected; the term ‘school building’, however,
as observed by Mariagrazia Marcarini3, does not sufficiently highlight the link between the design of the spaces from an
architectural point of view and the ‘architecture’ of the pedagogical models that are placed in these spaces, being conditioned; therefore proposes to replace the expression ‘school building’ with the term ‘Pedarchitecture’, to point up the
importance of the link between pedagogy, didactics and architecture of school environments. At the base there is the tension to rethink the spaces of teaching and learning in sight of the innovations introduced by new technologies, cognitive
sciences and pedagogical models which, by enhancing laboratory and cooperative learning, aim, at the same time, for the
development of individual potentials and personalization of curricula. All this requires architecture to be highly flexible
and adaptable, in harmony with the appeal that comes from the OECD (Organization for Economic Cooperation and
Development), which “suggests to build schools with spaces and systems that can be adapted to different distribution, typological and performance solutions, ensuring adequate answers to the continuous and rapid evolution of needs for use”4.
Also the architect Giorgio Ponti, in this context, has moved in the direction of highlighting the growing link between
architectural and educational innovation, proposing to use the expression ‘educational architecture’ functional to an ‘intelligent school’, which is “an ideal set of physical spaces, technologies and equipment capable of responding, even in
a very short time, to the maximum deal of overall and dynamic needs of educational and training activities, in an open
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Fig. 1
I.C. Simonetta
Salacone at
CASILINO 23.
1. Primary School
“IQBAL MASIH”;
2. PrimarySecondary School
“F. BARACCA”;
3. KindergartenPrimary School
“R. BALZANI”;
4. Kindergarten
“GUATTARI”;
5. Primary School
“C. PISACANE”
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relationship with other social activities and services. (...) The ‘intelligent school’ should therefore be intended both as
a metaproject (that is a project path) and as an objective to be achieved gradually, considering what already exists, the
individual contexts and the particular conditions with which it has to operate; with the precise awareness of the profound
and rapid transformations, (…) which are investing all over the world the educational and training activities, their role in
the various cultural and social spheres and the their relationship with the overall system of services”5.
Targets
The research, therefore, arises from the convergence of two major objectives, conveyed by the creative action of architecture: on the one hand, making the school environment the hinge of the preliminary choices of an educational-pedagogical
project, capable of promoting the well-being and growth of the individual; on the other hand, transforming the school
buildings into strategic resources for social and cultural development, also capable of regenerating the urban-territorial
settlement system in which they are innervated. Particular attention is paid to the existing collective buildings and in
particular to school buildings, burdened in areas of particular marginality (widely understood) of the Roman suburbs; it
is now clear, in fact, that we have passed from a demand for new construction to one of conservation, maintenance and
regeneration of the existing building heritage, both public and private. In particular, schools are required not only to be
able to improve management, functional, maintenance and energy efficiency, but also to be able to adapt themselves to the
sharing of spaces, equipment and infrastructures with the community, even beyond and in addition to the specific school
hours and activities.
Methodology and analysis
In terms of social analysis, the methodological tools that are intended to be used are evaluative, i.e. the ex ante detection of
the needs, critical issues and habits of the direct (pupils, teaching and non-teaching staff) and indirect receivers (families,
children, neighborhood associations, etc.) of the requalification actions, through the use of both quantitative (questionnaires, survey forms, check-lists) and qualitative (focus groups, interviews) investigation tools. These methodological devices will provide context indicators useful for the elaboration and definition of the requalification project. It will be also
necessary to approach the study of new teaching methods (such as the D.A.D.A – Didactics for Learning Environments),
to identify the framework of the pedagogical and didactic route that will be adopted. The evaluation of a project which has
started from the needs of the reference community and that is addressed to it, can represent the best way to “support the
innovative developments that guide the adaptation to dynamic and emerging realities in complex environments”6. Within
the framework outlined, it was tried to set up a research project combining the aims and methods of pedagogical and social
research with those of architectural typological science; the main steps of the procedural process can be summarized in:
- monitoring on the territory of the areas to which School Institutes insist which could be interesting and significant, as
they can make themselves capable of requalification actions;
- analysis of the relationships between school and neighborhood, by listening to the inhabitants, associations and all those
who live the school.
- cataloging of the recurrent architectural typologies, in their constructive, distributive and typological components;
- identification and mapping of critical issues at stake (functional inequality, degradation, lack of environmental comfort, etc.);
- identification of some case of studies among the schools on the suburbs of Rome to be redesegned, selected in
consideration of prerequisites ranging from the typological layout and the architectural quality to the ability to dialogue
with the local territory, in addition to particular critical issues or potentials identified.
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Fig. 2
Municipality of
Rome. Plan for
Economic and
Popular Housing
of 1964. Area
Plan n. 23 –
Casilino, signed
by L. Quaroni ,
G. Esposito, R.
Maestro, L. Rubino.
Top:
Planivolumetric
view.
Down:
Model view
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At present, more than 20 schools have been identified according to these criteria; it is intended to submit them to a
design strategy aimed at their requalification under all the profiles described above; such ‘pilot projects’ may constitute a
model to be replicated in similar situations and could represent a starting point for further future research. The tools and
materials to be used to achieve the research objectives will be selected each time between the most suitable, depending
on the case, starting from the selection of primary sources (field surveys, direct observation, measurements, cataloging of
the buildings properties for their analysis and preliminary to the projects, etc.) or secondary sources (such as Italian and
international thematic projects, existing publications, etc.) to the construction of the necessary iconographic and design
systems and the logical reference framework, useful to elucidate the mode of action and to define the objectives to be
achieved, up to the search for any external subjects to be involved in order to achieve the objectives themselves.
MIUR
But this research is also connected to a project of the Ministry of Education aimed at creating new ‘Children’s Poles’, established with the D.L. 65/17, which are an innovation in the integrated education and training system for children from 0
to 6 years. It’s an intention to create, with a multi-year national action plan, structures dedicated to education and training
for children within the same educational path, from the nursery to the play areas, up to kindergarten, to be placed in one
or more buildings, of new construction (through Contests) or belonging to existing educational facilities. The main goal is
to create real “permanent laboratories of research, innovation, participation and openness to the territory”, in order to “guarantee to girls and children, from birth to six years – to develop potentials for relationship, autonomy, creativity, learning in an
appropriate emotional, playful and cognitive context – equal opportunities for education and instruction, of care, relationship
and play, overcoming inequalities and territorial, economic, ethnic and cultural barriers” (DL 65/17).
The case of study: IC Simonetta Salacone at Casilino 23
The Simonetta Salacone Comprehensive Institute – consisting of four ‘plexi’ built between Sixties and Seventies (Primary
School ‘IQBAL MASIH’; Primary-Secondary School ‘F. BARACCA’; Kindergarten-Primary School ‘R. BALZANI’;
kindergarten ‘GUATTARI’, Fig. 1), and a fifth, dating back to the Thirties (Primary School ‘C. PISACANE’, Fig. 1) – was
chosen for its location on the eastern outskirts of Rome, a complex and stratified social and urban structure, but even because it is expected that within it will be activated one of the first ‘0-14 children’s center’, which intends to bring together
in the same educational path 4 education cycles, starting from the nursery to the First Degree of the Secondary School.
The complex is inside the district called Casilino 23 – one of 16 Area Plans (note n. 23) of the Plan for Economic and
Popular Housing of 1964 – signed by L. Quaroni , G. Esposito, R. Maestro, L. Rubino, located between Prenestino-Labicano and Prenestino-Centocelle suburbs (Fig. 2). The planimetric scheme consists of 29 residential buildings arranged
according to a radial system converging on 4 centers and focused on a green cavity, on which the school buildings are
located (Fig. 3). The slats all have a sloping roof and an increasing height as you move away from the focuses, ranging
from 2 to 14 floors (Fig. 3). The set presents “a dynamic form: if we had chosen only one center we would have closed
in itself the composition that had to remain open, according to our intentions, to other interventions, expansions and developments. I remember that we wanted to avoid the country effect and create a piece of the city” (Camiz-interview with
Rubino). But actually the district, on the side of the centrifugal thrust of the slats, is still interrupted, although surrounded
by an important green area. Three of the school ‘plexi’ belonging to the IC S.S. are located exactly where the PdZ had
foreseen them, however designed by different designers and in a later period.
The research, still in the germinal phase, will continue with the analysis of school buildings, the identification of critical
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issues and potentials, and the elaboration of the project, with the final goal of “promoting school buildings as new shared
infrastructures for the educational and socio-cultural activities of the neighborhood” (Angelucci, Di Sivo, Ladiana), and
also to provide innovative and flexible learning environments, as the result of a creative action capable of stimulating
Creativity. Involving users and institutions, operators and families, for which Architecture thus becomes a driving force
for requalification, well-being and social integration.

Fig. 3
Left:
redrawing of the
actual planimetric
set-up of Casilino 23.
Top-right:
scheme of the radial
system, converging
on 4 centers (project
drawing).
Down-right:
Axonometric view
(project drawing)
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ABSTRACT
The contribution investigates the theoretical-design research methodology of a didactic experience – within the PhD in Theory and
Design of the Architecture of Sapienza – on compositional methods and strategies of transformation in the design of the existing.
Selecting as a field of design experimentation some significant ‘architectural texts’ of the twentieth century, the Whitney Museum by
Marcel Breuer, (New York 1966) becomes the case study through the formal analysis of the work in order to intervene with actions of
adaptation and manipulation of the original form. The choice to work on Marcel Breuer’s Whitney Museum of American Art was born
out from the curiosity to understand the reasons why it has been impossible to extend it, despite the numerous projects developed from
the 1980s by Michel Graves, and then by Oma, up to Renzo Piano, who then built the new Whitney in the Meatpacking District. Breuer
himself had developed some ideas about the extension of the museum, as described in some sketches. (Breuer Digital Archive, University
of Syracuse). This curiosity was then strengthened by a meeting with A. Yaneva who had an experience as an ethnographer in OMA’s
studio during the elaboration of the NeWhitney project: the design process of Koolhaas’s studio becomes for her an observatory to
retrace the many controversies that have involved the Whitney in the impossibility of its expansion, for which, she came to the conclusion
that the reasons behind the stories of the inextensibility of an icon of modernity do not find an answer “along the (…) aesthetic plan of
architectural practice” (Yaneva 2018). The prospect of the loss of autonomy of the specific language of architecture in this interesting
provocation has intensified the desire to deepen the study of Breuer’s building in order to understand the generative grammar of this
architecture and to attempt a project of a possible transformation. We then restart from those sketches by Breuer and proceed to a closereading of the building that produces a figural analysis for the manipulation of the form of this architecture. A sort of theoretical action
that assumes the Whitney as an ‘opera aperta’ able to host the space of the project as ‘artistic practice’ in its most authentic meaning,
that is, that essential and sensitive device that portrays the changes of our time and introduces them into the forms of architecture.
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American twentieth-century Art finds its home in Marcel Breuer’s Whitney Museum, when the new building on Madison
Avenue on the corner of 75th street in New York was inaugurated in 1966.
The dream of Gertrude Vanderbilt Whitney, an artist, heiress and collector, finally materializes in the construction of a
unique treasure chest for Art that breaks into the heart of the most commercial and sumptuous street of Manhattan. Introvert,
laconic, extraneous to the context, the Whitney Museum appears along the New York streetscape in its granite-covered
monolithic structure, an upside-down ziggurat that overturns the typological zoning rules, “a building as expressive of the
inherent irreverence and radicalism of art” (Blake, 1966). This is the background to the subsequent controversies that have
generated over time the symbolic identity of a modernist icon, whose fate today consecrates its author in the name ‘The
Met Breuer’ which was attributed to it by the Metropolitan Museum: since 2016, the famous institution has rented the
building temporarily and has removed it from its primary function, converting the most authentic space of contemporary
American Art into a container that houses part of its encyclopedic art collections.
The idea behind this contribution is to understand the reasons for the impossible transformation of this work, which is
why the Whitney Museum has been moved to a new building that has nothing to do with the original idea of Gertrude,
later built by Breuer. Why couldn’t the Whitney be extended? Yet many projects, from Michel Graves, to Oma and
Renzo Piano himself (who will later build the new Whitney in the Meatpacking District) have been dealt with the issue
of the extension of the Breuer’s building. Perhaps Breuer himself had investigated this possibility, as sketches from the
Marcel Breuer Digital Archive at Syracuse University show by describing his design intention to add the museum both
next to and in the space behind the existing brownstones. The ostensible impenetrability of the building, the conservation
constraints of the adjacent brownstones and public opinion, including perhaps the same detractors of the first hour, have
precluded any possible transformation of Breuer’s work. Any design action that could have strengthened, updated and
expanded the museum therefore seemed impracticable. These musings have then found a didactic space for a theoreticaldesign research proposal processed within the PhD Course in Architecture, Theory and Project of Sapienza, led by me,
on the compositional techniques and the strategies of transformation in the design of the existing (Giovannelli, 2018).
The aim of the PhD workshop was to identify design techniques for intervention on the architectural artefact, assumed
in its neglected conditions. Choosing as field of action of design research some significant ‘architectural texts’ of the
twentieth-century, the Whitney becomes a case-study, whose formal analysis is the tool to intervene with actions of
adaptation and manipulation of the original form, generating new architectural configurations. However, the choice to
work on the Whitney Museum was born out of a curiosity and a meeting. After visiting the building in one of its last
seasons, before it moved to its new location, my interest has shifted from the rooms of the museum to its ‘biography’
with the investigation among the pages of the Marcel Breuer’s Digital Archive, with drawings, sketches, photographs and
papers that make up the authentic history of a project. Then a meeting in 2018 in Coimbra, in the session of the 2nd RMB
Conference “Reuse Modernist Buildings”1 in which, among the speakers, Albena Yaneva presents a case study focused
on her experience as an ethnographer in Oma’s studio, during the design of the Whitney Museum extension. The design
process of Koolhaas’s studio becomes an observatory to retrace the many controversies that involved the Whitney in the
unfeasibility of implementing its expansion, for which Yaneva wonders about the reasons for its inextensibility, declaring
the symmetrical impossibility of giving answers “along the traditional three planes: the aesthetic plane of architectural
practice, the institutional plane, and the plane societal context”2. In this sense, for Yaneva, “the Whitney must be seen NOT
as an autonomous, emancipated or coherent modernist object (…) but as a complex ecology, a network of connections
(…) To understand the Whitney, it is not enough to question the specific language of its architects, or the social context of
its design plans (but) the whole process of transformations of the building in design”3.
The prospect of the loss of autonomy of the specific language of architecture in this interesting provocation by Yaneva,
reinforced my desire to deepen my study of Breuer’s building in order to understand the generative grammar of this
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Fig. 1
M. Breuer,
Whitney Museum of
America Art.
View of the entrance.
Ezra Stoller
Photographer.
(Photo by the author
took from the book
Stoller, E.,
(1966, printed 2000),
Whitney Museum
of American Art.
Photographs
by Ezra Stoller,
Princeton
Architectural Press,
New York, pp. 22-23)

Fig. 2
M. Breuer,
Whitney Museum
of America Art.
Sketches
n. 270, 272, 273.
Marcel Breuer
Digital Archive
Repository
Syracuse University
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architecture, as a space of investigation into the manipulation of form. After all, the attempts to enlarge the Whitney,
which for two decades since 1980 have produced various proposals, were driven by a need for new spaces with the aim of
creating a whole new organism. From the composite architectural additions of Michael Graves, who consider the Whitney
as the partial basement of a radical extension, to Koolhaas’ NeWhithney, which reorganizes the museum’s spaces, creating
a body grafted between the interstices of the adjacent buildings and overlooking Breuer’s building without ever touching
it; up to Renzo Piano who in 2004 proposed a volumetric tower extension, thanks to the underground grafting action.
With different actions and languages, these projects work by juxtaposition or overlapping but, in the end, they renounce
to explore the compositional grammar of the Breuer’s work, to then graft actions that expand from the work towards the
surrounding space. In the critical distance that the ‘new’ exhibits with the existing, the different architectural proposals
expand the museum’s areas by building an additional work that surrenders to the impossibility of transforming the original
building. Only Koolhaas’ project proposes a radical action from the inside that reconfigures the spaces of the original
museum. Undoubtedly, the retrospective analysis at the base of OMA’s design process, which considers the work as a
‘complex ecology’, even if it fosters the desire to acquire a deeper awareness about the different elements that contribute
to build the identity of a work, has provoked a similar question, that is: how the practice of architectural design, of its
specific language, of its compositional grammar, is the most authentic tool to explore the deep structure of the original
form of a work in the process of its transformation?
A Modernist Building as ‘Opera Aperta’
We could start from those enigmatic sketches of a conceivable extension of the museum (there is no date or author
indicated in the archive) and proceeding to a close-reading of the building that produces a figural analysis for the action of
manipulation of the shape of this architecture: a sort of theoretical action for an ideal project that, against the reassuring
rules of conservation, would go deep into the ‘latent potential’ within this silent modern architecture. Breuer is one of the
last protagonists of a resistant Modernity, making room for itself in an opulent and disenchanted society and the vigor of
this work expresses all the will of an era that was weakening on an ethical and aesthetic plane. He is aware of this transition
and the awkwardness emerges from his words when he presents the Whitney at the Museum’s Board of Trustees: “What
should a museum look like, a museum in Manhattan’ (…) It is easier to say first what it should not look like” 4. To give
a definition of a museum he proceeds by excluding all those spatial and typological conditions that can be assimilated to
the building, then lists a sequence of possible characters that in the materiality of the architecture contribute to create the
figure of a museum, that is, “the housing for twentieth-century art. It should transform the vitality of the street into the
sincerity and profundity of art”5. In this sense the Whitney is an ‘opera aperta’ to be explored in its depth, analyzing the
elements of a work able to receive the space of the project as an ‘artistic practice’ in its most authentic meaning, that is, of
that essential, sensitive device that portrays the changes of our time and introduces them into the shapes of architecture.
Oppositions
The Whitney Museum, in the definition of its author’s words, is a work that contains within itself a combination of
formal oppositions and, to do this, Breuer builds an architecture that works by contrast, featuring different antinomies
that affect the several aspects of its figure. Starting with the overturning of weight as a result of a design research he has
been carrying out since Bauhaus with “the invention of Heavy Lightness”6, in which the will to defeat gravity reveals the
constant formal inversion of the architectural elements that make up the Whitney. From the emptying of the basement,
which creates the a-tectonic image of the building suspended on a glass plate, to the fragility of the surface that supports
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the sequence of overlapping volumes. This inversion generates a double register of vision: from the perception in depth,
determined by the progressive retreat of the masses, to the linear vision of the surface that returns the frontal image of Ezra
Stoller’s photograph, in which the shadows cut out on the façade, rather narrate a system of overlapping surfaces. The
central vision highlights another formal contrast entrusted to the ambiguous structure of the canopy, which looks like a
folded plane in front, while in reality it composes an unusual plastic figure that sinks with its support into the patio below.
Moreover, the building is detached from the urban body by two thin wings that free it from the continuity of the blocks
and especially in the distance that the hollowed-out patio has between inside and outside, where the frenetic rhythm of the
city is interrupted and the calm of the museum rooms penetrates.
The architectural layout of the building arranges the space according to principles of flexibility that conflict with the idea of
a mass excavated from rooms. It is rather an empty box, inhabited by vertical planes that dialogue at a distance with pointlike elements; the only perception of mass is entrusted to the few windows that produce an occasional relationship with the
city. And while the ground and basement floors structure a spatial sequence in bands parallel to the main façade, the upper
floors divide the exhibition rooms and servant spaces according to a tripartite system, perpendicular to the façade itself,
with a rhythm of spatial spans that regulate the different heights of the rooms. Breuer adopts a vocabulary of elements of
architectural form and relates them according to the compositional principles of modern abstraction, letting different spatial
configurations coexist within the Whitney, now entrusted to the plasticity of the mass, now left to the unbalanced linearity
of planes and point-like elements. In this sense, even if closed in the rigor of its walls, this work actually opens possible
scenarios to the project of its transformation, starting from the formal dialectic of its primary elements.
Shape vs Figure
In introducing a small and valuable collection of photographs taken by Ezra Stoller, architectural historian K. Michael
Hays dwells on the figurative value of Breuer’s work, arguing that Whitney’s formal nature is suspended “between
figuration and abstraction - or better, an abstract figure”7.
According to Hays this oxymoron is the outcome of an adaptation of the figure of the cube that stems from the formal
repertoire of the Bauhaus to the building, where the figure of the ziggurat is the result of shifts and detours from pure
functionalism, to find the appropriate expression for a refuge for art. Breuer builds an abstract form using the elementary
grammar of Modernity, but according to Hays “the shape of the Whitney is the certainty of form inflected by the cultural
necessity of figure”8. This awareness of the relationship between Whitney’s shape and its figure confirms the oppositions
that emerge from ‘close-reading’, in which the meaning of that ‘sincerity and profundity of art’ - that represents the
conceptual added value of Breuer’s work - is given.
Hays’s interest in Breuer’s building is similar to that which American art historian Michael Fried had felt for Frank Stella’s
formal research as a reaction to the ‘literalness’ of minimalists like Judd and Bell, whose works “lacked any transcendent
quality and were an abdication of art’s obligation to differentiate and distance itself from quotidian objects”9. According to
Hays, the Whitney is the subtle affront of one of the last examples of architectural Modernity against Pop drift, revealed by
Stoller’s skillful camera that “understood the Whitney’s shape was itself a statement about the transcendent power of form”10.
Both the critic’s and photographer’s point of view, each with their own specific language, narrate this conflict between
Whitney’s shape and figure; as well as the story of the architects who have been involved in the project of its extension,
they all contribute to create the identity of a modern architectural icon that instead of feeding further controversy, it should
have been an important opportunity to deal with the design process of its transformation.
Thus, one of the icons of New York Modernity, without any design action, but only with a restoration and a powerful
marketing effort, has become today the simulacrum of itself, an object of art within the New York urban frame. But as has
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always happened in history, the existing architecture, even though it represents a constraint to be preserved, has undergone
a lot of transformations, by grafting, by addition or overlapping with the creation of new forms that have manipulated
the original structures. In this way the Whitney can become the theoretical space for an experimentation of the shape
manipulation project, prefiguring the future scenarios of Modernist Architecture.
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Chinese cities, since early times, were shaped following a very specific and unique system of laws and principles aiming to bring
man and nature to the highest levels of harmony and balance. Cities in the form of square, the north-south orientation, the symmetry
emphasized by a central axis, and walls were common design strategies. Among these, the practice of enclosure persisted and
revived under different forms and styles till nowadays. However, in the past years gates and walls have been at the center of hot
debates in China, last of which was the directive of 2016 to open up the gated communities and ban the construction of new ones.
To understand to which extent gates and walls are ingrained in the city fabric, the author carried field observations and analysis of
more than 770 residential neighborhoods, in Haidian District, Beijing; based on the results of this study, in addition to literature
review, this research paper addresses systematically two questions: How the element of enclosure became an important design
strategy in the Chinese urban history of both ancient and contemporary cities? And how the wall will continue defining the future
city image of Chinese cities? The paper concludes that in the metaphor of the Chinese culture and urban reality, the wall reflects
more than an idea of conflict, opposition, and socio-spatial segregation, instead it seems to be the manifestation of a ‘collective
memory’ still surviving in the Chinese’ conception of space and city image.
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Introduction and Methodology
Since ancient times, people have been using various elements of enclosure to form limited and separated spaces in
contraposition to the likely more dangerous world beyond the fixed or ephemeral boundaries. Meaning and function of
the elements of enclosure in specific urban contexts, evolved assuming a complex physical and mental dimension strictly
related to the local socio-spatial, cultural, economic and political factors. While in most existing literature today, walls
and gates are viewed as elements of socio-spatial segregation and fragmentation (Blakely and Snyder 1997; Atkinson and
Blandly 2005), club developments (Webster 2002; Glasze 2005), the spatial manifestation of the culture and architecture
of fear (Ellin 1997; Low 2003) and of neoliberal policies (Pow 2009), their understanding in societies characterized
since ancient times by inward-oriented communities with specific design strategies and notions of space and time, cannot
be fully understood relying on the mainstream theses, especially in China where the wall and the gate played always a
distinctive role in defining the urban space and city image of most Chinese cities. With the aim to address the two main
research questions of this paper: How the enclosure became an important design strategy in the Chinese urban history
of both ancient and contemporary cities? And how the wall will continue defining the future city image of Chinese
cities? This paper is chronically organized into three main sections, focusing on three historical periods respectively:
the Imperial period before the 1949, the Socialist period (1949-1976), and the post-Socialist period characterized by the
establishment of the market-oriented economy (1978-Present). The narration is based on literature work, and the author’s
field observation, site visits and desktop analysis of more than 770 residential neighborhoods in Haidian district, Beijing,
in the period between June and October 2019.
Imperial Era (Pre-Socialist Period)
- Ancient Chinese’ World View and its Influence on City Form and Image
The comprehension of traditional Chinese cosmology, world view and culture are essential for the understanding of Chinese
architecture and concept of space. Although a comprehensive analysis of this task cannot be fully pursued in this paper, the
following are some important considerations about the position of the wall in the traditional Chinese cosmology and world view,
which are, to a certain extent, also fundamental for the understanding of the persistence of the walled culture in contemporary
Chinese cities. In ancient China mainly two ideologies influenced city form and image: Daoism and Confucianism (Gu 2001;
Dong 2004). While Daoism viewpoint was addressed to understand the relationship between human society and nature,
Confucian rituals, prescribed the appropriate hierarchy of social behavior necessary to achieve the ideal socio-spatial order
and harmony. All the components of nature were perceived as connected and interdependent, and every element composing
the city had to be accurately inserted into an established order (Li 2002). According to Chinese cosmology (Ibid), most ancient
Chinese cities featured a walled and square shaped pattern, symbolizing earth, while the circle was associated with Heaven.
The ancient Chinese book Kao Gong Ji, described the earlier imperial cities as square-shaped, surrounded by walls and
pierced by gates. Confucius, the master of the concept of li, meaning etiquette or propriety, sustained that li is only applicable
within the confines of four walls. This concept was reflected also in the ancient inscriptions, e.g. the ideograph for the word
‘city’ or ‘village’ 邑, is featuring quasi a yielded person standing at the bottom of a square which was seen as the manifestation
of the universal laws on earth, and symbolizing probably the interconnected bond of the three primary powers of the cosmos
in the Chinese thought: Heaven, Earth and Man. Also the ideograph for the word ‘Country’ or ‘State’ 国, is featuring a walled
square (Fig. 1). China, in fact, was always conceived as a square land then enclosed by the Great Wall (Li 2002).
- The City as a Conglomerate of Microcosms
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Fig. 1
In the bronze
character on the left,
the ideograph for
‘city’ or ‘village’.
On the right side
the ideograph for
‘country’ or ‘State’
(Source: By the
author)

Fig. 2
Plan of Chang’An,
capital of China
during the Tang
Dynasty, preserved
on stone stele of
1080. The city was
surrounded by
city walls pierced
by gates on the
four sides, within
the city walls
further wards were
walled and gated
(Source: Schatzman
Steinhardt: Chinese
Imperial Planning,
University of
Hawaii Press, 1990,
p. 103)
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The Chinese orientation towards life took shape in an environment demarcated by walls which has a deep meaning in the
Chinese urban and social history that differentiate it from other societies, “walls not only form the city’s skeleton they
also form the parallel notion of the family state. The walls not only block people’s vision, they build up psychological
barriers for city people. They re-shape and change personalities, creating the so called ‘walled culture’” (Dutton, 1998).
Consequently, the fundamental morphological feature of the ideal prototype of Chinese city form, created by the early
society, was the walled square pierced by a variable number of gates on each side (Fig. 2). Among the four basic elements
of Chinese architecture and urban space mentioned by Li (2002) the enclosure was an essential element. It was so integral
to the concept of city that in imperial times unwalled urban centers were perceived as not proper cities (Chang, 1997).
The importance of the wall was so central in the Chinese thought that the character cheng 成, was used to indicate both
city-walls and cities (Ibid).
The Socialist Period (1949-1976)
- The Danwei – The Self-Sufficient Inward-Oriented and Multi-walled System
During the Socialist period, the immediate directive of the newly founded government of the People’s Republic of China,
was how to redesign the Chinese cities transforming them into industrial compounds to meet the new economic and
political goals. In this period, the city walls constructed during the feudal era, were regarded as a physical and symbolic
barrier to urban modernization, leading to their demolition in most cases. But ironically, while city walls were demolished
new walls had been erected around the danwei or work-units to serve the Socialist State’s purpose of ‘Production first,
livelihood second’. In fact, after different experiments, particularly imported urban models such as the Neighborhood
Unit, the microrayon, and the perimeter block (Hamama et al. 2019), the danwei system provided the most efficient tool
to accomplish the Socialist State’s ambitions. The proper and distinctive urban model allowed the achievement of sociospatial, economic and political control over the masses. The socialist work-unit was based on a close territorial proximity
of working and living places (Bray 2005). Thus, generally it was self-sufficient, multi-walled and inward-oriented unit,
offering its employees a wide range of functions that would vary considerably according to the scale and economic
capacity of each work unit compound.
The Market-Oriented Era (1978-Present)
- Gatedness – The Persistent Design Strategy between Supporters and Condemners
The advent of the economic reforms and the era of consumerism, established new meanings and dimensions for the
persistence of walls and gates in the Chinese urban context. If some relate the popularity of gated communities in
contemporary Chinese cities to the persistence of collectivism and a distinctive Chinese tradition of building-space
relationship (Li 2002; Huang 2006; Xu 2009), others see them as the manifestation of the transition of Chinese society
from a collectivist-oriented culture to a market-oriented individualism transforming the pre-existing concepts of family
and collective idealists (Pow 2009; Cao 2009; Zhang 2010; Wu 2010; Junxi 2014).
Nonetheless, omnipresent in low-end affordable housing as well as high-end commercial housing developments, reviving
and adapting itself to new economic, social and political systems, walls and gates are becoming a symbolic gesture that
can be found under different forms, shapes and styles featuring an indispensable icon, and still persisting as one of the
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most visible and undeniable components of many Chinese cities’ urban fabric. Walls and gates in the Chinese context
are symbols of status and the collective spirit of a community, to the point they are usually designed and built with great
attention to details, colors, and choice of materials transmitting a message of proud, and at the same time generating
curiosity in the observer (Fig. 3). In a recent investigation by the author, which lasted more than four months combining
desktop analysis and field observation, of more than 770 residential neighborhoods, located in Haidian District, Beijing,
and distributed within the second and fifth ring roads, it resulted that 98 percent of the total neighborhoods are enclosed
using different tactics such as walls, fences or connecting buildings as a tool to form an inward looking community, while
only 2 percent were relatively open (Fig. 4). The results are consistent and substantiate the findings of Huang and Low’s
(2008) study stressing the idea that in contemporary China virtually all residential areas are gated, walled, or equipped
with security technologies. From the analysis it resulted that most residential areas are walled and gated in a variety of
ways forming bounded spaces with different degrees of gatedness ranging from the cases where access is strictly limited
to the members of the community, to those where the presence of walls, gates and guards does not necessarily means a
total restriction of the public access.

Fig. 3
Two Examples of the
many meticulously
designed and built
walls in Haidian
District, Beijing
(Photo Credit: the
author, 2019)
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Discussion and conclusion
It is by no means deniable that contemporary Chinese cities, as was the case of their ancient counterparts, are dominated by
neighborhoods demarcated by walls and gates. However, when talking about the contemporary Chinese gated community, it is
paramount to underline that meanings and values associated with the elements of enclosure cannot be fully embraced without
the understanding of their historical roots and distinct cultural, economic and political context. The tendency to abstract
and generalize the physical features of the gated communities in China, considering the boundary as having prevalently the
function of separation and socio-spatial segregation, is narrowing the possibilities that an alternative reflection, out of the
pre-fixed schemes about the phenomenon, may provide to re-think the gate in contemporary Chinese cities.
The element of enclosure in the contemporary Chinese urban fabric, is one of the few surviving elements still preserving
a certain ‘originality’ which distinguished Chinese cities since ancient times. In a world of polarities, a complex ‘inferno’
created by the rapid process or urbanization and the prevalence of quantity over quality, creativity need to be carried in
accordance and in respect to reality. Persisted almost as a ‘collective memory’ manifesting a quasi- subconscious way of
conceiving the space and interacting with the built environment, the wall in today’s Chinese cities is an undeniable reality,
and the desire to transform the city should be achieved by considering the wall as an integral part of the city’s identity and
image. The prevalence of enclosed neighborhoods in the Chinese urban fabric, is to such an extent deeply entrenched in
people’s mind that the transition in the near future towards alternative urban models, especially neighborhoods without
boundaries, seems to be still lacking the ideological and technical foundations as well as people’s support as emerged from
the last public dissent in response to the directive of 2016 to open up the gated communities and ban their construction,
which brought at the end to the withdrawal of the directive, now part of a closed chapter, while the construction of walls
and fences around the residential quarters is still the dominant practice.
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Fig. 4
Map displaying
the residential
neighborhoods
analyzed in
Haidian District,
Beijing (Source:
compiled by the
author, 2019)
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ABSTRACT
While around 56% of the human population is living in urban areas, almost half of them don’t live in actual cities. They are living in
an urbanized territory which does not correspond with any definitions of the city we know. It does not produce or being produced by
culture of congestion, (Koolhaas, 1978) nor portrays any distinctive collective memory, (Rossi, 1966) as generic it is, (Koolhaas, 1995).
it is produced mostly by real-estate market speculations, casually expands and consumes what left of natural resources and hinterlands,
rather than truly acts as the promised liberalization force. We call it sprawl, and it is said to be the most wasteful human construct, very
much lacks the cultural of the city, without significant historical context or geographical foundations. It resembles more of a global
assembly line, a summary of standardized elements of building constructions, personalized with the taste of culture of consumption,
and guaranteed by big corporations.
Sprawl in this sense, is an agglomeration of repetitive unites, which excludes whatever that it does not need, either for its production
and maintenance; like they never exist. What Sprawl can construct then? any actual typo-morphological significances, resembling any
of our cities or triggers any convinced imagination? It is very complicated the reply to these doubts, as we always define sprawl with
what it is not, rather than what it actually is, we cannot describe it without falling into the trap of overgeneralization or becoming
judgmental. This essay looks at the phenomenon of sprawl with a retroactive lens, within which the nature of post-suburbanization will
be characterized by its mediums of physical transformation, and by its socio-economic context.
The main aim of this argument is to redefine the capacity of sprawl to fit in our automobile mediated and internet-loaded eyes and
produce genuine momentum of the place-making sense and further to portray valid narratives for its future. The essay tackles our
fundamental shifts concerning the way we experience and commute in and out of the sprawl, from the time of The view from the Road
(Lynch, Appleyard, Myer, 1964) and Learning from Las Vegas, (Venturi, Scott Brown, Izenour, 1977) to the decentralized internet-based
contemporary era, the article is, therefore, looking into the altered notion of genius loci in jump-cut urbanism (Ingersoll, 2006) of
contemporary sprawl and its possible points of revivals.
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Introduction: Panorama of late 20th-century European Sprawl
Today at the beginning of the 3rd decade of the ‘urban century’ there is no doubt that post-suburbanization is the most
representative of our urbanized life in contrast to the normative classical definition of the city. Considering almost 56%
human population to be urbanized, we now know that almost half of them don’t live in cities1, whatever ‘urban’ is out of
that realm, therefore, has a significant part in the economy of the built environment. Sprawl as the most dominant form
of urbanization in the 20th century, is relatively a new phenomenon in comparison with the history of our cities, and yet in
its modern content or very near to, it existed throughout industrialization, two world wars, Fordist era, economic booms,
and crisis, and it exploded during the last three decades of the 20th century, within the accelerated process of shaping new
megacities and mega-regions, especially in Asia, South America and in Africa.
The main question, then, goes through the dialogue of architectural debates with that process. And to some extent, we
have to agree that postmodern debates and beyond at least in European model failed to address that fast forward process,
simply because either their points of view were loaded with the nostalgia of the inner city, or ruralized ideologies, the
concept that mostly captured by the pre-urbanization presumptions; where the form of the city and its urban artifacts
paralleled to pre-automobile conditions2. Or it went otherwise, along the real-estate market to brand out the urban sprawl;
satellite cities, business districts, and industrial parks along with shopping malls and transportation hobs became the main
focus of architectural interventions, mostly with generic, over-valued archetypal forms and compositions3, visible in the
repetition of empty piazzas and porticos, as well as glass tower boxes and gray platforms. Obvious examples of those
interventions can be frequently found in the late 20th century expansion of the urbanized territory of in-between cities4
of north Italy from Turin to Venice in compare to the growth of the agglomeration of dwellings in-between Amsterdam,
Rotterdam, and Hague in the Netherlands.
The opportunity and failures
The fact that those kinds of sprawls had and still have more capacity to accept new ideas out of the limitation of the
central cities, allowed architects significantly to experiment and engage with future scenarios, yet frequently ideologies,
industrialized and mass production resources, and market-oriented urbanization in one hand, heavy displacement
of human capitals and over-scaled privatization on the other hand, as well as political planning systems and complex
zoning codes, reduced that chance of dealing with the process of suburbanization, and as consequence, the opportunity to
effectively reflect upon the nature of that process. Mostly, architects, planners, and urban theorists were concerned about
the commonalities in functions and the distribution of functional programs, social engineering, and economic reforms of
sparwl, rather than actual investigation on the physical process by which, those places were dramatically transforming
and in most cases get alternated.
One can take a look at Paris region during the 1990s where the city of Paris lost 200,000 jobs in which 160,000 jobs
relocated in the so-called outer suburb ring of Paris region (Bruegmann, 2005). That physical scale of displacement
of job opportunities, related infrastructures, workplaces, facilities, and living spaces, was left significantly uncontested
by the Architectural debates in compare to the city of Paris rebranding, reconstruction, and gentrification processes. In
overall, while in the late 20th century most of the European cities were engaged in regeneration debates, their territories of
sprawl were dominated by real-estate driven or poor public governed suburbanization with much less sophisticated design
and growth process especially in the level of architecture and urban design. And thus, among practicing and academic
architects, planners and urban theorists, exit a substantial lack of consensus on the notion of those processes and the
role of architecture in those massive and horizontally expansion of built environments. Essentially, the tension between
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suburban ideas and post-suburban realities was the key dilemma of the late 20th century, both in practice and academic
reflections which we inherited at the beginning of the 21st century (Teaford, 1997).
To put it simply, even from the time of Howard’s Garden city and middle landscape of Marx5, architecture and urban
design sector was not successfully involved in conducting meaningful dialogue between the ideas and reality of sprawl.
This essay argues that nevertheless, the best and most rational reaction to this historical failure is to be pragmatic, rather
than visionary6, to blame it either to ideology, rigidity, lack of communication and engagement of architects, complexity
of political decisions and governance, and planning systems, or to late-blooming nature of architectural reaction to the
rapid process of suburbanization, does not change the problematics of post-suburban today’s sprawl. And so, if one takes
that context as a ready-made, then the reflections will be much constructive.
In that regard, of course, one can argue far more by reasoning on the natures of the contemporary architecture of sprawl,
but in this essay, I would like to point out only three mindsets which we have to deal with to understand better the sprawl
and our role as architects in that context. All the following mindsets are framed based on their capacity to produce cultural
image and their controversial counter impact on consensus among architects and urban designers;
The memory of non-place7
One of the first and foremost problematics of sprawl is, the issue of collective memory; the term which became more
controversial rather than practically useful in order to build up our contemporary environments. Post-modern Architects
and planners used to bring a sense to new lands8 with the so-called double coding9 which practically means, to add more
meaning to the actual content of architecture. Either the second code came from history, or visual culture, it gave an extra
semiotic value to the architectural imagery. (Ellin, 1996) Doing it so, it was much easier to think of it in the city context,
as the loaded history and artifacts of built environment in the city were strong, visible and memorable. The genius loci
which in Europe became one of the main two poles of post-modern city conception was based on the primacy of locus to
the programmed time. Yet, the places which those pre-conceptions did not associate with, or were not perceived in
the architectural culture as ‘significant’, rarely entered into that debate. For instance, the architecture of rural areas,
typically decoded as rustic10, and primitive self-built constructions, or as Rudofsky re-introduced it as architecture without
architects. The other backside to this story is the fact that architectural design of post-modern era, even if it distinguished
itself from big modernism masters, in almost all its plurality in Europe, to some extent remained result-oriented, meaning
that, the architecture was perceived as relatively permanent artifact and a served context for human interactions, which
its life span surpasses its original function or program. Yet in suburbs, the instant benefit-oriented economy of real-estate,
huge dislocation of populations and resources and transformation processes especially since post-WWII, have always
had different tempos, much faster and more temporary, in compare to urbanization or re-urbanization of the cities. For
that type of growth, the ideology of permanency and primacy of architectural form turned out to be insufficient. Leaving
the suburbanization to private decisions and liberalization of industrial applications of mass productions, or reduce
architectural intervention to the organization of the elements of its construction, like what Koolhaas suggested in the
conception of Generic City, left no room for the architecture of the city to make any meaningful and constructive dialogue
with sprawl. And to think of high-culture to only apply to the centers of the cities, significant monuments, and functions
like churches and museums, reduced the chance to intervene in the design notion of some indexes11 of sprawl, such as
infrastructures. What remained is our confrontation with the post-suburban landscape, a context full of non-places, which
we still do not have any criteria to architecturally reflect upon, mainly because the notion of ‘order’ which we perceived
is pre-defined by the city, the memory we are looking for does not exist in the way we would like, and we assume if those
places are not qualified with our standard then they probably can’t produce any collectiveness.
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Order is not an antidote for Chaos
The other issue with sprawl is very well rooted in its problematics of scale, not only as the matter of distances and means of
connections but also, in the scale of relationship among resources and actors of the territory; the notion that is much more
proportionate in the city, in sprawl, it is not that much clear and addressable. More importantly, an old dilemma of architecture
is very evident in sprawl. That is, in architecture, there has always existed a tendency toward dematerialization of unknowns,
meaning: a ‘pyramid of concept’12 is what Architecture especially modern architecture aimed for, which was constantly in
contradiction with the sensorial aspect of the built environment. The labyrinth has always produced critical reference for
the architecture of the city, even with the nostalgia of core cities, and with locus to medieval imagery, the concept of ‘order’
has always perceived as a strategic spatial tool to comprehend and design for the built environment. To put the concept of a
labyrinth in front of the pyramid may serve well for the idea of post-modern architecture, yet to perceive the complexity of
whatever that does not resemble the order of the city as chaos was a fatal error concerning sprawl.
As Albert Pope coined what make sprawl incomprehensible is not the look-alike context of chaos but what make it
different is chaos of sameness (Pope, 1996), meaning that when the scale of repetition of elements of any system or
variation of those repetition goes beyond some extent, the sense of hierarchy weakens, and therefore, both unity and
predictability. And, if something has these characteristics, to comprehend it, one has no choice except from experience it,
explore it and using his/her direct sensorial memory to understand, much like a labyrinth when it becomes almost edgeless
and without any center, then the only meaning may be found in the process of experiencing it!
Fast and blind; the medium of spectacles
Yet, there are at least two main issues on the way of such an experience which normally, do not exist in the city or at least
not in that intensity and significance which one may find in sprawl. One is that our experience of the city, has always
been based on our freedom to access, meaning that the public realm and our pedestrian access to it has always been
homogenous, maybe it got reduced arriving in the edges of the cities, nevertheless, we had the sense of urbanity by the
freedom which we have in publicness of city streets and the clarity of urban blocks. However, the ratio of publicness and
accessibility of sprawl is significantly lower than the city and, therefore, our capacity to experience it.
And, the second is that, for sure, our experience is much mediated, with the moving maze which we are forced to use to
explore sprawl. When we arrive at sprawl, our urban eyes have to adapt to the cinematic nature of automobile, which has,
at least, two main characters; the sequential nature, and speed. The first refers to the notion of montage which our urban
minds engage in, gazing constantly backward, utilizing the mirrors of an automobile. And the second one, associated with
the passive aspect of experiencing the environment from the seats of an automobile; meaning that the amount of visual
information, which one receives by looking out the windows of an automobile is very limited, linear and fragmented, and
without any pause or actual access to. Even if, one considers car as ‘cold medium’13 the nature of high-speed infrastructure,
and automobile-oriented design of the context, significantly reduce the freedom to choose pause moments or slowing down
the cinematic experience in order to have a better and quality-based interaction with the context14. Moreover, the actual image
we can see from the highways in compare to the extent of the expansion of sprawl into the territory is significantly low15.
One can also track down the same nature of sprawl in the two main post-modern analysis of suburban America, in both
of The view from the Road (Lynch, Appleyard, Myer, 1964) and Learning from Las Vegas (Venturi, Scott Brown, Izenour,
1977), within which, the very notion of relationship between the medium and the communication content were under
investigation, but more importantly, both studies showed how small portion of sprawl is visible to the mediated eyes.
Nowadays, with the daily usage of mobile apps, google maps and GPS systems, we are getting one step further into the
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obtuseness16, meaning that even though those kinds of mediums can be considered as newest type of human extension17
toward the territory, the objectified destination-oriented nature of those mediums which flatten out our perception of the
built environment, does not necessarily escalate our consciousness toward its quality.
Reflections
Furthermore, to transfer those dialectic interplays to the dialogical inter-relationships in sprawl – that is the vital for our
contemporary era – one shall recognize, at least, three main paradigm shifts about the nature of architectural projects and three
facts about today’s sprawl. Contemporary architecture is more process-oriented than being result-based, the era of scarcity of
resources and unbalanced thirdspaces18 is upon us, and the architecture of today is deeper controlled by the industry than what
we think. At least, in the European context, the post-suburban sprawl is not in progress anymore, the chance that it gets hit by
catastrophes – either man-made or natural – is very high, and sprawl is more complex and diverse than we generalize.
If we should learn one thing from the story of the 20th century sprawl, is the significant impact of the lack of programed
process19 than the variations of the designed objects; the process that should have more serious objectives in the 21st
century, meaning: the resilience of our contemporary sprawl toward catastrophes is much more important to be addressed
than exceeding control or interrogation of mainly functional programs. To sum up, this essay’s attempt was to tackle
the fundamental issues of contemporary sprawl with a retroactive lens, bringing to light principal mistakes which we
need to undo in our interventions on sprawl. Before calling out for the cycle of action-oriented ‘re-’20, we should, first,
evaluate our disciplinary approach toward the territory that we are going to design for. To be dialogical, one needs to first
be propositional, meaning that the sprawl does not only call for integration of disciplines, recapturing its memories, or
building it up with visions, but also it requires, more than anything, a more sophisticated understanding of its structure.
Its capacity to produce collectiveness is very depending on such an empathic understand.
ENDNOTES
Based on UN World Urbanization Prospects, 2018.
An example of that, can be found, at best, in the design of the Town of Poundbury, in England by Krier, 1990s.
3
That kind of conception of architecture can be studied in the manifesto of Generic City by Koolhaas, 1995.
4
Ref. to Banham definition of ‘in-between city’ in Los Angeles: The Architecture of Four Ecologies, 1971.
5
Ref. to the terminology which was coined by Leo Marx, in The Machine in the Garden: Technology and the Pastoral/deal in
America, 1964.
6
The vision here is used by means of extreme generalization of condition as either dystopia or utopia.
7
Marc Augé coined ‘non-place’ to refer to spaces where concerns of relations, history, and identity are erased, e.g. Highways.
8
Ref. to the description of what is ‘new’ land in Desire, Dryness, and Decadence, by Johnson J., 2013.
9
The term which in the realm of architectural design, coined by Charles Jencks in The New Paradigm in Architecture, 1977.
10
The term was always loaded with the lack of importance, urbanity and therefore in popular culture with less significance.
11
The index in this sense, appears in the most conventional relationship between signifier and the signified.
12
Ref. to the comparison between ‘pyramid of concept’ and ‘labyrinth of experiment’ in the Architectural Paradox by Bernard
Tschumi, 1975.
13
Ref. to Marshall McLuhan in Media Hot and Cold, 1964.
14
The notion is discussed by Richard Ingersoll as jump-cut urbanism in Sprawltown, 2006.
1
2
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15

For analogy one can compare it to a straight line drown on a newspaper page. The chance to comprehend the content of the news
by just following the information in direct connection with the line is significantly low.
16
The primary issue with those kinds of tools is their too much-objectified precision which excludes subjective perspectives.
17
McLuhan described the concept of ‘human extension’ via mediums which he/she uses, in the medium is the message, 1964.
18
Ref. to Edward Soja definition of ‘thirdspace’ analysis, in Postmetropolis, 2000.
19
For the contexts which are individually unique and very different from each other.
20
It refers to the resurfacing terminologies such as re-use, re-cycle, at the beginning of the 21st century.
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Today we are used to dealing with architecture like a brand: the only thing that matters is the signature, the trademark. Authorialism
represents a chronic and slightly progressive disease of modernity. But to find the right cure we have to try to investigate: what is
authorialism (Benedetti, 1999)?
Starting from modernity, and with the advent of the so-called cultural industry (Adorno, Horkheimer, 1947), the author becomes
much more than a proper name to attribute a production to: he is the one who guarantees its meanings. We are no longer able to
appreciate the work from a purely emotional or qualitative point of view, but we need the “authorial” filter to ensure its “correct”
reading. The consequence is that reality is transformed into realytism (Ferraris, 2012): the events themselves are replaced by subjective
interpretations of the facts.
What are the consequence of this attitude to architecture?
It is not just about what the architect programmatically does to ensure the meaning of his work, but also the meaning that is attributed
to this by “cultural promoters”. To ensure the maintenance of the promotion system in fact, the critics and the media need to assign
classifications (es: bioclimatic, social, high tech, parametric, etc.), thus fueling the drive for innovation at all costs, to “creative
originality”. What becomes primary is to recognize the “differential value” of one designer over the other, of one work compared to
another. The consequences of this attitude are obvious and we are able to measure them in the visual chaos of the built environment. We
intend to investigate how the claimed authorial visionariness has generated illnesses and led architects to search for remedies, even if
not always effective for treatment.
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The term author derives from the latin augeo, that is, “to increase, to generate” and indicates in an archetypal sense “the
creator of something, originator”1. Starting from the twentieth century, however, the notion of author associated with a
creation – considered obvious in previous eras – was removed from a peaceful interpretation to become increasingly a
controversial notion. To condense the author’s affairs, literary critic Carla Benedetti coined the term authorialism2 by
stressing that this represents “a chronic and slightly progressive disease of modernity”.
With the advent of the so-called cultural industry3, in fact, the author becomes much more than a proper name to which
to attribute a production. It no longer concerns only the authorship of the work but above all its enhancement. Unlike premodern art, it is not so much its intrinsic qualities that establish the value of a work, but the assumption that it has artistic
intentions4 at its origin. Consider today how the link between the “author” and the production quality is so indissoluble
that it has become rooted in common language: in order to attribute a validity to any type of creation we need to know the
meaning that guided it in mind of the architect. The appreciation of a work no longer takes place from a purely emotional
or qualitative point of view, but through an intellectual filter necessary to ensure its “correct” reading. What are the
repercussions of this attitude on architecture?
This change naturally shifts one’s attention from the object to its creator: reality is transformed into realytism5 and the facts
are replaced by their subjective interpretations. The construction, in this key, acquires more importance for the meaning
that the author attributes to it upstream, than for the results. It is not only about what the architect programmatically
does to ensure the sense of his work6, but also about the meaning that is attributed to this by “cultural promoters”. In
fact, to ensure the maintenance of the promotion system, critics and the media resort to classifications (es.: bioclimatic,
high tech, parametric architecture, etc…) which fuel the drive for innovation at all costs and “creative originality”. What
becomes primary is to recognize the “differential value” of one designer with respect to the other and of a work compared
to another. This infectious virus of the ostentatious invention can not only be measured in the symptoms of cities
increasingly characterized by visual chaos, but also by the ailments that the authors themselves manifest. The anxiety to
always conceive something new to guarantee one’s own recognizability can become, in fact, a source of paralysis, and the
persistence of the author, thus understood, has been perceived in many artistic fields as an annoying process provoked by
the cultural industry from which to get rid.
Just think of the numerous cases of subversion of consumption logics that, starting from modernity, have seen people
or groups belonging to different artistic categories as protagonists; from the dadaist experience, to the intertextuality of
Umberto Eco, to the case of tied writings, up to the most recent episodes of pseudonymy and anonymity used by writers
and artists (e.g. street artist Banksy, writer Elena Ferrante, musical group Draft Punk, etc...).
This malaise has pushed over time in search of ‘remedies’, aimed at sabotaging the role of the subject or rather at
pretending that there isn’t. To contrast the author’s dominance since the last century, in fact, the foundations of the
‘artistic choice’ have been mined. Some tactics of ‘de-authorialization’ have tried to free the creative act from the author’s
claustrophobic function, acting however through further intellectual filters which instead of attenuating the paternalistic
approach have fueled the authorial visionary spirit from which it was intended to remove distances.
Evasion of liability of the subject | “Apocryphal effect”
A first de-authorializing attempt is that which – referring to the literary practices described by Benedetti – can be defined
as the “apocryphal effect”. Some of the commonly defined postmodern design methods, such as the ironic detachment of
the author from his ‘language’, the ostentation of a clearly inauthentic style through the use of quotes and assemblies of
pieces admittedly borrowed from others, can be better understood and evaluated if interpreted as a particular type of deauthorializing practice. This apocryphal approach can be read as an attempt to minimize any differential value of poetics,
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neutralizing the very idea of an
 original artistic intentionality. By moving away from the reductive tabula rasa operated
by modernism with respect to the existing urban context and history. The refusal of the authorial intention behind the
post-modern approach materializes, on the one hand, in the acceptance of the banality of the ordinary and its glorification
– through an ironic reuse of iconic elements of “immediate communicability”7 – and on the other “scenically simulating
the characters of the classic and vernacular”8.
In his book Complexity and contradictions in architecture9, Robert Venturi challenges the claim of the modern architect
to always seek “forces that are hoped for new and technologies that are hoped for advanced”, instead urging the use of
the “facts he already possesses” to organize in an unusual way stereotyped and familiar elements. The invitation to the
modesty of architectural work is expressed for the author also through an ironic detachment that allows us to recognize the
vitality and complexity of the urban landscape, as it presents itself in reality and not as a projection of an authorial vision.
The excessive enhancement of subjective choices, perceived as petrifying for the creative process, appears disassembled
at the base here, because the problem of authenticity is compromised at the outset. In fact, by elevating to equal dignity
Baroque, Renaissance, modern forms and anonymous architectural expressions, the author just has to put together elements
and forms already given as in a sort of inventory, to whose pieces it is possible to attribute a new meaning, perhaps in a
caricatured guise, as evidently happens in the Daisy and Hot dog houses of Stanley Tigerman (fig. 1-2).
Cataloging thus becomes a fundamental approach to urban studies, as shown by the taxonomic investigation conducted
by Venturi, Scott Brown and Izenour on forms of signals and symbols of the famous Las Vegas strip, which later merged
into the famous book, with the eloquent title “Learning from Las Vegas “.
This rehabilitation of the symbolic value of the gesture with the justification and leveling of all the signs present
in society certainly represents an irreverent shock to the authorial demiurgic claim. However, in spite of what was
intended to question the hegemonic-visionary approach, “this rhetoric, which would have liked to compare the A&P
parking areas to the tapis vert of Versailles, or to see the Ceasar Palace in Las Vegas as the modern equivalent of the
Hadrian’s Villa, is ideology in its purest form”10. The simulation of scenographic characters taken from different worlds
is evident in works such as Piazza d’Italia, created in 1981 by Charles Moore in New Orleans. Born as a memorial for the
Italian citizens of the city, the square is a riot of arches, bell towers, colonnades, fountains, colors, etc. Here everything is
conceived as a pastiche of elements imported from other eras, from other places, from other traditions : “I remembered
that the architectural orders were Italian, with a small Greek contribution [...] we thought of adding a” gastronomic order
“that in our intentions had to resemble the sausages hanging in a shop window [...] there were still available funds, so
we thought we would run into a temple to make it clear that our square was starting right behind it”11 reads the words of
Moore himself. The space for individual choices therefore appears reduced to a choice of the parts to be juxtaposed, even
with a certain superficiality; all in all, unity is no longer obtainable except through a summation of the parts.
The same applies for the famous Strada Novissima commissioned by Paolo Portoghesi for the first biennial of architecture
in 1980 which was conceived as a continuous sequence of facades borrowed from different eras. As in the square of
New Orleans, also in this case history – whose presence is invoked – it is interpreted as an immense deposit in which the
architect can fish at will with irony and a certain form of detachment and de -responsibility with respect to construction.
It is no coincidence, as Frampton points out, that the staging was created by scenographers from the film industry: “by
reducing the structure of the building to pure parody [...] (there was a tendency) to undermine the ability of society to offer
continuity to a significant culture of the constructed form”12.
With the desire to detach itself from the unifying claim of the visionary architect, the attempt to de-authorialize is
resolved in the plurality of languages adopted constitutively within the same work, so as to be able to exclude that one
of these is the authentic one. In addition, drawing on a vocabulary of shapes and data styles, it multiplies the author’s
choices up to make them obviously inauthentic.
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Reversal of the authorial function | from the author to the user
The theme of authorship and the role of the subject towards artistic production has animated the cultural debate explicitly
since the mid-twentieth century and has taken on a significant weight in continental philosophy (Blanchot, Derrida,
Lacan, Kristeva, etc…) of the sixties, giving rise fierce debate around the subject.
In particular, in 1968 the French semiologist Roland Barthes, publishing The Death of the Author13, tries to give
the final blow to the agonizing figure of the author by undermining the very concept of subjectivity underlying the
work of art: “It is the language to speak; not the author. Writing means, through a prior depersonalization – which
should not be absolutely confused with the castrating objectivity of the realist novel – to reach that point where
language alone acts in the performance ‘its’ not of the ‘I’”14. Along the same lines as Barthes, a year later, the French
philosopher Michel Foucault identifies as the fundamental philosophical concept underlying the notion of author as
the “transcursivity”15, that is, the possibility of forming speeches in a continuous reference of meaning that crosses the
previous and subsequent ones. The single life of the author himself, both by analogy and by difference: “In short, it is
a question of taking away from the subject (or his substitute) his role of original foundation, and of analyzing it as a
variable function and complex of the speech”16.
For “authors”, therefore, the value of a work lies not in the person – physical, artistic or legal – who implements
it, but in being substantiated by a “before” and in determining interpretations in an “after”. Unlike the “apocryphal
effect” in which the authorial style is ironically exhibited to the point of demonstrating its contradictions, here the
de-authorializing strategy is evidently manifested in the desire to completely neutralize the role of the author, rather
investing the user of the meanings of which the work is composed. Barthes argues this change of register by stating
that “the reader is the space in which they register, without any loss of all the quotations of which a writing is made
(…) The price of the birth of the reader can only be the death of the author”17. Also in this case, therefore, with
the aim of breaking the dominant hegemony of the individual author, – the spokesman for an all-inclusive18 and
visionary way of designing – the unity of the work is outlined as a simple summation of the parts. However, this is no
longer achieved simply through a juxtaposition of heterogeneous elements but also in the plurality of interpretations or
contributions that the impersonal user collects or provides. This reversal of the myth, the attention not to the origin but
to the destination, has also led to a reversal in the approach to the project considered in many cases as an “open work”19.
That is, the will to welcome the user within the process of design through the practice of direct participation or through
technological tools who can define a new type of relationship between the built work and the end user.
The question that since the 1960s people tried to answer was: “Why not have the courage, when needed, to let people
shape their own environment?”20.
There were many proposals born from this solicitation that continue to the present day. As regards to direct participation,
this is the case, with for example, the famous residential units built in Iquique (in Chile) by Alejandro Aravena: The
Elemental public housing projecti series of houses had an austere character conceived with the logic of the system
open construction, allowing the inhabitants to personally take care of the completion of their homes and spaces in their
neighborhood. The possibility of using a technological tool as a mediator between author and user – revived in recent
times with the possibilities offered by the internet – has led to postulate the birth of an “open source architecture”21, or
a method of approach to design. Through creative commons licenses22 it intends to encourage transversal collaboration
processes between users using design software on the internet. The architect has no other role than the role of orchestrator
of multiplicity: “we are faced with a plural figure, which we could call choral architect”23.
We are therefore faced with a further attempt at fragmentation, which also makes clear in this case the battle fought
against the great unity of “man and work” of the modern. Chance (the completion of houses by the inhabitants) and
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arbitrary constraints (the use of software on the net) therefore appear to circumvent or rather avoid the responsibility for
the choices that are supposed to be taken on the basis of authorial “intentions”.
Despite attempts, what really occurs in the twentieth century is not the author’s disappearance but both remedies, in fact,
presuppose the persistence of a practice aimed at self-legitimation.
The various meanings with which the problem has been tackled have amplified a theoretical dogma with which we still
have to deal with today. This means that to understand, interpret and evaluate the works the author is not a necessary
reference term. However, instead of a liberation from the strict individualistic and positivistic constraints, every reason for
making architecture is concretized in the idea of an architecture that is supposed to have guided the author. The romantic
genius no longer exists because genius presupposes a semi-conscious approach, instead the “subject” asserted instead
must be guided by a reflective conceptualization practice.
This means that the virus that grips architectural production from modernity until today has not been eradicated but what
is clear is that it is not enough to refuse to talk about the author, cancel it, (fragment it) to use pseudonyms or anonymity
because it is fundamental for the work to reference the author that it claims to do without.
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ABSTRACT
The proclivity toward a speculative projection of found spaces in the contemporary insets and the dissolution of physical consideration,
brings the emerging structures to the expressive confusion. The unceasing question-tacit indirectly though- on the possible closure/
continuous character of architectural work, treats/recognizes the material obedience and animation, as an abstract-constructive
quality that participates equivocally in the universal comprehension of these structures.
According to French philosopher, Gaston Bachelard, considering that “architecture aims to construct the encountered subjects”, the
experience of material evidence is a crucial condition in architectural speculation. Though, the technological annihilation of material
today, incites both ingress and regress in these open stories which are deem to be nurtured. The inherited ‘ruins’ which are still active
in the memory of the critical contrasting reality within the “chronicidal” temporality of modern architecture and contemporaneity
(Trachtenberg M., 2002).
The paper tends to analyze few abandoned constructions belonging to socialist modernist architecture built between 1960-80, that are
still vivid memory through their very trim material persistence and stand still as an ambiguous and autonomous setting for any future
incorporation. Considering the despotic character of these buildings, the objective is to find a logical extension of the deposited time
thickness in these structures and through the minute reading of space and construction to exhale the potential synthesis with modern
and contemporary paradigms that particularly dwell in incompleteness and abstract transfiguration of inherited and present subjects.
The research is concentrated in the modulation of found space and matter through structure and composition extracting the inherent
elements as a new legible patterns for ensuing plan.
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Introduction
In the course of modernity, the duplicity in terms of incompleteness/completeness, ambiguity/clarity, temporality/
permanency, openness/closure, etc., have initially induced an undefined sense in the formal progress of art, architecture
till the urban scale; designating through already known imprints and finding the inedited expressions during the historical
and ideological change into a new social, cultural and political system consequently would change the measures which in
the registered physical evidences of a certain era, hardly could be defined by universal formula.
Umberto Eco’s argument on the difference between traditional and modern art forms related to the “degree of openness”
unfolds how the attitude changed from the canonical responses to modern indeterminate free expressions. From the
hierarchical choices to the individual freedom. However, the dichotomy that follows the relentless modification, constantly
introduces new state of events that props speculation by evocating the poetic narrations of potential new memories in the
existing physical entities. The capacity of intermittent impact of found spaces from structures belonging to concluded
ideas, is to connect with new reality through their eloquent presence particularly when the time interval in between is
short since its reality is still coherent with the present. “The opposition of architecture and time is generally is so strong in
modernity....that it tends to be difficult to see concretely beyond it to a world of non-chronicidal architectural temporality.
Yet my analysis raises the possibility that the architecture-time relationship might be alternatively construed, not as merely
“neutral” but in altogether positive terms...”1. Temporality, has an excluding behavior of material and formal references,
and according to Trachtenberg expresses a precarious relationship of two modes of temporality in a building: duration
of construction and function. In the referred case of this work, function and structure are conceptualized together which
intention then is served to the general idea, where architecture would synchronically develop with urban construction.
Now this progression is hardly relatable as city tends to become unpredictable with architecture that becomes autonomous.
The work tends to clarify firstly how the tendency of socialist architecture to absorb the modernism stuck in between
the concept of generic identity in the composing parts of Yugoslavia2. Secondly, this ideology of unification through
structures in repetition echo in the memory of space in these found constructions today which are deemed to be time
destruction and are extant physically but spiritually retained actual for the communities as they represent the events of
time which are still lucidly conceive
Generic identity and material memory
As was specified, reconsidering the structures/constructions which dwell today in undefined state from their previous
one due to new contingencies, represent a potential clash of events which are still freshly vivid in communities memory.
This short distance of time, from their ideological thrive up to date makes the spatial experience and its interpretation to
overlap and assume a certain situations which tend to be inconclusive.
As Aldo Rossi stated “Memory does not reside in architectural form but in people’s memories shaped by experience of
architectural form”, analogically memory of space if it is considered as a physical entity owns its actuality to a certain
occasion in these type of constructions, thus the experience is influenced and determined by these imposed limits and
events that followed the built. Produced images are inclined to provoke time and are designated to give immediate and
long-term responses to upcoming frames. Eventually, it incites a double/antithetic evocation with the capacity to convey
independent recognition and maintain the memory and collective will. But at time, the solutions derived from a deliberate
thinking in the constructive conditions were to reveal the structure of architecture, as a parallel to the intended ideology
of society in coming. The spaces and places to be emerged from these directives would not further assist an architectural
memory in a territorial or local terms but that of generic identity.
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Fig. 1
‘Vlaznimi’ motel,
Landovicë,
Kosovo.
Photo© Author

Figg. 2-3
Bus station, Lipjan
1990.
Photo© Author
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The representative character of architecture in this discussion was the medium through which a repetitive construction
concepts deemed to unify the ‘fragmented’ parts/nations in its composing map. The association to the industrial
conception of assemblage construction goes beyond its empirical dimension, as it represents the sense of the epoch where
the unfinished modernization, installed after the socialist blossom in Yugoslavia would remain in between of occurring
events3. The typological scheme and the ideological claim, embroils our elements of interest such as memory and identity
into particular cultural scent. Obviously these structures are the manifestation of the epoch and its political developments
during the second part of 20th century where architecture was an engine to stream the influence of socialist and communist
perspective. In these lenses, these constructions with very strong presence are firmly embedded in the collective memory,
and even though functionally passive, still play an active role in shaping how the reality could be perceived.
As Kosovo at time was included in this comprehensive idea of unification, it hosts a number of similar emerged constructions
which are not totally redundant but have no updated function, and structurally hardly are ready to employ any new proposed
faculty. In this progress of installed logic, there was a saturation of national identity, an unclear stance that followed
the adaption and acceptation. A multilayered geopolitical condition, with multiple ethnical identities absorbing scarcely
modernity into tradition to generate then its own version of it. Thus, modern architecture was slightly to be ‘mutated’ and
incited in the region with unified gestures which by then remained unfinished. What worth emphasizing, is the paradoxical
presence of permanent dimension of work which demonstrates a well established relationship with surrounding and its
time, though today in suspension mode. Furthermore, the era provoked a new urban planning with launched distinct models
(according to the Hamilton models of socialist city), which are witnessed before in Prishtina as well.
Space modulation
Starting from their presupposed utilitaristic condition, the selected structures are assemblages of montage and are
recomposed in seriality in urban composition. The velocity in construction usually points toward temporal lifespan, but
these series of architecture paradoxically are not deemed to end in a short cycle. That’s why is ‘conceded’ to recall a
spatial memory, as long as the form/construction is not ready yet to be ruin extinct, but still lacks its foregoing character
to be completed. The complexity of this case lies in the fact that is not required any physical evidence to recall the past as
the memory in this sense is already contemporary scent. However, as temporality, according to Trachtenberg expresses
a precarious relationship between two crucial factors in a building: duration of construction and function, while space
argument remains embedded in its determined structure depending to its physical limitations. Consequently, the spatial
modulation results to be defined in two types: space in extension but still defined by the distances of the repetitive module
of space span, and secondly, the individuality defined by the act of enclosure, as an interval. The building considered here
belongs to one of the typological structures that assisted the reproduction of established elements in the formal syntax of
other buildings in the city and its planning too. Even though was built in 90s, it was conceptualized earlier Thus, a very
depended relationship of urban morphology with buildings typology was to be repeated in the other cities and regions.
The building which functionally at the beginning is conceived as a bus station, belongs to a linear type and consists in
a modulated construction and structure, and defined by two type of spaces which for elaboration will be identified as A
and B. Its position is also crucial, as it is settled in very strategic part of the city, established correspondingly with the
landscape as well, considering the firm but yet balanced intrusion with green areas. In narrow situation, these conceptual
oppositions and the hierarchy intended through physical limitations and functional distinction follow the individuation of
spaces in those type of configurations that are chiefly generic evidences. The space A in the building is not an antonymic
to the space B despite its opposed limits. This is influenced by the relationship of type and construction, and space was not
to be considered the protagonist here. However, this pretended duality of spatial structure intended to prioritize functional
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schemes, today could be considered as an input to acknowledge the importance of the element of spatial configuration
though indirectly presented to places where modernism was slightly to be accepted. Construction and structure as a formobviously the representative role of architecture would be in given to its bare construction and structural elements in order
to allow its generic reproduction. The figurativity of these structures would be strongly related to the functional character
which then would be one of the reasons why today hardly can be adapted to any new function. The space A that represents
the inner volume has a concrete presence of itself but related with outer space B, which is defined by the modulation of
construction that vis-à-vis modulates the two spatial conditions.
The implicit qualities of these two spaces are almost as homogeneous and simultaneously by characterized duplicity:
-the simple form(open/closed);
-the dimension is proportioned (defined/unlimited);
-the structure of the density of light(opposing to their extreme conditions).
As was conceived, space is subjected to a structural order from which is dictated the constructive order as well assembled
according to a fixed algorithm of weight and material resistance. These fundamental structures are strongly related to the
matter of architectural work which dictated then the ‘shape’ of its construction.

Fig. 4
Schematic layout
of Bus station,
© Author
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Conclusion
The paper presents an initial step of continuous research toward a suspended principles in the emerged buildings in the
late 20th century during the late modernization period in aftermath of socialist Yugoslavia. At time, in that stance generic
elements of construction dictated the formal response of architecture, stuck between a rational acknowledgment in due
to modernist events and the ideological constraint with its collective and inclusive disposition. Many of this patrimony
today, though not distant in time since their built period, are unsettled and remain abandoned.
The first reviewed element, elaborated shortly here, is the memory of space and its potential configured in material
memory as well. In this preliminary phase, is presumed the considered building to be studied due to its eloquence in the
present. The structure paradoxically lies in between two conditions of time, built late from its conception and still unable
to adhere in the current flows. The idea, though, was to be able to accomplish another dot of its constellations.
The identified structures of spaces A and B were conceptualized according to established module determined in the
basis of specific structure of assemblage construction. What was extracted as a fact, is that assembled elements though
representing universal type of built, with universal material implication, the space conception was a result of this
assemblage which conceived an extensive adherence to homogenous composing parts, as its memory remains suspended
from its physical definition. Space A defined by closure and space B by extension, result as a two modalities embrace
assemble the modernity in its free layouts though represented in opposite configuration in terms of their defining limits.
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ABSTRACT
As cities around the world continue to develop and globalization leads to increased homogeneity, the preservation of cultural heritage and
local identity remains a major challenge. The understanding of what preservation is and how it is conducted has evolved over the years
as perceptions of memory and place are culturally specific and vary according to local practices and tradition. In the field of heritage
preservation, the definition of authenticity is not fixed. As exemplified in the Nara Document on Authenticity from 1994, the criteria to
judge authenticity is not absolute as cultural contexts need to be considered in addition to guiding principles put forth by international
charters. One such example is the rebuilding culture in Japan adopted by temple and shrines that replace the physical structure with
new materials during every cycle. Similar attitudes extend to everyday structures and streets where buildings are constantly being torn
down and rebuilt. This paper examines the Japanese approach towards place making and building preservation by through the study
of Tokyo. In contrast to many European cities, Tokyo lacks major historic monuments and what Aldo Rossi refers to as ‘urban artifacts’
which reflect memories through their association with objects and places. In the case of Tokyo, the preference for the new coupled with
cultural beliefs and customs has resulted in the past being remembered through both tangible and intangible forms. The study puts
forth the idea of narrative as an invisible but increasingly influential force in the shaping of the Japanese city today. In a city which is
constantly experiencing new building, the continual development of a collective narrative is an important part in constructing local place
identity. How are these identities constructed, by whom and for whom? Through the discussion of key neighbourhoods and projects the
paper sheds light on current practices by diverse groups of people ranging from citizen-led community groups to larger developers and
corporations engaged in new interpretations of memory and place.
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Introduction
The current capital Tokyo is different to other Japanese cities such as the historical capital of Kyoto where many traces of
history can be found. Tokyo is chosen for its long-standing role as a point of reference for studying the city in a Japanese
context (Smith 1978). Ever since the capital moved from Kyoto to Tokyo during the Meiji Restoration in 1868, Tokyo has
developed to become the largest, most populated and urbanized metropolis in Japan. During and after this transformation,
what is the role of memory and place from a Japanese cultural perspective? Where can one find traces of memory and
how is place identity constructed and shaped? Many scholars have commented on Tokyo’s lack of historical monuments
and landmarks (White 2011; Waley 2012; Sand 2013). This research builds on the work of previous authors and combines
literature review with fieldwork conducted through site visits to traditional neighbourhoods. The findings propose that the
collective memory of Tokyo exists not so much in individual monuments but at the street and neighbourhood level. These
ordinary places where scenes of everyday life are carried out enable Tokyo to be experienced through short term memory
in the form of various local events, festivals and traditions.
The beginnings of Tokyo
- The old capital Edo
To understand the origins of Tokyo we trace back to a small fishing town known as Edo. Edo was ruled by the Tokugawa
Shogunate from 1600 until 1868. This was a period of growth largely isolated from foreign influence. Edo grew to
become one of the largest and most populated early modern cities in the world with a population estimated to be around
one million during the eighteenth century (Sorensen 2002). Edo was not bound by walls but developed organically and
followed the natural landscape and topography. A system of bridges and canals connected and served its inhabitants who
included the samurai class, merchants and commoners. Maps and wood block prints from this period often feature Mt Fuji
as the symbol of the city, hovering in the distance as an ever-present force that is never inside the city itself (Jinnai 1995).
When buildings and streets were constructed, they were done so with sightlines to Mt Fuji. This emphasis on nature rather
than man-made is one of the basic differences to the European city. Another main difference is the lack of a clear city
centre. Many scholars refer to Roland Barthes (1982) who described Tokyo as having an empty centre. The reference to
Tokyo’s Imperial Palace as essentially a void is used to illustrate this point (Sacchi 2004). Built on the site of the former
Edo castle, the current Imperial Palace is covered with trees obscuring it from public view. It exists but not in the minds
of its residents as a clear image of collective memory.
- Modernization of Tokyo
Seclusion from the rest of the world ended during the Meiji Restoration in 1868. This period of modernization saw
Tokyo transform both politically and physically into a modern state. Two major disruptions occurred as a result of major
earthquakes and the Second World War which destroyed large parts of the city. However, the main cause of the loss of
traditional neighbourhoods was the high economic growth period from the 1960s (Nakagawa 2005). Spurred by the 1964
Olympics, major building projects, new roads and expressways were built to showcase Tokyo to the world. Tokyo had
become one of the world’s leading economic centres capable of funding such ambitious projects until the burst of the so
called ‘bubble economy’ and subsequent recession in the early 1990s. These cycles of rapid development resulted in large
areas of unplanned development and high levels of mixed land use which allow a variety of uses to occur (Sorensen 2002).
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Though much of the scenic landscape and buildings from Edo were lost in the modernization process, the underlying
urban form of Edo is still readable today (Jinnai 1995). Under the layers of new buildings and elevated expressways, one
can still find typical neighbourhood features such as family owned shops, local shrines, and a network of small streets
(Imai 2018). Some of these streets were originally canals from the Edo period that were later filled up but still maintained
their organic form. One of the main reasons there is a lack of large public squares, piazzas and wide-open spaces in
many of these neighbourhoods was due to the medieval system known as jiguchisen or urban frontage tax. This system
calculated property tax based on frontage instead of site area which limited the width of plots (Daniell 2008). As such,
the character of old Tokyo is based on the small, human scale found in traditional neighbourhoods and streets rather than
large public structures or monuments.
An aesthetics of transience
- Cultural and spiritual beliefs
To understand the differences in cultural perceptions relating to memory and place we can learn from the two key spiritual
beliefs in Japan. Both have played an influential role in the choice of natural materials and the temporary nature of
buildings. Characteristics of Shinto practices include purification through renewal and rebirth. The idea of buildings that
deteriorate through time and then rebuilt are consistent with these concepts. The passing of time is marked by cycles
and rituals. One of the most well-known and widely cited examples of a Japanese monument is the Grand Shrine of Ise
located in Mie Prefecture. It is the shrine of the imperial family and is periodically rebuilt every 20 years, a tradition that

Fig. 1
Local street festival
in Shimokitazawa
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has been carried out since the seventh century. Jordan Sand (2015) sees the shrine as a versatile symbol and metaphor
which is often used as a convenient explanation for Japanese culture and their attitudes towards preservation. Nonetheless
it is still useful in understanding the origins of such perceptions towards material authenticity as well as heritage and
memory. It is not the only example of rebuilding as other important wooden buildings of post and lintel construction were
also dismantled, their components studied and eventually assembled again as a method of maintenance. In contemporary
Japan it is not uncommon for shrines to be rebuilt, especially with modern materials. The lack of stone structures with
more permanent presence like those in Europe meant that buildings rarely become ruins but are kept ‘alive’ through
regular rebuilding and reassembly.
- Rebuilding culture
In Tokyo, the idea of impermanence is often used to describe the whole city. Rebuilding on a city scale was carried out
twice, once after the 1923 Great Kanto Earthquake and again after the air raids during the war in 1945. Dense housing was
built cheaply and quickly as they were not meant to last. Even today, Tokyo is often cited to have a scrap and build tendency
as the average life of buildings is around 30 years. Reconstruction in later periods included the construction of fire resistant
reinforced concrete buildings which took place without comprehensive city plans resulting in a mixture of heights and
forms (Sorensen 2002). Architecturally designed homes and buildings were usually designed to last only one generation.
Land in Tokyo is worth more as buildings are considered depreciating products. This has resulted in many unique looking
projects and earned Japanese architects a reputation of defying conventional building aesthetics. This detachment from the
physical realm is also evident in architectural theory as exemplified in Metabolism, one of the most well-known theoretical
movements originating from Japan. The Metabolism thought was one based on the idea of an architecture that allowed parts
to be replaced much like living cells that can regenerate themselves. Even though there are few realised examples of projects
from the Metabolist movement, it represented the nations belief and acceptance of change in post war reconstruction. It
should also be mentioned that rebuilding in the present day is strongly connected to economic and political endeavours as
many building projects especially those on a large public scale are used to sustain the economy.
Memory and the city
- Aldo Rossi and the Japanese City
As a result of the above factors, very few physical buildings from old Tokyo remain. What then constitutes the memory
of Tokyo residents? Under the layers of development, each neighbourhood and street offer some glimpses to the past. At
the same time intangible forms of narrative and stories also add to this fragmented image. When discussing the topic of
memory and place the writings of Aldo Rossi come to mind. Rossi (1982) in his book The Architecture of the City discusses
the idea of monuments and urban artefacts as symbols that represent a city’s history and past. Such urban artefacts
include landmarks such as markets and churches which have survived many generations. But what happens in cases like
Tokyo where the changes of the city are faster than the time required for it to enter and remain in people’s memories?
In contrast to the strong sense of continuity and consistency in European cities, Tokyo can be experienced through short
term memory based on events than its built fabric (Liotta 2007). The built fabric is instead messy, unregulated and chaotic
as every building has its own identity without being restrained by colour, material or finish (Ashihara 1998). Paul Waley
(2011) describes the collective memory of Tokyo as a manifestation of traditions. These traditions come in forms of rituals
and performance based on shared activities, from playing and talking along the alleyways, visits to public baths and local
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Pot plants along
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Yanaka
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shrines and the seasonal festivals that occur every year (Fig. 1). Although the Japanese city lacks physical representation
of history, it follows Rossi’s idea of the city being composed of human events which are carriers of collective memories.
The urban artefacts Rossi refers to comprise both event and a form (Rossi 1966, 131). Rossi goes on to say that a city
changes completely every 50 years, which is the case of Tokyo quite literally. Therefore, although the urban artefacts of
Tokyo are not easily found in individual historic monuments, they can be read in the streets which become hosts for events
and narratives.
- Streets as collective memory
Many authors describe Tokyo as a ‘patchwork’ of old and new, horizontal and vertical, a collection of fragments forming a
complex and layered urban form. Land parcels are rarely square or rectangular in shape as traditionally landowners could
subdivide their parcel freely unbounded by strict urban planning rules. The streets of Tokyo function as the main public
space, and thus the source of its collective memory can also be found at the street level. Today one can find traces of old
Tokyo in the everyday vernacular of old streets and neighbourhoods known as Shitamachi. Low lying one to two-story
houses constructed from timber and corrugated tin are built along narrow roads. Everyday urban life was played out in
these small, human scale pockets of space which are disappearing but still exist today amongst new development. Heide
Imai (2018) argues that these narrow lanes, known as roji, are not only a nostalgic memory for residents but are spaces
full of potential in supporting diverse uses. In the current globalized age, the rediscovery of the roji as an important yet
ordinary place representing how people use to live has become perceived as a more authentic experience of the city (Imai
2018). The street also plays an important role as an extension of one’s living space. When you stroll the streets of Tokyo
it is not uncommon to see many pot plants placed on the side of streets on public land (Fig. 2). In this respect the road
becomes a kind of semi-public space where people appropriate it for their own use, but it is still at the same time open
and accessible to the public. The roji served as common space where children played, neighbours chatted and gardened.
These such mundane activities are the fond images present in people’s memories.
Reconstruction of narratives to shape place identity
- Machizukuri in Yanesen
Intangible heritage is recorded and reinterpreted through various forms including narratives. The area known as Yanesen
is an interesting case of place identity shaped by narrative. Yanesen is comprised of three Tokyo neighbourhoods –
Yanaka, Nezu and Sendagi. Though the area has largely been spared from fires the number of buildings with traditional
characteristics such as wooden facades are minimal (Muminovic 2014). It can be said that the identity of contemporary
Yanesen is not created by the physical architecture. Rather, the efforts of residents and community groups engaged in
various activities aimed at improving the neighbourhood have contributed to shaping its identity. Since the 1990s, there
has been a rise in citizen participation in city planning and preservation known as machizukuri (Sorensen 2002). In
Yanaka, preservation efforts from the community started in 1980s with formation of the Yanaka Community Committee.
A local magazine called YaNeSen was first published in 1984 and ran for over 20 years. The magazine has proven to be
an extremely influential form of place-making. It featured and celebrated long term residents of the area, local shops,
craftspeople, community events, festivals and local buildings and places. The magazine succeeded in creating more
than a new name but an entire identity for Yanesen as one that still possessed the charms and friendliness of old Tokyo
neighbourhoods. The area is popular with visitors as it is increasingly branded as a must-see area for those interested in
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experiencing old Tokyo. The idea of old Tokyo had been transformed into a highly marketable cultural heritage (Sand
2013). Waley (2011) also argues that although the past is not found in physical form, it is ever present in commodified
and consumable form. Certain elements are chosen to be featured to curate an idealized image which has resulted in an
increasingly commercial driven kind of place branding.
- Recreating the past in Nihonbashi
Nihonbashi is another historical district in Tokyo that has capitalized on its traditional past. The area was once the centre
of culture and commerce from the Edo to Meiji period. It is home to the first department store, Mitsukoshi, which opened
in 1673 and still operates today. Nihonbashi started to decline following the effects of rapid modernization. To revitalize
the area in recent years several projects were developed as part of the Nihonbashi Revitalization Plan initiated by private
developer company Mitsui Fudosan. One of the projects is the Muromachi COREDO development featuring three high
rise towers with a shrine between them. The mixed-use towers offer various shops and entertainment establishments. One
of the design strategies was to use Japanese elements and aesthetics to create the feel of traditional alleyways. However,
it seems the sense of individuality of independent shops has been lost as long-standing stores are rehoused in the new
transparent storefronts. Though the shrine has a long history dating back to the 9th century it was moved around several
times before its current location (Fig. 3). In addition, due to fire regulations wooden construction is not allowed in the
central Nihonbashi area. Therefore, the entire shrine structure is made of steel framing which appears to look like wood.
As discussed before this approach is accepted in Japan as the main emphasis is not on the physical materiality but what
it represents. Though the development is entirely new it attempts to reconstruct existing narratives to connect to the past.
Conclusion
Tokyo is a city that is constantly reconstructing and reinventing itself both physically and though narratives. Its connection
to the past through perceptions of memory and place is one based on the small scale rather than large monumental
structures. Old local streets and neighbourhoods where everyday life occurred represent the collective memory of Tokyo
residents. In addition, spiritual beliefs have played an influential role in shaping attitudes and mentality on physical
authenticity. Rebuilding is an acceptable practice and widely adopted to continually develop the city forming many
rich layers through time. Though the buildings may be replaced the underlying urban form of Edo remains as does their
traditions and stories. The constructing of historical narratives further connects the past to the present as an expression
of place identity. However, the question of who and for whom these narratives are developed by need to be carefully
considered as they risk being commodified. As Tokyo welcomes more and more visitors every year the construction of
authentic place identities in a genuine way will be an important part in preserving Tokyo’s past amidst new development.
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ABSTRACT
The cultural concept called the salt road is closely related to the connection between salt and salt mining throughout their multimillenary
historical development in view of the economic, demographic and territorial impact on the settlements, in comparison with the revenue
resulted from the exploited amount of salt and the earned income, to which the hydropathic character is added during the 19th century
period which transforms and freshens the cultural tradition of the use of salt in the development of the settlements. The spa-oriented
feature had become part of an extended tendency aiming to enhance the value of existent spa resources in Transylvania and Europe in
the late 19th century. The endeavour to turn to good account the balneary potential in Transylvania used to be productive and attractive
in its early days and the importance of the spas was significant and beneficial to the inhabitants. The above-mentioned towns had been
for centuries of great significance for the peoples Iiving in the neighbouring areas. The history of their evolution was relatively similar
until the 19th century, as both in Ocna Mureș and Ocna Sibiului salt exploitation began on an extended scale and they both became
well-known salt spas. Until the industrial revolution salt mining in the two towns used to have a similar impact over the development
of the localities, as it constituted the main source of revenue. However, the situation changed in the following years. Both towns
invested in spa tourism until the break of WW II, yet, only Ocna Sibiului continued to preserve it as Ocna Mureș had gradually turned
into an industrial town, leaving little interest in balneology. The awareness and deep insight into the past through the promotion and
presentation of its history are intended, not only in order to protect the originality and peculiarity of the cultural and historical site,
but also to inspire future generations.
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Introduction
A brief look at the evolution of human civilization determines us to ascertain the major importance of salt in the economic
and social development of communities.
Europe is the richest continent in salt deposits and the Romanian Carpathian area has represented the “Europe’s saltcellar” for ages1. The salt dependence being physiological, natural, the spread of the population was conditioned by
ensuring the continuous supply with salt. This is how the ancient salt roads from the Carpathians developed radially in all
directions. Along these roads, new and new human settlements appeared, more and more distant from the salt sources2.
Following the trends of the age in Europe, in the middle of the nineteenth century, the valorisation of the sites with a
balneary potential in Transylvania began and new balneary resorts, which became famous in the following century, were
founded: Sovata, Ocna Sibiului, Ocna Mures, Corund, Turda, Cojocna, Sangeorgiu de Mures, Jabenita, Bazna. But their
true valorisation was only accomplished towards the end of the 19th and the beginning of the 20th centuries, when the first
modern treatment facilities, as well as the related accommodation spaces, such as villas and hotels, were built3.
Mining culture and heritage.
The salt exploitations from Ocna Mureş and Ocna Sibiului are known since ancient times4.
The salt-rich areas brought to the managing communities major economic and cultural advantages over those in the saltfree territories. In the case of Ocna Sibiului it is assumed that the salt extraction was done by the Coțofeni culture (25001800 BC) during the transition from the Eneolithic to the Bronze Age. Later, in the Bronze Age, there are tools that attest
the exploitation of salt by the Witenberg culture (1800-800 BC). This culture has five communities around the saliferous
area and controlled the exchange routes with this product5.
The discovery of the existence of a large bronze processing workshop in Ocna Mureș area from the 12th century BC, as
well as the largest bronze depot in Romania, demonstrates the importance of salt resources in this area, used extensively in
trade6. In the 6th century BC on the territory of Ocna Mureș, Agathyrsi appear, who are considered the most skilled miners
of Antiquity on the European continent7. After the conquest of Dacia by the Romans (the year 106 CE), the exploitation of
salt becomes a real industry. Ocna Mureșului and Ocna Sibiului are just two of the largest exploitations of this period. The
salt from these exploitations was transported on the old Geto-Dacian roads and on the river Mures, even reaching Rome.
In the medieval period both exploitations are used. From Ocna Mureș each spring, up to 80 rafts with 60 tons of salt each,
reaching Szeged or Belgrade. This route was completed in 7 days8. Ocna Sibiului appears in some documents from 13201327 under the name of Salisfodium or Salzburg9. The salt extracted from Ocna Sibiului in 1552 was transported by means
of two roads in the city of Vinț (locality on the river Mureș near Alba Iulia)10.
In the industrial age, the systematic exploitation method is introduced11, which allows the opening of new exploitations
with increased production. This new method of systematic exploitation increases the production to 70% of the existing
salt volume in the deposit, from 25% for the bell chambers12.
One of the first localities where this type of exploitation is introduced is Ocna Mureșului, which becomes in the 19th
century the most important exploitation in Transylvania, providing about 79% of the total salt extracted (80,000-100,000
tons13) while in Ocna Sibiului supplied only 3-5% (2500-5000 tons). In Ocna Sibiului the mines are gradually abandoned,
until 1931, when the last one is closed.14 On the other hand, the exploitation from Ocna Mures continues today.
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Urban development of the studied towns.
The urban development of the studied localities from 1790 to 1950 results from the analysis of the Austrian, Hungarian
and Romanian topographical maps. These historical maps are public and can be found in web application transposed over
the OpenStreetMap’s maps. Thus, 3 Austrian military maps from 1763 to 1887, two Hungarian military maps from 1869
to 1941 and Romanian maps of the 1950s were analysed. In these analyses, it can be noticed the development of the land
strip maps, spa areas and mining areas alongside sketches of spas and salt mines. As a final reference in this process, the
author synthesized the information on the projection system maps of 1950.
Ocna Mureș
From all the analysed data it appears that, by far, Ocna Mureș has the most spectacular territorial evolution.
In the first topographic survey of 1763-1787 (Fig. 1), we can only observe the existence of a small linear locality, of about
30 households and two churches, located on the eastern platform, higher and non-floodable (present Uioara de Sus). On
the western platform, prone to the overflow of Mures, due to lower altitude and a flat shape, the exploitations appear under
the name of ruins of salt mines. During this period, the crossing over Mureș to the village of Unirea is not yet realized.
The first outline of the mines and the first port appeared in 1794 (Fig. 3)
In 1825, the plan for the salt mines Franz Ferdinand and Iosif was drawn up, together with the new urbanism plan of the
locality (Figg. 4,5). This new urbanism plans contain a regular street network that divides the city into rectangular islands
with gardens and central functions on the higher and farther areas of the river. These are arranged around the mining
operation on the east and south-east side. The existence of a storage, transport and a second port area can be observed.
The regularization of the course of the Mureș river and its meanders is also impressive and are visible in two systematization
plans drafted in 1856 (Fig.6). The residential area consists of three distinct neighbourhoods.
In the third topographic survey from 1869 to 1887 (Fig. 7), one can observe the introduction of the railway and road bridge
over Mureș river to the area of the exploitations. Also, in the area of the
 future spa resort a new building appears.
In the Hungarian adaptation of the third topographic survey, probably made at the end of the period 1868-1887 (Fig. 7), a
new neighbourhood appears in the north of the town up to the Mureș river.
The mine area appears very developed, with numerous plots, buildings and alleys. Instead of the port area, the industrial
area is developed and an extension of the railway is built. This map already shows the bath building, the pool and the
park in the immediate vicinity of the historical centre. Within the Romanian master drawing plans from 1958 (Fig. 8), one
can notice the decommissioning of the former central railway line and the construction of a new one on the eastern side
of the mining area. The mining operation has brought prosperity to the city and to its inhabitants. The spa resort appears
as a desire to capitalize on the potential of salt water. The capital inflow due to the exploitation of the salt generates and
develops both the spa and the industrial area.
Ocna Sibiu
The richness of the area in salt and the ease with which it could be exploited, being near the surface of the soil, made the
salt in Ocna Sibiului known since prehistoric times. The romans built a fortress near the mines15. Ocna Sibiu (Salzburg,
Vízaknafürdő) is considered “one of the great salt treasures of Transylvania. The eastern part of the city was built on the
salt massif, barely covered by a few meters of soil”16. Analysing the map of 1787 (Fig. 11) and the map of 1869 (Fig. 12)
one can notice that the new plots appear at the extremities of the locality, in the western part on the Salt Road to Alba
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Iulia and in the eastern part to the north of the exploitation area and of the spa area. Analysing the map of 1887 (Fig.
14) and the one of 1950 (Fig 15), the disappearance of some parcels of houses from the western part of the town can be
observed, probably due to the decrease in importance of this part of the Salt Road and because of the abandonment of the
exploitation. Thus, in this locality the territorial growth also takes place by extending the mining area on the surface of
the salt mass. The mining character is superimposed on the spa until 1931(Fig. 13), when the mines are closed, considered
to be, until then, the main economic engines of the town. And while the mining area loses its importance, the spa area
extends over it, replacing it.
The salt spa element of the studied localities
Centuries of exploitation have brought, besides numerous economic benefits and a less intentional component, salty
lakes. Within the investigated resorts, the number of lakes that formed naturally is much smaller than those formed on the
site of former exploitations. These lakes, alongside the salt springs, facilitate the development of spa resorts, which, in
some cases, after the exploitation had been closed, continued to maintain a prosperous community and, at the same time,
extended the Salt Road concept all the way through to the modern period.
Ocna Mureș
Salt water capitalization started from Roman times, a fact proved by the existence of the baths from Salinae.
In the year 1885 there was a cold salt water pool close to the building with the hot water pool. “In 1896 we can see a
continuous development of the resort. The capacity of the swimming pools with cold water and hot water are increased, a
steam bath is set up, parking lots are added and buildings with rooms for tourist accommodation are built ”. 17
In 1910 the Teleki family builds a modern treatment base with two indoor pools for women and men and bathing booths
(Fig.17)18. From 1937 Ocna Mureș becomes a spa resort of regional interest (Fig. 18).
Immediately after World War II the resort had a cultural centre, a library, a cinema, as well as volleyball and football fields
and a table tennis room. 19
Ocna Sibiu
The healing value of these waters has been known since ancient times.
The use of salt water lakes for cold bath has been known since the 16th century, when the Austrian doctor Van Pezen was
sent to Transylvania to test their therapeutic effect. In 1598 the ambassador of the emperor Rudolf II settled “in Sibiu, on
the way to Constantinople, to go to Ocna Sibiu to make salt baths”20.
In 1820, scientific researches are carried out by Dr. Pataki Samuel, after which the first cabins are erected near Green Lake
(today Cloșca Lake), being considered the first organization of the spa resort.
The official opening of the cold baths took place on September 2, 1846, in the presence of the saline and city management,
the magistrate and a large public21. Ocna Sibiului becomes a permanent resort on June 20, 1858, when the official opening
of the hot baths took place22. The resort receives funds from the State Service of the Ministry of Finance and begins to be
present in Europe in 1882 when it sends salt water, maps and pictures to exhibitions in Paris, Berlin and Vienna.
At the turn of the century, the discrepancy between the reduced development of the resort and the large number of
visitors became increasingly evident. The reception capacity proves to be insufficient and becomes a barrier in the natural
development of the resort. The start date of the works is September 1, 1906, the buildings being opened to the public
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in 190923. In 194824-194925 Ocna Sibiului is declared permanent resort”26. After nationalization, the old buildings were
renovated and new bath establishments are built.
Conclusion
The cultural concept called the salt road is closely related to the connection between salt and salt mining throughout their
multimillenary historical development in view of the economic, demographic and territorial impact on the settlements, in
comparison with the revenue resulted from the exploited amount of salt and the earned income, to which the hydropathic
character is added during the modern period which transforms and freshens the cultural tradition of the use of salt in the
development of the settlements. In the case of Ocna Sibiu, the presence of the two functions, mining and the spa, has
a direct impact on the locality, both from a financial point of view through the income brought, and also through the
development of a large leisure area. In parallel with the industrial area of salt exploitation, the spa resort is developing at
an accelerated rate. Through the investments made, the number of tourists increases, exceeding the number of inhabitants.
On the other hand, in Ocna Mureș, which has a well-exploited and well developed touristic potential at the turn of the
nineteenth and twentieth centuries, we observe other factors that contribute to their progress: industry development and
salt mining, the city becoming the most important salt exploitation in Transylvania.
Even if the issue of protecting and preserving historical sites has been debated for decades, at least in the case of saltwater
spa resorts, little has been done. As a result of the many journeys to the resorts the author took during 2014-2019, and from
recent online images research or from Google Street View, I have noticed how the historical heritage is disappearing from
year to year. The author considers that such a research not only contributes scientifically to the study of the Transylvanian
spa resorts, but it also is a useful tool when strategic development plans for the area are designed. In areas with salt
resources, balneary tourism is the most common form of tourism. Thus, besides elements of cultural or historical value,
landscape resources, which, alongside the curative properties of the salty waters, become complementary in the entire
valorisation of landscape resources, traditions and salt-related customs.
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ABSTRACT
This paper presents the importance of the green areas in public spaces on an example of the Łódź city (capital of voivodeship) and
other cities in this region. The discussed case provides valuable information about the problems and challenges that cities have in
Poland. The presented case illustrates the whole process of the transformation a structure of cities in the 19th century and today. Auhor
describes a historical public parks in the contex of their influence on the surroundings. Moreover nowadays local authorities initiatives
and the vision of future also have been shown. At the same time, it is worth to see the others examples of contemporary cities, which
developed in last decade. Attention should also be paid to the problem of greenery in cities.
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Introduction
Currently, it is observed that life conditions in cities are worsen. Year by year air pollution is more intensive, which is
caused by still increasing a number of cars and local emitters (amount of detached house on the suborns)1.
Europeans have dealing with terrible air conditions from a long time. The first, significant factor was an industrial
revolution. It changed an image of lodz’s voivodeship on the beginning of 19th century. People have been moved from
small villages to the developing city, from full of green places to polluted space, where was no greenery. For better
economic situation people sacrificed their health environment.
The growth of Łódź, a city in central Poland, began in 1821 and only after around a hundred years the city was flourishing.
During that time the number of inhabitants had increase from eight hundred to six hundred thousand. The development of
this city is intensely connected with the industrialization process – mostly with textile industry development2. Everything
has happened with the political decision of the government to create an industrial city in small village with many rivers.
This rivers were a requirement for industry, which was based on water power before the invention of the steam engine.
On the other hand so many rivers caused difficulty with building on particular areas, which were swampy. Those places
were very often transformed into public parks and private gardens of rich manufacturers3.
At the same time local authorities decided to create a green space for inhabitants. Both of them create a garden, where they
can relax and breath with clean air. In effect of fast development of the city, in its structure exists many green areas (this
areas has not changes for ages and still have different role in city), which still are very important for their inhabitants4.
However, the city is changing and now a new method and vision for future is needed.
Nowadays the city of Łódź has been through so many political and economical changes, which caused that industrial roots
have been forgotten. Post-industrial, abandoned heritage became a huge problem for local authorities. A few years ago an idea
has arisen to connect industrial heritage in the city centre with ring of greenery. Actually we can observe a small part of this,
but it is worth to emphasize how important for the city and its inhabitants are green areas. All the time, from so many years
these places are a shelter where people can spend their time and relax in the centre of city, which is mostly a concrete desert
Background
The year 1821 is associated with the creation of a craft settlement in Łódź and the rapid development of it (the largest
city in the region in central Poland). On the other hand, the beginning of World War II can be considered as the end date
of the development of Łódź. After this time so many significant changes in the urban structures has began. Moreover, in
post-war Europe there were different urban tendencies, which were not consistent with those previously found in garden
art5. World War II also stopped the motor of development, which was the textile industry. Firstly, factories were seizures
by Nazi-Germans occupiers, and then after the war communists nationalized industry6.
The first settlers of the new district in Łódź were clothiers and weavers from the areas of Poland, Prussia, Saxony and the
Czech Republic. Initially, they set up small manufactures, which transformed into larger factories. In the 1830s, Jewish
population started arriving to the city. They had a huge impact on trading with raw materials and finished goods. After
some time, they were able to open their own powerful industrial plants. However, the city’s greatest development began
in the 1850s and 1860s, It was connected with several factors. Firstly, large eastern markets opened for produst from these
region (the customs duty has been abolished). Secondly, the increased demand met with the development of technology
and improved solutions from the western countries, which stay popular on these area. The last very important factor is
the enfranchisement of the peasants in 1864, which contributed to the large migration of people to the villages, which
surrounding Łódź.
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All European and American cities at the beginning of the industrial era were already developed with formed city centers,
developed trade and craft. On the other hand, Łódź entered the era of industry as a small settlement poorly connected to
the rest of the country, located in a highland covered with forest. The first buildings in Łódź were compacted, creating
a frontage arrangement, and gardens were created inside the quarters. However, in next years the buildings consumed
nearby gardens and plots were filled with buildings. The local authorities tried to respond to the disappearance of greenery
in the city by creating small parks to improve the living conditions of the inhabitants. Also the rich owners of factories
founded villas and palaces with gardens, which was very often near their factories creating factory-residential complex.
After the introduction of the steam engine, the location of industrial plants was separated from the river valleys, which
leads to the creation of factories throughout the city.
Taking into account the fluctuations of the business cycle, the period of dynamic development lasted until the beginning
the First World War. During the war many factories were closed and the machines were taken over by the occupiers. After
the war, the owners tried to rebuild their market position, but cutting off from previous buyers on the eastern market
hindered this process. During World War II, the plants were taken over by the Nazi-Germans and their production was
directed to military needs, e.g. to supply the army with uniforms. After 1945, the plant was nationalized. Communist
government wanted to keep large plants in particular, allowing small factories to go bankrupt.
The importance of industrial heritage has been underestimated worldwide for a long time. Many nineteenth-century
factories were demolished due to the end of the current use and the lack of idea of using industrial buildings. Some of
them have been converted into warehouses. However, these facilities were not seen as valuable historical buildings. In
the western Europe, the beginning of the 1970s was associated with a change in approach to this problem. In that time
an industrial heritage were appreciated and very often it was linked to the program of revitalization many post-industrial
districts. This process lead to economic and social changes. Currently, Łódź is facing a similar challenge of revitalizing
large post-industrial areas. It is good moment to think about question: What about the role of greenery in these changes.

Fig. 1
The development of
Łódź city.
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Problem Characteristic
The importance of gardens has changed for centuries. The types of garden arrangements has been changing from ancient
times to modern times. The gardens have different physiognomy in every historical period, and it leads to development
of garden over the years7. Each historical period is characterized by the characteristic types of gardens. Over the years
the number of task has increased and also the area has changed, as a results gardens evolved So, the role of garden
composition is growing. “Already at the turn of the century, new tendencies emerged in the relation between man and
park, garden (...) a large-scale change was initiated, the transition from the garden and park to the great composed green
assumptions”8. For years, garden art was mostly associated with the rural landscape, but in the nineteenth century, as a
result of the rapid development of industry and the formation of large settlement centers, new forms of gardens appeared.
Designing public areas with greenery connects garden art with urban planning9. Public parks and their relations with the
environment are becoming important elements in the modern urban structures.
The role of green systems in the city
Currently in Łódź, urban planners designing public spaces refers to the history and previous impact of each areas. Project
activities focus mostly on degraded areas and by extracting their value they are restored to the local community. Its
strengthens the importance of this places in the structure of the city. One of the currently implemented projects is the
“New Center of Łódź”. The main goals of this project s is to create an attractive space, which will encourage inhabitants
and investors to arrive to Łódź and in consequence become the new “heart” of the city. At the center of this assumption is
the renovated first power plant in Łódź, which is currently adopted to a new functions.Next to this building it is planned
to create the “Kobro Market” equipped with new plantings of greenery. It is proved that green areas have a city-forming
functions and they can consolidate space10. Considering the importance of this place in the urban structure, there is a
chance that the city will gain an attractive public space that will be a catalyst for all kinds of inhabitants activities.
Another project connected with greenery implemented in Lodz is the idea of creating “pocket parks” and special greenstreet (mostly for pedestrian, which has been called woonerf. They use the ideas of reducing car traffic). Its goals is to
improve the attractiveness of space in these places and, as a result, encourages people to stay there. The “Zielone Polesie”
project covered the city center district The main idea is to transform several streets into green passages and the creation
of new green areas (squares) in undeveloped areas of the quarters.
Improving the quality of the environment in which people live in cities is one aspect. Nowadays people change their
lifestyle There is also a visible tendency to spend time actively. The development of cycling infrastructure is visible in the
central Poland. It is observed that the number of bicycle paths,free street service points, and other bicycle’s infrastructure
is still improving. Furthermore, the creation of the Lodz’s “City Bike” was very well received by the inhabitants. The
system is still growing – on the beginning it covered only the city center, in next years it also extended to the suburbs.
Currently a network of the related system is being implemented in the entire voivodship, integrating, among others,
bicycle and public transport (mosty train). Unfortunately this development is still not used properly. City has a chance to
arrange green areas (both existing and undeveloped) for the needs of sport and recreation. In the majority housing district
neighbourhood, there is no place for daily activities. This should be assessed negatively, because while in the center of
Łodz we can observe the effort to impemenet greenery. In this district should be also created green areas, because in this
place people spend a huge part of their life. It is worth to emphasize how important role is played by green areas in the
human environment. Green areas have been proven to contribute to: improving air quality (they are a barrier for dust- its
stay for example on trees leaves), regulating humidity and temperature (temperature change by 2-3°, humidity up to 20
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percentage points), reducing an urban noise. Moreover, green areas give the opportunity to rest and soothe the nervous
system. Another case is the center with a high level of urbanization, where it is practically impossible to establish new
parks, but the need to implementation of greenery also exists. The most economical and low space-consuming is the
idea of using green walls and green roofs. This solutions have a good chance to be used by many investors and private
people in cities.. It is worth to mention the advantages of using this type of greenery. It effectively reduce noise, provides
protection against overheating of buildings in summer and heat loss in winter, increases fire protection, has aesthetic
values. The implementation of greenery in city centers encourage people to stay in them and for variety of attractiveness
in these areas. It is therefore a chance to stop the negative processes taking place in many modern city centers. These
processes are related to the development of suburbs (urban sprawl phenomenon) leading to increasing urbanization near
roads, which leading to cities, occupying agricultural areas causing natural and landscape changes.
Summary
The article shows the influence of historical green areas on the contemporary city and the opportunities for its development
based on the post-industrial heritage in the future. The research takes into account urban parks located in Łódź, along with
current activities of the local city authorities.The goal of the research is to draw attention to the importance of green areas
in cities, their relationship with the environment, and their impact on the entire city over the years. Principal results of
this research is that greenery in the city has timeless role of the city’s development. In the 19th century, as well as today,
public parks are a very important place for the inhabitants of Łódź.
Analysing the development of Polish cities in central Poland in the 18th century, provides that the intensification of
negative environmental factors was met with the reaction and many public parks and other green areas has been. Over
the years, greenery have significant role in the urban structure. They positively influencing for the quality of life thiers
residents, especially in large cities. It is worth to remember when we thinking about the city of tomorrow. Nowadays, we
can also observe at deteriorating urban conditions and climate changes. However, the form of solutions in implementing
greenery has been changed. The use of traditional forms of green areas in city centers such as: pocket parks, planting trees
along communication routes is a common practice. Currently, it is fashionable to develop old post-industrial areas for
new purpose. This idea is also popular among private investors. However, exists areas with a high level of urbanization,
where the implementation greenery is not possible. In this way it is recommended to pay attention to alternative solutions
such as green walls, vertical gardens or green roofs. Developing a greenery system in cities will perhaps make them more
attractive to inhabitants and, as a result, will stop the current processes of city depopulation and suburban growth.
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ABSTRACT
The debate on the Socialist City during the late ‘20s and early ‘30s is one of the largest urban laboratory of the 20th century. One
of the most radical positions considers the idea of the city as a superstructure of the bourgeois-capitalist modes of production made
obsolete by the Bolshevik revolution which, as such, must be overturned. For “disurbanists”, from the collapse of the tsarist city urban
entities must be dissolved in the territory, using to this purpose the new infrastructural network planned (dreamed) by the Soviet Power
(cars, trains, airplanes, airships, spacecraft!). The city will no longer have a form but will be reduced to pure process, derived from the
“daily life program” developed by bolshevik social engineering, designed starting from the distances to be made for commuting with
the factory sites, from the sinusoidal diagrams of the circadian rhythms of workers and from the consequent “industrialization” of their
sleep and rest periods. The new city is literally built on the relationship between nature and architecture and on a general rethinking of
its dimension whose scale descends, in order, from the continental extension of the Soviet Union, from the new infrastructural network,
from the industrial compounds strategically dispersed from Leningrad to Vladivostok.
In 1928-30 Ivan Leonidov designed an idea of city irradiating itself all along the Soviet Union: a ribbon-like and infinite urban structure
colonizing that boundless territory, innervated by productive kombinats, residential compounds, public buildings. The goal is to build a
city-nature, unlimited but endowed with the measure given by a grid attaining a geographical dimension before an urban one. A centuriatio
that potentially goes from Moscow to the Urals, a linear disarticulation of the American Jeffersonian grid, an “all program and no form”
plan – as Koolhaas would say – that is concretely tested in the design for the new mining town of Magnitogorsk. Or it becomes a network
whose nodes are constituted by institutional and representative buildings whose distances are calculated on the basis of the power of
the radio signals that connect them (project for the Social Club of a “new type” versions A and B). A new city, sparse but large as the
whole country, connected by an immaterial infrastructure: a net of radio receivers in a sort of precognition of what a smart city is.
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Introduction
I would like to discuss the work of the Soviet architect and urbanist Ivan Leonidov1, his vision for a future for the city and
the landscape of the Soviet Union, at the same time so visionary and so prophetic that it still seems to be contemporary
today. A future that seemed at hand, so far from the ‘leap forward’ and the science fictional projects of other Russian
avantgarde masters. Between 1927 and 1934, before his career would be so abruptly interrupted by political turmoil,
all Ivan Leonidov’s projects deal with a single topic, deeply embedded in reality: how should architecture and city of a
society that has decided to radically change itself in an experiment never tried before, be?
Never as in the case of Ivan Leonidov, the technical issues of architecture and urbanism have been subordinated to an
ideologic program shared by an entire generation of artists and architects: to build the symbols of a New World through
architectures conceived as great transformational tools of life and conscience of individuals and through an hypothesis of
colonization the immense territory of the Soviet Union2. Before the October Revolution turned out in a totalitarian system,
the Russian avant-garde had been able to produce projects dealing with utopia as well as the real problems highlighted in
the very rich debate underway during those years. Leonidov is no exception: all the projects developed for Moscow during
those feverish years as well as the entries for competitions or designs for specific programs, never deny a general idea for
the new Capital of the country of Socialism, for the landscape of the Soviet Union and for a different and more rewarding
way of life for both the working class and the Soviet elite.
The City of Steel
Moscow becomes the new capital of the Union of Russian Federal Republics on 1918. The city that emerged from the
‘war communism’ (1918-1921) is an immense shattered village, a city of wood rather than stone with still strongly rural
features: a monumental center, which has its symbolic focus in the fortified citadel of the Kremlin; then churches and
monasteries, the vestiges of the orthodox power; few representative buildings in the ‘Modern’ style, the Russian variant
of Art Noveau; the factories, expelled towards the radial routes of the city, in the midst of a boundless village of wooden
‘isbas’3. A metropolis where the epic of the capital of a New World must still be built, made possible by the embryonic
accumulation of urban wealth and the repopulation generated by the (New Economic Policy, NEP).
If during the years of the ‘war communism’ Moscow had become a gigantic and temporary theater of shambolic urban
scenographies, the NEP years saw the making of a whole series of new metropolitan centralities, a widespread network
of buildings that must represent the tangible and daily symbols of Bolshevik modernization through the collectivization
of culture. These ‘ganglia’ of the Soviet establishment draw a new topography of power that overlapped with the ones
inherited from Czarism. They are large complexes (ansambl’) that mixed infrastructural nodes and bureaucratic institutions,
appearing as colossal propaganda and symbolic machines that must be immediately recognizable, visible from every part
of the city. Leonidov actively works through peremptory architectures to expand the material and psychic dimension
of the metropolis and to draw it on another scale, the territorial one, necessary to connect countryside, agriculture
and factories to the destiny of the city. He correctly identifies in this overlap, psychic rather than ideological, the only
possibility of survival of the Soviet collectivist utopia: the city as ‘an acropolis’ of a countryside made productive by the
industrialization of agriculture. In such a vision, Moscow is conceived as the hub of a geographical system embracing
almost a sixth of the globe that must be civilized and modernized. The Capital and the great Russian countryside are seen
as two dialectical entities that must be activated by a series of architectural infrastructures ensuring accessibility through
the most advanced means of transportation, recognition through monumental scale, productivity and self-sustainability
through the industrialization of agriculture4. Ivan Leonidov’s Moscow is organized in a system of radials and ring roads
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(Ulica and Bulevarij), where some architectural singularities manipulate the city skyline in order to create not only
artificial topographic elements that allow to measure the new urban development of the Capital, but the symbolic places
of the New Power that confront themselves and overwhelm those of the ‘ancient régime’: the Kremlin, the Cathedral of
San Basilio, the immense metropolitan dimension of the early twentieth-century city. This is the meaning of the colossal
dimensions of the Lenin Institute, of the Narkomtjažprom complex, of the Palace of Culture of the Proletarsky district.
Colonizing the Big Wide Open
Ivan Leonidov is convinced, like much of the urban planners of the period of the 20s and 30s, that the Soviet collectivist
utopia can survive and progress only if it manages to organize an idea of architecture

and city that eliminates the existing
contradiction between towns and countryside, identified as the pathological phenomenon that prevents the productive and
civil development of the USSR, having been the agrarian issue one of the engines of the revolutions of 1905 and 1917. A
program that had been defined precisely since the first Five-Year Plan: to transform Nature into a productive entity to be
the lever of the Great Industrialization that would have bring the Soviet Union among the great World Powers.
The problem is faced by Leonidov with great clarity: building an endless city nationwide, a work of colonization on a
continental scale. Planning becomes, as in the case of the projects for the new mining town of Magnitogorsk, together
with the airships, the airplanes, the flying machines of Krutikov, the Tatlin’s Letatlin, the tool to use this ‘big emptiness’,
to fill the space of Soviet Russia with a new civilization. A new absolute identity between city and territory, which can’t
be explained only with the disurbanist theories that presupposed the end of the city as a superstructure of the modes
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of capitalist productions and its dissolution into the countryside. The principles for the construction of the city and the
nature (and the city as nature) are the same: over-dimensioning and monumentalizing of some architectural complexes,
construction of infrastructural relations (material or ethereal, as we shall see) between these ‘nuclei’. For Leonidov the
colonization of the territory of the Soviet Union revolves around a reticular system organized in some significant nuclei
of Socialist modernity (the clubs), or along a linear sequence of residences, public buildings, factories, large agricultural
communes. A potentially infinite city that stretches from Moscow to the Urals and beyond.
Building the Red Smart City
In a first hypothesis, Leonidov believes that the construction of this ‘agro-city’5 cannot ignore the spatial and economic
organization that the Russian peasant class has historically set itself in for their villages: the commune6. So very low
density settlements are organized around some buildings that are the centers of community life, new immense collective
isbas. They are the Social Clubs of a new kind, or the Palace of Culture, ogival or pyramid-covered architectures where
take place all those activities aimed at transforming the urban lumpenproletariat into Soviet citizens. They are the places
where the great battles of civilization are made – the fight against illiteracy, lifelong education, vaccination, female
emancipation, physical and artistic education. Buildings that transform themselves with rotating platforms, mobile stages,
sliding bulkheads, in a large metaphor of factory machinery and technology as ‘History Midwife’. Giant screens send
images of sports commentaries and scientific documentaries, colossal amplification systems broadcasting cut-ups of
political speeches and background noises: it is “the sound of life”, as Leonidov writes.
In one of the most visionary and prophetic designs of twentieth-century architecture it is clear the idea of the city underlying
these building. These new centers disseminated within the Russian steppes are not connected by a road system, their
mutual distances are not defined by a physical system but by the signal strength diagrams of the radio stations that ensure
communications. The plot of this new reticulated and sprawled city is an immaterial infrastructure through which ideas,
images, words and information travel, in a surprising anticipation of the internet as well as our contemporary smart-cities7.
Learning From Magnitogorsk
Otherwise, as for the Magnitogorsk plan, the reinterpretation of the new tradition of the ‘Linear City’ is realized by
crossing the data relating to mobility on the rail, road and air with the circadian rhythms of the workers, the periods of
commuting and the schedule defined by the engineering of the existence of the Soviet citizens. The outcome is a ribbonlike city, punctuated by a cross-linking system made by industrially cultivated areas, industrial ‘kombinats’, buildings for
education, residential communes. A potentially infinite city that stretches from Moscow to the Urals and beyond. Again a
potentially low-density city, organized along a linear infrastructure, just like in the traditional Russian countryside village.
The objective is a city-nature, unlimited but endowed by the measure given by a ‘centuriation’: a geographical dimension
rather than a geometrical-urban pattern, a “all program and no form” plan, as Koolhaas would say.
Two ideas for the city, one reticular and one linear, in which the main infrastructures are respectively the radio and the
airship: the symbols of Bolshevik modernization. Two hypotheses that clash with reality, being the Soviet industry unable
to deliver the promised technological level. For Leonidov technology is not just a linguistic material to be used as a slogan
in its architecture, as it happens – in sometimes naive terms – for other Constructivist architects, but it is a real instrument of
emancipation: from the chains of the alienation of labor, from the famines caused from an underdeveloped agriculture, from
an educational system still linked to the great nineteenth-century Russian romantic culture rather than to modern science.
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Soviet Jerusalems
To these two urban hypotheses we have to add the late, fantastic drawings of the cycle of the Città del Sole (City of the
Sun), not surprisingly inspired by the book of Tommaso Campanella. They are all fragments of ideal cities.
And like all ideal cities, they are the deduction on earth of the many heavenly Jerusalems imagined by every apocalyptical
millennial utopia. The Sov-Gorod (Socialist City) designed by Ivan Leonidov does not escape its destiny, having in it both
the fragments of a saving utopia and – inevitably – the seed of its tragic failure. But like all the heavenly Jerusalems, it
wants to operate the transmutation of an ideal design into the real world of the city, to become the realization of an idea
of the universe, of a cosmological project translated on the plan of History.
The relationship between the real world, defined by Marxist theory as the relationships between social classes and the
ownership of the means of production, and the ‘absolute elsewhere’ consisting of the cosmic ether, interplanetary space
and the unknown is one of the most interesting and least explored subtexts of all the Russian avant-garde: the Cosmism.
The Cosmists were a group of poets, philosophers, artists and scientists who believe that the manifest destiny of the
liberated humanity is the conquest of the cosmos, in the realization of a planetary Socialism8. A movement, albeit marginal,
that in any case was the incubator of the post-war Soviet cosmonautics and constituted an interesting collector for the
metaphysical and cosmological speculation of a part of the artistic avant-gardes. Georgij Krutikov imagined a series of
“flying cities”, drawn by airships and reachable by aircraft9, Viktor Kalmykov designed Saturnij, an endless ring-shaped
settlement that spins like Saturn’s rings around the Earth10.
These are cosmological and esoteric topics returning in the architectures of Ivan Leonidov, manifest themselves in those
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Suprematist compositions reminiscing of planetary systems, Platonic solids that seem to obey to celestial mechanics, yet
staging another Victory over the Sun11. In them there is an obsession for ether. The ether furrowed by the airships that
connect the various sectors of the endless grid linking Moscow to Magnitogorsk. The ether crossed by the radio signals
that connect the radio stations (always present in its architecture) linking, the social clubs of a “new type” dispersed in the
Soviet steppes. The ether is that “space as a non-material coagulant”12 Vieri Quilici spoke about.
They become the representations of the solar system we discovered in the composition of the masses of all its buildings, in
the diagrams, almost schemes of equinoctial precessions, based on the commuting cycles of its inhabitants, which regulate
the repetition of the quadrants of the plan for Magnitogorsk.
Conclusion
In Leonidov’s work the real city (Moscow, Magnitogorsk) and the planned, dreamed one are complementary: the first is
not only a scenographic background, the second is not only a design, together they are a unique dialectical reality equipped
by the new architecture and whose material is an ‘expanded void’ that seems to aspire to a cosmic dimension. An avantgarde point of view on architecture and city pursued through the use of all modern techniques related to transportation,
communication, image, construction, agriculture.
A process of alternative construction of the city which actually, though in a latent form, has always been in place, because
the architectures of Leonidov and other soviet masters as Lissitsky, Mel’nikov, the Vesnin brothers had clearly predicted
axes, themes and issues that the development of the great Eurasian metropolises would eventually have ended up facing in
the following hundred years. As if it was an ideal of city so meaningful that somehow managed to deform space and time.
ENDNOTES
Ivan Il’ič Leonidov (Tver’ Oblast’ 1902-Moscow 1959) is one of the most important Soviet architects and urban planners.
Extraordinary designer, he graduated from VKhUTEMAS, the formative school of the Russian avant-gardes, in Aleksander
Vesnin’s atelier and soon rose to international fame thanks to a series of visionary projects for buildings and cities developed
between 1927 and 1934 within Constructivist culture. In 1930, he was involved in a controversy with the conservative and Realsocialist wing of the Russian architectural establishment. Accused of deviationism, he is forced to abandon teaching, to close his
office and to withdraw into the anonymous design work in the great technical offices of the ministries. His projects of the time
reflect the new neoclassical course of Soviet architecture during the Stalinist period. The only work realized is a great staircase for
a sanatorium in Kislovodosk and the interiors for the Palace of the Pioneers of Kalinin. After the war it remains on the fringes of
Moscow’s major renewal programs, turning to some visionary projects such as the “City of Sun” cycle. He died forgotten in 1959.
It will be rediscovered in the 70s thanks to the studies of Rem Koolhaas and Gerrit Oorthuys, Selim Chan-Magomedov, Kenneth
Frampton and Vieri Quilici. Now he is considered one of the masters of the Modern Movement.
2
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See Benjamin W. (1986), Moscow Diary, Harvard University Press, Cambridge.
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Leonidov 1926-1934, La Triennale di Milano-Electa, Milan, pp. 38-45.
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on a socialist revolution on planet Mars. Stage costumes were tailored in pure Constructivist fashion. On the same topic, we like
to remember the novel Red Star (1908) by Aleksandr Bogdanov, aptly subtitled Roman-Utopija.
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The relationship between reality and vision is a complex one. While during the latest decades the post-modern city’s image has been
mainly shaped through the juxtaposition of single iconic projects, in recent years new inflections of city-making are emerging – in
between physical transformations and narrative construction – often becoming more visible in realities under fast transformation
such as China: considering the urban system as a palimpsest of spatial, political, and economic layers, we identify the cultural
event as one of the main tools moving around temporalities and narratives, becoming a propelling engine in the mechanisms of citybranding and visions production. In fact along with the so-called Mega Events, during the last few decades minor cultural events
gained an increasing empowerment. Exhibitions, Biennials/Triennials, Design Weeks and Festivals progressively became stable
ingredients on policy makers’ urban agendas as pop-up mechanisms deployed to trigger changes: flexible, oscillating between
official planning and informal approaches, strongly brand-oriented, these recurrent events rightfully set themselves as an important
pervasive tool.
If it is true that a society becomes modern when one of its main activities is to produce and consume images, when the images that
have extraordinary capacity to determine our claims to reality become indispensable for positive economic trends, for the system’s
stability, and for the pursuit of personal happiness (Sontag, 1973), then the narration of the reality proposed through the event is not
only its representation, but an integral part of it, its extension, a means to appropriate it and put it on display. In urban marketing, the
construction of such narratives cannot be clearly distinguished from the production of the city itself (Dematteis,1997).
Considering the tension between the representation of the city as a performative and consumption act (Debord,1992) and the traces left
on the physical space, we look at the transformations brought about in the context of two temporary events, one held in Dashilar during
the Beijing Design Week, and one in Nantou Old Town during the 2017 Shenzhen Biennale of Urbanism/Architecture. Between urban
regeneration strategies and cultural operations, the BJDW and UABB are observed through the lens of representation, in order to question
their role in re-shaping architectural heritage and city identities through the production of material and immaterial effects.
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Events & the City
The relationship between reality and vision is a complex one. While during the latest decades the post-modern city’s
image has been mainly shaped through the juxtaposition of single iconic projects, in recent years new inflections of citymaking are emerging – in between physical transformations and narrative construction – often becoming more visible
in realities under fast transformation such as China. Considering the urban system as a palimpsest of spatial, political,
and economic layers, we identify the cultural event as one of the main tools moving around temporalities and narratives,
becoming a propelling engine in the mechanisms of city-branding and visions production.
These entities are often associated to the notions of ‘spectacularisation’ and ‘aestheticisation’ of the city space (Zukin,
1995): in this conceptual frame, events become fully part of contemporary urban culture due to their symbolic potential
in crossing the threshold between the production and narration of new realities.
Investigating the increasingly intertwined relationship between cities and cultural consumption, urban events can be read
in the Debordian perspective of the post-modern “Society of Spectacle” (Debord, 1992 [1967]), closely linked to the
competition between cities in the global context of neo-liberal and post-industrial economies. Olympic Games, Capitals of
Culture, and Universal Expos are now well-rehearsed instruments used by policy-makers to trigger spatial transformations
in cityscapes: in this sense, it is widely acknowledged among scholars that major events are primarily linked to the strive
for political consensus or to support the image of an already consolidated power (Hiller, 2000; Bonnemaison, 2008).
In this perspective, thus, events can be seen both as filters to convey new urban imaginaries, from creative visions to the
construction of multiple realities, and as devices linking narratives and performative actions.
Along with the so-called Mega Events, moreover, during the last few decades minor cultural events gained an
increasing empowerment. Exhibitions, Biennials/Triennials, Design Weeks and Festivals progressively became stable
ingredients used by policy makers’ as pop-up mechanisms deployed to trigger changes: flexible, oscillating between
official planning and informal approaches, strongly brand-oriented, these recurrent events rightfully set themselves as
an important pervasive tool in re-shaping the city image.
One of the reasons supporting the contemporary proliferation of these processes may be retraced in the inner logic of
narration, production and consumption of the contemporary city itself: as we produce and consume narratives, our need
for more and more images constantly increases (Sontag, 2004 [1973]). In urban marketing, the construction of such
narratives cannot be clearly distinguished from the ‘production’ of the city itself (Dematteis, 1997).
Minor urban events trigger a narrative also by virtue of their recurrence fostering a ‘condensed vision’ within the rhythms
of the city in motion, which is highly symptomatic of the political and economic interests revolving around specific urban
areas. Indeed, culture is used as a tool that supports transformations and visions both on the local scene, and within global
debates (Gravari-Barbas and Jacquot, 2007).
Considering the tensions existing between the representation of the city and the constant re-creation of the city itself
(Debord, 1992 [1967]), we look at the transformations brought about in the context of two temporary events, one held in
Dashilar during the Beijing Design Week, and one in Nantou Old Town during the 2017 Shenzhen Biennale of Urbanism/
Architecture. Between urban regeneration strategies and cultural operations, the BJDW and UABB are observed through
the lens of representation, in order to question their role in re-shaping architectural heritage and city identities through the
production of material and immaterial effects.
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Dashilar, Beijing Design Week [written by Silvia Lanteri]
Over the last decades Beijing is experiencing a metamorphosis, from a place of production to a place of creativity and
consumption, being declared “City of Design” by UNESCO in 2012.
While the city has been expanding at an impressive rate changing in this direction, the historic centre remains
characterised by a greater slowness, an archipelago of islands among moving materials, where design practices and
visions gradually sediment: to quote Bernardo Secchi (2010), the inertia characterising these portions of the city
concerns both their spatial materiality, and their imaginary.
Considering the period beginning in 2009, Dashilar area becomes an interesting field of experimentation, presenting itself
as a permanent venue for the Beijing Design Week. This recurrent event has the power to modify uses and practices of the
urban space, an instrument to regenerate the area constantly redefining urban and social geographies, turning on crossroads
and places as ‘temporary centralities’ (Bruzzese, 2013), slowly constructing new visions. In fact, as rhetorically proposed
by the curators of the design week, this historic commercial neighbourhood in the heart of the capital becomes the subject
to test urban acupuncture, in order to trigger more extensive, incremental, and spontaneous transformations, involving the
creative community in rethinking the local image and identity.
Here, the importance of images’ production emerges as a constant: quoting Paola Viganò (2010), the image is the link
between the physical and conceptual territories of the project, and its importance resides in the interpretative and designing
role it assumes, in its ability to structure the gaze that observe the area transformations.
In this process, the event is therefore one of the main tools to shape a narrative supporting spatial metamorphoses;
however, the tension between its resonant but ephemeral nature and the daily practices of the settings generates an
ambivalent condition of coincidence and distance, reciprocity and indifference (Bruzzese, 2015), and it is clear looking
at the juxtaposition of operations implemented over the years: the mechanism aims to transform the area into a creative
district, and it is presented in the specific case not as a recognition of an already existing process of colonisation of
the space by artists, but rather as a top-down vision set up by the administration. It may thus be stated that the brand
anticipates the reality, and it creates an image that, at times, replaces it.
In Dashilar this operation is expressed in several dimensions: the first one is the development of an online open-access
platform containing the well-known image of the Nippon Design Center – directed by Kenya Hara – as its core: an
interesting visual object used to turn the neighbourhood into a recognisable brand that can be immediately associated with
the design week, both during the opening days, when the neighbourhood lights up for the event, and for the rest of the time
collecting data and connecting different stakeholders.
Another plan consists in the two weeks of the event’s mise en scène of the local identity and its possible future scenarios,
aiming, on one hand, to induce in the local community an awareness of the value concerning the place where they live –
an awareness of course always ‘deviated’ by the event’s nature – and on the other hand to explain the articulation of the
process in place to external eyes, alternating more institutionalised positions to works of profound sensibility. Interesting
examples are Urban Carpet and Double Happiness, both works developed by Ramoprimo, which stimulate reflections on
the history of the neighbourhood, the role of living practices and public space, and possible directions of transformation.
Another form of ‘spectacularization’ of this process is represented by the showcase of the Venice Biennale, which tends
to bring the permanent traces of the event on the international stage in various moments. The collateral installation
Across Chinese Cities, as part of the 2014 edition, represents a first opportunity to show this ongoing process: articulated
around seven thematic explorations that intend to contextualise what the curators call ‘adaptive urbanism’1, it produces
catalogues, a small manual of guidelines, and some interesting interpretative drawings by Drawing Architecture Studio.
A second stage was represented by the installations set up at the Arsenal throughout the following edition of the Venice
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Biennale (2016), in which the main focus was the decomposition of architectures and processes: in fact, it featured
fragments, architectural micro-scale objects, that represent a way of ‘creating a city’ by means of as small, incremental,
systemised hubs. The prefabricated buildings signed by Pao, the headquarters of reMIX studio, Standardarchitecture’s
Micro Hutong and Cha’er Hutong projects are just few examples. The latter in particular – a tiny library for children
created in collaboration with families that still live in the courtyard – is fundamental and illustrative because of its dual
role in the Dashilar process: establishing a point of contact with the community of the district, creating a bond of mutual
trust between them and the developers, and reinterpreting – through architectural design – the schedule of pre-existing
stratifications; the informal is therefore transposed into compositional language, the minute architectural object returns to
centre stage, being metaphorically scaled in its relevance and visibility within the debate on the transformation of Chinese
cities, becoming a tool to disassemble complex processes and participate to the construction of their narration.
Nantou Old Town, The Shenzhen Bi-City Biennale [written by Monica Naso]
Culture is one of the key tools on which Shenzhen, striving to emerge in the network of world creative cities, has invested
significant resources during the last decade: spatial transformations and the constant invention of urban imaginaries play a
crucial role in constantly re-shaping the image of what is rhetorically defined as the “city without history” par excellence.
Surfing the recent proliferation of biennials in the so called Global South, Shenzhen has created a format of architectural
exhibition closely related to the local context in shaping urban visions and thus reacting to the global cultural phenomenon
of ‘biennalization’. At the crossroads of mega-event and transformative tool, the UABB-Shenzhen Bi-City Biennale of
Urbanism\Architecture, initiated in 2005 and supported by the Shenzhen Urban Planning Bureau, aims at at triggering a
long lasting legacy to the city, defining itself as a ‘catalyst’ able to transform and reactivate areas that are considered as
representative of relevant urban issues2. Urban spaces ‘touched’ by UABB are performed and narrated with the precise
ambition to create and reshape new urban images. In this specific context, the biennale container acts as a device able to
observe and transform reality, yet revealing itself as an ambivalent tool, operating an interpolation of the notions of legacy
and collective memory through multiple layers of narration and spatial transformations operated by the cultural event.
The 6th edition of UABB, held in 2017 and curated by Shenzhen-based architecture firm URBANUS and by critic and
MAXXI (Rome) director Hou Hanru, represented an occasion to engage a collective reflection on the transformation
processes involving the dense informal fabric of Shenzhen’s Urban Villages, since few years at the centre of local urban
debate (O’Donnell, Wong, and Bach, 2017). The choice of Nantou Old Town as the main venue seems to have been
strategic in condensing multiple meanings into a single exhibition space: the emphasis on the mutual intertwining of both
historical memory and social and spatial dynamics has been instrumental in consolidating the UABB motto, “Cities, Grow
in Difference”3. Such curatorial focus was indeed the leitmotif of the exhibition, operating a crucial narrative reversal
on the Urban Villages topic. Through what we might call the “Biennale Gaze”, from being stigmatised as ‘cancer of the
city’ and subject to invasive tabula rasa operations (Da Wei, 2016), the informal city has been aestheticised following a
narrative aimed at enhancing and giving value to its spatial, symbolic, and cultural meanings.
Considering the fascination brought about by informal contexts in recent contemporary creative urban practices, though,
some questions arise about the agency of the biennale as an injector of virtuous transformations.
Conflicts related to the complex situation involving Urban Villages (evictions, demolitions, real estate massive operations)
are not completely ignored by the exhibition: yet, the Biennale seems to observe the informal dynamics of these places
through the filtered gaze of a protected context, which entails and encourages a theatrical ‘suspension of disbelief’,
crystallising the historical village and its dynamics in a festive atmosphere typical of an urban carnival. Nantou becomes a
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real-scale Wunderkammer where one proceeds in a drift through a continuous interpenetration between art, engagé critical
debate, and playful dimension. The reality of Urban Villages is brought into dynamic tension with the fiction of the scenic
transposition, assessing the exhibition as “a performance of memory, (…) a process of slicing, cutting, assembling, and
reassembling action and memory in new configurations” (Bennett, 2011: 150).
The urban project carried out within the UABB framework easily oscillates between narrative, architecture, and urban
spectacle (Meng, Lin and Rao, 2018): while the emphasis on the visual power of the informal city through interventions
belonging to the language of tactical urbanism conveys to the public a precise idea of legacy – vibrant, informal, hybrid
– capable of triggering new imagery and selectively reshaping collective memory (Abbas, 1997).
Observing UABB event and its legacy, some tensions between two intertwined and apparently contradictory layers can
be traced, with the creative container and its heterotopian locus as trait d’union: on one hand, the celebration of the
informal context of Shenzhen’s Chenzhongcun; on the other, the corporate and strongly institutionalised dimension of the
transformations operated by the event. While the overarching message is generally comforting towards the potential of
future transformation processes in Urban Villages, at the same time the event is configured as a representation of an idea of
authenticity that appropriates and tames the language of the informal city through what Zukin (1995) termed ‘pacification’.
The emphasis on fragmentation, symbiosis and difference as intervention strategies is in fact part of a system designed to
build – and to consume – the space of the event through what Nezad (2001: 3) calls ‘engazement’, transforming the material
reality of a constructed space into a cultural imaginary related to the search for political consensus – or, at least, for the
absence of dissent. Mural art and graffiti remodulate their original function of criticising the status quo, aligning themselves
with the statements of the curators and with the expectations of the municipality , while new architectural interventions
created ad hoc for the Biennale, originally immortalised in magazines and webzines as exemplary of new perspectives of
intervention in socio-spatially complex contexts and intended as community buildings, are now occupied by restaurants
and creative firms. Curators themselves seem to be conscious of the risk of gentrification phenomena (Meng et al., 2017;
Shaun, 2018) of which the mushrooming of bubble tea shops, a hostel, a bookshop and art galleries seem to be symptoms.
Some reflections
If it is true that a society becomes modern when one of its main activities is to produce and consume images, when the
images that have extraordinary capacity to determine our claims to reality become indispensable for positive economic
trends, for the system’s stability, and for the pursuit of personal happiness (Sontag, 2004 [1973]), then the narration of
reality through the event is not only its representation, but an integral part of it, its extension, and a powerful means to
appropriate it, allowing people to control it and put it on display.
This opens up certain questions that this contribution intends to raise, even without proposing a defined answer: which
role do events have in the production and consumption of spaces within the contemporary city? Which is the weight of
the antinomy that sees the temporary event inducing long-term repercussions on historical memory and urban legacy? Do
these repercussions only reveal themselves on an immaterial level, or are they even able to affect reality? The greatest
risk of this type of operation lies, in fact, in the exceptionality of such events: explicit when the urban narratives remain
confined on an immaterial level, and simple examples of mise en scène disconnected from reality.
If in this mechanism the construction of a narrative often generates mere consumption of the city, it is interesting to point
out small differences shown by the two case studies: on one hand, the processes applied to Dashilar lie in the repetition of
the concept of the hutong identity linked to local crafts, mixing it into a hybrid form in which the designers find their own
dimension, encouraging forms of creative tourism; on the other hand, Nantou clearly shows the curators’ desire to create
a memory of the place – among the few that may be defined ‘historic’ within the city of Shenzhen – by re-establishing a
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link with the past through the narration itself. Indeed, a general reflection concerns the tendency of both events to give
importance to urban legacy and its slowness in contrast to a context that follows other temporalities, but this attention
sometimes tends to ‘folklorise’ the social and spatial systems affected, without addressing the issues which should instead
precede any narrative: the real problems concerning these area, characterised by an extreme low quality of life, are not
openly articulated. The event is presented, in both cases, as a tool to conceptualise the general issues embedded in the
settings – in order to raise public awareness through its media impact – but still lacks the critical ability to go beyond the
images’ creation in its effects.
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The travel experience and the idea of collecting places, customs, habits and architectural references through travel notebooks may be
one of the oldest (and current) ways in which architects assume the reality of cities, their present-day needs, requirements and contexts.
How to store memories of places? How can be useful instruments in the construction of contemporary cities? Beyond technological
innovations, how do memories collected in travel notebooks contribute in the way in which cities are constructed within today’s realities
and particularities, without losing sight of its geographical, political, social and human context? In most urban places it is possible
to recognize distinctive characteristics, and dynamics that inhabitants have established (eating sites, groceries, local businesses,
emblematic spots), as well as the way to use collective and urban spaces. These urban transformations can constantly change and must
be intertwined with people’ reality, their formal/informal context, habits and customs, but agreed and shared interventions are necessary
for a proper guideline of the boundaries encompassing the community. Urban spaces are continuously developed by inhabitants, so
their function is not only construction of buildings or public spaces generically, but is based on particular people’s needs, making
collective spaces more accessible, proper and social: the reorganization of the barrio, as a living ecosystem. How are memories of
places retrieve and re-interpreted in the comprehension of contemporary cities? An attempt to respond is through a comparative case
study of two barrios: San Salvario (Torino, Italia), San Antonio (Cali, Colombia). The didactic travel is an opportunity to study how
to capture, represent and transmit memories: travel notebooks are the medium by which places are gathered into memoirs. These
memoirs are architectural ones, taken from public spaces, cultures and histories of the built environment, but also implies to learn and
observe ethnographic, geographic, chromatic, pictorial, perceptual, and sensory phenomena. Collecting places in memories involves
reflections and analysis of sites and cities. This paper argues that travel as a didactic experience and formative instrument, manages to
transcend subjectivity. Besides creating awareness to appreciate architecture, cities and cultures, travel’s role is its restitution, written
or drawn, in the construction of a critical and pedagogical view of the city.
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The travel experience and the idea of collecting places, customs, habits and architectural references through travel
notebooks may be one of the oldest (and current) ways in which architects assume the reality of cities, their present-day
needs, requirements and contexts. How to store memories of places? How can be useful instruments in the construction
of contemporary cities? Beyond technological innovations such as access to virtual maps, semi-dynamic images of routes
and paths within the cities, panoramic and visual photographs of 360 degrees, among other facilities that over the last 30
years have had a strong impulse and development and are part of everyday life and even continue to evolve today, how do
memories collected in travel notebooks contribute in the way in which cities are constructed within today’s realities and
particularities, without losing sight of its geographical, political, social and human context?
This contribution is part of an ongoing doctoral research, which aims to highlight the concept of the architect’s first
educational journey and its restitution in the architectural project and its learning, conceiving the travel notebooks as a
fundamental instrument for this restitution, since it is indispensable in capturing and transmitting the experience of the
travel. To make the collection of references in travel notebooks effective, it is important to travel with time and awareness.
In an architectural journey, it is implicit to learn about and observe phenomena related to the places visited and their
inhabitants. Specifically, this research focuses on studying and analyzing the notebooks of the first training journey made
to Italy in 1949, by the Colombian architect Germán Samper (1924-2019)1. What did Germán Samper observe when he
was drawing in his first training travel? Which urban-architectural issues did he take an interest in? He drew with regard
to certain problems; what problem did the architect try to solve in his drawings of this first trip?
Through a process that has been called ‘scientific anatomy of a learning travel’, it seeks to understand how to capture the
memoirs of the journey in notebooks and how they are later returned in the architectural project. This contribute proposes
to expose the methodology of this ‘scientific anatomy’, which has been fundamental for the analysis and interpretation
of the travel notebooks. Describing the methodology used, could help to glimpse also the possibility of applying it in
other areas of analysis concerning current urban realities. How the process of analysis requires multiple observations of
both the cities and the drawings and how this is reflected in the projects? This is a complex study involving comparisons
of the drawing made with the realities of the cities, its transformations and the analysis of the carried-out projects. For
instance, despite using the open space in his projects, there are resulting strategies coming from the influence of the cities
he walked and drew. Stops, pauses, containment, orienting the path. Which problems interested him more? How many
of these drawings correspond to the human-architectural scale and how many to the urban-city scale? According to his
drawings, his interests are divided between the two scales, as are the inquiries that arise when he makes the drawings,
and the problems that he then tries to solve in his projects. But to answer these questions, it was necessary to perform
the above-mentioned ‘scientific anatomy’ of the travel notebooks, which consists of carefully examining each of them
and classifying the drawings of the different cities. In first instance, it begins with a careful analysis by voices, which
are divided into two fundamental data matrices: ‘Page’ and ‘Drawing’. Both of the them can be linked together, because
are built by specific columns that contain the most relevant information to get to the detailed essence of each drawing.
Through a careful, exhaustive and detailed analysis, this database started to give the possible outcomes.
Of the two notebooks resulting from this first journey, only one with 159 pages and 226 drawings, has so far been studied
through the scientific anatomy and based on that it has been possible to arrive at some first general results. An example
of this result, is the following grid, which is still being tested, and that has been generated with the following title:
‘Observations and Project Operations’.
It is essential to note that the meticulous study of each of the drawings that make up the notebooks of this first travel,
involved a journey in itself, a careful learning of parts of the cities, of architectural and urban terms, of particularities and
details. It is an occasion to put oneself in the eyes of another to see what he saw, to try to understand or at least hypothesize
about what he was interested in capturing. On the other hand, it is an opportunity to follow almost in his footsteps in every
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city on this journey, to understand that the drawings on the left side are always the result of forgetting something or of
not having more space and not necessarily returning to places where he had already been. That they are more drawings
than pages, since many times he has resorted to the strategy of making more drawings on the same page to get a better
understanding of the object of interest (urban or architectural).
The accurate development of this ‘scientific anatomy’ has led to this result that represents the bridge between the drawings
made in the notebooks of the first study travel, and the projects carried out several years later. It is fundamental to
point out that this process and its results must be intervened transversally by external factors and specific particularities
of the various current contexts, when relating the projects. This method has been significant in understanding, on the
one hand, how it is possible that the memoirs (drawings and texts) collected in the first travel notebooks (1949) of the
Colombian architect have been fundamental for his future projects (1965), applying projectual operations generated from
careful observation and analytical drawing of references in a diametrically opposed context (Italy and Colombia) both in
geography and climate, as well as in political, social and environmental conditions, among other issues. But also, on the
other hand, the method has allowed the possibility of formulating hypotheses about how these same operations found in
the analysis of travel notebooks, used in the opposite direction, can be applied in a parallel study between two diverse
contemporary realities, with similarity of characteristics, but again in such different contexts: barrio San Salvario in
Torino, Italy and barrio San Antonio in Cali, Colombia.
This last idea could be understood as a way of reinterpreting the architectural journey and the collecting of the memories
of places, as well as their importance and vitality today, despite, as initially indicated, the possibilities that technology
offers nowadays to travel through the intermediate virtuality, without moving. In spite of making things easier, it is
definitely not the same thing, and to do it properly and responsibly, it is necessary to educate oneself; although in a
different way than the instructions needed for the physical journey or for the educational travel through another’s voyage.
How are memories of places retrieve and re-interpreted in the comprehension of contemporary cities? An attempt to
respond is through the comparative case study of the two barrios: San Salvario (Torino, Italia), San Antonio (Cali,
Colombia). Thus the inverted process with the same grid can be applied in the observation to the understanding of the
urban dynamics and developments in the neighborhoods that are proposed here to be reviewed in a first basic and parallel
approach. Beyond just carrying out structured studies, this practice allows to produce analysis and knowledge within
the everyday life. Once the importance of the travel notebook is introduced, it becomes an indispensable instrument of
daily life of architects. It is precisely at this point that the link is made with the parallel between these two neighborhoods
that are so distant and different, but so similar. San Salvario and San Antonio are two neighbourhoods that can be called
‘traditional’ because for each of the cities they represent a historical and significant area. In the case of San Salvario,
the name of the neighbourhood, (where Roman and early medieval were found), derives from the small church (and its
convent) of 1646, located in the current Via Nizza corner Corso Marconi, near Porta Nuova station, but the complex lost
importance, among other things, with the foundation of the nearby parish of Saints Peter and Paul Apostles of Largo
Saluzzo. The urban development around the church of San Salvario was documented by maps dating back to 1790, when
an expansion of the city centre of Turin towards the south was already planned.
In Cali, the history of the creation of the neighborhood is also closely linked to the construction of the church of San
Antonio, located at the top of the neighborhood’s tutelary hill. In the days of the colony the first buildings began to be
erected, but it was not until 1746 when the chapel was built on top of the hill, that people began to settle at the foot of the
church and the hill. With very diverse geographies, contexts, architectures and public spaces, connections are possible to
establish: they are limited by an urban green public space: a hill (Hill of San Antonio in Cali) and a park (Park of Valentino
in Torino), as well as by a main road (Calle Quinta in Cali and Corso Vittorio Emmanuelle II in Torino) and both are
adjacent to the main river of each city (Cali River and Po River), because of their historical character, both are required to
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maintain their architectures (very different in each case) and this is another feature that makes them additionally unique.
The two barrios have been home to both locals and immigrants, thus creating a multi diversity and multicultural
atmosphere that, despite having gone through moments of decline in both cases, makes these two neighborhoods special
and characteristic of this cities. Currently, both neighbourhoods host and are home to various cultural activities, artisan
and craftwork, and tertiary services in general. A cultural scene and a lively nightlife have also developed, as well as
pubs, cafes, bistros, restaurants and rotisseries. Nowadays, both barrios offer multiple possibilities for short, medium and
long stay accommodation: hotels, hostels, residences, apartments, etc., and without a doubt, and without a doubt, both
are currently preferred places by visitors and travellers. Guests are not only involved with their own peculiarities and
curiosities, but they may also not feel like real tourists, allowing themselves to be integrated and become part of those
charming and interesting daily dynamics, even if only for a short time.
Geographic and economic issues are present and must be understood in order to observe how a pre-established neighborhood
begins to transform and develop in character and atmosphere by the inhabitants within the local space. In both urban places
it is possible to recognize distinctive characteristics, and dynamics that inhabitants have established (eating sites, groceries,
local businesses, emblematic spots), as well as the way to use collective and public spaces. In this regard, a possible
conclusion would be that these urban realities can constantly change and must be intertwined with people’ actuality, their
formal/informal context, habits and customs, but agreed and shared interventions are necessary for a proper guideline of
the boundaries encompassing the community. Urban spaces are continuously developed by inhabitants, so their function is
not only construction of buildings or public spaces generically, but is based on particular people’s needs, making collective
spaces more accessible, proper and social: the reorganization of the barrio, as a living ecosystem.
The study journey and the travel notebooks become the possibility to understand more deeply the realities of the different
cities today. The didactic travel is an opportunity to study how to capture, represent and transmit memories: travel
notebooks are the medium by which places are gathered into memoirs. These memoirs are architectural ones, taken
from public spaces, cultures and histories of the built environment, but also implies to learn and observe ethnographic,
geographic, chromatic, pictorial, perceptual, and sensory phenomena. Collecting places in memories involves reflections
and analysis of sites and cities. Considering the travel as a learning experience and the travel notebook as an instrument
to transmit this experience, implies rigor and discipline.
This paper argues that travel as a didactic experience and formative instrument, manages to transcend subjectivity. Besides
creating awareness to appreciate architecture, cities and cultures, travel’s role is its restitution, written or drawn, in the
architectural project, in its learning and in the construction of a critical and pedagogical vision of the city.
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Germán Samper (1924-2019), Colombian modern architect, was one of the 22 Latin Americans who worked in Le Corbusier’s
atelier between 1932-1965 and the last still alive until May 2019.
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ABSTRACT
Analyzing the relations between the Bauhaus and the Cold War it is possible to identify a contamination of the creative processes
in the modernist architectural design by the American propaganda lines (see for example the Hilton hotels and the related message
of new efficient domesticity). To the massification of architecture as an object of art, standardized but however of great quality
(Bauhaus), followed the phenomenon of the brutalist current where the concept of megastructure and “power” could be associated
with an indirect influence of American culture, even in opposition and by reaction. During the Cold War in Italy new networks
were created, beyond the national borders, based on international dialogues and artistic collaborations at a time when there were
countries that were concerned instead with consolidating their national traditions.
A deeper analysis of these artistic interrelations can help us to outline the influence of the Cold War policies on architectural production
in Italy, in particular in Rome, Milan and Venice, the Italian cities which were more pervaded by a renewed artistic fervor in the
cinematographic field. This new cultural atmosphere, linked to the Cold War, can help us to trace the activities of the precursors of the
subsequent globalization and the related local / global relations that characterized the architecture of the end of the 20th century.
For better or for worse, The Cold War in fact produced a phase of cosmopolitan intercultural exchange based on the creation of new
global networks (previously non-existent on this large scale) and a spirit of collaboration between critics, artists and the public. The
contribution aims to demonstrate any influences / interrelations between the Cold War and the works of the Italian architects (for
example Viganò, BBPR, Capobianco, Castiglioni, De Carlo, etc.) who designed and built between the 1930s and 1990s.
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The main goal of this research is an analysis of the influence of the Cold War Atmosphere, even in opposition and by
reaction, on the works of the Italian architects who designed and built between the 1940s and 1980s. Being this article an
extract of a larger and more complex overview, only Giancarlo De Carlo’s, Vittoriano Viganò’s and Leonardo Ricci’s works
and their thoughts will be observed. As Gardner, Nicholls and White wrote in 2012 on Italian art, can Italian architecture
also be considered contaminated by Cold War effects? “Postwar Italian art was affected by the geopolitical context of the
Cold War in two significant ways. First, after a period of cultural autarky in which Fascist Italy was increasingly isolated
politically, economically and culturally from a great part of the Western world, there was an explosion of interest by
Italians in the United States (…). Second, due to Marshall Plan aid and other efforts by Americans to harness Italy for a
new democratic and capitalist Europe, resources, organisations and people flooded into the country from the USA with
enormous impact, creating vibrant, international art colonies in cities such as Rome, Venice and Milan”1.
As Cristina Carbone wrote in her review on Wharton’s book: “While Hilton read his hotels as ‘a physical expression
of an American assurance in truth and stability of America’s economic and moral values,’ Wharton approaches them as
palimpsests on which several architectural histories have been written. Between 1949 and 1966, Hilton International built
seventeen luxury hotels outside of the United States, all of which were resolutely modern. (…) the Hilton International
hotels were, like embassies, built with Marshall Plan credits and (…) United States government actively encouraged
Hilton’s foreign endeavors. Hilton hotels were, according to Wharton, the first largescale building projects undertaken
in many major cities after World War II, and with them American modernism and modernity were introduced into the
social and architectural fabrics of their host countries”2. During the Cold War in Italy new networks were created, beyond
the national borders, based on international dialogues and artistic collaborations at a time when there were countries
that were concerned instead with consolidating their national traditions. From the 1950s to the 1980s, Italian Architects’
productions oscillated between rigorous “sincere” symbols and ambiguously ‘interrupted’ signs. The unfinished character
could come from the Zeigarnik effect discovered by the homonymous psychologist who said that interrupted behaviors
are more easily remembered that completed ones.3
In 2015 Francesco Zuddas wrote that after an observation of the student unrest between 1963 and 1968, when the
university spilled out onto the streets, in the essay “The Overturned Pyramid”, De Carlo said: “Only when institutions are
‘interrupted’ can ‘total experience’ be reached” 4.
In 1969, at a conference in Liège Giancarlo De Carlo (Genoa 1919-Milan 2005) spoke about the crisis of architecture in
that period: “(…) the presence and the work of the Modern Movement and its heroes must emerge in a different perspective
from that allowed by its own publicity machine. (…) The field which the Modern Movement intended to conquer (and
did in fact conquer) was that already occupied by academic or business architecture; (…). This was a field that excluded
everything in economic, social, cultural and aesthetic terms that was not shared by the class in power. – De Carlo goes
on his speech remembering the CIAM Frankfurt Congress of 1929 devoted to ‘Minimum Housing’: – The architects of
the Congress offered a series of brilliant solutions, competing to see who could most reduce not only the square metres
and cubic metres per person, but everything superfluous to an abstract calculation of essential physiological behaviour.
(…) The proposals became cultural alibis for the most ferocious economic speculation and the most obtuse political (…).
But we have a right to ask ‘why’ housing should be as cheap as possible and not, for example, rather expensive; (…).
Nobody can be satisfied with an answer that appeals to the scarcity of available resources when we know how much is
spent on wars, missiles and anti-missile systems, on moon projects, (…). The period of the heroes, of the born-again, of
the universal solutions is over. (…) A real metamorphosis is necessary to develop new characteristics in the practice of
architecture and new behaviour patterns in its authors (…). Therefore the intrinsic aggressiveness of architecture and the
forced passivity of the user must dissolve in a condition of creative and decisional equivalence”5.
As the authors of Architecture and Participation wrote in 2005 on De Carlo’s speech in 1969, his ideas carried “both the
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optimistic and egalitarian spirit of 1968 and the anger of a younger modernist generation discovering that the social ideals
of the Modern Movement had been lost or betrayed. Its strongly political tone recalls a time when the impact of global
capitalism was beginning to be felt, and the political implications of the aesthetic were being exposed.”6
Translating a process into physical configurations that change and disappear, and not creating objects, is for De Carlo to
make architecture. In this manner of working, architecture comes to life as a system of communication where users and
architecture are part of a total event. So, the architect’s role is the mediator between the two protagonists, thus creating
an appropriate space. He affirms that architecture is not ‘independent’, but it is ingrained in the place and the people.
Having grown up during the war, De Carlo is wary of every kind of absolutism and rejects the New Italian Rationalism
that considers typology more important than individual expression7. De Carlo addresses the need of a common language
in architecture through his buildings. In particular, an important example is the Magistero, Urbino University’s School
of Education, completed in 1976. “Inside, De Carlo has created a modern spatial narrative that continues the spatial
experience of the historic town. (…) then space opens ambiguously, formed less by its edges than by the shapes embedded
in it (…). Amidst the “urban” palette of materials (…) both the cylinder and the larger, focused semi-cylinder occupy
space like buildings in an internal town”8. Analyzing the relations between the Bauhaus and the Cold War it is possible to
identify a contamination by the American propaganda lines of the creative processes in the modernist architectural design.
In 2006 Eli Rubin wrote: “Industrial designers who inherited the Bauhaus legacy experienced a dramatic reversal of
fortunes in the socialist German Democratic Republic. The height of the Stalinist era in the Soviet Bloc, 1950-1953,
meant a near complete shutdown of modernist and functionalist design and architecture. However, modernist designers
found a niche later as the East German economy needed to mass-produce goods without sacrificing quality and with a
particular modern appeal, in order to keep up with the shifting and competitive context of the Cold War”9.
In 2009, Lucy Maulsby wrote about the book Bauhaus Culture: From Weimar to the Cold War that “the editor Kathleen
James-Chakraborty and seven other scholars analyze the accomplishments and dispel the myths of the Bauhaus. Their
most explosive conclusions address the degree to which some aspects of Bauhaus design continued to flourish during the
Third Reich before becoming one of the Cold War’s most enduring emblems of artistic freedom. In doing so, Bauhaus
Culture calls into question the degree to which this influential school should continue to symbolize an uncomplicated
relationship between art, modern technology, and progressive politics”10.
To the massification of architecture as an object of art, standardized but however of great quality (Bauhaus), followed
the phenomenon of the brutalist current where the concept of megastructure and ‘power’ could be associated with an
indirect influence of American culture. In 1992 Marco Dezzi Bardeschi wrote on Vigano’s work that in Milan, the postwar reconstruction period were the years of the tribute to a structural rigor and “sincerity”, of the absolute identification
between Form and Truth, of research into the natural use of “poor” materials (such as reinforced concrete), and into new
and original forms of beauty, “rough but sincere”. Later Bahnam, Zevi and Dorfles spoke of New Brutalism, stricken by
the essential qualities of Vigano’s Marchiondi Institute (1953), describing it as an “unpleasant” and hostile architecture
which denotes a repressive institution in a transparent and rather crude fashion, a juvenile re-education facility. This
architecture was read as a sort of provocative but necessary therapy, an aggressive machine of space and matter capable of
admonishing and re-educating the devious behavior of its young guests (…). In 1985, Viganò (Milan 1919-1996) thought
of the addition to the School of Architecture as a sublimated factory of knowledge but within the systematic doubt and
continuous re-evaluation of any assumed certainty. This concept has been identified with the sign, mounted on the façade,
of that stylized and colossal red “A”, in which the symbol of architecture coincides with the freedom of Anarchy11.
In the same book A come Architettura, Bianca Bottero identifies a particular aspect of Viganò’s work describing his
Salò Waterfront project: “Vittoriano Viganò makes his own a kind of restlessness, a confrontational stubbornness or,
perhaps, even an anger that did not belong to the high modern, nor even to the still self-confident 1950’s. The continuous
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affirmation/negation of matter and the ambiguous play of figure/ground (…) place the research of Vittoriano Viganò within
a cultural system that – without accepting modernism or the easy shortcuts of the ‘post-modern’– keeps questioning itself
on the lexical and primary elements of the architectural vocabulary through which it criticizes and dismantles form while
keeping it as fundamental matrix”12. “Italian cultural producers did not reject American cultural, political and economic
influence tout court; instead, they sought to develop successful networks with foreign (including American) partners
at the same time as they critically reassessed the cultural impacts that underwrote Cold War international investment.
Indeed, it was through these networks that Cold War cultural models moved beyond normative notions of transatlantic
cultural imperialism and unilateral exchange”13. “In December 1957, Domus published ‘a scheme for 15 houses’ on the
Monterinaldi hill overlooking Florence, where the architect Leonardo Ricci had transformed the steep slope of a stone
quarry into an experiment in open housing. Ricci sums up the project’s philosophy of client scouting and self-construction
thus: ‘It would perhaps be best if everybody could build their own house.’ (…) In this condition, Ricci, who had just
returned from Paris, worked among artists, craftsmen and intellectuals who were attracted by this existential programme
(…). In these projects the architect adopted the grammar of his own house (…) in contrast to the elegant stone and marble
finishes and numerous artistic contributions (…)”14.
Thinking about Italian Architects and their engagement in the Second World War, we can’t forget Sartre’s influence,
especially on Leonardo Ricci’s work. In his Le Mur (1939) “Sartre has maintained that although physical death is the
crudest and inevitable reality of one’s existence, it is hardly a barrier to one’s freedom. A person never encounters her
physical death, what she encounters is the death of ideas, thoughts, understanding and concepts. But such deaths instead
of limiting one’s being, opens up new avenues for the being to grow. The wall in the title of the story could either be
viewed as a barrier or a space which is letting the being encounter events that can enlighten it”15.
In 1962 Ricci (Rome 1918-Venice 1994) wrote: “In their attempts to survive, self-styled modern men have found a
thousand justifications or non-justifications. None of them is acceptable to me. Thus I have set out to find my own
justification, my own raison d’être. It is somewhere along the existentialist line (…). More than a century of history is
on hand (…) to demonstrate the absurd (…). The cows on a Van Gogh corn field, Dostoevsky’s possessed, Picasso’s
monsters, Kafka’s metamorphoses, Camus’ strangers have by now passed into the blood of men, and you can find them
even in the design of a dress, even in the last neon light down the avenue (…). Collective suffering lies heavy on our
personal happiness (…) man has become abstract (…) to the point of no longer seeing (…) the clouds in the sky, whose
beauty he perceives only he see them reproduced on a movie screen”16.
An analysis of these artistic interrelations (art, architecture and cinema) can help us to outline the influence of the Cold
War policies on architectural production in Italy, that was also subconsciously conditioned by a renewed artistic fervor in
the cinematographic field. “FBI and CIA financed and produced films. (…) American films both reflected and projected
official Cold War ideology, consciously and unconsciously. The result was thousands of images (…) that helped millions
of people worldwide to grasp the ‘real’ meaning of a conflict that (…) was peculiarly abstract and (…) on an imaginary
level”17. In the most famous scene of the film The Third Man, Orson Welles says his ‘Swiss cuckoo clock’ speech.18
“Although Welles himself improvised these lines, they are fitting for both the scene and the heterotopic19 drive of the
film (…) – that – appears to be suggesting that perhaps the pursuit and understanding of both social stability and social
instability, (…) in post-war Europe, can be of some use in creating active and reflective spaces that move away from a
world of unequal social sterility and lobotomised deference (…). – The Third Man creates – (…) spaces through which
controversial roles and their divisive functions within society can be explored without being thoroughly scaffolded by an
overtly moralistic framework20. In this complex Cold War cultural atmosphere, the very different thoughts of these three
Italian Architects are united by a fil rouge characterized, in brief, by three unsuspected ‘sinister’ components: the protest
(explicit or not, Anarchic or bourgeois) against a past and a present considered unacceptable; the use of interrupted forms
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(at various scales and with different functions) as manifestos of a total creative renewal of the making of architecture;
the contradictory attitude (not conscious, perhaps for Viganò and De Carlo), expression of an incessant search for a new
architectural language. Today we are at a sufficient distance from their works to be able to consider their ideas as outside
the Modern Movement and other ‘isms’. We can learn from their efforts and tenacity to explore the boundaries of the
architectural and urban process, in order to live them beyond their unknown thresholds, carrying with them a story still
painful but experienced as a creative opportunity, as a push to overcome our own limits without fear.
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ABSTRACT
This contribution seeks to illustrate the results of a design research project, financed on the basis of a competitive tender, carried out
in partnership with a Calabrian company and aimed at conceiving a steel and hemp dry construction system. In the system designed,
vision and concreteness, creativity and reality have always been coexistent factors, and this dual focus will be the key reading of the
contribution proposed. Concreteness and reality in acting within the framework of the so-called “third mission” of the University,
placing research both alongside and at the service of small and medium-sized enterprises, to contribute to the promotion of innovation,
economic growth and development. Reality, again, in conceiving the constructive system designed as a tool to serve a series of possible
emergency situations, even those “in peacetime”, providing various forms of residences useful for this purpose, including temporary
residences and cohousing. And finally, reality in the concreteness of an executive project, ready for production, through the preparation
of a catalogue of elements that can be combined in various possible building configurations.
Vision and creativity in imagining the catalogue designed as open to an extensive range of customizable solutions, not only to adapt
them, in use, to changes that over time could intervene in the life of both buildings and people, but also in adaptation to different
contexts. All this within a mechanism that could be configured as a guided and qualified self-construction, also involving specific forms
of participation, limited to some stakeholders but potentially extendable also to end users. Vision is also present in the broad-spectrum
of the economic, social and environmental sustainability objectives covered by the project. The latter starting from the use of steel and
hemp dry construction, with a material, hemp, used in a totally carbon-free logic and with promising figurative results, in its use in
facade panels. And last, vision in the perspective of the possible social transformation and evolution of housing needs and modes which
are overviewed by the system designed.
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It was precisely the desire to establish a more direct relationship with real life, “a link between science and life”, that
was one of the reasons that led to the foundation of the French École Polytechnique, in 1794, a prelude to the subsequent
creation of the École des Beaux Arts. Like art, science was believed to have been hitherto placed on a pedestal that
had removed it from life. At that time, the claim of this new primacy by science and technology, had a widening of the
distance from the reality of the artistic expressions of the nineteenth century as its result, starting from the expressions of
architecture, which were destined to dissolve going towards an imminent epochal change. Since the first decades of the
twentieth century, reconciliation with technology, was then for modern and contemporary architecture a renewed contact
with reality, whilst also the impulse for a new idealistic and utopian momentum, thus restoring the necessary coexistence
of reality and creativity in the exercise and thought of the architectural and urban project. In the 21st century, with the
emergence of the Anthropocene era, this co-presence was confirmed as being necessary, as architecture was required
to maintain a primacy that science and technology alone could not take away from it. The primacy of knowing how to
imagine scenarios of the future whilst keeping man at its center, with his identity, his social and symbolic needs, not only
the functional and technical ones. All this acting on the built environment, which is both the source of many contemporary
problems but also a potential resource for their solution.
The project research experience illustrated in this work, lies at these crossroads, intersecting aspects of vision and concreteness,
of creative projection, available to accommodate different scenarios of possible futures, and realities. Moreover, in doing so
it does not escape the inevitable challenges of sustainability in the broad sense, choosing to work with materials – steel and
hemp – and specific techniques – dry construction – functional for this purpose and available to prefigure future scenarios.
In the evoked beginning of the nineteenth century, when the Beaux arts architectural culture still declared itself unable to
seize the new opportunities offered by technology and abdicated in favor of engineering in the representation of the reality
of its time, it was precisely the great “iron architectures” that played a decisive role in the transition to a horizon where
architecture would, at last, be able to regain its own role. Today steel continues to offer itself as a material to give voice
both technically and linguistically to innovation. Also, from here comes the choice of field in the project experimentation
presented here, whose title is “Ac. Ca. Building. Safe design and construction with steel and hemp. Innovative technologies
for eco-sustainable buildings”. It is an exercise whose aspects of concreteness and vision are presented below.
To begin with, full concreteness in the positioning of the research project within the framework of the “Third mission of
the universities”, which, as is known, first of all requires that the university institution has a more direct relationship with
society, in terms of a real assumption of social responsibility. Therefore, the so called third mission, implies the “public
involvement” of the university, specifically, the communication and the sharing of the knowledge produced within,
through a direct involvement of the social actors right from the stages of defining the objectives of university research,
also arriving at knowledge co-production projects, as in the case presented here. Finally, the same Third Mission also
contemplates the economic enhancement of the knowledge developed by universities, that in this specific experience
takes the form of the so-called “Knowledge Transfer” to small and medium-sized enterprises operating in the local area
of reference of the leading university, the University of Calabria. It is in fact a research project funded under the “POR
Calabria FESR-FSE 2014-2020, Axis I – Promotion of research and innovation”, on the basis of a competitive tender
and carried out in partnership with some Calabrian companies. The project aim was the preparation of a dry construction
system in steel and hemp, for applications in the building field for residential uses with a broad spectrum.
Another concrete plan from which we started was, therefore, that of identifying a possible market, a possible question to
an adequate product and response could be offered. This required a further immersion in contemporary reality with which
architectural culture is now confronted daily, starting with the disasters of various origins that fill the news1.
We examined the multiple emergency scenarios that have seen the involvement of professionalism of architects in recent
years, including those of the so-called “emergency in peace”. They are scenarios that photograph a society in movement,
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and periodically crossed by crises to which architecture can and must be able to provide relief, all the more because the
housing dimension is the first to be affected by it, when it is not the cause itself. It is precisely at this same level that
architecture abandons the plan of concreteness to move onto that of the visions of the future, of the “possible utopias” that
it is required to pursue periodically, especially in epochal passages or in scenarios of profound crisis.
In the project research work presented here, the issue of contemporary residency was addressed as an unstable, everchanging datum, as unstable and changing as today’s society. It is the static and permanent dimension of the house that
appears obsolete, so much so that it has led someone to coin a slogan that as simple as “Contemporary house = temporary
house”. The concept of evolution, today, can replace the concept of duration traditionally linked to the construction (and
housing) dimension2. This concept is evidently based on a primarily technological option, which in the research project
developed (which provided for a multidisciplinary team) is the one that presupposed the choice of “dry” construction
methods, in a convinced and complete perspective of environmental, economic and even social sustainability. These
procedures benefit from an industrialized system, just as it was in the tradition started by the large metal buildings of the
nineteenth century on catalog. In the version conceived by the Ac.Ca. Building, this system is of an open cycle type and,
above all, it combines both functional and technological flexibility.
In addition to traditional housing solutions that meet current standards, the temporary nature to which the designed system
looks is a temporary use, without necessarily imposing a temporary duration. Among the objectives of environmental
sustainability, it contemplates the reversibility of the technique and the recyclability of a substantial part of the foreseen
components, thanks to the foreseen open cycle system and its degrees of flexibility. Paying the necessary attention to the
social sustainability aspects, the vision of the future that the project proposes is that of users with a varied and changeable
profile, to whom as wide a range as possible of interchangeable, replaceable housing options, expandable and contractible,
should be offered. According to a residential “consumer” model, it may also include, customizable options, with a view
to a house that is, however, conceived as a “service”3. The users have therefore rapidly changed as a result of the times,
including, in addition to traditional families, victims of disasters, single-parent families, self-sufficient elderly people, city
users, off-site workers and students, non-EU immigrants and indigenous migrants, separated individuals and extended
families. They are users with limited financial resources who may need a house, in a transitory phase of their life or at
defined and limited time intervals. All this, both in the theoretical investigation of the research project and in the range
of typological solutions proposed, has brought into question, also in a critical key, consolidated criteria inherited from
the Modern Movement, such as that of Existenzminimum and flexibility and modifiability of the space of the house,
experimented since the applications of the Mies van der Rohe row house and the double houses of Le Corbusier at
the Weissenhof estate in Stuttgart. Moreover, it introduced other, more recent application models such as co-housing.
Furthermore, and more generally, in the widespread reference to the now necessary practice of density and mixité (both
of uses and social groups), he re-proposed the question of collective residences and their possible commutability and
adaptability, in faith with another mantra of our time, that of the requirement of resilience. It therefore led to wandering
between significant references such as the Milanese hotel houses of the second post-war period of Luigi Moretti4 and the
more recent Case volàno, for example in Florence.
Other concepts called into question such as mutability, transformation and mobility, however, correspond to the new
connotations of contemporary society traced by eminent thinkers such as Bauman or Severino, a society which is in
fact described as “liquid” and now devoid of “stable forms and structures”5. That is why the consequent concepts of
temporariness and transience, if applied to architecture, can today assume a “strategic role as possible responses, in a
given time and place, to entropy processes”6, even when they allude to a real dissolution, at the limits of the paradox,
of the traditional meaning of the housing dimension as a permanent and fixed condition7. The designed system is
conceived for different residential uses, of which it verifies, in addition to mutual compatibility, also compatibility with
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current regulations, while exploring horizons referable to standards that are smaller than those currently regulated. The
range of typologies previewed then ranges from ultra-small dimensions referring to hotel rooms, to rooms for student
accommodation and residences for the elderly (to be associated with shared service functions) to the minimum cells of
co-housing (also to be associated with shared services) until self-sufficient houses, progressively larger and indifferently
associated with tested distribution systems such as those typical of the balcony, row houses and tower typologies, also
mixed. The Ac.Ca. Building system conquers such an ambitious amplitude of adaptability which is possible starting from
an elementary plant module, square in shape and with generous light (6.60 m) thanks to the opportunities offered by steel,
which at a quarter of the length of the module’s side, previews an equipped wall, which guarantees the “redundancy”
of the plants recommended as a key to open the interchangeability and reversibility of all the aggregative solutions
contemplated. In fact, this wall acts as a hinge to two possible functional bands, each with a depth of ¼ of a side, which
may or may not be co-present, and which are compatible with the various options provided by the system and that may
also vary over time, acting as a connective band of access and / or service strip. To this submodularity is added a second
one, again equal to half of the elementary module, which lends itself to host the internal and external staircase bodies and
which corresponds, crossed with the connective submodularity / services, to the ultra-minimal cell expected.
The elementary module therefore conquers its three-dimensional extension that does not interfere with the modularity
described thanks to a “tartan” type mesh, which leaves the structure independent and visible, also with evident and effective
formal effects in the design of the envelope. This design is enriched, in its three-dimensional construction, by the presence
of projections external to the elementary module, which define a functional perimeter band with multiple objectives,
starting from that of expanding the range of configurations achievable through the combination of the construction
elements contemplated by the “catalog” developed. From a geometric point of view, these external projections therefore
reproduce the submodularity of ¼ of the elementary module with a further option defined by the two triangular portions
in which this rectangular submodule is divisible starting from its diagonal, which allows to gain more varied and dynamic
volumetric structures. The same perimeter strip therefore performs formal research and environmental sustainability
functions. In fact, it is in some ways comparable to an exoskeleton such as that pioneered by Lacaton and Vassal8 and
by others to a crown of what, in the terminology of passive buildings, are called “buffer spaces” – with reference to a
remote tradition, dating back to the pre-industrial period – which becomes a factor of adaptation to various climatic
and identity contexts. Such a modular abstractness, typical of the so-called “catalog solutions”, in fact collides with
the anisotropic nature of each individual building, in relation to what its orientation could be and also to the different
situations, environmental and cultural, with which it could be faced. To this end, the two orders of the envelope, that of
the prefabricated panels of the external walls and that of the permeable perimeter described by the buffer strip, are open
to different combinations of formal options, even starting from a limited repertoire of elements, as it is always advisable
that it be, precisely, in a catalog system given its economic objectives.
At this level is the last aspect oscillating between vision and reality, between the reality of different situations and physical
places and the vision of a customizable system, able to establish the necessary levels of empathy with, in this case, the
buyers – given the “product” nature of the system developed – but also with end users.
The concreteness of the relationship with places also passes through the guarantee of the necessary environmental
sustainability profiles, which in dry steel construction are recorded in the overall balance of the entire life cycle of the
building, from maintenance to decommissioning. The use of hemp, which intervenes mainly in the prefabricated panels
for external walls but also in many other internal technological components, therefore, significantly affects this balance,
being a totally carbon-free material, from processing to disposal.
Other aspects of environmental sustainability are delegated to the same buffer zone, also designed to ensure a significant
contribution of shade through the overhang and to mitigate the pervasive effect of the sun’s rays in summer with the help
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of a repertoire of shields, to select in relation to the orientation and diversified by density and direction of the elements
that compose them. The possibility of achieving different and customizable results, with an unconditional guarantee of
architectural qualification of each possible version declined, undoubtedly is one of the most ambitious objectives of the
research project; it is also one of the most unbalanced towards creativity: both the creativity underlying the definition of
the range of components and the rules for their composition, and that contained in power in the infinite versions that the
developed system thus allows us to create.
The two different grains of the hemp plaster, more or less rough, visible in the prefabricated panels for external walls in its
natural color or in the white or periwinkle color finishing, the different paints of the steel structure, in white or gunmetal,
the warps and the wefts designed by parapets and shielding grids according to the horizontality or verticality of their
rhythms, the laces designed by the perforated sheet metals with motifs evoking hemp and with different degrees of density,
combine together to guarantee this level of personalization of the final result and also its architectural qualification.
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ABSTRACT
What grows today in Southern Italy is the deterioration of constructions in so many peripheries that are emptier day by day. We
refer to this presence, which continues to ask us questions, as cities in degrowth, increasingly deprived of vital energies, penalised
by investment decisions and lacking public and private services. A failed city, or a city that never was, born at a time of infinite
growth of the city and driven by economics extraneous to the “reality of the Rest” of the South, destined from the outset to suffer from
deteriorating environmental, social and dwelling conditions. What remains of the “reality of the Rest”? Where are we to find that other
story yet to be written, to be read in flashes in the unsuspecting world of secrets in a gratuitous clandestine wealth, made of natural,
human and cultural diversities lacking economic resources, and now at the limits of its resistance?
Inside the phenomenon, in the “reality of the Rest”, where objects conceal processes of life and death, we long for the appearance of
the Object of the soul of the place of relation with richness. In order that we are able to inhabit the meaning of this coming together.
Where the soul recognises and breathes a richness that is enjoyed but never possessed. Similar to what occurs in the nascent states of
any city-nature that intercepts relations between city and land.
Recent history also offers the possibility to appreciate positive results, though isolated and little known, when not actually clandestine,
about which more will be said. They are not inhabited by heroes but simply by courageous women and men who rekindle hope by
bending the system of exclusions and challenging the labyrinths of bureaucracy.
In light of what has been said above, much time was spent searching for where and how to select the most paradigmatic cases, among
the myriad places in the South. Places in which to test the methods of verifying and revising the tools for reading architecture most
suitable to capturing the atmospheric empathies of what could realistically occur in Southern Italy, through the activation of new
concepts of transformation. Some case studies will be selected to observe how the dynamics of the phenomenon of human and urban
regeneration find a nurturing field in an architectural conception of spatial transformations.
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A different world is possible only where and when we are able to observe it ‘as it is born and resists’ under difficult
conditions, marginalised and excluded from urban life. Here “I travel where the ‘meaning of a situation’ leads me”.
Where, among so many fragmented modern constructions, half-finished, often in the midst of ruins, debris and affable
human leftovers, there suddenly appears in the signs of the lotus flower that is born and grows in the mud, a clandestine
occupation, an illumination of colours that generate wonder. It is often in the interstices of abandonment that we catch
glimpses of the meaning of another story. A story yet to be written because it differs from the story deluded by the
magnificent progressive fate of the infinite growth of cities. Diverse, for example, from the “failed story” that ends with
the insensitivity toward inhabited space. What grows today in Southern Italy is the deterioration of constructions in so
many peripheries that are emptier day by day. We refer to this presence, which continues to ask us questions, as ‘cities
in degrowth’, increasingly deprived of vital energies, penalised by investment decisions and lacking public and private
services. A failed city, or a city that never was, born at a time of infinite growth of the city and driven by economics
extraneous to the “reality of the Rest” of the South, destined from the outset to suffer from deteriorating environmental,
social and dwelling conditions. What remains of the “reality of the Rest”? Where are we to find that other story yet to
be written, to be read in flashes in the unsuspecting world of secrets in a gratuitous clandestine wealth, made of natural,
human and cultural diversities lacking economic resources, and now at the limits of its resistance?
Inside the phenomenon, in the “reality of the Rest”, where objects conceal processes of life and death, we long for the
appearance of the ‘Object’ of the soul of the place of relation with richness. In order that we are able to inhabit the
meaning of this coming together. Where the soul recognises and breathes a richness that is enjoyed but never possessed.
Similar to what occurs in the nascent states of any city-nature that intercepts relations between city and land.
Recent history also offers the possibility to appreciate positive results, though isolated and little known, when not actually
clandestine, about which more will be said. They are not inhabited by heroes but simply by courageous women and men
who rekindle hope by bending the system of exclusions and challenging the labyrinths of bureaucracy.
In light of what has been said above, much time was spent searching for where and how to select the most paradigmatic
cases, among the myriad places in the South. Places in which to test the methods of verifying and revising the tools for
reading architecture most suitable to capturing the atmospheric empathies of what could realistically occur in Southern
Italy, through the activation of new concepts of transformation. Four case studies were selected to observe how the
dynamics of the phenomenon of human and urban regeneration find a ‘nurturing’ field in an architectural conception of
spatial transformations.
The phenomenon of hospitality. The soul makes its appearance in Riace
The unreal silence of Calabria’s most remote settlements conceal ‘another story’. In the area of Locride, towns such as
Caulonia, Stignano and above all Riace, doomed to desertification by an ‘extraneous economy’, have inverted this process
by focusing on hospitality and solidarity. They have created a microeconomy able to generate profit and employment. In
Riace we enter into the phenomenon of hospitality. The magic of place is steeped in mysterious beauties. The atmospheric
images encountered while walking through the outdoor spaces of this “global village” employ various artistic techniques.
They are concentrated, in discontinuous points, the majority once in a state of abandonment, emotionally stimulating
an inductive reactivation of transformations in their surroundings. These visualisations of a ‘meaning of existence’
originating in the native cultures of migrants appear to arrive where existing places suffer the most. This can be ascribed
to vocations of life that have been ignored. They penetrate the peeling surfaces of limits and encounter a profound
‘meaning of dwelling’ in other past experiences that have been lived and repressed. An introversion is activated between
the various points of regenerative reactivation, facing one another in intermediate open spaces. What emerges from this
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process is something we could refer to as an ‘atmospheric sentiment’ that pervades spaces and determines ‘affective
relations’ that welcome the sufferings of those who cross it.
The perfumes of distant natural lives land in the “global village”. It is here we learn to inhabit a coming together of
biodiversities and distant cultures. New urban genres are created, glimmering with the sense of a new richness. The town’s
Mayor, Mimmo Lucano, gained notoriety around the globe for his discovery of a new ‘form of resilient life’ (capable of
puling itself out of a state of crisis) that created the conditions for a circular economy through new creative practices. Yet
here, everything is born from a clandestine condition, in which a group of people learned to defend itself, initially against
the ‘‘ndrangheta’, and later against the mire of bureaucratic hurdles thrown up by a system of foreign powers over which
not even the magistrate’s office has any sway. This is why when Mimmo Lucano declared “I love justice more than law”,
he was being a politician in the only way possible: by giving precedence to things that matter, to the point of forcing the
system of absurdities to the limits of what is legal. Including a hunger strike and, in the end, house arrest.
In the phenomenon of wealth. How a centrality made a city in Favara
In Riace atmosphere is not an urban attribute, but can be identified using the metaphor of a ‘beating heart’ in the
“global village”. In Favara, instead, atmosphere can be identified using the metaphor of a ‘thinking brain’ in the “Seven
Courtyards” of the “Farm Cultural Park”1. In Favara, continuous narratives of experience of spaces-places provide
atmospheric representations of magnitudes of a higher meaning already perceived or experienced elsewhere. They are
projected into the atmosphere of the Seven Courtyards as a sense of existing in the world to survive, moving beyond the
abandonment and depopulation of their immediate surroundings. However, these many narratives also have the merit of
exploring the human fabric that gathers in different places, in the form of a hall, a theatre, or convivial coming together,
guaranteeing access to shared emotional phenomena. These latter, and this is the unique quality of the Seven Courtyards,
become centralities that occur repeatedly; they transform simple hospitality, spectacle or teaching into something ‘more’,
generally the ‘production of culture that produces not only culture’, and above all information. Something ‘more’ that
signifies bringing the world into a town in Sicily suffering from depopulation in order to project it back into the world. Yet
how can this intuition of a centrality become an active part of the conception of spatial transformations? How does all of
this come about atmospherically? It comes about through the continuous production of a meaning of the world. A meaning
for what? For (ex)changing, for creating employment for a space of seven places that bring people together, marked by a
strong cultural centrality with a strong urban intensity.
This centrality is thus activated, creatively rethinking a continuous figurative biodiversity of the town’s external walls,
the ‘meaning of existence’ of these places. Approximately every two years, they are re-clad to trigger new relations in the
meanings of existence. In some cases these new relations express a sense of conviviality, transforming it into something
‘more’: in an atmosphere of domestic sympathy inspired by practices of living together in a neighbourhood. In other
cases, these new relations express the hospitality of external pedestrian paths, transforming them into a regeneration of
life inspired by the unfolding of events. In other words, transforming them into something ‘more’ created by an empathic
atmosphere that calls out and invites us to enter secluded and secret places.
The Andromeda Theatre
After entering into the process of ‘petrification’ that extends from the Cusa quarry to the temples of Selinunte, we become
aware of the notable difference between levels of richness, as we have defined them so far, and what we can refer to as
‘heritage’. Richness implies a ‘process’, which is also regenerative, of the “Object”, while heritage, instead, deals primarily
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with the possession of an ‘object’ completed in the past. Paradoxically, today the park of Selinunte, so fascinating for so
many reasons, resembles an example of heritage lacking any process. This can also be ascribed to the responsibility of
architects who think about conservation, but not about the ‘richness of design’, exemplified in the Teatro di Andromeda
(Andromeda Theatre) in Santo Stefano di Quisquina. Designed and built over the past thirty years, this project is the work
of the shepherd and sculptor Lorenzo Reina. It leads us through space and allows us to enter into the process-object of ‘deconstruction for reconstruction’ that hosts an encounter between ruins (stones like stars). The meaning of ‘petrification’ is
inverted, opening up toward a new richness transmitted to the participation of human lives. Lorenzo, who does not seek
to imitate a Powerful (archi)star producing large sculptural objects imposed from on high, is a sculptor who works like
an architect by inhabiting the different meanings of the process of construction. When for Lorenzo objects are born and
continue to be reborn from below in a land that is inhabited and loved they can become the objects of a humanity that
actively participates in the process shaping them.
The story told by sculptures representing myths is a voyage in space-time of the ‘meaning of existence’ from the distant past
to the present. Reproducing an archetypal atmosphere, with a profoundly affective nature, expresses more powerful and
original sentiments, common to humanity since the dawn of times. It prepares us for the experience of the Theatre, whose
fundamental purpose is to explore a relationship between the ‘meaning of existence’ and the ‘meaning of place’ inhabited
by humanity. Intended in its new presence, conscious (thanks to the voyage) of actively belonging to the atmosphere that
extends between a vast living fabric of unpredictable and surprising social events and the patterns composed by the stones.
In the phenomena of design. Meaning appears in Matera
Matera is a phenomenon worth retracing, in order to experience and re-experience it together. A common soul, it is a
process-object to be woven together between initial processes and deluded architectural objects. It raises questions about
the meaning of ‘what’ we design for to respond to an ‘infrastructural substance’ that belongs to the city’s DNA. From
prehistory to the present: from the Gravina, the waterway, to the Feast of the Madonna della Bruna travelling Via del Carro,
destroyed and redesigned without interruption for 630 years. For only one long day, July 2, the ‘Carro’ (cart) crosses the
city, suggesting phenomenic stories and atmospheres of lived space, not without metaphors of flows, stories, encounters
and exchanges. Since 2012, they are accompanied by the activities of FareStrada, a programme of urban laboratories
focused on increasing the participation of citizens in events designed to bring about projects for the renewal of public
space. The activities are laid out beginning with the vision of a city-nature that, each year in Matera, metaphorically
rediscovers its relationship with nature and history. This also occurs in relation to the dynamics of participation by local
communities, for a new narrative and design-related conception of the ‘Carro’. The current objective of our urban renewal
programmes is to share with the citizens of Matera the hypothesis of transforming the path travelled by the ‘Carro’ into
a grand pedestrian boulevard, a linear park that begins at the Fabbrica del Carro in the periphery and arrives in the city
centre at Palazzo Lanfranchi, the museum recognised as the ‘city’s communal home’. A lengthy and rich history where
atmosphere plays a central role and there are many, perhaps too many, references to what has been written above about
the phenomenic narratives of atmospheres.
We have seen how, in the previous case studies, the representation of atmospheres was expressed as a powerful tool for
renewing the life of a place (located in areas facing important processes of depopulation), continually setting the stage
for the adjectivisation of ‘almost objects’ and ‘atmospheres of’. If visiting the Andromeda Theatre, entering into a place,
we are aware of having entered into the experience of objects in a project that never ends, in Matera, we enter into a
street to discover we are inside a state of ‘in-formation’ that speaks about what occurs after something has been built and
before a new project. An information for which current design practices are highly insufficient. The ‘before’ conceals
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dwelling and existing, about which theories have been advanced, the true aim of any work of architecture. In the ‘after’
of any preceding event realised and experienced we would like to discover the cause that motivates a new work. This is
what many of the design laboratories we coordinate in Matera refer to. An analysis of what takes place in the Sassi today
allows us to summarise that the ‘daimon’ of places, which seek to leave homes and exist in the city, of which the street is
the maximum expression, search for an ‘atmosphere’ suitable to encountering the force of that ‘something more’ whose
magnitude of a higher meaning may be found precisely in the street.
In Matera, these ‘atmospheres’ are being produced by implementing an approach to design centred on listening to
citizens (through dialogues, observations, stories about life experiences, evaluations of projects and proposals), while the
practice of participatory design (based on alternative hypothesis and ideas, performances and role playing) is sustained
by information (with interviews, critical information, opinions on living conditions in an ‘after’ that is currently utilised
or with affective expressions, evaluations and criticisms, always written, on the before of the desired project). All of
these activities initially inspire creative phenomena of atmospheres of proposed liveable spaces, and secondly, as part
of alternative selections and hypotheses, orient the development of projects. The first atmospheres produced, also in
places of participation, wish to be a ‘tool of questioning’, the stimulus and trigger of attentions and projects for capturing
life choices in interviews (in a nodal public square). The interest is above all in preferences for ‘richness’, directly
known, experienced or loved through personal experience, through the relationship with perceived magnitudes of a
higher meaning, often experienced from a distance and which help us exist in the city. Personal vocations and talents,
as expressions of the ‘daimon’, speak of a preference for an encounter with others (for now often at a distance) in those
‘atmospheres’ of encounter with others and with the power of that ‘something more’ coming from magnitudes of a
higher meaning: the magnitude of the Landscape that provides ‘something more’ through a comparison between points
of observation, the magnitude of the World that provides ‘something more’ through the distant proximity of the ‘otherbeyond’, the magnitude of Nature that provides ‘something more’ through the cycle of regeneration, the magnitude of Life
that provides ‘something more’ through biodiversity, the magnitude of Humanity that provides ‘something more’ through
the many times of life, the magnitude of the City that provides ‘something more’ through the range of possibilities offered
by different resources, the magnitude of the Mind that provides ‘something more’ through various possible approaches
to a deeper level of perception. Returning to the discourse on the infrastructural substance of the Via del Carro project,
and in relation to the description of the phenomenon of this project, in which through the before and after we witness the
appearance of meaning, we are reminded of the stimulating reflections of Michel Foucault. Above all when he wrote about
heterotopias2. We can then ask what atmosphere, that is what state of affections and sentiments, we should investigate to
more fully comprehend a heterotopic atmosphere.
ENDNOTES
1

Initiated in 2010, this project began with the recovery of the “Seven Courtyards” under the guidance of the notary public Andrea
Bartoli and his partner Florinda Saieva. The intention was to bring about a reconnection between a clandestine source of wealth
offered by the city and a financial investment.
2
“Third principle. The heterotopia is capable of juxtaposing in a single real place several spaces, several sites that are in themselves
incompatible. Thus it is that the theater brings onto the rectangle of the stage, one after the other, a whole series of places that are
foreign to one another; thus it is that the cinema is a very odd rectangular room, at the end of which, on a two-dimensional screen,
one sees the projection of a three-dimensional space, but perhaps the oldest example of these heterotopias that take the form of
contradictory sites is the garden. We must not forget that in the Orient the garden, an astonishing creation that is now a thousand
years old, had very deep and seemingly superimposed meanings” (Foucault M., 1984, p. 46-49).
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ABSTRACT
The act of construction is completely immersed in reality (responds to real needs, produces real artefacts, is based on technical
knowledge derived from real experiences), but this is preceded by design studies during which the relationship between creativity and
reality is anything but fixed or definite. At the moment of conceiving a project, the architect is free to establish the ‘degree of reality’
they wish to reflect, and where on the broad spectrum from the abstract to the concrete to find the meaning of their creation. Those who
tend toward abstraction leave a wider margin for personal expression; those who tend toward the concrete bring out the objectivity of
design choices. This position is declared most explicitly by the way the architect presents their work, and this has become more evident
in the last twenty years with digital tools for modelling and graphics. Their natural evolution (the best performing achievement) is
photorealism, which those who tend toward abstraction sincerely refuse because it reduces the potential of their vision to the certainty
of a photographic image. As such, they limit themselves to using digital tools in an exclusively graphic manner, giving rise to new styles
of architectural drawing, called ‘post-digital’1.
This trend has spread widely, especially in schools and in practices, generally of a small size, in which professional practice is intimately
linked to a theoretical discourse, and where the professionals are usually also engaged in academic activities. This explains the conspicuous
presence of these images in architectural publications, despite their completely marginal role in the construction market. It must also be
recognized that their greater simplicity of execution compared to photorealism, which requires more specialized computer skills, has
certainly played a decisive role in their success in intellectual and artistic areas, where economic resources are more limited.
Before tackling the specific topic of architectural design, it is necessary to mention the general framework of post-digital aesthetics,
which in recent years has been the subject of numerous reflections within cultural studies.
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Post-digital aesthetics and hauntology
The term ‘post-digital’ is generally used to describe the contemporary disenchantment with IT systems and high-tech
devices, the fascination for which has rapidly faded2, especially in Western countries, as evidenced by the progressive
revival of old analogue instruments, such as vinyls or photographic film. This recovery, while not replacing the IT devices,
which continue to be used without distinction, expresses a clear aesthetic need dominated by the ‘ghosts of the past’. Postdigital therefore does not represent an opposition to digital tools, but to their cold and clean aesthetic, which, alluding
to perfection, appears too inhuman3. The term was coined for the first time in 2001 by the composer Kim Cascone in
reference to the ‘glitch’ electronic music of the time4. In a context in which digital had become synonymous with (absolute)
quality, curtailing that primacy has contributed to making it more familiar, more human and has made it possible to use
its processes with greater ease, sometimes hybridizing them with analogue ones. As for audiovisual techniques and styles,
post-digital aesthetics thus indicate a composition of, rather than a fracture between, old and new5.
This occurred within a widespread trend distinguished by an indiscriminate recovery of the past, for which some early
2000s music critics, such as Mark Fisher and Simon Reynolds, proposed the term ‘hauntology’, coined by Jaques Derrida
in Specters of Marx in 1993. In fact, they found themselves commenting on a completely new phenomenon after a century
of continuous evolution in popular music: one could listen to a current song imagining that it was twenty years earlier
without incurring a paradox. In addition to music, in recent years retro contaminations have strongly characterized all
the expressive forms of popular culture, from design to the decorative arts, and have embodied hipster subculture. While
considering that styles have historically drawn from previous models (recent or remote), novelty has always been more
or less explicit in their applications. Differently today, the ‘presence of the past’, appearing in spectral forms, without
assuming any emblematic value, creates an actual chronological ambiguity. This disorienting lack of novelty, which
marked the beginning of the twenty-first century, gave shape to the general devaluation of the ideas of progress and future6
and a drastic reduction of expectations which, from September 11th to the great recession, has occurred within a context
of environmental emergency, in the now full awareness of ‘the limits to growth’. The common feeling is that of nostalgia
(the nostalgia of places and times in a world of non-places and non-times7), which, depending on the case, can take on an
ironic or melancholic connotation, and overall consistently reflects the spirit of this post ideological era.
Post-digital architectural drawing
In architecture, post-digital aesthetics have found their most coherent expression in a new style of representation. It too,
like the photorealism of which it constitutes the antithesis, is entirely produced on the computer. In this case, however,
the processing takes place mainly through the graphic construction of the image, not so much with the photographic
rendering of the model: more Photoshop, less 3ds max. The origins of these styles can be traced back to a few authors who
started working in the early 2000s (including Dogma and Office Kersten Geers David van Severen in Brussels), just as
photorealism was beginning to assert itself. Their images are extremely synthetic: they contain few elements (only those
strictly inherent to the project idea) seen in profile, in axonometry or from central perspectives, where depth and contrasts
are strongly attenuated; solid colours take on a strong evocative function; digital collage is the privileged technique.
Their marked affinity with the first drawings from OMA recalls the masters of postmodern architecture such as Rossi,
Heiduk, and Ungers, while the collage technique reprises the tradition started by Mies in the 1930s and developed by
radical proposals from the 1960s (Archigram, Superstudio, Archizoom), up to OMA’s 1972 Exodus, or the voluntary
prisoners of architecture8. Thirty years after that experience, having exhausted the postmodern and in full affirmation
of deconstructivism, some young architects at the Berlage Institute, under the influence of Elia Zenghelis, resumed the
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discourse on ‘the architecture of the city’, long abandoned in favour of the plastic experimentation allowed by the new digital
tools. The images they produce mark the appearance of the post-digital in architecture. For example, in the competition
project for the Hellenikon Metropolitan Park in Athens (2004) by Dogma with Elia Zenghelis, the urban theme is reproposed in all its power, but with a new tonality, dreamlike rather than heroic, as explicitly stated by the title Marienbad:
the nostalgic atmospheres of those images produce the same disorientation of the Resnais scenes. The same themes were
developed in the following years by Dogma in their Stop City and A Simple Heart proposals, and in the competition
project for a Proto Town in South Korea with Office KGVDS. After a decade in which architectural experimentation had
turned almost exclusively to three-dimensional modelling, this new generation of intellectual architects rediscovered
in painting an inexhaustible resource to feed their imagination: in addition to French surrealism, American realism and
Hokney’s pool paintings, the repertoire of the works cited by post-digital drawing will extend considerably in space and
time. Even photography, especially that of the melancholy landscapes of the New Topographics, has definitely influenced
this new view of reality. It should be noted that almost all the main references are attributable to the decade from the
mid-sixties to the mid-seventies, perhaps because, with definitive awareness of the crisis, we turn with admiration to
those who, poetically, foretold it. This reaffirmation of the architect’s intellectual role finds a dedicated following in Italy,
coherently evidenced by the magazine San Rocco (founded in 2010) and by the work of its promoters (Bauku, 2A+P/A,
Salottobuono), followed over the years by the collectives of young architects who animated the architectural debate9.
This new research on drawing spread rapidly in architecture schools and in emerging practices across Europe and abroad,
and it seemed it could redeem the creative power of architectural drawing from the subordination to which it had been
relegated by digital culture10. But this style, increasingly refined and inflated, has rapidly become a fashion, losing its
original subversive value, as the architect and writer Swarnabh Gosh has strongly emphasized11, and as can be deduced from
the concerns of Federica Sofia Zamberletti12, founder of the site koozarch, since 2014 the main showcase for post-digital
drawing. In addition to the ambiguous ‘presence of the past’ mentioned above, the post-digital representation corresponds,
in an architectural context, to the enhancement of simple and ordinary things, whose authenticity is emphasized in contrast
to the incredible developments in the real estate markets of the global centres of financial capitalism. In this regard, the
motto ‘less is enough’ proposed by Pier Vittorio Aureli outlines a virtuous horizon to which we can aspire13. It is a renewed
awareness that has led to a significant change in architectural orientation and can still be appreciated in a genuine way in
the creations of the same architects from Brussels with which the issue was introduced. With the austerity imposed by the
2008 recession, this new consciousness has found fertile ground to grow and proliferate, sometimes assuming moralistic
tones, sometimes slipping into the commercial perversion of ‘chic modesty’14.
Despite the abuse of style and its consequent impoverishment, the merit of the post-digital approach in having
courageously affirmed the centrality of the humanities within a discipline that risks being condemned to the full
dominance of commercial purposes must be acknowledged. It has underlined that the main purpose of architecture
ought to be that of understanding the connection between the two different poles of aim and value, as Mies explained
in his inaugural speech as head of the department of architecture of the Armour Institute of Technology in November
1938: “By our practical aims we are bound to the specific structure of our epoch. Our values, on the other hand, are
rooted in the spiritual nature of men. Our practical aims measure only our material progress. The values we profess
reveal the level of our culture. Different as practical aims and values are, they are nonetheless closely connected. For
to what else should our values be related if not to our aims in life? Human existence is predicated on the two spheres
together. Our aims assure us of our material life, our values make possible our spiritual life. If this is true of all human
activity, where even the slightest question of value is involved, how especially true of the sphere of architecture. In its
simplest forms Architecture is rooted in entierely functional considerations, but it can reach up through all degrees of
value, to the highest sphere of spiritual existence, into the realm of pure art.”
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ENDNOTES
Jacob S. (2017), Architecture Enters the Age of Post-Digital Drawing, Metropolis: “Instead of striving for pseudo-photo-realism,
this new cult of the drawing explores and exploits its artificiality (…) This is in strict opposition to the digital rendering’s desire to
make the fiction seem real”.
2
Negroponte N. (1998), Beyond Digital, Wired: “Is ‘digital’ destined for the same banality [of the plastics]? Certainly. Its literal
form, the technology, is already beginning to be taken for granted, and its connotation will become tomorrow’s commercial and
cultural compost for new ideas. (…) the Digital Revolution is over”.
3
Cramer F. (2014), What is post-digital?, APRJA: “The term ‘digital’ is (…) visually associated with the colour blue (…) with
further suggestions of cultural coolness and cleanness. The simplest definition of ‘post-digital’ describes a media aesthetics which
opposes such digital high-tech and high-fidelity cleanness”.
4
Cascone K (2000), The aesthetics of failure: ‘post-digital’ tendencies in contemporary computer music, Computer Music Journal:
“[I] refer to this emergent genre as ‘post-digital’ because the revolutionary period of the digital information age has surely passed.
(…) the medium of digital technology holds less fascination for composers in and of itself. (…) it is from the ‘failure’ of digital
technology that this new work has emerged: glitches, bugs, application errors, system crashes, clipping, aliasing, distortion,
quantization noise (…) are the raw materials composers seek to incorporate into their music”.
5
Cramer F., Op. Cit.: “‘post-digital’ eradicates the distinction between ‘old’ and ‘new’ media, in theory as well as in practice”.
6
Fisher M. (2014), Ghosts of my life – writings on depression, hauntology and lost futures (chapter 1, The slow cancellation of the
future): “While 20th Century experimental culture was seized by a recombinatorial delirium, which made it feel as if newness was
infinitely available, the 21st Century is oppressed by a crushing sense of finitude and exhaustion. It doesn’t feel like the future. Or,
alternatively, it doesn’t feel as if the 21st Century has started yet”.
7
Mark Fisher’s talk at NYU, may 4th 2011, There are non-times as well as non-places: reflections on hauntology.
8
A renewed interest in collage is demonstrated by numerous studies and publications that have investigated it in recent years,
including two significant events in 2013: the exhibition Cut ‘n’ paste: from architectural assemblage to collage city, at the Moma
NY (July-December), and the Symposium Exquisite corpse: architecture assembled at the Berlage Institute (3-4 June).
9
On the intellectual role of architects in recent times: Biraghi M., L’architetto come intellettuale, PBE 2019.
10
Jacob S., Op. Cit.: “Digital culture (…) has categorized drawings as either technical or illustrative, as building information or
money shot. But in doing so, the drawing’s role as an exploratory, inquiring design tool has diminished. (…) Our aim has been to
develop a post-digital approach to what drawing might mean or do for architecture to reassert the architectural drawing not as a
window onto the world but as a way of making the world”.
1
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Ghosh S. (2018), Can’t be bothered: the chic indifference of post-digital drawing, Metropolis: “Here, the visual accoutrements of photorealism
have been replaced with another set of tropes (…) In the decade since the appearance of Dogma’s provocations, the post-digital style of
architectural representation has internalized this repertoire of hauntological image-making and reduced it to a kind of filter-aesthetic (…)
is the appearance of a pastel picturesque that renders architectural form inert to the point of meaninglessness”.
12
Zamberletti states in the interview Medina S. (2017), Inside the digital platform championing post-digital drawing, Metropolis: “The
proliferation of figures such as Hockney and Magritte is something we need to be very aware of, as these now just occur in images
without having a specific reason that has led to a standard understanding of something which at its origin held a significant role”.
13
Aureli P.V. (2014), Less is enough – on architecture and asceticism, Strelka Press: “In recent years, but especially since the 2008 economic
recession, the ‘less is more’ attitude has become fashionable again, this time advocated by critics, architects and designers in a slightly
moralistic tone. If in the late 1990s and early 2000s architecture was driven by the irrational exuberance of the real-estate market towards
the production of increasingly redundant iconic objects, with the onset of the recession the situation started to change”.
14
Ghosh S., Op. Cit. “The architectural content of post-digital imagery is overridden by the semiotics of a chic modesty, as the
indifference to realism cloaks an anxious resignation to the impoverished present.”
11
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The relationship between the forms found in nature and those of the city is one of the concerns that lie at the origin of the discipline
of architecture. It is vital, however, that we now acknowledge the new modes of dwelling that revolutionized our understanding of this
relationship during the 20t century.
In modern culture, nature is no longer an other space that exists outside the city. And yet we have no option but to turn the contemporary
city’s state of crisis into an opportunity for it to find a form. By taking this view, we can begin to consider these undefined places as
nuclei from which transformation can arise, wherein to recast a theory of urban design that, by contrasting the amorphous, limitless
nature of the urban sprawl, manages to re-establish a new sense of order.
I believe this is one path to rediscovering the beauty of places, a concept that does not only refer to the appeal of the landscape, but
also – especially – to the inevitable relationship that the character of the natural space establishes whit the architecture of the city.
The drawings that accompany this piece elate to a concept for an urban space on the seafront in the city of Messina, a site whose
geographical context is rich in mythical suggestion. The particularity of the setting was not lost on two f the area’s most famous
sons, Antonello da Messina and Filippo Juvarra. The city’s aesthetic appeal lies in the complex relationship between the forms
of nature and those of the built environment, in the interaction between these two system: the anthropic, urban landscape and
the conformation of the natural space. This same relationship is also to the fore in the long cartographical and iconographical
traditions that have lauded the beauty of the city. The topography that emerges in so many historic illustration of the city – with
stone – built bastion at the mouths of the streams and rivers-gives rise to a vision of an imposing, visually impressive structure (a
piazza and three towers, in this case), which would create the sense of a huge, seafront “palazzo”. It is a design that is emblematic of a
rediscovered monumentality consonant in scale to the surrounding landscape, whose silhouette will impact decisively on the profile of
the city. Rather than chase accolades for technical or technological bravura, this piazza and its towers seek to restore the complexity
and richness of the urban structure.
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The relationship between the forms found in nature and those of the city is one of the concerns that lie at the origin of the
discipline of architecture. It is vital, however, that we now acknowledge the new modes of dwelling that revolutionised
our understanding of this relationship during the 20th century. In modern culture, nature is no longer an other space that
exists outside the city. Frequently, it constitutes the very context in which urban construction is situated. Historically, there
would always be a recognisable limit to the city – made evident by a city wall or a natural boundary of some sort – that
would distinguish the city from the natural space that surrounded it.
The vision of the contemporary city, however, has dispensed with this notion of the limit. The spaces of internality and
externality are no longer recognisable. We have lost track of them. The fragmentation and discontinuity of constructed
elements when diffused throughout a given locale, and the loss – thereby – of any limit to the spread of the city into its
surroundings are manifestations of crises in the urban form. Amidst this geomorphological constancy, the margins of a
town or city are best identified in the transitions between areas of differing densities or morphologies of construction.
Typically, these coincide with residual contexts left over from humanity’s historical control of the territory, areas
peppered with built environments that lie waiting to be harnessed in the transformation and repurposing of the existent
to new forms of dwelling. For Rosario Assunto, the author of essential reflections on the relationship between city and
landscape, the loss of the sense of the limit is an expression of the refusal to perceive the very landscape in terms of an
aesthetic image. According to Assunto, there is an incompatibility between an aesthetic culture that draws its character
from the relationship between landscape and city – a relationship expressed “in those piazzas, in those streets in which
landscape and city penetrate one another”1 – and the other culture – a capitalist, and thus essentially a contemporary
culture – which runs away from, or openly rejects, this quality. And yet we have no option but to turn the contemporary
city’s state of crisis into an opportunity for it to find a form. By taking this view, we can begin to consider these
undefined places as nuclei from which transformation can arise, wherein to recast a theory of urban design that, by
contrasting the amorphous, limitless nature of the urban sprawl, manages to re-establish a new sense of order. We can
attempt, for instance, to revive a meaningful relationship between the “internal” spaces of the historic city centre and
the empty, natural spaces of the urban periphery that are too often treated as incidental, as though arising inadvertently
among the fragments of the city proper. I believe this is one path to rediscovering the beauty of places, a concept that
does not only refer to the appeal of the landscape, but also – especially – to the inevitable relationship that the character
of the natural space establishes with the architecture of the city.
The unique character and identities of many cities continue to be determined through complex relationships between the
physical forms of nature and the built forms of architecture, between the shaping of the natural space and the morphology
of urban structures. Their – the cities’ – beauty resides in the reciprocal relationship between these two systems.
In the Mediterranean, in particular, cities give the sense of an urban form constructed over time. They are places whose
beauty depends, in part, on an intimate relationship with the geographical setting, whose topographical forms are
acknowledged and indeed adopted, elaborated and exalted in the built forms of architecture, reminding us of how the
shape of the earth itself can merge with the city and provide a backdrop for it. Designing a city’s limits becomes an
opportunity to revisit its very form and reinterpret it without breaking continuity with its original character.
We may wish to direct our actions towards defining new urban limits through designs that evidence the uniqueness of
the setting, that engage directly with existing elements, with history, with nature and the land itself, and/or that attempt
to re-establish a profound bond with the landscape (both urban and natural) by attempting to interpret its characteristic
aspects. Even when the space with which the city has to engage is that of the sea, the margin must take on this role
of a limit that separates two worlds – the city and the landscape – but also offers an opportunity to reunite them. The
drawings that accompany this piece relate to a concept for an urban space on the seafront in the city of Messina, a site
whose geographical context is rich in mythical suggestion: the association between the basin where the Ionian Sea meets
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the Tyrrhenian and the surrounding system of towns, cities and urban settlements is so ingrained that the former can be
viewed as a sort of watery piazza, the heart of an extended “forma urbis” spanning Messina and Reggio Calabria. The
particularity of the setting was not lost on two of the area’s most famous sons, Antonello da Messina and Filippo Juvarra.
Antonello depicts Messina from within, articulating the sequence of land-water-land that positions the Strait of Messina at
the heart of the complex system of relationships that exist between the two (Calabrian and Sicilian) shores. As Francesco
Venezia comments2, Antonello somehow captures the landscape and the world of the coast that stretches out before him
and brings them into the city. In a well-known drawing, meanwhile, by positioning himself as though halfway across
the Strait, Filippo Juvarra offers a view of the city as it faces the sea, rendering a hypothetical extension of the historic
seafront “Palazzata”. The result is an imagined architectural continuity projected beyond the physical boundaries of the
city so that it gives definition to the border of the area of water between the two cities of the Strait. There is a uniqueness
to this area of Italy – in its physical landscape but also in how is inhabited, organised and managed by the people that live
here – that has helped engender a close relationship between its architecture and its natural settings. Just as singular is the
geographic conformation of the urban nucleus of Messina, with the distinctive, sickle-shaped area of the port delimited
on the city-side by the “Palazzata”, and the large waterways – once natural, seasonal water courses, now hidden beneath
broad city streets – that weave through the urban aggregate “measuring” and defining the rhythm of the man-made
fabric imprinted on the city blocks. For those arriving from the sea in particular, this unique topographical character is
immediately apparent. When attempting to describe the city’s relationship with the sea, I cannot help but recall the witty
observation in Thomas Mann’s “Death in Venice” that to arrive in Venice by land is like entering a palace through the

Figg. 1-2
Planimetry and
axonometric view
of the harbour of
Messina
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servants’ entrance. The city’s aesthetic appeal lies in the complex relationship between the forms of nature and those of
the built environment, in the interactions between these two systems: the anthropic, urban landscape and the conformation
of the natural space. This same relationship is also to the fore in the long cartographical and iconographical traditions
that have lauded the beauty of the city. When we look more closely at depictions of how Messina used to be, the unique
qualities of this close relationship are always evident and, indeed, valued. Throughout the history of the city, the area of
the “sickle” has had a sense of particularity, and the interventions, in terms of construction and redevelopment, that have
been carried out within it have been marked by a similar tone of exceptionality. The Forte del Santissimo Salvatore, the
San Ranieri Lighthouse, the lazaretto and the fortified Real Cittadella are all identifiably “extra-moenia” in character,
in the sense that, albeit they are intimately connected to the fabric of the city, they are somehow external to it, set –
instead – in relationship to the landscape of the Strait. In Messina, as was the case in many cities in Magna Grecia, there
is a significance to the relationships between the monuments outside of the city, the structure of the city itself and the
natural setting; there are clear, and persistent evocations of the interrelatedness of the built cityscape, the monumental
constructions of the sickle area and the elements of the natural landscape such as the hilly peripheries, the basin of the port
and the sea of the Strait. The architectural unity of the “Palazzata” – the curtain wall of palazzo facades – built round the
edge of the port contributes to deepening the dialogical “rapport” between city, monument and landscape.
It is a quality – this city-landscape relationship – that was recognised by Sicilian philosopher Rosario Assunto (to whom
we return), who cites the description of the port put to paper by Patrick Brydone in 1775 3.
For Assunto, the elements that constitute the landscape of the “maritime theatre” in Brydone’s account – the Palazzata,
the sickle of the port and the mountains of the Calabrian coast – confer this picture of Messina with a unity between city
and landscape in which each becomes a “qualifying attribute” of the other. The stroll along the city boundary that Brydone
defines as “one of the most delightful walks in the world” is made so by the simple fact that the landscape has become
“an attribute of the city”. In Messina, today, a vast area of the southern waterfront is undergoing a process of regeneration.
This dilapidated area is partly occupied by the railway depot, which extends from the sickle area of the port towards the
south. It is emblematic of that strange destiny that has cut off one of the most beautiful of maritime cities from the sea
itself. This grid of blocks at the edge of the city (as reconstructed following the 1908 earthquake) is an urban environment
at the limit , a space that separates two worlds – the city and the natural landscape – and that relates, equally, to both the
city and the natural environment that surrounds it. As such, it represents an opportunity for reconjunction. Among the
iconographies of the city, the walled banks of the Portalegni – now via Tommaso Cannizzaro – that, with their massive
stonework, once delimited the south of the old city centre, embody this sense of the urban limit and make manifest the
relationship between the forms of nature (the morphology of the territory itself) and the form of the urban environment.
The designs developed for a new urban space in this boundary area represent the early results of an ongoing process of
exploration founded on a vision of Messina that recaptures its unique sense of unity between city and landscape.
Three towers rise from a piazza/foundation structure that marks the bank of the watercourse; a pedestrian walkway
raised above the level of the piazza bridges the railway depot and connects the new construction with the city at a point
close to the water tower of Angiolo Mazzoni’s railway station. The complex, as a whole, offers a new interpretation of
the monumental constructions of the sickle-shaped seafront. As in the case of the Forte del Santissimo Salvatore, the
Cittadella, the Lighthouse – landmarks intimately connected to the city, yet estranged from the urban fabric and related,
instead, to the landscape of the Strait – the architecture of the towers becomes a mark of exceptionality. The concept
thus conforms to an urban model that reflects the relationship between architecture and nature that has always been so
central to the city’s image. The topography that emerges in so many historic illustrations of the city – with stone-built
bastions at the mouths of the streams and rivers – gives rise to a vision of an imposing, visually impressive structure
(a piazza and three towers, in this case), which would create the sense of a huge, seafront “palazzo”. It is a design that
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is emblematic of a rediscovered monumentality consonant in scale to the surrounding landscape, whose silhouette will
impact decisively on the profile of the city. Rather than chase accolades for technical or technological bravura, this
piazza and its towers seek to restore the complexity and richness of the urban structure. Marking out the zone of the
piazza are three towers: three, the perfect number, a synthesis of the even (two) and odd (one), an expression of the
totality of the cosmos (sky, land, humanity), the smallest number required to give definition (in the tension between the
three points, the three towers) to this central expanse; three towers, like the three crucifixes painted by Antonello, the
same compositional puzzle, virtually an obsession, of arranging three vertical elements that measure out the profundity
of the landscape. In the hands of Antonello, it is an imaginary landscape, but also somehow a true one, all the more
real for the capacity for abstraction inherent in its defining qualities. I have learned to recognise, in the work of
Antonello, that “game of resemblances” that in the Sicilian context – as Leonardo Sciascia teaches us – constitutes
“a delicate, and highly sensitive sounding-device, an instrument of knowledge. [...] Without resemblance there is no
order, no knowledge, no judgement” 4. In the rhythm of the sequence of crosses that frame the scenery, there is an
identifiable order that succeeds in giving the landscape a sense of scale. It is an order founded on the sacred sense of
the limit, which is itself associated with a sensitivity – the art of discerning the horizon – that expresses the “moment
of clarification and choral maturation of a mode of understanding ‘urban’ existence in the presence of nature”5.
The same sensitivity can be identified in the spatial device of the Greek portico, ultimately an elemental space delimited by
a row of repeating columns that opens itself up towards the external landscape: consider the agora of Priene, for instance,
or any of a great many others in the Greek world where a great colonnade serves to define a plaza-like space that opens
itself up to the horizon. The columns of a stoa and the crosses of Antonello – albeit in different ways – are expressions
of this art of discerning the horizon. So, too, the towers delimiting the piazza in the design proposed for Messina can
determine a state of internality/externality that we might envision as a defining quality of the spaces of a new urban limit.
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The research focuses on the integration, complementarity, flexibility and versatility of learning environments as key to the definition of
new and better learning spaces. This assumption does not stop within the school space but the fundamental role that schools play in the
urban structure.
The primary area of observation in the urban structure is the suburbs, where schools play a key social role for integration and the
establishment of active communities. The schools of the suburbs are the centre of gravity and the crossroads of a cultural pluralism,
consistent with the socio-urban composition of the context in which they are inserted, schools that can open up to the territory becoming
a reference point for the community, thus becoming a new urban centrality (Borri, 2016). Analyzed with the instruments of the social
disciplines according with architecture, having as objective the possibility to transform them the schools identified from a reconnaissance
on the field, become in the objectives of project the poles of integration of the neighborhoods, chosen for conditions of marginalization
and exclusion.
Particular attention has been given to relations between school and district. The observation has taken place directly through listening
to the inhabitants, associations and all those who live in the school. The final objective is to imagine again the learning environments
in which all the actors involved (pupils, teachers, families and residents of the neighborhood) can acquire no more and not only
knowledge, but those new competences of active citizenship required by the EU in the Agenda 2030. We believe that the achievement of
this goal involves the inhabitants and institutions for which architecture manages to build cozy and inclusive spaces.
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Introduction
The condition of uncontrolled expansion of numerous urban areas in our country has produced a number of transformations
unable to guarantee the virtuous development of the city. Above all, the absence of planning linked to places and the
inability to manage the growth of urban systems determines a consequent relative marginality of these areas and is the
basis of increasingly critical living conditions (Ronzoni, 2001). It is precisely the well-being of the individuals who live
there that appears most denied.
The study that the working group is developing as part of the research doctorate intends to address the complex issue
of marginal areas, starting with the identification of the particular opportunities that collective institutions can offer,
specifically, it intends to analyze the circular relationship between school and city (Leschiutta, 1989).
The motto could be: from school to city and from city to school.
The School is the founding collective institution of a society and takes on particular significance in this multidisciplinary
study, in which the possibilities of making peripheral school facilities are as many “urban radiators” for neighborhoods are
explored. As generators and catalysts together of the vitality of an urban environment, schools can represent consolidated
and renewed places of social meeting “offering itself to the local community and the territory: the school is configured as
a civic center capable of acting as an engine of the territory capable of enhancing social, educational and cultural needs”
(Technical standards: School building guidelines, 2013).
The research focuses on some key concepts: inclusiveness as a constitutive assumption of the school; inter-generationality
that configures the school as a micro-community in which different generations dialogue; growth of the community and
of people in an environment in which the collective narrative that identifies the places can manifest itself in the most
open, fair and dialogical way; space as an active scene of collective relations in which the community can identify and
recognize itself.
In the space, physical well-being can be achieved, linked to the healthiness of the environments and their correct
functioning, and the well-being that derives from the perception of space at a more complex level (Weyland, Attia, 2015).
The case study object of the research is defined within the Roman territory, since the city of Rome is particularly significant
for the research topic. In fact, within the physical boundary represented by its ring road, the connotation of the Roman
suburbs is not only determined by the condition of distance from the historic center, but by the inability to assimilate entire
urban portions in a hypothetical unity of the city. This state of affairs causes pockets of social decay in neighborhoods
which, although densely populated, are lacking or even lacking in services and spaces for the community and rarely find
the opportunity to recognize themselves in their own context and express themselves in a collective identity.
The main objective is therefore, starting from the case study, to identify effective and plural actions, aimed at the
realization of research assumptions that can involve existing school structures with a high degree of complexity. The
action is undoubtedly interdisciplinary both in the procedure of observing the existing reality and in the development of
specific solutions to the problems.
Socio-pedagogical research converges in the reflection that we intend to propose, which for some years now has focused on
the theme of integration, complementarity, flexibility and versatility of learning environments, and architectural research
as a collaborator in the definition of new and better spaces. learning, taking into account the still current issues outlined in
the “Memorandum on education and lifelong training launched by the Commission of the European Communities in 2000.
The new school should be attentive to environmental, energy and economic sustainability, speed of construction,
recyclability of components and basic materials, with high energy performance, use of renewable sources, ease of
maintenance. The presence of green spaces that can be used in an integrated educational environment would not only
enrich the habitability of the place, but would also become an inexhaustible source of learning. The school of the future
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must be open to the territory, becoming a reference point for the community.
The innovative school is made for children, but must have special attention for teachers, with spaces for professional
collaboration and the individual work of teachers. The presence of spaces dedicated to research, reading and documentation
is fundamental, with particular regard to the possibility of using individual or group digital technological devices and the
potential offered by widespread connectivity. Not only libraries, but also knowledge on the net. In short, the building
is the result of different fabrics that sometimes interact with each other: that of information, relationships, spaces and
architectural components, materials.
In fact, the research takes into account the reflections of sociomateriality (Latour, 2005) according to which in the school
space, considered in the two meanings macro (building) and micro (classrooms), human and non-human elements create
relationships and connections on which actions and performances of social actors contribute to the definition of an
“integrated school system”. On the other hand, architectural research has also taken as fundamental the studies on space
and layout and the relationships between the different parts of the school and with the surroundings.
The criteria that are the basis of the studies conducted by the OECD for the creation of learning environments and that
start from five perspectives that represent at the same time opportunities for teachers, students and the community will be
taken into consideration (Manninen et al., 2007):
1. the configuration of the physical space of the school can represent for teachers and students the opportunity to carry
out educational activities using different organizational methods such as working in groups, individually or in any case
leaving the teacher the possibility of identifying the most suitable organization. appropriate to achieve the predetermined
educational objectives;
2. the social aspects of the learning environment that are represented by the complex teacher-student relationship;
3. the technological tools present in the environment, which integrated into the learning process constitute a support for
the construction of knowledge;
4. the local context, that is when the territory is a school and what relationship between the spaces of the schools and the
local institutions (museums, libraries or other public spaces);
5. the actual didactic spaces; as the spatial configuration can represent a pedagogical tool, in this case the space becomes
a didactic tool.
Question and search for objectives
The research starts from the intuition of the value and potential of school facilities in the environmental requalification of
increasingly numerous marginal and degraded places in our cities.
The synthetic question is: can schools engage virtuous processes of urban transformation? And in what way?
The objectives are of two types: the first concerns the development of disciplinary and interdisciplinary tools for studying
the problems relating to marginality and urban decay identified as significant in the peripheral territories; the second
concerns the development of design solutions on sample cases that can become exemplary.
The pre-eminent area of o bservation are the peripheries, in which schools play a fundamental social role for the integration
and establishment of active communities. The suburban schools are the center of gravity and crossroads of a cultural
pluralism, consistent with the socio-urban composition of the context in which they are inserted, schools that can open
up to the territory, becoming a reference place for the community, thus becoming a new urban centrality (Borri, 2016).
Analyzed with the tools of the two disciplines, having as their objective the possibility of transforming them, the schools
identified by a survey in the field, become in the project objectives the integration poles of the neighborhoods, chosen for
conditions of marginality and exclusion.
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Methodology
On the level of socio-pedagogical analysis, the methodological tools to be used are the same as for evaluative research
which is itself social research aimed at “building a knowledge of the value of social programs that can be used to improve
social problems” (Shadish, 1991). In the specific case, the object to be evaluated, understood as a program of social
interventions, concerns the influence that an architectural redevelopment of an area used as a school building on the
outskirts of Rome can have both on direct recipients (pupils, teachers and school staff) , both on indirect ones (families,
young people and associations of the neighborhood).
It will therefore be necessary to detect ex ante the needs, criticalities and lifestyles of the interested parties through
both quantitative survey tools (questionnaires, survey forms, check-lists), and qualitative techniques (focus groups, indepth interviews) useful for investigate more in depth the social context which obviously represents the most significant
variable for the success of the project. These methodological tools will provide context indicators and social needs useful
for the elaboration and definition of the project. The complexity of the social reality, especially in the suburbs, requires
a stronger adhesion of the strategic objectives of the program with the needs of all the stakeholders, a complexity that
must be reduced more and more in operational indicators that will also represent in the monitoring phase of the project
the compass to refocus and improve actions. In our opinion, the evaluation of a project started from the needs of the
context and addressed to it can represent the best way to “support the innovative developments that guide the adaptation
to dynamic and emerging realities in complex environments” (Patton, 2011).
The research will present a selection of case studies, of schools in the outskirts of Rome, useful at the same time as
highlighting the interconnections between sociology, pedagogy and architecture in order to determine ways and forms of
this disciplinary dialogue, and on the other to outline a methodological path of intervention on the school environment,
relatively re-iterable.
As part of the setting outlined above, a research design has been set up that can combine the aims and methods of social
research with those of architectural typological science. The actions planned and partially implemented are the following:
1. identification of the peripheral socio-territorial area of the city of Rome on which a first cycle school is located (JanuaryMarch 2019);
2. field observation and interview with some teachers of the school and first hypothetical draft of architectural design
(April 2019);
3. administration of a questionnaire (web survey) addressed to the staff of the institution (teachers, caretaker staff) and to
families, useful for detecting functional-relational deficiencies of the current school building and hypotheses of change
(subsequent analysis of the data supported by any cognitive interviews to improve the understanding of the data collected
and to deepen some particularly significant answers) (September - November 2019);
4. definition of the architectural project (January 2019).
Analysis
Architectural research has taken as fundamental studies on space and on the layout and relationships between the different
parts of the school and with the surroundings. In addition, particular attention was given to the “school-neighborhood”
relations, the observation took place directly by listening to the inhabitants, associations and all those who “live” the school.
The intervention on an architectural scale is preceded by the identification of those parts of the city that have those
characteristics of marginality and degradation (OECD, 1998), within which, then select the school buildings that can be
capable of redevelopment actions.
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The samples are identified on the basis of a series of prerequisites that imply typological correctness, an overall
architectural quality, an adequate state of conservation, the position and the ability to relate to the territory as well as
further criticalities and potentialities detected. According to these criteria, a selection of twenty-seven cases adequate
to validate the applicability of the research were identified. Subsequently, for each building thus identified, a filing
operation is carried out which completes the analysis and precedes the project, in which the essential data are collected:
graphic and photographic drawings, historical-personal data, typological and distribution classification, technical data
synthetic, description of the spaces of the school according to a functional criterion and measured in their consistency and
a description of the urban context accompanied by the appropriate surveys.
In the subsequent design phase, the strategic choices relating to the building are made and reported in a logical framework
useful for clarifying the intervention methods and defining the objectives to be achieved.
Discussion
The final goal is to re-imagine the learning environments in which all the actors involved (pupils, teachers, families and
inhabitants of the neighborhood) can acquire not only knowledge, but those new skills of active citizenship required by
the EU. in the 2030 Agenda. We believe that the achievement of this goal involves the inhabitants and the institutions for
which architecture is able to build welcoming and inclusive spaces.
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ABSTRACT
This paper aims to investigate the operational methods through which, over the past ten years, three buildings have been re-designed
by three English Architects Studios: Caruso St John-Tate Britain-, Sergison Bates -Hult Business School London-, 6a Architects -Raven
Row Gallery-. These interventions show a specific sensitivity to pre-existing architecture. The material constituents of the previous
architecture are considered as an interior landscape (rather than a problem) which the project has the responsibility to continue and
integrate with. This radical revolution of perspectives is the product of a non-linear creativity selection in which some elements have
to be ennobled and conserved, while some other presences can be obliterated. The time of the choice in this rhetoric dialogue of the
real consistencies is the crucial moment in the designing process. This attitude takes care of the memory as a fundamental part of the
project. This group of architects is deeply rooted in a strong English tradition that considers history and physical presence as witnesses
of incommensurate human value. Influential theorists were J. Ruskin and E. Violet le Duc, and, in a more recent time, the charismatic
figures of A. and P. Smithsons with their architecture “As found” approach are the references for these operations. Architectural objects,
often lacking in formal protection but not in value, are returned to the city’s life with their meaningful aspect made by the overlapping of
material traces. Structures and patinas are respected not because they are historically bound to some extraordinary events, but because
they can evoke the memory of past time. From this point of view, different spaces from different ages are allegorically connected in a
reconfigured perception produced by the observer. This strategy, as well as having conceptual and perceptive purposes, has substantial
ecological and social implications. The architecture of these public spaces is based on minimising the interventions and the costs of
transformation, as much as restoring dignity to apparently marginal spaces. The architectural choices are leaded by a powerful nonlinear and political view played to re-include the buildings in the city, and through this, the community that refers to it.
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Introduction
Building over construction in the city is something very ancient. The practice has its roots in the overwriting that the
Greeks first made of their temples in the acropolis. Natural disasters, expansions, alternating fortunes and riches, already
corresponded five centuries b.C. to enlargements, demolitions, and modifications of the manufactured products1. Public
buildings changed structures and patterns to adapt to the needs of the society that used them. The first theoretical reflections
concerning the modification of built architecture took place in the mid-nineteenth century. The two leading theorists J.
Ruskin and E. Violet le Duc reasoned on parallel themes, nevertheless they supported diametrically opposite positions. As
a logical consequence of his romantic culture, Ruskin claimed a value of ruins themselves. Any physical reconstruction of
a monument “It is impossible, as impossible as to raise the dead, to restore anything that has ever been great or beautiful
in architecture”2. On the contrary, Violet le Duc acted strongly each of the several time he was engaged as a professional
to restore buildings. He followed a clear but dangerous method “In such circumstances, the best thing to do is to try to
put oneself in the place of the original architect and try to imagine what he would do if he returned to earth and was
handed the same kind of programs as have been given to us ”3. On the one hand, Ruskin aimed to defend a sort of moral
integrity of the built to the detriment of the possibility to re-use it, even in different ways. On the other hand, Violet le
Duc’s reconstruction produced a completely new habitable building. He avoided the crystallising of the image, but at the
same time, his ruthlessness often carried him to non-philological renovations. The reconstructions of the Pierrefonds and
Carcassonne castles are clear testimoniesy of this risk of compromising the material traces of time. Somehow, these two
positions still represent the extreme polarisation of the possible approaches related to the restoration of buildings. The
design theory is often led to ascribe a project completely to one or the other strategy. The reality is quite more complex.
It is certainly true that the two intellectual pioneers embody the extremes; at the same time, there is a great variety of
nuances of methodology that affects conservative requests rather than modification ones.
An English sensitivity
It is a common attitude to think that the rehabilitation projects in England are strongly conditioned by Ruskin’s theory. For
sure, there is geographical and cultural proximity. Nevertheless, as a matter of facts, already a hundred years before the
London theorist, the R., and J. Adam manifested a different sensitivity working on historical buildings. Their position was
in between a philological conservation and a sort of mimetic re-functionalization of the space. The case of the reception
hall of the Audley End House in Essex,4 completed in 1762, can be a good paradigm for highlighting the characteristics
of this different British attitude. The new frame in stone altered the original spatiality of the room completely; on the
contrary, the architects evidently sought continuity with what already existed before. The dimension of the arches divides
the room into three spatial spans symmetrically concerning the rhythmic design of the ceiling, and the new pilasters grant
the heights of the wood lining, the details, and the finishes imitated the forms of the architectural context without copying
it. This attitude implies a deep understanding and respect for the ancient vestiges. At first glance, what you can experience
is a complete uniform space in its distinct components. This result was possible to achieve through the tuning of the
elements subordinated to a new balance, in a unitary space that changed functions and appearance.
The Smithson’s modernity
In the second half of the twentieth century, there was an important contribution to the debate on the values of the context
in Great Britain thanks to the theoretical work and the design activity of A. and P. Smithson. The Smithsons articulated a
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mature critic of the modern movement through the concept of context, history and memory. In opposition to the radical
positivist’s urban solutions, which swept away complex problems through functionalisation of cities, the Smithsons tried
to revamp the values already present in historical cities. The concept of “as found” formalised in 19905, was a theme
already dear to the architects in the collage of the Golden Lane competition in 1952. The London houses bombed during
the second world war were represented as contemporary ruins, exactly how they appeared at that time. The Smithsons
were fascinated by the artistic research that, in those years, was settle up by N. Henderson. Henderson’s photographs
represent with amazing clarity the simplicity and naturalness of relational gestures. The backgrounds of his scenographies
are domestic and urban environments, which acquire values thanks to the evident correspondences between things and
those who benefit from them. His work and his poetic description of everyday life oriented the Smithson’s attention to
apparently marginal human situations. P. Smithson recognised to Henderson’s glance the power to enlighten strongly
implied relations between ordinary inanimate objects and people6. It is no coincidence that Henderson and E. Paolozzi
collaborated at the Parallel of life and art exhibition in 1953 set up by the Smithsons. The possible and necessary
coincidence, of a high art world and a low earthly one, was one of the key subjects of the authors reaffirmed four years
later, in the This is Tomorrow exhibition. In the Whitechapel Gallery was set up the Patio and Pavilion installation, a
metaphorical glorification of the common reality. Some symbolic objects, which are necessary for the material realisation
of life, were chosen and spread in, around, and on top of an archetypal shelter by Henderson and Paolozzi 7. A protected
space in an outside setting, occupied with floating decontextualised objects, it represented the metaphor of a minimal
architecture in a primitive world. It symbolised a concrete abstraction of a future that, first of all, wants to deal with
reality8. These themes of context, reality, artificial environments were collected and expanded in the next decades.
Critical readings about Restauration and memories
A first important publication was the monographic issue of the Architectural Review; New Uses for Old Buildings in 1972
edited by S. Cantacuzino, followed by the subsequent publication of the same author in 19759. The lens through which
Cantacuzino analysed the study cases was preeminently a typological one, almost putting aside cultural and perceptual
factors involved in the process of restoration. Nevertheless, Cantacuzino made a first solid step toward for further and more
inclusive contributions, whit the aim to structure a critic of the phenomenon. One of those was a short and poetic articled
by R. Machado published one year later with the meaningful title Old Buildings as Palimpsest 10. Machado elaborated a
theory that, at first, gives value to history. He drew attention to the importance of memory and time as a fundamental tools
for new projects. The American architect referred to past time literally as “a package of sense” that can be accepted or
rejected but never ignored11. First of all, it is interesting to highlight that, in his opinion, memories and time give directly
sense to the materiality of things. Second, the possibility to choose implies the possibility to modify as long as the choice
is critically conducted. Furthermore, he recognised these intrinsic values as transversally ascribable, even to objects that
are not considered monuments strictly. This kind of attitude to treat the materiality and time seems closer to the Adams and
Smithsons’ principles. Last, Machado suggested the use of metaphors to describe intervention strategies “In order to build a
theory of remodeling it would be useful to consider a series of metaphors, including the one used in the title to this article,
which may suggest ways of thinking about remodeling once they are clarified and interrelated” 12. From this perspective , it
is possible to extend the theory by describing three contemporary English interventions using metaphors. This selection tries
to underline some specific aspects, whom each example shares with previous generations of English architects.
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Materiality as traces
“I think you can also see this Englishness in a slight scepticism we have towards overly theoretical readings of what it
is that we do and which always gets replaced by a sort of hands-on pragmatism”13. In the Raven Row project in London
completed in 2009, studio 6 a Architects rehabilitated a pair of grade I-listed houses originally built in 1690. The studio
was commissioned to convert the buildings into a gallery for contemporary art exhibitions. The prestigious buildings
have undergone many vicissitudes, conversions, and negligences during three hundred years of life. Fires even burned
them between 1950 and 1970. The intervention rehabilitates three flats on the upper floors and creates two new exhibition
rooms excavated under the constructions. In this way, the public space crosses the whole block transversely. The building
in the new configuration is a new unitary body, where the addition on the ground floor is an integral part inserted without
tearing within the pre-existence. All the fragments of the past history are recovered, including a wall-covering that had
been transferred to Chicago around 1920. When the reconstruction cannot be philologically correct, the parts are tuned
following an ambiguity principle that tries to evoke history through the material traces that are left. Ambiguity and
evocation have their poetic acumen in the choice of the wood cladding in the gallery panels and skylights. Paradoxically
in the newest addition it is selected a fireburnt wood as cladding. Through a controlled combustion technique, the wood
is made durable and resistant to atmospheric agents. However artificially constructed, the operation manages lyrically to
return the perception of the specific history of this building. The memory of the most dramatic event rushed to the building
is condensed into real traces, and collaborates technically for a new life.
Space as memory
“We try to amplify things that are already there. It is about engaging with whatever peculiarities these buildings have.”14
Caruso St. John in 2007 were called to renovate and complete a new connection of the Tate Britain Gallery. The operation
is part of a long process of illustrious additions and modernisations starting with the construction of the James Stirling’s
Clore Gallery in 1987 and the opening of the new entrance by J. Miller in 2005. The first phase of the Caruso St. John
project was accomplished in 2013 with the opening of the circular staircase in the rotunda room at Millbank entrance.
Caruso St. John’s project faces openly the scale and the spirit of the original building, which was designed in 1897 by
Sidney R.J. Smith. The new staircase connecting the first floor and the atrium floor is an admirable combination of
contemporary details and nineteenth-century spatiality. The sinuous shape of the staircase gently guides the visitors from
the darkest and most compressed basement level to the bright and domed space of the rotunda. People can perceive the
natural continuity of space passing through the sequence of rooms. The extent of the architects’ intervention is so precise
that, at first glance, one can be tricked in believing that the staircase has always existed. It is a matter of designing and
choosing the right outset, size, and material qualities. The mimetic feeling of the intervention does not want to mystify
the contemporary nature of the object. The structural solutions are a clear modern-day, elegant spiral without intermediate
supports. Even more, the construction details express a contemporary nature. The chrome finishes, the opal glass railings,
and the accurate double-curved pavement, which run around the semi-circular hole, are strong characteristics of an XXI
century construction. Nevertheless, the materials are finely laid out through a complex yet serene geometric design, which
connects in its concentric sequence the old and the new. Modernity is not hidden but moderate and placed at service of a
spatiality with ancient echoes, to extend its influence until nowadays.
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Interior as landscape
“Tolerance is looseness, flexibility, space for interpretation. It is about pragmatism, but also about openness for future
expression”15. Sergison Bates architects were called in 2013 to convert the ancient London brewery St. George to
undergraduate Business school. The brewery consisted of two buildings adjacent to each other with different characteristics
and histories. The insertion of a wooden staircase is the organising element of the space, and it is capable of connecting the
nineteenth-century grade II-listed brick building to the twentieth-century extension in exposed concrete. The variety of
directions of the new insertions, the broken lines of the stair landings, provide human scale niches for informal meetings.
The surface finishes of the concrete and brick walls are left exposed, just like the timber carpentry of the new parts. The
partitions in the newer wing are designed as frames from ground to ceiling, capable of cutting out more intimate spaces
where the students can have classes and being acoustically isolated. The forms of these micro-architectures, within a
bigger one, are irregular and changeable as if one was faced with a series of spontaneous separations that have followed
over time. In the ancient brewery building, on the other hand, a series of smaller offices and meeting rooms are generated
through volumes that do not reach the ceiling. The intention is to evoke the dimensions of the ancient brewery vats and
cans. The ceiling as well is exposed to its structural texture, where the technical installations are carefully designed to
match the context. The London studio was able to articulate with a single material, and at the same time, with a strong and
flexible strategy, a complex program in two completely different buildings without uniform them. It is not a question of
the formal choices through which Sergison Bates intervenes, but rather a strategical and conceptual one. The asymmetrical
staircase, the rough surfaces, the size of the volumes, generate dissonant but harmonious picturesque sequences, where the
old, the new, and the contemporary can coexist without conflict in a sort of artificial internal landscape.
Conclusion
The three examples presented are intended to be a small collection able to describe a trend in the rehabilitation of
buildings in the United Kingdom during the last decade. Through careful processes capable of minimising economic and
ecological costs, interventions are not rejected by the community of reference, expecially for the cultural values that they
express. Their strategies for rewriting the existing are rooted in a long cultural tradition, that project old spaces into the
contemporary world. Memory and its enhancement are the design tools through which anyone can feel continuity in the
space. New architectures manage to restore dignity to buildings, that otherwise would have remained marginal. Some
themes are transversal to the three architectures, even if they express nuances. It is no coincidence that the three studios
were invited to exhibit in Chicago by the curators of the Architectural Biennial Make new history in 2017. Caruso St.
John showed his works through a personal installation of models and pictures, while 6 a and Sergison Bates were both
called to deliver a new proposal for the Chicago Tribune skyscraper for the Vertical City. In that context, facing explicitly
the themes of time, history, and memory, their attitude seemed unprejudiced in the use of historical signs, material traces,
and conception of spaces. They were able to overcome, one time more, dichotomies that are atavistic in architecture and
indicate a fertile trajectory for the future16.
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ABSTRACT
In the light of the transformations that in recent decades have affected the architecture, the contemporary city has often lost its identity in
the broken relationship between architecture, form and place. Driven by ever-increasing technological innovation and by the attraction
for an aesthetic dimension, the architectural design has produced architectural objects that tend more to the spectacularization than
to consolidate an urban identity as the result of a formal research that finds its roots in nature of places. Often neutral to the place, the
contemporary building appears in fact self-referential, fragmenting the urban space into disordered and not determined facts.
Typicality and uniqueness, type and place, represent the terms of a dialectical process through which architecture takes shape. And
it is precisely in that fixation of architecture, in its being rooted in a place that Rossi finds the profound reason for what he calls
the individuality of urban artifacts, in whose reiteration consists the construction of the city. The architecture, rooted in a precise
space, remains enveloped in the characteristics of the place, deducing its specific characteristics from it. So from the universality
of the type and the individuality of the place, the form appears as a code that is inscribed in the material and finds its first and most
relevant concretization in the attack on the ground of the building. Starting from the specific case of the tall building, emblem of the
contemporary city as a building symbol of the economic, social and technological progress, we intend to analyze its attack on the
ground as a result of the process of interpretation of places, in its dual urban and compositional value.
In addition to being representation of the settlement act, it expresses the interrelation that exists between place and form and between
built and urban form. In fact, shifting the focus to the feet of the building we also want to research in the morphology of places
a possible interpretative key for the architectural design, in the attempt to rediscover that relationship between architecture and
construction that gives shape to the city. Moving the point of view on the horizontality of the building rather than on its sudden vertical
growth can therefore lead the architecture to regain by the interaction between topos and typos a sense of belonging to the places of
the city, and, in turn, the capacity to re-signify the urban space.
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The contemporary city seems to be the updated expression of what Ludwig Hilberseimer defined ‘big city’, an artificial
entity that does not represent the largest-scale variation of the urban type that has become historical but the product of
economic development1. In fact, it differs from the city of the past not only in size but also in characteristics, ceasing to
be an artifact that is generated by the contrast between the rational design of architecture and the values of the locus2;
this is the reason why the forms of historical architecture cannot be separated from the context in which they were bor3.
The metropolis is instead governed by external factors, which accelerate its modification but disorientate its growth, with
the consequent loss of that identity deriving from the uninterrupted relationship between architecture, form and place.
The economic progress and technological advancement are established today as the main engines of transformation of
cities. Even the architectural project undergoes a weakening, since it no longer operates following its own intrinsic laws
but finds itself following external speculative forces. Often neutral to the place, the contemporary building therefore
appears self-referential, consequently fragmenting the urban space into disordered and undetermined facts. As Vittorio
Gregotti says, in fact, in the oscillation between the expansion of the productive dimension of technology, conditioned
by an increasingly driving technological innovation, and the aestheticizing of deconstruction processes4, the architectural
project has produced architectural objects that tend more to spectacularization than consolidation of an urban identity as
a result of a formal research that has its roots in the nature of places.
In this scenario, the tall building takes on a first-rate role. The skyscraper, in addition to being a symbol of the big city,
represents the “building type which, due to its constructive audacity, bears the germ of a new architecture”5: it becomes, in
fact, inextricably, the symbol also of the contemporary city, of which it interprets the shining sign of social and economic
development. Its birth is actually closely linked to technological progress itself and to speculative factors, which are
perhaps also the main reasons for its current and increasingly high typological diffusion.
However, there is a difficult relationship between the tall building and the city, as the criticisms of Wright and Lewis
Mumford testify that the skyscraper is an ‘anti-urban’ element. It often fails to integrate organically into the building
fabric, remaining an isolated object, where among the causes there is certainly an excessive desire for individualism6. The
tall building, moreover, in the search for verticality eludes any relationship with the ground, no longer understood in its
architectural materiality but only for its economic value, abandoning that relationship with the morphology of the places
from which the urban fact originates .
The skyscraper establishes a powerful figure-background relationship with the city, based on the image as it acts on
the skyline. But what are its relations with the urban space? What is the formal relationship it establishes with the soil?
We therefore intend to investigate the tension that is generated between the horizontality of the urban dimension and
the verticality of the building by studying its basement, understood as that part different in shape, function, material or
composition that mediates its relationship with the ground, therefore with the place.
The skyscraper was born in the eighties of the 19th century in America. Given the increasingly strong concentration in
the center of the cities of the business world, the existing buildings were initially raised to overcome the urgent need for
space, then they ended up building skyscrapers. The advantages of the new building type were immediately clear, so it
was used even where, although there was no real lack of space, the technical and economic advantages were still decisive.
Soon skyscrapers sprouted in large numbers in almost all major American cities and their physiognomy changed rapidly7.
In a short time, the skyscraper became the symbol of the big city and was at the center of the development of some
proposals concerning the ideation of the new modern city. This is the case of Le Corbusier and Hilberseimer, who set
their theories on the possibilities opened up by the new typology. Le Corbusier designed a city for 3 million inhabitants
in 1925, basing the planning on the principles of decongestion of the urban center and the contemporary increase in
its population density, increase of transport and of green spaces; all advantages offered by the use of the skyscraper.
In contrast, Hilberseimer conceives a city for 1 million inhabitants based on a greater concentration and aggregation.
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Thus, instead of organizing the city horizontally, he tries to give his metropolis a more vertical structure: it resulted in
two overlapping cities, under the business city with vehicular traffic, above the residential one with pedestrian traffic;
underground railway and underground lines8.
Beyond the characteristics of the two plans, which fall more in the theoretical ideas than in actual design programs, the
skyscraper is assumed to be the possible key able to contrast the city’s wild growth and, therefore, the birth suburbs; to
solve the problem of decongesting the center by further promoting the creation of more useful space with less land use9.
But after the impetus of the Modern Movement, some fundamental questions are brought to light, including the skyscraperurban space relationship and the typological reflection on the characters of the skyscraper. It is precisely the comparison with
urban congestion that led to the identification of two ways of assuming the project: “the skyscraper as a simple volume that
describes the building type, or the skyscraper that manifests, in the diversity of the parts, the complexity of the relationship

Fig. 1
Detail of the
external space
of Seagram
Building;
photo by author
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with the urban space”10. Particular attention is therefore attributed to the ground attack of the building: “from the decoration
affixed to the basement in the Sullivan skyscrapers, to the public gallery open in the Flatiron between Broadway and Fifth
Avenue, to the large lobbies of the deco skyscrapers, the ground floor of the tall American building is not only the link
between the city and the building, but it is also the place where the urban space is returned to the public, thus made user”11.
However, in parallel, the American city and the European city take two different research ways: on the one hand the
skyscraper represents a repeated typological unit, on the other an exceptional symbolic element, often used to accentuate
the dynamics of a road or a square, a path or a destination.
In America, the characterization of the irongrid inevitably makes the skyscraper the most suitable type for the characteristics
of the city, being able to take advantage of the construction in height to obtain a greater built surface against the small
portion of building land. However, in the constancy and regularity of the grid, every relationship with the urban space is
often reduced to the positioning of the building within the lot, and the attack on the ground only in the interpretation of
the functional level. It is in this situation that American research enters, in which one of the most virtuous and well-known
cases is represented by the Seagram Building (New York, 1954-58). Mies van der Rohe, obtaining two adjacent lots for the
construction of the skyscraper, withdraws the building on the side opposite the road. This generates a large square-podium
which is returned to the city of New York; together space of architecture and space of the city and its inhabitants (Fig. 1).
An analogous example in urban intentions but different in actions is the unrealized Federal Reserve Building project (New
York, 1969) by Kevin Roche. The architect pushes the limits of the building type by raising the entire volume on high
pillars: in this way he moves the building away from urban congestion which finds a break in the apparently unedited
free lot. The design expedient shows a stronger urban intentionality than the typological variation operation: the soil
definitively returns to a collective place; its being ‘empty’, which in these cases coincides with ‘public’, is attributed by
the presence of the tall building above it, which ensures its persistence and retains its character (Fig. 2).
In Europe, however, or more properly in historic cities, the tall building is charged with many and complex meanings. It
is configured as an exceptional and polarizing element, called to collaborate with the hierarchical principles of the built
environment and its sedimented forms. The attack on the ground therefore assumes different characteristics and functions:
it represents the expression of the inseparable ‘typos-topos’ relationship that characterizes urban morphology; that part of
the building that most manifests the specificity of the place (urban, morphological and topographical), which return first
as elements of the project investigation and which are then returned in the architectural configuration of the building. The
attack on the ground ultimately represents the topographical substance of the skyscraper (Fig. 3).
In the case of DaimlerChrysler Gebäude am Potsdamer Platz (Berlin, 2000), simply known as s Potsdamer Platz Tower
by Hans Kollhoff, the attack on the ground is solved in a granite basement corresponding to the first two levels of
the skyscraper. In addition to tracing the pointed shape of the lot that lights up towards the square, it is made up of
full parts and large colonnades, which indicate access and reinforce the urban character. The choice of material and
the differentiation from that of the elevated volume underlines the foundational aspect, reaffirming the stereotomic and
topographical character of the basement; its shape reverberates in the horizontality of the string courses which instead
mark the tectonic structure.
In the project for New Orleans (Rotterdam, 2007-10), a residential skyscraper built by Álvaro Siza, various factors
enter the game. The nature of the space surrounding the building is different on all fronts and the architect solves the
complexities of a place that is made up of the Nieuwe Maas river, the movement of boats, and other buildings, high and
low, through the insertion of an almost independent element, but able to dialogue equivalently in every direction. Thus
the skyscraper expands its base, which extends longitudinally along the entire extension of the lot. Siza himself declares
in an interview that the greatest difficulty, the initial one, was precisely to put together a tower and a low building12. The
result is a typological combination in which, however, the low building becomes the key to the entire project: it becomes
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a representative front, low and urban, on the internal side, capable of dealing with the built, with the vehicles, with man;
on the other, by relaxing, it follows the slow movement of water and boats.
A third example is the Burgo Tower (Porto, 2017) by Souto de Moura. It is located inside a typologically heterogeneous
fabric, just in the west of the city center. The project is configured as the set of two buildings side by side, one vertical
and one horizontal, resting on a common platform. The latter has a threefold function: topographical-structural, to level
the slightly sloping ground and support the artefacts; the urban one, to integrate the tower into the diluted surrounding
spatiality and strengthen the overall planimetric layout through an extremely rational and orderly form. From the
architectural point of view, however, it takes on the function of a sort of small acropolis designed ad hoc. In this sense, in
addition to welcoming the artefacts, it has the task of putting them in dialogue with each other, isolating them on a neutral
plane that is substantiated by the positioning of the buildings, by the tension that is generated between them and by the
projection of their shadow that materializes the space .
Finally, a further modus operandi, generalizable to any geographical-cultural context, but to urban situations, as we
will see, not very compact or in which the natural component predominates over the artificial one, is that in which the
skyscraper presents itself as the only architectural emergency or even as an isolated building. In these conditions, the
complexities change: the challenge concerns first of all the primary relationship with the foundation soil and the land line,
moreover operating with a type that in itself brings to the limit the relationship between nature and artifice.
However, the congenital aggressiveness of the skyscraper diminishes, missing the ‘competition between neighbors’ in
which each tower participates; on the other hand, his attitude to become a landscape reference to the city increases, a
territorial pole that can expand its roots by creating a rich and articulated situation in its support on the ground13.
In the Price Tower (Bartlesville, 1952-56), for example, Wright solves the contingencies of the place by performing two
consecutive operations. The first one is the creation of a low organism, a real root system that expands by investigating
the surrounding space; on it, then, rises the multifunctional tower that the architect himself renames ‘the tree that escaped
the crowded forest’. The structure of the building is a real reference to that of a tree, with nineteen jutting planes that
stretch like branches starting from a single central trunk that sinks into the ground like a pole well planted in the ground.
Leaving the urban context and returning to the old continent, this time we find ourselves in the midst of an entirely natural
environment. This is the project presented by Jørn Utzon for the competition of a high school in Højstrup, Denmark. The
project (1958, unrealized) is characterized by the composition of a housing tower that rises on a functional basement
intended to host the center’s activities. The whole school is developed above the platform that emerges from the woods
and which opens in the center with a patio-garden, bringing the natural element inside. Inside the basement volume the
service spaces, while above the various activities of the program.
For the Danish architect, the platform is the archetype that best interprets the condition of living: it represents the clearing
that makes the ground habitable, an element by definition planar that here acquires thickness and becomes inhabited; while
planimetrically assumes the function of an elevated enclosure, in which all the artifacts are collected within the limits of the
large base. Utzon himself, in order to describe the project, uses a few useful words to just illustrate the gesture of the platform,
which “stands on a slightly undulating landscape and underlines, thanks to its quadrangular and linear character, the gentle
movements of the landscape”14. The entire project operation is resolved on the platform; becoming itself a topographical
element to which the dormitory tower simply acts as a counterpoint, marking the place of the settlement (Fig. 4).
Through the analysis of some projects, we wanted to highlight the relationship between the tall building and urban
space, or in detail the effects made by the interaction between the different forms of the constructed and the morphology
of the places. The city is an artifact that has been built slowly and, in most cases, with its own but rational rules. The
territorial homologation produced by the globalization is instead increasingly rapidly canceling its growth processes and
the stratified identity of places.
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Fig. 3
To plant well a tree;
drawing by
Le Corbusier

Fig. 4
High school in
Højstrup project;
sketch by
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The study of the ground attachment becomes today an opportunity to investigate together various aspects of the building,
such as those more strictly technical and functional, as well as those of a compositional nature, and those concerning the
founding aspect of architecture, full of urban intentions and sense of rooting in places.
Reflecting also on the horizontality of the tall building therefore means searching in its intersection with the ground
for renewed relationships, able to re-signify the urban space. It means to positioning oneself within a process of will,
of form, of research for compatibility, whose actions correspond to as many questions on the meaning of doing and on
the responsibilities of our discipline towards contemporaneity and its places; a research for a possible interpretative key
for the architectural design, in an attempt to rediscover that relationship between ‘topos’ and ‘typos’ whose interaction,
reciprocal and dialogical, since ever gives shape to the city.
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ABSTRACT
The current conditions in which the architecture of the city is concerned in Middle Eastern countries move some sectors of scientific
research towards an investigation aimed at identifying several admissible criteria for the reconstruction of the building heritage. In
exploring these criteria, it is legitimate to recognize that the theme of reconstruction, as a process of transformation of the urban
structure, establishes a relevant factor in recovering the cultural identity of local populations and the city’s symbolic places. Considering both the question of transformation and that of conservation as fundamental aspects of the reconstruction project, this research
assumes some experimental procedures adopted by rewriting techniques as a possible methodological approach in dealing with the
problem of how to reconstruct mutilated fragments of the city. In particular, the process of rewriting in architecture is here understood
as a systematic selection of the constituent elements of the urban structure, aimed at promoting some conceptual modalities capable
of directing the design process towards an analytical reflection around the relationship between the form of architecture and the form
of the city. Specifically, the reconstruction of Mosul represents a paradigmatic case in the experimental verification of theoretical hypotheses related to the process of architectural rewriting. In this case, the application of rewriting modalities will work on two different
aspects, recognizing, on the one hand, the invariant elements that have characterized the city as permanent factors in the evolution of
the urban phenomenon and, on the other, decoding the figures, or tropes, enclosed in the physical structure of the city itself. Therefore,
this research aims at identifying a methodological direction in architectural design for the rehabilitation of the monumental sectors of
the Old Town of Mosul, in order to stimulate the reconstruction process in carrying forward in the future that cultural identity enclosed
in the forms that compose the urban settlement.
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Introduction
The recent political instability in the Mediterranean basin and more generally in the whole Middle East area – the civil
war in Syria and Yemen, the rise of the Islamic State, etc. – has brought to the attention of the international scientific
community the question of how to rebuilt the architecture of the city. Some experimental procedures adopted by rewriting
process in literature, which Gérard Genette has identified as transtextual practices (Genette 1997), may suggest some
admissible design criteria for the reconstruction of damaged or mutilated city’s fragments. The conceptualization of these
procedures adopted in the passage from the first-degree text to the second-degree text promotes indeed a methodological
direction in the creative path aimed at conceiving the work of art not as an invention, but rather as a transformation of
something that already exists. This would be potentially valid also for the city, conceived as a work of collective art, where
the becoming of urban dynamics has impressed its seal through architecture and its forms. Specifically, such approach
aims to restore to the design practice that degree of interiority of the architectural discourse aimed at fostering a creative
process which, having freed itself from the romantic idea of artistic invention, assumes the possibility of a significant
transfer of the physical, aesthetic and symbolic mechanisms of architecture in a new physical condition.
Reconstruction and Rewriting
These considerations on the concept of rewriting move the practice of reconstruction towards a critical reflection around
the problem of environmental pre-existences. Addressing such issues in the architectural discipline means to consider
the city in its figurative and structural authenticity. Operatively, that consists in recognize in its monumental system
those architectural qualities still valid for artistic creation. When an internal continuity persists in the construction of the
urban form, it is indeed legitimate to believe that the city encloses several characteristics that are permanently admitted
as positive values, aimed at prescribing terms, limits, within which the discipline of architecture can define the future
appearance of the city. In other words, it is admissible thus to recognize in the urban and local morphology a potential of
latent energy, a desire of an immanent future of the landscape, that is, to carry on in the future of the city an identity, more
precisely, an identity of forms (Semerani 2019).
So that, the legitimacy the reconstruction process would come from a critical and selective re-elaboration of those
settlement modalities deducible from an analysis of the formal, figurative and typological characteristics of the main
monumental emergencies and by their spatial distribution, claiming that unity between architecture and urbanism
theorized by Giuseppe Samonà, where urban planning is conceived as the “first moment of architecture” (Samonà 1975;
423, translated by the author) on which are converging the architect’s creative interests. On the other hand, to quote
what Guido Canella said about the relationship between architecture and city, “Thus architecture, considered not as a
separate disciplinary category but in its physical context, assumes structural significance in its own history through the
relationship established with the becoming of the city and the territory that every significant work and every conscious
project continue to retrieve and enrich” (Canella 1989; 55, translated by the author).
Rebuilding the Old Town of Mosul
Such theoretical reflections find an experimental verification in the reconstruction of the Old Town of Mosul, where
clashes following recent armed conflicts have mutilated some historical sectors of the urban structure. Born as a military
camp in 641 on the site of the small Sassanid centre of Now Ardesir in front of ancient Nineveh, Mosul represents an
emblematic example of a city founded through the “parallactic” method (Cuneo 1986) – systematic abandonment of urban
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Geographical
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and Hudson,
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Fig. 2
General plan of the
city of Mosul.
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of the Old Town;
the perimeter of
the ancient wall
of Ninive; the
infrastructural
systems. Drawing
by the author.
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centres already in existence in favour of the foundation of new cities – where the ideology that surrounds the phenomenon
of the so-called Islamic city acts strongly (figs. 1-2). Here the operative procedures promoted by the rewriting process
place us in front of a necessary identification of those permanent principles that characterized the urban settlements in
Islamic territories. If it is true that there is not a specific definition of an Islamic city, it is equally true that it presents
formal, typological and morphological features as a constant factor in the evolution of its urban structure (Grube 1978).
That would mean admitting the presumed uniformity of the artistic phenomenon within the Muslim territory. However,
this must not exempt us from accepting that the very possibility of the existence of an Islamic art and, thus, of an
Islamic architecture presupposes a change, a vertical transformation of the previous artistic traditions, which, at a certain
historical moment, have become Islamic and, therefore, can be recognized as such by specific formal, iconological and
figurative characteristics (Grabar 1973). It is indeed tolerable to generalize the generative mechanisms that govern the
evolution of the Islamic city, that is, accept the existence of some constant factors in the production process that oversees
the architectural forms, although recognizing that the urban phenomenon manifests itself, case by case, always with
specific morphological and figurative qualities (Creswell 1958). So, which are these recurrent factors in the development
of the Islamic city? How can they contribute to the reconstruction of the Old Town of Mosul?
In defining such factors, or better to say, those persistent typological elements in the construction of the urban form, it is
admissible to follow two different procedures: structural-organizational, pertinent to investigate architecture as an urban
phenomenon, and formal-stylistic, valid in decoding the architectural object as an autonomous element.
Urban Structure and Architectural Form
The first procedure confronts us with a necessary identification of the structurality of the physical environment. As
structurality we mean here those constant principles in the evolution of the urban structure, such as those settlement
modalities that establish the distribution of the buildings within a frame of space. In Mosul and, more in general, in all
Islamic cities, this means recognizing, in a first place, the morphological uniformity of the urban structure. On the other
hand, in the Middle Eastern region the traditional urban settlement appears in its physical manifestation as a unitary
formal entity, indivisible in its geometry, not dissimilar thus to a geometric object endowed with internal homothetia,
whose development takes place through the repetition of fundamental geometrical units. It is legitimate to suppose that
such repetition took place around the settlement landmarks identified by the main monumental emergencies, such as,
precisely, the mosque, the governor’s palace, the commercial system of the bazar and the caravan routes that cross the
city (fig. 3). The presence of the walls, in this case, represents the only physical limit to the potential unlimited growth
of the urban organism. Here, the generative conditions of the urban form stand in those normative principles that define
the relationship between the space of the city and the one of nature. If we admit, for instance, the thesis advanced by
Carlo Aymonino that the dialectical and non-random relationship between typology and morphology appears to be that
procedural factor that allows “the existence of the city itself” (Aymonino 1977; 16, translated by the author), then we
could assume the archetype of the enclosure, a gesture of appropriation of space through an element of separation, as the
dominant and significant characteristic of the urban phenomenon in Muslim territory (Cuneo 1986).
Such archetypical principle in the organization of space comes from religious and contextual instances: religious, since
in the period of expansion of Muslim culture the shape of the city reflected specific symbolic values imposed by Islamic
doctrine and the will of the sovereign; contextual, because, in addition to being an icon of earthly and spiritual power, the
city had to provide protection from the incursions of nomadic peoples through an efficient system of fortifications (Cuneo
1986). Taking up the words of Attilio Petruccioli, “the Islamic city lives fully the fundamental contradiction between a
city ‘under siege’ in hostile territory – therefore as a monad city – and a city that expresses the universality of the Koranic
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Fig. 3
General plan of the
historic centre
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case the settlement
relationships
between the main
monumental
emergencies and
the caravan routes
that cross the city
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Drawing by
the author with
reference to the
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Reise im Euphrat
und Tigris gebiet,
Berlin, II, 1920.

Fig. 4
Critical reading of a
significant segment
of the historic
city of Mosul.
It is possible to
observe how the
main monumental
presences of
the city have
influenced the
morphological
characteristics
of the urban
structure. Drawing
by the author.
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message” (Petruccioli 1985; 38, translated by the author).
So that, in working within the Old Town of Mosul we should assume the archetype of the enclosure as that normative
principle that governs the relationship between the city and the territory and, on a second level, between urban and
architectural form (fig. 4). It is not so much the categorical aspect of the typology that has here an operational influence on
the practice of composition, but rather those permanent relationships between building type and urban morphology, which
define the architecture of the city over time. On the other hand, the discipline of the architectural design should indeed
accept critically and selectively the invariant elements in the urban morphology, recognizing thus the permanent factors
that have influenced the development of the physical environment as operative tools in the design process.
Form and Figure
The second procedure, the formal-stylistic one, aims at decoding the internal principles of the figurative and formal
elements of architecture. This would allow in the design practice an operational transposition of those persistent criteria in
the construction of the architectural forms. As demonstrated paradigmatically by the typological and figurative structure
of the main monumental presences of the city, such as, for instance, mosques, madrasas, khans, etc., in Islamic architecture
the spatial and figurative elements that compose the building are arranged through a repetition of independent units
according to a precise volumetric and planimetric layout. On the other hand, Ludovico Quaroni himself differentiates
Western from Islamic architecture in the ways of composing space: the Islamic one would prefer the juxtaposition of
pure elements following pre-established geometric patterns, with a strong symbolic charge (Quaroni 1985). Therefore,
in working within the city of Mosul it should be accepted such tendency demonstrated by the Islamic architecture in
composing the spatial and formal characters of the building through a reiteration of units of volume and surface.
Then, from these formal considerations, it would be necessary to move on to an analysis of the semantic value that stands
behind the form of the city: on the one hand, we can attribute to a certain number of Islamic architecture and urban
episodes a specific power of signification; on the other, it is equally possible to observe how there is no direct relationship
between form and function or, better to say, between the figurative and typological apparatus of the architectural object
and its intended use. To explain this aspect of Islamic architecture we appeal to the words of Oleg Grabar.
“In describing and dealing with various groups of monuments, a constant of their interpretation has been the ambiguity,
or semantic ambivalence, as if the visible form had no meaning beyond itself, or the meaning of the form was provided by
other significances. A country property, a ribat, and a caravanserai shared the same formal organization; the same motifs
and decorative tools were used for quite different buildings. In these cases, the differences in purposes and uses were not
established by the monuments, but by the activities that took place there. This primacy of human life and social needs also
explains why, from the mosque to the stucco and ornamentation, almost all groups of Islamic monuments were flexible,
adaptable to a variety of functions” (Grabar 1973; 259, translated by the author).
That appears to contrast with what happens in the European city. Such difference is obvious if we consider, for instance,
the allegorical and metaphorical character of Western architecture, of which the typological and figurative apparatus of
Christian buildings is one of the most emblematic examples; or if we compare this iconographical deficiency of Islamic
architecture to the systematic theory of character formulated by Jacques-Francois Blondel in the XVIII century, whose
theoretical imperative was to provide each building with a semblance that precisely marked its intended use.
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Conclusion
These factors that contribute in defining the shape of the Islamic city thus identify some settlement and figurative instances
with which the practice of design and, therefore, of architectural composition is called to confront in the reconstruction
process of the Old Town of Mosul (fig. 4): the contraposition between the space of the city and the one of nature which
recognizes in the archetype of the enclosure that constant element that governs the relationship among the urban
morphology and the typological characters of the buildings; the presumed aptitude of the urban fabric to grow according
to a settlement system composed by the roads’ layout and by the main monumental permanencies of the city; the constant
repetition of independent spatial and formal units that dominates the composition of the architectural organism; the
semantic ambivalence of buildings with respect to their intended use, symbol of the primacy of the spirituality of human
life on functional technological instances, etc.
So that, in recovering the symbolic value of the city’s places and, thus, its cultural identity, it would be necessary both the
acceptance of these factors as constants in the transformation processes of the first-degree architecture into a new set of
syntagmatic elements, as well as the recognition of a subjectivization of the contextual dynamics by the author in their
formal and functional reorganization.
These considerations on the relationship between architectural form and urban structure have value not so much as
axiomatic formal tools divorced from the social and political context, but rather as a framework of possible compositional
principles that, once taken critically in operational practice, may suggest a possible methodical approach in facing the
reconstruction of the city of Mosul.
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Since the economic crisis of 2008, the lack of resources to complete urban plans and the acknowledged inability of the masterplan to
meet the needs for which it was created (Bishop, Williams, 2012), questions the spatial, temporal and economic dimension of designing,
undermining the heroic attitude that, on the contrary, guided modern planning.
The prevalence of a culture that recognizes in the firmitas, meant as permanence, an absolute value of architecture, has privileged, in fact,
‘long-lasting’ design tools of which the territories report, today, the failures. Vacant buildings and abandoned areas awaiting development
are given back by the crisis as urban fragilities. However, their multiplication constitutes an opportunity to rethink the intermediate time
of experimentation in favor of a radical culture that intercepts, in the shadows of reality, its own radius of action (Agamben, 2008). The
times of the city thus become the object itself of recovery, favoring the application of practices capable of gathering the changes of a
contemporaneity in which the act of forecasting, a peculiarity that the architectural project contains, struggles to rediscover its meaning.
The episodic and anti-monumental force of the ephemeral forms gives the city back its fourth dimension, transforming architecture into a
time vector (Tafuri, 1994) capable of mediating between the aspiration of permanence and the inevitable change of boundary conditions.
The ‘Estate Romana’ and the ‘Teatro del Mondo’ recount the extremes of a Postmodern Italian phenomenon, where reasoning on time
presents radical behaviors, united by a political reflection that questions the legitimacy of their actions (Fava, 2017). Facing the climate of
uncertainty that drives the present time, the purpose of the paper is to recover the theoretical and operational elements of the ephemeron,
putting in crisis the idea of permanence as the only possible configuration of the city and entrusting the possibility of verifying the real
endurance of the project to the defined time. By questioning premises and outcomes of its own work, the ephimeral project thus seems to
find a new adherence to the principles of reality (Ferraris, 2012).
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Introduction
Generally remembered by scholars in an autonomous way, the ‘Estate Romana’ and the ‘Teatro del Mondo’ recount the
extremes of a Postmodern Italian phenomenon where the issue about time presents radical actions. The purpose of the
paper is to argue in which extent the questions posed by the current situation find an argument in favor of the postmodern
tradition, recovering the theoretical and operational elements of the ephemeron.
Estate Romana
In the Seventies Rome is a fragmented city, a symbol of building speculation which in the same years characterized the
growth of the suburbs of the Italian cities. The capital begins to undergo a transformation process which, in addition to
marking a slowdown in population growth, sees a gradual abandonment of the historic center. Rome is also a place of
action for those years called ‘Anni di Piombo’ that pollute the Italian political struggle, forcing the capital to progressively
militarize. Facing this reality, the Municipality, lead by Giulio Carlo Argan, starts a series of cultural initiatives aimed at
developing a new perspective on Rome.
The ‘Estate Romana’ is a cultural event that takes place from 1977 to 1985 under the guidance of the young councilor for
culture, Renato Nicolini, inaugurating what will be known as “the season of the ephemeron” and “urban planning of the
immaterial”. A vast program of cultural events delineates the strategic elements through which to overcome the restrictive
logic of the capital, encouraging, on many occasions, the re-appropriation of some historical places in a state of neglect and
abandonment. Among the different editions and activities carried out during the whole ‘Estate Romana’, some of them are
particularly noteworthy. Renato Nicolini’s ‘Estate Romana’ is inaugurated with the film festival entitled ‘Cinema Epico’
which takes place inside the Basilica of Maxentius. In 1977 the use of the basilica of Maxentius for summer events does
not represent a particular innovation as its spaces are already used for the summer concerts of the Santa Cecilia season
(Fava, 2017). The design qualities that define the success of Maxentius are, in this case, rather traceable in the extension
of the use of urban space by a wider public, encouraged through the combination of different cultural forms, inclusive of
those considered minor (Nicolini, 1991). By using temporary architectures, the event generates a way of densifying the
existing spaces, which often ‘does without’ new construction, using only light structures to support the shows.
A second example concerns the project developed by Costantino Dardi on the occasion of the ‘Avanguardia
Transavanguardia’ exhibition which recounts a reflection on the function and language of the architectural project in
relation to archaeological pre-existences. The exhibition is created in 1981 along the Aurelian walls, between Porta
Metronia and Porta Latina, following a proposal included in a larger project of reuse of this urban segment, ‘moving’ the
crowd from the center to abandoned historical places (Dardi, 2009; Fava, 2017).
Like the popular cinema set up in the Basilica of Maxentius, ‘Circo in Piazza’ along via Giulia is another example
of overcoming the stigmatized vision that the city center suffers (Nicolini, 1991), stimulating its improper use and
establishing new relationships between citizens and public space.
The staging of the ‘International Poet Festival’ organized on the beach of Castel Porziano and the ‘Parco Centrale’ project
move the Estate Romana beyond the boundaries of the archaeological city of Rome. In particular the latter, unlike the
previous examples, is confronted with degraded areas of the city, introducing the need for a more substantial architectural
project and the use of the ephemeron as a real prefiguration of future urban transformation. The design of the temporary
projects is entrusted to Franco Purini and Laura Thermes, in collaboration with Duccio Staderini, Ugo Colobari and
Giuseppe De Boni (Nicolini, Purini, 1981; Fava, 2017), whose aim is to induce a new vision to overcome the totalizing
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idea of Rome as a city linked exclusively to the image of its historical spaces. The fixed-term architecture become a
catalyst and pioneer project from which it is hoped the birth of a chain mechanism, generating further opportunities. Where
the necessary speed to create the exhibitions requires a strong comparison with reality and with the means immediately
available, the temporary project demonstrates its exalting qualities through operations aimed at restoring visibility and
accessibility to those places subject to intervention, at the time in a state of neglect and abandonment.
Becoming new centers of attraction for the surrounding neighborhoods, the interventions in via Sabotino, Villa Torlonia,
Caffarella Park and the former-Mattatoio bring back vacant spaces in the city as real pilot projects used to direct future
developments. The Councilor of Culture transforms urban places into real experimentation laboratories that act as ‘test’
or ‘prototype’ spaces for new forms of use that from temporary, because they are linked to the summer event, sometimes
turn into permanent use. It is so, for example, for the reconquest of the former-Mattatoio site as a space for culture; for
the Palazzo delle Esposizioni project, whose spaces were highly inadequate compared to the new museum requirements
and for the project of building the pedestrian unity of the Fori Romani in via della Conciliazione, proposed by Benevolo
and supported by Argan and Petroselli.
The latest project tells of a further change of scale both with respect to the urban dimension with which it is confronted
and with respect to the city itself. In 1985, ‘Massenzio ultimo atto’ moves away from the city center again to measure
himself with the city of the twentieth century. The cinema hall of Maxentius is then built in the Palazzo dei Congressi
at EUR, becoming an opportunity to enhance an architectural heritage that was still little recognized and focusing the
attention on the state of abandonment of the architecture of Adalberto Libera.
The places of the ‘Estate Romana’ establish an experimental availability through the use of the temporary project as a
test-error investigative tool that, within a long-term process, defines a series of spatial possibilities that could only be
achieved by forcing formal limits and existing legislation. In function of an unexpected need for use or imagination, the
relationship between space, time and norm is in fact broken, transgressed and modeled. In merit to this, the term of “state
of exception” deepened by Giorgio Agamben is borrowed from the legal vocabulary in a recent text that bears the same
title (Agamben, 2003) in which the author identifies a specific state characterized by a temporary suspension of the law in
favor of life, which thus takes over a theoretically and spatially pre-ordered system.
Il Teatro del Mondo
After the reform of the Venice Biennale, which took place between 1974 and 1978, and the consequent separation between
the Theater and Music sections, a new attention to the development of specific projects on performative languages was
born. In 1979 the Architecture and Theater sectors of Venice Biennale inaugurate their activity with the project of an
exhibition entitled ‘Venezia e lo spazio scenico’ set up at Palazzo Grassi. Aldo Rossi is commissioned to design what has
remained, since then, perhaps the emblem of the Biennale and Rossi’s work: a floating theater, a sort of re-interpretation
of sixteenth-century Venetian theaters, built like a machine on water. In addition to Palazzo Grassi, the exhibition ‘Venezia
e lo spazio scenico’ thus occupies the whole Lagoon involving – among other areas – San Barnaba, the Arsenal and the
square of San Marco, activating, with ‘Il Teatro del Mondo’, the main square of the city, or rather its lagoon basin.
Without wishing to reduce to a single aspect the complexity of the interpretations that have so far been developed around
the architecture of ‘Il Teatro del Mondo’, the presentation of this work here is rather oriented to underline a double aspect:
on the one hand the ability of the determined time to activate landscapes through the construction of narratives of which
the theater becomes a paradigm; on the other, the attempt to claim a space of imagination on the city, reduced, according
to Aldo Rossi, to the mere technicality of urban planning and functionalism. As himself writes in the article of ‘La città
analoga’, published by the editorial Lotus in 1976, “the era of urban models is over and together with them the epoch of
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urban techniques is over” (Rossi, 1976). In that year Aldo Rossi, in fact, designs an imaginary city made up of a collage
of projects, images and places that he called it “analogous city”, recalling with this title the mixture of desire, dream and
reason present in his architectural project. The awareness that reality is grasped through perception and imagination is the
true creative process and the process of the analogy becomes an indispensable tool for every artistic production, which
allows a form of knowledge of reality based on representation and on a morphological thought that proceeds through
images. By re-reading the work of Aldo Rossi from this point of view, the temporary architecture of ‘Il Teatro del Mondo’
thus becomes the instrument to make the space of the imagination manifest and be realized in the reality, confirming the
correspondence between imagination and ephemeron.
If the ephemeron constitutes the concrete possibility of imagining an alternative city, the sense of ‘La città analoga’ is that
of regaining those degrees of imaginary freedom that urban planning and functionalism have denied.
The actuality of the ephemeron
Once all claims of historical reconstruction have been overcome, the choice to deepen these experiences is motivated by
the desire to find useful tools for the contemporary city, rediscovering the time of architecture. In recent years, and in
particular since the crisis of 2008, the spread of temporary practices on a global scale seems to define a design horizon
capable of moving between the doubts of the present by formulating visions of cities that, in the instability of positions
which are, by their nature, temporary, define fluid identities built on the need of the present.
As we have seen from this two experiences, the ephemeron defines an operating method through which to respond to current
needs, finding in the temporary project a way of reacting to the themes of the Modern that still affect the international
debate. In fact, the critical attitude of the ephemeron elevates the temporary instrument as an interpretation device capable
of highlighting the shadows of the territory (Agamben, 2008) and the critical issues that cross the contemporary era. The
‘fixed’ or ‘short-term’ time is therefore transformed from an object to a subject of mediation with reality.
In a design culture where the ‘firmitas’, understood as duration, represents a resistant category and a sign of recognition
of the architecture defined according to the principles of classicism, the ability of the ephemeral architecture to recycle, to
convert, to produce spaces and memories finds strength in his anti-monumentality, undermining the idea of permanence
as the only possible configuration. Acting in the present, the ephemeral architecture also transforms the space into a tool
capable of responding and adapting to a continuous modification, constituting the modality through which to measure the
capacity of project. This comparison with reality is confirmed by the process of verification, or rather by the attempt of
architecture to re-negotiate its own positions as the boundary conditions change.
In this way the architectural forms intertsect not only with the narration of the city, but also with the representation of the
design action itself, inviting the architect to a continuous research on his discipline and on the role of the project.
The changing of the historical conditions, the interpretations and the different outcomes that these reflections have
produced in the project and in the reality, determine the need to re-establish the sense that ephemeral architecture assumes
in the current context. The contact point can be traced back to a general disillusionment with the instruments of planning,
entrusting to the short-term time the possibility of experiencing the real endurance and capacity of the project.
In fact, the Postmodern experiences use the ephemeron to shape a new imagery through which to re-interpret the existing
reality, where temporality becomes an expedient to experience new states of occupation of the city. As Nicolini himself
declared, “architecture was not simply supporting the events, but it was always based on the invention of new worlds”.
Today the ephemeron becomes extraordinarily topical when the land management tools prove to be inadequate to face the
exceptional conditions that the economic and financial crisis has generated. The ephemeral architecture thus becomes the
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instrument capable of questioning the ‘validity conditions’ of these instruments, allowing an integral experimentation of
forms and processes, of which urban regeneration becomes the promoter.
Deeply different from the urban requalification, which has characterized the branch of urban planning in conditions of
economic growth and stability of the financial markets, the practices of urban regeneration leverage the temporariness as
a triggering factor for the reactivation of the existing unused heritage and for a future enhancement, where the meaning
of ‘value’ is fully inherent to the different aspects of civil cohabitation and not limited to the economic component alone.
The practice of urban regeneration could then allow to prototype what will be the possibilities of the strategic vision for
a future transformation. Since the economic crisis of 2008, the lack of resources for the completion of urban plans and
the inability of the masterplan to meet the needs for which it was designed (Bishop, Williams, 2012), question the spatial,
temporal and economic dimensions of design, undermining the ‘heroic’ attitude that, on the contrary, guided Modern
planning. The process of abstraction of urban planning culture with respect to the physical evidence of the existing city
has thus compromised the right to transform and manipulate its features in experimental terms, which means to physically
get the hands into the body of the city, to understand it and modify it. In my opinion, today it is fundamental to critically
rethink the legacy of the ephemeron, because it means re-affirming the primacy of the architectural project over the
techno-bureaucratic administration of the territory.
We must understand that it is still surviving a political and administrative culture based on the assumption of being able
to transform cities and territories on the basis of hypotheses that are not previously verified in real phenomena. On the
contrary, it would be necessary to formulate a position aimed at restoring the rights of reality, recognizing, as Maurizio
Ferraris says, its inemendable character (Ferraris, 2012) to which the architectural project should adhere.
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ABSTRACT
Defining ‘historical or ‘contemporary’ in the debate about the renewal of the urban fabric of reconstructed German cities, which has been
in progress for several decades (Petzet, 1988; Bode, 2004), is almost never simple or unequivocal, and is more drastically a result of the
contrast of true/false and authentic/copy. Similarly, it is not easy to place urban summaries – aesthetic or critical-semantic – in definitive
categories that ex-novo reproduce tracts of the historic city by substituting what were already totally innovative urban plots or ones belonging
to a Modern heritage. The first case examined is the reconstruction (2011-2019) of the blocks of buildings in the Dom Römer neighbourhood
in Frankfurt, which stands on the original area destroyed by bombing during the Second World War and which was entirely saturated in a
building complex from the late 1970s. The demolition of the building volumes – entirely incongruous in function, form, and meaning – and
reconstruction of the original Fachwerkhäuser by anastylosis (Herk, 2019) obeys a deeply felt ethical imperative shared by the Citizenry and
Local Government even though radically opposed by the architectural culture that has not been sparing in its severe criticism of the initiative
(Oswalt, 2018). It is clear how in the restoration in this urban context reconstructed according to the Modern Movement, the principles of
romantic urbanism have prevailed in the restoration of the lost historic fabric (Wolfrum, 2012) even if tempered by philological rigour in
the adoption of historic types, models, and technologies. Furthermore, given the positive effect on tourism, its popularity with operators
is significant. Distinctly manifesting itself in the second case is the delicate balance between Gesamtkunstwerk values (complete works
of art) and “emotive-experiential” restoration work in the urban restoration of the Böttcherstrasse in Bremen, a masterpiece of German
Expressionism, where this Hanseatic city has had the maximum of cultural-artistic attraction since it was restored (1988-1999) (Skalecki,
2013). Reflection between “creativity” and “reality” in the context of “new Urbanism” in an “immer neue alte Stadt” (an “always new Old
City”) is invited and also on the legitimisation of the anastylistic urban re-composition, the reasons for the stigma of transformations judged
to be “nostalgic and regressive” being historically attenuated, which means there is no betrayal of the ethical values of Modernity.
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Defining ‘historical or ‘contemporary’ in the debate about renewing the urban fabric of reconstructed German cities,
which has been in progress for several decades [Petzet, 1988; Bode, 2004], is almost never simple or unequivocal, and
is more the drastic result of the contrast between true/false and authentic/copy. Similarly, it is not easy to place urban
summaries – aesthetic or critical-semantic – in definitive categories that reproduce tracts of the historic city ex-novo by
substituting what were already totally innovative urban plots or areas with a modern heritage.
Which reconstruction? Urban context in international policies.
Since the 1950s the debate on the need to reconstruct the characteristic building and monumental heritage by reproducing
its historic character has dominated the continental architectural and cultural scene in an international context dramatically
conditioned by the Cold War [Pombeni, 2006, 2007].
In Italy and Germany – given the amount of the material loss resulting from the destruction during the Second World War
– the terms of the debate and the formal outcomes were disagreement at times guided by the personal options taken by
the Heritage Preservation Agency. In fact, first and foremost was the urgent need to rebuild the material substance of the
European city quickly and in economically sustainable conditions while modernizing the road and service infrastructure at
the same time. In the German context in particular, the questions concerning the direction and practices of reconstruction
of badly damaged (or irredeemably lost) sites dominated the initial decades of life of the “Two Germanies” – the FDR
known as West Germany and the DDR known as East Germany – and assumed a markedly political-ideological edge
[Zanlungo, 2018]. The regeneration of the discussion has gained strength in the years since German Reunification and
the controversial globalization at the start of the Third Millennium, making generations of intellectuals and architects
question themselves about the meaning of the “German identity” and its destiny against a background of yearning for
sovereignty and nationalist tendencies in continental Europe [Borchmeyer, 2017].
The (controversial) attribution of new meaning to designated urban spaces.
A recent and meaningful chapter is the monumental post-war reconstruction (fig. 1) and the representative complexes
in the context of the so-called “martyr city” (Cologne, Dresden, Berlin) never cease to generate heated discussions in
the academic field of architecture. In contrast to the past, the questions supersede the academic disciplinary dimension,
meaning the traditional opposition between “true-false”, the old substance versus modern materials, are used to confront
the slippery side of the political-ideological categorization. Once again, far from vindicating its own independence, it is
the responsibility of architecture and urbanism to take the constraints of the collective historic memory into consideration
in both cases of improper “cultural recording” and suffer the consequences of anathemas or declarations of damnatio
memoriae (posthumous damnation). Curiously, sometimes inverted in this argument are the traditional contrast between
“progressive architecture”, embodying the materials and language of the Modern, and “reactionary architecture”,
symbolized by “in-style” nostalgic reconstruction. Significantly positive value is attributed to the latter: this is the case in
the rebirth of the Frauenkirche and Neumarkt in Dresden [GHND, 2019; Streck, 2012] as well as the Berliner StadtschlossHumbold Forum [Boddien&Engel, 2000], that after having been slammed by the critics as “false”, are now found to be
prestigious motors of enhancement of historic urban fabric. Between fluctuations in the criticisms and taste, “stigma” of
the “immaterial value” has a special role, involving and determining ideological forcing in attributing new meaning to the
spaces. The elegant tertiary-residential complex of the Leibnizkolonnaden in Berlin-Charlottemburg is a striking case (fig.
2) that was completed in the year 2000 to a design by Hans Kollhoff [Acocella, 2009] and whose piazza was subsequently
named in memory of Walter Benjamin, a victim of racial persecution. In this particular architectural context – that stands
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Fig. 1
Frankfurt am Main:
Center of the
Altstadt (Old
Town). Bomb
damage near the
cathedral, May
1945. (Photo:
Unknown,
University of
Wisconsin.
Public Domain).

Fig. 2
Berlin-Charlottenburg,Walter-Benjamin-Platz,
Leibnizkolonnaden (Hans Kollhoff, 1997-2000).
(Photo: Fridolin
freudenfett,
2016. Creative
Commons
AttributionShare Alike 4.0
International
license).
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out in an urban fabric composed of a Jugendstil matrix – there are the characteristics of a marked spirit of twentieth
century novecentista “Italian” classical antiquity mixed with stylistic evocations with references to metaphysical painting
and fascist architecture. In fact, it pays recognizable homage to the urban placing, arrangement, and layout of Via Roma
in Turin (M. Piacentini, 1931-’37). Nevertheless, setting the argument alight is the “discovery” of a sentence by the fascist
sympathizing American Ezra Pound inscribed on the paving of the piazza – it alludes to the practice of usury – and has
been implicitly perceived as disrespecting the dignity of Jewish people [Hartbaum, 2019]. The diatribe bouncing from
the architectural journals to the pages on culture in the national daily newspapers does not discuss the formal choice of
Hans Kollhoff but his very disinvolved use of politically incorrect citations in sensitive fields [Trüby, 2019; Lutes, 2019].
Frankfurt am Main | destruction and reconstruction [1945-2019].
The first case examined is the reconstruction (2011-2019) of the blocks of buildings in the Dom Römer neighborhood in
Frankfurt, which stands on the original area destroyed by bombing during the Second World War and which was entirely
saturated in a building complex from the late 1970s. The demolition of the building volumes – entirely incongruous in
function, form, and meaning – and reconstruction of the original Fachwerkhäuser by anastylosis [Herk, 2019] obeys a
deeply felt ethical imperative shared by the Citizenry and Local City Government even though radically opposed by the
architectural culture that has not been sparing in its severe criticism of the initiative [Oswalt, 2018]. It is clear how the
principles of romantic urbanism have prevailed in the restoration of the lost historic fabric in this urban context which has
been reconstructed according to the ideas of the Modern Movement [Wolfrum, 2012] even if tempered by philological
rigor in the adoption of historic types, models, and technologies. Furthermore, given the positive effect on tourism, its
popularity with operators is significant.
In fact, the reconstruction discussed – which cannot be positioned in a rigorous methodology in spite of the excellent layout
and constructive excellence – fluctuates in executing “historic” copies, stylistic inventions, and interesting typological
reinterpretations. Moreover, the operation has obtained an extraordinary confirmatory consensus and success in the eyes
of the townspeople and visitors who have voted the “new-historic” district of Dom Römer as the “coolest” and most
popular site in the city.
However, here too – in spite of the urban restoration operation being impeccably managed by the public organization
and private operators – the complex job of restoring the urban identity has not been able to relieve the undesired political
instrumentalisation. In fact, the urban complex has been “inaugurated” and ideologically occupied by extreme right-wing
political movements: as often happens in important restoration projects, the building had been stamped with the shameful
but unmerited description by the “authoritarian, populist, and history revisionist Right’s media instrument” [Truby, 2018].
The Bremen case: Böttcherstrasse and Balge-Quartier
Distinctly manifesting itself in this second case is the delicate balance between Gesamtkunstwerk values (complete
works of art) and “emotive-experiential” restoration work in the urban restoration of the Böttcherstrasse in Bremen, a
masterpiece of German Expressionism (fig. 3) where this Hanseatic city has enjoyed the maximum of cultural-artistic
attraction since it was restored (1954/1989-1999) [Skalecki, 2013].
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Fig. 3
Dom-Römer area
in Frankfurt’s
Altstadt in April
2018, seen from
the Cathedral
tower.
(Photo: Silesia711,
2018. Creative
Commons, CC
BY-SA 4.0).

Fig. 4
Böttcherstraße,
Bremen.
Paula BeckerModersohn Haus
and Haus St.
Petrus.
(Photo: Jürgen
Howaldt,
2006. Creative
Commons, CC
BY-SA 2.0 de).
license).
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Notwithstanding it being only 108 meters long, the entirely pedestrianised street Böttcherstrasse is considered to be “the
secret main road of the city”. The management of the Bremen case embodies a rare exception in the always sensitive
field of monument care and preservation: the massive reconstruction of the expressionist buildings as well as the
decorative ornamentation [Talasch, 2002] has also allowed the addition of “in style” and substantial cant in both cases.
The transformation occurred in a climate of substantial agreement and now represents one of the most appreciated tourist
destinations of the Hanseatic city: an continuum of internal and external museum space, reception spaces, and a fervent
socio-cultural reference point has been generated by the restoration.
Equally interesting is the urban redevelopment and restoration of the Balge-Quartier that provided for the demolition,
reconstruction, and restoration of historic and post-war volumes in the heart of Bremen. In particular, the work on the
Essighaus merchant house (1619) is of interest, subsequently transformed into a restaurant and put under a protection
order in 1973 [Skalecki, 2015]. Defined as “an impressive gabled town house in the old town of Bremen”, the Essighaus
is one of the city’s finest examples of Renaissance architecture and was almost completely destroyed by bombing in 1943.
The entrance flanked by projecting bay windows is the only part of the building which has been restored.
The reconstruction of the whole block – underway at the time of writing (2020) – by the Jacobs coffee group for the
location of its own strategic centre provides for the demolition of all of the building and the two contiguous building
units which were rebuilt during the 1950s. The original volume, only kept intact by the two first orders of the façade, will
be integrated into a completely new organism with a new appearance while the historic façade is to have architectural
features that faithfully reproduce the historic design. It is worth noting how the Local City Government has strongly
supported the whole project, a statement of progressive ecology that in many ways corresponds to the gap outlined in the
Dom Römer Quartier project in Frankfurt [Hethey, 2019].
Conclusion
“Creativity” and “reality” in the context of “new Urbanism” in an “immer neue alte Stadt” (an “always new Old
City”) and also in the context of legitimisation of the anastylistic urban re-composition, the reasons for the stigma of
transformations judged to be “nostalgic and regressive” being historically attenuated, means there is no betrayal of the
ethical values of Modernity. In its critical complexity and the disputes it generates, the subject is much more “fluid” in the
academic discipline of architecture, including in the light of recent rereading of the historically Ancient and Modern. In
managing the planning discipline that tends to massively and fatally intervene in subjects from remote and more recent
history and above all in the environment of urban fabrics lost or badly damaged is seismic events [Pellizzari, 2018],
it may be necessary to reconsider the rigid boundaries of the discipline. The separation of philological architectural
preservation and ex-novo reconstruction in contemporary form has produced uncertain and at times banal typological
experimentations. These limits are now insufficient to trace feasible project methods bearing in mind how the eruption
of “social” and “ethical” themes has contributed to making the overall picture even more complex. In particular, it is
considered appropriate to renew theoretical reflection with specific specialization in the questions that bind the traditional
community to the consolidated spaces, focusing on the relationships between the new demographic balance, growth, and
the unprecedented yearnings for an identity.
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This paper explores the inter-connected relationship between urban resiliency and social equity under the specific light of Egypt’s
Alexandria. It sheds light on the informal scene of Alexandria, one that is often discarded and ignored in the dialogue of urban resiliency.
Studies in resiliency often discard the specificity of sites and their hierarchal ramifications along with the historical experience of the
local population. The idea is to redraw urban mitigation outlines and to include the affected population in the process of environmental
containment. The paper thus studies local policies, the game changers and the benefiting parties, and the otherwise relocated or
affected population in play in Alexandria, Egypt. The scope is to explore the potential of some sensible methods that would put into
consideration the local capacities and vernacular experiences of the area’s population.
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Rising environmental conditions have been threatening the way cities function in the last couple of decades. Climatic
catastrophes have been increasingly recurrent and with it the rising need for site-specific strategies. Many countries
around the globe have started to tackle the issue of sea level rise, identified by the symptoms of flooding, inundation, soil
subsidence and other phenomena that hinder the well-being of the urban agglomeration.
However, attention to social equity and hierarchy in the vulnerability level of every targeted community has not been
correctly tackled. Inside a single city, exists a multitude of communal patterns, some of which are usually ignored when
strategizing resiliency. Informal settlements are usually left out from the big picture with no regard to their specificity
and with no real goal of optimizing the locals’ lifestyles. Alexandria offers a unique dynamic of informality; construction
is usually as vernacular as it gets, resulting in squatters with high-rise buildings and extremely narrow streets. The
infrastructure in these areas is usually decayed and of bad quality, and the locals have learned to deal with the recurrent
flood events with primitive strategies. These procedures are futile and oftentimes significant loss of property and life occurs.
This paper explores the strong connection between climatic vulnerability and social equity, while studying the specific
informal scene of Egypt’s Alexandria, to understand the formation process of the urban gathering, while deciphering the
main factors and capacities that limit the spectrum of strategies and plans to be implemented and sustained for its host
population. This was possible through the reading on the issue from a scholar point of view, through existing archives and
resources in Arabic. Then, an assessment of the current situation of informality is depicted through a set of maps, leading
to an identification of a shared group of criteria that classify the agglomerations into categories. Finally, a case study is
chosen and a basic diagnosis is presented.
Methodology
In order to acquire the needed data for the study, a field visit to Alexandria was conducted to gather photographs, maps,
interviews and other resources directly connected to the issue. This phase permitted an assessment of the quality of the
available information, and the understanding of Alexandria’s informal scene in an urban and social aspect. The author
subsequently conducted an analogy based on recent satellite maps accompanied by a photographical archive to obtain an
updated image of the informal situation in Alexandria. The newly created maps, overlapped with maps of topography, and
a quick reading of the climatic and environmental risks lurking over Alexandria in the light of the current demographical
and architectural state of negligence regarding the issue, allow the presumption that informal settlements in Alexandria
are the most vulnerable urban gatherings to these water induced risks.
Alexandria’s Informal Scene
Alexandria of Egypt was originally founded as a port city by Alexander the Great in 331 BC. The prehistoric fishery was
planned to be the ancient capital of Egypt, and the connection point between the Mediterranean and the Nile through the
Mareotis Lake. Alexandria’s history witnessed several environmentally connected events that marked its timeline; from
earthquakes, droughts and floods, Alexandria has been a continuous human quest to tame nature. This was clear in the
Mohamed Ali Era from 1805 to 1848, in which major hydrological interventions were underwent to control Alexandria’s
water bodies (Khirfan, 2010). However, during the past century, Alexandria has witnessed a population boom from
1,037,462 in 1950 to 5,086,240 in 2018 on a surface of 2818 km2. This was mainly caused by the nationalization of the
city led by Abdul Nasser at the time, reclaiming Alexandria from foreign investors. This caused a massive inner migration
flux from the rural areas, coupled with an unexpecting local government. This uncontrolled wave severely undermined the
existing infrastructure of the city. This situation gradually deteriorated, with an incompetent planning and a very scarce
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governmental performance, plagued with corruption. Alexandria is today marked with an insufficient transportation and
infrastructure system, a housing crisis, a decaying heritage, and a serious socio-urban dilemma. (Abayazid et al, 2016)
Informal areas in Egypt emerged illegally without general planning, and were therefore essentially deprived of infrastructural
services like irrigation, drainage, and power supply. These areas typically lack units like police stations, health facilities,
schools, public transport and cannot be accessed by ambulances or fire trucks. This caused the further degradation of these
areas and the domination of illness, ignorance, illiteracy, crime, and therefore became dangerous areas.
Informal settlements can mean anything in Egypt from inhabitants of graveyards, boats, staircase rooms, dumpsters
and decaying buildings, to high-density urban neighbourhoods in deserted lands or in city centres with unplanned
high-rise buildings. As a process, the inhabitants usually employ a contractor from their vicinity to build these towers
without regulation and with minimal aesthetic and functional planning, making them drastically different from the
global informal pattern. (Abdel Azim, 2005)
We can extract the main problems for such agglomerations: outside of the authorized planned realm, growing far from
legal surveillance; narrow streets, predominantly decaying infrastructure and structures; with time, these neighborhoods
invade the limits of the city and become a part of it; unattended constructions, designs and executions; lacking the
organized form in building materials and heights, paint, and general decoration; lost activities delimited by these areas
are unlicensed, including offices, shops, mosques etc.; social problems prevail (crime, addiction, extremism…); very
few governmental services. Economical geography insinuates that the people inhabiting these areas experience feelings
of injustice and inferiority, which inspires detachment and violence towards the authorities. These factors make the
neighborhoods a fertile ground for extremism. This is accompanied by an environmental need to rectify these areas as
vulnerable areas to pollution and flooding due to their high density.
In Alexandria, a few patterns can be recognized. These forms depend on the economic situation of the local population:
chaotic residencies: constructed in a good manner in the administrative area of the city but without prior licensing and without
attention to local planning; deformed residencies: built with predominately temporary materials (huts) with no consideration
to sanitary and environmental limitations (drinking water, plumbing, drainage); marginalized residencies: not made to host
habitants but are however resided like mosque patios, ruins, historical areas, kiosks and staircase houses; independent rooms
residencies: whole families living in single rooms with no benefits while sharing other families with a single bathroom (this
typology is often found in rooftops and backyards; this lifestyle results in very negative psychological and social issues along
with the loss of privacy and individuality); cemetery residencies (here are applied all the characteristics of the informal poor
settlement. Habitants have no rights except for their self-established ownerships and rental leases).
The Alexandria governorate is the 6th Egyptian governorate in population mass with a total number of 48 informal
agglomerations in 2005, a total area of 196.959 km2 (6.9% of the governorate, 29.8% of the built area). This area inhabited
a population of 1’108’759 at the time. Briefly, 1/3 persons in Alexandria lives in Informality, throughout 7% of the total
city area, with an average density of 33260 person/km2 (Abdel Azim, 2005).
Figure1 features the high density and lack of vacant space in the urban mass. It locates the main 15 informal areas in the
city and their relationship to their surroundings. Overlapping the urban mass map to topography gives a prediction of the
main floodable zones of the city, many of which are considered informal.
The reasons behind the emergence of informal settlements in Alexandria can be attributed to several factors: increased
migration from the rural areas to the city; unemployment and inability to keep up with rising prices with traditional simple
careers; no balance between income and rent rates, with the change to a more expensive leasing system; the emergence
of some industries outside the urban area and the absence of convenient residencies for the workers; the absence of early
detection and intervention lead to the invasion and sprawl of informal settlements, which made it very hard to confront later.
Lack of law enforcement and execution of laws organizing construction, bureaucracy and weakness of consequences
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The existence of desert and agricultural areas delimiting Alex made it easy for the neighboring governorates to sprawl on
these areas (in addition to the internal sprawl from Alexandria outward).
Towards the city center, the prominence of informal settlements decreases due to their remoteness from the neighboring
governorates and the lack of free space for exploitation. These zones face some equally dangerous risks that are correlated
with deterioration on an environmental, heritage, and historical level through the demolition of some existing buildings
and their transformation into residential commercial buildings with no consideration to the new urban fabric.
Figure 2 analyses the sprawl of informality between 2002 and 2016, indicating a quick deterioration of the situation, in
the light of the main categories instigating informal gatherings.
Environmental Future of Alexandria
Alexandria is projected to be the most damaged due to the repercussions of climate change in Africa. Many factors
set it for major loss; its strategic location between 3 major water bodies, its extensive population, and its existence on
predominantly low lands. This is confirmed by the now-repetitive flooding events targeting the city. The city is predicted
to be partially submerged along with parts of the Nile Delta by 2070.
This is endorsed by a report from the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change foreseeing a dislocation of 8 Million
across the Nile Delta, 4 Million in Alexandria alone, in the scenario of a 1m sea level rise. Risks targeting the region are
events of “inundation, waterlogging, increased flooding, and salinization under accelerated sea-level rise” (IPCC, 1997).
Figure. 3 showcases the flooding types that are prominent in Alexandria and how they are amplified in high-density areas.
In parallel, Alexandria is marked with a group of geological elements that inflate the issue; the Nile Delta, consisting of
66% of the national agricultural land (Lewis, 2011) is irrigated through the many canals of the Nile. The canals previously
provided the area with sedimentation, now ceasing to reach the soil due to the construction of the Aswan dam during the
past century. Subsequently, land has been subsiding with an annual rate of up to 8mm (El Askary et al., 2009). In addition,
Alexandria’s beachside is eroded every year, and the government resorts to desert sand filling to compensate for the loss,
undermining the ecology. The combination of these geological factors may cause the devastation of soil quality through
salt water intrusion, a decay of historical buildings and a displacement of a substantial population.
It’s important to note that water canal cleaning works in Alexandria have been decreasing, which puts the surrounding
agricultural lands in the risk of scraping. These lands are nowadays left without plantation, while opportunists await the
chance to construct them. As for urban adaptation plans, the local authorities have been conducting minimal works and
have been targeting mainly touristic areas for improvement, discarding thus the most vulnerable areas.
The lack of services in Alexandria’s marginalized areas, the decaying and low quality of their infrastructure and streets,
and the ever-rising density of these areas, accompanied with all the socio-economic problems specific to them, make these
areas the most vulnerable to any of Alexandria’s 4 flood scenarios. This calls for better attention to these areas as main
focus points when planning for urban adaptation, keeping in mind the issue of social equity.
Case Study: El Gomrok
El Gomrok, the head of Alexandria’s historical Peninsula, and the oldest continuously inhabited neighborhood in the city,
is selected following a list of criteria; El Gomrok hosts a diverse collection of architectural styles due to the succession of
generations dwelling in it, it’s adjacent to the seaside from 3 directions, and is an optimal testimonial of the social stigma
around informal zones in Alexandria. In addition, this neighborhood hosts more than one typology of informality such
as residential towers and primitive constructions. These factors make the area optimal for study, due to the condensation
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of problems in a concentrated area; such as infrastructural deficiency, street problems, structural decay, negligence of
heritage, and social fragmentation.
The main problems facing the area can be numbered into main chapters: decaying/insufficient infrastructure; illegal/
unplanned constructions; unstudied demolitions/additions to historical houses; narrow streets with spatial abuse; few
services; governmental negligence; high crime and poverty rates; segregation between the inhabited zone and the sea side,
put into attention through the land use map, separating the corniche from the neighbourhood through highways
These problems, juxtaposed with the area’s topography and geological uniqueness, makes it very susceptible to major
losses in the case of flooding. In the absence of services and maintenance, the results to such scenes are catastrophic.
In such a neighborhood, main strategies can be inspired through an interactive study with the locals, in a participatory and
socially conscious manner: retrofitting plan for buildings against floods; reclamation plan for historical units; introduction
of public spaces as market space; street planning and economic development; drainage system improvements (canals,
pumps); accessibility plan and integration with neighbouring quarter
Conclusion
The produced maps showcase the fact that the informal scene in Alexandria is worsening, affecting all categories of
informality in the city in varying degrees based on the respective factors and locations of each neighborhood. However,
informal settlements are more susceptible to floods and are more vulnerable, and therefore require urgent improvements
and attention. Learning from the experiences of the locals in these areas could help come out with a policy that is adequate
to the local community without resorting to plans that would eventually lead the gentrification of the neighborhood and
to locals being dislocated out of their homes.
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ABSTRACT
Architecture is above all structure: the organisation and relationship between parts existing within a stable system of references.
Architectural form possesses the vividness of a completed sign, the clarity of a closed gesture: a completeness that, nonetheless,
accepting change only with great difficulty, is able to repel the inexorable flow of life. Change, in fact, is the basic state of the human
condition. Resistance to transformation, to change, to the very corruption inherent to any form that occupies physical space can
produce the beauty of the perfect sign, but not always the fullest expression of life. Beauty, in fact, is an illusion or a momentary
achievement, destined for a corruption that anticipates its dissolution, and eventually its end.
An open architecture can respond to this shifting condition. A device with an inherent potentiality for transformation, based on the
strengths of its structural framework. A framework with a relation to a physical conformation and the indefinite variations introduced
by possible partial occupations.
The proposed text looks to identify a diverse approach to architectural design. Beginning with a selection of projects by the masters of
the Modernist Movement, the intent is to identify the characteristics of spatial devices whose innate able to evoke change is a founding
condition of architecture itself. The partial occupations that can involve the original architectural structure over time, by confirming
the stability of the original framework, constitute exceptions to the rule. The same dialectic procedure can also be observed in the
relations linking the notes of a musical score, or in the pattern of a fabric: the score and the pattern are supports to possible infinite
variations produced by the successive application of notes and weaving.
Faced with the dis-figuration that architecture is subject to over time, often for reasons imputable to unimaginable factors, the text
will use the analysis of individual projects to identify the elements and techniques of an approach to architecture with the capacity
to respond to this dynamic condition. The final objective is to “guide” possible changes within the limits of the rules dictated by the
underlying structure of architecture.
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Between the pair of terms proposed for the convention, the dialectic that exists between form and structure presents the
densest implications for the more specifically compositional aspects of architecture. Form, as exterior appearance, and
structure, as the internal apparatus of a project, constitute the elements for measuring architecture’s levels of resistance
to the passing of time, in other words, the conformative stability of the confirmation of the spaces in which life unfolds.
At the turn of the past century, Wilhem Worringer identified the terms abstraction and empathy as two antithetical
categories of the spirit. He employed them to establish an approach to reality dictated by a desire for a separation from
the contingencies of the real, through its sublimation in the fields of pure rationality, or through an empirical involvement
in the dynamics driving phenomenological reality1. These two categories establish a division in the means by which man
confronts external reality, in order to comprehend its transformations and operate within in.
Specifically, for architecture, form and structure present an equally divided approach, based on two different means of
approaching the concept phase of the design process. For the permanence of architecture, as a condition inscribed in the
concept of longue durée which has always characterised it, form is the expression of stability that ensures recognisability.
On the contrary, structure proposes a permanence that represents the roots of its parti. Form, as the final and unmodifiable
result, is juxtaposed against structure as an open and developing apparatus. While form imposes a final synthesis, structure
proposes an initial apparatus for controlling successive operations. The abstractness of absolute conformations are thus
opposed by the contextualism of relative assertions. In his vast oeuvre, Le Corbusier alternated the plastic forms that
consecrated his role as an “architect-artist” – which he himself referred to a objects with poetic reaction – with structures
founded on modularity and repetition. In his design of the Museum of Unlimited Growth, the large blocks of the Unité
d’Habitation and the project for the New Venice Hospital, Le Corbusier experimented with spatial systems imbued with
an innate capacity for growth and modification, for actively responding to changes that may arise over the course of time.
The Museum of Unlimited Growth, in particular, presents a compositional structure whose program is wholly abstracted
from any characteristic of context, and designed to respond to the hypothetical tension of occupying the entire surface
of the Earth. That is to say, with a spiral growth that robs space from human life through an infinite expansion of the
spaces of a museum dedicated to the conservation of its excellent products. The Unité d’Habitation demonstrates how, by
working with a giant structural grid, the individual flats introduced within it can assume the most varied configurations
to respond to the needs of the different families that will occupy them. In his project for the New Venice Hospital, Le
Corbusier established the characteristics of the structure, which he defined “a hospital complex that can be born, live and
expand like an open hand: an open building without even one definitive façade, entered from below, in other words from
inside, as in other parts of this city”. Hence, in this last example, the reference to the urban structure of Venice emphasises
an additional character of the approach to design founded on structure, in the relationship of continuity between the parti
and the rules underlying the patterns of the physical organisation of a site.
The experiments initiated in the 1950s by many architects that proposed a programmatic revision of many of the postulates
advanced by the masters of the Modern Movement were spearheaded by the work of Aldo Van Eyck. In 1959, he developed
the so-called “aesthetic of numbers”, also known as the architecture of spatial systems, which treated the structure of
buildings as a system of living cells able to grow in any direction. One application of this concept is the cellular parti of the
Amsterdam Orphanage, based on a combinatory system of elements and complete parts, according to a spatial composition
that exceeds the monolithic characteristics of the individual volume to propose a parti comprised of a pattern of singular
units linked by evident relations. This geometric combination of volumes interprets the same process of composition
adopted by Le Corbusier in Venice, albeit without responding to the aforementioned criteria of contextualisation. This
“structuralist” approach does not contemplate hierarchies between different elements, despite allowing for some volumes
to emerge with respect to others. The complex is modelled by a fluid composition of building blocks that hint at successive
developments, avoiding finished forms or complete enclosures. Herman Hertzberger adopted an analogous approach to
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the organisation of the Centraal Beheer Corporate Offices in Apeldoorn, which is the sum of elementary, articulated
and flexible units with horizontal and vertical connections. The complex is based on a rigid geometrical parti linking
different parts following an open rule of aggregation. The mechanism that would appear to evoke an abstract combinatory
scheme is negated by a fabric of internal connections that references the spatial scheme and street network of a medieval
city. A similar programmatic “structuralist” parti was employed during the same period by the Japanese architects of the
Metabolism movement. Their urban megastructures expressed the desire to resolve the growing problem of urbanisation
through projects with a strong basic structure, into which they inserted individual functional cells in a variable manner.
The group’s activities were founded on the intention to respond to a society in continuous transformation, refuting urban
planning solutions linked to traditional and crystallised models and favouring instead ductile and shifting urban structures.
Kisho Kurokawa’s Nakagin Capsule Tower in Tokyo offered a totalizing response to the concept of dwelling. The building
was comprised of an internal structural nucleus, similar to a giant stem, designed to last for 60 years. It supported individual
and self-sufficient steel dwelling capsules, which were to be substituted according to a twenty year cycle and studied
specifically to be renewed individually, regardless of their position within the vaster structure.
With his Plan for Tokyo from 1960, Kenzo Tange proposed a parti of artificial islands situated in Tokyo Bay and based on
the repetition of connecting structural elements, supporting dwelling systems and urban services. In this case, the same
organisational logic of parts, already described, responded to the unique morphological qualities of the site; the plan
evoked the idea of a tree trunk with projecting branches of residential buildings linking individual dwelling spaces via the
“sanguine flow” of infrastructures and communications. Not long after, Moshe Safdie’s Habitat 67 residential complex
tested the possibility of combining serial construction and prefabrication with an accentuated individuality of different
dwelling units in an articulated and dynamic connective fabric. The result is a settlement in which the articulation of
construction, pushed to the extreme, makes it impossible to identify a compositional order, that is to say, a structural
parti that establishes an organic relationship between elements at different scales. The different research described above
responds explicitly to a massified idea of dwelling that was taking hold at the time, the expression of egalitarian concepts
which, as we know today, did not produce the results expected. However, with hindsight it is possible to affirm that these
attempts only accentuated the alienation of inhabitants and their refusal of private domains they inhabited, not to mention
collective spaces. Consequently, it can be said that the structuralist proposal may conceal a totalizing vision of the
organisation of urban life that does not respond to any of the basic needs of the human spirit, founded on the recognition
of individuality and an inescapable desire for self-representation by inhabitants. The research of the following years
attempted a response to this condition, ignored by the mass production derived from the industrial revolution to meet
the pressing needs of rapidly expanding modern cities – summarised by Le Corbusier in the concept of the machine à
habiter applied to his Unité d’Habitation – by introducing the concept of participation to bridge the gap that had been
created between architects and the users of their designs. The idea of “participated architecture” was initially promoted
in Northern Europe, though it later spread to Italy, in particular through the experiments conducted by Giancarlo De
Carlo. In 1961 John Habraken formulated the base of an “architecture of joyful diversity”, also referred to as “structure
and possibility”, a concept that presupposed the participation of citizens in the definition of building principles. In this as
in other cases, all the same, the question of roles and responsibilities remained unresolved, in other words, the limits of
action of the diverse participants in the building process: architects, builders or residents, as the case may be. De Carlo
intended the term “participation” as a sort of indeterminacy of layout that offers inhabitants the possibility to modify and
“personalise” elements of their homes, without investigating a real progressivity of the structure. A thematic contribution
was made by Umberto Eco’s2 fundamental text Opera Aperta (The Open Work), whose planetary recognition systematised
and spread the concept of openness, linking it to the indetermination typical of many artistic expressions from this period.
The only architectural example adopted in Eco’s text is the Faculty of Architecture at the University of Caracas, by Carlos
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Raul Villanueva, which responds to the criteria of spatial flexibility already tested in other buildings, for example by
Mies van der Rohe in the Crown Hall at the ITT in Chicago. In the 1970s, Alvaro Siza implemented two diverse methods
of architectural openness in the Quinta de Malagueira settlement in Evora: the first is based on the attachment of each
dwelling unit to a wall-aqueduct that structures the entire project, as an element of technical support and measurement;
the second proposed a schedule of typological articulations of the dwelling units through successive phases of growth
and the overlapping of built volumes to satisfy the changing needs of family nuclei. In more recent years, the work of
Alejandro Aravena has returned to the same concept. He implants systems of settlement within his residential projects
in Chile: only some parts of the homes are completed , while the remaining portions are left entirely to residents, based
on their needs, budget and desires. The order and recognisability of the project is entrusted to the compositional clarity
of the general parti and a select number of formal elements that define its image and keep it from being overrun by the
chaos and lack of quality typical of spontaneous constructions. One representative example – albeit involuntary – of this
procedure “guided” by the structure is represented by the unique story of the Torre de David (the Tower of David)3. This
office tower, erected in the financial centre of Caracas and never completed, was “spontaneously” occupied by homeless
families. Today it represents an exemplification of the possibility to guarantee the permanence of an architectural parti
based on a giant structure, despite the dissonant and random occupation of different cells based on the dictates already
identified by Le Corbusier. In other word, the structure once again vouches for the order and permanence over time of
a spatial organisation, regardless of its successive occupation and the “mishandlings” produced by external events and
desires. As a corollary to the issues explored here, this section of the text presents the multipurpose sport citadel in the town
of Mappano, on the outskirts of Turin, recently designed by the author of this text.4 This project constitutes the explication
of a method of structuring the territory and, at the same time, of the openness of a parti that can welcome the unpredictable
introduction of other functions in the future. The design is based on two fundamental and closely related elements: a system
of walls-aqueduct that recovers the historic patterns structuring the territory, still clearly visible, and a large square-shaped
public plaza at the intersection of the two systems of walls; this new centrality is the representative element of the entire
complex and hosts the main facilities of the sports complex. In this case, the temporal permanence of the new settlement and
its openness to unknown future modifications, are entrusted to the structural sign of the system of walls-aqueduct crossing
the entire site. The recognisability of the project and its iconic value are embodied by the central square hosting the volume
of the arena, whose articulated roof system crowns the entire complex and establishes a dialogue with the peaks of the Alps
in the distance.
ENDNOTES
Cf. Worringer W. (1908), Abstraktion und Einfühlung: ein Beitrag zur Stilpsychologie, München.
Eco U. (1962), Opera aperta. Forma e indeterminazione nelle poetiche contemporanee, Bompiani, Milano.
3
This unique episode of building was presented to and awarded the Leone d’Oro at the 13th International Architecture Exhibition at
the Venice Biennale directed by David Chipperfield and entitled “Common Ground”.
4
The project is the result of the Sport Citadel ideas competition organised by the YAC Young Architects Competitions. The authors
of the project, other than Antonello Monaco, were Paolo Carlotti, Silvia Aloisio, Cinzia Paciolla, Cristian Sammarco, Laura Schito, Benedetta Tornese.
1
2
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ABSTRACT
A work of art (Wolfflin, 1917) is a unit complete in itself; the architectural work is a complex product, an operation of synthesis.
When a work of architecture succeeds in concealing this plurality of physical, functional and economic components, resolving itself
in the perfection of a single sign, relying on the uniqueness of meaning that springs from its own symbolic charge, it establishes and
determines the existence of a common ground between art and architecture.
The intervention aims to investigate the encroachment of art on architectural design field in the second half of the twentieth century, an
important moment in the evolution of the relations between the two disciplines for two reasons. The first is that the relationship with the
past ceases to be a question of Orders and Decorative Equipment but concerns (Grassi, 2007) the construction of a general and complex
system with respect to the conception of spaces and landscapes. The relationship with the past becomes a structured system of research
from which to draw to produce contemporary forms and spatiality, as can be seen from the work of crucial figures of modern architecture.
The second reason is that, in the course of the movement of the Artistic Avant-gardes, the passage is established that assimilates the objectof-use to the architectural dimension as a representation of reality through the emblematic figure of the ready-made. At the same time, it
confirms its reversal (Dal Co, 2012) that is the architectural work assimilated to the object-of-use. A method of investigation appropriate
to both disciplines is the diagram, a conceptual operative device that disregards materiality and assumes a diagrammatic attitude as a
tool for reading and designing.
The exchange of influences in this common ground involves some of the most multifaceted and interesting artistic figures of the modern
and contemporary panorama and focuses on the use of architectural and landscape design to try to intercept energy fields and forces of
nature that are not visible. In the “round-trip” relationship between object and background, between art and architecture, the inverse
approach is also determined. Great figures in modern and contemporary architecture use the abstraction of form to synthesize the
methodological process of composition necessary for the transformation of reality that the project imprints (Aureli, Mastrigli, 2006) or
the configuration of space as an inescapable condition of the experience of being in the world.
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Common Ground
A work of art, as Wolfflin wrote in 1917, is a unit complete in itself; the architectural work is a complex product, an
operation of synthesis. When a work of architecture succeeds in concealing this plurality of physical, functional and
economic components, resolving itself in the perfection of a single sign and relying on the uniqueness of meaning that
springs from its own symbolic charge, it establishes and determines the existence of a common ground between art and
architecture1. The trespassing of art in the project of architecture and vice versa characterizes in a decisive way the creative
production of the second half of the twentieth century, an emblematic moment in the evolution of the relationship between
these disciplines for two reasons. The first lies in the fact that the relationship with the Past ceases to be a question of orders
and decorative apparatus but concerns the construction of a general and complex system with respect to the conception
of spaces and landscapes. The relationship with the Past becomes a structured system of research from which to draw,
to produce contemporary forms and spatiality as can be seen from the work of crucial figures in modern architecture
such as Kahn and Le Corbusier but also Moretti and Scarpa. In his late career, Louis Kahn realizes his own architecture
and from that moment, he establishes a peculiar relationship with the past. This relationship is expressed through his
admiration of architectural complexes of classical antiquity, the plan composition by crossings of axes, the monumental
scale that evokes the concept of a universal space free from the functionalist parameters of the Modern Movement. Kahn’s
architecture combines ancient and modern references. Elements of classical, medieval and Islamic architecture coexist
with contemporary structural techniques. The interiors are characterized by the ability to create new spaces without
physically dividing them but shielding and making them re-conflux. The reference to the hypostyle halls of the Egyptian
temples or to Piranesi and its centreless spaces appears obvious2. From the longing for the use of the pure and absolute
volume, borrowed from the past, we also find Luigi Moretti’s research “Strutture e sequenze di spazi” published in the
magazine Spazio. The study deals with cognitive models, made with plaster casts, starting from fragments of architecture,
such as, among others, the church of San Filippo Neri by Guarini in 1737, or the sequences of the spaces of the portico, a
square apsidal and swimming hall of Villa Adriana in the 3rd century A.D., which build the representations of the internal
volumes3. These plaster sculptures, according to Moretti, select shape, size, density, and pressure that elevate spatiality to
a critical category and reveal the relationships that space has with the other elements that make up architecture: function,
structure, plasticity and light4. The second reason is that, in the course of the heterogeneous movement of the Artistic
Avant-garde, establishes that everyday object become objects of architectural dimension to represent reality through the
emblematic figure of the ready-made, a unity that refers to the iconic-semantic level. At the same time, the opposite is also
true, as it is possible to reverse an architectural work assimilated to an everyday object.
Ready-made
We are all aware of Marcel Duchamp’s works, who by presenting everyday objects outside their context, changes their
meaning and, therefore, makes them something else by themselves. Duchamp’s production is hinged on the relationship
between art and architecture with a number of particularly significant installations such as the one created with Dennis
Bellon, entitled Enchère passée in 1936 and La porte de la Rue Larrey in 1937. In both, Duchamp investigates the idea of
space as a threshold experienced by a door that, placed as a hinge with respect to three different environments, does not
close but opens access to the various areas that it defines. The overturning of this epistemological expedient is made by
the architectural work assimilated to an everyday use object, or ready-made. Through the influence of his master György
Kepes, Juan Navarro Baldeweg experiments with this design approach. Kepes, Hungarian by birth, after immigrating to
the United States in 1937, teaches light and colour theory at the New Bauhaus school later known as the Illinois Institute
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of Design (IIT) founded in Chicago by Lazlo Moholy-Nagy. In 1967 Kepes himself created the Center for Advanced
Visual Studies at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT) where he taught until 1974. During these years, he
was in contact with numerous artists, designers, architects and scientists. Over time, he met Buckminster Fuller, Marcel
Breuer, Charles Eames, Walter Gropius and directed the artistic production of these leading figures on the cultural scene
in the field of abstract and conceptual art, reconciling it with his keen interest in applied scientific research. Kepes’
theories on visual perception and his own teaching have a profound influence on young architects, designers and visual
arts students at MIT such as, among others, Kevin Lynch and Juan Navarro Baldeweg. The concept of the mental map5
he developed, for example, comes directly from the first studies of perceptual psychology carried out by Kepes at the
beginning of the 1940s at the New Bauhaus in Chicago. These studies, carried out with Moholy-Nagy himself and Man
Ray, led to the publication of the text Language of vision6. Sixteen years later, in 1960, Kevin Lynch published the famous
book The Image of the city7, in which he took up Kepes’ studies and applied them to the city and defined the scope of a new
method of applied research called perceptual geography. The mental map is proposed as the product of an environmental
image in which the object can be identified through its individuality or uniqueness, its spatial relationship with the context
and through the emotional interaction between object and observer.
Juan Navarro, studied in Madrid at the Academy of San Fernando and at the Escuela Técnica Superior de Arquitectura,
1969, carried out research at IIT between 1971 and 1975. His production, from the second half of the 1970s to the
present, through works of architecture, paintings and installations, has its roots in a dual territory (Fig.1). The first,
represented by the American phase, allows him to dedicate himself again to artistic experimentation. Fascinated by
the measurement and conceptual formalization of the forces of nature, he turns his field of investigation to the primary
elements of perception: light, gravity and horizon. The second territory occupies the same field of research on space
and settlement attitude as Soane, Aalto and Kahn’s projects. The distinctive trait of many of Navarro’s works is that
they are placed on a border or border element: the bank of a river, the slope of a hill or the gateway to a city. “Any built
object” Navarro wrote “is like the figure of a tapestry made with threads that go from one side of the warp to the other.
By generative, connecting laws, and by the order of elaboration. I tend to think that an object has no beginning and no
end8. ” This attitude of being at the same time threshold and stratification gives back the silent but empathic approach
of a narrative and patient architecture, which stands as a further trace and as an extreme synthesis between landscape
and project, capable of creating beauty within the very experience of architecture.
Diagram
In the “round-trip” relationship between object and background and between art and architecture, the inverse approach
is also determined by the abstraction of form to synthesize the methodological process of composition. Great figures of
modern and contemporary architecture such as, among others, Eisenmann, Sejima or Koolhaas focuses on the use of
architectural and landscape design to try to intercept energy fields and forces of nature that are not visible. A method of
investigation appropriate to both disciplines is the diagram, a theoretical operative device that disregards materiality and
assumes a conceptual attitude as a tool for reading and designing. Diagrams are mostly graphic tools made up by dots,
lines and surfaces organized in two-dimensional patterns, but diagrams can be constructed as three-dimensional models
too. A diagram is commonly understood as a drawing conveying information about something incorporeal. From the
Greek διάγραμμα, it means to mark out by lines, to draw, where διά- is through, across, apart and γράϕω is to write. The
diagram is defined as a geometrical figure used to illustrate theorems. It can also be a sketch, a drawing or a plan that
explains a thing by outlining its parts and their relationships – basically, delineating its inner workings. Finally, a diagram
can be defined as a chart or a graph explaining or illustrating ideas and displaying statistics. In a conceptual diagram, the
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lines marking out a space are abstract traits. The diagram thus does not represent, but rather maps out possibilities prior
to their appearance, their representation. This new dimension lies between the visible and the articulable, and therefore
traits are not exactly pictures or written language. The diagram is no longer an auditory or visual archive but a map, a
cartography that is coextensive with the whole social field. It is an abstract machine. It is defined by its informal functions
and matter and in terms of form makes no distinction between content and expression, a discursive formation and a nondiscursive formation. As Deleuze wrote, it is a machine which is almost blind and mute, even though it makes others
see and speak9. In this sense, the diagram is a fundamental role in the organization of process than in the prefiguration
of objects. A condition that applies to an initiative aimed at including events, functions and aspects in the project that
lie outside the specific purview of architecture, but also to search for the idea of disciplinary autonomy, traditionally
concerned with the conception of three-dimensional configuration10.
The common ground between art, architecture and landscape in the contemporary world continues to be nourished thanks
to the role of projects that hybridize their skills and influence the artistic field, as in the recent project of Kazuyo Sejima,
for the Louvre Lens and the Museum Park by Katerine Mosbach, 2006-2012 (Fig.2). In SANAA’s works the diagram is
not applied as a theoretical model for the outcome of the process but as a means to an end in the process. To say it with
Sejima’s words: “for us it is important to explain the intrinsic relationship of each project quite clearly to show the idea
directly, not through figure, shape or form but by using the most simple and direct way”11. SANAA does not replace the
plan with a diagram; in fact, the plan is conserved in its original form and the regulative and strategic qualities. I integrated
into it directly. Here the plan remains the pivot point of the design process. A principle that is also applied to the façade,
where the same principle of clarity is transferred directly from the section to the façade’s surface. Kazuyo Sejima and
Ryue Nishizawa wanted to avoid creating a massive building, opting instead for a low, easily accessible structure which
integrates into the site without being imposing. The structure is made up of five buildings of steel and glass. There are
four rectangles and one large square with slightly curved walls with their angles touching. The facades are in polished
aluminium, in which the park is reflected, ensuring continuity between the museum and the surrounding landscape. The
roofs are partially in glass, reflecting a particular advantage to bringing in light, both for exhibiting the works and for being
able see the sky from inside the building. The Louvre-Lens site is located on 20 hectares of wasteland that was once a
major coalmine and has since been taken over by nature since its closing in 1960. The land presents some slight elevation,
the result of excess fill from the mine. The landscape architect Catherin Mosbach worked on the Museum’s park whit
same diagrammatic approach that relates natural and cultural traces. The park outlines the challenges of a programmatic
content, the space strategy of a cultural facility and potential landscape events. A level represents each of these strata; each
of these explains the temporal dimension to which it belongs. The Louvre gardens materialize at their intersection like so
many extracts of a living memory. This technical and scientific translation of the resources is not however covered by an
accretion of information that physically divides the land. Forgetting the limits of the site, Mosbach using the train railway
as space in between, in a landscape where the activity stopped 30 years ago. The project engages spontaneous process
with green wood: transforming the plot, digging the earth, creating a boundary of different level of existing grounds for
protecting the Louvre’s pieces of art from vandalism with no walls. The vertical limits of the project are identified by the
cuts of the existing industrial walls that are engaged in a natural process, during the time the walls are naturalized by the
mosses with wind and rain. The horizontal elements connect the architecture and the landscape not only by garden but
also by soil. Small or large holes open up, to allow spontaneous moss and flowers to emerge.
Grid and Cube
This configuring capability of the diagram is implemented through some spatial control devices such as the use of square
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grid, which is widely used by architects and visual art artists. The series of The Destruction Projects, elaborated by Franco
Purini in 1991, is composed of nine frames depicting the map of the city of Rome on which are reported some schemes
related to some hypothetical violent modifications of the city. The architect implements some theoretical principles and
their consequences on the territory so that any prediction of change in the city is intrinsically subversive to a previous order;
this determines a series of places that cannot be recomposed. The nine proposals express a conception of the fragment
as an analytical accident, as a predetermined and definitive rupture of a pre-established semantic system. The drawing,
“Destruction of the Centrality”, depicts eighteen new polarities that unhinge Rome’s radio-centric system and reconstruct
a plural city, animated by a new network of metropolitan nodes. In these, we read a different but complementary approach
to the logic of using the fragment to start a process of regeneration of the urban fabric after a destruction12.
Similarly, the mutual use of the cubic module is a fruitful interaction between some works by Arata Isozaky and Sol
LeWitt. The architect uses the artist’s freedom to catch the value of form while the artist uses the architect appropriating
his methods and tools to deepen the structure of his artistic work.
Isozaky, Prizker Prize 2019, embodies LeWitt’s artistic work by filling his forms with functions, as in the case of the
Museum of Modern Art in Gunma, Japan, an award-winning project carried out between 1970 and 1974, based on the
composite and structural assembly of a cubic module with 12 meters per side (Fig.3). LeWitt trained professionally
working as a graphic designer at the studio of the architect Ieoh Ming Pei. In his works, that describe the aggregation
of the three-dimensional cubic mesh, are clearly legible, not only is it an architectural dimension, but also a constant
relationship with the space that hosts it. His work consists of measured intervals and controlled geometric relationships
that demonstrate the contrast and similarity between the two disciplines.
In the series Paragraphs on Conceptual Art in 1967, LeWitt gives greater importance to the process and thought than to
the object, the idea thus becomes the medium and the object itself of artistic production through the series Structures. The
works are forms inserted into space and use a vocabulary of elements that can be multiplied and transformed infinitely,
composed of solid shapes or lines (coloured, white or black) in all possible combinations, in which each line is as
important as the others (Fig.4).
The cube as an iconographic figure lacks aggressive force, movement, sensitivity, is geometrically univocal and
incontestable. It is profoundly coherent and is symbolically rigid expression of lack of invention but nevertheless is
synthetic and absolute is the presence.
While Aldo Rossi, in the project for the extension of the cemetery of Modena in1971-78, uses the cube as a symbol
as “urban fact” of this city of the dead, its value is different in the project elaborated in 1966 with Giorgio Grassi for a
residential unit in the San Rocco district of Monza. In this case, the volume, borrowed from the iconographic images of
the urban suburbs depicted by Mario Sironi in the 1920s, becomes a consolatory element, a reassuring harbinger of a new
but consolidated identity for an economically and socially disadvantaged neighbourhood.
If the grid is traditionally understood as a Cartesian structure of more or less regular repetition that generates static and
rational forms, compared to some contemporary attitudes it is a tool to conceive unexpected and changeable forms and
spaces. Made alive by advanced computer tools, the meshes deform and move to materialize complex relationships
between variables impressed by architecture and the environment.
“The drawing up of a grid,” writes Cecil Balmond, “should consist not so much in imposing a binding order as in
mapping the possible. The grid is like a necklace, which has its own particular curvature, but can be, at any time, pulled
to one side and radically changed, now fixed, now ready to dissolve and reconfigure. A wonderful life is connected to
each point of the grid13”. Peter Eisenmann, before many others, in the 1990s, adopted this conceptual vision to model the
spatial and formal relationships of his design research, as for example, in the project for the City of Culture in Santiago
de Compostela, Spain finished in 2011. He transformed his grids into flexible evolutionary matrices through an operation
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called morphing, a technique derived from cinema used to obtain a fusion of different figures into a single image without
any of them dominating the other14.
In architecture and landscape, as well as in art, there are still open questions to be asked, about, such as time, space and
meaning15. We need to understand how to realize through the project, also based on the interaction of these two disciplines,
the needs for real change and transformation: quality, social emancipation, culture, beauty and happiness.
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Since the early decades of the twentieth century, campus design has represented the epicenter of urban and architectural development
in South America. University was considered a driving force of the modernist agenda, materialized in magnificent and iconic examples
in South American capitals. This paper aims to present much less explored examples from the late 1950s that were conceived in Chile
and Argentina: Universidad de Tucumán, Campus San Joaquin in Santiago, FAUM in Mendoza and CU de Buenos Aires. These
universities and their architects faced academic reforms as a pretext to drive forward the experimentation of a critical thought about
flexibility, adaptability, and openness, all concepts that would become imperatives in the decades to come within the architectural
discourse on learning spaces and creative environments (Argenti, 2018). By introducing concepts like ‘condicionalidad arquitectonica’
(Brandes,1963) or ‘proyecto inmaterial’, they opened alternatives for a new educational project claiming its relational potential through
multiple and diverging architectural responses: complex megastructures, semitransparent and permeable frames, inside-carved volumes
that incorporate communal life in their large urban interior. Although each project reflects locally driven changes, this paper intends to
review the direct involvement of some Italian architects/academics that operated behind the scenes of those campus projects. Ernesto
Nathan Rogers and Enrico Tedeschi will be discussed as figures that, enacting a pedagogical and professional relationship between
Italy and Latin America, acted as catalysts for the crisis of the Modern Movement from its core. Hence, looking beyond the set of
survival strategies for self-organization at the base of the acclaimed duo South America-informality (Fabricius, 2011), this paper will
shed light on the ‘informal’ throughout a four-episodes storyline still giving prominence to their architectural connotation. Revealing
South America as a laboratory of ideas that partly traveled from Europe and then turned westward, ‘informal education’ had been
investigated ten years before the building boom of universities (Rykwert, 1968) and well before its potential would be incorporated by
the latest neoliberal attempts to colonize all the spaces where new forms of creative life take place (Deamer, 2015). Turning the informal
‘cafeteria-after-lunch’ atmosphere into a persistent condition, far beyond its original setting.
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The interior space of Bauhaus Dessau building designed by Walter Gropius in 1925, is perhaps the prime example
in which a precise condition of ‘informality’ has been emphasized within a real educational building where students’
community life has been scrutinized in its very inner condition. Architect trained in Japan, Iwao Yamawaky (1898-1987)
was an interesting figure at the intersection of Modernism, splitting his time between his professional activities for a
construction company and his passion profuse in Tokyo theatrical circles, for which he used to design stage costumes
and settings (Čapková, 2014). Despite Yamawaky was really well connected with the Japanese avant-gardist scene – also
through the foundation of his own theatre in Tokyo – he became dissatisfied with Japanese practices. Thus, in 1930 both
Yamawaki and his wife Michiko – a textile artist – moved to Europe where they enrolled as students of the Bauhaus
in Dessau, Germany. Initially attending the preliminary course with Josef Albers and Wassily Kandinsky, Yamawaki
studied architecture but soon moved on to the photography section with Walter Peterhans, where he began to produce
architecture images, portraits, still-lifes and photomontages. However, Yamawaki’s photographs of that period primarily
document the buildings, objects and activities of the Dessau Bauhaus and other modernist architectures and interiors
where the subject of education usually took place1. His methods were finally influenced by László Moholy-Nagy (18951946) teachings which encouraged photography of ‘ordinary scenes’ using unfamiliar perspectives and angles, contrasts
of line and form, close-up details, light and shadow, and multiple exposure to emphasize the connection between human
beings and the design of space2, as in the case of the black and white photograph Cafeteria after lunch (1931-32) taken
by Yamawaki in Bauhaus-kantine. If the Bauhaus building complex represents the place within which all the activities of
the educational process are carefully orchestrated by form according to the modernist canon enunciated by his architect,
in this precise internal space captured by Yamawaki picture, a certain condition of informality contaminating teaching/
learning rituals established by an educational institution goes on stage perhaps for the first time. Compared to the concept
of ‘transparency’ masterfully investigated by Colin Rowe and Robert Slutzky in their famous and influential co-authored
essay (1963), the neutrality of this interior space combined with early experiments on flexibility through the use of
moving party-walls which, on occasion, would allow mutual contamination with the lecture hall near the main entrance
of the school building, ‘cafeteria after lunch’ effectively introduced informality into the educational sphere3, inspiring
reflections on one of the most recurrent keyword in architectural criticisms, descriptions and design instructions for every
space where contemporary forms of ‘learning’ take place (Deamer, 2015).
In fact, Adrian Forty’s collection of words (2000) introduces the term ‘flexibility’ just by quoting Gropius in the first
place: “The architect should conceive buildings not as monuments but as receptacles for the flows of life which they have
to serve […] this conception should be flexible enough to create a background fit to absorb the dynamic features of our
modern life” (Gropius, 1954). Secondly, the architectural discourse on the word ‘flexibility’ is approached by the English
historian starting from the contrast between two university buildings both designed in the second half of the 1950s: the
Engineering Building at the University of Leicester by Stirling and Gowan (1958) and Penn University Richards Medical
Research Laboratories by Louis Kahn (1957). Conceived in a rather distinct way, the two buildings incorporate the
emerging issue of flexibility of the educational environment by exploring adaptive attitudes due to pre-existent conditions
on the one hand4, the possibilities of growth and expansion based on formal and distributive principles on the other5. By
the end of the 1950s, adaptive, flexible and informal attitudes will become axioms of architectural discourse in the Western
world, until its explosion in 1968 that merged political and social demands with a radically renewed educational system
and the consequent building boom of Western universities (Rykwert, 1968). However, campus design has represented
the epicenter of urban and architectural development in South America since the early decades of the twentieth century.
University was considered a driving force of the Modern Movement agenda, materialized in magnificent and iconic
examples in the region’s capitals like Caracas, Bogotà and Mexico City designed by remarkable architects just in-line
with the post-war CIAM discourse about the problem of ‘new monumentality’, civic centers or the ‘integration of arts’
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n.794, 1963.
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recorded by the first MoMA survey conducted by Henry-Russell Hitchcock in the same 1950s, which exhibited the most
powerful images of those examples still impressive even today6. This paper aims to present much less explored examples
from the same period conceived in Chile and Argentina: (1) Campus San Joaquín in Santiago de Chile, (2) FAUM in
Mendoza, (2), (3) Ciudad Universitaria de Buenos Aires, (4) Universidad Nacional de Tucumán. These universities and
their architects faced academic reforms as a pretext to drive forward the experimentation of a critical thought about
informality, flexibility and adaptability, revealing South America as a laboratory of ideas where informal education
had been investigated ten years before the mentioned building boom of Western universities and looking beyond the
overworked set of survival strategies for self-organization at the base of the acclaimed duo South America-informality
(Fabricius, 2011). Therefore, this paper will shed light on the concept of ‘informal education’ throughout a four-episodes
storyline, still giving prominence to architectural connotation in their gradually changing design of space.
The story begins with the first project of Campus San Joaquín in Santiago de Chile, recently glorified by architectural
criticism for giving birth to some iconic buildings like Alejandro Aravena’s Siamese Towers (2003) and Angelini Innovation
Center (2014) among others contemporary “type of architecture required for teaching now that everything depends on digital
technology”7 following the proliferation of self-sufficient pavilions which has long since supplanted the principles outlined in
the original design proposal that won the internal competition in 1962, between architects teaching at the Pontificia Universid
Catolica. The main goal declared in the brief, was to conceive the new university campus assuming the statement of breaking
the subordination of educational system to professional scopes. Thus, the ‘informal education’ conceived by the Chilean
architect and academic Germán Brandes (1929-2014) would have taken place within a real megaform that introduced a
new scale between architecture and the city: a sophisticated combination between the large open courtyard, the multi-story
C-shaped block and a ramified structure suspended on the ground. The jury composed by university members meanwhile
engaged in writing the new academic programs in response to the reforms underway, declared in the competition report to
have reached this decision considering that rather than establishing a proper architecture, the winning proposal investigated
the concept of ‘condicionalidad arquitectonica’ providing the physical framework of informal relationships to increase crossdisciplinary approach and potential growth towards the new campus surroundings and its eventual urban development.
Perhaps, the most surprising element in this episode lies in its date, revealing a perfect synchrony with some ideas that
simultaneously introduced ‘mat-building’ as one of the most representative architectural device of Western discourse8 in
Team X criticism and its project of higher education environments (Zuddas, 2019).
The idea of shaping ‘informal education’ as a three-dimensional, high-density and intricate megaform, finds its
counterpart in Enrico Tedeschi project for the University of Mendoza (Argentina) in 1960. Informality has nothing to do
with complexity in this episode: a multi-layer building has been designed by the Italian-born architect and academic as a
simplified and compact box-like form, conceived as a simple equipment for everyday students’ community encouraged
to contaminate with the pre-existent urban environment through its extremely permeable façade. Enrico Tedeschi (19101978) represents a paradigmatic figure taking part to the new geography of the post-war intellectual network which
acted as catalyst for the crisis of the Modern Movement from its core, due to his international experiences enacting a
pedagogical and professional relationship between Italy and South America. He launched the Italian magazine “Metron”
together with Bruno Zevi in 1945 and he wrote the first history-and-theory book in Latin American academic context
(1962). The few studies around Tedeschi, emphasizes the structural elements of the university building façade and its
expressive power, by neglecting his deliberate choice to associate the emerging concept of ‘informal education’ he used
to promote, with a neutral one-size-fits-all architecture, kicking off with the still rare explorations on the potentials of the
very typical plan in the field of learning spaces and education environments.
The new campus in Buenos Aires comes from the old traces of Le Corbusier Plan Director, 1938. Following some design
variations from the early 1950s, that were not able of adhering to the academic reforms which came on in those same years,
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Horacio Caminos (1914-1990) and Eduardo Catalano (1917-2010) – they too involved in the post-war intellectual network
of architects and academic with international experience – designed their first proposal in 1956 mostly reproducing a cityeffect through the arrangement of different size pavilions connected by a topographical exterior. However, continuous
changes concerning academic programs provided by the institution, the Universidad de Buenos Aires, has led the two
Argentinian architects to conceive the barest form in which the new campus could exist: their ‘proyecto inmaterial’
is based on the simple repetition of four identical pavilions equidistant from each other, maximizing their degree of
flexibility and adaptability to those continuous changes in the field of the emerging informal education. The pavilion as
a prototype corresponds to a hollowed concrete block. Indeed, its generative diagram consist of a vertical sequence of
free plans unified by the internal ten-story atrium that, in a sense, internalizes every student life activity: both private and
public, both learning and leisure. The new campus of Universidad Nacional de Tucumán (Argentina) is the last episode
of the story, as a result of the radical project on architectural education led by the IAU since 1947, the ‘Instituto de
Arquitectura y Urbanismo’ composed by Argentinian and Italian academics like the same Caminos and Catalano, Enrico
Tedeschi and even Ernesto Nathan Rogers (1909-1969)9. Correspondent in South America to serve the post-war CIAM
propaganda, Rogers soon became one of the protagonist of this extraordinary but unfulfilled experience which will deeply
influence his teaching career in Italy. The new campus on top of the Andes, investigates post-war CIAM conceptions like
civic centers and the problem the ‘new monumentality’. Thus, at first glance, the concept of informal education seems to
be relegated to the radical pedagogies and programs introduced by the IAU, rather than emerging from its architectural
connotation in the design of space. However, two buildings have drawn attention in the Western debate: first, the big roof
designed by Pier Luigi Nervi published in Italy and UK magazines in 1950, which deletes borders of a proper building
identifying the roof as the unique eloquent symbol of the new campus ‘community center’; second, the residential unit
(4000 people in total) including collective spaces without any distinction or hierarchy between teachers, students and
administrative staff will be published as one of the megastructures ‘beginners’ in Reyner Banham’s seminal book (1976).
On the contrary, architectural criticism gave much less resonance to the educational building blocks in Tucumán, which
on closer inspection show striking overlaps with Buenos Aires pavilion, the prototype of a great indoor to realize the
‘proyecto inmaterial’ of informal education. In a certain way, the post-war CIAM architectural discourse concerning a
new language for the “modern life”, has partly overshadowed a parallel experimentation on internalized environments to
choreograph informality in the field of education, as shown by the four-episode storyline discussed over a design-oriented
narrative rather than a chronological one, due to their concentration within a little more than 1950s decade.
Finally, can be read a certain continuity between the Dessau kantine and the four episodes concisely discuss in this
paper: these are exemplary in the way in which informality has been introduced to de-institutionalize a highly structured,
controlled and regulated educational system – in some cases against a truly authoritarian regime – organized through
a precise design of the spaces for teaching and learning. By introducing concepts like ‘condicionalidad arquitectonica’
or ‘proyecto inmaterial’, their exemplarity lies in having opened alternatives for a new educational project based on
informality, through multiple and diverging responses confronting complex megaforms, permeable structures or insidecarved volumes whose distinctive architectural connotations have made their design immune from currently modish
labels. Indeed, the indiscriminate use of informal spaces reproduced through a process of increasing neutralization of
architecture supported by the most sophisticated slogans on informality – which have now become imperatives within
architectural discourse on learning spaces and creative environments – may only be a mere proclamation which does
nothing but incorporate logics of ‘production’ and ‘exchange’ of knowledge turning the informal ‘cafeteria-after-lunch’
atmosphere into a persistent condition, far beyond its original setting.
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ENDNOTES
1

The Amsterdam-Zuid Openluchtschool in Cliostraat is among the other education space subjects of Yamawaky photographs during
his period at the Bauhaus Dessau.
2
Other students in László Moholy-Nagy courses investigated Bauhaus students’ life using the same techniques and methods, like
Ivana Tomljenović.
3
See the recent issues ‘Spazi per l’università nell’architettura contemporanea’, Rassegna di Architettura e Urbanistica n°156 (2018),
or ‘Politics of the Campus’, Lotus International, n°165 (2018).
4
In the case of Leicester Engineering Building, architects Stirling and Gowan adapted their design proposal to the residual plot of the
university campus masterplan coordinated by Leslie Martin.
5
The expansion of Richards Medical Research Laboratories materialized in 1965 with the construction of the David Goddard
Laboratories following the same design by Louis Kahn.
6
The MoMA exhibition Latin American Architecture Since 1945 brought together photographs, photomurals, and special stereo
viewers depicting 49 buildings including complex university developments, public housing projects, stadiums, hotels, industrial
buildings, churches, private residences, and a nightclub that together captured the Latin American building boom, foregrounding
famous architects such as Brazil’s Oscar Niemeyer and Venezuela’s Carlos Rául Villanueva.
7
From the Siamese Towers project description in Archdaily website.
8
Regarding the Italian debate, consider that Guido Canella wrote his article ‘Passé et avenir de l’anti-ville universitaire’ in
L’Architecture d’aujourd’hui n° 139 in September 1968, and Giancarlo De Carlo denounced the authoritarianism of the university
institution in his pamphlet La piramide rovesciata in the same year. University design competitions in Berlin and Dublin are
slightly later than that of Campus San Joaquín in Santiago de Chile.
9
Ernesto Nathan Rogers (1909-1969) and Enrico Tedeschi (1911-1978) represent paradigmatic figures of this moment, as exponents of
a distinctive pedagogical project rather than theoretical, whose reciprocal influences remained mainly unexplored. Their educational
project was constantly repositioned in response to teaching opportunities between Italy and South America, and challenged by their
remarkable professional experience as the Universidad Nacional de Tucumán (1947). See Moro M. (2020), “Detrás del momento de
seducción. La pedagogía como proyecto no teórico en E.N. Rogers y Enrico Tedeschi”, ARTEOFICIO, n°15.
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At the beginning the twentieth century, more than at any other period in history, human being has shown his ability to act excessively violent
and brutal on an existing territory when he has the means of building up almost anywhere. The question of recreating the city over the
existing one has been raised with so much determination. We then attend projects of urban fabric repair or ‘reconstruction project of the
city on the city’. Actions not reasoned or reasoned sometimes and where the responsibility, the footprint of the architect and especially the
part of his creativity can not go unnoticed. Because the architect participates in the initiation of these projects and accompanies them in the
materialization of the cultural, political and economic objectives . This work is a spatialization of his architectural idea, his creative sense and
his subjective view of the conceived place. Moreover, as an essential player in these reconstruction-repair projects, the architect has the power
– as a space designer – to go beyond the initial intentions of the project dictated by a political, economic or other will. We will mention here
the quote of Paul Klee: “The creative force escapes any denomination, it remains in the last analysis an unspeakable mystery”1. Paul Klee
(1985). This ambitious act pronounced by the architect in such projects and his freedom to translate a certain creative subjectivity into his gaze
of the place is not always taken in good view. This debate on the existing situation raises a big emblematic question that of creativity / reality
in the old cities, and amplifies much more when it comes to heritage territories or classified sites subject to constraints of ‘patrimonialization’
relative to their safeguarding and to the stakes of heritage and urban history. There was a great opposition to attempts to innovate and
modernize these places and especially innovative renovations. Our ambition in this paper is to try to approach the architectural design in an
existing environment, in particular its creative dimension. We expect to approach certain aspects and issues of architectural design in these
places with strong urban, cultural and / or historical load. This concern came from the dialectical relationship between its three fundamental
components: “ the architect source of the creative act, the architecture as a concept enjoying a subjective dimension of its own “Regarding
architecture goes far beyond the action of the architect” 2. Alvaro Siza, 1997, and the existing place where the native links that bind man
to his natural and built environment are woven and translated. Where is the architect in this problematic Creativity /Reality ? which is the
contemporary conception in an existing urban environment, actor or simple executor of a vision dictated by the spatial constraints and the
political, economic and social stakes of these projects. Does he actively participate in the creative transformation of the place according to
his own intellectual foundations and his deliberate vision of the world? and what consciousness does he have of his role and his actions? The
question here is how does the architect perceive and apprehend the creative act in relation to the predefined place, and from what intellectual
tools he defines his creative posture? It is about decripter and understand the intellectual tools that guide the architect’s conceptual choices to
act as a deliberate actor. And how the conception can at the same time meet the requirements of the project and the desire for creativity of the
Architect. These choices should take into account the specificity of identity, memory and singularity of the urban formsand memory of places.
Those options must consider the contemporary trends in architecture or do they linked in a will for increased respect for history at the expense
of new challenges? Of the place as a factor in marking its specificity while taking into account the contemporary trends in architecture.
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Introduction
In Morocco, several heritage territories have been the subject of a regeneration project and many historic buildings have
undergone restoration and revitalization work, and it is in this context that we will try to approach the ‘‘duology’’ reality /
creativity and discuss the question of the contemporary intervention on the heritage allowing him to relive in a globalized
urban and architectural context. In this contribution, we’re interested in the case of the city of Rabat, capital of Morocco,
through the study of intervention projects in the existing, heritage sites.
Rabat City Of Light, Moroccan Capital Of Culture
Founded in 1150 by the Almohads, Rabat, the capital of Morocco, has undergone profound changes since the beginning of
the century and the millennium, the result of two programs initiated by King Mohammed VI. The first, launched in 2004,
around the development of the Bouregreg Valley site, the river it shares with Salé. The second, designed the same year, as
part of the urban renewal program Rabat, City of Light and cultural capital of the Kingdom. These projects are based on
the cultural assets3 , knowledge and environment that the city possesses and on the main functions that it is called upon to
fulfill from its tangible and intangible potentials to truly become the Moroccan capital of culture and knowledge, aspiring
to the rank of an international city like Paris, Rome or London. “This mutation, linked to the Mohammed VI era, is part of
the great moments that have marked the history of the Capital: the first being that of the arrival of the Romans at the site
of Chellah, the second that of the founding of the city Ribat Al Fath by Yacoub El Mansour, the third with the arrival of the
Moriscos at the beginning of the 17th century, the fourth great moment refers us to Lyautey›s initiative according to which
Rabat, under the reign of Moulay Youssef, is become Capital of the Kingdom allowing Henri Prost, urban planner, to
trace the contours of the New City next to the old Medina”. Fathallah Oualalou, 2019. As part of this program, the city of
Rabat has major projects that aim to achieve intelligent development of the city as part of a solid and integrated vision that
guarantees the prosperity of the city on the cultural, economic, social and environmental levels. In these modernization
projects of the city of Rabat, the meeting between contemporary architecture and built heritage, translates the expression
of conservation-creation polarity, a heritage approach as a cultural phenomenon at work.
Contemporary interpretation of heritage architecture: the new Rabat-Ville train station
The project for the new Rabat-Ville train station located in the center of the city, a UNESCO World Heritage Site, is one of the
most emblematic projects of the issue of Heritage Architecture and creativity, It consists of a reconversion of the old and its
extension, an approach where the current art- deco building of the Rabat-Ville station will be preserved. The architect of the
project maintains the building, integrates it into a more monumental contemporary project, while fitting perfectly into Moroccan
art-deco as he explained in one of his speeches: “Located on boulevard Mohammed V, a major artery extending from the royal
palace to the medina, the historic station occupies a strategic position and constitutes a remarkable place in the city. Working
on such a monument calls for a perfect understanding of the architectural vocabulary of the building. This enveloping structure
also incorporates the tram station, and forms a large portico overlooking the new forecourt, which signals the main entrance on
the forecourt. Angular, bevelled and shiny like a piece of jewelry, this plastic object with a highly symbolic dimension is above
all a technical environmental work whose writing is inspired by the ornamental vocabulary of the frieze of the existing station.
Dressed in glazing with different qualities, this shade house is smart skin. The ornament becomes structuring and functional.
This association of symbolism and functionality is a tribute to the “arts-deco-Moroccan” writing, capable of greatly enhancing
the historic building. The old station has been converted into an access point to the new forecourt”.
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Fig. 1
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Fig. 2
Synthesis image
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Source :
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Requalification of a cultural landscape by futuristic architecture : the Rabat Grand Theatre.
Designed by star architect Zaha Hadid, in collaboration with several design offices, the theater, Zaha Hadid’s first project
to be built in Africa, will be the most vivid representation of the legacy of the one who won the Pritzker Prize for architecture. The theater is built like a “box in a box”, in which the structure of internal spaces is isolated from the outside. The
concrete facing is supported by a ribbed reinforcement and a metal frame crossing the building with incomparable shapes.
The sculptural envelope which sits enthroned on the amphitheater is embellished with a terrace with enchanting views
over the Bouregreg valley. The foundations are reinforced with deep piles to withstand the conditions of the river banks.
“The forms, both soft and powerful, bend towards the ground and offer an outdoor amphitheater which gradually merges
with the surrounding landscape, The Grand Theater in Rabat draws the energy of Bouregreg and marries the landscape in
peace of the valley. The dynamics of the river are represented by the development of the park, which includes the theater
and the amphitheater”4. Between futurism and inspiration from the traditional Moroccan heritage, the main auditorium
is composed of a crystalline geometric pattern reminiscent of the traditional Moroccan Muqarnas that adorn the vaults or
domes in Islamic architecture, while being absolutely futuristic.
Between the imperceptible and the remarkable
The cohabitation between the new and the old, whether it is a building or a cultural or natural urban landscape if it has
been practiced for more than two thousand years, it has become a perilous issue in the 20th and 21st century. Morocco
like many countries in the world has not escaped the temptation of the trend. The explosion in the 21st century of “spectacular architecture” by world-renowned architects, which quickly slowed down due to the economic crisis which affected,
among other things, the construction sector, especially in Europe, found fertile ground in a site which lends itself readily
to it. However the explosion of forms in contemporary architecture, parallel to the rise of a predominance of the signature
of the architect, or the Archi-stars, In Morocco seems difficult to reconcile with the speeches of desire for innovation and
modernity of ‘a share and local authentic sustainable cultural development5. Despite certain antagonistic positions with, on
the one hand, the architects who present projects by innovating and preferring the contemporary interpretation of the past to
project themselves into the future and, on the other hand, the heritage curators who condemn the interventions too much in
contrast withe what exists, a certain reconciliation of positions seems to transcend tight borders. Architectural insertions in
a contemporary language on a building or a heritage site can contribute to the influence of the city through a project which
participates in an international movement and can contribute to the rewriting of the destiny of a place of memory and to
the reactivation of a a heritage of which the trace continues without it sounding for the moment. So in the intervention by
contemporary architecture in a heritage site, the conservation-creation duology as a cultural phenomenon means that the
insertion of elements of contemporary architecture on heritage buildings or landscapes, whether for economic reasons or
environmental, functional or heritage, transposes the relic heritage into a dynamic project, constituting an architectural product physical and symbolic as well as particular and independent “heritage for the future ??? why not”, probably supported
by the extension of the concept of heritage, an extension as much semantic as geographical, as much spatial as temporal.
Conclusion
The situation of any heritage act, surrounded by the moment which surrounds its transformation, is defined in a political,
social, cultural, economic, religious, ideological context, which must be taken into account in order to be able to identify the
issues that will influence the transformation of the place. The enhancement of the built heritage could appear as a timeless
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and consensual theme, yet the built heritage gives rise to multiple debates. Starting with those concerning what we must
preserve, transform, destroy or insert into the existing... Debates still on the respective responsibilities of the big actors that
are the state, the local communities and the designers. Debates, finally, and not least, on who finances what... A definition of
the concept of heritage and its evolution over time which presents this word as “bearer of memory in a relation of meaning
and appropriation” allows us to apprehend the fact Heritage as a symbolic form of appropriation of past materialized in an
object whose values are
 invested, it is constructed from the present and is saved with the intention of being transmitted to
future generations. Architectural creation and heritage are now allied in a common project. The combination of the archaic and
the new is certainly not a new approach, but a project that challenges us as the contemporary challenges us in its existential
dimension, so we can prevent this heritage from falling into oblivion. These intervention projects on heritage sites, taken as a
process of reinterpreting the heritage which gives it a contemporary meaning through an action that breaks with the established
balance, will allow the capital of the Kingdom, classified as world heritage of the humanity by UNESCO, to re-read its
heritage potential, to consolidate its leading position and to be part of a virtuous dynamic of sustainable cultural development.

ENDNOTES
Klee P.(1985), Théorie de l’art moderne, Schwabe and Co, Paris, p 57.
Siza A. (1997), in Lieux contemporains, Descartes et Cie, Paris, p 203.
3
In 2012, Rabat was inscribed by UNESCO on the list of World Heritage of Humanity, a heritage shared with the contribution of the
foreigner, the Roman contribution 2000 years ago, Andalusian, there are four centuries and, European, in the XXth century.
4
Kessanti R., Senior Designer at Zaha Hadid Architects, in: https://www.autodesk.fr/redshift/theatre-rabat/
5
L’inscription of Rabat, by UNESCO, as World Heritage, concerned a large part of the new city, since 2012 this will lead to highlight
the Avenue Mohammed V, to redevelop some squares in the city center, such as Place de la Mamounia, and to convert some buildings, such as the Bank of Morocco and the old Tribunal which faces the Post Office.
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Abstract
Indeterminacy, separation and increasingly exponential speed characterize contemporary architecture and the global city. The answers
to these conditions are several but we can deduce that they tend on the one hand to cancel the modern experience and on the other to
mythologize the same experience. Therefore we are unable to elaborate an overcoming of the modern because the critical condition
of our society is the most authentic representation of the dramatic and uncertain features in which it has grown. We are immersed in
its most mature phase; however the modern has only partially revealed itself: by reducing the antinomy art-practicality to practical
factors, the modern has ruled out a procedure that is not only “dry combination of practicality and utility but (...) synthesis, expression”
(Argan, 1935) of the relationship between man and the environment.
If we accept relativity, asymmetries and partiality as conquests, not limits, of the modern; and if it is true that the principles of previous
generations are still valid, that the outcomes are consistent with the premises of the modern and that the failures attributed to them reveal that
the error was in the method, then it is opportune to structure an argument starting from the inclusion of the artistic factors of the discipline,
because architecture is understood as an artistic discipline that is able to indicate an ideal process that could lead to art (Argan, 1935).
In my paper I intend to identify the creative act with the act of resistance to the contemporary condition which includes the society-politicalpower triangle (Cacciari, 2019), the nature-city relationship and its consequences on the concept of place (Augé, 2016), the unexpressed
potential of architecture and the ‘torn’ profession of the architect. According to Deleuze resistance is a conservative act strongly connected
to durability, permanence and therefore to life: then this creative action corresponds to the productive and transformative capacity
(Gregotti, 2016) to establish new relationships, today unknown, among all the elements involved in the conditions considered. But to
make all this possible it is necessary to include artistic methods that have so far been excluded, if necessary to draw on the other artistic
disciplines and consider these modalities as “corollary of the social function of architecture” (Quaroni 1972) and not on its margins. We
have widely traveled the path of practicality and we know the results. Therefore it is necessary to explore the way of art, without prejudice
and if necessary without objectivity: just in this way we can complete the experience of the modern.
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“... we are interested in the journey of the men who set off to fight the monsters, now facing them impassively on the enemy
ground, now disguising themselves as monsters, now challenging them, now succumbing. (...) We are interested in their trying
to work on the basis of all the problems of their time, in comparing the terms of the most dramatic antitheses, in their position
at the nodal point of a culture and in an era (...) to which art and literature can make us conscious and perhaps immune, they
can show us the moral trench in which to defend ourselves, the breach through which we can move on to the counterattack “.
Italo Calvino
Introduction
Over the past fifty years conditions of indeterminacy, separation and ever more exponential speed have characterized the
city and contemporary architecture. Despite their multiplicity we could read the reactions of architecture to these conditions
according to their relationship with the ‘modernity’. This reading aims to identify the possibility of an alternative and
complementary advancement to contemporary conditions. In this sense, the comparison with ‘modernity’ is inevitable for
two main reasons. It is possible to identify a first reason in the meaning of the ‘modern’ term which is strictly connected
to a temporal notion and has made explicit what the humanists had already done before and the enlightenments then: this
term has not only established a clear dividing line between the new (modern) and the ancient (classic), but it has made
this time dividing line mobile as the time. What is new cannot fail to be modern. The second reason is that we struggle
to work out its effective overcoming, not only because the ‘modern’ represents the last cultural revolution that rocked
architecture, but mostly because the critical condition of our society is the most authentic representation of the “dramatic
character”1 and uncertainty in which the Modern has grown: so we can say that we are fully immersed in its most mature
and that the conditions of the contemporary are the result of the theories and practices that preceded it: in other words,
in their nature these conditions are in a linear continuity with the ‘modernity’, within which the causes can be traced to
assume a direction which, as I will try to sustain, has not yet been fully explored.
The causes and consequences
Especially I am referring to the partial failure of an ideological and political attempt: architecture, charged with having
to represent modern, and so democratic, culture and society, did not withstand the impact of the violent invasion of
capitalism, supported by the speeding up (first steam, then electric – and we can say computer science today). Democratic
culture and society have entrusted the management of the relationship between man and the environment to politics, as it
always has been. But if before the separation occurred between society and politics (which had power), now the politics
is subordinate to the power that impose desires (always secondary, related to consumption) and build images of the city
and its architecture. Thus power has delegitimized architecture: it is no longer required to synthesize and represent that
relationship between man and the environment. Massimo Cacciari noted that the goal of the city is not in itself but is
given to it by the society that inhabits it2: then we can say that the society has legitimized the (economic) power to build
its own image and, more seriously, the his imaginative ability. It is necessary to note that the atavistic correspondence
between taste and power is not accidental: Cacciari always stresses that those in power today are “the masters of the
flows that cannot represent themselves, because it would be a contradiction”; however we know how many contemporary
architectures arise from the material interpretation of these flows. A tautological interpretation of the term: flows as data,
flows as fast, dynamic and liquid lines which, continuing a mythological misunderstanding of the workforce, imitate the
elements of nature in mathematical terms, to the point of claiming to calculate the unexpected. We move from parametric
to artificial intelligence (but how can we think of entrusting the mathematical method with a competence that belongs to
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the scientific method?). Furthermore the same flows of power have caged society radically changing it: according to Gilles
Deleuze we have gone from what Michel Focault called disciplinary society to that of control of William Borroughs3. In
this sense it is obvious that spaces, cities and architecture change and it is equally obvious that the masters of the flows, to
consolidate the power of themselves, control their own image and promote it through the information system.
So the city has lost its inclusive function, in the physical and social sense. The inside and the outside have been lost; the
center has been lost and the suburbs multiply, extend, fragment, but now they take root in the territory as autonomous and
consolidated parts. The boundaries of the open and dialectical city have been torn to the point of being unrecognizable
and of constituting endless cities and architectures (what happened to the characteristics of Italian architecture according
to Rudolf Wittkover?). In them, globalization together with symbolic standardization “paradoxically creates (...) new
familiarities”4, creates ‘non-places’, therefore the concept of ‘place’ has even gone beyond the boundaries of the territorial
scale and has reached those of the terrestrial scale, so the reference entity (the ‘genius loci’) becomes a familiar element to
everyone, like a forest, from Milan to China. In the meantime the concept of ‘nature’, in all its forms, has penetrated the
city and the architecture and has even overpowered its meaning. In the menagement of the active parts and in today’s social
and cultural contexts, the redevelopment and regeneration have become a myth used by speculators to increase the market
value of what is redeveloped: thus redevelopment produces the exclusion of the less well-off from the areas and from
the redeveloped neighborhoods, rejected on the margins of a city without margins, and triggers gentrification processes
that involve, splitting them further into two, both the communities (rich and poor) and the ideas (right and wrong). In
academic circles the issue of interdisciplinarity is professed as a remedy by other disciplines for the alleged inadequacy
of the responses of those involved in the project composition. Ludovico Quaroni’s wish decays: the autonomy of the form
instead of being taken as a “corollary of the social function of architecture”5 is placed on the margins, alongside the same
social function; in the meantime, in the mix of knowledge that intersect, their strategy, order and hierarchy between them
is not yet clear. And faced with social questions, placed in a state of constant crisis, between the disciplines that answer
with certain data and those that each answer feeds new questions, always win the first: between knowledge and wisdom,
knowledge wins. So today the formal construction processes take simplicity as a starting point rather than as the result
of a (constructive, compositional, intellectual...) process, thus producing trivial forms and revealing the disappearance,
forgetfulness, of a knowledge that concerns the ‘wise game’ of forms.
In this scenario, the contemporary architect cannot help but feel obliged to armor himself with modesty, or what remains
of this concept so abused in the last hundred years; it cannot fail to arm itself with a needle and thread to try to ‘mend’
tears and unstitches that concern first the social fabric and then, perhaps, the urban fabric. Craftsman, tailor, psychologist,
sociologist, politician, etc... while the figure of the architect expands, at the same time his limits blur and his skills contract
in specificities that are increasingly sectorialized and separate from each other. Not only: the continuous evocation of a
critical state of emergency on all fronts (and therefore the mantra for which there is no time to think, to intellectualize,
to imagine) delegitimized the contemporary architect of space and of time: of an intellectual space where to build new
visions that could help reopen an old debate, again current, on the relationship between architecture and image; of a
concrete time, because more than in the past, everything born against the system is overwhelmingly absorbed by the
system itself. The missed chance of an inhibitory conquest against power (both political and disciplinary), has pushed
many architects to reduce their role to the pragmatic dimension of the discipline, interested in the effects and uses that
the recipients make of it, to the technologies, novelties and dominant tastes6. Other have relegated the syntactic and
semantic7 dimensions to objective representation of a method. If we matched modernity to a segment, we could identify
two different modes of reactions at the two far ends: we would notice that they tend on the one hand to cancel the modern
experience and on the other one to mythologize the same experience. I mean that in the first case it is possible to identify
a return to the design of a city with nineteenth-century characteristics or the proposal of a city based on the composition
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of elements which are classified by means of evolutionary analysis and selected according to an alleged continuity with
historical data, at the limits of a spontaneous organic mutation. In the second case, it is possible to intercept the prevalence
of large open spaces, a continuous relationship between nature and artefact, the absence of limits and the presence of
serial elements that structure denser parts (residences) and are interrupted by exceptional elements (services). To use Italo
Calvino’s words, in both cases it is “the extreme disguise (...), the cancellation of oneself” which is “as far as possible
from an intellectualistic point of view”, that is to interpret the real world through a “rational experience” 8.

Fig. 2
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An equal and opposite reaction
In the previous paragraph I tried to summarize my point of view on the current condition, from the general (the
society-political-power triangle) to the particular (the architect and his relationship with the architectural discipline)
by mentioning the relationship between nature and city and its consequences on the concepts of place and not-place.
Faced with this description (in some ways ‘apocalyptic’) I think it is appropriate to structure a reflection starting from
some specific questions and from answers that can only be personal. For this reason, my opinion is that architectural
research must commit itself to experimenting and proposing alternative scenarios and that so far neither of the two ends
(which have been described at the end of the previous paragraph) has shown that it can indicate an alternative direction
to contemporary conditions. The two ends, in fact, have acquired and propose an objective method that has reduced
“the antinomy between art and practicality to practical factors” and therefore ruled out a procedure capable of indicate
to the architect an “ideal process that leads to art”: which is necessary if you want to understand architecture “not a dry
combination of practicality and utility but (...) synthesis, expression”9 of the relationship between man and environment,
in the broadest sense that the term implies (natural, social, cultural...). Certainly Argan’s suggestion has been accepted:
modernity, in its evolution, has tried to correct some of its internal distortions: after the first phase in which necessarily it
had to identify some self-constituting axioms, it tried to trace his origins in history, in the classic, even in the rural, which
it used in the most appropriate and intelligibly allowed ways, supported by the concept of ‘relativity’ that is internal to
its original statute. It was thus possible to decline modernity in different ways: as Franco Purini notes 10, within a ‘unique
modernity’, an ‘anti-modernity’ and an ‘other modernity’11 developed together with a ‘classical modernity’. However
none of these proved to be sufficient to change the course of events or to give a concrete alternative writing. But it is also
true that the modern has only partially revealed itself. If on the one hand it can be said that the practical method, widely
followed, has failed, on the other hand it could be said that only by exploring the path of art the experience of the modern
can be completed. I therefore consider it is necessary to include the artistic factors and artistic methods that have been
excluded again in that antinomy of which Argan spoke. This inclusive action embodies the creative act and coincides
with an act of resistance (or counter-information), as Deleuze calls them 12. That is, it corresponds to a conservative
actstrongly connected to durability, permanence and therefore to life; is a useful action to declare that the time is ripe
to accept relativity, asymmetries and partiality as conquests and not as limits of the modern, to assume as truth that the
principles of previous generations are still valid, that the results are coherent with the premises of the modern and that the
failures attributed to them reveal that the error lies in the application of one or more certain methods. We have learned
that reality needs changes, and not reversals12, however, they must be in an intelligible and coherent, but not necessarily
continuous and ontological, order. In this sense our creative action corresponds to the productive and transformative
capacity14 to establish unknown or little considered relationships; it is limited to the field of formal composition, which
is the only specific area of expertise of the architect. If necessary, this capacity must be fueled also by drawing on the
other artistic disciplines and consider their modalities as “corollary of the social function of architecture” and not on its
margins, which is itself an artistic discipline. For example, the literature, as a technique for teaching imagination which
serves to bring to life simulated experiences15 it continues to show us that it is possible, and not at all blasphemous, to
resort to verisimilitude and detach ourselves from the concept of truth, on which architectural criticism has speculated
a lot. In architecture, accepting simulation as a technique would (I’m not talking about digital simulation) undoubtedly
lead to greater ease in terms of formal and therefore expressive possibilities. If we wanted, we could interpret Antonio
Monestiroli’s words in this way when, referring to the overlap of two different fronts noted by Wittkower in the churches
of Andrea Palladio, he adopts terms such as “evocative image” or “metaphor for a different way of construction” or even
when he writes: “through decoration, reference is made to a construction system that does not coincide with the one
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actually adopted but refers to a completely different system”16. But also in the question of theatricality17 that Monestiroli
evidently picks up from Aldo Rossi. The urban or architectural fact staged or represents itself or the meaning attributed
to it. In both cases, sign and meaning can coincide or be autonomous, but in any case always and only according to the
transposition of reality in representation and therefore in simulation. For Monestiroli, however, the different system
belongs to a construction system: for the Milanese architect, the forms must correspond to their own nature (which is
the nature of the construction in architecture) and since nature and reality coincide, the forms must correspond to the
constructive reality. Therefore, as happens through the overlapping of the roofs and of a different peripteral order in
his classroom projects18, the symbolic transposition of an architectural sign takes place in the construction field: this,
in my opinion, widens but still limits the possibility of relationships between signifiers and meanings in the ‘semantic’
dimension. In other words, the words of Luciano Semerani, if architecture is narration19 then it is possible to build and
change its linguistic code and, according to Manfredo Tafuri, as Palladio did with the Classic we must assume the modern
code as our ‘syntactic’ field of variation. In this sense i think that the work of Cherubino Gambardella on the famous villa
Malaparte by Adalberto Libera is effective20.
Perhaps contemporary music today is the artistic discipline that more than the others is close to the compositional
procedures that Gambardella adopt in his work. I refer to the use of analog and digital together, the techniques of
estrangement, overlap, cancellation and assembly. Especially the use of jazz, which has already inspired some masters of
the modern21 and which today is widely “used” and hybridized with other genres (techno, jungle, 2step, hip-hop, etc...).
These techniques, used in music with greater freedom and ease, with an individual and uncertain approach, reveal new
artistic and expressive ways that can be analogous for architecture. These techniques constitute creative and resistant
actions, they retain wisdom that belongs to a specific place even if not defined in physical terms: it is an immaterial place,
which concerns the collective memory in which a culture recognizes itself. At the same time it is an intimate place, of the
artist, of the architect, who have the task of continually changing its appearance, who are authorized to take some parts
and exclude others: in this place the creative act is generated, the experience of the modern is completed and it is possible
to elaborate an alternative to contemporary conditions.
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This research is a part of PhD thesis called “Rome. Municipality I: reading of the urban fabric and of the school buildings for the
contemporary transformation and design” developed in DRACo doctoral school. The research is dedicated to the school buildings
of the Municipality I of Rome intended as architectural organisms characterized by the continuous need to transform themselves,
adapting to the different conditions and maintaining, however, the character of their structure.
ThE research aims to study the educational architecture in Rome through urban morphology methodology employed for the
transformation of existing schools. The research takes root in the idea of architectural organism as a living being in continuous
making, place of series of modifications congruent with the formative process. The research wants to orientate the design intended
as an invention, a guiding concept that allows to identify a continuity in the succession of events. This word has no meaning of
originality and something new. It derives for the Latin term “invenio” which, meaning “to find” or “to meet”, indicates the finding
and discovery. In this sense, the project arises from the observation of something already given and permanent and becomes an act of
progress. The study proposes the reading of the typological and morphological characters of the architecture and its formative process,
as well as the definition of potential transformations to realize new specialized building. The study is developed on the Municipio I
schools characterized by profound historical, architectural and pedagogical diversifications. They have been classified according to
their formative process. In particular, have been identified schools deriving from convent buildings, from palace and schools of new
construction. For each of these classifications, the research will highlight the configuration of distribution and functional spaces. This
one expresses the way in which the characters of the specialized building were transcribed into residential or religious architecture.
These studies give the opportunity to reflect on the real correspondence between existing school and today’s needs: architectural
quality; the need to carry out teaching in diversified environments; the polyfunctionality. Therefore, it means functional rationalization
and the maximum flexibility of the architectural organism. Taking the notion of continuity as an incipit, the project intends to verify the
potential of knotting, that is to say the transformation of virtual of physical open space into nodal spaces. As in many historic buildings,
in the nodal spaces we can find a dialectical relationship between fence and roof, serial and organic structures, city and building. In
existing buildings arranged on internal paths that surround open spaces, it is possible to think of the conversion of courtyard into a
nodal space. The transformation of this space generates a new more organic building.
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Recently the issue about modernization of schools has been widely discussed. The international discussion was very heated and
brought to new distributive and functional schemes, manuals and design guidelines. On the contrary, this research considers the
school as an act of process, moment of logical transformation, and the design as invention, line guide that allows to identify a
continuity thread. I mean design as invention. This word has no meaning of originality and something new. It derives for the
Latin term invenio which, meaning “to find” or “to meet”, indicates the finding and discovery. In this sense, the project arises
from the observation of something already given and permanent and becomes an act of progress. The case studies of this
research, show how, in the process of transformation and design of the contemporary city, both a dramatic innovation of the
fabric both an equal continuity of the characteristics of architecture emerge. These special buildings, in their complexity, collect
some process laws, notions that contain the dialectical relationship between enclosure and cover, serial and organic structures,
cities and buildings.In fact, at the end of the nineteenth century and the beginning of the twentieth century, institutional buildings,
including schools, are placed in strategic points in Rome. Some in the poles1 of network of paths of new urban fabrics, some as
a hinge between new expansions and the consolidated city, some as a decisive element in the restructuring of the ancient city. In
this case they emphasized the problem about the relationship between building innovation and the permanence of the historical
fabric. The school required some series of rooms reserved for teaching and for administrative services, some rooms for special
functions and a large interior space used both to distribute the interiors and both to mediate the relationship with the city2. When
the capital was moved to Rome and the historic city suddenly underwent the consequent transformation, there was an immediate
propensity to reuse some special buildings, palaces and convents, organized through paths tangent to the internal open space.
This is a process that follows what generated the Italian building as an organic solidarity of housing units. This fusion determines
one space that is a spatial and distributive node, centre around which building’s life unfolds. Below, in the search of the new
shape of schools, the designers were inspired by the matrix of the consolidated building types3. The architects were in charge of
outlining a new configuration of the school building. They had to reformulate some theoretical-operational paradigms capable
to synthetize coherently and organically the new relationships between portions of city determined by its growth (axes of
restructuring of the consolidated fabric and expansion matrices), the renewed urban role of public buildings, the emerging
functional needs of the instruction building. The organization of these new buildings, although articulated according to new
parameters, presented characteristics that are still found in tradition. They are not an original product of new distribution and
structural logics. It is impossible interpreting the characters of the new buildings as the exclusive result of new requests and
languages. From these considerations, school buildings are studied, through the urban morphology tools of the roman school, as
an interpretations of specific typologies classifiable in “serial” and “nodal” specialist buildings. The first one is the result of the
serial repetition of rooms (more or less equal and hierarchized) organized by a distribution path often carried out around open
spaces such as courtyards, cloisters, patios. The second one is characterized by a large central space, distributively served and
dominating the other serial and collaborating rooms. The reference, taken from common experience, is constituted by the
building type of convent and palace. The study was conducted on about forty schools in the historic center of Rome. In this
abstract are presented only two case studies that highlight how the nedded spaces of schools are adapted to the shape of historical
palace. The first school is realized in a pre-existed building in the historic centre and the second one is a new construction in a
planned urban fabric. The first case is the “Emanuele Gianturco” school in the noble Melchiorri’s palace, built in the fifteenth
century and then sold to the Aldobrandini family. The building is the head of the block between the Pantheon and Piazza
Sant’Eustacchio, in Palombella street. At the end of the nineteenth century it took part to thinning works necessary to free the
Pantheon. On this occasion, in 1890, the building changed its functional use hosting shops, one school and a kindergarten. The
partial demolition of the blook has modified, in part, the internal distribution and has imposed the complete reconstruction of the
facade on the new road alignment. The central axis of the building has been preserved, asymmetrical with respect to the façade,
and it also serves the route system. The main staircase, previously in antinodal position along the path parallel to the facade, has
been moved. In a privileged position, it occupies the nodal space to the entrance, it distributes the connections around the court.
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This solution is both functional both representative of the urban role as it happens in the Roman buildings derived from insulae.
The functions of the school have been assigned respecting the vocation of the rooms; the gym, the refectory and some laboratories
occupy the rooms on the ground floor allowing the use of external users. On the first floor, the theatre is located in the ennobling
salon; it inherits the representative and exceptional function that can also be read on the façade. Outside, the characters of the
palace translate the institutional role of the school. The façade, which has ashlarwork on the ground floor, is marked at the
structural nodes4 by string courses and window sills. The facades are marked by the rhythm of the windows defined by the
seriality of the system. Inherited from the noble residential destination, the decorated portal and the important cornices enrich
the fronts. On the other hand, on the new facade in Rotonda’s street, the design re-elaborates the same elements in continuity
with the older ones but decidedly less rich. The shown example is a testimony of how some architectural buildings, in this case
the palace typology, are perfectly pertinent to the new functions. The permanence of some features continues although the
functions have radically changed; these buildings are recognized for their aptitude to generate multiple specializations. Even if
the modern architecture does not properly declare the intentionality to continue the formative logic, it preserves the heritage of
the recognizable characters of the existing buildings. The next one is a comparison of two serial special buildings, the Renaissance
Palazzo Thiene by Palladio in Vicenza, and the modern Elsa Morante school in Rome designed by Augusto Antonelli. In both
cases, the structure develops from the size of the cell that provides to geometric rule. The need to diversify the functions imposes
some variations on the modular mesh: the porch is a submodule and some rooms are specialized and hierarchized by dimension.
The buildings present a doubling of the building body in the nodal points, where the compositional and fruitive axes and the
structural system converge. Here, the relationship of necessity between structure, legibility and use is expressed by the cross
vaulted. In Palazzo Thiene this expedient is used in the entrance space while in the Roman school the same differs the theater,
in line with the entrance porch. The hierarchy of these rooms compared to the serial spaces is clearly visible: in the façade of the
Palladian palace the hallway overhangs and is recognizable as a pronaos; in the school the emerging porch is permeable and
capable of interpreting the public function. Thus the urban square is duplicated inside the building and welcomes its life. The
whole structures are served by a double distributive system. Routes and spaces are distributed through the same rules in force in
urban fabrics. On the ground floor after the entrance, a path distributes the connections around the inner courtyard. The stairs are
placed in an antinodal position at the ends of the first path. The difference is that in Elsa Morante the vertical connections are
visible from the façade and become exceptional elements of the court. It’s a usual thing in the schools of this period. These
educational buildings explain how many contemporary architectures reinterpret the characteristics of traditional architecture.
The design of new schools, although original and free of contamination from the past, provides for its continuous updating. It
contains and modifies the architectural historical characteristics. Moved by the need to satisfy new demands and new roles, the
design, through partial transformations and progressive innovations, reach a new synthesis between the building and the
historical urban heritage. This research is based on the belief that these potential changes constitute the substance of the
contemporary design and present characteristics and perspectives that are, within certain limits, common and generalizable.
More specifically, it is possible to affirm that many schools and educational buildings derive, more or less directly, from the
serial aggregation of a number of cells linked by an internal path around the courtyard. In these schools, as well as in the palace,
remain the compositional scheme based on the repetition of the units around the internal space and their specialization and
hierarchization according to their role played. The patio, generally regular, participates to the fruitive and compositional system
whose axis is identified in the spatial sequence that, from the main entrance, intercepts the atrium, then the courtyard and finally
the loggia. The relationship between distribution spaces and rooms is similar to that which exists between urban routes and
residential units. As in the urban fabrics, the paths are distinguished hierarchically. At the entrance, the main path, which is
dimensionally prevalent, behaves as a matrix route5, the orthogonal ones behave like building paths6, and the third one, parallel
to the first one, has the characteristics of a connection route7. The staircase is normally located on the main matrix path, lateral
to the entrance. The specific elements of the facade of the palaces are reused for external readability in the schools in order to
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describe the monumentality of their fundamental urban role. We can recognize the vertical hierarchy of the floors, the
interpretation of the different functions of rooms, the hierarchy of the finishes and the definition of the structural knots (string
courses, windows sills, pilasters). These conclusions suggest looking at design as a continuation tool for inherited characters.
ENDNOTES
1

The concept of pole or polarity expresses the quality of a point considered part of a continuous and homogeneous space, which is
the starting or the reaching point of many continues.
2
Gazzetta Ufficiale del Regno d’Italia n° 282, 30 novembre 1888, Monza, pp. 5540-5542.
3
The building type expresses the concept of “house” historically stated. It implies building set of rules belonging to a specific place
and time which synthetizes the previous experience of the same character assumed by the building operator as a guide before
acting. In these tenns the buiding type identifies with a collectively shared project.
4
Node or nodal points expresses the quality of a point belonging to a continuous space, which is the intersection of two routes or the
gemmation of one route from another.
5
Matrix route crossing through the territory to connect two poles in the most direct way.
6
The building route are orthogonal to the matrix route when it is stated to devote to building activity the borders of the latter. The
distance between a planned building route and the following one corresponds to back-to-back arrangement of the building lots.
7
The connecting routes connect two successive planned building routes, usually orthogonal to each other, to facilitate the relations
between different pertinent strips.
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ABSTRACT
“Within the canon of contemporary architecture, it is time to highlight a chapter dedicated to the ‘revenge of the courtyard‘”. With this
premise Bruno Zevi, in 1958, illustrated the then still unbuilt project by Ludovico Quaroni for the INA Casa residential district of San Giusto
in Prato. “Will these ‘courts’ be sufficiently differentiated among them, each appearing to the layman as to have its own physiognomy?
And how will their inhabitants be able to find themselves in a new community ruled by a collective harmony?” These are the perhaps too
predictable crucial questions raised by Zevi.
After the second post-war phase, Prato was a politically and socially industrious city which gave hope for the foundation of a society of
solidarity. Around the same time the Treaty of Rome was signed, sanctioning a peaceful communion between European countries. The then
consistent migration from Italy’s southern regions and, starting from the 1990s to the present day, from China inevitably changed both the
urban and the human landscape. Quaroni’s ‘spatial grid’ which on a theoretical level is reminiscent of the contemporary experiments by van
Eyck, Candilis, and the Smithsons, was born as a device capable of adapting to the instance of organization, relationships and integration
advocated by the exponential growth of urban communities and their internal variety. The ambition was to embody the very notion of open
work formulated by Umberto Eco in 1962. Moreover, as Quaroni himself explained in La Torre di Babele, it is the ‘architectural medium’
that allows a relationship, both close and operative, between drawing as a medium and drawing as an end, between the notion of ordre
and that of ordonnance in which the functional, technological, and aesthetic structure of the architecture of the city converge. By analyzing
the both paradigmatic and little known project of San Giusto, the essay will investigate design trajectories providing spatial and ‘political’
alternatives to the tendency of contemporary cities to organize themselves through impenetrable enclaves. The illusion is indeed that such
enclaves may behave as self-sufficient entities, that is without mutual and contextual relationships. Seventy years after its conception and
within the new cultural framework, Quaroni’s neighborhood, with its open yet morphologically determined courtyards, seems to embody a
‘progressive’ and timeless form of living, where the dialogical relationship between the individual and the community is protected.
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San Giusto district. The ‘revenge of the courtyard’
“Within the canon of contemporary architecture, it is time to highlight a chapter dedicated to the ‘revenge of the courtyard’”1. It is with this premise that Bruno Zevi, in 1958, illustrated the then still unbuilt project by Ludovico Quaroni for
the residential district of San Giusto in Prato, as part of the last residential projects promoted by INA-Casa2, the post-war
national welfare program that between 1949 and 1963 and beyond, not only helped revive Italy after the fascist dictatorship, but also had a greater impact in reshaping its cities. In Quaroni’s architectural production3 San Giusto in Prato
(1957-1977) is temporally placed between the construction of the Tiburtino neighbourhood in Rome (1949-1954), and
the competition for the Barene of San Giuliano in Mestre (1958), that is between a still paternalistic approach fosterXing
the very idea of rural urbanity made of small self-sufficient communities, and a radical approach celebrating the idea of
mega residential infrastructures, which is ultimately a reinterpretation of some rationalist themes. In short, the San Giusto
district would represent a very original search for the ‘size of the community’, overcoming the conventional closedness
of the neighbourhood without yet disclaiming the human scale4.
Hosting around 400 dwellings and 1500 inhabitants, the district consists of an urban matrix – the “spatial grid” according
to Quaroni’s definition5 – based on the repetition of a courtyard morphology obtained through the combination of intensive
and extensive typologies, namely towers blocks and linear blocks. Despite the anonymous character of the grid, the
permeability of the set of intermediate spaces – such as the gates to the courtyards, the courtyards’ partitions defined by a
gentle groundscape, the turbine ramps within the towers serving the dwellings – summarizes the smooth transition from
public to private living. Whereas for economic and technological constraints, buildings create a homogeneous – if not
monotonous – scenario, typological and morphological variation is ruled through some compositional tactics, such as the
split level typology, the gradual volumetric shifts, the differences on buildings heights, and the diversification on façade
components6. Hence, Quaroni seems to have answered to the perhaps too predictable crucial questions raised by Zevi,
“will these courtyards be sufficiently differentiated among them, each appearing to the layman as to have its own physiognomy? And how will their inhabitants be able to find themselves in a new community ruled by a collective harmony?”7
Consistent with the idea of incremental, open city – as the then mainstream topic – the grid is indeed a device capable
of adapting to the instance of organization, relationships and integration advocated by the exponential growth of urban
communities and their internal variety. At the same time, the pivotal role of service buildings – such as schools, churches,
shops and artisan laboratories – around which the multiple iterations of the grid, unrolled along the design process, are
articulated, is rather consistent with the idea of spatial and organizational hierarchy.
After all, the interplay between a fixed structure and variable components – reminiscent of the distinction between langue
and parole, that is between static and dynamic elements in language according to Ferdinand de Saussure’s structuralism8
– is also leading the compositional logic of the building facades. The ‘rhetorical’ legibility of the concrete structural grid
is perhaps what mostly recalls Quaroni’s past neorealist experiences, unsurprisingly criticized by Manfredo Tafuri as
“grammatical elements still belonging to the populist misunderstanding”9. Despite this statement, Tafuri himself will say
about this project that “it represents a stage that should not be underestimated, both in the process carried out by Quaroni’s
personal experiences and in that carried out by Italian town-planning”10. The turn of the 1950s and 1960s has meant for
Italy a terrific economic and demographic boom, a real miracle which has changed mentality and customs irrevocably. In
1957 FIAT car industry launched the Nuova 500, one of the main Italian icon of the industrial design as well as a symbol
of a recently achieved prosperity which has allowed the working class to buy together with the car the freedom to circulate
across the country. After all, the car industry investments were running in parallel to the infrastructural development, the
extensive construction of highways connecting cities and the Italian Boot from north to south.
Among other industrial districts, in the second post-war period Prato was an important textile production centre, play-
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ing a crucial role in the rise of the Italian fashion design industry, and more generally in the affirmation of the so-called
‘made in Italy’ trademark. As it is recorded in Gillo Pontecorvo’s moving short film Giovanna (1955), set in one of the
local textile factories, Prato was a politically and socially industrious city, one of the emerging labour models which
gave hope for the foundation of a society of solidarity11. Located in the outskirt of the Tuscan city, Quaroni’s project
was conceived within the Prato General Masterplan designed by the Italian architect Leonardo Savioli, who was not
only envisioning Prato’s rapid urban growth but also its polycentric if not sprawled configuration, as consequence of
the freedom made it possible by the car mobility. In fact, in about a century, Prato has increased its population from
50,000 to around 200,000 inhabitants, further implemented by the consistent migration from southern Italy and, since
the 1990s from the Chinese province of Zhejiang, and other southern countries12. In few decades, the impact of globalization has unpredictably changed both the urban and the human landscape, making it impossible to manage economic
and territorial processes and their consequential emergent social conflicts13.
‘Openness’ and ‘Closedness’
As a matter of fact, San Giusto district can be considered a corner-stone experiment within the theoretical and political
debate – extended in the global scale and to all the field of knowledge as consequence of the radical change of perspective allowed by the scientific and technological discoveries – around the very notion of ‘openness’ and ‘closedness’. In
October 1957, Sputnik 1 was launched into space, announcing, together with the birth of the ‘network’ and the mass TV, a
new – potentially boundless – idea of space and society. Interestingly, in 1957 the Treaty of Rome was signed to sanction
a peaceful communion between European countries. However, a few years later, in 1961, the erection of the Berlin Wall
symbolically embodied the definitive split of the northern hemisphere into two large blocks. The most prominent cultural
reaction to such political division was the formulation of a new paradigm of open and egalitarian society14. Among the interpreters of this paradigm, the Italian Philosopher Umberto Eco – who in 1962 has published The Open Works15, in which
he praised the many forms of art, literature and music whose “ambiguity” allows multiple and synchronic interpretations
– has strongly influenced the architectural thinking, likely Ludovico Quaroni’s architectural thinking.
The International Congresses of Modern Architecture (CIAM) was recently disbanded in 1959 in Otterlo, and the Team
10 new generation of architects was starting the first substantial revision of the Modern Movement theories, turning the
interest from the standard to the individual. The Plan for Tokyo by Kenzo Tange in 1960 delivered to modernity a new
icon of what can be understood as ‘open form’ in architecture and urban design. The Metabolist Manifesto is indeed a
territorial megastructure accommodating interlocking circulation loops, network of highways and subways around which
temporary, adaptive programs can be ‘plugged’ as the needs of the population dictated.
With a little different approach – more sensitive to the ‘context’, to the heritage, to the historical-procedural stratifications
of which the city is composed – in the same years in Europe groups such as Candilis, Josic and Woods, Van Den Broek and
Bakema, Alison and Peter Smithson were involved in similar experiments. In different ways, respectively Toulouse Le
Mirail (1961), the Plan for Tel-Aviv (1963), Berlin Haupstadt (1957) are expressions of a new urban order dictated by the
methodological coherence of the formal generative processes16. Both the internal features – Quaroni’s ‘spatial grid’ as a
device capable of integrating the evolutive modification of the community – and the external features – the sudden change
of the social strata of Prato – make the little-known San Giusto district a paradigmatic case around which the ambivalent
condition of ‘openness’ and ‘closedness’ – embodied or induced by architecture design – can be investigated. The Prato
experiment in fact demonstrates empirically that the polarization between these two mentioned conditions is pleonastic,
it does not take into account the proven coexistence of opposing forces through which the space becomes ‘habitable’.
It is a factual rather than a conceptual ambivalence, made evident by the gap between the theory, which in the past 30 years
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has researched on concepts such as liquid-hybrid-contaminated-interconnected17 – concepts that can be advocated to the
so-called ‘open systems’ – and the reality, full of clusters-islands-walls – relative to what we may call ‘closed systems’.
In confirmation of this hermeneutic crisis, the city has lost its clear terminological identification. In fact, we are forced to
define “mid-size city18” the city which, beyond the dimensional data, is distinguished by a plan of ‘normality’, associated
with a widespread quality of common goods and services, and which owes much of its well-being to the presence of a
margin – real or imaginary – that acts as an identity symbol. For many decades, the ubiquitous object of study has been the
metropolis, in its most abstract significance, with either positive, controversial or cynical reaction to what was intended
as the emblem of globalization. The potentialities and aporias of the new expanded, boundless and promiscuous urban
territories have been extensively explored by the intellectual community, while the phenomenological drift was taking
the opposite direction. The lack of dialogue between public and private living has legitimized both formal and informal
defensive behaviours, materialized in the vast proliferation of spatial enclaves, born with the aim of preserving, within
closed borders, a community presumably endangered. At the same time, the organization of self-sufficient communities,
namely without mutual and contextual relationships aside from the immaterial connection to the global network, is one of
the unavoidable responses to the pervasive issue of safety. Issue that is indeed rather complex since it includes both the
physiological – that allows human beings to develop the ‘sense of place’ – and the pathological – that is the contemporary
political and ideological construction fostering the ‘perception’ of insecurity and peril as a way which justifies the massive
control of our lives, even if most often there is not real threat against safety.
Faced with this fracture between the “noumenon” and the “phenomenon”, to put it in Kantian terms, we no longer
understand the coordinates that have led the historical dialogue-exchange-conflict between public and private living,
coordinates built through specific forms and measures of architecture. It is worth asking if and how architecture may act as
a cultural medium enabling the negotiation between theory and reality, as well as the operative framework through which
the conflict between the practical and the ideological need for material boundaries can be reconciled. After all, as Michel
Serres19 reminds us, the possibility of cultivating and building a space vanishes without boundaries, and more precisely
without those countless and multiscalar ‘transitional spaces’ inside which all kind of confrontation, friendly or hostile,
may occur. On this regard, sixty years after its conception and within the actual cultural and political framework, with its
open yet morphologically determined courtyards, Quaroni’s San Giusto neighbourhood seems to embody a true spatial
and political alternative both to the regressive ‘closedness’ and to the radical ‘openness’.
Beyond bipolarism: formal identity and free space
In recent years, this topic has again been discussed as one of the most emblematic of contemporaneity. Among others,
the American sociologist Richard Sennett20, in a pragmatic and perhaps too schematic manner, has provided us with a
key to reading and interpreting the city in terms of ‘openness’ and ‘closedness’. Sennett observes three recurrent aspects
modeling the “closed city”. The urge for order, control and formal coherence – typical, for instance, of the Modernist
City, such as the Dutch neighbourhood of Bijlmermeer (1963-1975). The wish for equilibrium – typical of the Utopian
City, that is manifestation of an ideal and untouchable perfection. The stereotypical use of vernacular style as a supportive
tool fostering processes of social identification and fulfilling the sense of security – typical of the Populist City, such
as those designed by Leon Krier in the last decades21. Analogously, Sennett identifies the “open city” through three
common characters. The presence of porous edges allowing soft transitions between private and public realm – typical
of the so-called Public or Democratic City, so masterfully emphasized by Giambattista Nolli in his Map of Rome (1748).
The incompleteness or the capacity of architecture to grow, to shrink, to adapt over time in response to new functional,
social and political requirements. Last but not least, Sennett talks about the “unresolved narratives” either referring to
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the Informal City – intentionally designed to absorb self-managed transformations – or to the Stratified City whose
architectures are capable to renew over time their symbolic value.
Taken in their crystalline clarity, Sennett’s categories are truly instrumental to unfold a critical reading of the district of
San Giusto in Prato. Paradoxically, what in reality is a problem – the undetermined open space currently lacking in quality
– in the theoretical reading represents a potential – since, notably, such space can be overwritten and re-actualized. Conversely, what in theory is a problem – the ‘stable’ character of the closed forms of the courtyard – is indeed an essential
resource, conferring identity to the place. Ultimately, it emerges that ‘openness’ and ‘closedness’ can – and most likely
should – coexist. They are indeed complemental and equally essential conditions, both operating in favor of progressive
and timeless forms of living. In order to release ourselves from the prevailing dogmatic and simplistic interpretation,
according to which ‘closedness’ is negative and ‘openness’ is positive, we may rather adopt a neutral approach. A ‘learning
from’ Quaroni’s spatial grid in Prato which leads us to comprehend the urban vital tension, which naturally belongs-to
and can be metabolized-by the city, as the outcome of a projected combination of formal coherence and incompleteness.
Following this conceptual trajectory, architecture could perhaps hold its ambition to generate place of formal identity and
yet to provide free space for both social and cultural confrontation with the unknown, with the ‘Other’.
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ABSTRACT
Vision is a real thing and it makes the world a better place to live in, because it talks about human dreams, the city and the buildings
we want to inhabit. There is a reality of utopia where the vision enhances the possibility to improve the condition of the dynamic of
life in the aggregation of the community, of the city, of the society. The power of the vision is the capability to re-think with a wide
range perspective the human settlement, starting from the organization of the urban area to the design of the house functions. From the
Repubblica of Platone, through La città ideale during the Renaissance and all the urban utopia of the last two centuries, vision was
about design the new order of the society with the instrument of the architecture, answering the question: how to plan the better and
the new condition for human life. The reality we live in is the transposition of all the visions architects have had decades and centuries
ago, the city of the velocity and the car mobility, the city of the zoning, the garden city, the rational city, and all of them had a clear
vision about urban and housing settlement. The common data was a void territory as starting point for the development of the new
urban area and the visionary strength of a solution for all the players involved, starting from the design of the houses to the place of the
representative architecture to the new order of the society. Now that the issues for the city is to rethink its components, in order to face,
from buildings to mobility, all the technological obsolescence arisen in the last decades, dealing with the urgency to regenerate from
the inside the urban settlement to contain city dimension, is there a space for vision which can affect the reality of tomorrow? Missing
the possibility to erase a piece of land to start the construction of an overall new utopia, the focus is on the contemporary field for the
architecture of tomorrow, searching for the chance of a real utopia where architecture is not facing just a technological plugin but is
talking about a vision to inhabit the city of the next future.
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Is a vision for tomorrow’s reality possible? The essay aims to investigate the elements of possibility of a vision for
tomorrow’s reality, addressing the problem of defining utopia, of using utopia as an instrument and a tool for the
architectural project, of its possible field of application, through the analysis of the architectural, social and cultural
aspects of our contemporaneity and lastly investigate why it may be necessary to talk about visions for the future.
Who: the definition of utopia
It seems unreasonable to combine the word vision with reality, but there is a reality of utopia1, where it is necessary to
prefigure scenarios of a distant future to aim for. The reality of utopia consists in its ability to face, with a complex and
wide-ranging perspective, the problems related to changes in society (economical, cultural, habits, etc.) with a view to
its improvement. The reality we live in today is the complex and refined elaboration of all the unacceptable and radical
ideas that have populated the architects’ imagery, from The ideal city during the Renaissance to all the urban utopia
of the last two centuries. The reality we live in is the transposition of all the visions architects have had decades and
centuries ago, the city of the velocity and the car mobility, the city of the zoning, the garden city, the rational city, and
all of them had a clear vision about urban and housing settlement.
How: utopia as an instrument
Utopia in architecture was born with the problem of building the city, which coincides with the definition of the
potentially perfect model of society, where the crisis of housing and the problem of overpopulation of urban areas
highlighted the inadequacy of human settlements. From the industrial revolution to the 70s, that visions agreed with the
imagination around the housing settlement: the work-home organization models such as the Fourier phalanstery, the
research on urban organization based on massive infrastructure systems (from the linear city to megastructures such as
those imagined by Kenzo Tange in Tokyo or by Yona Friedman) or the thoughts oriented on the relationship between
the single person space and the neighborhood like garden cities or the reflections underlying the new urbanism.
It is possible to find a common element in the urban utopias that have followed one another in the last two centuries,
although they’re different, from the Ville Radieuse to Brodoacre City, from the ciudad linear of A. Soria Y Mata to the
plug-in city by Archigram: each of these ideas assumed that the city project had to precede its construction.
The city was not there, the world had the possibility of being designed and in this way the architect expressed his
ability to interact with his future vision of society. The ability to interact with an empty sheet, a city still to be built,
represents the first common element of urban utopias, the second is the ability to analyze the problem of living globally.
Urban utopia does not propose a solution to a single problem, with functional or technological nature, but investigates
a wide-ranging formulation. The single element constituting the design of the utopia, the house, the special building,
the infrastructure, finds its reason in the analysis of the complex.
Utopias are a solution of substitution of a previous way of managing urban settlement and they are realized with
the tools of a social reorganization defined by geometrical rules. They are vision with a static content or with a very
low possibility of changing it, but always referring to that different order of the society reflected, or defined, by the
architectural disposal. In each city, the home represented the key element to describe the settlement from the point
of view of its social concept, the house designed in modules, the isolated house, all the studies on the size of the
spaces of the house itself, the house as a mobile element or as a wearable system linked to the individual and his
needs, as in Mike Web’s Cushicle projects.
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Where: think about a local-based utopia
That is pretty fascinating, but starting to list a few words which can describe our contemporary situation we can say:
patchwork, hybridization, layering, re-use, up-grading (all the technological obsolescence that have been arisen in
the last decades). There is not a white page or an empty land to start from, especially talking about our old continent
Europe where we face cities built, with the needs to rethink themselves in their own, already settled, border.
In the contemporary European context, it becomes increasingly difficult to talk about the development of an urban
structure, the construction of a new context where to exercise the possibility of imagination for a future to be built
on an empty platform. The urban project takes place mostly on the edge of the built city or by slipping into the
holes left empty over time. In this context, the response to the city of the future becomes an infrastructure and
technological problem, such as that posed by the definition of so-called smart cities. Smart City is an “instrumented,
interconnected and intelligent city”. It is instrumented for the capability of using live real-world data through any
kind of sensors and personal devices.
It is interconnected because of the integration of these collected data into a computing platform that allows the
communication among the various city services. It is intelligent in the way it includes complex analytics, modeling,
optimization and visualization services to make better operational decisions2.
The research around human habits is limited to its technological implementation, to the possibility of making the
components of your home interactive, of making them responsive to your comfort and needs.
It activate a response, a project, which concerns the development of individual elements: the technological infrastructure,
the installation of a system, a network mostly invisible and related to the digital space.
When: the perception of the future
The investigation into the vision concerning the world and its physical construction, the city, cannot help but wonder
about the perception one has of the future itself. We are men who live in the age of technology3, where the technicalscientific paradigm allows no other goal than the achievement of results as outcome of its procedures.
The technique works4, does not aim for a purpose or promotes a sense and the concepts of individual, freedom and
community with which the pre-technological era was nourished, now no longer find meaning and must be reconsidered,
re-founded. It is emblematic how psychology and psychiatry studies in youth fields find that there is a lack of trust in
the future, a permanent feeling of insecurity and precariousness5.
These are key elements for the question around what visions for tomorrow’s reality, where we architects are called
to answer. Vision is in crisis in an era where life has been reduced to “economic calculation, the endless solving of
technical problems, environmental concern and the satisfaction of sophisticated consumer demands”6.
In the supremacy of technology it becomes difficult to speak of utopia, where it “(..) offer no ready-made answers,
let alone solutions. But they do ask the right questions”7, the idea of something

far away and not feasible in the
immediate present, which presuppose an effort of imagination that goes beyond achieving a practical result, are
perceived as something unacceptable.
Yet, the practices and the same perception of the time are changing, Overton’s window8 explains well how an idea can
reach ever greater degrees of acceptability and on the other hand also the speed with which we mature technological
obsolescence, in practices, in thought itself, speaks about this. Lastly there is an inability to look far away when the
future is so close, it is all near or approximate to the present.
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Why: needs and requests
It would seem that there is no physical space for a vision about tomorrow that can take into account the ability to deal
with a wide-ranging perspective, such as urban utopias have fielded throughout the history of the city and architecture.
The city is already built but needs have changed over time. The house problem is intertwined with two factors: the
economic and the spatial-functional one. On one hand, the economic data suggests that in Europe at least 10% of the
population spends more than 40% of their income on the maintenance of their home (rent, bills, ordinary jobs, etc.),
where the most common of household is that composed by a single person, with one third of the total numbers of the
households, and it’s a parameter registered as increasing in the last decade9.
The numbers confirm that the problem of housing is central in the present day, despite the fact that the space has
already been built, it is functioning and indeed there are numerous cases of empty or abandoned buildings. Next to the
problem of accessibility and maintenance of the house there is that of its physical constitution; in European countries,
such as in Germany, the biggest problem is addressed to the elderly who occupy houses that are now too large and do
not have the possibility of access to housing measured to their new needs, as the whole category of temporary workers
or students, which find it more and more crowded in urban centers10.
The answer of the contemporary city is the construction of smaller and smaller housing; microhouse is one of the most
used terms to frame that housing target that speaks of the busy life where every activity take place outside and the house
is only the night refuge. These are few of the issues related to the possible housing research, next to them – to think
about that wide range perspective accounted before – a discussion about a possible change in the social organization is
needed. Technological progress every day replaces with arms and mechanical intelligence operations usually made by
man, introducing new working methods where the presence of man is less and less required.
Thanks to the results of the technological effort, it is increasingly possible to reduce working hours, working days
(European countries are progressively proposing the short week to encourage production). A technological progress
that no longer makes the assumption of a basic income guaranteed to everyone seem so absurd11.
A vision of the future that seems radical or even unthinkable12 at the moment but that could become reality in a day
not far away. A vision of time freed, from work, where we now spend 5/6 days out of 7, which underlies an important
architectural reflection: what are the spaces of this new time freed? What are the housing models that can meet this
need? Is the house ever smaller, more and more compact, where the various activities are no longer assigned a room
but a corner, the one that can respond to these new, possible demands? “(...) in housing, there are even bigger questions.
The pace of social change once suggested that the city would have become more flexible, that people might wish to
decouple themselves from a sedentary existence, with the opportunity to move more or less at will.
The image of a subject passing freely through a city constantly fine-tuned to their requirements was one that
consistently haunted these radical futures. While this technological dream appeared time and again, as both a utopia
and a dystopia, it seemed that in the end, ordinary folk weren’t interested in becoming unplugged nomads. People
wish to dwell, it seems, and that’s that”13.
Conclusion: an(other) open question
Research on housing is a plausible start, because it asks to reflect on how domestic and non-domestic time will be
organized, which will suggest the idea and trends of the near future. The problem of the home underlines that there is
always a constant, renewed need to imagine the space of a possible tomorrow.
There are two ways to go, and one shouldn’t rule out the other, on a side the constant technological and functional
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updating that we operate in adapting to the renewed needs for comfort, on the other the possibility of appearing an
utopia, that wide rage perspective to describe a different route, an open and destructive, non-confirmative possibility
which is not a reality because of the circumstances but it talks about what humans want to inhabit.
The possibility of a vision for tomorrow reality, however, probably cannot comply with all the key elements that
historically have marked urban utopias, it will have to take into account to operate on the built city, with a reduced
temporal perspective and with the awareness that for our technological perception- logical based it will be commonly
perceived as unacceptable.
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ABSTRACT
Biomimetics, as a discipline, investigates nature, therefore, in countless ways teaches us how to reach the peaks of sustainability. It is
where solutions are obtained by emulating strategies and principles from nature (Badarnah, 2016). Especially in recent decades, our
knowledge of plants have been increased drastically, and research through this have nurtured analytical, methodological and theoretical
innovations (Barthelemy et al., 2007). This paper focuses on lightning as an energy source, only. It is of great importance to produce
lightning solutions every day, especially for the congested spaces such as metropolitan cities. This paper aims to investigate plants in
terms of their self-shading such as leaf overlaps, and their adaptations to obtain better light capture performance geometrically. Such
observation can provide great inspiration towards future architectural design, urban design, and conceptual design. This paper aims
to answer following questions:
1. What are the type of adaptations that have been developed by plants to capture more light;
2. Is it possible to find such a geometry which can be optimal regardless of the specific location and azimuth angle;
3. What are the determinants of such a geometry, applicable especially for the most congested spaces?
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Introduction
Biomimetics, as a discipline, investigates nature, therefore, in countless ways teaches us how to reach the peaks of
sustainability. Especially in recent decades, our knowledge of plants have been increased drastically, and research
through this have nurtured analytical, methodological and theoretical innovations (Barthelemy et al., 2007). Each plant
species offers individual characteristic design or an architectural pattern (Pugnaire et al., 2007). It is crucial for plant
life to provide an optimization on built-in costs (Ackerly, 1999) (Pugnaire et al., 2007) (Sprugel et al., 1996), both for
using less supply and energy as possible with maximum amount of carbon gain (Ackerly, 1999), and to ease on water
distribution (Lanling et al., 2009) (Pugnaire et al., 2007). Whether in a given environment there is a perfect crown
shape or not for maximizing light interception, and how efficient this form is, had been attracted many researchers
(Ackerly, 1999) (Badarnah, 2016) (Barthelemy et al., 2007) (Falster et al., 2003) (Pugnaire et al., 2007) (Sprugel et al.,
1996). This paper aims to answer following questions:
1. What are the type of adaptations that have been developed by plants to capture more light;
2. Is it possible to find such a geometry which can be optimal regardless of the specific location and azimuth angle;
3. What are the determinants of such a geometry, applicable especially for the most congested spaces?
Geometry can be obtained within the limits of design necessities. In this study, only light has been taken into account.
Other social, structural, or conditional variables haven’t been taken into consideration. This study only aims to put forward
guidelines for future geometries to be built, that is optimal for sunlight performance, especially for a congested space. To
conclude to such geometries, this study should bear following attributes;
1. Plants should be shade intolerant/best light capture performance by avoiding shade;
2. Should bear maximum total area per silhouette ratio with minimum possible overlaps in other words maximum
congested area with minimum self-shading ability;
3. Plants should provide all of the above without being movable towards the direction of sun, since this paper does not
aim to have a dynamic design, but rather a static solution for congested spaces.
Prior to analysis
Vegetation canopies are complex collections of branches, leaves, fruits, and flowers (Huemmrich, 2013). Plants are
capable of changing their shapes in response to environmental factors such as sunlight, water and neighboring plants
(Lanling et al., 2009). Towards different light conditions, plants tended to adapt in 2 different ways, which are; 1.
shade-tolerant, 2. shade-intolerant. As Huemmrich points out, absorbing solar radiation to start photosynthesis is one
of the main purposes of a canopy. How well the light has been captured by the canopy, depends on the arrangement
and the quantity of the leaves, affecting the distribution of light to the leaves (2013). Important canopy characteristics
which determine the interception of radiation include: 1. leaf area, 2. internodal distance, 3. leaf inclination angle, 4.
divergence of the leaves, 5. leaf azimuth angle distribution, and 6. leaf optical properties (last one, not included in this
study, since it is focused on a rather geometrical approach). Plants tend to optimize their structural construction costs.
Throughout its life cycle, within the canopy there is an unceasing inflow of food and other contents, thus they tend to
optimize it as best as possible, mainly according to the available light. Sinoquet et al. state that in a number of cases,
air characteristics such as wind speed, temperature and humidity, either do not have an effect at all or do not show
significant effects on carbon or water level changes between the plant and the atmosphere (2001).
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Configurational analysis
Branching geometry has complex varieties from plants with a single axis to plants with many order of branches such as
large trees, in three-dimensional space, however, it is interesting that even a complex shape like a tree can be determined
by only few parameters (Fig. 1) since a new branch is geometrically determined by just two parameters: 1. branching
angle and 2. branch length, l (Pugnaire et al., 2007). Branching angle can be investigated 1. as inclination angle φ, which
refers to the angle of branch to the trunk or the angle of leaf to the sapling, 2. as divergence angle δ, which refers to the
angle in between two successive branches or leaves. Branch length refers to the length of a branch from the trunk to the tip
on the branch, or from sapling or the node to the end of leaf. Generally lower leaves or lower branches tend to be longer,
therefore catch enough sunlight even if they have been shadowed by an upper leaf. Its internodal distance is defined as the
separation of two successive nodes, which defines the insertion zone of a leaf (Barthelemy et al., 2007).

Fig. 1
Plant structural
determinants as
shown.
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Branching pattern, should obtain an ideal geometry in such a way that branching angles would minimize both structural
costs and the overlaps of leaves to achieve optimal plant growth, however, these two features are mutually exclusive
because branching patterns and leaf arrangements that reduce leaf overlap often require more investment in supporting
tissues (Pugnaire et al., 2007). Phyllotaxis (Table 1), or a regular orientation of organs such as leaves, flowers, or scales
(Fowler et al., 1989), is a further investigation on divergence angle δ. Within a crown, phyllotaxi can strongly alter the
light harvesting efficiency of unit foliage area (Pugnaire et al., 2007). To create patterns plants must control the divergence
angle between the appearances of successive organs, sometimes to a fraction of a degree (Strauss et al., 2019). Okabe
(2016) points out the common occurrences in the phyllotactic patterns of 1/3, 2/5, 3/8, 5/13,… and transitions in between
them. Which are ratios extracted from Fibonacci series, and the constant divergence angle δ = 137.5 °, which is called
as golden ratio as 34/89, and is from Fibonacci pattern, is found across a large variety of flower heads (Fowler et. al.,
1989). In fact, Niklas calls this special ratio, as “the worst-case scenario” solution of a plant, for capturing more light
(Table 1). He further states that in each tested component, phenotypes with leaf divergence angles converging on 137.5°
locally maximized light interception (1998). “I” is representing the distance between nodes (Figure 1), experiment done
by Niklas proves that there is no significant change in terms of light capture in relations with leaf divergence angle, as
internodal distance increases (1998). Strauss et al., found out that when internodal distance was small, it was not relative
to the light capture performance (2019). A study by Strauss et al., showed that golden angle indeed optimizes the light
efficiency (2019). Additionally, several researches point out that half or third of golden angle phyllotaxis is also observed
in several plants, and works as functional as golden angle (Okabe, 2016) (Strauss et al., 2019). According the phyllotactic
classification study by Green and Baxter (1987), as shown on table 1, crowns of angiosperms can be investigated under
two categories; 1. non-spiral, 2. spiral. Non-spiral category includes any formation which does not form a spiral. Spiralshaped phyllotactic patterns can be classified into 4, as; whorled, distichous, polystichous, and parastichy. Three of these
subdivisions show orthogenic properties, which is a term when petals can be connected to each other via vertical lines
(Zagorska-Marek, 1994). Whorled patterns, are observable when two successional petals form rotating with the degrees
such as 90°, 60°, 45°,… In between spiral formations, this is the only typology with multiple petals exist on a single node.
Distichous patterns are when petals align on two vertical rows at the opposite side on the axis, in other words, with a
180 rotation. Polystichous patterns occur when rotation between consecutive petals are 120° or 135°. Last subcategory,
parastichy, occurs when petals can be rotated infinitely and no two petals will ever be on the same axis. Some special
infinite degrees such as the golden ratio 137.51…° from Fibonacci sequence, or Lucas pattern 99.501…° with a similar
fibonaccic features are two samples of this category. Some other rotational degrees are 132.2°, 106.4°, 77.9°, 64.1°,
151.1°, 158.1°,…(Zagorska-Marek, 1994). It can be seen in many flower petals to increase sunlight capture performance,
especially with clustered angiosperms. According to Okabe (2016), even at the occasional gap formations in between
petals of this flower is consistent with golden ratio.
Leaf azimuth and inclination angle distribution varies between plant species, throughout growth stages or even during
time of day (Huemmrich, 2013). The simulation exercise done by Huemmrich suggests that there may be global patterns
of leaf inclination angles φ in vegetation canopies (2013). Leaf inclination angle φ considered to be a constant in the
canopy, however, many studies and observations has been done to show that usually leaves in the upper canopy are
inclined more vertically compared the leaves in the lower canopy and this inclination changes gradually (Pugnaire et al.,
2007). Straus et al., additionally showed that varying inclination angle from 0° to 90° simulations resulted functioning
almost perfectly as a single organ (2019) (Table 2). Research by Strauss et al., resulted as, azimuth angle didn’t have
influence in overall light capture performance. Plants would receive less light with higher angles, however, the overall
shape of the light capture curve was independent of the incident light angle. Azimuth merely acted as a scaling factor for
the light capture ability and efficiency, and did not influence the relative optimality of the divergence angles δ (2019).
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Tab. 1
Categories
according to
phyllotactic
patterns.
(Table adapted
from Green
and Baxter,
1987) (Sample
schemes, “except
polystichous”
taken from Smith
et al., 2006)
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Results
To sum up the analysis above, check Table 2. When internodal distance was not great parastichy divergence angles (Table
1), such as 137.5° (golden ratio) provided the best scenario in terms of light capture. In addition to that leaf shape and
petiole length influenced light harvesting (Niklas, 1998).
Table 2 shows different inclination angles in relation with different pinnations. As layers increase, inclination angles
and leaf length becomes more important. Especially for 90°-90°, overlapping and self-shadowing is at maximum.
Group A is more optimal to capture more light and 90°-0° offers the best solution for equal branching patterns, and
maximizes the usable lit space. At group B, individual branch length becomes very important. For these types of
inclinations to work, bottom branches have to be designed longer than the top branches, which will not provide the
best solutions in urban design, since the top of the structure will be open to great light capture potential, maybe top of
a design from the group B should be completed with design approach of the group A, which brings us to similar pattern
approaches as the group C. Likewise group B, bottom branches should gradually be longer to overcome self-shadowing
and the design should be combined with a parastic orientation approach. In any scenario, 90°-0° inclination offers the
best possible design, and this type of inclination opens the design towards different branching lengths with minimum
self-shading. Especially as design gets more congested, and need for using maximum possible area becomes greater,
as shown towards left to right on pinnations.
This paper aims to find the best distribution for congested spaces, criteria to obtain such a design is as following;
1. Azimuth angle is not related to design.
2. Complex inclination angles from 90° to 0° provided the optimal, as pointed on Table 2.
3. Individual leaf/branch shape did not matter, as long as shape did not cause an overlap.
4. Parastichy angles such as golden ratio, 137,5° offered best case scenarios for least self-shading.
5. As intermodal distance got greater, phyllotaxi or distribution schemes did not hold great importance.
This design only aimed to define a geometrical approach and put forward design criteria that is optimal for sunlight
performance especially for more efficient use of congested spaces, for future 1. architectural designs, 2. architectural
concepts, 3. urban designs. This paper did not look into individual petal or leaf shapes. Therefore, it can be enhanced by
investigating different leaf typologies between plants which meet above criterion.
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Tab. 2
Relationship
between inclination
and pinnation
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ABSTRACT
The town visual aspects are like the skin of a living organism; they tell about its energy life, its history and they convey its sensorial
feelings. There is a strong interaction between social activity and space and, even if the space form had a predetermined shape and
function, its perception can be conditioned by human behaviour. The community behavior can become the primary actor that influences
the design of a new quality space. Carta calls “urban creativity” (2007) this driving energy, starting from informal context. Referring
to this aspects, like in “acupuncture” practices, it’s important to identify the “sensitive point” in the urban environment, in order to find
the right answer to critical aspects. A multiscalar approach, instead of a big-scale planning, can preserve the social identity, linking the
advantage of a bottom-up approach, with the potential of a top down planning. Nowadays the meeting between art and architecture is
taking place as a new solution to transform expansion zones with the aim to find value in existing heritage. Participative art can be an
instrument to change the way of perceiving a space in order to modify its fruition. Involving local community, it’s possible to stimulate
public participation and build bond between people. This kind of projects explore the social impact of the creative forces: trying to
encourage the critical and independent thinking. The idea of an art in which the audience is not mere spectator but the main protagonist,
the essential part of the exhibition path, strongly supports the sustainable urban development goal and suggests new tools to improve
housing quality. Art can be a different way to face the urban changes but it’s not successful if not part of a dynamic system. This is a kind
of art that is not closed in museums, it has to be able to stay in touch with people, linking directly with urban dynamics and daily real life:
its role is not contemplation but participation. So that, turning the criticism in planning suggestions, it’s possible to enhance the quality
of life without transforming huge spaces or structural interventions. After analyzing the reasons and the power of the artistic instrument,
the analysis ends with a project hypothesis for suburban contexts.
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At the end of sixties the social psychologist Philip Zimbardo made an experiment to investigate the social degradation
dynamics in the Bronx. He observed that the increasing of urban damagement is connected to the neglect image perceived
by the population. Some years later, in 1982, James Q. Wilson and George L. Kelling issued the ‘broken windows’ theory,
according to which the degradation feeds itself if any intervention occurs. Fabiola Minoletti1, analyzing the urban decay
in Milan, explains that the “urban image coincides with the civic respect of its inhabitants” (Minoletti, 2010). In her
opinion the common spaces express the community identity and therefore their appearance is directly connected to the
community behavior. She introduces this topic in order to demonstrate as the graffiti can influence the community in a
negative way increasing vandalism. But it’s also true that graffiti born to express an extreme social unrest often created
by discomfort urban condition, therefore the writers let show the strong constrains between man and environment. Since
a strong relationship exist trough physical space and social dynamics, humans and town behave like two organisms in
continuous transformation interplaying each other and conditioning their evolution. Starting from Simmel theories until
Goffman and Augé, many researches interpret the urban space as an expression of social interaction. Augustoni and
Sanseviero claim: “our corporal practices on one hand shape the spaces, but these, on the other hand, support the repetition
of our practice, sending us the signs about the space fruition trough the body”2 (Augustoni et al., 2000). Patterns change,
conditioned by different dynamics: not planned but spontaneous as for example, economical conditions, geographical
location, climate, but also social behavior. “While the bodies move trough space, they hold urban texture, with its variety
and diversity” (Bellagamba, 1999); “In this shaping activity, places and spaces have a specific role: also originating from
a process of social construction, as their meaning is continually created and recreated through the narratives and interactions
of those who live there, they in turn reproduce culture without the people involved in the process being aware of it
(Connerton 1989). Urban shapes, like memories collector, remind us every day, silently but persistently, the basic rules in
human relations. They allow some kind of motions while limiting others and stimulate the senses, conditioning, in this
way, people who every day cross and live this spaces” (Bellagamba, 1999). Kevin Lynch analyzes in particular way the
perception of daily life asking people to express their point of view by drawings. In this way he can observe the people
mental image they build of urban spaces, understanding what details or configurations confers pleasure or disturbing
sensations. The Lynch method put in evidence as the visual configuration of the physic environment, becomes a medium
of knowledge through which we make our experience of the world. This process creates mental construction influencing
relations between people but also the interaction with the town itself. “The perceptions are indissolubly linked to the
specificity of the stream of actions. Also the representations are, despite their ‘pure’ mental object appearance, the product
of the individual practical experience, collective and past, that lays in that practice knowledge container we call common
sense” (Augustoni 2000). Otherwise, referring to Zygmunt Bauman ideas, actual time of globalization weakens the sense
of belonging to a community, raising the feeling of loneliness and detachment by the context. Also Georg Simmel figures
a contemporary scene where man feels himself isolated and neutral as a “stranger everywhere” (Augustoni, 2000). This
sense of instability and vagueness, turns in the research of a private setting, physically and socially less and less open: a
public space similar to a domestic space. Collective venue can be the location where the community can find its identity,
its privacy to recognize itself (Brambilla, 2010). The ‘public’ is colonized by the ‘private’ to built communities (Bauman,
2000). An empty space is not a square if the society doesn’t perceive it this way, relating it with the urban fabric. De Carlo
explains: “public places are where people meet, work together, learn, teach, get culture, admire, get distracted, think, pray,
sing, play, and listen, dance etc. Public places are where the citizenship can express itself; without public places, the town
(and the landscape) don’t exist, the public places quality is a primary component of the town and landscape quality” (De
Carlo, 2005). The new social values are transferred trough this liquid relationship between the human and the built
environment. Pierluigi Nicolin talks about ‘resilience’ referring to this “capability of a system to adapt to changes: the
ability of a settlement, of an action, of a person to keep its integrity and its basic target facing a radical changing” (Nicolin
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2004). But Nicolin sets a border as a limit of the urban flexibility, distinguishing between historical town and peripheries.
The first has a strong identity while the second are fragile, unable to “metabolize the transformation processes” (Nicolin
2004). Gilles Clement describes this disrupted regions without character: “some indefinite spaces, without function where
is difficult to place a name” (Clement, 2003)3. In his opinion, peripheries are “non-places”, where the lack of a center is
not for geometrical but functional reasons and where the rules are reversed: on one hand the square, the church, the
cinema are empty spaces; they are quick moments in the community life. On the other hand railway stations become
places for unconscious socialization during the long waits. It’s what Carta calls ‘urban creativity’; a bottom up creative
energy starting from community and representing a new driving force for urban renewal. ‘Why should we think that only
some trades produce the creativity of cities, and can’t we think that the city itself, the collective intelligence of its
inhabitants, (is) able of activate resources, productions and quality (…)?” (Carta, 2007). According with Manuel de Solà
Morales4, the time of large-scale planning is over, we don’t need to have a global vision on the landscape, but focusing
our view on specific spot in the urban texture, exactly like in the practice of the medical acupuncture. That doesn’t mean
transforming places and buildings, but changing their perception to put in evidence hidden details and values. Even if the
actions are focused, they are connected, creating a network of regenerative dynamics interplaying each others. From these
assumption, the suburbs can be re-interpreted, they can become “(…) both welcome and cohabitation place for different
cultures, and also they can show the need of redemption from the ‘non-place’ or ‘other-place’ in comparison with the
historical centers” (di Sirio, 2014). Also Renzo Piano, interviewed by the Sole 24Ore, reconsiders the peripheries rule:
“the landscape and the town are fragile, in particular way the peripheries, where no one has spent time and money for
maintenance. But the suburbs are the real town of the future, where the human energy is focused and what we’ll leave to
our sons. We need a huge mending work and some ideas” (Renzo Piano, 2015). But in this transforming scene, where the
metamorphosis ‘liquefy’ the social and living experience, the large-scale intervention for urban plan, can lead to damaging
results. Some researches of Federal Office of Swiss Confederation for land development, has observed like, sometimes,
the structural requalification of disadvantage neighborhoods affects the weaker population because of the raising the real
estate value (Brambilla, 2010). Critical aspects have to be analyzed to turn them in design suggestions, without hiding
them. As well as the degradation growths if negative images influence people perception, at the same time the sustainable
process can develop by small actions of daily civic culture and they can be activated thanks to a psychological mechanism
of identification in beauty and positive value communicated by the aesthetic of common spaces. If the visual perception
of a space can influence in a negative way the human behavior, it’s also possible the opposite dynamic. Reconfiguring the
image of the debased urban areas, it’s possible to communicate positive values, enhancing dynamics of social regeneration
(Pagliano, 2019). Nowadays the urban art can be an interdisciplinary answer involving several competences: architects,
artists, sociologists, urban planners. Marco Casagrande, Helena Casanova & Jesus Hernandez, Boa Mistura, Collective
Etc., show us like, with different artistic languages, it’s possible to adapt top-down policies on bottom-up criteria (Carbone
et al 2016). Each of them have a different point of view on what the urban ‘sensible points’ are and what the right
acupunctural strategies could be, but all of them are small-scale actions extending their effects over the design physical
borders. The final result is not reduced, but costs, spaces and difficulty in realization, thanks to the opportunity, for the
local community, to share different way of perceiving the town converging in an unique effort. Therefore, the art becomes
public when it’s an aggregative vehicle, connecting different perception of reality, voices with different languages, when
it enhances the belonging sense trough the emotional involvement. Moreover, the art is ‘public’ when it returns the
identity, raising the link with the territory, rebuilding the human cohesion replacing the disaggregation of contemporary
society. Thus the ‘street art’ gets rid of the illegality prejudice (Pagliano, 2019) to assume the rule of communicative
medium, giving voice to the weaker sector of society to enhance their redemption. Public art can interfere in knowledge
process, where it’s adopted, assuming a rewarding function in the information action. The visual perception, in fact, it’s a
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real knowledge process: if in Arnheim opinion, looking the world means “lend a hand” (Arnheim, 1997) toward it, the art
can be a particular interpretative filter helping its exploration, and therefore the understanding of its gratifying aspects.
Berlyne asserts the curiosity of what we consider unusual, supports the knowledge process (Berlyne, 1954). When the
aesthetic action introduces, in the urban scene, unknown suggestions related to our experience, it promotes an explorative
behavior raising ‘arousal’ levels5. Such values depend on the ‘positive hedonic value’ given by visual experience, thanks
to what Berlyne calls stimulus ‘collative properties’ (Argenton, 2017). At the same time, the reading of visual patterns,
even if complex, can’t exceed the understanding limits, because it could lead a total detachment. Therefore, a participative
art, involving all community with new reading of urban spaces, represent a balance between different conditions:
“innovation-familiarity, routine-surprise, simplicity-complexity, clearness-ambiguity,stillness-variation (and in this way
it supports the research of) attractive stimuli, which are pleasant or rewarding, thanks to their collative propriety”
(Argenton, 2017). In particular, when the ‘anamorphosis’ is the chosen technique, it creates a playful action stimulating
pleasure. The Boa Mistura work is an example: they collaborate with neighborhoods turning the debased urban spaces and
streets in to artistic experiences. The anamorphosis, used in their works, forms particular images, reading in their designed
shape only by a specific point of view, while looking them from any other position, the images appear deformed. Therefore
the observer feels himself involved in the artistic action enjoying it like in a game. The temporary aspect of the installations
supports the communication between different cultures in a special way the most marginalized cultures. The artists focus
especially on these people because they are the weakest and the keenest to deviance and the problem is deeper for who
lives on the edge. Bauman says: “the contemporary world is a container, full to the brim of erratic fear and despair, in a
desperate search for outbursts” (Bauman, 2017). The loosing of “solid” references and the instability sense, are like
trigger of degradation, providing a negative perception of urban space; art can modify this logic of “broken windows”6,
giving back the sense of beauty and the belonging feeling.
A case study: a collaborative artistic design for a railway station in Neapolitan suburb.
Cicciano is a suburb of Nolan district and during the economic crisis it has a population growth thanks to the low real
estate market. Thus, the suburb suddenly changes its urban framework, turning from rural village to small town. On one
hand the residential buildings become more and more, on the other hand the increased urban density isn’t supported by
a right facility policies. Therefore, the community, left out from urban transformation process, doesn’t recognize itself in
the new ‘skin of its town’. Cicciano turns into a sleeping quarter that every day gets empty. Streets without life and squares
like vacuum, design a scene on border similar to many others suburbs where it’s not possible to read the life tracks. So that
the railway station becomes the most animated place, where especially young people unconsciously share humanity. They
show in graffiti and wall writes, their hope for future (Andriello, 2002) and their needs of recognizing themselves in that
site, adopting that spaces to socialize and express themselves. Starting from this issues, the railway station becomes the
place for an urban design using urban acupuncture and participative art instead of structural actions. My idea starts during
a school lab with local students, than it becomes a master thesis in drawing techniques7. Trough anamorphic technique the
project tries to modify the space perception with the aim of change its fruition, while trough the proactive involving of
local population the community can identify itself in the design developing a sense of protection towards it. This way, new
dynamics start switching the critic aspects into opportunities for renewal and regeneration. An urban space and facility
is returned to the community providing social quality to all citizen without physical, racial or generational differences.
In ‘Drawing a New Town’, that is the title of the design, the town becomes the represented subject, but also lived space,
regained trough the artistic action. The unshaped space, today used for parking, turns into a place of aggregation for
all, without architectural barriers, while all the buildings become the tridimensional base of the anamorphic pictures
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realized with the community participation and creating a sort of artistic route. The starting image, with its rigid geometry,
represents a dystopian city, metaphor of the loosing humanity. After this short visual moment, the scene is completely
different with dynamic spaces, colors and some resting place for socialize or waiting for the trains and where the street
furniture are designed observing the people behavior in public places. But only reaching the preferential point of views
is possible to rebuilt the anamorphic images, discovering that all colors are connected in an single multicolor ribbon
linking all the elements and spaces. It symbolizes the different humanities crossing that places every days: only stopping
and changing our usual position, it’s possible to see them like an united alive force. In this way the anamophosis creates
a strong relationship between the artistic work and the observer, who feels himself as the author and, at the same time,
he perceives the conceptual message held by the project. This relationship is like a game, driving people, thanks to his
curiosity, to discover new visual suggestions until the last anamorphic moment. It represents the meeting between two
opposite shapes in black and white suggesting the need to change our point of view to discover the diversity around us.
Therefore the anamorphosis is not only a graphic technique, but also the vehicle for a social message. ‘Drawing a New
Town’ introduces, already in its title, the importance of the expressive medium that here becomes a walkable and living
space. Thus, the design finds its reason and its character in the capability to enhance new urban dynamics to built a ‘New
Town’: a creation that, travelling on an emotional level, conveys messages conferring value to men work.

ENDNOTES
Fabiola Minoletti, since 2015, is the national secretary of National Association Antigraffiti, in Italy.
Augustoni A., Sanseviero S., in Augustoni A. ed.
3
Gilles Clement in Brambilla E. (2010)
4
In 2008 Manuel de Solà Morales, in his book ‘a matter of things’, talks about a new kind of intervention for infrastructural
problems, called urban acupuncture, enforced in his mobility design for the Moll de la Frusta coast.
5
The arousal is a temporary alert and attention moment, connected to physiological aspects like: heart rate acceleration, papillary
dilatation, increase in blood pressure, muscle contractions, electrical response of the skin (Argenton, 2017).
6
James Q.Wilson and George L.Kelling enlarged previous Chicago School theories on urban crime. These studies led to the
conclusion that criminality increased proportionally to the distance from the urban center.
7
The thesis has been developed in the Master of Design for the Built Environment, Federico II University, supervisor prof.
Alessandra Pagliano.
1
2
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ABSTRACT
The early decades of the twentieth century represented a period of particular turmoil for the Netherlands as the country underwent
a cultural transition that culminated in the search for a new social order to counteract the chaos generated by the Great War. The
Dutch art world, which had always felt the need to play a role in society, now felt a pressing urge for renewal representative of the new
community ideal. Wijdeveld contributed to this search through written pieces published in the magazine Wendingen.
His support for a new social order first manifested itself in the idealistic design of the People’s Theatre to be built in the Vondelpark in
Amsterdam, then in the visionary design concerning the expansion of the city of Amsterdam. Wijdeveld’s proposal for the People’s Theatre
was initially conceived in 1919. The monumental theatre is located inside the Vondelpark in Amsterdam up against the city’s seventeenthcentury perimeter walls. All around it lie the symbols of the country’s artistic culture: the Rijksmuseum, the Concertgebouw and the
Stedelijk Museum. The drawings published in Wendingen magazine on the 9th and 10th of September-October 1919 highlight the urban
value of the project. A major road axis, a veritable urban boulevard dotted with tower buildings, crosses the historic Vondelpark. Starting
from the ramparts, the boulevard constitutes a perspective axis at the end of which stands the monumental People’s Theatre. The size of
the public building reveals its representative value in accordance with a compositional tradition that harks back to the conception of the
classical city. In the drawings, the Vondelpark appears to be overshadowed, with its presence negated. A modern route replaced the idea of
the romantic park crossed by winding streets and symbolises trust in progress and the idea of urban and social order. This project prefaced
the study of a contemporary and monumental expansion plan that involved the development of Amsterdam along radial roads that set out
from the heart of the historical city towards rural land. These routes were dotted with a series of tower buildings that represented the idea
of a city open to nature, following a development method that contrasted with the settlement rules of the historical city.
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Introduction
The visionary expansion plan for the city of Amsterdam proposed by Hendricus Theodorus Wijdeveld in 1920 represents
a break from the consolidated way of thinking about the construction of the city on Dutch territory. The Dutch idea
of the architecture and planning methods of a city until the Wijdeveld plan were advanced by the Dutch architect
Hendrik Petrus Berlage according to the principles of settlement found in the traditional historic city as expressed in
the Amsterdam South expansion plan. The Amsterdam South plan preceded the Wijdeveld plan by only five years and
in fact referred to a way of thinking of the millennial city as the historic city which includes the classical, Roman,
Medieval, Renaissance, and baroque city, continuing up to the nineteenth century, measuring the construction of urban
spaces according to the well-known principles of the walled city (closed city).
Urban development viewed according to the principles of settlement of the historic city has never been doubted in
Holland even when the late Nineteenth century urban planner Gerhardus van Niftrik presented the municipal city
council with an audacious expansion plan to go beyond the seventeenth century walls. The plan announced ante
litteram the idea of urban development according to the principles of the open city and provided for the development
of a wide green belt with public parks, various connecting and cross-city axes, similar to the geometric plan of French
parks of the time like the gardens at Versailles and the Parisian boulevards built by Baron Haussman.
Thought out as a scenic background to a rich middle-class neighbourhood, the very pretentious Plan tot uitbreiding
van Amsterdam by the municipal city council recognised the improbability of its development not only because of the
inevitable compulsory purchase orders, demolition of houses, and re-parcelling out of the land during the redevelopment,
which would have been difficult to put into practice using the instruments available to the City Council, but also because
this is an idea of the city to which the community in Amsterdam does not relate to or feel it belongs.
This model leads to the development of a new urban form very closely related to a city of nature. Urban blocks of houses
are no longer recognisable as a fundamental part of the city, and the transport network is no longer the system generating
the urban layout. In contrast, the urban layout is defined by the extremely close relationship with the surrounding nature
established by the urban facts. Although this model is hardly rooted in the collective memory, it is very advanced compared
to the expectations of Dutch society even though research for this model was already present in the contemporary planning
culture (Physiocracies, garden city) that developed with the advent of the Industrial Revolution1.
An alternative to the model of van Niftrik is the Jan Kalff model of the walled city of a decade later which met the
expectations of the municipal city council as its formal validity was preferred and adopted in the planning of other parts
of Amsterdam during the decades that followed, demonstrating a strong propensity to develop in harmony and continuity
with the character and history of the country. It is significant that the model of the walled city is re-proposed once again
by the father of Nineteenth century Dutch architecture Hendrik Petrus Berlage in the Amsterdam South expansion plan.
The exemplary urban project proposed by Jan Kalff, which recognised the model of the walled city for the urban belt
around the wall, was accepted by the municipal city council in 1876, and was perhaps still enduring in and preferred by
Dutch urban planning culture in the early Twentieth century2.
The Dutch seem to have kept to this model by Berlage until the new generation of the school of Amsterdam architects
introduced the idea of identifying a new urban order representing the socio-political changes occurring at the time. The
idea of a new social order as a result of the Russian Revolution inspired the renewal of the city in a new formal order.
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Post-war artistic ideals and community values
The hopes and aspirations promised by the Russian Revolution echoed through Holland and fed the enthusiasm of the new
generations of intellectuals and artists, who were convinced that they were on the brink of a new world, a new universal
brotherhood between peoples3, united in a new belief and a new art.
The new social and political climate of new social democracies in Europe such as those in Hungary and Germany, the
emergence of new artistic movements such as Dadaism, constructivism, and expressionism were signs of the coming of a
new society and with it new international art extending beyond national boundaries.
The main figures in Dutch political and artistic cultural life subscribed to this movement. The same Wijdeveld prophesied
the advent of a new society and international art through Wendingen, a new magazine of which Wijdeveld was chief
editor. The Wendingen group followed events in Russia with great interest and news from abroad fed their hopes for a
new world in the sense of a total revolution including the field of art.
This point of view of the new art is set out from the first issues of the magazine by reviewing projects that emphasise
the visions of School of Amsterdam. The enthusiasm of Wijdeveld for these projects is manifested in the introduction
to the first issue of the magazine, “Here, together with architecture, in its new conception of pure construction, the full
splendour of the apparition of men filled with Fantasy manifests itself, men who innocently play with the treasures of
rationalism. Here an atmosphere that transforms the rigid mass of the walls into a ductile flexible plastic can be found, full
of movement, which joyously follows the rhythm of the spatial development” 4.
The People’s Theatre and the Amsterdam expansion plan as symbols of a new social order
The idea of a new social order took symbolic shape in the People’s Theatre. Wijdeveld started developing his proposal
for the People’s Theatre in 1919. The monumental open-air theatre was situated inside the Vondelpark in Amsterdam in
the shadow of the seventeenth century perimeter city walls and very close to the area of museums holding the symbols of
Dutch artistic culture: the Rijksmuseum, the Concertgebouw, and the Stedelijk Museum.
Roland Holst wrote that the People’s Theatre by Hendricus Theodorus Wijdeveld represented the place where a new
social life developed among the people, a social life of communism, and with it high hopes for a new social art. The
word fertilisation used by Dutch intellectuals was not used by chance but arose out of the imposing façade designed
by Wijdeveld whose form directly and ingeniously recalled the nude and crude figure of the female organ with a
realism that had a precedent in, or at least evoked, the representation in the painting The origin of the world by Gustave
Courbet. The wide façade, framed from a monumental frontal angle, is certainly the place of fertilisation that “opens
and its high doors”5 gathering and welcoming the mass of people, designed as if they are small seeds that aspire to
reach the inside of the theatre space, a real and true maternal womb, as announced by the organic form of the plan/
layout inside which the birth and representation of a new spiritual life is profiled. It is a sacred place inside which the
birth rite is consummated since, as Roland Holst says, the People’s Theatre represents “the place where the people’s
holidays are celebrated, stronger than the power of the church”.
So in the words of Roland Holst it seems to confirm that the People’s Theatre is above all an image, the statement of a
new social and spiritual order, the representation of the hopes and expectations of many made real, including those of
Wijdeveld. The designs published in Wendingen magazines issues 9 and 10 of September-October 1919 highlight the
urban value of the project. A great road axis, a real and true urban Boulevard which is dotted with buildings composed
of towers, passing through the historic Vondelpark. Starting from the fortified walls the boulevard forms an axis in the
spatial layout at the end of which is the monumental People’s Theatre showing all of its representative value according to
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a compositional tradition whose references lie in the design of the classical city. The Vondelpark appears to be obscured
in the designs, its presence deleted. The idea of a romantic park crossed by sinuous paths and lanes is substituted by
a modern axis that represents trust in progress and the idea of a new social and urban order. “Let us remember that
romanticism about narrow paths and lanes is no more, and life now has different needs for movement of people. We
realise that naturalism in the park system of today no longer conforms to modern concepts (…). Only now do large public
parks meet the needs established through time offered in daily life and to move people along their wide roads, the beauty
of their flowers and trees, their monuments and fountains, and the sight of their great buildings.”6 The People’s Theatre
reveals its dramatic presence inside this large-scale urban layout at the end of the view provided by the axis. The initial
designs, which were drafts not as yet conditioned by the building problem, were liberated in an organic form by proposing
an unprecedented formal solution for its layout, which was also raised above ground level, that had nothing to do with
typological solutions for a traditional theatre. On the contrary, the geometric rigidity imposed by the form professed by
the rationalism of Berlage is overcome by the curved line that probably draws a maternal womb, the true figurative matrix
that informs the theatre layout plan. Therefore, it is a place where the future is born out of the chaos of a new order.
The primitive appearance of the inside of the theatre auditorium has nothing appollonian about it. As if in a scene painted
by Rembrandt, light and shade meet and collide with each other in a primordial dionisian dance from which the show
about life originates, the genesis of a new social order in which the mass of the population takes part and this theatre is
not only a spectator but also a major player.
The People’s Theatre represents the birth of a new social order and Wijdeveld aimed to give form to this new social order,
as he also proposed in his visionary contemporary plan of 1920 to govern the chaotic growth of the city of Amsterdam in
the future for which an exponential increase in population was expected. Indeed, the boulevard that crossed the Vondelpark
is the beginning of a new formal order. It seems to be so timid compared to the wide concentric radial avenues that radiate
from the ring of the fortified wall towards the outside of the historic city. Buildings composed of towers along the axes
state the image of the future metropolis immersed in greenery according to a conception that, as Fanelli says, goes back
to the ideal of the green city supported by Goethe and Nietzsche.
Furthermore, chaos and order is a classic plan by Wijdeveld whose perfect geometric regularity inserts itself into a
traditional utopia of the ideal city, a concept that can be traced back to the Renaissance and up to the World Capital of De
Bazel of 1905 and the Pantheon of Mankind of Berlage in 1916. The city grows and expands chaotically and shapelessly,
defining the distance between the city and the natural world increasingly substitutes the order provided by the radiating
concentric axes to integrate the built environment with the natural, preserving the historic city of Amsterdam as a real and
true monument in the ideal centre.
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ENDNOTES
1

The idea of the garden city became widely diffused in Holland from the start of the Twentieth century. Among the many
developments are the garden neighbourhoods (Tuindorp) of ‘t Lansink in Hengelo by K. Muller, Philips in Eindhoven by De
Bazel, and Boschdrif in Hilversum by Dudok. Exemplary is the garden neighbourhood of Vreewijk in Rotterdam by Granpré
Molière.
2
The model of the walled city is the result of a process of construction of the urban layout that passes through the recognition of the
invariant constitutive elements of the reasons for the founding of the city: the transport network and the building typology (blocks of
houses) assembled in an organic, living whole. In fact, there is a very close reciprocal relationship between the built fabric (blocks
of houses) and the arrangement of the transport network routes (plan) and this remains an exclusive face in the walled city (classical,
medieval, renaissance) in a unified whole that is not only the result imposed by a regulatory system governing the functional value
or the outcome of a composition that considers the practical aspects of real life, but the method of building the spatial structure of the
city where the aesthetic value and the project of the city as a place of representation and custodian of the values of community is fully
exalted.
3
Hendrik Petrus Berlage, the father of Dutch architecture, was a great supporter of the socialist ideals he believed in as seen in the
Pantheon of Mankind project, monumental building committed to the cause of pacifism and the international, presented on the
occasion of the exhibition organised at the Stedeliijk Museum in Amsterdam by the Association of the Friends of Architecture
in 1915. The political commitment of Berlage to community ideals initially found expression in membership of the League of
revolutionary socialist intellectuals in Amsterdam (1919) and then in the meeting of the social democratic left. The project for the
mausoleum of Lenin celebrates his belief in the principles of the Russian Revolution.
4
Hendricus Theodorus Wijdeveld in Fanelli, 1968, p. 81.
5
See the writings of Roland Holst in Wendingen, September-October 1919.
6
Roland Holst in Wendingen 9-10, September-October 1919.
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“[...] the city, due to its genesis and its shape [...] is, at the same time, an object of nature and subject of culture; single and group; lived
and dreamed; human thing par excellence. “Thus, C. Lévi-Strauss, in 1955 wrote in” Tristes Tropiques “defining the cities of southern
Brazil emerging creatures. In this search for correspondences we propose a reflection on the transformation of the natural territory
towards the anthropized one that was going to be structured in the urban body with its specific functions. And from the destination of
these segments we come to define the different ways of urban life, influenced by the inhabitants that will populate these cities. This
urban living is however able to change the canonical definition of city; although it represents the most complex and refined form of
civilization, when concentrated in a given urban space it alters the definition of intrinsic attitudes, manifesting itself with different and
autonomous effects. This reflection requires us to underline and define the dualism of urban public space, delimited and recognized
by the community as “public” and open to all. If we accept this definition of public space, we observe at least two meanings: public
space is a physical space with its extensions and its limits, which defines the image of the formal city, but at the same time it is also a
relational – informal meeting place where you can share urban living, accessible and open to all. But then, if public space is the living
space of human interactions, whose nature defines form, life and contents, in what way is it possible to read this phenomenon and
make concrete actions for the design and transformation of urban public space? From these conditions of transformable and already
changed public space status, a series of strategies and initiatives come to life in the definition of a new, more responsible, plural and
shared city. Starting from the study of public life, the research aims to investigate different interventions for the project, recovery and
enhancement of urban space from the most extensive to the minimal point, defining a criterion for the establishment of ethically and
socially “human” places in which the innovation and architectural experimentation become the groundwork for concrete action.
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Talking about public space as a physical space and place of human interaction means answering rhetorically the question
asked in the title of this paper. From the dualistic definition of public space, both physical with its extensions and its
limits, and relational-informal meeting place where you can share urban living, we will identify the theme of “Public
Realm” in the definition of its uses, and a series of methodologies with which to read the public space and its dynamics of
transformation, in order to better correspond to the needs of change imposed by the contemporary city.
“(...) the city, due to its genesis and its shape (...) is, at the same time, an object of nature and subject of culture; single
and group; lived and dreamed; human thing par excellence.” Thus, C. Lévi-Strauss, in 1955 wrote in “Tristes Tropiques”
defining the cities of southern Brazil emerging creatures. In this search for correspondences we propose a reflection on
the transformation of the natural territory towards the anthropized one that was going to be structured in the urban body
with its specific functions. And from the destination of these segments we come to define the different ways of urban life,
influenced by the inhabitants that will populate these cities. This urban living is however able to change the canonical
definition of city; although it represents the most complex and refined form of civilization, when concentrated in a
given urban space it alters the definition of intrinsic attitudes, manifesting itself with different and autonomous effects.
This reflection requires us to underline and define the dualism of urban public space, delimited and recognized by the
community as “public” and open to all.
The term “Public Realm” is used in particular to define the “urban public space” or “those areas of urban settlements in
which individuals in co-presence tend to be personally unknown or only categorically known to one another.” As defined
by the sociologist Lyn H. Lofland in his text “Public Realm. Exploring the City’s Quintessential Social Territory”the
public realm is made up of those spaces in a city which tend to be inhabited by persons who are strangers to one another or
who “know” one another only in terms of occupational or other nonpersonal identity categories (for example, bus drivercustomer). The public realm is therefore the social territory of the city, and as such can become the key to interpreting
urban space, providing for uses and dynamics of transformation inside the city.
Since the early 1960s there has been a particular interest by researchers-professionals in the field of architecture and
other scholars for a new approach to the study of the interaction between life and public space, also following the crisis
that urban planning experienced in those years, accused of having forgotten the “human component” in the design of the
city. For this reason the academic world was concerned with studying and understanding human behaviour in the built
environment, giving it the same importance that can be expressed in knowing the shape or genesis of a building, or the
functionality of a public transport system, in order to better correspond to the design needs required by urban space.
Among the main authors who have studied the social territory of the city and the “life” of its public spaces is Jan Gehl,
author of several texts including “Life Between Buildings: Using Public Space” (1971) and “How To Study Public Life”
(2013) in which he focuses on the importance of knowing the interaction between life and public space in order to identify
a series of tools and methodologies to understand the use of public space and to transform it, when necessary, into a
better and more functional environment. However, the work of this author, given its theoretical cornerstones, would not
have been the same if there had not been adequate theoretical support over the years from other scholars from different
academic fields, such as the sociological support provided by Jane Jacobs’ fundamental studies on “urban vitality” in “The
Death and Life of Great American Cities” which, earlier (1961), had the ability to influence the entire work carried out by
Gehl in the following years, or by the direct observations of architects such as William H. White in “The Social Life of
Small Urban Spaces” of 1980 and Christopher Alexander in “A Pattern Language” of 1977.
Since, however, the interest of the research, at this stage, manifests the need to know a direct criterion for the reading
of urban phenomena, I will focus here on the work of Jan Gehl and in particular on his studies on the development of a
concrete methodology for the direct reading of urban phenomena.
Observation, according to Gehl, is in fact the key to knowledge, through which it is possible to define whether an
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architectural context can actually guarantee the good functioning of public space, not only from the physical point of
view but also from the interaction it has with public life. However, if the architectural characteristics of a space can be
easily defined by a unit of measurement, through the manifestation of its volumes, the ephemeral and changing condition
of human life entails a greater difficulty of representation and schematization, for this reason, even today, it may seem
difficult to define the life of public space as a parameter of qualification and design quantification. Gehl on the contrary,
starting from the early 80s, shows that one way is possible, trying to convert the principles of theoretical analysis of the
study of urban life developed since the early 60s into operational tools that could be used directly in the design practice
of the city. Just like Jane Jacobs, and William H. White, Jan Gehl encourages the observer to take a first-person view of
the city, because direct observation provides a better understanding of urban phenomena and a preferable interpretation
of the data. It is clear, however, that the choice of instrument (Manual, Digital, etc.) is also determined by the type of
in-depth scale that is to be used for the urban area under consideration, so that each detection solution must be weighed
according to the type of use required. Before starting an operational analysis of an urban public space, in order to get to
know its life and uses, Gehl believes it is necessary to ask a series of questions, dividing the activities that take place in the
public space and the categories of people who are going to live that space, in order to obtain specific knowledge about the
complex interaction between life and form of the public space. “How many people live in a certain public space? Which
category do they belong to? What type of public space do they live in? How do they live it and for how long?”. It is clear
that the type of questions we can ask ourselves about public space tends to be infinite, and it is not certain that they cannot
be combined together, but it is clear that each of these questions can provide useful information for understanding urban
phenomena, including the activity patterns of users living in a given place.
“How many people are walking and how many are standing still?”
In Brighton New Road, for example, a study on public life helped determine the actual use of public space before and after
its transformation in 2006. Thanks to the conversion to a pedestrian street, the increase in pedestrians was 62% compared
to before the intervention, allowing an increase in sales activities of 600%. This has in fact shown that New Road has
gone from being a transit road to a destination road. The count then provided quantitative data that could in fact be used
to qualify projects or, at the selection stages, in the decision-making process. In addition, the count provided a yardstick
by which the success or failure of the specific project intervention could be measured.
The question “who lives the public space?” can instead be answered with another example of analysis of the category
of people living in a given public space. At Bryant Park, in the middle of Manhattan, between Times Square and Grand
Central Terminal, a safety indicator of the park has been developed, answering this question, analysing the percentage of
women present from 1 p.m. to 6 p.m. The park officer, in fact, systematically walks in the park during those hours, and
notes on two counters, the number of women and men. Through an assessment of the weather conditions, the officer was
able to establish that 52% of park users are women, the rest are men. This indicates that the park is a “safe” place where
women feel like walking alone, while when the value drops there may be an insecurity value of the place.
“Where do people move around in public space?”
This question can be answered by saying that architects and designers should design public spaces based on “where”
people go and/or stay. However, it is not always the case that the city user uses the spaces as they are designed by the
designer. However, if the study area is a surrounding area or neighbourhood, it may be relevant to determine where people
and activities are collected or dispersed to a greater or lesser extent. In a square in Copenhagen, for example, it has been
shown that, in certain seasons of the year, people experience the space differently, locating themselves in different places.
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As can be seen in Fig. 1 for example, in spring, people prefer to sit on the ground in the sun rather than on other benches
located in the square, showing, in fact, how much the climate has a specific influence on the use of a space.
“What happens in public space?”
Mapping what happens in public space can provide specific knowledge of the various types of activities that can take
place in a given urban space. We can say that activities in the public space can be “necessary” or “optional”, this also
implies the users’ stay in the public space and the walking speed. What is certain is that not all activities generate the same
use of space, and for this reason analysing them can be a good indicator for traders and administrations, in order to better
match the needs of public space use.
“How long do people walk for?”
The walking speed and the amount of time spent standing can also provide information about the quality of physical
structures. People often walk slower and stay longer in places where there is a clear public attraction. The time dimension
is essential for understanding life in public spaces, which makes “how long” a key question. In addition to the passage of
days, weeks and months, individual study also covers the time taken by people to walk a certain distance, the time spent
in a certain place and the duration of the activity.
Once the type of user and activity that can take place within the public space has been established, Gehl arrives at defining
a series of tools to systematize and record the interaction between public space and public life, based on direct physical
and personal observation. The choice of tools also depends on the purpose and timing of the analysis of the specific urban
sector. The choice is certainly influenced by the type of area to be analysed, whether it is a limited public space, a street,
a neighbourhood or an entire city. It is also important to take into account the climatic and environmental conditions
of a given place, in order to optimize both the range within which to develop the registration, avoiding overlapping
unnecessary time slots for research purposes, and the choice of location, considering the conditions under which the life
of the public space is favoured (better climatic conditions, artistic/cultural urban attractors and so on). The tools for the
collection and systematization of information “Public Space Toolbox” that Gehl speaks about are therefore: Counting
(counting is a widely used tool in public life studies. In principle, everything can be counted, which provides numbers
to make comparisons before and after, between different geographical areas or over time); Mapping (activities, people,
places of stay and much more can be plotted, i.e. drawn as symbols on the map of an area studied to mark the number, type
of activity and place where they take place. This is also called “behavioural mapping” – in Fig. 3 we can see an example
of “behavioural mapping” of a city flow in Copenhagen, where it is possible to observe the different accumulations of
crowds in the different seasons of the year); Tracing (the movements of people within or across a limited space can be traced
as lines of movement on a map of the area to be studied – in Fig. 2 we see a sketch of pedestrian movement flows within a
residential complex in Copenhagen by Gehl Architects); Tracking (which we can define here as a subcategory of movement
recording, allows people’s movements over a large area or for a longer period of time to be observed so that observers can
follow the path of certain groups of citizens, thus becoming familiar with the habits and dynamics of space use. This is
also called “Shadowing” or “Close Observation”). Gehl also includes, among these, other similar tools for the collection
and synthesis of information from the life of public space, but what is evident from a first reading is the lack of a synthesis
tool and methodological verification procedure able to reveal a sequence with which to analyse the urban public space
with the only purpose of the project, from the collection of data, their evaluation, their comparison to the synthesis and
the project. This lack therefore demonstrates how necessary is a methodological sequence of project synthesis, through
which to work concretely on the transformation of the city, once understood with the operational tools set by Gehl. The
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study of the operational tools for reading urban phenomena developed by Gehl has then found application in a series of
different case studies. In particular, I would like to bring to your attention a case study defined by Gehl himself as one of
the most significant in the understanding of urban phenomena.
Case Study: Traffic Corridors or Lively City Streets. Social Relationship and traffic (Fig. 4)
In this case study, the authors Donald Appleyard and Mark Lintell in 1969 analysed the amount of social relationships
within three different types of streets in San Francisco that are characterized by the same spatial character (23 m long and
flanked by houses). These are: roads with high vehicular traffic, roads with medium vehicular traffic, and roads with low
vehicular traffic. The objective is to study the effect of car traffic on people’s lives in residential contexts. The tool used
was the mapping and interviewing of the users of this space, carried out over a period of 24 hours.
The investigation has reported a number equal to: 2000 vehicles in 24 hours on the road with the lowest vehicle traffic;
8,700 vehicles in 24h on the road with moderate vehicular traffic; 15,750 vehicles in 24 hours on the heavy vehicle road.
The case study shows that, by combining the use of roads, the level of urbanity changes. The road with the highest
vehicular traffic is more akin to the definition of “public space”, while the road with the lowest vehicular traffic is more
similar to the concept of “public realm”. From Gehl’s application definitions it can be understood that the low-traffic road,
after understanding “how many” pedestrians there actually are, is more similar to a pedestrian road, while the high-traffic
road turns out to be a very busy road and therefore not usable by pedestrians. This affects the “where” people accumulate
and move, given the physical limit imposed by traffic, forcing pedestrians to live independently on both sides of the road.
Also “how much time” people spend in this space is easily deduced from this example, as it refers to the amount of space
they have available. We can therefore conclude that despite the simplicity of this example, it is possible to show how
Gehl’s concepts are active in the essentiality of things and that, by remaining operational, they prove useful in reading
and understanding urban phenomena within the public space, thus making an essential contribution to the reading of the
so-called “Urban Public Kingdom” inside the city.
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ABSTRACT
The creative process is a necessity of the man who aspires, to immortality by breaking down his physical and biological limit. It is the
will to renew oneself and to recreate one’s space of life owning objects of use, thought and writing.
It is a continuous confrontation with what has been achieved in history, in one’s own time: it is a critical conscience.
Architecture, as the art of building, it is composed of imperceptible references, of hidden memories of apparently random figurative
elements. In the creation act of the architectural project there is the synthesis of the evolutionary tension of people. In it you can explore
new roads, new techniques, new materials, but is in the form, which the senses of the past resurface and question the future, like a seed
that sprouts in silence from the depths of the earth. The eidos can evoke something that is present only in the author/creator’s mind and
in the observer’s one. It is a parallel time, in the compositional present, that projects itself into the future on a latent idea in the hand of
the “mediator” architect. A tuning of historical familiarity that overcomes the discomfort of humanity, triggering a positive evocation for
ancient times. They are architectural remembrances, those interiorized images in the collective consciousness, able to recall sensations
and emotions, which suggest appropriate solutions to the project in the circularity of time. Today, in the profound crisis of values and
cultural identity, flashy images are mixed with constructed reality. Belonging to a place, its history, architecture and habitat becomes the
identifying element both in the way of living a space, and in being part of it or creators of the transformation. It is the keystone of creativity
that arises in the furrow of local historical continuity, with global contaminations, to become universal.
There are buildings that more than others represent the cultural identity of a community. The school architecture plays an important
role in the construction of the civic and aesthetic sense of a city. How does contemporary school architecture differ from formal
research of creative solutions in the compositional features of spaces? Is the school still that “place of inspiration”, characterized
by the inclination to study and “community building”, as Kahn was talking about? It is a theme that focuses on the analysis of the
architectural project, contrasting the cultural memories of a community with the authorial creative gesture.
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“Building is in itself a sacred act, it is an action that transforms a condition of nature into a condition of culture; the history
of architecture is the history of these transformations. The need that pushes man to confront the dimension of the infinite is a
primordial necessity in the search for beauty that has always accompanied man in the construction of his own living space”.
Mario Botta1
The creative process is a necessity of the man who aspires, through it, to immortality by breaking down his physical
and biological limit. It is the will to renew oneself, to recreate one’s own space of life, objects of use, thought, writing,
appropriating it. It is a continuous confrontation with what has been achieved, known in history, in one’s own time: it is
a critical conscience. Architecture, as the art of building, is composed of imperceptible references, of hidden memories
of apparently random figurative elements. In the creative act of the architectural project there is the synthesis of the
evolutionary tension of a people. In it we explore new roads, new techniques, new materials, but it is in the form, in its
purest meaning, like a seed that sprouts in silence from the depths of the earth, which the senses of the past resurface
by questioning the future. The eidos capable of evoking something that is not present except in the mind of the author/
creator and in the mind of the observer of his work. It is a parallel time, in the compositional present, that projects itself
into the future on a latent idea in the hand of the architect “mediator”. A tuning of historical familiarity that overcomes
the discomfort of humanity, triggering a positive nostalgia for ancient times. They are architectural remembrances, those
images internalized in the collective consciousness, able to recall sensations and emotions, which suggest appropriate
solutions to the project in the circularity of time.
The two dimensions of architecture are very different from each other. There is the scientific / technical dimension and the
most invisible one defined as creative. The place where ideas are born. These two worlds, very different and opposed to
each other, are derived from different natures. The first is composed of knowledge assumed and assimilated by the study,
the “tèchne”, the other born of intuition, sensitivity, the “arché”. Visible and invisible. “The Greek knowledge that means:
a look that takes place in the visible world, but captures something timeless and therefore eternal: invisible forms, which
despite their invisibility, are the object of observation”2.
Technical scientific knowledge produces constructive action, turning into civilization. Knowledge acquired in a wide
temporal horizon , thanks to the critical consciousness, is synthesized in the eternal present with archetypes and types.
Today, in the profound crisis of values and cultural identity, where the place has become global, flashy images are mixed
with constructed reality, becoming the definition of new architectural models. Belonging to a place, to its history, to
architecture, to the habitat then becomes the identifying element both in the way of living space, and in being part of
creators of transformation. It is the keystone of creativity that arises in the wake of local historical continuity, to become
universal. There are buildings that more than others represent the cultural identity of a community. It is the school
architecture that plays an important role in the construction of the civic and aesthetic sense of a city, but, compared to
other specialist buildings, how does contemporary school architecture differ from formal research in creative solutions
in the compositional features of spaces? Is the school still that “place of inspiration”, characterized by the propensity to
study and “community building”, of which Kahn spoke? A theme that focuses on the analysis of the architectural project,
contrasting the cultural memories of a community with the authorial creative gesture.
The school architecture combines the sense of magic and drama without ever forgetting the human being for which
it is built. A space that is primarily a memory generator, which goes beyond the perimeter of its walls. It is a building
that reverberates its belonging to the territory, characterizing its surroundings. The creative/design act is an immaterial,
invisible thought. It needs to be metabolized and concretized through a regulatory, constructive system. The idea that
takes shape and becomes a real life space, experienced by the people who “inhabit” it.
The project is the crossing of two worlds: imaginary and immaterial that contrasts with the concrete and material. The
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architect is a visionary who looks to the future. He reflects on what relations are between civil society and the built
environment. He understands that the school building not only fulfills specific technological performances, but that it is
itself the first form of pedagogy. The designer interprets, in communion with his own scientific background, the concept
of educational space. It implements a silent code, a contemporary dimension in an ambitious and powerful design capable
of transmitting messages, information, sensations, atmospheres. In fact, space is a category necessary to assume and
know our existence. “Space is not something outside of us and independent of us, but it is the first form of the known (...)
Without space we cannot have any experience of the external world and if we claim to give it a reality independent of the
subject , it is no longer anything”3. The concept of space, together with the concept of time constitute the elements that
generate happiness in the life experiences of the adults of tomorrow. For them, space is emotionally lived: it is the key
around which all activities are organized. If the space acquires a value, it becomes a reference point able to strengthen and
increase personal identity. “A nest, a school is a special kind of space in which human beings are invited to grow in the
mind, in sensitivity and in belonging to a wider community”4.
Georges Perec, in his book “Species of Spaces”, well defines the concept of space tied to memory: “I wish there were
stable, immobile, intangible, never touched and almost untouchable, immutable, rooted places; places that would be
points of reference and departure, sources: my hometown, the cradle of my family, the house where I would be born, the
tree that I would have seen grow (that my father would have planted the day of my birth), the attic of my childhood...
Such places do not exist, and it is because they do not exist that space becomes problematic, ceases to be evidence,
ceases to be incorporated, ceases to be appropriate. Space is a doubt: I must continually identify it, designate it. It is
never mine, never given to me, i must conquer it”5. So, it’s clear that the environment influences not only our way of
life, but also what it can generate in the memories of our mind. The school building becomes a fundamental piece in the
construction of the personality, stimulating and training the mind in a critical sense. A space different from the domestic
walls but equally welcoming, where the I gives way to us. In this place the first human relationships are faced, outside the
family, and sharing and comparison will be understood. A sense of belonging to the community is established in analogy
to what happens between being a citizen of a city. Yet these buildings are far from the functional and formal demands
they should fulfill. From the plans for the school building of the post unitary period, for which the hygienic needs were
predominant with respect to the needs of compositional research, today the need for the safety and energy efficiency of
the existing buildings is pursued. Examples of new school building interventions are rare. In Italy, we prefer to spend the
few resources available, for make-up operations, trying to compensate, with technological devices, for the contemporary
needs of schooling. It comes down to design compromises making it impossible to architecturally reconstruct the building
in a reference place open to the city. In 1953 Ernesto Rogers pointed out the Italian “architectural illiteracy” in the
construction of school buildings, in the era in which, the modern movement, overcoming the nineteenth-century concept
of the traditional school, opened a new phase of scholastic architecture linked to the project schooling of mass education
and urbanization of the workers’ settlement within the cities6.
An example of scholastic architecture of the recent past, where the concept of community is well highlighted, is the school
of Fagnano Olona7 by Aldo Rossi built in 1972/76. A building characterized by a rigorous study of form. At the base of
the composition there is the concept of synthesizing, in an architectural organism, a small city. The project is intended
as a system made up of distinct elements assembled together, as notes of a musical score, which, when read as a whole,
contribute to a unified vision. The project is based on the concept that school life must be organized by the architecture
that contains it. A succession of volumes, forms, paths, which serve to educate children about clarity and order. Welldefined spaces within which it is possible to express one’s personality without being distracted by unusual shapes and
paths. The position of the building is determined by the shape of the land, by the conditions of accessibility and according
to the basic criteria of solar orientation with classrooms placed east-south-east. The school is articulated around a central
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open space that constitutes the main place of the architectural composition: the square. All the volumes built overlook
this central space with open and very deep lateral courts that characterize the entire school complex and the life of the
community. The cylindrical library with the fireplace placed on the main façade of the school, create the scenic backdrop
of the tiered theater, becoming its urban city symbol in direct relation with the surrounding industrial landscape.
A contemporary example of scholastic architecture, which focuses on the concept of remembrance, memory and myth,
is the new nursery school, built in Guastalla8 (RE) by architect Mario Cucinella in 2015. In fact, this building places the
compositional emphasis on sensory stimuli, hearing, smell, sight, touch, taste. Seek the interaction of children with the
surrounding environment by tightening strong emotional ties. The architectural body, with its complex curvilinear spaces,
the “belly of the whale”, is wisely inserted into the river, urban and rural landscape.
The environmental analysis of the site reverberates in the architectural concept giving it a character of lightness and
simplicity. The balanced integration of the landscape stimulates the creativity of children while respecting nature. Thanks
to the transparent windows, the exterior and the interior merge to become a single educational space and a tool for the
narration and learning of the surrounding world. A nest, a refuge, a place of inspiration, where the child can express
himself in a familiar and welcoming space. The material choice of wood, as a load-bearing construction and finishing
element, is the hinge element between the closed spaces of the classrooms and the “garden of the senses” outside.
Between the two examples above there is a cultural change resulting from Luigi Berlinguer’s reform in 2000. Compared to
Rossi’s school, post ‘68, focused on opening up to the community and the implementation of the constitutional principles
of equality and the removal of obstacles in access to training, there is, in Cucinella’s school, a strong call for autonomy
in learning and the discovery of the world through the arts with the ultimate aim of enhancing individual growth and the
development of critical judgment. It is the school space that supports the fantastic and magical dimension with visible
traces of the “enchanted world”, where reality is one with fantasy.
Designing architecture for the school means designing thinking about the potential value of the space in which children
will build and imagine their future: a reminiscent, evocative and polarizing architecture of the city.
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ABSTRACT
Memory, as an element of urban identity, defines the city, comprising a series of individual experiences and stories that inscribe and
re-inscribe the type of collective spatiality. The city as a locus of a community’s history can be viewed as a surface that in time receives
multiple inscriptions, superposed in a manner that is invasive to a greater or lesser degree, always arising from a particular historical
period. The research follows the socialist-period urban legacies of Central and Eastern Europe, respectively the totalitarian urban
transformations that left a controversial mark on the historical tissue by gradually enforcing a tenet of oblivion and reinvention upon
the city structure. The extensive interventions that reshaped the city generated a new type of urban identity, one that was often indifferent
to local history, polarising the relationship between architectural discourse and the discourse of power, between city planning and the
human experience, between places and no places.
The aim of the research is, therefore, by understanding the urban fabric and rediscovering the “genius loci” (Schultz, 1980), to find
appropriate mechanisms for the contemporary architecture to respond to a specific urban context. In this regard, we will present the
outcomes of an analysis that follows the Mussolinean context, the fascist intervention upon Italian city structures (new cities such as
Latina, Aprilia, Sabaudia and different urban developments in Rome), their influence on public space with a social and urban impact that
generated specific contemporary urban policies. Three major perspectives formulated through three key actors, witnesses, and participants
in the evolution of urban life are being pursued: the city, as a palimpsest receiving tribute inscriptions of every historical time that transits
it, urban interventions as successive writings, deletions, and rewritings; the architect, as a pawn in a socio‑political game, involved both
in the aesthetical process and in shaping the social, cultural and economic relations established within the urban structure; the user, as the
viewpoint of the way in which the urban interventions were received and appropriated by the city’s inhabitants in relation to the needs of
the contemporary urban actor. Starting from this structure, an analysis grid is emerging that aims to highlight the local attributes in order
to elaborate coherent placemaking strategies for contemporary interventions in post-socialist public spaces.
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The purpose of this contribution is to create a synthetic analysis of some of the most significant types of urban planning
interventions, of a totalitarian nature, during the fascist era in Italy and to indicate some adequate possibilities of urban
regeneration strategies that could be adopted today, in a number of these situations.
Based on these objectives, the contribution is divided into four parts. In the first part, the concepts of memory, identity
and genius loci within the city are briefly discussed, as a necessary theoretical premise for approaching the identification
of the characteristics of urban interventions in the totalitarian era. The second part, therefore, proposes a classification and
distinction of interventions that defined city planning in Italy’s totalitarian era, based on their specific characteristics. The
third part discusses, in short, three examples of interventions, which highlight the urban regeneration aspect, proposed in
recent years within the historical context of the fascist era. Finally, some conclusions are proposed in the fourth part, as a
conceptual summary of the foregoing.
Memory, as a factor of urban identity, defines the city, with the cityscape comprising a series of individual experiences and
stories that write and rewrite a collective spatiality. The perception of the city as a superposition of historical strata that
have, in time, determined its current configuration, allows an understanding of its internal structure, a deeper revelation of
`locus`, through physical testimonies, social meanings, and perceptions archived in the urban memory.
“One can say that the city itself is the collective memory of its people, and like memory it is associated with objects and
places. The city is the locus of collective memory (...) the concepts of locus, architecture, permanencies, and history help
us to understand the complexity of urban artefacts. The collective memory participates in the actual transformation of
space in the works of collective, a transformation that is always conditioned by whatever material realities oppose it.
Understood in this sense, memory becomes the guiding thread of the entire complex urban structure.” (Rossi, 1966)
Regarded through historical time, the collective memory, as a relation between a certain collectivity and its place,
contributes to the decoding of the urban structure, of its character represented by architecture. The relation between the
locus and the inhabitants creates the image of the city itself. It is a product of the immediate perception superimposed
on the memory of past experiences, in a process of interaction between observer and environment. “The environment
suggests distinctions and relationships, the observer, with great adaptability and precise intentions, selects, organizes and
assigns meaning for what he sees.” (Lynch, 1964) Each city is described by a public image, as a result of overlapping
individual images. Thus, space can be represented through an image or a `mental map`, if it possesses certain qualities that
make it comprehensible. Therefore, the space needs to be delimited within a certain morphological coherence, and able to
establish relationships between the individual, the society, and the place.
The `locus` or `the place`, as a complex qualitative phenomenon, represents the essential element of the identity-based
approach. The structure of the place can be analyzed through `space` and `character`. Space is defined by physical
characteristics (centrality, direction, rhythm), corresponding to `orientation` whilst character manifests itself through
`atmosphere`, meaning the appropriation of the world through `identification`. Once the identification with the place is
done, one approaches his own identity (Norberg-Schultz, 1985).
The `atmosphere` is described by the `spirit of the place` or `genius loci` (Norberg-Schultz, 1979). Through `genius loci`,
a relationship of interaction and mutual influence between the individual and its habitat, in Heidegger’s phenomenological
terms, `dwelling`, is established. For Heidegger, the capacity of man to `dwell on earth` is essentially an architectural
experience whilst the connection with the earth refers to a `localized` architecture, linked to its place. Identity, for
Heidegger, comes as a physical and spiritual identification with the place and its memory, by referring to its origins
(Heidegger, 1971). When political movement interferes with architectural decisions, a different perspective takes the
place of this Heideggerian way of thinking about `place` and `dwelling`.
“Architecture is not a neutral discipline with respect to society (...) there is always a political and ideological background.
But within this ideological perspective, architecture should preserve its disciplinary autonomy (...) the only way to attribute
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a political significance to architecture lies in its specific depth” (Snozzi, 2014). Totalitarian regimes in particular, tried to
compress political ideologies into architectural forms, in some cases even pursuing the representation of a political ideology
within an aesthetic ideology. Even though, in Italy, fascist architecture did not manifest itself through a uniformizing
aesthetic, as was the case in Germany, for example. The political component existed both in the interventionist mentality
and in aesthetics. In this regard, our approach aims to initially identify the types of totalitarian interventions, which,
depending on their specificity and scale, influenced the urban fabric differently. With this in mind, we will identify their
spatial characteristics, allowing us to focus on intervention strategies that take into consideration not only the context and
the public space, but also the community, by participation in the process of local transformation/regeneration.
During the Mussolini era, the `real city` (especially Rome), like its inhabitants, had to undergo a process of `transformation`
that, on the one hand, would bring to light the artefacts of Roman history as a supporter of political power and, on the
other hand, would build a new type of urbanity and a civilization with universal values. As Emilio Gentile says in the book
Fascismo di Pietra, “in the twice-millennial history of Rome, few individuals, like Mussolini, had the personal power
to destroy and rebuild entire neighborhoods of the city in order to create a new Rome according to the ambitions of their
imagination. (...) The new Rome built by fascism was the symbolic prefiguration of the new Italy and the new imperial
civilization, which fascism, inspired by a renewed myth of the Roman, had the ambition to create through the totalitarian
experiment.” (Gentile, 2007)
We will try to distinguish the important categories of totalitarian interventions from the fascist period, which, by enforcing
the specific ideology of the political power, have marked the urban fabric in different ways.
1. New planned Cities (Sabaudia, Latina, Aprilia, Pomezia, Pontinia), interventions that lay the foundations of independent
urban structures, thought of as self-sufficient cities. These planned cities main purpose was the agricultural colonization
of the land of Pontina and the definition of a representative urbanization for that period. We distinguished the following as
specific characteristics: the presence of a main core in which the symbol-buildings of power are condensed – the Palace
and the Civic Tower, which constitute a counterpoint to the presence of the Church Bell Tower, and the main square
with a monumental and celebratory character. The urban structure is articulated between a more compact center and a
surrounding part of a lower density. Thus, the structure is closed to the outside, autonomous in regards to context, and
lacks the human relation with the public space. The city is structured so by using symbolic perception, particularly, the
strong territorial evidence of the civic tower.
2. Interventions with major impact upon the city occurred especially in Rome, as an exponent-city of political power. The
EUR area, established in 1932 as the headquarters of the Universal Exposition in Rome, a very powerful and representative
urban facility creating an important expansion of the city towards the sea. As Federico Fellini said, this metaphysical part
of the city is structured with a monumental design, strongly prospective and rhetorical (the church of Saints Peter and
Paul, the Colosseum Quadratto, the Palace of Congresses). It produced the first decentralization of Rome, an essential
moment in the evolution of the city. Rome became a bipolar structure with two large urban centers – the historic center
and the new expansion area. The district is characterized by the unique architecture designed by the greatest architects
of the time. As is the case of the new cities, there is a main characteristic of monumental scale within the project, due to
the political aestheticization of the regime, the urban connections based only on the territorial and prospective axis of Via
dell’Impero and autonomous location, distant from the historical city.
3. Interventions for demolition / discovery of the Roman ruins – via dei Fori Imperiali – or certain regularization of the
axes of the public space, emphasize of the existing monumentality – via della Conciliazione. As Mussolini wrote in the
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introduction of the master plan of 1931, the monuments of Imperial Rome had to “loom in the necessary solitude,” as
such, interventions were aiming to make the great monuments of ancient Rome the focal points of the new urban structure.
Together with a disconsideration for the layered building fabrics that, at the time, were considered of no particular quality,
this reconfiguration led to the logic of demolitions in the historic center of Rome, as in other Italian cities, being inspired
by a strong celebratory prospective of the ancient monuments, but also by criteria of maximum speed of connections.
4. The fascist suburbs/ borgate of the first and second generations were realized, above all, on the basis of a logic of
massive social transfer, aiming to relocate the inhabitants of the demolished urban areas and to aid in settling new urban
proletariat that moved into the city. These settlements were built in two different phases:
The first phase was more of an economical one, using poor-quality materials, extremely simple and schematic urban
layouts, with `minimal` dwellings, poor common services, and no specific care for public spaces. These were demolished
after a few decades.
In a second phase, around the thirties, the buildings were made of bricks, the apartments were enlarged, and there was
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more attention to the structure of the public spaces, becoming large and representative. Several of these settlements like:
Quarticciolo, Torrevecchia, Il Trullo, San Basilio, Tiburtino, Tufello are still functioning and are classified as Historic
City in the 2008 PRG.
5. Major urban equipment and services – Quartiere Olimpico/ Foro Italico and Citta Universitaria. In 1932 Mussolini
commissioned architect Piacentini for the project of the new university town. Some of the works of the complex show a
clearly rationalist attitude, being an exponent of modernist architecture. The institutes have been grouped around a vast
central space that presents suggestive monumental visions, along with grandiose avenues and small squares and gardens.
Foro Italico has the same ideological characteristics, with a prospective spatial structure of the buildings and the public
spaces, linking architecture with the arrangement of sculptural objects. The main difference between the two complexes
consists in the relationship between architecture and art. Foro Italico highlights a more rhetorical approach, with the
position of the Mussolini`s obelisk in the center of the composition. Regarding the relationship with the site, Foro Italico
stands as a contrast within its context, between Tiber river and Monte Mario.
The squares of both complexes are extremely large and monumental, typical of fascist aesthetics and rhetoric. They are
based on spatial criteria of evident perceptive-prospective and scenographic effects.
6. Other punctual interventions. During the Fascist period, some of the interventions that were carried out were of a
punctual nature, consisting mainly of good architectural and spatial qualities, and in historical city squares, to highlight
representative buildings for the regime, such as the civic – city towers of Rieti or placing a symbol of civic power as a
contraposition to the bell tower. When architecture is immersed in context, the expressive force is highlighted by choice of
architectural materials and quality. After we have presented different types of fascist interventions upon or within the city,
we can redirect our attention to a series of particularly representative and important contemporary regeneration strategies,
that have been developed in the last decades in the city of Rome, as an answer to its totalitarian architectural history.
In summary, in order to propose interventions for the regeneration of twentieth-century historical settlements of a
totalitarian character, such as the fascist settlements, it is necessary to understand the differences between the genius loci
and the aesthetic identity of these spaces, in their respective times, and the community’s needs.
Originally, these spaces were mainly intended for a monumental and authoritarian perception of architecture, which
expressed the character of power, while today, on the contrary, the urban community wishes to have public spaces
equipped with identity and human scale, suitable for meeting, for perceiving beauty and widespread quality.
We will present three very representative and important examples of public interventions: two cases are located in the
outskirts of Rome (The Districts of Quarticciolo and Torrevecchia-Primavalle), and one case of a large monumental
settlement for sports facilities – Foro Italico – with the new square that was built in front of the Palazzo della Farnesina
complex, now the Ministry of Foreign Affairs.
The District of Quarticciolo, situated in the eastern part of the Roman suburbs, consists of a reticular urban system of inline buildings, concentrated on a central piazza, a square that, at the time, was designed to be a large open space, which
served as the backdrop for political buildings. Around the end of the twentieth century, the Municipality of Rome wanted
to redevelop this square as a central operation of the redevelopment of the whole neighborhood, part of the famous One
Hundred Squares program, making it a true and welcoming `heart` of the neighborhood for the citizens. The space of the
square has been completely redesigned. The new project divided the space and made it relatable within the human scale,
whilst articulating it in several small sub-spaces pleasant for everyday urban life.
The District of Torrevecchia-Primavalle was built In the 1930s, during the fascist period, around some central structuring
spaces (the current squares Capecelatro and Clemente XI). At first, this settlement was solitary, in the unbuilt agricultural
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territory, but, in the following decades, it became the physical center of a series of rapidly growing neighborhoods. These
were, in part, abusive in nature, in part new buildings of public type, the old fascist core remaining in the center. For
its redevelopment, an innovative local urban plan, the Integrated Intervention Program was designed. It summarizes the
coordinated system of interventions by means of a general set-up scheme. This program is intended to give greater quality
to the main streets and squares of this area, thus building a new „structure” of public spaces, based on centrality and quality.
The last case is the redevelopment of one of the monumental squares in the Foro Italico complex, in front of the imposing
Palazzo della Farnesina, which, nowadays, houses the Ministry of Foreign Affairs. In this case, the project does not intend
to deny the axial monumentality and the perspective of the space, as this is an important and inalienable character of the
space, but the embellishment is determined by a greater articulation of the space, between the green areas, new urban
furniture and the use of new works of art. The urban regeneration projects of historical settlements, such as those which
we have briefly discussed, highlight some possible directions of interventions in this sense.
At the scale of the individual public spaces, such as the perspective based squares of the Foro Italico and the Quarticciolo
district, regeneration is based on the division and articulation of monumental spaces into multiple spaces of a smaller
size and human scale. At the scale of larger parts of the suburbs, as is the case of the integrated program of TorrevecchiaPrimavalle, however, the neighborhoods that have now assumed a strong identity based on historical stratification can
be the central reference point of new urban regeneration projects dealing with neighborhoods founded on new structures
of place, routes, correlations, urban spaces. Starting from the existing ways of reintegrating the spaces belonging to the
Mussolini period, as we have presented above, we can identify some directions, as possible conclusions, for rethinking the
relationship between public space and urban actors/users. Improvements in the quality of urban life through site-specific
design can generate an active dialogue between urban actors and can be organized in several categories that can lead to the
appropriation of space: favoring social involvement, taking over the public space, increasing public safety, accessibility
and social integration, or rethinking the traffic in favor of the pedestrian.
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Moving ground action and its meaning – between retentissement, memory and imagination – is rapidly evolving together with the
expanded field of Landscape Architecture. This paper in particular focuses on complex construction sites and on projects based on
earth coming from the realization of big contemporary infrastructural interventions, as the AlpTransit axis through the Alps. The
inspiring relationship between mountain regions and streets, railways, tunnels, has already been the object of several investigations,
that have highlighted critical connections between infrastructure, territory and strong formal architectural interventions (Frampton
and Bergossi, 2008), between the mythical alpine landscape and its implications on the collective identity (Burkhalter and Sumi, 2016)
or between rough topographies and great technological-engineering challenges. This research looks at this relation rather from a
different perspective, in which the so called “Infrastructural Monuments” (MIT Center for Advanced Urbanism, 2016) are inextricably
linked with the produced “Monumental Ground Movements”: huge excavated earth’s volumes, often not acknowledged nor easy to
recognize, spread as informal spoils inside the nearest territories.
The work at the same time proceeds toward a ground mapping and an analysis of excavated earth management, disposal and reuse
projects linked to the recent monumental New Rail Link through the Alps and toward a research by drawings about landscapes
(Sigirino, Sedrun, Faido...) that deal with latencies and changes of the sites’ surface. Topographical drawings thus serve as a tools to
trace praxis (Leatherbarrow, 2004) of ground movements and depots inside landscape before, during and after the realization of the
AlpTransit, searching for a middle ground between the extremes of abstract interpretations and of contextual thoughts, between mode
of seeing and objectivity (Agrest, 2018). Visual representation therefore functions as a form of design research, introducing a different
kind of knowledge that supplements our understanding of monumental informal processes and introduces new compositional urgencies.
The research finally questions how movements of the earth excavated from an infrastructural intervention should enter the architectural
creative process, leading to a renewed design approach that lies between a resignification of ecology (environmental approach),
technology (topological approach) and ethos (cultur-scapes approach).
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Introduction
The investigation on the meaning of moving ground actions inside landscape arises from the observation of complex
construction sites and of design solutions based on earth coming from the realization of big infrastructural interventions,
such as the AlpTransit axis through the Alps. Starting from a complex and inclusive vision of the infrastructure, perceived
as an opportunity for highly innovative design and an instrument for defining a ‘monumental architectural form’ in space,
this research examines at the same time the ‘shapeless matter’ of the soil that originates from the infrastructure which is
subsequently moved, dug, carved, dislocated, deposited inside landscape.
Infrastructural Monument
In 2013 the MIT new Center for Advanced Urbanism organized the first conference about ‘infrastructural monument’,
focused on exploring the potential of great infrastructure as both ‘common spaces’ and ‘megaforms’ that, in addition to
the realm of transportation of goods and labor, synthesize surrounding landscape, public space and architecture. While
in the past infrastructure planning was driven by single functionalities (highway, railway, fraying bridges, airports, etc.),
where design seemed to be increasingly technical, heavily engineered and specialized but disconnected from a deeper
understanding of the physical and social environment in which infrastructure finds itself, in the twenty-first century the
necessity to rethink the infrastructure as open, inclusive objects, as “artifacts that become monuments through their cultural,
social and political significance rather than simply their sheer size” has become more clear (MIT center for advanced
urbanism 2016, 26). If the ‘Megastructures’ postulated by Reyner Banham in 1976 consist of colossal architectural
structures – such as Paul Rudolph’s Lower Manhattan Expressway or Kenzo Tange’s Tokyo Bay project –, conceived
to formally answer the problem of the rapidly expanding city through a main massive structure and smaller plug-ins,
‘infrastructural monuments’ seem rather to connect extensive metropolitan regions “by its ability to accommodate the
plurality of the city” (MIT center for advanced urbanism 2016, 29) thanks to multimodal, flexible and large-scale projects.
In such complex, multifunctional interventions, an effective dialogue – from the design phase to the construction activity
– is required between civil and environmental engineers, political and urban planners, along with, of course, a strong
architectural vision and great precision, in order to define the forms and structures of those legible huge icons. As
enlightening paradigms used to inform this new concept of ‘infrastructural monuments’, the high-speed networks that
are currently planned and partially realized in Europe have been an object of investigation, among others, by firms such
as Arup Group. In U.K., for example, the High-Speed Channel Tunnel in East London contributed to transforming the
place of Stratford into the site of the 2012 Olympics Games thanks to a new, empowering accessibility. But this surprising
result was also achieved thanks to the two-and-a-half million cubic meters of soil that came out from the works to dig the
tunnels and was dropped onto a floodplain to generate a new land, where it was possible to create a framework for the
development of the entire area. As Malcolm Smith, director of Arup, attests, “London’s first generation of infrastructure
was in the embankments, at the edges of the city, and now we are driving it underneath. In these terms it is the beginning
of a change in the way we relate to the environment and infrastructure, almost a denial of their need, a subversion of these
conditions” (MIT center for advanced urbanism 2016, 108-109).
AlpTransit
In the Alps region, which is located between the North Sea and the Mediterranean and includes Italy, Switzerland,
Germany, France, Liechtenstein, Austria, Slovenia and Hungary, to overcome the difficult, mountainous topography, a
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“tunnelling Alps” activity has been going on since the XVIII century. As a result, today in Switzerland alone there are
around 2000km of tunnelled traffic and water connections (Anagnostou and Ehrbar 2016, 6). Moreover, the European
Union is fostering the development of the Trans-European Transport Network and, currently, in the Alpine arc six HSR
lines (Genoa-Marseille, Milan-Lyon, Genoa-Basel, Genoa-Zurich, Verona-Munich, Venice-Vienna) are at the moment
under construction. Among them, the recent monumental project of the New Rail Link through the Alps (NRLA) is
now in the final stage of completion and consists of the Lötschberg tunnel, inaugurated in 2007 (about 35 km long) and
the Gotthard axis, made up by three important tunnels: the Ceneri Base Tunnel in the southern part (about 15km long,
scheduled to be operational in 2020), the Zimmerberg Base Tunnel in the northern section (total length 20km) and the
Gotthard Base Tunnel (57km long), inaugurated in 2016. The inspiring, strong relationship between alpine regions and
streets, railways, tunnels has already been the object of several investigations that have defined the existing pivotal
connection between the imaginary, mythical alpine landscape and its implications on the collective identity, as in the case
of the Gotthard massif (Burkhalter and Sumi 2016), or the connection between rough, uneven topographies and great
technological-engineering challenges (Conzett 2010), or between infrastructure, territory and strong formal architectural
interventions. In Switzerland, the 62-kilometre Abula Line, that climbs the mountain territory of the Canton of Graubünden
through spiral tunnels and four valley-crossing viaducts, constitutes an early masterpiece of engineering and architecture
in railway-building. Over the years the attention toward the architectural nature of infrastructural projects has further
developed, for example, with the construction, starting from the 60s, of the A16 Transjuranne highway, for which the
initial generic intention of creating a unique design for the entire route over time evolved into an extremely recognizable
and identifiable vocabulary of architectural forms, suitable for the different topographies of the territory. However, it
is above all with the work of Rino Tami, who designed the Ticino section of the N2 motorway (1962-1983) and with
the critical analysis that Kenneth Frampton (Frampton and Bergossi 2008) and subsequently several other scholars1
made of this intervention, that the need to define a coherent formal and architectural image of the entire infrastructural
line is affirmed as an acknowledged character and relevant objective of the Swiss infrastructural projects. In fact, since
1993 AlpTransit AG has also consulted a trans-disciplinary group, the “Beratungsgruppe für Gestaltung”, to study both
architectural and territorial opportunities linked to the upcoming design of the new infrastructure. This team, that has
partially changed over the years2, has fixed the general typological choices for numerous engineer offices involved in
the railway project – sometimes anticipating building activities that would take place only after a long time – and has
given rise to the specific architectural language that characterize gateways, viaducts, ventilation funnels, retaining walls,
etc. In particular, the architectural concept for the Gotthard Basistunnel portals had to take into account some technical
constraints, for example considering the radii of curvature of the track and the distance of about 40m between the two
tubes that must also be slightly scaled to avoid the recycling of air. Starting from these constraints, a sickle-shaped design
was defined that encompasses about 800m of territory and which, for various details, anticipates and repeats itself in the
other polygonal-shaped portals: the edges cut at 45°, the use of the fair-faced concrete, the remarkable inclination of the
external side and wing walls. This aspect of reinforced concrete infrastructural artifacts, which similar to rough crystals
decisively emerge from the ground, also identifies the ventilation shafts and chimneys, giving an image of the completed
work as especially strong and plastic, tenaciously anchored to Tami’s modernist tradition and to its rigorous forms.
Monumental ground
The architectural design principles of the NRLA railway – with its tunnels, portals and viaducts that will permit to
“eliminate” the mountains and to travel along a flat line – thus appear to be coherent with a clear formal language of the
whole oeuvre, reflecting its cultural, social and political sense inside the territory.
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Nevertheless, this research aims to look at the topical relation between infrastructure and landscape also from a different
perspective, in which the ‘infrastructural monument’ of AlpTransit is inextricably linked with its produced ‘monumental
ground movements’: broad excavated earth’s volumes, often not acknowledged and not easy to recognize, spread as
spoils inside the nearest territories. Indeed, just the Gotthard axis construction, which consists of two single track tubes
linked to each other by cross-passages, created more than 13.3 million cubic meters of excavated material (earth and
rocks): the equivalent of five Cheops pyramids of inert waste, a kind of a present reference to the monumental mount
Athos envisioned by Dinocrates for Alexander the Great and described by Plutarch. Among this enormous spoil amount,
only the high-grade materials were able to be reused to produce concrete and shotcrete aggregates (46 per cent), while a
considerable surplus was destined for the so called “recultivation requirements”, like environmental restorations or filling
for cultivation, inside landscape.
Depots, landfills, wastelands are increasingly shaping and moving a collective imagination about the idea of landscape.
Nowadays there is a widespread relevant contradiction between how inert waste depots affect familiar landscapes, urban
settlements, small historical villages, natural protected areas and the fact that they are frequently concealed and not
designed, but closed to the people and excluded from social life and experiences. If one considers only the Tessin region,
for example, about 32 depots already functioning or soon to be opened can be found. In this context, earth depots have
given rise to public debates and to a controversial idea of landscape, sometimes linked to a sense of beautiful picturesque
panoramas completely ruined by the earth depots, other times of an idea of disrupted ecology or of a presumed original
topography disturbingly altered by the building activities. Very rarely they are perceived as a challenging opportunity
inside an endlessly changeable nature or as places of flexibility, where there could be an attempt to relate the buildings or
infrastructures construction activities with the ecological systems.
On the one hand, indeed, “the construction of a large infrastructure project must include the sacrifice of extensive portions
of territory and ecologically fragile spaces” (Lanfranchi, Catelli and Bühler 2019, 405), while on the other hand, by
contrast, the study of how these infrastructural interventions deeply affect landscape allows for the observation of great
earth movements inside challenging building processes, which often should anticipate and clarify design approaches and
policies in a concrete and strategic way, leading to a broader awareness of the prominence of the topic and of the suitable
architectural instruments to deal with.
Mapping the (informal) landscapes
“...The waves of the sea, the little ripples on the shore, the sweeping curve of the sandy bay between the headlands, the
outline of the hills, the shape of the clouds, all these are so many riddles of form, so many problems of morphology...”
Thompson D’Arcy 2016, 10-11
The investigation on broad construction sites and on the access points of the NRLA railway, like the Faido access tunnel
area, the Sigirino or the Sedrun installation area, proceeds toward a detailed analysis of excavated earth management,
disposal and reuse projects and toward a research by drawings about landscapes that deal with latencies and changes of
the sites’ surface in relation with the AlpTransit intervention.
The excavated soil coming from the tunnels becomes a fluid material that is placed between the rigid geometries of the
machines, the complex structures of the construction sites, the unavoidable needs of technical-engineering management
and the orography of the land that hosts them. Thus, it releases itself from the consolidated registers of formal evaluation of
the architectural language, of the dimensional and structural definition of engineering work. Rather, it is more immediate
to refer to a sort of arcane primitiveness of the gesture that throws, shapes, tilts, distorts, contains at the limit of the
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dissolution of the figurative or the recognizability of the anthropic gesture.
Topographical drawings therefore serve as a tool to “trace praxis” (Leatherbarrow 2004, 251) of ground movements inside
landscape before, during and after the realization of the infrastructure, focusing both on a territorial level and on a smaller
scale and searching for a middle ground between the extremes of abstract interpretations and of contextual thoughts,
between mode of seeing and objectivity. Visual representation therefore can function as a form of design research, leading
to a different kind of knowledge: an epistemological contribution that supplements and enriches our understanding of
science, nature and architecture (Agrest 2018, 9) and introduces new compositional urgencies.
The Sedrun intermediate attack location, for example, occupied about 375’000sqm near a small touristic alpine village
in the Graubünden Canton to allow for the realization of emergency stopping stations and the excavation of the Gotthard
Base Tunnel during a remarkably long period of about 20 years. After the completion of the infrastructural intervention,
the previous topography of the site resulted altered not only inside the installation zone – that is the one closest to the
access tunnel – but also in some neighbouring depots and temporary embankments areas. In particular, since the tunnel
construction generated more excavated soil than planned, a decision was made to create an artificial lake on top of
the depots and to open it to the population, thanks to a landscape design intervention that took advantage of the new
morphology of the hilly landscape.
Three approaches to Monumental Ground
The Lac da Claus in Sedrun is only one of the initial different landscape interventions that the AlpTransit construction
activity left behind. In Erstfeld, Canton Uri, about 3.3 million tons of lower quality aggregates were transported by train
and then by ship to be used to fill the mouth of the river Reuss to promote the natural process of depositing the delta of the
river. Differently in Sigirino, the entire volume of non-hazardous material has been deposited against the existing slopes
of Ferrino Mountain, near the construction site, in such a manner that several steps have been created and greened up, first
and foremost according to environmental guidelines and to the aim of reproducing a form as close to nature as possible,
thanks to high technological methods of site representation and efficient construction techniques (the depots will be the
highest Swiss artificial mountain). The research therefore, through the interpretation of relevant study cases, highlights
three main differing but interlacing topical approaches as evidence of a gradual transformation and an increasing effective
methodology (from the concept to the executive design phase) linked to rethinking the ground and inert waste.
The ‘reconstructed ecology’, in a completely artificial environment, means a design intervention that reuses excavated
soil on the basis of the fundamental codes of natural phenomena and processes, and requires the reintroduction of specific,
morphological elements of the environment that cover an essential role in the functionality of the ecosystem. In this
sense landscape design shifts “from thinking in terms of a stable nature and a destabilizing humanity to working with an
unstable and changing nature” toward a “constructed ecology” (Grose 2017, 13-14).
The ‘topological approach’, implies, through high-technological experimentations such as robotic modeling of the
grounds or highly efficient earth management systems (linked to the excavation system, the transportation system, the
water management system...) the opening of the site to spatial and temporal transformations and to a deeper metabolic
relation with the environment.
The ‘cultural awareness’ – or cultur-scapes – searches for a deeper understanding of landscape and its resources, and acts
by design to transform the site thanks to a sculptural interpretation, staging its irretrievably vanishing, tampered, fragile
aspect. Earthworks are no longer conceived as a mere passive object inside a Kantian natural beauty to be redeemed
(Rocca 2006, 10), nor is design intended as a form of decoration, something made “after the engineers and planners
have done their homework and established routes, mostly on narrow cost and functionality considerations, mixed with
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the mitigation of stakeholder indignation” (MIT center for advanced urbanism 2016, 16). Rather, ‘monumental grounds’
are elements than can nourish the design meaning and the materic character of the landscape intervention connected to
the infrastructure, between formal and informal structures – revealing contemporary figurative and symbolic value of the
ground – and functional requirements, as reuse of earth, reduction of C&D inert waste, optimization of construction sites
in landscape, valorisation of new ecologies.

ENDNOTES
See in particular Maffioletti S., Navone N. and Toson C., eds. (2018), Un Dialogo Ininterrotto. Studi su Flora Ruchat-Roncati, Il
Poligrafo, Padova.
2
The BGG is composed by: Uli Huber, president (from 1993), Pierre Feddersen (from 1993), Rainer Klostermann (from 1993), Flora
Ruchat-Roncati (from 1993 to 2012), Pascal Sigrist (from 1997), the AlpTransit AG representatives: Thomas Bhüler, Alex Regli,
Walter Schneebeli, Peter Zbinden.
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ABSTRACT
Looking at the end of the last century through the lens of architecture, it will appear crossed by a phenomenon of abandonment of the
human activity by many of the places that for decades have announced their presence. The effects of the modification of the fordist
economic systems can be recognized with high degrees of similarity in every context. Within the morphologically compact fabrics of
the urban centers, as well as on their edges, the progressive decline of the productive areas and the abandonment of their artifacts has
generated the formation of negative spaces, complex areas deprived of a classification, pending for a renewed meaning. Recognizing
the character of universality that this problem has assumed in the contemporary debate, the proposal of new methods of intervention
for the recovery of abandoned productive sites is invoked as a state of necessity for the progress of the culture of the project. However,
it is necessary to wonder what role and sense can be reduced to their architectural form within a changed context, such as that of the
capitalist city. The attempt of reinvolving these forgotten places into the urban metabolism, in fact, leads to determine how a space
designed for the machine work can be converted into a space for human life and work, within a context in which the distances between
public and private space have been cancelled. Their architecture, freed from any functionalism, has to become the stage of a production
model that has invested all aspects of human relations and assumed the form of language and communication, where machines have been
replaced by workers. This possible revision of the architectural values, necessary to prefigure the intervention of recovery and reuse,
induces to avoid that the industrial spaces are interpreted as neutral containers, waiting to host something new, but as architectural
organisms whose morphological specificities have to be explored, trying to reach what E.N. Rogers calls “the dynamic balance between
memory and invention”. Through the recognition of exempla derived from contemporary project experiences, the aim is to systematize
a possible abacus of strategies for the project, which helps to construct a theory of intervention for the recovery of places of industrial
work, which does not look only at a functional reactivation, but that subordinates the recovery itself to an operation of reinterpretation
of the pre-existing form and reaffirmation of its founding characteristics.
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The landscapes of the industrial disposal in the neocapitalist city
The end of the last century, if analized through the lens of architecture (Gregotti, 1990), appears crossed by dynamics that
recur with wide degrees of similarity in each antopic context. It can be argued that the most exemplary ones are imputable
to the interruption of the fordist production activities and the consequent abandonment of the places where they were
rooted over time. In fact, much of the urban landscape has witnessed a progressive and radical movement of retraction of
the human activity from the settlements and the artefacts that have traditionally signaled its presence in the recent history.
Within the morphologically compact fabrics of the urban centers, as well as on their margins, in those points of the ‘periurban’ territory (Mininni, 2013) which mark the border between the city and the countryside, the progressive decline of
productive areas and the disposal of industrial buildings has generated the formation of negative spaces (Secchi, 1984)
that stand out negatively due to their extremely precarious and suspended nature, complicated to understand and manage
by using the traditional tool of urban planning or architectural composition. By contributing to determine the most serious
speculative realities of the neocapitalist city, these marginal realities currently represent the most evident elements of
crisis of the form and condition of the cities and territories of our time.
Nevertheless, reviewing the history of architecture, it is possible to realize the role that these weak realities, deprived of
a tangible meaning, have occupied in the process of re-construction and re-definition of the urban form. Armando Dal
Fabbro finds in the those realities the characters necessary to be ascribed to the category of ‘super-places1, as places that,
despite having extinguished the reasons they have been thought for, have been spared from the history of the city and
keep to feed on its tangible experience. These places are able to encourage an architectural thought, managing to address
themselves even beyond a time that cannot justify their existence (Dal Fabbro, 2012), aiming to overcome the persistent
condition of waiting and suspension, semantic, functional and even institutional in which they are involved.
In the specific case of the industrial dismantled places, this potential must be referred to an intrinsic figurative value that
is capable to recall the archaic identity of the city, which they have widely contributed to define.
The new reasons of the urban project
Following this essential premise, the issue proposed offers important indications for starting a review of the reasons
of the theoretical reflection on the culture of the project, revealing for the architectural discipline renewed tasks and
responsibilities. From the end of the last century, in fact, when the cognition of the first quantifiable effects produced by
the industrial disposal on the city were emerging, it acquired a central importance in defining a new intervention horizon
that identified in the recovery, in the regeneration and transformation of the urban heritage the most valid alternative to
the uncontrolled expansion and the land consumption. As Nicola Marzot suggests, as a consequence of this awareness, a
twofold reflection would be appropriated. The first one concerns the reasons and causes, previously only mentioned, of
the crisis of the contemporary city, starting from the dimension that the phenomenon has currently achieved in order to
find its presuppositions in a past, recent or remote. From this assumption, which instead deserves a deeper consideration, a
clarification is expected regarding the present time, especially about what “should be done” (Marzort, 2019) of a heritage
which, producing in the contemporary society a sens of disorientation, has an uncertain meaning.
The second reflection, which this contribution intends to investigate in the following lines, refers to the constitutive,
linguistic and the morphological aspects of the same heritage (Marzot, 2019). This aspect in particular imposes the
urgency to turn a critical look at the contemporary city and to what can be traced to the category of the ‘existing’, in order
to be considered as a written text that needs to be analyzed with an in-depth interpretative analytical reading, necessary to
identify the parts that have to be deleted, those that have to be re-writed or corrected.
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The hermeneutic act towards the contemporary anthropic landscape is therefore the necessary preliminary act to
construct the new role of architecture and the intentionality of the architectural project, that will guide the response to the
anthropological degradation that negatively qualifies the contemporary post-postmodern condition (Dal Fabbro, 2012).
This posture, in fact, induces to relate to the material that belongs to the physical city, the ‘existing’ mentioned above,
in a perspective far from the exclusionary approaches handed down by the Modern Movement, or by those celebrative
and emulative of the ‘collage’ movement advocated by postmodernism (Russo, 1998), and implies a definition of the
contemporary project increasingly tense to the reading of the actual city, followed by a reassessment of its component
elements, the central ingredients of an existing practice of modification. The term ‘existing’ itself, therefore, tends to take
on a new and extensive meaning, semantically attributable to the multiplicity of meanings of the “territory as palimpsest”
(Corboz, 1985) where what is settled in the landscape acquires a value as a result of its ability to define traces in the
collective memory. In fact, it is precisely the value of history, in this case a recent history, that allows to preserve the value
own in itself by those realities and induces to re-evaluate the techniques and the strategies of architectural intervention,
so that even the recovery of meanings rooted in urban tissues, connaturated by characters presently concealed but still
traceable, can guarantee the continuity of the values of the past, both in cultural and functional terms.
Through an analysis that therefore intends to disregard exclusively aesthetic evaluations of the dismantled industrial
architecture, this look at the phenomenon can broaden the sectoral limits of an already widespread interest, the industrial
archaeology2. The proposed direction acquires greater value if the disposal and abandonment of industrial sites is
considered as the result of a crisis with a purely functional nature, followed by processes of displacement and relocation
of the production activities, which does not call into question the morphological and spatial value of the places where it
has occurred, still strongly capable to produce that ‘projectuality’ which recalls for its recovery.
Furthermore, the transition from the hegemony of industrial work to that of cognitive work, characterized by a predominant
immaterial component, which still does not allow to identify itself in completed spaces, has generated a misleading view
of the fordist factory as a limited place, closed on itself, completely indifferent to the civic needs of the city, destined to a
specialized type of production. The progress of the ‘900 factories shows differently their ability to continuously transform
and adapt their morphological and technical structure, innovating themselves to respond to political needs, related to
workers’ insurrections as well as to the changing needs of the assembly line3.
It can therefore be specified how the technological device produced by fordism contained the advances of post-fordism.
This has been possible and actionable as a result of the assumption of the spatial principle of the “typical plan” 4 (Koolhass,
1993), able to capitalize on the advantages of the building framework, where the architecture is reduced to the elements of
the casing and the structural supports. The character of universality, adaptability and flexibility of the typical plan is able
to emerge with amplified meaning within the abandoned factories, reduced by the degrading action of time to a condition
of “building approximation” 5 (Gregotti, 1996) which shows the constituent elements of their architecture.
The architectural intervention must therefore adopt these forms and the characteristics from which are determined, in
order to submit them to a process of re-interpretation and restoration of meaning, avoiding the risk of considering them
as simple containers waiting to host new life cycles, but, differently, as architectural organisms whose specificities and
‘founding characters’ must be reaffirmed, in search of what E.N. Rogers calls “dynamic balance between memory and
invention”6 (Rogers, 1961). With the aim of contributing to the prefiguration of new methods of intervention from which
obtain possible guidelines for a projectual theory definition, the present contribution recognizes the value of the selection
of contemporary architectural experiences, ‘exempla’ which face the issue of the recovery, of the transformation and reuse
of sites and artcfacts of the industrial production with theoretical approaches and outcomes considered paradigmatic,
which have be submitted to an analytical study carried out by the instrument of critical redesign, able to abstract their
principles and compositional rules. Two possible lines of action will be described in the following paragraphs.
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The re-interpretation of the factory as ‘abri souvrain’: the Lina Bo Bardi’s SESC Fábrica Pompéia
The claim of the founding characters of the space can be expressed by the idea of the ‘abri souvrain’: the great roof of the
factory, emptied from the encumbrance of its machinery, defines the place in which new spaces are established, thought
in a scale which appear appropriated for the development of life and work of the contemporary man. The factory’s stern
nobility was exalted in this direction by Mies van der Rohe, who, in 1942, used a photograph of the interior of Albert
Kahn’s Glenn Martin aircraft Plan as a background to portray the perspective of his own project for a Concert Hall7.
The project of SESC Fábrica Pompeia by Lina Bo Bardi, realized in 1977, proposes the reuse of an industrial citadel
in the consolidated centre of São Paulo. The productive settlement, composed of two linear series of warehouses, with
aggregated longitudinal naves and a system of pitched roof, preserves, as a result of the project, its original configuration.
The lack of partitions inside the artefacts defines a spatial continuum, to which is attributed, according to the logic of
the project, a public value. The factory becomes a fluid space with an urban character, a covered square open to a direct
relationship with the fabric of the city. The only elements that occupy part of this space refer to a system of limited but
uncovered rooms, arranged in succession and on parallel orders, distributed on two different quotes.
The size of the described system and the measure of its vertical articulation do not alter the morphological integrity of the
factory, but rather exalt the organic nature of the space identified by its great roof. The rooms are not only proportionally subject
to the scale of the pre-existing building, but are able to establish a principle of occupation of the place that takes into account
its constituent characteristics. They own the space of two parallel spans, placing themselves, in one case, in continuity with
the quote of the factory and, in another, above an expanded system of walls. The two series of rooms generated are traced to a
communicating system through the presence of vertical connections, arranged in the space identified by the existing pillars.
The rythm adopted by the walls of the rooms are placed in the space of the span, as well as the size obtained, takes into
account instead the full/empty alternation dictated by the same pillars. Assuming the rules of its formal definition from
the dialogue with the elements of the place where it is established, the project of Lina Bo Bardi is capable to exalt the
pre-existing spatial value, allowing a dialogue and a balance between the elements of the composition (the great roof, the
order of the pillars, the new system of rooms) able to express itself only through the principle of the ‘abri souvrain’ and
its intrinsic capacity to establish a relationship of mutual necessity between the same elements.
The re-interpretation of the factory as stratified order: the Armando Dal Fabbro’s Venezia Lifestyle Center
A further possible re-interpretation of the factory’s spatiality leads to a denial of the values of organicity and unity that
define it, in order to introduce an unprecedented internal stratification, expressed by the subdivision of the space into an
articulation of floors in succession. In contrast to the case described above, in the logic of the intervention the continuity
of space will be only partially recognisable and will be sacrificed as a result of the need to assign it to multiple purposes
and functions. The Lifestyle Center of Venice, designed by Armando Dal Fabbro, recently completed in the place of the
northern macro-island of Porto Marghera, an industrial district of the western side of the Venetian lagoon, moves in this
specific direction. With the disposal of the productive activities this portion of the territory was progressively abandoned,
changing drastically its nature, from place of the production to site of wrecks of industrial archeology, determining as
necessary the architectural recovery of some dismantled and abandoned buildings.
The project introduced intervenes on a former fertilizer warehouse, built between the 1940 and the 1960. It is composed
of two naves, with equal rectangular bases (30x60 meters), but with different height (19 and 13 meters), both charactrized
by the particular parabolic shape of the structure and wedged together in order to assume an atypical T-configuration. The
possibility to work on two independent but communicating buildings have allowed to propose and establish two different
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strategies to achieve the same design outcome, the intention to determine an internal stratification of horizontal floors.
The different design solutions proceed from the shared intention of maintaining the original structural frame, defined
by an irregular rhythm of concrete portals. In this way the figurativeness of the artifact is preserved and “the remains of
the recent past develop to receive new functions”8 (Dal Fabbro, 2012), externally declared by a glass skin. Internally the
new structure in metallic carpentry is completely independent from the existing and is defined, as specified above, in two
different ways in the space of the two former industrial warehouses.
In the first case a series of pairs of pillars are placed on both the sides of the pre-existing concrete portals for the subsequent
application of running beams that support the slabs of the floors in succession.This system therefore leads to a total occupation of the
space on the horizontal plane, denying the possibility of reaching a vertical perception of the original morphology of the artefact.
Differently in the second case the evocation of the same spatiality is granted through a different application of the metallic
structure. The structural component adopted is a connecting rod system placed in the centre of the nave. The system, forking
in a couple of pillars carries a beam that, although is able to supporte the weight of the slab above it, does not reach, as in
the previous case, the level of the existing concrete portals. Consequently, despite the presence of the plans in succession,
the same system allows the definition of a hiatus that enables to perceive the vacuum developed in height by the concrete
portals for the whole length of the building but also to make clearly distinguishable the two constructive techniques.
Establishing this logic, the project emphasizes the will to preserve the physical and morphological characteristics of the
pre-existing building, operating solutions that declare, by contrast, their extraneousness with the place where they are
applied, achieving the aim to keep alive its image and memory.
“(...) its use can recall this not as an outmoded relic of postmodern industrial archaeology, but as an example of a new
idea of the contemporary that takes care not to forget the past but to reuse it and, in doing so, act as a reminder of those
who were the artificiers of this past”9 (Dal Fabbro 2012).

ENDNOTES
1

“Super-places, neo-places, hyper-places, non-places etc., are terms that – moreover, not recently coined (recalling that Marc Augé’s
book Non-Lieux was published in 1992) – entered the educated vocabulary of anthropologists studying the effects the city has
on its inhabitants and of sociologists and geographers concerned with the urban phenomenon and the suburs. ”; Dal Fabbro A.
(2012), Progetto Porto Marghera, Marsilio Editori, Venezia, pp. 12-16.
2
Olmo C. (1980), La città industriale, Einaudi, Torino, p. 50.
3
This specific subject has been discussed by Pier Vittorio Aureli, in a contribution titled “Il Ritorno della Fabbrica”, published on
Redazione, Jenuary, 2017.
4
On this subject is recommended the following text: Rem Koolhaas (1993), “Typical Plan”, S,M,L,XL, New York, Monacelli Press,
pp. 336-350.
5
Gregotti V. (1996), Recinto di Fabbrica, Bollati Boringhieri, p. 80
6
Rogers E. N. (2012), Gli elementi del fenomeno architettonico, Christian Marinotti Edizioni, Milano, p. 74.
7
On this subject is recommended the following text: Neil Levine (1998), “The Significance of Facts: Mies’s Collages up Close and
Personal”, Assemblage, n° 37, Dicembre, 1998, pp 70-101.
8
Dal Fabbro A. (2012), Superluoghi di margine, in Martinelli P. M. (ed.), Progetto Porto Marghera, Marsilio Editore, Venezia, p. 48.
9
Ibid.
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ABSTRACT
In the world of marketing and advertising, the concept of symbol and role are the basis of every communication choice. They often
coexist within a single message, but specifically a symbol is something that stands for something else (the color black for mourning, the
cross for Christianity or a lion as a symbol of strength); the role is something that means because it occupies a certain position within
a system (Falcinelli, 2017). In philosophy, the intrinsic meaning of “symbol” and the differences it has, for example, with ‘sign’ and
‘signal’, have often been debated; while on the one hand Morris states that a symbol is a sign with an intrinsic evocative value with
respect to the signal, which instead has an informative character, Hegel instead distinguishes symbol and sign in that it “represents a
content completely different from what it has for itself” (Encyclopedia, par.458).
The role derives from the French ‘rôle’ and in turn from the Latin ‘ròtulus’ o ‘rùtula’ which means wheel or disc; the role was in fact a
roll of paper, then a list or register, in which names, functional compositions and structures of certain bodies or sectors of activity are
noted down. The role is therefore the part, the function, the weight of someone or something in the realization of a fact or a situation
(Treccani). It is therefore interesting to think about how architecture has often, voluntarily or not, found itself to be sometimes a symbol
and sometimes a role. There is no doubt that some architectures immediately remind us of a specific place or historical period: The
Colosseum for Rome, the pyramids for Egypt, the Eiffel Tower for Paris or the great cathedrals for the Gothic period; each of them now
represents the image of something else. If, however, they are these symbols, one can think of the modern movement as the fundamental
role it has assumed in that particular historical context. This work seeks to answer the question of how and whether contemporary
architecture today can once again embrace its role in the construction and iconography of the city of the future, and not just be a symbol
– economic, social and representative – as has happened in the last sixty years.
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Introduction
This work aims to be a reflection on the contemporary condition of the architectural project, linked to two specific terms:
symbol and role. First of all, however, it is necessary to clarify in what way these concepts want to be made explicit. Reading
the latest text by Riccardo Falcinelli, Cromorama, I came across the distinction between ‘symbol’ and ‘role’, a distinction he
makes about how the perception of colour has changed the very perception of the world around us. Falcinelli in the chapter
‘Significant Red. The colours of things.’ tells us how the debut of ‘Smarties’ in England in 1938 represented a real revolution.
They come in eight different colours, but the taste is the same for all of them, red does not taste like strawberry and green
does not taste like pistachio. The Smarties are not born by coincidence is obvious: they are the commercial variant of the
more classic Italian sugared almond or the French ‘dragées’, whose color soon becomes symbolic: red for graduation, white
for marriage, pink or blue for birth, etc. In Smarties it doesn’t matter whether the colour has symbolic value, but whether it is
colourful, playful as a box of coloured crayons or Lego. The two sweets are therefore only apparently similar objects because
in terms of meaning, for example the color red, is for the candy a symbol, for a Smarties more like a role, suggesting through
their appearance that it is a product aimed at children. Falcinelli states that “the symbol is something that means something
else (...) while the role is something that means because it occupies a certain position within a system”1, and thus inserting
the concept of context within this reasoning. Through an example that has little to do with the world of design, the aspect of
communication is what made me reflect on how these two definitions refer to architecture.
“It is thought that a bridge, in the first place and properly, is simply a bridge. But after and at the appropriate time, it can
still express many things. As an expression, it becomes a symbol. Only that a bridge, when it is a real bridge, is never
‘first’ a simple bridge and ‘then’ a symbol. Nor, moreover, is it in the first instance a simple symbol, since it would express
something that strictly speaking does not belong to it. If rigorously thought of, in fact, a bridge never shows itself as an
expression. The bridge is one thing and only one thing”2. In this reference by the philosopher Martin Heidegger, attention
is drawn to an aspect that has always existed in architecture, namely the dichotomy of those who prefer function and read
or design architecture as a simple tool to meet man’s needs, and those who prefer form and tend to load architecture with a
series of conscious or unconscious, individual or collective meanings that express the ‘meaning’ of man’s work. A bridge,
before a means to connect two parts or a symbol representing many things, is first an architectural object. This assumption
was taken up again by Alberto Giorgio Cassani, giving a unique interpretation of it: “never before has an architectural
figure, as much as the bridge, been so full of metaphorical meanings in history. It is not only that artifact that allows
you to overcome an obstacle: it is much more. It is a real ‘symbol’ (...) that unites many contrasting aspects: it ‘unites’
and at the same time ‘divides’; it is stable, apparently, but also fragile and dangerous (...); it is ‘suspended’ between two
worlds, (...) it can ‘collapse’ and even ‘move’; it is an instrument of man’s conquest of the world and, at the same time,
the most sacrilegious work of all, because it affects not only the earth, but also water, the sacred element par excellence
in all ancient cultures. And it cannot stop being itself without precipitating”3. Cassani certainly dwells on the symbolic
aspect of the architectural work, Heidegger’s assumption instead proposes a mediation, including the two interrelated
terms of function and symbol without therefore evading the problem of ‘meaning’. Architecture is in the first instance a
work, an object existing in the world that expresses itself by its very presence and self-manifests its meaning. Making
architecture means on the one hand organizing physical space to perform certain functions, but on the other hand it means
‘representing’ the way those functions are performed in a certain context. Symbol and role coexist. For Vittorio Gregotti
architecture is thus both organization and expression of a content. One does not necessarily exclude the other. He affirms
“the architectural form of a phenomenon is in fact on the one hand the way in which the parts and layers are arranged in
the thing, but at the same time the power of communication of that arrangement. These two aspects are always present, but
while there is no thing without form, it form has powers of aesthetic communication arranged on very different levels”4.
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Function like role. The shape like a symbol
From this premise we can then affirm that, according to a declared personal interpretation, ‘symbol’ and ‘role’ coincide
with ‘form’ and ‘function’; the latter, in architecture, contains a broad and articulated character, but wanting to go back
to the sources of the first treatises, Vitruvius identified in his triad the basic components of architectural work. Every
architecture, according to Vitruvius, must take into account the laws of statics (firmitas), the use to be made of the
building (utilitas) and the canons of beauty, aesthetics and form (venustas). It is certainly reductive, however, to define
the function, in the strict sense, as the ‘content’ of the architecture or the ‘cause’ for which that work was produced.
There would not then exist a multitude of interpretations around a single theme (the home, the school building, the
institutional building, etc...); it is evidently the product between need and the cultural model, between a need and the way
it is intended to be satisfied. In a totally simplistic way one could say that then the function is the set of activities that take
place inside a building, in a given cultural-historical context, and the way these activities are related to each other. In this
sense, it is naive to think that fulfilling a certain function is purely ‘rational’. The Modern Movement has deeply marked
the world of architecture and design and today, about ninety years later, we are still inspired by those works, looking
at them with admiration and respect towards a way of doing architecture that seems to us incomparable. And it was
precisely in the 1930s that the idea of a ‘cultural area’ that had remained deeply rooted in European culture began to be
modified; incredibly, however, what seeks its linguistic definition as ‘International style’ and is accepted as architectural
internationalism, is in reality nothing other than the rationalization of North European architecture, “(...) of Gothic culture,
made up of lightweight, transparent, serial, load-bearing and non-closing building systems”5. A rationalization that, at
times, may seem forced; Walter Gropius declares that “the architects of the Modern Movement are trying to obtain ever
bolder creative means to overcome the same gravity, to reach, through new techniques, both in appearance and in reality,
a condition of suspension above the ground”. At this point we pass almost inadvertently, from the discourse on function
– and therefore the role assumed by that particular architecture in a historical-cultural context – to the discourse on form.
Two aspects that we have already defined as inseparable if not for the purposes of reasoning and study. Moreover, as
Charles Jencks said, “if exact understanding is our goal, then we must be able to relate (...) the formal level of meaning
to the iconographic level (...) within a total interpretation. This is cumbersome and complex. In fact, we would end up
destroying an experience if we categorically isolated concepts in this way (...) however, such distinctions must be made,
because experience without abstractions is impossible”6. To help us in the argumentation, rather than declining the form
to a single architectural organism, I would like to reason instead on the form – and its symbolic value – of entire cities. It
is certainly no coincidence that the Roman ‘castrum’ was founded on the orthogonal intersection of the two roads – the
cardo and the decumanus – which then gave rise to a rigid and precise chessboard. Just as it is no coincidence that Rome’s
only working-class district, Testaccio, was designed and built on a checkerboard – which, on the other hand, echoes the
traces of the ancient Roman emporium – a symbol of equality and parity. The chessboard has always been a symbol of
authoritarianism, as has the square representing “the regularization of what by its nature would have remained shapeless
and chaotic. (...) is the sign of the battle that begins, the one between reason and instinct. If the circle is ‘perfect’, the
square is ‘correct’”7. Washington is the only city to be born ‘different’ from its American sisters: a radiocentric pole is
superimposed on the regular mesh. As stated by Tafuri, “it was not a city that was available and instrumental to business,
but rather a deliberately abstract collective symbol, an ideology realized in urban images, the allegory of a political order
that now wants to present itself immobile in its principles; how rapidly and mobilely evolving in its socio-economic
consequences”8. It seems easy for us to understand the geometric shapes of Renaissance cities, which are able to express
symbolic meanings so closely connected with their function that they cannot easily be distinguished. The defensive
function of the great bastions of Lucca, the primary necessity of construction, cannot be divided by what it wanted to
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represent: it becomes a symbol through its form and its psychological action, due to the emotional impact that such
structures aroused on the enemy, it assumes the fundamental role. We could continue for a long time in the research of case
studies that clearly express the inseparable dialectic relationship between symbol and role, like the skyscraper, symbol
of modern architecture par excellence. It not only has the economic and political role of making the best use of building
areas by concentrating the greatest value in the smallest space, in fact, in the skyscraper the capitalist role goes further:
it appropriates monumentality, it is a collective symbol that identifies the values of civilization with economic power. Or
how it is impossible to investigate form and function without mentioning the extraordinary work of Frank Lloyd Wright,
in which the symbology of geometric forms is shaped in relation to functional instances, identified in the physical context
in which they fit. In his autobiography he himself declared that “geometries shapes through human significance as, say, the
cube or square, integrity; the circle or sphere, infinity; the straight line, rectitude; if long drawn out...repose; the triangle...
aspiration etc...”9.In his work, we can understand how a work of architecture “the more valid it is, the more it expresses
its meaning by identifying itself with its function. This happens all the more easily when the meaning is clear, immediate
and contains the collective’s instances”10.
The beginning of the crisis
Not being able to dwell on the infinite interpretations of form and function, symbol and role, which over the years
have been spent in architecture, I would like to try to investigate, according to these few assumptions so far, when
architecture was charged with too much symbolism to be considered as such. Was there a moment, more or less precise,
that made contemporary architecture today not follow precise canons, but rather is driven by an individualist feeling
and self-celebration of the designer? This is an interesting answer given by Antonino Saggio, within various of his
researches11, identifying the beginning of this process in the design of a particular architecture: the Sydney Opera House,
designed by the Danish architect Jørn Utzon. In 1956 the architect decided to make the auditorium a symbol, not only
for the city of Sydney, but more generally of the end of the modern movement. Saggio, in his progress, underlines the
continuous line that links Utzon to Frank O.Ghery, up to Renzo Piano and beyond. But in order to do this, he starts from
the very beginning, that is, from the time it was born, passing through Hermann Muthesius and the Deutsche Werkbund,
the Bauhaus; the first movement that tries to give a polyvalent answer to the needs of society: “on the aesthetic level,
through abstraction, transparency, dynamism, on the ethical-functional level, with an objective adherence to the new needs
‘from the spoon to the city’, on the constructive and technological level”12. In doing so, Gothic culture was taken to the
extreme, but it lost the part linked to the construction of large cathedrals, monuments that were symbols of a community.
It is obvious that the word ‘monument’ used in a historical period like the one between the two wars, could only mean
‘dictatorship’, ‘authority’ and ‘command’. Of course there are exceptions, as Giuseppe Terragni teaches us with his
Casa del Fascio in Como, who not only creates a splendid work of modern architecture, but shows how a monumental
building can be built without using the tools of the past. Returning to Utzon, how is it that he managed to take such a
step? Wise man always identifies four reasons. First of all, Utzon is a Nordic and in their culture monumentality is not a
manifestation of power, but a relationship between man and nature. Secondly, he worked closely with Alvar Aalto who, in
the fifties, already sensed that architecture can also represent, but stopped at the limit. Thirdly, Utzon is a yachtsman – like
Piano – and therefore has an interest in the natural forms of the movement; and fourthly, he is interested in man with his
various social manifestations, designing from time to time – when a group of houses, when a church in the countryside
– architectures that enhance the need for which they were built. When he designs the Opera House he understands that it
must be the symbol of a nation.
Since then, what can be defined as the symbolism of the envelope, of the ‘container’ that transcends the ‘content’ and
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becomes itself a monument full of meaning. It is destined to have great success, as some of the most famous contemporary
projects, voluntarily not mentioned in this text, suggest. They self-materialize in our minds because they are victims –
or promoters – of their being vehicles of communication, self-celebration of the designer and the client, architectural
individualism rather than a response to collective needs within a given context. If the masters of the modern movement
have created functional architectures capable of representing the world in which they lived, contemporary architects want
to confront the computer world, which dominates this era.
Conclusion
However, this is not necessarily a negative criticism, but rather a food for thought; as Saggio always says, “it has happened
that the world (...) has changed and that we are in the age of information, in the midst of the Computer Revolution. And
the informatics age works no longer for assertive messages, cause effect, but for metaphorical, translated messages. A
building is no longer good only if it works and is efficient, in short if it is a machine, but it must say and give more. Among
other things, when necessary, even symbols. Daniel Libeskind does this in Berlin in his harrowing Holocaust Museummonument, like a broken and zigzagging wall”. All true of course, but then what is the iconography of contemporary
architecture? What is its fundamental role? Is it just that of being a symbol, a computerized means to stand out from the
masses and make people think it is ‘real’ architecture? The image I personally have of contemporary architecture today is
that of a blank page, probably still to be written. An image that has no shape or colour, is not defined, but has the taste of
self-celebration. Not of the architectural object, but of the architect, who today more than ever seems to want to add his
signature at all costs. So perhaps one last reflection remains, recalling the words of Heidegger, that architecture is first of
all one thing, that it exists in the world and that besides representing something it has a very important role. The challenge
that contemporary architecture must take up today is perhaps that of not forgetting that these two aspects, of symbol and
role, have always been inseparable and that only those who have really grasped their importance have been able to make
great architecture.
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ABSTRACT
As Moretti replied in an article in Quadrivio: “[...] I do not think it has been made clear enough, and most people are naturally far
from having the slightest awareness of it, the fact of our very low sensitivity to living according to an external reality. We much prefer
to continually create ourselves a fictitious reality, and in it we find drowsiness and peace. [...] In a thousand years, when we too will
be counted among those who were ancient, probably our civilization will have passed into history (at least the fictional one) as the
civilization of the cinema. And I hardly believe our distant posterity will be able to explain how a multitude of living people would like
to gather in a dark place, to celebrate that kind of Mitra ritual that is celebrated every night in our screening rooms.” In this interview
granted at the age of 29 Luigi Moretti criticizes, through a provocative and unusual anti-cinematographic dialectic, the incapacity of
many – thinking at the architects, the artists and the intellectuals of his years – to place himself outside of reality without creating an
unreal one. In my opinion this is a strong architectural criticism of the inability to see the project as an autonomous element, which is
valid in itself and which exists beyond its realization, but also an ante litteram rejection of a scenographic construction of the project
by images, which excludes the planimetric and volumetric composition from architectural narration, exacerbated in its more mature
vision of designing by parameters. Too often the boundary between reality and representation still finds overlaps that are not always
healthy, between virtual virtues and artificial realities, leading to invert at an architectural, urban and territorial level, perhaps even
irretrievably, the concepts of form and substance. A specific analogy that uses Baudrillard, french philosopher and sociologist – not to
describe this phenomenon but usable to understand it – is a fable extracted from “Del rigor en la ciencia” by Jorge Luis Borges. It tells
of a great empire that has created a map so detailed that it is as big as the empire itself. The actual map was enlarged and destroyed as
the empire itself conquered or lost territories. When the empire collapsed, all that was left was the map. In the interpretation given by
Baudrillard it’s on the contrary the map that people lives, the simulation of reality, where the inhabitants of the empire spends their lives
making sure that their place in the representation is well circumscribed and detailed by the cartographers, when instead it’s the reality
that it’s crumbling around, abandoned to disuse. Baudrillard refers to the precession of the simulacra, referring to the way in which
they came to precede the truth: in the rereading of the text of Borges he claims that just as for contemporary society the simulated copy
replaced the original object, also the map came to precede the geographical territory, counteracting the relation of the terms in the
map-territory concept: “from now on, it is the map that precedes the territory – precession of the simulacra – it’s the map that generates
the territory and if we were to revive the fairy tale today, it would be the territory whose shreds are slowly rotting across the map”.
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As Moretti replied in an article by Quadrivio: “ (...) I do not think it has been made clear enough, and most are naturally
far from having the slightest awareness of it, the fact of our very low sensitivity to living according to an external
reality. We much prefer to continually create a fictitious reality, and in it we find drowsiness and peace. (...) In a
thousand years, when we too will be counted among those who were ancient, our civilization will probably have gone
down in history (at least in the fictional one) like the cinema civilization. And I think that our distant posterity will be
hardly able to explain how a multitude of living people enjoyed meeting in a dark room, celebrating the kind of Mithras
ritual that is celebrated every evening in our projection rooms”1.
In this interview granted at the age of 29 Luigi Moretti criticizes, through a provocative and unusual anti-cinematographic
dialectic, the inability of many – thinking at the architects, artists, intellectuals of his years – to place themselves
outside of reality without creating an unreal one. This in my opinion is a strong architectural critique of the inability
to see the project as an autonomous element, which has validity in itself and which exists beyond its realization, but
also an ante litteram refusal to a scenographic construction of the project by images, which excludes the planimetric
and volumetric composition from the architectural narration, then exacerbated in its more mature vision of designing
by parameters. Too often the limit between reality and representation still finds not always healthy overlaps, between
‘virtual virtues’ and ‘artificial realities’, leading to invert the concepts of form and substance on an architectural, urban
and territorial level, perhaps even irreparably.
A specific analogy that Baudrillard, a French philosopher and sociologist uses – not to describe this phenomenon but
usable to understand it – is a fable extracted from Del rigor en la ciencia by Jorge Luis Borges. It tells of a great empire
that created a map so detailed that it was as large as the empire itself. The actual map was enlarged and destroyed
as the empire itself conquered or lost territories. When the empire collapsed, all that remained was the map. In the
interpretation returned by Baudrillard, on the contrary, is the map that people live, the simulation of reality, where the
inhabitants of the empire spend their lives making sure that their place in the representation is well circumscribed and
detailed by cartographers, when instead it’s reality that crumbling around, abandoned to disuse. Baudrillard refers to
the precession of the simulacra, referring to the way in which they came before the truth: in the rereading of Borges’
text he maintains that just as for contemporary society, the simulated copy has replaced the original object, even
the map it came to precede geographic territory, countering the relationship of terms in the map-territory concept:
“Abstraction today is no longer that of the map, the double, the mirror or the concept. The simulation is no longer the
one of a territory, of a referential being or a substance. It’s rather the generation of models of a real without origin or
reality: a hyperreal. The territory no longer precedes the map, nor does it survive it. (...) It is the map that precedes the
territory – precession of the simulacra – it is the map that generates the territory (...). The age of simulation begins with
the elimination of all referents-worse: with their artificial resurrection in a system of signs, which are a more flexible
material than meanings because they lend themselves to any system of equilvalence, to any binary opposition and to
any combinatorial algebra. It is no longer a matter of imitation, nor of duplication or parody. It is rather a question of
replacing the real with signs of the real; that is, an operation to cancel any real process through its double operational.
(...) He will be a hyperreal, sheltered from any distinction between real and imaginary, which leaves room only for the
recurrence of models and for the simulated generation of differences”2.
The interview with Moretti continues and the architect turns to the journalist: “(...) I don’t know if you have ever
entered a cinema at four or five o’clock in the afternoon. You turns out that it is already evening. The clear intersection
that occurs then between the plane of reality and the ‘fictitious’ one (I wouldn’t even say dream) leads to psychological
reversals that are monstrous”3. Moretti himself, in rattling off his reasoning, asks himself and asks the interviewer if
he seems to be exaggerating, thus exposing the facts, but on the other hand, the latter expected questions and answers
on architecture and instead the young architect wanders initially and then bring these thoughts back to a contemporary
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architectural work reading. Indeed, the basis of this reflection is to trace the different implications and the meaning of
the architectural representation. Representing in architecture is a synthesis operation which at the same time restores
the will to transmit a deep knowledge of the architectural artifact, just as from the latin ‘repraesentare’ it is composed
of ‘re’, that means ‘again’ and ‘praesentare’ directly understanding. A new presentation therefore which implicitly
contains a new reading of the text. The drawn image in fact is located elsewhere and represents what has to be achieved
yet, assuming a prefigurative value, or it is a transcription of the existing one, assuming a character of documentation.
In both cases this elsewhere, real or imagined, is made ‘present’ precisely by the draw.
Through the choice of the representation method, a cognitive choice is made and is realized through each procedure
proper rules, an operation of knowledge therefore more than a simple representation, which leads the architectural object
to another and further definition. Among the main architectural representations there are obviously the planimetry or
plan, the elevation or front, the volumetric elevation or axonometry, the section, the cross-section and the perspective.
By combining the characteristics of some of these categories, we can then find many other graphic solutions able to
return the multiplicity of the project. The draw therefore identifies architecture as a design principle underlying the
construction or as a built fact because it’s represented. Compared to the already created work, it must be proposed as
a faithful copy of the original and therefore reveal or build the work; compared to the representation itself, it must
demonstrate coherence in the production process instead. The representation therefore stands as double the real and for
this reason it is necessary to look for the relationships that exist between it and reality4.
The interview with Moretti continues as follows: “Here: on that sheet of paper the architecture of our time is ‘real’.
Graphically conceiving is the natural way of expressing the contemporary architect. Today the construction is a pure
and simple projection of the graphic, and not, as it should be and as always has been, the graphic a projection of the
construction. And so much so that the different moments through which modern architecture has passed in a few
years could be distinguished by the various techniques of drawing. So, from the charcoal (Limongelli) and the wolf
(Aschieri: wolf is a refined charcoal), we move on to tempera (Libera, Ridolfi, etc.; I myself have used it for a certain
time), and finally to the ruling-pen and to the pen that characterize the school of Le Corbusier. In short, rational
architecture was born on paper, lived there and will die unerringly there. Its fame was created through magazines, and
it still remains today – always for that kind of terror and abulia towards the reality we have begun to talk about – an
extra-architectural phenomenon (...)”5.
Architecture and construction are both constituent acts that work on different levels of meaning: while construction
is a physical modification of material reality, architecture is a political instrument that interprets and transforms even
immaterial reality. Architecture is a form of reality that is placed between imagination and necessity, it’s that discipline
of human doing aimed at living which is exhausted in aesthetic practice and which allows, when the idea is formed,
to imagine one or more forms adhering to this. Construction, on the other hand, implements the form through the
exercise of statics and technically realizing the project reifies it in space and time. Practicing the imagination people
produces a knowledge of reality that has neither dimension nor configuration and through the principle of abstraction
architecture puts into effect the reason of the buildings then realizing itself in the necessity of the designed form.
Therefore architecture is not directly construction but it’s a representation of the constructive act, it’s a metaphor of
building, “representation of itself as a construction responding to a purpose”6 as already stated in a known definition.
The representation therefore as form is a structure that goes beyond the visible and summarizes the spatial and historical
aspect of architecture. The representation has the task of reproducing it, but it can also be form because it has a precise
meaning, it can be understood as an idea: “abstract model of the contingent that allows you to see with the eyes of the
intellect”7. What appears evident in the digital age where a culture based on images dominates is that the relationship
of signification between architecture (meaning) and its representation (signifier) seems to have reversed, as in the
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relationship between the ‘simulacrum’ and the ‘real body’. In an interview in 2012 Francesco Venezia speaking of
the new ways of representing architecture today, explains how these methods offer a merely superficial aspect of the
building in the architectural tale. He also stressed that this type of representation, rendering for example, to name one
above all, end up influencing the method of design, leading to the construction of an architecture simulacra. When
we are faced with the comparison of these two images, he concludes, we find ourselves as in front of the two eyes of
the Nazi in the Jewish story: “The SS commander to Moishe Pressburger, arrested in Budapest in 1943: «If you guess
which of my eyes is made of glass, I will let you go.» Pressburger: «The left one». The SS commander: «Exactly, how
did you understand it immediately?» Pressburger: «He looked at me in such a human way»”8.
Often therefore establishing which of the two is the true image is not simple, if we can say so, as in history and the
final paradox, he also states, is that by comparing the rendering with the finished building this ends up being almost a
simulation of the render. Thus the design becomes revealing, the plan is revealing, expression of the elevation, trace of
the fundamental relationships with the elevation.
To the question of whether Moretti himself was of the opinion that architecture should be left in the hands of engineers
and surveyors, he replies dryly: “Never again” and continues, “Such a prejudice, or presumption, is the source of all
deviations that barbarise our art. It would be the same if one wanted to leave poetry or the novel in the hands of the
professors. The engineer is an executor. I will tell you more indeed. Just as there is no purely economic man, – and I
paraphrase Mussolini – so there is no architect man, but artist man. Humanistic unity is inseparable. In architecture, as in
all other arts, the practical structure is an antecedent datum that should not be confused with the moment of inspiration.
Only when the latter is reached, the practical structure is identified with the ideal one and born the Parthenon (…)”9.
In The didactic architecture, a text that collects the lessons held at the University of Reggio Calabria from 1977 to 1981
in the course of architectural composition by Franco Purini, the professor writes that “The first aim of architecture is to
express, by means of its second goal, the building, the sense of human living on earth”10. This definition clarifies in a few
words a vision of both terms in analysis, delimiting two finalistic areas of architecture, declaring the consequentialities
between language and construct, and therefore describing construction as a device that is the means and the ends of
architecture. The mutual theoretical continuity of these two thematic items could in fact make them describe how
Dario Passi does when he gives us the image of the two ‘rooms’, used to define the dichotomy between project
and representation11, whose relations are defined by a point of contact, from a ‘door’ that unites and separates these
two moments of the architectural idea, through which you can see what a room contains, ‘transgressing’, peering in
passing into the other. This also partly describes his personal pictorial dimension of architecture, of which he makes an
intellectual exercise which, without distancing himself from construction, delimits a high-level space for a prolific and
powerful architectural work but forever ‘on paper’. The design that refers to architecture can also have artistic value
but it is always a way of acting, a method12. Therefore, these two knowledge, architecture and construction, in constant
tension between a common theory and practice, without ever being entirely on one side or the other, both oblige
those who exercise them to take always different methodological positions, supporting the continuous misalignments
between the project and its representation, between idea and realization.
From here follows a digression on the relationship between architecture and construction: “(...) In Greece, archaic
architecture used squat columns, lined up a short distance from each other. With the onset of decline, the distances
between the columns are increased and the column becomes more slender. In the first case, the imperfect knowledge
of the construction laws generates the architect’s prudence: he causes the column to be subjected to much less effort
than would be allowed by a wiser distribution of forces. In the second case, the maximum yield is requested from each
column. We are already fully in the technical mesh. Between these two extremes is the Parthenon, an inimitable example
of constructive and artistic harmony at the same time. Today we are going through a period in which concern, or rather
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technical complacency, is placed above all other values. And this explains the preference given by some to engineers for
artists. This preference is then practically resolved in the funeral constructions of Via Flaminia or Corso Trieste (...)”13.
Many parts of this interview have an almost predictive aspect, leaving glimpses of parts of a near future compared
to the protagonists but above all the interpretative lucidity of Moretti and his ability to completely descend into the
meanings of architecture, even making him unbalanced in some predictions: “We will have still nine or ten years
of rationalism, especially in the province. (…) It agonizes, and among the most shrewd architects it is now spoken
of as something already dead. However, if I had to tell you exactly what are the elements on which the architecture
we all would like to see already built are based, I confess that I would be embarrassed. In general it can be said that
ornamentation no longer meets the unjustified resistance of the past. The scenographic or cinematographic sense, and
I would add Freudian, of architecture, tends to disappear completely. It has finally been understood that the ornament
is nothing more than an accentuation and an enrichment of the building system (…)”14.
This article could go almost unnoticed within the enormously vast literature on the subject and the direct and indirect
production of Luigi Moretti. The writer hopes to have made it possible to make it even more well-known, albeit
through personal reading and interpretation.
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ABSTRACT
The dialectic between the principles of autonomy and heteronomy is a kind of “transcendental law” that governs the entire history of
art. Both concepts are in fact connatural to the work of art, especially when considered in their antipolar relationship (Anceschi, 1936).
The concept of heteronomy has often been identified with the set of conditionings deriving from the functional programs; if we consider
that the specificity of architecture consists in “being for” something else (Gregotti, 1969), we must therefore admit that architecture is,
by its nature, always compromised with reality; for this reason, there are also those who doubt that it belongs to the category of art:
what space would remain, in fact, for creativity in a heteronomous discipline?
The purpose of the paper is to show that this question is badly placed: creativity, in architecture as in other arts, must in fact always
be related to reality, since it is from this tension that the spark of invention starts. Therefore, it makes no sense to complain about
a heteronomous condition for architecture, nor to respond by claiming a pure condition of autonomy. In reality, heteronomy and
autonomy are both necessary, and are two concepts closer than one thinks.
Thus, assuming that architecture is “by necessity” a heteronomous art (that is, dependent on climatic, programmatic, economic factors,
etc.), we will investigate the meaning of this statement, with particular reference to Italian architectural culture.
Furthermore, not only the architecture that follows a system of rules imposed from the outside will be called “heteronomous”, but also
the architecture that follows a system of internal rules. This statement leads us to rethink the very concept of “autonomy”, since what
else is it but a law (“nomos”) established by the subject itself? We will therefore try to demonstrate that “autonomy”, if considered as
a system of creative self-regulation established by the architect himself, can be considered a sort of extreme degree of “heteronomy”.
Something that occurs when the project turns to be “demonstrative”.
In conclusion, we will try to show, through a series of examples, that this way of being constantly suspended between reality (heteronomy)
and ideality (autonomy), represents an important distinctive trait of Italian architectural culture, both in modern and contemporary times.
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This paper concerns the antithetical couple of terms autonomy-heteronomy and the relationship that, in Italian architecture, the
principle of autonomy and the principle of heteronomy establish with the domain of creativity. The dialectic between the
paradigms of autonomy and heteronomy is a kind of ‘transcendental law’ that dominates the entire history of art. Both concepts
are in fact connatural to the work of art, especially when considered in their antipolar relationship2. The concept of heteronomy
has often been identified with the set of conditionings deriving from the functional programs3; but, if we consider that the
specificity of architecture consists in its “being for something else”, we must therefore admit that architecture is, by its nature,
always compromised with reality; for this reason, there are also those who doubt that it belongs to the category of art: what
space would remain, in fact, for creativity in a heteronomous discipline? The purpose of the paper is to show that this question
is badly placed: creativity, in architecture as in other arts, must in fact always be related at the same time to authorial poetic, as
well as to reality, since it is from this tension that the spark of invention starts. To demonstrate it, we will make a comparison
between two different version of the same architectural project: the house designed by Ignazio Gardella and built in Venice, on
the Zattere shore. The house was realized in 1962, while the first version was designed by Gardella four years before, in 1958.
This project, in its two declinations, both descending by the same architect, is a perfect sample to introduce the couple of words
that gives the title to this conference, creativity and reality. Indeed, these two façades, if inserted in the context as if they had
both been realized, are iconic of two different characters of modern Italian architecture, opposite in terms of goals and results.
In both the versions, we can see that the project responds to some solicitations coming from the external context: for example,
both façades withdraw in the point of contact with the pre-existing church, realizing a shadow zone between the old and the
new; then, the layout of the façades recalls in both cases the vibration of Venetian historic architecture, as well as the rarefaction
of the volumes upwards, remembers the Venetian altanas. However, while in the first case we may say that these elements are
set in a modern composition, realizing a new architecture that denounces its ideal difference from the context, in the second
case these same elements are flattened into a mimetic image, that gets the merit (or the demerit, it depends on the point of view)
to confuse the new building into the context. This contextualization was so evident that the great historian Giulio Carlo Argan,
as the house was built up, wrote that you did not perceive the ‘sensation’, but best the ‘feeling’ that the house had always been
there before4. Through these words, Argan intended to highlight the impalpable character and the emotional quality of the
Venetian façade, which creates an atmosphere rather than a physical object. Today, we can affirm that the two different
versions of the famous Gardella project are representative of two opposite manners, illustrating the difference between an
architecture that, through the creative gesture, becomes an interpretative measure of the real, and an architecture that instead
hides the creative gesture, in the attempt to belong totally to the realm of reality. In brief, on the one hand, in his first version
of the house Gardella describes the domain of creativity; from the other hand, he realizes the dominance of reality. In conclusion,
in this venetian house, we can see the entire oscillation of the balance from creativity to reality in architecture. Here, we can
observe it within the design process of the same author; but this balance has often been instable, changing its position throughout
all the course of modern Italian architecture, giving us many high interpretations of realist Italian architectures, as well as many
other Italian architectures characterized, at the contrary, by abstractness and ideality. According to this condition, criticism has
always used to divide Italian modern architecture in groups: the ones characterized by an approach interested in compromising
architecture with reality, the others characterized by an abstract approach. This scheme is so abused that we all have the habit
to think about Italian researches in terms of opposition: neorealism vs Tendenza, Ina Casa neighborhoods vs Incis neighborhoods;
Mario Ridolfi vs Aldo Rossi, Saverio Muratori vs Adalberto Libera, and so on and on. However, the coexistence of both
approaches into the same work of the same author, as it happens in Gardella, suggests us that the contrast between these two
groups of architectures is perhaps less radical than it may seem. But, to demonstrate it, we must modify the terms of reference.
In fact, in my opinion, the oppositional couple creativity/reality risks to focus the debate around two concepts that are not so
comparable with each other. If, in brief, creativity can be understood as the artist’s ability to create with the intellect or
fantasy, or rather as the ability to produce ideas and originality in the idea, then it is clear that this term describes a capability
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Fig. 1
Ignazio Gardella,
Zattere House
in Venezia. First
version (1958),
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second version
(1962) on the
right.

Fig. 2
Ignazio Gardella,
Zattere House
in Venezia. A
comparison
between the two
versions.

Fig. 3
Realism versus
autonomy in
Italian modern
architecture.
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of the subject; on the other hand, reality can be called the quality and the condition of what actually and concretely exists; it
therefore does not pertain to the subject but rather is a quality of the object. But how can we compare, or contrast, a capacity
of the subject with a quality of what is external to the subject? It is therefore necessary to substitute the comparison terms.
For this reason, we can propose to use the antinomy autonomy/heteronomy, which works better from a comparative point of
view: if in fact autonomy is the condition in which an agent acquires the norm of his action in connection with himself,
heteronomy is instead the condition in which an agent receives from the outside the norm of his own action. Both, as can be
seen, are conditions of the subject. In our case, they will be both related to the architect and they will be both related to the way
an architect approaches the act of creation. But what happens if we look to architecture throughout the conceptual frame of the
autonomy/heteronomy couple? Once the two words creativity/reality have been replaced with these new key-words, returning
to the two versions of the Venetian house, could we say that one is a true expression of total autonomy, while the other one an
expression of total heteronomy? In my opinion, if we use this antinomic couple, the answer become more complex. Is in fact
the realized version a heteronomous work? If the answer is yes, can we really say that Gardella made his choices forced only
by external constraints? Do we really believe that his drawings derived, in a sort of determinism, only by the context? And
finally, can we say that the context really strictly determines a form? If not, is heteronomy a mere function of external
constraints, or its essence has to be find in a higher issue?5 Before trying to answer the previous questions, let’s try to explain
the problem in other terms, without highlighting the differences between these two conceptual universes, as expressed by the
two opposite prefixes autos and eteros, focusing instead our attention on the second part of the word, which shows a common
root expressed by the word nomos. Nomos is a term of the ancient Greek language whose original meaning is ‘custom’, or
‘habit’; starting from the fifth century b.C., it assumed the meaning of ‘law of man’, that means the realm of what is disposed
by men, opposed to the ‘law of nature’ (also called phisis). By extention, the word also stands for ‘law’ or, more generically,
‘rule’. So, according to the common suffix, the presence of the term nomos in both words means that the ‘rules’ that guide the
design choices are what really cannot be avoided, in a creative act. They may be poetic rules or they can be rules derived from
programmatic factors, or climatic factors, or other more, but they always will express the ‘law of man’, through which the
architect will give ‘form’ to the domain of reality. Therefore, it makes no sense to complain about a heteronomous condition
for architecture, nor to respond by claiming a pure condition of autonomy. In reality, heteronomy and autonomy are both
necessary principles, and are two concepts closer than one thinks. In this frame, in fact, the question of autonomy/heteronomy
assumes another meaning: it no longer represents an oppositional couple but, rather, a different declination of the same
‘normative nature’ of the creative act in architecture. If we start from this statement, we can therefore affirm that the architectural
project is always a self-regulated process; and moreover, in this perspective, it will not be so relevant if these rules derive from
external data or from the architect’s internal poetic choices. Proceeding on this path, we can say that ‘Autonomy’, if considered
as a system of creative self-regulation established by the architect himself, may be considered a sort of extreme degree of
‘heteronomy’, in which the rule is imposed by the subject himself. Something that occurred, in Italian modern architecture,
every time that the architect intended to be ‘demonstrative’. Therefore, in a paradoxical way, we can also say that ‘Autonomy’
is the name that ‘Heteronomy’ itself assumes, when architecture descends from ideality, more than from reality. While on the
contrary, even when architecture apparently merges into reality, as in the second version of the Venetian Gardella house, the
regulatory principle that helps the author to establish the internal rules, although derived from contextual conditions, will
always be a conceptualized and self-established act. So, in conclusion, the opposition between the terms autonomy and
heteronomy is more apparent than real. Architecture is in fact, in a certain way, always heteronomous, since it always comes
from something else that can be the physical, historical, social, economic context, as well as the program, etc. And yet,
architecture is also always autonomous, since it expresses its internal regulatory principles throughout the modification of the
real, even when these principles are ‘stressed’, to react with the constraints imposed by external reality. Now, in Italian
architecture of the second half of the twentieth century, a prevalence of the principle of autonomy can often be observed, as if
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Fig. 4
Vincenzo Latina,
entrance pavilion
to the temple
of Artemis in
Ortigia island, in
Siracusa (2012),
above; Studio LS,
lower square of
San Francesco
Church, in Assisi
(2000), below.
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the project, before being a process to realize a physical thing, was itself a mean for understanding the things and for describing
them. In current times, however, where the demands for modification and transformation of the pre-existence prevail, this selfreflexive attitude of Italian architectural culture is put in crisis. But if we use the interpretative frame that we proposed earlier,
a frame that accentuates the similarities rather than the mutual differences between the principle of autonomy and the principle
of heteronomy, then we will understand that this two paradigms don’t fight each other, nor they come into conflict: together,
they enrich the creative process; alone, they show weaknesses. In fact, if the paradigm of heteronomy is part of the creative
premises of the form, it is also true that we must be able to identify the limits beyond which these premises lose their character
of necessity; on the other hand, the opposite paradigm, that of an autonomous architecture, risks of falling into the critical
paradox of justifying formalistic excesses, supporting a design approach detached from the conditioning of reality. But, if
considered together, the one could correct the other’s critical issues. Nowadays, we do need in Italian architecture a new vision
capable to overcome the traditional separation between these two approaches, exploring a ‘third way’ who may bring together
the reason of the form with the reason of the context. A vision capable to look at the context (or at the pre-existence) as a
principle that helps the process of formation, and also capable to conceive, on the other hand, the form as an element that will
impress a modification to the the context, giving it new sense and figure. Italian contemporary architecture, as expressive of
those lines of research, all inscribed in its genetic heritage, can finally reach a synthesis, exploring a sort of a dialectical
practice, suspended between the opposing extremes of ideality and reality. It should be a synthesis capable to find out the
difficult balance between an idea of architecture “as a crystal”, as expressed in Gio Ponti writings, and an idea of architecture
as expression of the place, as in Gardella or in Gabetti e Isola works, and in many other authors. It may seem like a chimera,
but in contemporary times the issues related to the valorization of the heritage, descending by the ‘theory of modification’
described by Vittorio Gregotti6, offer a perfect bench test to explore this line of research. Many built works already testify to
this, showing interesting evidence of this new sensitivity, suspended between autonomy and heteronomy. On the architecture
side, as well as on the restoration side, there are many examples, such as the entrance pavilion to the temple of Artemis in
Ortigia island, in Siracusa (2012) or the new design for the lower square of San Francesco Church, in Assisi (2000). This type
of works gives us the demonstration that a dialectic between the reason of the context (also known as ‘principle of heteronomy’)
and the reason of the form (also known as ‘principle of autonomy’) is now possible: a dialectic that never produces a
deterministic approach, in which in the end we can find a true character proper of the creative process, in Italian modern
architectural culture.
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ABSTRACT
The proposed speech presents a research work, based on a real case-study, on interdisciplinary architectural design developed by some
professors and researchers of the Department of Architecture of the University of Florence in 2018.
The multidisciplinary team was guided by Riccardo Renzi (architectural design) as Scientific Coordinator and Head of Design, with
Mario De Stefano (structural design) and Claudio Piferi (building system design).
The research was developed after the team group was invited, as University of Florence-Architecture Department candidate, to design
a new exposition and office building in China at the 1st International Sustainable Building Design Competition (1st IGEBC) promoted
by the China New Building Materials Design & Research Institute set in Hangzhou City in collaboration with the Chinese Society for
Urban Studies based in Beijing.
The aim of the competition was building a new “district” of sustainable architecture in 2020. The general masterplan of the new
sustainable “district” was set in early 2018 before the competition launch and the research teams invited could not change it. The
submitted design has been prized among the thirty buildings winner, has been initially prized as finalist among almost one hundred and
fifty teams by an international jury. All the winning entries are now going to be built in the Energy Efficient Building New Technologies
and Products Expo 2020 in Changzhou city, Jiansu Province close to Shanghai city.
The goal of the research was to demonstrate how contemporary architecture could be able to express permanent value of architecture,
its root system of memory, through the language.
The submitted proposal was developed on the idea that architecture had, has and will always have a strong connection to its original values.
Based on, mainly, Vitruvio and on Leon Battista Alberti’s theories, (implemented by Le Corbusier’s approach) architectural design plays with
some essential rules: geometrical control of shape, proportions, harmony between its parts, balance between the whole and the detail.
The research design was based on these ethernal rules that guided the hard operation of designing a new, contemporary building in an
“apparent” absence of surrounding context, as the “open land” chinese plot of design.
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What is most scary about contemporary Chinese writers is their continuous introduction of new terms for which they
provide no definition. And everyone interprets them any way they want.
Li Hsun1
Place
The Chinese context, difficult to pinpoint within narrow and recurring parameters due to its vastness, presents a variety
of environmental, anthropic and natural situations that is greater perhaps than that of any other inhabited context on the
planet2. Its urban macro-systems, often incomparable in terms of both extension and density3 to any other city-system in
the world4, are completely disconnected from the rural system which still prevails today throughout the open territory5.
The place chosen for the construction of the building6 described in this paper is not far from Shanghai, a city that has
undergone a recent powerful process of transformation and which has structured itself following Western-globalised
models. Recent research projects regarding Shanghai have concerned the delineation and identification of its original
typological traits7, within a wider operation of safeguarding the identitarian urban fabric of places.
None of these studies, however, can be adapted as a useful reference for the place chosen for the construction; it stands in
open territory in a condition of transition from a rural to a built context and in the vicinity of an urban fringe. Not far from
this location is the protected site of Yancheng8, one of the three hubs of urban-historical interest recognised by the Chinese
government in 1988, due to the fact that it is considered one of the first urban settlements in the history of the nation; its
current state, however, is a far cry from our concept of cultural heritage.
The place where the building will stand, within a wide general plan that has already been drafted by an international
team of architects and designers, underwent a radical change with the suppression of rural buildings and agricultural
plots; it was swiftly transformed into an urban context and was surrounded by a considerable road system that serves
the macro-parcels of land. In particular, the lot destined for the set of buildings which includes the one concerning this
project, does not differ much from the apparently haphazard situation which in recent times has characterised, especially
in China, the system of open territory in the process of becoming urbanised. This situation does not concern exclusively
the issue of urban development or of its swiftness of execution, especially when compared to the Western model, which
by contrast is perhaps too reflective; it involves on occasion also the topic of the architectural composition in relation
to methodological aspects and the scientific boundaries of the disciplinary field. It is possible to observe, in fact, an
increasing distinction between form and language as elements that have been lost in the general ephemeral nature of the
contents, which are considered superficial in architectural composition. This is actually a common trait to urban contexts
undergoing swift development in various parts of the world, although these more reduced execution time-frames should
not be considered as the only cause for a lack of clear and conscious references of a design practice which, however, has
been unburdened by the fact of belonging to a collective condition. In the thick fog and the green plain, soon to disappear,
the great macro-lot will swiftly insert itself into the context, transforming it into a different, urban-like reality. It will
originate in an isolated manner, imposing its urban appearance thanks to a circle of large and high executive buildings
which will serve as an external barrier to the a central group of lower exhibition and managerial buildings, among which
the building that is the subject of this paper. The new master-plan will express a composition that originates from the
prevailing economic conditions; it is presented as a system of self-referential design articulated on fragmented lines that
determine the settlement lots, as well as the vehicular road system and green pedestrian pathways. The individual lots
adapt to this overall layout of the master-plan, and are also greatly fragmented both in terms of orientation and forms;
they configure an interlocking system with the road system, the pedestrian pathways and the green rest areas that should
connect, according to the plan, all the accesses to the built complex.
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Method
In addition to the conditions of a linguistic system that expresses an architecture which is increasingly unrecognisable
in its traits and to the increasingly prevailing dynamics of separation between typological identification and functional
attribution of buildings and the constant loss of a hierarchical order of the parts in play that regulate the composition, the
global context adds the further difficulty of ascribing a greater importance to image than to content.
The project presented here attempts, through a few and fundamental motions, to establish some valid principles for its
articulation that allow a clear systematic organisation to the aggregate of the actions related to its composition.
The proposal presented was developed based on the idea that architecture has been founded since its origins on a solid
base of principles and values that determine its vocation as a theoretical art expressed through figurative systems. These
values, to put it very succinctly, guide, through the project, the relationship of measure with space as the primary element
of the project; they establish connections with places through the understanding of stratigraphies and sedimentations
which have transformed their aspect but not their identity; and determine correspondences with the physical dimension of
man, all the while satisfying spiritual values by acting on the sphere of emotions.
They concern directly the moment of the project and rotate around some essential rules: geometric control and use of
proportional systems beginning from the canonical figures of the composition; harmony between the parts of the project
and hierarchic harmony between the spatial systems; as well as balance between the whole and the detail.
The research project, as operative exercise of a continuous verification of the fundamental tenets of architectural and
urban composition, was based on these main and fundamental rules that derive from distant origins and which have
through time, the great sculptor, matured yet remained immutable to this day. They concern in an inescapable way the
project in its contemporary condition, whether in relation to places and their urban and rural sedimentations, or to man
and his reciprocal dynamics with architecture as container of spatial systems9. This study wishes to affirm through the
direct exercise of the architectural project10 the actuality of such values, identifying through the use of a contemporary
language a relationship between project an classical values, measuring itself in the difficult international context.
The research project established this field of inquiry, between the theoretical principles of the urban and architectural
composition and project praxis11, as one of the cornerstones for interpreting a contemporary reality in a context that is
strongly characterised by a significant absence of references.
The theme of memory has become a hidden trace among the wefts of the project and of the compositional device upon
which the rules of the built have been articulated. Far from paratactic systems, the general design of the building was
generated from the principle of the memory of constructing12 since the origins of architecture and found support on solid
foundations of rational geometry which used canonical figures derived from the theory of architecture13.
By adopting this ordering principle, the project took on a double demonstrative function which goes beyond the narrow
vision of pure technical-technological element linked to the energy performance requirements, thus becoming an
instrument for the transmission of a way of interpreting the role of architecture within its scientific-theoretical reference
boundaries and avoiding the affirmation of these values with a formal immediacy or with figurative references that result
from a superficial mimesis rather than from content itself. The project is articulated in adherence to classical tenets14 and
is expressed through a system of etymons that determine distinctive traits in the hierarchic balancing of the building which
allow the filtering through, with moderation, of the proportional structuring between the rigid mesh of the facades and the
geometries that determine their position, extension and the distances between them.
The building, although respecting the requirements of the commission, largely established on energy performance canons,
attempts to reaffirm the architectural composition, based on a proper disciplinary awareness15, as primary foundation
placed before any other aspect: whether technical, specialised or partial and performance-related. These relevant criteria
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are increasingly included, often also in the East, in substitution of the primary value of the project and are becoming
identified with it in a mistaken system of attribution of weights and measures by commissioners, juries and clients alike.
Project
One of the main initial difficulties concerned the absence of a clear and recognisable type to guide the principles and rules
of the composition. The double function of the small building can be related in one fourth to the role of exhibition open
to the public, and in three fourths to the function of a workplace, with offices and their respective services. The moderate
size requested16 also distanced it from references that this small project could eventually borrow from the large office
complexes interpreted in accordance with more extensive urban dimensions and mostly tending, in nearby Shanghai, to
being expressions of prevailingly vertical urban contexts.
Somewhere between a building and a pavilion, the project is in fact an interpretation of a mixed functional composition
which clearly underlines, in its main facades, its double nature.
The ground floor in fact follows a line which is drawn back with respect to the upper storeys in order to include a pathway
which from the street leads to the entrance of the exhibition area; covered by the protruding upper floors, this passage
results in an urban pathway within the lot and which communicates the side with vehicular traffic to the green pathway
system situated to the southern side of the building.
A double interpretation of the project is readable also in the determination of the southern and eastern facades, where the
ground floor is entirely permeable to light and visibility; while the upper storeys present a transparency which is mitigated
by an active solar screening system set with a double-facade rationale.
A good condition of penetrability to the exhibition-related function of the building at the ground floor level and of
visibility from the outside is ensured by the project, which invites visitors from far away thanks to the high degree of
recognisability of its contents. The function of the upper floors of the buildings is more focused on maintaining privacy
and discretion in the workplace thanks to the mitigation obtained by the progressive facade system.
The building is conceived following two main lines of reasoning: a conveniently muted and solid element in exposed
concrete on the side that faces north, and solid yet cut vertically on its western wall; whereas the sides that face south and
east were envisaged with a light structure with transparent dividing walls.
This line of reasoning belongs to a general research conception regarding the topic of the thickness of the walls and of the
depth in relation to the established hierarchies thanks to an articulation of linguistic elements; the building deliberately
addresses this topic by distancing itself from the definition of an ornamental system17 and by working instead solely on the
construction of a facade apparatus capable of transmitting the geometric foundation that controls the entire composition.
The volumetrics of the building takes into account additional limits imposed by the call to tender. The dimension of
the assigned lot, in fact, did not consider exclusively the respect for the boundaries, but also required the alignment of
the building, thus forcibly determining its placement and location. In its overall design, the building tends to overcome
the difficult conditions determined by the master-plan proposed by the competition announcement; its articulated and
apparently casual geometries and the intertwining hierarchies of the pathways which perhaps determined the articulation
of the space constructed in relation to land tenure constraints. The project attempts to reestablish a self-sustained order,
relating forms that are regulated by essential relationships and a rational metrics regarding the heterogeneity of the lots
and of the built system which alternates and vibrates in a variety of different languages and forms, attempting the difficult
operation of defining an autonomous microcosm of its own18.
The building adheres to this operation of formal reduction by relating the environmental aspect, adequately interpreted
in energy terms, to the relevant issue of orientation. This aspect, in contradiction to the guidelines of the competition
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announcement, is closed on the side of the street and open toward the interior pedestrian pathways.
This layout expresses the will to reveal the exhibition space to the visitors who walk along the interior pathways distributed
throughout the green system and not to the vehicular traffic inside the complex. The metrics of the larger facades is
generated based on the geometric form of the golden rectangle. Articulated from a horizontal composition which includes
four subdivisions of equal lengths, a second compositional order is inserted which is based on vertical grids; the latter
are proportionally sized in accordance with the basic measure of the project, which is composed of two squares, and
distributed in such a way so as to reduce the distances between the sections from top to bottom. This operation determines
the degree of privacy of the interior spaces which go from exhibition-public areas on the ground floor, to offices on the
first two storeys above ground and finally to private offices on the topmost section of the building. The side of the building
consists on an eleven metre module which is also the base of the golden rectangle of the greater facades, and is repeated
two times. The planimetrics are in fact based on a rectangle with a one to two ratio guided on the few wall locations by
a grid that is equal to a fourth of the basic module that determines the perimeter of the ground floor space; this space is
reduced so as to favour the passage of visitors from the northern to the southern side, from the side on the street originally
intended as main entrance by the competition announcement, guiding them toward the entrance placed in proximity of the
pedestrian pathways. The interior space of the planimetries is regulated through the division between primary and service
spaces. Service spaces are enclosed by two walls with openings which serve the purpose of accessing the various rooms
and the staircase; the primary space is however characterised by its condition as a space which is not fragmented by walls
or partitions. At the centre of the primary space lies a full-height courtyard which allows natural light to illuminate the
exhibition spaces on the ground floor and the offices on the upper storeys.
This small impluvium, a type borrowed from classical Roman architecture, albeit at a different scale, connects the ground
floor to the sky, ideally reaching above the executive levels on the top and successful in the attempt to naturally bring
coolness to the interior space during the Summer months.
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ABSTRACT
As an all-embracing portrayal of formative processes, whether they are organic towards the historical palimpsest or, rather, the
outcome of diachronic disfunctions over time, the City always preserves inside deprived or abandoned places. These places bear
witness to conflicts, express the City iconography, and they could depict the fertile field for a process of giving new meaning to their
“informal” features.
The subject of this dissertation is to reflect on this topic, a project draft aimed at examining the “fertile possibilities” inherent to the
contradictions between the “structure” and its “antiphrasis”, i.e. between organic, complete and recognizable entities of the city and
inorganic phenomena, which are at the origin of “alleged” crisis or maybe “unexpected conditions”.
The theoretical-methodological frame of reference is a 1960s study which comes to modern times along more explicit forms of the
expression crisis as uncovering “hidden truths”. In contrast to the seeming “ineffability”, these truths could reveal probable semantics
for an “aesthetics of informal architecture”.
Field of investigation is a research experience carried in the teaching of architectural and urban design. The research’s specific topic
is the Mediterranean city seen through some sample cases. These cases are significant not only for the complexity of their urban,
archaeological, and naturalistic palimpsest but also for the urgency due to transformative processes, which have been undermining the
city’s identity since the last century.
The methodologic basis for the search path is to experiment with compositive processes targeting the critical reformulation of regressive
processes, starting with the critical revision of concinnitas and dispositio, typical concepts of the structured city, and by introducing
useful grammars to reveal “writings” which can narrate the intrinsic “aesthetic sensitivity”. “Writings” of an “architecture of
questioning” that, regenerating the antinomies on the basis of semantic coincidences with the history of the city, experience the
difficulty of updating the architectural language, to identify future ways of “happy inhabit”.
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“human space in general (and not just urban space) has always been significant. [...] the human settlement, the
“οικουμενη” – as we can understand it through the first maps of Greek geographers: Anaximander, Hecataeus, or
through the mental cartography of a man like Herodotus – constitutes a true discourse, with its symmetries, oppositions
of places, its syntax and its paradigms. [...] the utilitarian conception of an urban layout based on functions and uses,
which currently triumphs almost unchallenged, is a later conception”.
Roland Barthes
Foreword
Today the urban form is increasingly subject to the proliferation of “languages” that overlap with the identity of its
historical palimpsest; forms of a “communicative”, which although full of aesthetic aspirations, are often devoid of
meaning or lexical heritage structurally and etymologically referable to the history of the city.
Omnicomprehensive representation of the formative processes (whether they are organic to the historical palimpsest
or, on the contrary, the result of the diachronic dysfunctions that have gone through it over time) the City preserves,
in fact, always within it, places often deprived or abandoned, or conflictual, however expressive of its structure and its
own iconography. This is a cogent theme, which reflects the need for a new project, cultural and technical, aimed at
investigating the (fertile?) “possibilities” or perhaps the “unexpected potentialities” in their own condition.
The City (the French philosopher Lefèvre explains) is a human right, it is the right to live happily, to satisfy collective
needs, to respect individual differences. That is, it is the place of self-determination, in the context of the plural; a condition
often contradicted by the regressive dynamics that are inherent in the physical-social phenomena of our time. The main
cause of the social-physical disintegration, in progress in the contemporary city, seems to be the difficult congruence
between the consolidated dimension and the “new”, always assumed as an ineluctable “prospect of progress”. Systems,
scales, measurements, seem to become more and more altered, in fact, compared to the narrative baggage of urban history,
postponing their aims towards “aestheticizations” aimed at becoming metaphors of the presumed values hidden in chaos
and accidental. The hypothesis investigated in the essay is to try to rethink the city, as a “plurimorphous” phenomenon,
as a set of “enharmonics” components aimed to compose a “supra-harmonic” unity, such as that derived from the critical
relationship between the informal that crosses it, and the historical components within which they are.
Although it has a linguistic identity, the City is in fact the result of the general phenomena that have gone through it over
time: phenomena that, always and ineluctably transformative, have contributed to the constant crisis of its principles
and its own semantic stability. The same, today, is increasingly subject to a provisional interpretation, amplified by the
dyscrasia with its reference heritage. In this sense, if in the historical city the evocative force of its own language gave
it identity and meaning, in the contemporary city this is refused, because of a not yet unspecified becoming, projecting
the relationship between image and content towards an “iconography” based on aestheticization, of the unusual and
incoherent. Symptomatic of this crisis is the loss of the “critical unity” that had been one of the main characters of the
historical city, in the name of “new designations”, always poised between the perspective of the future and adherence
to the commercial use of its image. The results are the urban landscapes, within which, the reality of conurbations
seems to find its legitimacy; a city making the antinomy and the “differential” its own “conforming measure”. Disused
areas, peripheries, suburban phenomena; emptiness, disintegration, extreme density or rarefaction become, in this way,
recognizable entities: places that are questioning new urbanological significances.
The theoretical-methodological framework of this thesis, is to try to investigate this condition, that is to decipher a possible
language through which to translate what is now unspeakable, in a possible aesthetic of the architectural informal.
This investigation requires new methodological approaches, oppositional both to the properly “historicist-conservative”
vision and to the esperanto of the globalized world, proposing a field of reflection based on the confirmation of the peculiar
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character of architecture as a place of cultural “polycentricity”. The field of this operation is therefore to try to transform
the forms of “dissent” and the corrosive role of “difference” and “randomness” that cross the contemporary dimension,
into “critical values”, contrasting the syllogistic contradiction to the antinomy, as the foundation of the morphogenetic
progress of the city. A critical/compositional approach aimed to move both the historically preconstituted balances and the
easy judgements on the (perhaps, apparent) “incorporiety” of today’s condition, becoming a gnoseological field through
which to understand its disorienting articulations and its darker urbanological possibilities. In this way, the project could
be intended as an “exercise of complexity”; as a “scriptural” form through which (and within which) to question and to resignify the disciplinary universe and the contradictions inborn in the dimension and forms of our living, trying to “weld”
(the ineluctable?) transience of the Present with the eternal dwell of the city.
An application experiment
The projects briefly presented are the result of this approach; a theoretical-methodological approach aimed at becoming a
synthesis of several elements, like the interrelated historical-structural / cognitive-iconological aspects, physical structure,
historical structure, social phenomena, references to cultural, literary, symbolic and mnemonic contents.
The basis is the set of relationships to analyze and interpret the contexts, putting in relation the structural invariants of
the consolidated city with the linguistic indecipherability inborn in the regressive processes; this starting from the critical
reformulation of the notion of organicity, perhaps today insufficient if considered only as an adequate “mutuality” of the
physical components. Instead, organicity has to be considered as a “relational” phenomenon that acts in a not always and
not necessarily linear way, with the “discontinuities” that are intrinsic to the physical-social “antiphrases”.
This hypothesis, translating Roland Barthes’ Semiological theses, recognizes the cities and places investigated as
“plurimorphous” phenomena; from this hence the research for semantic nuclei expressive of the physical-linguistic
differences actualized in its general structure. Semantic nuclei, corresponding to the structural-cognitive invariants of
the projects, represented by territorial structures, urban layouts, type-morphological relationships and the consequent
architectural inversions, giving rise to processes of “critical manipulation” focused on the possible reformulation of
disorganic phenomena, in logical correspondence to historical permanence.
The cities concerned are those located in the centre of the Daunia territory1, along the route of the Via Consolare (Strada
Regia) that connects Apulia to Naples; the Cinque Reali Siti, corresponding to five linked cities of Orta Nova (the main
one), Carapelle, Ordona, Stornara and Stornarella. These last are cities refounded in the Bourbon Period on the ancient
Roman and medieval pre-existing buildings, that were the object of re-planning during the Land Reclamation Works of
the 1920s carried out by Opera di Bonifica. A precious cultural and settlement heritage, today dispersed in the regressive
forms of periurban expansion of recent decades. The project sites are in fact located on the edge of the “consolidated” city,
in direct contact with the extra-moenia cultivations, where the settlement dyscrasia is more evident, useful to experiment an
intervention of partial urban re-foundation. The basis is the type-morphological approach, read in the logic of generativetransformational processes, in a certain way resultant from the theses by Noam Chomsky in the linguistic field; that are
morphogenetic processes derived from the incidental action of “difference”, as a necessary noun to activate a rethinking
of their current condition within the circularity of the original formative “codes”. The “Multiple settlements”, analogically
derived from the historically structured codes of these towns and reformulated in accordance with the new spatial needs,
try to contribute to the affirmation of the forme-urbis in the existing cities, promoting as possible (?) a process of resignification of the current “inconsistencies”, in the ideal “metaphysicality” of their original theoretical foundations.
Invariant-signs are the orographic and anthropic systems, represented by the infrastructural grids, the water canals, the
vertical marks of the grain silos, the subdivision of the farmlands and the type-morphological transliteration. They are
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signs which, transformed into the axiomatic regularity of the new planned schemes, compose the planning semantics of
a general “multicentric urban-rural district”. Inside it there are “precise” urban forms, almost always regular (i.e. pseudosquare or rectangular) that reinstate, as much as possible, both the reorganization of the suburbs, and of the reference to
the precise geometric aesthetics of the New Towns Plans, remodeling and reformulation part of the countryside as urban
gardens, as the settlement essence of these places.
At the heart of their “knotting” is the structure of the square: a sort of clearing generated within the urban tissue, which
determines the location of the special buildings, calibrated in relation to the axes of greatest visual confluence. These
last are mainly the religious and civil towers and grain silos, that, located on the edge in front of the countryside, “stand
out” on the prevailing horizontality of the planning scheme, “measuring” and connaturalizing its own urban identity,
becoming the cogito of orientation in the vast plain of the territory. There, the historically characterizing phenomena of
these places find their greatest expressions, that are those determined by the dialectical contrast between the “minimum”
housing structures, the vegetable gardens and the strong vertical marks of the silos; iconic phenomena, acquired by the
projects as a source of critical re-reading, not only of the regressed places, but also of the codes themselves, introduced
by the Other Modernity. The specific basis of this re-reading are the new building types, which are the result of an
experimentation regarding the updating of traditional architectural characters, among which the terraced house and the
“pseudo-row” house, reinterpreted through the renovation of distribution systems and the use of the “semiotic reduction”,
which is the aesthetics of necessity advocated by Giuseppe Pagano in his monumental essay “Italian rural architecture”.
The result is the tectonic “elementarism” characterizing their “syntax”, expressive of the declared renunciation of any
superstructural element, of any “secondary plastic” that could undermine the work of “scarnification”. In other words, it is
the transposition of the “rural architectural language” into a possible “neo-modernity”, trying to make their contradictions,
as well as the regressive language, as the plan of updating their figurative heritages, that are: periodicity, successions,
programmed dis-articulations, deformations, amplifications, all together aiming at making the systematic “crisis” of the
“basic principle” as the field through which to re-significate their “archetypes”.
The field of this operation is a real “geometric aesthetics”: a place within which to test the “critical distances” between
the elements, making their control a sort of deciphering of their possible re-articulations. In fact, only by entering in their
interstices, the difficult and dense graphic weave reveals the key to trying to solve the labyrinthine structure of the whole.
Crossing, clearings, obstructions, thin outs; the urban landscape, sectioned and recomposed, is in fact investigated in its
more properly structural meanings, thematised into instantaneous figures, captured in a supposed, indecipherable time,
within which the future blurs into a sort of archaeological pre-existence: a metaphor of a permanence, of a preservation:
a preservation of History, as the inescapable home of the new.

ENDNOTES
1

This territory is located in the middle of the Puglia region, in the south of Italy.
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ABSTRACT
Reflection on memories, places and project, when it investigates the city as a Cultural Heritage, raises specific aspects centered on
the attempt to compose two antinomies: the deep transformations of reality to adapt it to the needs of the present – prefiguring its
future – and the preservation of cultural values of those that can be defined as “urban documents”. While the former often follow
an approach who tend to the refusal of morphological-type processes and the symbolic meanings that over time have create a
place identity through architecture, the second tends to enclose in the stratifications of memory all the contents, past, present and
future. The aim of the dissertation is to analyze some critical issues arising from them. The first concerns the concept of urban cultural
heritage as a “substance” of the place, in which the protection leads to a critical selection, defending particular historical-artistic
qualities attributed to parts of the city. A concept that conceals a paradox, when preservation is understood as a crystallization of a
historical phase, because on the contrary the urban document is a synthesis of the mutations impressed by the instances that societies
mature over time, sometimes expressing themselves with extraordinarily traumatic interventions that “historical distance” makes
essential. Another critical element is the role of the project with respect to memory, when it concerns the urban cultural heritage. The
rejection of history as a “space of discernment” is widespread, considered an accumulation of facts by now aphonic, replaced by the
temporary as a permanent condition, by the aesthetics of the crisis that sums up the language and meaning of architecture. A different
cultural position, variously articulated, considers instead the crisis as an opportunity to rethink the relationship between memory and
project, trying to communicate permanences and archetypes with the modalities of its own time, an “Origin of the things” that allows
to decipher and compose also current pathologies.
In this sense, contextualizing mutations and their contrasts in relation to Memory, understood as a “critical exercise”, means rereading through the project the submerged traces capable of describing in their mutual relation architectural, spatial and linguistic
values, essential to identify a place and represent it as a complex synthesis, not as an empty reference, but as a re-writing that
maintains the overall meaning of the text.
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Introduction
When the project explores memory as a latent structure, it can interpret its features either as a citation, or as a prefiguration
of analogous realities, or as a re-evocation based on the recognition of their characters, explained in a new way but
recognizable as parts of the text. Three possibilities to relate project to the built reality, different to the design approach
based on the aestheticization of the crisis, focused on the systematic renunciation of the historical heritage, considered no
longer representative of contemporary issues and their rapid mutability. In this way, the dialectic between architectural
reasons and their relationship with cultural areas falls into crisis, replaced by the current technical-performance domain
above the meaning form-construction-place. It’s a kind of aestheticization of uncertainty, which effect is the disavowal
of the built heritage, of its historical-symbolic role and of the languages. A fracture that has a congruent architectural
interpretation in the provisional as a permanent condition. But the built reality is the diachronic outcome of overlapping,
intersections, traumas, whose combination represents the substance of collective identification with a place and its memory.
Investigating the relationship between memory, place and project, in itself difficult for the lability of the processes
underway, has further complexities when it concerns the city as a cultural document, that is, when it regards spaces and
tissue having historical, artistic and landscape value. Because, in this case, two opposing cultural actions are opposed to
each other: on the one hand, the project as a transformation of reality to adapt it to the current needs and, on the other, the
theme of protection of cities and landscapes intended as cultural documents. Interacting with cultural heritage means first
of all recognizing in it the essence of the place, expressed by the interaction -and by the conflict- between mutations and
permanences, to which over time communities attributed representative and symbolic qualities. A dialogue of weaves,
structures, languages and spatial relationships, whose values are in their interrelation as a whole.
Those described are two opposing attitudes that act differently on the relationship between reality and compresence. It
is known how the physical environment shows itself as a coexistence of transformative processes, an iconic synthesis
of different concepts of cities and territories in the history. Reality as a compresence read through the project requires
choosing whether to attribute to it the synthetic image of the crisis or to grasp its historical-civil depth. In other words,
whether to pursue the aestheticization of uncertainty, already described, or to investigate the ʻmemory as an operative
compresenceʼ, which is the heart of this essay1. The conflict between memory and project is added to the conflict inside the
debate on the preservation, because if, on one hand, the architectural-cultural identity is the result of a dialogic relationship
over time between man and context, the aim of regulations regarding the preservation is to maintaining a historical phase
taken as a fixed representation of what, on the contrary, acquires value thanks to ʻarchitectural conflictsʼ that historical
distance has made essential. This ongoing research investigates the contradictions of these critical-operational dyads,
where the project can acts as a selective exercise on the memory that brings together substance of the place and syntactic
fractures in the palimpsest, underlining some of its cultural values -hidden or compromised- on the basis of a dialectical
comparison which, in overcoming the permanences, maintains their overall understanding.
Towards the ʻcontextual memoryʼ
The concept of collective cultural heritage was developed in Europe during the Enlightenment2, supported by trips to
Greece and Italy to discover the antiquities. If Renaissance is characterized by speculations around the compositional
elements of the Classicity contained in the grammar of the order, the urban excavations of the eighteenth century
penetrated the living matter of history as a set of compresences, while Piranesi decomposed the Order to recompose
fragments, evoking primordial structures and spatiality often never existed3.
In this sense, a sensitivity towards the antiquities as a collective heritage to be handed down spreaded. Quatremère de
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Quincy, in the Lettres à Miranda of 1796, took a stand against the removal of works of art from the originary sites,
because their value also resided in the context with which they interacted, in the light in relation to which they had been
designed and placed. The urban space thus became the ʻstagingʼ of memory, as opposed to the profound transformations
of the nineteenth century, in which the affirmation of the ʻscientificʼ planning necessary to govern the demographic
centralization from the countryside to the industrial city, had as a consequence the crisis of the historic centers, deemed
unsuitables to satisfy rationality and efficiency requirements that only a rational typological control could guarantee.
The first effect of this changed development strategy was the demolition of the urban walls, consistently to the regionalistic
ambitions of the cities, focused on the train station and the factory. Innovations that helped to expand their margins in
relation to transport routes, causing the loss of interest of intra-moenia medieval polarization. A trend which paradoxically
araused important theoretical reflections on the city as a ʻcultural documentʼ as an opposite reaction.
John Ruskin, in the book Seven Lamps of Architecture, extended to the natural and built environment a concept of
conservation assimilating man’s works to biological cycles, worthy of being handed down without mutations that could
betray the traces of time and their belonging to ʻnatural lawsʼ. Alois Riegl considered the demolition of the houses of
Weiβenkirchen a serious cultural loss as a testimony -as a tissue- of the time in which they were built, for the Austrian
historian a good reason for them to be preserved as a whole, beyond the value of every building.
On the same line Max Dvorak, when disapproved the demolition of walls and urban blocks as a “misunderstanding idea
of progress and for alleged needs of the modern age”. A new sensitivity was emerging, linking the concept of protection
to the building tissue, overcoming the ideology of the monument to get to the overall environment of the city.
In this context, in the first half of the twentieth century, Italian laws on cultural heritage were born, united by the romantic
vision of “beauties as a whole” and “complexes of things with aesthetic value”. A concept that conditioned the national
culture on the city as a ʻcultural documentʼ, in contrast to the debate on the urban design that, in those period, were
interested to the ʻstructural searchʼ for alternatives looking at urban processes not to select an exemplary historicity,
but to investigate the contradictory aspects, the essence of the perennial continuity and discontinuity at the basis of
the characteristics of the city and the territory. A debate that further questioned the ancient city, coherently with the
deny of the history by the Modern Movement which in Italy, as it is known, elaborated a fruitful synthesis between the
international scenario and the search of a national identity based on the renewal of design principles based on Classic
and its linguistic codes, in which new materials such as reinforced concrete and steel had to renew the historical-cultural
heritage by imposing a new syntactic and expressive truth. A research riches in nuances, emblematically represented by
the ʻMilaneseʼ experience, interested in investigating the antique by abstraction, in the rhythms and relationships of the
structural frame cleansed of any quotationist temptation, and the ʻRomanʼ one, in which the masonry expressiveness and
the syntax of the archaeological city became a fertile field of critical rereading from which to bring out the National style.
In this scenario Gustavo Giovannoni brought back the theme of historic centers in the general field of the Urban design,
considering hygiene not as an aim, but only as an opportunity to update the type-morphological and spatial structure of the
city, synthesized in the concept of diradamento (thinning). The difficult coexistence of the ʻnewʼ with the ʻantiqueʼ was the
core of its cultural action4 which involved the debate on preservation, still dominated by the monument-centric perception
of the old town that considered the tissue as connective space of the special buildings, not a cultural document in itself.
Only from the post-war period design research were aimed at rediscovering a conscious link with history, critically
articulating mutation processes in relation to the ʻCultural areasʼ. In Italy this research took various paths. Saverio
Muratori considered the project as a manifestation, in the present, of the transformative phases of the territorial organism
in its different scales, identifiable in the type as an “a priori” synthesis variable in space and time.
Ludovico Quaroni and Giuseppe Samonà investigated the phenomenological-perceptual structure of the city, starting from
which to seek a critical link with history, more oriented towards the figurative matrices than to the scientific typology5. While
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the culture of the project questioned the relationships with the inherited reality, in 1964 the Venice Charter was presented,
as a result of the contribution of Cesare Brandi and Roberto Pane. A document that renewed the preservation approach in
historic city, going beyond the ideology of the monument and attributing cultural values to the “modest buildings”6.
A change of perspective that was affected also by the unsolved problems of post-war reconstruction and by the effects
of extensive urban planning, too reflected in the subsequent international charters, among which the little-known Machu
Picchu Charter of 1978 stands out, which had among the signatories Bruno Zevi and several members such as Oscar
Niemeyer, José Luis Sert, Buckminster Fuller and Kenzo Tange. A charter that marked a further departure from the
official culture of Preservation, because it proposed to integrate historical environments “in the vital process of urban
development” considering “the possibility of grafting high-quality modern buildings”.
A position that once again demonstrates the theoretical-critical distance between the Design culture and the Preservation
culture, as if both were not, in reality, closely linked. Urban Preservation, in fact, remained in the balance between the
historicized representation of the palimpsest as an unchanging synthesis, and the possibility to analyse its deeper meaning
as a diachronic and complex structure, made of continuous dichotomies and equilibriums of from time to time questioned.
A divergence still present today, which contrasts with the jumble of explicit and hidden ties that the urban form expresses
and the synthetic skyline representing the “characteristic aspect having traditional aesthetic value”.
The project
The contradiction between the critical thinking that, since the nineteenth century has questioned the relationship between
the ʻnewʼ and the ʻantiqueʼ extended to the whole system city-landscape, and the current culture of Preservation that still
inherits, despite disciplinary progress, the romantic approach tied to a typical figuration to be preserved, it represents
a complex picture investing the main duality investigated by the project, that is the relationship between reality and
compresence as described in the first part of this essay.
Compresence generates two distinct collective attitudes, dependent on the values conferred it by the society over time,
which can be simplified in two main themes: the suburbs and the tissues recognized as a cultural heritage.
In the first case, it is a question of ʻareas of the uncertainʼ7 which can be summarized in voids, gaps, residues and
transformative interstices8, which can arouse marginality and incompleteness with respect to an architectural purpose never
had, or lost, as in abandoned areas. In the ʻareas of the uncertainʼ the project can convert marginality and incompleteness
in an opportunity to recompose fragments and disarticulations, as an incipit of urban qualities hidden or never existed.
The second attitude concerns the collective recognition, and settled over time, of stratified cultural characters, in which the
physical-spatial structure and its formal synthesis constitute a heritage to be handed down. In this sense, the project can
explore the link between memory and place, recomposing two apparent contradictions: the transformations of reality to
adapt it to the present, putting into crisis the morphological-type processes and the symbolic meanings acquired, and the
conservation of the cultural values of tissues and landscapes, of whom normative system tends to enclose in the historical
stratifications all the contents, past, present and future, fixing them as a perennial historicized image9.
However, both attitudes towards reality can find a common synthesis if the project acts dialectically in the compresence,
investigating its historical-cultural depth according to two different meanings: in the case of cultural heritage, as a living
structure of the palimpsest to be interpreted critically or, in the case of marginal and abandoned areas, as a diachronic
latent weave of a territorial context which represents the cultural and physical framework that can trigger ʻdistanceʼ
relationships with the place. A synthesis perhaps useful for addressing central issues today, such as the intersection
between the different scales of the protection, the need to create a common sensitivity towards urban tissue that are not
ʻhistoricalʼ but rich in cultural content and design qualities, or the themes of reuse and regeneration when they shift
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the cultural emphasis to suburbs and abandoned areas, calling into question the classic meaning of cultural heritage
and, finally, the open question about the new role of the ancient city, considering that its iconic meaning suffers from a
continuous conflict with necessities often irreconcilable with the layered characteristics of the tissue that the protection
laws require to preserved. Therefore, the crisis can be an opportunity to rethink the relationship between memory and
project, starting from its underlying structures, starting from cultural permanences that can be reaffirmed only by avoiding
historical emulation, reworking its essence through a critical exercise of reduction.
All this to bring to light the physical and phenomenal signs of compresence as a rewrite that updates the meaning of the
urban text without denying it. A journey in search of an Origin, by crossing archetypes capable of evoking the connection
between the project and the civilization it represents, which by its nature is layered and diachronic.
In this sense, the project should have the ambition to examine in depth the ʻreality as compresenceʼ, beyond the crisis
understood as an incessant condition flattened on the present, but through a critical exercise on the essential that recover
and renew the hidden characters of the cultural palimpsest.
Conclusion
Among the issues dealt with in the essay, there are some that deserve future investigations. The first is the contradiction
between ʻcontextualʼ Protection, as a result of a collective cultural process, and the imperative -and individual- nature of
protection laws. There is also the need to update the concept of urban and landscape cultural heritage, by now insufficient
to encompass the multiple ideas offered by the ever greater involvement of the ʻareas of the uncertainʼ which, through the
project, can acquire cultural values that directly interfere with the identity of the place.
Thus the project has to be considered an ʻact of operating knowledgeʼ, capable of prefiguring spatial, expressive and
settlement scenarios, starting from an accurate discernment of the stratifications and conflicts composing the built reality,
and which investigates memory through a work of reduction to some specific signs describing the essence of the anthropic
environment. A backward process which, paradoxically, in linking up to an ideal origin, can effectively decipher the
current contradictions beyond their inextricable ʻcontemporaneityʼ, contextualizing them with respect to an interscalar
past whose traces can be recognized, through the recomposition of the fragments still considered rich in meanings to
explore. A technique recalling the ʻdeconstructiveʼ method of Piranesian Prisons, which put the antique in crisis by
abstracting its elements and reconfiguring them according to syntactic distortions that force the observer to mentally
recompose the fragments. Spatial inventions capable of updating the antique by highlighting its contrasts, rather than its
philological description. The project, from this point of view, becomes a critical exercise on the memory, investigated as
an operating compresence, where physical-cultural permanences are, at the same time, the foundation of identity and its
negation, as a testimony of the balance -and of the crises- which the mutations have impressed on the city’s interscalar
structure, determining its cultural values.
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ENDNOTES
It is an extreme simplification, so rich are the possible variations between the two conditions, but useful to clearly represent
divergent issues.
2
Already a few centuries earlier, individual protective provisions contributed to creating a specific sensitivity on the subject.
3
A retrospective analysis of the traces. In the “Campo Marzio” it shows an ideal ʻpresentʼ in which Rome is composed of real and
imaginary fragments, a kind of non-philological compresence.
4
His research flowed into the book Vecchie città ed edilizia nuova in 1931. In the same year Giovannoni took part in the Athens
Conference, contributing to the drafting of the homonymous Charter and of the Italian Restoration Charter the following year.
A two-year period in which the theoretical evolution on urban protection matured, moving from the “particularly picturesque
perspectives” of the Athens Charter to the “environmental conditions” of the monuments not to be altered with “inappropriate
isolation”, of the Italian Charter of Restoration.
5
A theoretical and operational field further expanded by the next generation, represented by figures such as Aldo Rossi and Carlo
Aymonino, Vittorio Gregotti and Franco Purini.
6
Concept further specified in the Charter of 1972, where not only the ancient nucleus but “all human settlements” having
“outstanding urban and architectural qualities” are documents of urban culture.
7
Fragments of areas that escape the topological definitions of center and edge, but generally invest all possible disarticulations and
transformative contrasts.
8
Empty as unfinished areas; gaps as interruptions within a tissue; residues and interstices as a random outcome of uncontrolled
modification processes, caused by the absence of morphological meanings and relationships with the surroundings.
9
Rogers spoken to “two opposing tensions” regard to the two ʻsoulsʼ of memory, one turned to the past and the other turned to its
topicality, as an embodiment of the past itself in the present, as an element of cultural stability of the design action.
1
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ABSTRACT
Creativity can work as a great operational tool to improve the quality of the existing city in terms of porosity (as suggested by
Richard Sennett, in “Building and Dwelling: Ethics for the City”, Allen Lane, 2018). Creativity can spring from different urban and
architectural strategies and actions, inserting unexpected components and factors within the field, transforming buildings, hybridizing
public spaces and collective facilities.But creativity – this is the paper’s goal – can spring also from a process of giving new roles
to architectural and artistic monuments. It’s the paradigmatic case of Santa Maria di Campagna (a Renaissance church designed by
Alessio Tramello and built in Piacenza in the first half of the XVI century). The most precious part of the church is the frescoed dome, a
masterpiece by the Italian painter Giovanni Antonio de’ Sacchis, known as Il Pordenone. Through recent works (financially supported
by Banca di Piacenza) the so-called “Camminamento degli Artisti” was re-opened, establishing new and fascinating points of view
from the dome’s base. It’s an operation which includes topics of identity and attraction and it becomes creative in its ability to get the
maximum result with a low-impact action.
Together with the focus on the church itself and on its own renewed flows, we need also to discuss about the possibility of such an
architectural and low-budget action to redefine urban hierarchies. Santa Maria di Campagna is on the western edge of Piacenza
historical city center. The religious complex traditionally marked the transition between the city and the open lands (and its name
confirm this special condition). With the walls’ break (they remain in their aesthetical and historical value), the role of the church
changed radically, loosing its identity of gate and threshold. But, unexpectedly, the new accessibility to the dome and its attractive
strenght are transforming the conditions, re-balacing the urban role of the different components in the field. Along this line, it’s also
possible to find a new sense to the words Marco Filoni (in “Anatomia di un assedio. La paura nella città”, Skira, 2019) is dedicating
to urban thresholds: “La porta è una possibilità per la città. È il suo limite. È la soglia – e in quanto tale cancella il limite fra dentro e
fuori, quando è aperta, così come lo rimarca, quando è chiusa. La porta è il confine dell’uomo”. The paper wants to go in depth with
these topics, starting from the case-study.
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The paper – within the 1st ICONA conference – is a great occasion to discuss about interactions among creativity and urban
design, on the line of a research in progress that focuses on an historical monument in the city of Piacenza, interpreted
as a factor able to push a contemporary large-impact transformation of its own surrounding. The case-study supports an
interpretation of creativity as a field of potential architectural actions strongly involved, in a dialectic relationship, with
reality, in a process where creativity itself can add: new meanings and values to existing conditions; renovated vocations,
uses and functions to be integrated in urban situations; unexpected opportunities, opening wide fields of possibilities,
in consolidated urban conditions and using monumental fragments. We need to think “out of the box”, accepting also
hybrid actions, where architectural and urban design becomes one of the numerous components, if possible the driving
one, of physical and spatial transformations. The well-known drawings of “Mobile Architecture” 1 by Yona Friedman are
emblematic and they’re suggesting our image, with the unexpected and aerial metalic forms able to become part of a new
horizon. But, shifting our gaze and focusing the ground floor, creativity can become a factor also in its own capacity to
improve the porosity, which can be seen as one of the key-element of contemporary cities, synonimous of urban quality 2.
A topical case-study: Santa Maria di Campagna, Piacenza
The case-study of Santa Maria di Campagna in Piacenza is an emblematic and topical reference about the subject. Here a
particular process is in progress: it integrates the enhancement of the historical monument itself with building innovative
identities and vocations. New possibilities of usage are strongly modifiyng the impacts the monument can generate in
the west corner of Farnesian Walls and of the city historical core, along the axis of Via Francigena. It’s a manifold urban
sector within which the church is acting as piece of a complex palimpsest. The occasion for an examination comes from
the research 3 the author is working on within Piacenza Campus of Politecnico di Milano. There are three aspects that
make this place a significant testimony of a historical-artistic nature 4 but also – and above all – a place that, in its recent
and probably involuntary valorisation actions, is discovering a possibility of projecting its own centrality as a capable
factor, even in the contemporary world, to create form and space: the urban role that the sixteenth-century building played
and which still plays (the relationship with the street is interesting; suggestive are the relationships that its Greek cross plan
generates with the fabric built around it, in particular in relation to the system of open spaces not fully resolved between the
street, the fortifications, the parking, the collective buildings); the architectural form – Bramante-style in some ways, severe
and rigorous in the brick exterior and the overlapping of the lanterns – which builds a sort of civic temple, halfway between
the religious destination and that of a secular monument; the exceptional quality of the cycle of internal frescoes, which
place the building in a position of absolute pre-eminence and international appeal.
It is exactly this third point that the research investigates, especially as a consequence of a recent light architectural
intervention and enhancement, which in fact has contributed to radically modify some conditions and interpretations
that allow to approach the theme itself. Santa Maria di Campagna is a Renaissance church designed by Alessio Tramello
and built in the first half of the XVI century. It is an almost out of scale, harsh and severe building, which is placed in
an interesting way within a quadrant, the ancient eastern gate of the city, composed of discontinuous sections of the city
walls, from the path of the ancient Via Francigena that pierces the center historical and numerous collective functions. It
is a place of threshold, passage, entry and exit from the city that the renewed demands of modernity have, at least in part,
debased as a place of car traffic in which the large mass of the church (which turns the apse towards the exterior and the
main facade, to the east, towards the heart of the city) builds an imposing, real and symbolic presence together. But it
is not so much the architectural quality of the building that interests us here. If anything, we need to introduce the most
precious part of the church: the frescoed dome, a masterpiece by the Italian painter Giovanni Antonio de ‘Sacchis, known
as Il Pordenone. Through recent works (financially supported by Banca di Piacenza5) the so-called ‘Camminamento degli
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Artisti’ was re-opened, establishing new and fascinating points of view from the dome’s base. It’s an operation which
includes topics of identity and attraction and it becomes creative in its ability to get the maximum result with a lowimpact action. The ascent to the base of the tambour has a growing success, proposing itself as a path of ascent, through
previously inaccessible places, which allows an absolutely unexpected dimension. The creative aspect lies in having
solicited – through a multi-layer operation (based on a cultural marketing approach, one might say) – alternative methods
of use, capable of modifying not so much (and not only) the physical-spatial spheres as instead the idea and concept of
the place and monument. Together with the focus on the church itself and on its own renewed flows, it’s also possible to
discuss about the possibility of such an architectural and low-budget action to redefine urban hierarchies. The religious
complex traditionally marked the transition between the city and the open lands (and its name confirm this special
condition). With the walls’ break (they remain in their aesthetical and historical value, not more as a border and a system
of control), the role of the church changed radically, loosing its identity of gate and threshold. But, unexpectedly, the new
accessibility to the dome and its attractive strenght are transforming the conditions, re-balacing the urban localization of
the different components in the field. Working on the concept of limit and border that sound – more and more – as a key
concept of the contemporary city. Along this line, it’s also possible to find a new meaning to the words Marco Filoni 6
dedicates to urban thresholds: “La porta è una possibilità per la città. È il suo limite. È la soglia – e in quanto tale cancella
il limite fra dentro e fuori, quando è aperta, così come lo rimarca, quando è chiusa. La porta è il confine dell’uomo”. Thus,
unexpectedly – and in some ways surprisingly – what happens tens of meters above the city level, and faintly marked at
ground level with a small and insignificant advertising sign, can contribute to transforming urban settings and territorial
dynamics consolidated by decades. A ‘simple’, not to say ‘banal’ operation, that is located among the urban marketing
and the recreational-cultural tourism seems capable of triggering a reaction of enormous importance, in line with the logic
of ‘small scale big change’ 7. From a mainly passive space – to be observed – the dome becomes a hospitable, active one,
to discover and to live. In this renewed relationship in section between above and below, the urban knot church-around
is transformed – from a mere and static monument with public square and street – into a sort of mobile and dynamic
membrane. In this case too, we’re facing a key concept of the contemporary city, such as the membrane itself.
The case-study lets us to reply to some general questions:
- Can creativity work as an operational tool within the existing environments?
Usually the word and the concept of creativity is linked with new projects, innovative systems and buildings. But creativity
is also – and mainly – a deeper condition of the transformativity our projects can use and adopt. Vittorio Gregotti wrote a
lot about these points and his idea of creative modification sounds as an unaivodable stone. Creativity can act – in the field
of design – within consolidated conditions, transforming historical monuments, changing their own character and identity,
impacting – in this way – on urban layouts and dynamics. The creativity itself can become a ‘medium’ factor able to see
and to interpret the monuments – and urban sectors surrounding them – hybridzing the categories: the triad ‘morphology/
typology/technology’ can be creatively re-proposed in ‘porosity/identity/resilience’.
- Can the creative action be a driver for architectural and urban transformations and a factor able to redeem a trivial
urban condition?
Focusing physical and spatial tissues and systems, the creative action seems today the most suitable – in an era of ‘weak’
cultures and scarce resources available – to realize latent potential in a place. Opening ICONA conference (Wednesday,
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December 18th) Giorgio De Rita said: “If we have to think in creative terms, we have to look at reality to bring out
those elements that already exist, that are already ‘in nuce’”. The case study expresses this condition and this situation
paradigmatically. Creativity, also understood in the sense of light and immediate, reversible and temporary action, is capable
of extracting latent and hidden elements from cities and places which, in a given historical period, can become essential
references. Cities – today more than ever – are made of certainties but also of many uncertainties. The monuments (symbol
and emblem of certainty) also express variable and changing conditions and – like other solid parts of the urban condition
– are subject to changing interpretations. The churches even, together with the rituality of the cult, express their role as
complex public spaces becoming first of all (also in their availability for change and manipulation) “common goods”, as
said in the intense speech – always within the ICONA program (Thursday , December, 19th) – by Giovanni Maria Flick 8.
- Can creativity manifest its own trasnformative potential through not-physical or light actions (architectural or not)?
The creativity can be seen and used as the opportunity of revealing unexpected views and usability options in a
500-years-old building which condensates history, stories and memory. The unique way and tool to transform so
radically the condition is exactly working with light inserts (software instead of hardware). During the time the
monument found itself involved in a complex urban sector with interrupted elements and components. This means
it lost the role of urban gate. It can be restored not moving materials and masses but adapting connections and links,
inputs and plugs. Creativity helps us also in this action: to switch on and to switch off. Is it enough for the design? Is it
enough for the project? For sure, the creativity is the condition to conceive a story. Besides the design level, and maybe
independently from it, the tale is the condition of the project, as Orazio Carpenzano told in the final speech of ICONA:
“We need a poetical dimension, we need to build a plot and a tale”.
Conclusions
Creativity can spring from different urban and architectural strategies and actions, inserting unexpected components and
factors within the field, transforming buildings, hybridizing public spaces and collective facilities. But creativity can
spring also from a process of giving new roles to architectural and artistic monuments.
The selection of the case study, in order to support these topics, seems particularly significant for at least three reasons:
1. first of all because it finds itself interacting with an ‘Italian’ city, in the deepest sense: Piacenza is in the center of the
country, has an average city size, both in terms of population and surface. It means that it is an absolutely ordinary situation.
If these kinds of operations, which involve creativity as a factor in the project, work here they can work anywhere;
2. the quality of the monument object of the intervention is also ordinary. Churches like Santa Maria di Campagna are
widespread in Italy, as well as – extending the look – in Europe. They express historical memory values, with an average
artistic quality. However, they express a singular character and vocation, because they are unique in the relationship they
generate with the place in which they are located. In this sense, the creative intervention is strongly local;
3. the third element is the location along an axis of the road system that the contemporary world, with its discoveries and
rediscoveries, proposes as the historical route of the Via Francigena. Being on an identity street and passing through a
potentially interested public obviously becomes a factor that makes creative modification attractive.
These conditions, in Santa Maria di Campagna in Piacenza, demonstrate that a software and creative project is capable
of: re-inventing the past, re-inventing the memory, re-inventing the monument, re-connecting it with a renovated society.
In this capacity for renewal – which now, given the conditions, could potentially extend, in a virtuous circle, to the
urban surroundings with traditional architectural actions – creativity has played and plays an important and impossible
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to replace role, in its ability to to be ‘between the lines’, to build diversified relationships with different components and
fields of knowledge. And to tell a story.

ENDNOTES
1

The experience, started in the Fifties of the Hungarian-born French architect, urban planner and designer is here reported in its
ability of transforming real and existing conditions through actions impacting in different modalities and with different weights,
mainly working modifying the section.
2
Porosity is presented and discussed as one of the main topic of the contemporary city in many works. Between them it’s possible to
quote Richard Sennett in his recent book Building and Dwelling: Ethics for the City.
3
Research title is Complex stratigraphies and renewed identity. The Church of Santa Maria di Campagna in the Piacenza urban fabric
and is developed in the Polo Territoriale di Piacenza of Politecnico di Milano, with the scientific supervision of Guya Bertelli.
4
There are not many sources that document the quality and characteristics of the Church of Santa Maria di Campagna. Among these,
the following deserve to be mentioned: Corna A. (1983), Guida storico-artistica di S. Maria di Campagna Piacenza, Piacenza
and Adorni B., Il tempio civico di Santa Maria in Campagna, in Storia di Piacenza. Dalla Signoria Viscontea al Principato
Farnesiano, Volume III, 1313-1545, TIP.LE.CO. Editore, 1997, pp. 641-646.
5
https://www.salitaalpordenone.it/index.php/en/ is the web-site dedicated to the experience and powered by Banca di Piacenza.
Valeria Poli, a local history scholar, describes the renovated attraction with these words: “The Salita al Pordenone is a cultural
initiative whose main objective is to valorize the Basilica of Santa Maria di Campagna as a “crossroads of artists”. (…) The
frescoes by Pordenone on the dome of the Basilica of Santa Maria di Campagna can be admired closely, as never before. An event
(from March 4 to June 10, 2018) that rediscovers the “Walkway of artists”, a route that – as often remembered by Ferdinando
Arisi – was used by the students of the Art Institute Gazzola to see the frescoes by Pordenone “in altitude” and to study the
perspective (some even wrote their surnames, with still visible graffiti). A circular gallery opens on to the city on the outside
and it is where the frescoes of the dome can be admired in altitude. The Salita – restored by the Banca di Piacenza following the
directions of the Superintendent – has been equipped with a waiting area (the walkway is unique and should therefore be used
for both the ascent and descent) where visitors can stop to receive information from illustrated panels and from guides recruited
among students and new graduates. Studies on Pordenone, but also on the history of the Basilica, show that the church was built
where once a little church dedicated to Our Lady was located, situated on a large open space where, shortly after the year 1000
AD, a Council took place during which Urban II announced the first Crusade”.
6
The recent book “Anatomia di un assedio. La paura nella città”, Skira, 2019, is a deep work about components of the city. The
English translation of the extract is: “The gate is a possibility for the city. It is its limit. It is the threshold – and as such it cancels the
boundary between inside and outside, when it is open, just as it emphasizes it, when it is closed. The gate is the boundary of man”.
7
As the title of the topical exhibition of New York Moma “Small Scale, Big Change: New Architectures of Social
Engagement” (October 3, 2010-January 3, 2011), curated by Andres Lepik.
8
Program and biographies of the ICONA lecturers at https://www.iconaconference.com/.
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The permeating phenomenon of the zones – as an extraterritorial enclave and state of exception – produces variegated forms of
sovereignty that, despite their heterogeneous and camouflaging languages, become manifest throughout their architecture. Mostly
investigated due to their economic and geopolitical role, recently zones emerged beyond the overwhelming logistics-oriented process
of urbanization whence they’re spreading. Acting as a topology of enclaves and urban templates (Bach, 2011; Easterling, 2014;
Murray, 2017; Hilgefort, 2019), sometimes these spatial devices endorse space of representation, that remarks their cultural role within
urban imagination and its fulfillment. This paper traces a trajectory comparing two controversial episodes, where these phenomena
materialize in architecture. The first examines the spatial establishment of Khorgos (Kazakhstan), where the monumental CH-KZ
border settles a stage for spectacular scenes and hosts an ambivalent kind of ideology. The second addresses the instant rise and fall
– but still expected – of the new city of Lazika (Anaklia, Georgia), where the municipality building is standing as a landmark for the
society that leads to the Rose Revolution but it has never existed on-site, so beyond it.
Although Lazika and Khorgos display some similarities, since both generated as strategic nodes of the Belt and Road Initiative (BRI,
known also as One Belt One Road, OBOR) totalizing network, both Special Economic Zones (SEZ) and extraterritorial enclave built from
scratch; it is possible to question how their architecture embodies these processes and exception apparatuses through its form, as specific
sovereign expression. It reveals respectively a certain degree of heteronomy, in the first instance, and autonomy, for the second. In fact, in
some cases the exception becomes the norm, once absorbed by the vast network; in other, it becomes partis of an archipelago of fragments.
Therefore, whereas zones usually challenge the space of sovereignty by virtue of economic and political re-scaling under deregulation,
on the other hand they represent a political mean that elicit contestation and criticism, even by the construction of two opposing city
images: the city as an object produced, distributed and consumed; or the city as a project (Aureli, 2013).
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Architecture and power have always been related. On the one hand, the former is one of the means for the representation,
the expression, the establishment as well as the contestation of the latter. On the other hand, architecture has also critically
embodied all the contradictions and complexities through the process of form-giving. With the end of the 20th century
grand narratives, contemporaneity is marked by a rising and ongoing process of modernization that leads the relation
between architecture and power to a scale never planned as such before. Myths, both discourses and dispositifs, visions
of the past as well as the future are producing challenging spatial effects. Therefore, the architectural form could be
questioned to acknowledge if and how it discloses a certain degree of heteronomy or autonomy.
This paper firstly introduces the narration of the Belt and Road Initiative and investigates the Zone phenomenon as its
urgent spatial logic; secondly, it questions the architecture of the exception through the comparison of two controversial
design-driven case studies. Lastly, it traces a trajectory claiming the architecture of the Belt and Road Initiative as the
expression of two contrasting spatio-cultural and political strategies: the win-win versus the within-and-counter to.
The Belt and Road Initiative (BRI), from the Chinese ‘yi dai yi lu’ meaning literally ‘one belt one road’ (OBOR) as its
original translation, is a geo-economic, geopolitical and cultural strategy (Islam M. N., 2019) where many visions, as
well as realities, collide. The vision released by Chinese president Xi Jinping in 2013 evokes the ancient Silk Roads,
the ‘Seidenstraße’ by the German geographer Ferdinand von Richthofen, to design a transcontinental platform for
cooperation and exchange by the end of 2049 (Amighini A., 2017).
Nevertheless, the logic behind the myth materializes in a frictionless process of modernization driven by connectivityoriented investments between China, Eurasia and Africa. Therefore, even if many ‘belts’ that consist of maritime routes
and many ‘roads’ as inland routes (for instance highways, railways, pipelines) interlace a multidimensional network, this
figure imprints on the ground challenging spatial effects. Above all, the BRI arises a sprawling constellation of free zones
that act as a topology of enclaves where territories and cities blow their boundaries (Hilgefort J., 2019).
The term ‘zone’ derives from the Latin ‘zona’ and the Greek ‘zōnē’, meaning encircled, a belt, used at the beginning to
indicate the girdle which distinguished the military, civil, religious or the absence of ranks. Then, it has been transferred
firstly into astronomy and geography, broadening its sense as an encircling band distinct from the surrounding medium.
Secondly during the Enlightenment, it started to signify a limited domain in which a phenomenon is produced and
meanwhile some action is executed. This linguistic shift introduces the broader phenomenon that might be called the
Zone. The spread of free zones such as free trade zones (FTZs), export processing zones (EPZs), the latest generation
special economic zones (SEZs) as well as their countless variations occur increasingly during the last decades. Currently,
zones are understood as geographically delimited areas with a distinct regulatory regime that varies from a vast set of
fiscal incentives to ownership rules, accessibility regulations and employment policies, plus the infrastructural support
which implies in most cases logistics (UNCTAD, 2019). Zones evolved alongside logistics expansion, as part of a
process which encompasses smooth flows of accumulation, production, distribution, and consumption. The range of
zones differs broadly in terms of size, typology, and framework. The smaller is the single-point maquiladoras in Mexico,
a little further than warehouses that include manufacture. In contrast, the bigger appears as the network surrounding
Dubai’s Jebel Ali FTZ assemblage or the territorial supply chain of Tanger-Med FTZ, and sometimes their boundaries
blend even into province-sized zones as Shenzen.
Paradoxically, the process of connection at the larger scale determines fragmentation at the local one. This spatial
practice entails both inclusion and exclusion through the creation of enclaves, that establish specifically-designed
border conditions. Significantly, the nested co-action of norm and exception re-scales the state sovereignty to constitute
autonomous extraterritorial islands. Moreover, reckoning with the Zone spatial discourse, also urban imagination
plays as a protagonist: images of the city and real ones are produced, distributed and consumed. Skyscrapers skylines
and masterplans à la carte, plus the facade language overdose are an order of business as well as fences, walls and
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strict thresholds. In other words, zones speak their language enduring a predominant role as cultural objects. Besides
investigated due to their economic logics, zones emerged recently into a leading strategy for an accelerated urbanization
process, which produces heterogeneous spatial effects in addition to its iconography. Hence, it is possible to consider
zones not only spatial capital-accumulation machines produced by an interplay of investments, networks and norms
(Bach J., 2011), but also city-templates (Easterling K., 2014) of emergent enclave urbanism that represents a shift in
the tradition of the city (Murray M. J., 2017). The Zone enacts extraterritorial enclaves and states of exception that are
imagined, designed, and lived.
So, comparing two controversial episodes it is possible to explore how the BRI sovereignty materializes in architecture:
despite the camouflaging intentions, architectural language is revealing. The first examines the spatial establishment
of Khorgos (Kazakhstan), where the monumental CH-KZ border settles a stage for spectacular scenes and hosts an
ambivalent kind of ideology. The second addresses the instant rise and fall of the new city of Lazika (Anaklia, Georgia),
where the municipality building is standing as a landmark for the society that leads to the Rose Revolution.
Once surrounded just by sandy dunes and harsh mountains, the territory of Khorgos is landlocked on a former trading
post of the ancient Silk Roads, called Zharkent, historically inhabited only by nomadic pastoral groups. It is found on the
border between China and Kazakhstan. Starting from 2009, the connectivity-oriented process increased exponentially
converting the border condition to a land bridge. Firstly a CH-KZ oil pipeline and an international railway have been
completed; secondly, an extensive logistics hub and dry port have been established. In a few years, Khorgos turned into
the primary Eurasian gateway trade hub of the BRI as well as a critical topology of enclaves, spread throughout both sides
of the frontier. Its raison d’être concerns the difference between Chinese train tracks and the post-soviet Kazakh ones,
which means a mandatory train-stop and cargo-switch. Monumental 41-ton gantry cranes transfer containers from trains
coming from China to those going to Central Asia and Europe, in just 47 minutes.
The western enclave consists of a broader zone labeled Khorgos Eastern Gates SEZ, which accommodate in its planned
600 ha (one-tenth the footprint of Manhattan) the Khorgos Gateway dry port hub, where logistics floors for warehousing
and manufacturing are exploited; and the new village of Nurkent, formerly a 2.000 workers settlement, which is
expected to grow to a 100.000 people new town within 2035. A silver mirrored sculpture, a sort of ‘gate within-thegate’ both landmark as well as a monument, reflects the barren surroundings standing in the central square as a symbol
of the future city. The second state of exception consists of a binational free trade zone and conurbation, called JSC
International Centre of Boundary Cooperation (ICBC), planned to constitute an epicentre of 560 ha for cross-border
shopping, recreation, tourism and business. On the Kazakh side, an ethnographic park called City of artisans is under
construction, emulating a caravanserai which evokes the symbolic heritage of the ancient Silk Roads. Instead, on the
Chinese side, which appears more urbanized than the western one, a museum called House of cultures stands out. The
core of the Zone, both square as well as fictitious checkpoint, is a double-towered stage for tourism and the unique
fenceless point between the two sides of the ICBC. It is interesting to notice that this ‘border-within-a border’ visually
relates to the monumental gantry cranes of the dry port. Then, the eastern Chinese intervention involves the new town
of Horgos which is growing rapidly than its doppelganger, intended to reach 200.000 inhabitants with its skyline
made of high-rise housings. Hence, it is possible to question in Khorgos how the BRI win-win strategy materializes
in architecture: logistics floors from production to consumption support mimetic languages and spectacularized border
conditions, entirely under strict control and surveillance. Here the exception becomes the norm and needs to be represented
and monumentalized. For instance, both the caravanserai-inspired City of artisans and the timberwork-looking House
of culture are horizontal spaces where the scale is not urgent as their overall footprints (respectively 3,2 and 1,7 ha).
As packages, the interior-exterior relation flattens out their surface which is designed firstly, to communicate with less
information as possible about the content, thus decoding local characters (reciprocally minarets and arches on the Kazakh
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side; red timber posts, beams, lintels, and joists on the Chinese one) with tilt-up concrete panels applied even on the roof
as a giant QR code. Secondly, as a performative but camouflaging interface, the surface needs to control accessibility
and emphasize the transit of people through security devices as well as monumental portals. Indeed, the monument
in Nurkent and the ICBC main square towers efficiently evoke a gate and, thus, the masquerade of the Zone: its
architecture, generated from a state of exception, turn into the norm of logistics.
The controversial story of Lazika displays another sort of interplay between the Zone apparatus and architectural form.
Found in Georgia on the Black Sea, the region of Anaklia has been challenged by civil struggles after the Soviet Union
collapsed, for instance throughout the Rose Revolution (3-23th November 2003) and the following Russo-Georgian
war (7-12th August 2008), when Russia militarily occupied and attacked Georgian territories. Starting from 2009,
proposals to develop a port with a logistic trade hub and residential areas occurred, so the village has been firstly
converted from a modest agricultural community to a resort town. Eastern-inspired luxury hotels with aqua parks,
a yacht club, and urban landmarks assembled all-around a palm tree promenade and a pedestrian bridge. Then, the
Georgian president announced the plan to build a new town for 500.000 inhabitants, called Lazika, echoing the name of
the Roman tradepost settled once in the region. The idea was to establish a variation of the free zone model to improve
trade. In less than one year, a miscellaneous of projects, as well as build objects, popped up. Foremost, the concept
proposal of a 300 ha artificial island that integrated logistics port functions with mixed-used urban fabric distinguished
itself from the branded promotional video for Lazika, in which a metropolitan skyline included low-density villas, golf
courses, and a brand new landscape waterfront. The unique artefact that has been materialized is, surprisingly, the town
hall: a floating steel-structured building in which the three independent volumes (both in terms of access and program)
are vertically displaced to create various public spaces for the citizens to come. Detached from the marshy soil, this
sculptural object assembles ground conditions through different interior-exterior relations, modulating transparency: a
square, an elevated plinth, outdoor ramps, a staircase, and a large terrace. The instability of the process is represented
too, but space, structure and program create a symbolic form for the city to come or, more precisely, generate the city
itself through the project. Even if the town hall was ready to host the forthcoming municipality, the project for the new
town has been cancelled due to political changes. At least for a while. Some interests raised again concerning the BRI.
Two logistics projects, a railway and a pipeline that crosses Georgia via Baku, bypassing Russia have been realized.
Moreover, the presence of a deep seaport in Anaklia would have strategically implemented all trade from China to Europe
and vice-versa, and it would become the easternmost European port on the Black sea.
Exception after exception into rhetoric as well as to sovereignty, the process is still ongoing and the deep seaport with its
special economic zone is under construction. Albeit it will host the zone authority headquarters, the symbolic architecture of
the Lazika municipality building resists concurrently to other projects sponsored by Rose’s revolution government: among
others, the border checkpoint in Sarpi, the Prosecutor’s office in Tbilisi, the highway rest stops in Gori, the fuel station and
McDonald’s in Batumi, the airport terminal buildings in Mestia and Kutaisi. All these architectures are symbolic fragments
of an archipelago found in the entire country.
Even though the comparison between Khorgos and Lazika displays some consistency since both generated as strategic
nodes of the BRI totalizing network, both special economic zones and extraterritorial enclave built from scratch;
their architecture and its constituent principles emerged as divergent. On the one hand, the process of urbanization
occurred only after the logistics development, evidencing some phases. At first, the lines of circulation of energy,
goods, and people (for instance pipelines and railways) had been settled. Then, whereas infrastructural frictions arise
(as the different width of rail gauge or the lack of a deep seaport), the system efficiency is maximized with the creation
of indispensable terminals, establishing this way floors for production besides the consumption ones through the
zone deregulation and capital accumulation mechanisms. Thus, the purpose lies in the creation of added-value, which
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compensate for unfavorable antecedent conditions of infrastructural connectivity and could be redistributed again and
again. Inside this process, urban imagination concurs with the production of an added-value: the images of the city
initially and lately the city itself, once served by a network, is in the contemporaneity not only serving but also feeding
it. Nonetheless, when a zone evolves into the Zone converting floor for production to surfaces for consumption, it
claims the need for urban fronts as a representative space which communicates through a symbolic form. The contrast
between the case studies architectures evinces different design principles. In Khorgos, the form(less) of the urban
fronts follows logistics protocols: “dimensions are mixed, typology is transformed, codes are reinterpreted” (Lyster, C.,
2016). So, it is significant to underline that the BRI win-win strategy, spatially translated in Khorgos as an architecture
of camouflaging surfaces for consumption, tangibly explicates what Sun Tzu wrote on the condition of no form1
and, hence the sovereign formlessness of logistics could be depicted as sovereign consensus. On the other hand, the
sculptural town hall of Lazika differs consistently. Architectural form produces ground conditions: the exterior flow
around the interior through a montage of various elements as the plinth, the square, the stairs, the terrace or elevated
square. In other words, this monument and absolute architecture produces public space, the program of which could
change but, as an architecture of exception, its form rests within-and-counter-to the BRI network and can be claimed.
In conclusion, whereas zones usually challenge the space of sovereignty, on the other hand they represent a political
mean that elicits criticism. Architecture still, in relation to power, can contribute by the construction of two opposing city
images: the city as an object produced, distributed and consumed; or the city as a project.

ENDNOTES
1
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“You see the inner conditions of opponents by means of their external formations. The inner condition of the formless is inscrutable,
whereas that of those who have adopted a specific form is obvious. The inscrutable win, the obvious lose”. Sun Tzu, Cleary T. ed.
(2005), The Art of War, Shambala, Boston and London, 86.
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ABSTRACT
Following this essay one can say that the immaterial icon of the building perpetuated over the last three decades, characterized by a
shiny and evanescent materiality, seems to re-flect a deep tiredness today, featuring an increasingly rapid obsolescence of its image.
As a result, there is a need for a major review of the interpretation process of the requests coming from the market and geared toward
a new exegesis of the tectonic detail for a formal and material interpretation of the soundness of a financial system looking for validation. This condition, while proposing a healthy come-back toward a conscious control of the tectonic dimension of the building,
re-interprets, in its typological and topological definition, an unexpected importance of the Italian tradition which has always featured
an approach to composition with a directness of the tectonic detail associated with a consid-eration on material facts and a thoughtful
measure of its inner consciousness as contents carrying a poetic nature. Such assumptions, reiterating the future end of the liquid antimaterial evanescence of the building, today the prevailing expression of large Eastern numbers, when interpreting the demand for a
strong compactness of the economic dimen-sion, revalue the formal and constructive statutes of the local Western Latin area. It follows
that the theoretical and physical soundness of the Modern, the liquidity of the “post-modern condition”, the free evaporation from
increasingly recurring to the contemporary aesthetics of disappearance, in characterizing the evolution of the entropy of architectural
matter, entail a cyclical return to the solid state of matter outlining in sculptural massive-ness of the building, the basic assumption of
the research around the terms Structure and Form in architecture. To paraphrase the title of an essay by Franco Purini of a few years
ago envisioning the return to a solidity of the building, there appear on the horizon im-portant news that have been expected for some
time that define precisely in a new mono-materiality and in a more intrinsic relationship to art, particularly sculpture, the theoretical
assumption of contemporary language. In this context the space between things is assumed as an active subject. It configures the
positioning of a presence aimed at reverberating, in the whole organic of a composition, an icastic dimension.
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Foreword
The topics covered in this essay aim to offer a reflection around the terms Structure and Form in architecture to recognize
a change in status of the languages and tectonic dimension of the construction matching a change in both physical
and conceptual density of the matter. By narrowing down the reflection to the evolutions of modernity and analysing
the twentieth century as a time in which important achievements influenced the contemporary architectural production,
one can draw a model time line of the evolution of the relationship between the two terms which, by connecting to the
evolution with an entropic nature, is characterized by a consequent and copious waste of energy.
Density of the modern
The connection of the terms Structure [lat. structura, der. of struĕre “build, pile”] and Form, [from lat. Fōrma, which
is the external appearance of a body, object or any of its representation] while referring to the integral procedure of
the building, to its appearance and material dimension, expresses a reflexion on the match and consequentiality of
architecture-building combination as it involves the syntactical processes of architectural composition. From the ideas
of Gottfried Semper, revisited by Kenneth Frampton in his studies (Frampton, K., 1999), it is possible to see two
fundamental developments in the syntactical proceedings of architectural composition: one connected to a trilithic
idea of construction, in line with a tectonic procedure concerning the Greek archetype and a second one relative to
a massive dimension in line with a stereotomic principle peculiar to Roman architecture (Messina, B., 2008). The
attention towards a coherent consequentiality between the structural dimension, understood as the primary fabric, and
the formal establishment of an object, features in architecture the subject specific of the Modern movement masters
who fuelled the trial on the use of new techniques and new materials in the first half of the 20th century. Starting from
the prototype of la maison domino proposed by Le Corbusier in 1914, one can see in the modern movement an obvious
connection between a structural detail, provided through the testing of serial use of the reinforced concrete framework,
and the shape of the building, given by the recurring construction box of the living unit. It follows an urban model that
re-interprets the city as a logical arrangement of parts arranged according to the functions of living, working, moving
and entertainment, as a legible overview of the serial reproduction process of an assembly line. Encoded in the Athens
Charter of 1942 the model of the Modern city defines the monofunctional compartmentalization of urban areas a
compositional deployment that imposes its rules to the scale of the building.
The Italian situation
In the path of the avant-garde that found their European centre of gravity in the axis initiated by Dutch neoplasticism
in the early decades of the twentieth century, from the Bauhaus school’s operational methodology and by the a-scale
visions of Swiss French Le Corbusier- a side note is the Italian situation that, in the very relationship between structure
and form acknowledges its own history as a mediation link between wood/elastic interpretations of Nordic countries
and the plastic/concrete matrix of Latin areas in the Mediterranean. In the early decades of the twentieth century the
rhetoric of the articles in Gruppo7, published in “Rassegna Italiana” between 1926 and 1927, defines the margins of
an original linguistic outcome of the building that makes the relationship between a settlement matrix, structure and
space the information forming an autonomous and recognizable identity. In this context takes an important place the
production of Adalberto Libera who, as founder and leader of the Rome-based school, invested most of his energy into
the formal and linguistic variation of the public building.
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Fig. 1
Adalberto Libera,
Palazzo dei
Ricevimenti e
dei Congressi
all’E42, Roma,
1937/57

Fig. 2
Daniel Libeskind,
Padiglione
Vanke, Milano,
Italia 2015
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The Palazzo dei Ricevimenti e dei Congressi in the EUR area in Rome (1937-57) outlines the statutory traits of an Italian
metric that recognizes the syntactical outcome of a base idea-shape of the building (Ciucci, G., 1989). The clarity of its
landscape choices immediately outlines the expressing of the interconnection between close volumes that associate to an
immediate recognition of the tectonic logic a significant complexity of its internal spaces. In the same year, in Milan, the
work by Giuseppe Terragni also focussed to express an original reflection on the public building as an Italian contribution
to the growing debate around issues of statutory questions concerning the modern language. In 1933 the Casa del Fascio
of Como stands as the alter-ego to the creation of Le Corbusier’s five points listed a few years earlier in the manifesto of
the villa Savoie in Poissy. Well rooted to the ground, characterized by a layout organised by a rigorous structure framed
by several openings on each side, by an internal space wrapped around a double-height hall, covered with a roof terrace,
the white box in Como used the stratification contrasting the different-height horizontal beams to decline an additional
process that outlines the reiteration of the span the introduction of unexpected changes that subvert the metric rule of
the building (Eisenman P., 2004). In the work of Giuseppe Terragni the declination of the structural frame outlines a
very personal interpretation of the relationship between structure and form by animating the outcomes of a poetics that
characterizes the outlook for the competition for the Palace of the Littorio (1934), the various drafts of the projects for the
New headquarters of the Brera Academy (1935-1940), the achievements of the Sant’Elia Pre-school (1936) and the Casa
Giuliani Frigerio (1939-1940). The connection between the structural matrix and the formal dimension entirely marks the
work of Luigi Moretti both in his prewar Euclidean works and in the plastic evolutions of its production after World War
II. The space inside Casa delle Armi in Rome (1933-1937) embodies the monumental nature of public buildings through
the juxtaposition of two standalone volumes, the library and the fencing hall. In a brief classification that can be defined
as classics of construction, plastic-material details reveal the most expressionist evolutions of its postwar production that
see the complex of the Boniface VIII Spa in Fiuggi (1964-1965) an explicit and eloquent manifest.
- Structure and form in the Italian post-war debate
In Italy the question of buildings, in the decades following the war was characterized by a marked reduction of monumental
outbursts, guilty of being the means to support dictatorial power. In this context the work of designers working to use
structural assessment to find the key to an interpretation of the linguistic dimension of construction, outlines in Europe a
new variation of the relationship between the terms structure and form. It follows a line of research that sees the trials by
Pier Luigi Nervi, by Riccardo Morandi, Carlo Cestelli Guidi, Sergio Musmeci, Silvano Zorzi the central data of a debate
on the expression potential of reinforced concrete in both its traditional application and that as prestressed concrete. In an
urban scale, the crisis of models prepared by the Modern movement moves the scene for a trial on the issue of big sizes
in architecture by involving the topics of language sciences that study the territory (Purini F., 2008). See in this respect
the territorial perspective by Franco Purini on the project of the new building of the University of Calabria (1973) and
the University of Florence (1971), designs of which were drawn up by a large group of designers led by Vittorio Gregotti.
The outcome of the relationship between structure and form aimed in those years at redeeming the national scale that
intersects the scale of the building with the trials on collective residence. It recognizes in the Corviale dam by Mario
Fiorentino in Rome (1973-1981), in the typological and formal developments of the Gallaratese di Carlo Aymonino and
Aldo Rossi in Milan (1967-1974), in the human materialization of the level curves in the area arranged in Forte Quezzi
by Luigi Carlo Daneri and Eugenio Fuselli in Genoa (1956-1968), in the geometric assertiveness of the Quadrilatero by
Rozzol Melara in Trieste (1969-1982), in isolation, including social isolation, of the Vele in Scampia and Secondigliano
in Naples (1968-1974) an experiment on the living dimension as an independent collective place, posthumous legacy of
functional autonomy arranged in Le Corbusier’s self-sufficient living unit.
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Fig. 3
Diller e Scofidio
+ Renfro,
Blur Building,
Neuchatel,
Svizzera 2010

Fig. 4
Franco Purini e
Laura Thermes,
Torre Eurosky,
Roma, Italia
2013
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Liquidity of the post modern
Supported by the publication of important books on the evolution of the city (in 1966 publications included The city’s
architecture by Aldo Rossi, Complexity and Contradiction in Architecture by Robert Venturi and The shape of the area in
“Edilizia Moderna” by Vittorio Gregotti) the debate in the last decades of the twentieth century reiterates in the relationship
between the terms structure and form a balance between the urban component and the scale of the building.
In this context the theories about communication issues arranged by Robert Venturi, Denise Scott Brown and Steven
Izenour in Learning From Las Vegas (1972) focus their attention on the communicative dimension of the advertising
image, laying the foundations for an echo in the universe of the media icon of the building as a place of composition
(Thermes L., 2000). The deconstructivist perspective, shifting the viewpoint outside the building, projected to infinity the
themes concerning the language in aesthetics of destabilization which rearranges the balance between structure and form
and anticipates the spectacularization of a growing a-tectonicity of contemporary design and construction. One recognizes
in the current production a research that addresses a progressive aestheticization of the unformed with the tendency to
represent, in the image of the building, not so much the result of a shape, whether about a concluded state or a fragment,
but rather a snapshot of a process of de-formation. In that category we find examples connected to the explosion of a
biological image of the building that, as an organic texture with life of its own, seems to pick up the shattered pieces of
a deconstructivist culture moving towards a partial implosion of its very own principles reaching the liquefaction in a
new process of disintegration of the form. In support of these considerations, we recognize biological evolution of Gregg
Lynn’s blobs, the concretions of the UN Studio (Ben Van Berkel and Caroline Bos), the recent anti-formal production of
Coop Himmelb(l)au, by Daniel Libeskind, the pile-ups by Frank O. Gehry, the fluid liquefactions of Zaha Hadid, that is
the evolution of the top representatives that are part of the global star system, that, starting from an interpretation of the
metropolitan paths, represent interferences, connections and urban streams as information that guide the project without
ever defining it. There follow immediate reference to biological bodies that direct the composition toward an artificial and
affected complication that often results in a formalistic manipulation of the outer casing alone.
Evaporation of the postmodern condition
Along this theoretical line is, without contrasting it, a dimension that interprets the building as a medium, i.e. as a device
that can magnify the environmental characteristics and allow the user to develop specific feelings of an emotional nature.
Tending to a progressive dematerialization of the anthropic nature of the building, such research displays a progressive
aesthetics of disappearance of architecture in green camouflage (Nicolin P., 2012) fed by environmental petitions. The
mystification of construction materiality finds its limit in the immaterial blur of the Blur Building of Diller and Scofidio
at the Expo Swisse in 2002. As it takes the form of a fuzzy and antiformal cloud, achieved by spraying water droplets of
Lake Neuchatel, characterizes its architecture as a sensory space apparatus which tends, in its evanescent antimaterial
nature, to dissolve the very concept of the building to propose a conceptual discipline weight shift towards an aesthetics
of reception, supported, or even opposed to that of construction.
News expected for some time
In this context, featuring a growing evaporation of the very concept of architecture, Latin areas of the Western universe
witness a form of resistance of disciplinary identity leading to a focus on reassessing control processes of form and
construction, structural and material component issues of the building. Revisiting theories on space by Gaston Bachelard,
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on Martin Heidegger’s concept of living, the Genius Loci of Cristian Norberg-Schulz, rediscovering architecture as
body sees its most important representatives in the Mediterranean area (Gregory, P., 2010). Represented by the Hispanic
motions by Alvaro Siza, Aires Mateus, Eduardo Souto De Moura, Alberto Campo Baeza, by the German serialism
of Oswal Mathias Ungers, Max Dudler, Walter Arno Noebel, Hans Kolhoff, the sensory testimonials of Swiss Peter
Zumthor, Livio Vacchini, Mario Botta, but also by a leading Italian dimension represented by the antiformal theories of
Antonio Monestiroli and Giorgio Grassi, the outcome of a mediation between model and context of the works by Franco
Purini and Laura Thermes , Paolo Zermani, Francesco Venezia, but also the massive interpretations of Bruno Messina
and Carlo Moccia, in the transpositions of Cino Zucchi and Cherubino Gambardella, in the themes and languages of
Barozzi/Veiga, Labics, Iotti and Pavarani, the rediscovery of architecture as a body reassess the relationship between
man and nature as separate entities that are at the same time interconnected by a search that locates in the singularity of
each specific situation and character of the work the information needed for a principle of constitution of form that is
capable of renewing itself every time. Far from the formal assertive assumptions of the Modern movement, such modes,
linked to various research lines, outline emerging characteristics that counter any affiliation to the post-modern line of
the global market in the particularity, individuality and identification. In that scenario, the contemporary situation seems
to formulate a broader theoretical series of progressions looking for an interpretation of new motions that the same
inadequate economic situation seems to require.
Conclusion
Following this essay one can say that the immaterial icon of the building perpetuated over the last three decades,
characterized by a shiny and evanescent materiality, seems to reflect a deep tiredness today, featuring an increasingly
rapid obsolescence of its image. As a result, there is a need for a major review of the interpretation process of the requests
coming from the market and geared toward a new exegesis of the tectonic detail for a formal and material interpretation
of the soundness of a financial system looking for validation. This condition, while proposing a healthy come-back
toward a conscious control of the tectonic dimension of the building, re-interprets, in its typological and topological
definition, an unexpected importance of the Italian tradition which has always featured an approach to composition with
a directness of the tectonic detail associated with a consideration on material facts and a thoughtful measure of its inner
consciousness as contents carrying a poetic nature. Such assumptions, reiterating the future end of the liquid anti-material
evanescence of the building, today the prevailing expression of large Eastern numbers, when interpreting the demand for
a strong compactness of the economic dimension, revalue the formal and constructive statutes of the local Western Latin
area. It follows that the theoretical and physical soundness of the Modern, the liquidity of the “post-modern condition”,
the free evaporation from increasingly recurring to the contemporary aesthetics of disappearance, in characterizing the
evolution of the entropy of architectural matter, entail a cyclical return to the solid state of matter outlining in sculptural
massiveness of the building, the basic assumption of the research around the terms Structure and Form in architecture.
To paraphrase the title of an essay by Franco Purini of a few years ago envisioning the return to a solidity of the building,
there appear on the horizon important news that have been expected for some time (Purini F., 2000) that define precisely
in a new mono-materiality and in a more intrinsic relationship to art, particularly sculpture, the theoretical assumption
of contemporary language. In this context the space between things is assumed as an active subject. It configures the
positioning of a presence aimed at reverberating, in the whole organic of a composition, an icastic dimension.
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ABSTRACT
Contemporary architecture is denoted by unique spatial qualities that emerged as a consequence of the needs and requirements of
present society. Referring to the elaborated concept of heterotopia by Michel Foucault, the paper examines and proposes an outlining
of heterotopic conceptual approaches, which represent new attempts in fulfilling contemporary demands, but rooted in the intention of
imbuing the architectural design with altered spatial qualities. These contemporary spatial designs are depicted in the example of two
distinct conceptual approaches, the aleatoric design introduced in architectural theory and denoted by transformability, randomness,
and adaptability, while the philosophical concept of aporia portrays an opposing view towards a specific problem, or in architectural
design a paradox of the correlation of form and space.
The aim of the paper is to define the implications of these specific architectural approaches and the methods used in the creative
process in conceptualising the final building design. The case studies are in-depth analysed and represented through two precedents of
contemporary architecture that in different manners portray these themes. The analytical part consists of the identification of the levels
of complexity in defining the formal and spatial qualities of these case studies in correlation to the six determinants of architectural form.
The examined contemporary precedents indicate a heterogeneous spatial design approach imbued by a specific architectural spatial
pattern as its meaningful conceptual essence. While the creative intention behind the final building design denotes the importance of a
variety of spatial qualities and the strive for a new order, which impelled towards an architecture of constant change.
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Introduction
In the lecture Des espaces autres (Of the Other Spaces), Michel Foucault first introduced the term heterotopia, which
later dispersed in the architectural realm, signifying a contradiction to a utopian scenario. He stated those spaces are “like
counter-sites, a kind of effectively enacted utopia in which the real sites…are simultaneously represented, contested and
inverted” (Foucault, 1984, p. 3). Furthermore, he extracted six principles which do refer to a heterotopic condition and
clearly depict the notion of “spaces that are absolutely others” (Foucault, 1984, p. 20). While considering the diversity
of these principles the notion of combining, juxtaposing and delineating spaces that have its unique qualities can be
considered as its remaining constant. Foucault’s six heterotopic principles encompass several possibilities: each society
has its own heterotopias with varied forms, has a transformative nature, represents the juxtaposition of several spaces,
portrays an accumulation of time, has a peculiar enclosure as the correlation between interior and exterior; and depicts a
contestation of the nature of space. Lefebvre (1991) concentrated on the development of the diverse concepts of space.
He argued on the its significance and even asserted the term heterotopia on an urban level indicating “mutually repellent
spaces” (Lefebvre, 1991, p. 366). He stated that “Once diversified, places opposed, sometimes complemented, and
sometimes resembled one another. They can thus be categorized or subjected to a grid on the basis of ‘topias’ (isotopias,
heterotopias, utopias, or in other words analogous places, contrasting places, and the places of what has no place, or no
longer has a place – the absolute, the divine, or the possible)” (Lefebvre, 1991, pp. 163-164).
From the utopian and visionary architectural solution of the avant-garde to contemporary practice the term heterotopia
signified the conception of an ‘other’ architecture, an antinomy to the conventional design approach. What would be the
heterotopic conditions of contemporary architecture? Contradictory to design implications that were mainly analysed on
the urban level, in this paper the focus will be on the level of individual architectural buildings, representing a heterotopic
condition from two points of view. Precisely, this paper will focus on the notion of specific spatial qualities in terms of
juxtaposition and transformation, one related to the existence of opposing spatial qualities and other to the indeterminacy
of the spatial structure. With a brief theoretical introduction and an in-depth analysis of two contemporary case studies
by using the Six determinants of architectural form by Paul Rudolph (1956) as an analytical tool. These heterotopias in
contemporary architecture relate to the capacity of architecture to accommodate diverse programs and juxtapose several
spatial structures in a unique solution. Aleatoric design denotes an architectural design dependent on the notion of time,
capable of transformation in diverse configurations. The proposed concept is further examined in the example of the 21st
Century Museum of Contemporary Art by Sanaa. While the aporetic design refers to an architectural paradox in terms of
juxtaposing two opposing concepts in an architectural solution while combining several spaces with unique qualities. This
design concept will be elaborated in the example of The MA: Andalucia’s Museum of Memory by Alberto Campo Baeza.
Contemporary architecture: delineation of a design process
- Aleatoric design
Broadbent (1969) introduced in the architectural theory the Latin term aleatoric referring to a specific music composition.
This composition he explained as “The overall structure, therefore, is determined by the composer, but individual sections
within it are improvised by the performers” (Broadbent, 1969, p. 64). In architectural endeavour, it depicts an indeterminant
structure capable to transform and adapt by its final users. Broadbent (1969) extracted and analysed the archetypes of
aleatoric design as the Fun Palace by Cedric Price (Fig. 1) as the “most dramatic example” (p. 66) and on the architectural
level the Gerrit Rietveld Schröder House. He even argued that to some degree every architecture has the capacity to change.
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Fig. 1
Cedric Price.
Fun Palace,
perspective
photomontage,
1961-65.
Cedric Price Fonds,
Canadian Centre
for Architecture,
Montréal

Fig. 2

Sanaa.
21st Century
Museum of
Contemporary
Art, Kanazawa,
Japan, 2004.
Floor plan and
spatial sequences
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Cedric Price’s aleatoric designs as the Fun Palace or the proposal of Potteries Thinkbelt deal with the notion of
transformation on the urban level and capacity of the nature of architecture to unfold in comparison to new demands.
While his utopian architectural work integrated new means in the spatial production but focused on the indefinite quality
of spatial structure on different levels, from urban and architectural units to the flexibility of spatial programs.
In terms of contemporary precedents, the Sanaa 21st Century Museum of Contemporary Art (Fig. 2) is denoted by a
specific architectural logic which further enables the possibility of transformation. The building design integrates distinct
formal and spatial qualities between the public and private, the exhibition area and the path, while providing possibilities
of different spatial arrangements.
Levels of complexity (Evaluation of the building complexity – Sanaa, 21st Century Museum of Contemporary Art)
Environment of the building (Contradiction, Openness)
The contradictory shape and scale of the museum design are an intentional response to incorporate the surrounding in the
building interior. While the absence of the outer shell and its flexibility, and the precisely defined spatial structure with its
openness, shifts this clear distinction between the interior and exterior.
Function (Flexibility, Indeterminate)
Spatial modularity and uniformity of clearly defined and divided exhibition spaces allow the possibility of a flexible spatial
program. While the main aspect of the building design enables the constant interlocking of interior vs. exterior; public vs.
private; path vs. exhibition. This undetermined spatial program is depicted through a constant future redefinition.
Region-climate-landscape-natural lightning (All-inclusive, Permeability)
Considering the openness towards each direction the building formal qualities with its diverse orientations embraces
all values of the region (climate, landscape and natural lightning). The museum design incorporates several courtyards,
which create a constant shift between interior and exterior. While incorporating the capacity of the nature, it offers its
users to perceive the surrounding area and embraces the natural lighting as an essential component.
Materiality (Simplicity, Differentiation)
Material simplicity balances the spatial diversity and harmonizes the impact of the building volume in the environment.
A clear distinction is made in the use of materials between the exhibition areas (the white cubes) and the remaining areas
of the museum (the transparent elements). This differentiation exists in the joining of these volumetric white cubes with
vertical transparent surfaces.
Psychological demands (Diversity, Experiential richness)
Depicted by a combination of interwoven spatial programs with the intention of uniting diverse users and profiles, while
the simplicity of volumes and their subtraction offers a multiplicity of experiences and spatial sequences. The architectural
promenade from the public into private, from exhibition to the path, from inside to the courtyards depicts the richness of
experiences offered.
Spirit of times (Reinterpretation of tradition, Transformation)
Japanese traditional architecture of a continuity, simplicity and appreciation of nature is an essential component of the
building design. Precisely, the continuity is depicted in terms of the absence of a divider between interior and exterior,
flexibility in terms of the spatial structure and the possibility of transforming configurations.
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Fig. 3
R. Koolhaas, E.
Zenghelis, M.
Vriesendorp, Z.
Zenghelis.
Exodus, or the Voluntary Prisoners
of Architecture:
The Strip.
Aerial Perspective,
1972

Fig. 4
Alberto Campo
Baeza.
The MA:
Andalucia’s
Museum of
Memory,
Granada, Spain,
2009.
Conceptual
drawings
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- Aporia: an architectural paradox
Derrida (1993) noted several types of paradoxical relations representing the concept of aporia. He defined three types as
the existence of a limit between two opposing concepts, the indeterminant boundary and the antinomy in itself, while these
paradoxical limits he called as “the problematic closure”; the “anthropological border” and the “conceptual demarcation”
(p. 41). Considering the notion of aporia in the architectural realm we could extract several principles which consider
the aporetic condition in the correlation of formal and spatial qualities. The meaning of these architectural work can be
manifold, but their intention originates from an internal paradox between its form and space.
Boyer (2008) acknowledged that on the level of the city one project can be considered as a heterotopic condition, precisely
Rem Koolhaas’s and Elia Zenghelis competition proposal, the Exodus or the Voluntary Prisoners of Architecture (Fig 3.).
While the project encapsulates the notion of the wall as the equal presence of division and unity and the interpretation of
radical intervention in the city, Boyer (2008) argued that “The scenarios deployed a double logic of utopian dreams and
divergent critique of the many shortcomings of contemporary architecture” (p. 66). The design intention, as the author
stated was to “imagine a mirror image of this terrifying architecture, a force as intense and devastating in the service of
positive intentions” (Koolhaas & Mau, 1995, p. 5), a paradox to the notions of devastation and division.
On the level of building design, an aporetic condition can be traced in the design of Michelangelo’s Laurentian Library as
asserted by Brothers (2010), or the Peter Eisenman’s Wexner Center as denoted by Patin (1993). Both examples elaborate
diverse indicators of an aporetic condition, regarding the symbolic interpretation, structural irony, or the integration of two
opposing design approaches visible in the building design. This theme of duality or a paradox was further developed by
Petit (2013) examining several architects1 deploying the theme of irony in their designs, in the period of postmodernism
with the reference to the concept of irony by Kierkegaard (1968).
In terms of contemporary design, Alberto Campo Baeza’s Andalucia’s Museum of Memory (Fig 4.) encapsulates the
juxtaposition of two opposing concepts of distinct formal and spatial qualities. One part of the building design articulates
a closed vertical element as an inhabited wall while the horizontal podium integrates internal open promenades.
Levels of complexity (Evaluation of the building complexity – Alberto Campo Baeza, The MA: Andalucia’s Museum of Memory)
Environment of the building (Contradiction, Horizontal vs. Vertical)
Located on the edge of the city the building design introduced a new face of the environment, while imposing the
emphasis on the notion of place. The combination of the verticality and horizontality juxtaposed in one design refers to
the surrounding qualities which immerse into the contemporary language articulated in this design.
Function (Contradiction, Differentiation)
The rigidness of the Cartesian grid and clarity of the building form is punctured by a peculiar spatial structure. It contradicts
the logic of the configuration by a unique spatial quality. Additionally, the contradiction is made between the podium,
denoted by the horizontality of the exhibition area and the verticality of an inhabited wall containing private facilities.
Region-climate-landscape-natural lightning (Contradiction, Open vs. Close)
Blending into the context this design reshapes the environment while creating a new city centre. The large introverted
structure delimits not only horizontally the new place, but also verticality concerning the surrounding area. It mimics one
nearby buildings with its height while puncturing the closed building volume with an open courtyard.
Materiality (Simplicity, Oneness)
Material uniformity and simplicity of the building design emphasise the importance of the place, while reconciling the
radicality of the existence of opposing elements. The continuity of the material is slightly broken by the clarity of the
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white patio, while still harmonizing with the remaining structure. This seamless surface adds a monumental character
to the building design.
Psychological demands (Diversity, Experiential richness)
Diverse architectural promenades are enabled by the variety of punctures into the three levels of gallery spaces offered
from the internal patio. The building design contains several individual museum promenades which can be constructed
in diverse manners. This promenade continues from the lower part of the structure to the highest point offering a rich
architectural experience.
Spirit of times (Contradiction, Defamiliarization)
Distillation of the traditional architecture can be traced in the unique elliptical patio retransformed into a contemporary
articulated space. It represents the core of the museum and is symmetrically positioned into the pure building volume.
Recalling some archetypes (Courtyard of the Palace of Charles V and the notion of a triumphal arch) while redefining
their appearance by contradiction and a contemporary language.
Conclusion
The heterotopic conditions of two conceptual approaches, the aleatoric and the aporetic design, rely on the intrinsic
spatial qualities which cope with contemporary tendencies. These heterotopias refer to a design intention of resembling
architectural work which focuses on the content it offers, not in the terms of defined functional requirements, but rather
through the diversity of spatial articulation. They indicate two different ways in coping with the spatial structure and
their correlation of form and meaning. Aleatoric design imposes the continuity of the building redefinition through the
distinction between formal and spatial qualities but harmonized in a structural uniformity. A modular grid, a continuous
space, the absence of decoration, or superfluous elements, where the clear distinction of spaces can be merged. While the
aporetic condition indicates a desynchronization of form and meaning through the spatial articulation. An architectural
paradox inherited in all its levels and where the contradiction of space and form is emphasized in its totality. The radicality
of these opposing spatial articulation can be achieved only in the presence of clarity between these contradictions and
the distinction of meaning they convey. Both conceptual approaches encapsulate the existence of a certain element that
mediates the differences and unites the structure into a complete architectural work.
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From Robert Venturi and Denise Scott Brown, Stanley Tigerman, Arata Isozaki, Peter Eisenman to Rem Koolhaas.
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ABSTRACT
The ideas of identity and memory, if on the one hand define the human and architectural history of the places and populations that inhabit
them, on the other hand they can constitute an antemural to the urban and architectural design, suffocating the only possibility of rebirth for
some consolidated urban realities immobilized in the quagmire of indiscriminate conservation and nostalgic memory. In particular, here
we want to propose the case of Fiuggi, a small urban center located in lower Lazio and – until a few years ago – an important national and
international thermal centre which, after the decline of thermal practice as a health therapy, it remained full of an extended architectural
heritage of inadequate buildings, useless for the new needs of contemporary living – now turned into modern ruins. The uniqueness of
Fiuggi allows us to reflect on the relationship between cultural heritage and artificial places, understood as an architectural specificity that
contributes to the overall pheno-menology of the urban center itself, due to the blend of the village and surrounding territory and, also, to
the high number of fine architecture built after the 1920s – as the Baths of Bonifacio by Luigi Moretti were – that have contributed, in the
past, to the economic and productive development of the centre. The enhancement of a place with such a strong identity, which during the
last century has given impetus to the economy of the entire Anticolana valley, appears as a necessary re-quirement to activate a strategic
rehabilitation process in architectural and urban fields that has, among its results, those of economic revival and social revitalization. In
this way we try to highlight and deduce the strong identity vocation of Fiuggi compared to the system of small surrounding towns and to
systematize the urban, social, cultural and economic dynamics of the centre itself. Fur-thermore, we are able to activate actions related to
the knowledge and recognition of the urban and landscape value of the place; actions also linked to an ethical sense of memory that allows
us to in-terpret the place as an “opportunity” for a conscious, exact and careful re-planning.
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The ground between memory and possibilities1
The concepts of identity and memory define the human and architectural history of places and the populations that inhabit
them. However, on the other hand, they may constitute an external wall of defence against their possible urban and
architectural (re)design, thereby confirming a thought by Francesco Remotti according to which identity is the result
of a representation that a people makes of itself, a ‘mask’ that hides precariousness and feigns duration by impeding
change in a time when communication, exchanges, hybridization, and blends are the engine driving towards evolution2.
Extended to the desire for conservation and to the widespread trend towards turning historic centres into museums,
the unconditional defence of identity can hamper (if not rule out altogether) the only possibility for rebirth for some
established, more or less large urban situations immobilized in the morass of indiscriminate conservation and nostalgic
remembrance. The greatest risk is that of turning these places into souvenirs of themselves, reducing their uniqueness
to icons: distinguishable elements capable of creating a two-way bond between identity and recognizability, to which to
entrust a collective memory moving towards the conscience and knowledge of outsiders.
Since the souvenir is a powerful ethnological weapon, the designer must by necessity overcome it by taking a critical
distance, allowing him or her to work on a terrain poised equidistantly between the vernacular and the arbitrary, seeking an
invariant that opposes the globalizing logic (which has thrown small historic centres above all into crisis)3 that precisely in
the Disneyfication of cities – that protection that goes beyond forgery – finds its greatest destructive force.
In the attempt to strike a new balance between city and landscape, ancient and new, ethnic and global, studies in recent
decades aimed at valorizing small centres focused first on the issues of restoration and the reuse of individual manufactured
elements (ANCSA Charter of Gubbio, 1960), and subsequently broadened their interest to the entire manmade and natural
system within which these centres find their raison d’être. It is only by establishing a network of contacts and connections
(architectural and landscape) with the surrounding context and with other centres of similar size that the needs for renewal
can take on a strategic role upon which different economic and social realities depend, through a (re)planning of the
territory that makes every setting characterized and irreplaceable. With regard to Italian territory, the presence of a high
number of smaller centres for which the ‘historic centre’ coincides nearly totally with the urban area, this reflection
requires being articulated in an almost endless variety of exceptions, within which spa towns form a group apart. In fact,
not only do they offer the possibility of dealing with an enormous historical and artistic heritage of establishments, hotels,
and hospitality facilities built between the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries (many of which fallen into disuse),
but they require the preparation of a multidisciplinary programme capable of reformulating a new formal, residential,
and economic dimension that ensures their overcoming of the condition of mere survival they entered into after the end
of postwar progressivism. From the strictly architectural standpoint, they also trigger a stimulus for the study of the
typological research dealt with by the many designers that built them.
To draw a brief historic examination, the oldest spa facility attested in Italy is located in Stabia, in Campania, dating to
about the late fourth century BC: probably private, the small complex consisted of a well and some small, rectangular
cells adjacent to a trapezoidal environment, perhaps a palaestra.4 Drawing from Hellenic culture the tradition of body
care and of the spaces where it was carried out (palaestra and gymnasium), the typological development evolved over
the next three centuries until culminating, during the Imperial period, in the creation of complex buildings in which the
connection between the main spaces and the satellite spaces followed a therapeutic path in which otium, health, and sport
took on a social and cultural value at times greater than a curative one. Sumptuous, luxurious structures, they were the
scene of philosophical disputes and boxing matches, swimming lessons and evening strolls, discussions of politics and art
education through the display of imposing, magnificent sculpture groups. This tradition, whose fall into disuse coincided
with the fall of pagan customs, returned to the fore during the nineteenth century, when the term Thermal Baths – derived
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Fig. 1
Postcard
Greetings from
Fiuggi during the
Sixties,
courtesy of
Felice D’Amico
private collection

Fig. 2
Fiuggi,
People taking their
vacation time at
Burba’s thermal
building before
1963,
courtesy of
Felice D’Amico
private collection
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from the Greek thermos (for the hot temperatures of the water normally used ) – began to coincide with a curative use
of the spring waters destined for a bourgeois, sophisticated public5 whose demanding needs required the building of
numerous establishments that, for some small towns, ended up representing an enormous part of the entire built area.
The challenge posed by urban transformation6
The social and cultural change that has taken place in recent years forces us to carefully consider the link between
memory, place and identity, particularly as regards possibilities for developing our territory. Starting from the assumption
that “practising architecture is (…) a Heideggerian way of taking care”7 of a particular cultural environment, we need
to ‘remember’ the natural and manmade places that surround us so that we may best carry out our role as ‘creators of
belonging’,8 a role that is an essential part of being an architect.
Of the many spa towns found throughout Italy, we intend to analyse Fiuggi – located in the Anticolana valley, just a few
miles from Rome – which was a model for health resorts during the 1900s thanks to the fact that it was one of the first to
adopt a town plan for spa towns, well before what was imposed by the law passed in 1926. Nevertheless, over the past few
decades, the town’s development has come to a brusque halt as demonstrated by the changes to its urban layout, caused
by a number of ‘incompleted processes’: i.e. unused, abandoned or unfinished architectural works and urban projects. The
Lazio region, a rich land of mineral springs, remembered its ancient spas and discovered new ones, such as Anticulum,
which as far back as pre-Roman times was inhabited by the Hernici, a population that settled between the Liri and Sacco
valleys and founded a small village called Felcia (which later became Frugi, thus indicating a place where water sprang
up, covered in ferns, hence the name). The first records mentioning its healing spring, known as Fons Arilla, date from
Roman times as recorded by Pliny the Elder, and Pope Boniface VIII and later Michelangelo9, suffering from malum
lapidis, drank this water which could ‘break up stone’10. The idea of turning the town into a modern spa resort led to the
decision to give it a new name and so, following the royal decree issued on 9th August 1911, Anticoli di Campagna became
Fiuggi. This political, economic, social and architectural renaissance associated the change of name with the intent to
change the future of this ancient town, which prepared itself to become a national health resort directly connected to the
capital city from which it was to attract visitors and, above all, funding. Thanks to the new Rome-Fiuggi-Alatri-Frosinone
railway line inaugurated in 1916, this small spa town became a holiday destination for the Royal House of Savoy and
other important figures of the time (including Filippo Tommaso Marinetti), which convinced local authorities of the need
to build a number of landmarks by famous architects,11 thus restoring the link between history, landscape and modernity.
Fiuggi provides us with all the material for an in-depth reflection on the link between memory and identity: on the one
hand, we have old Anticoli, one of the many small Italian towns struggling to survive, and on the other we have Fiuggi
Fonte, an emblematic case of spa towns in crisis that – in recent years – have lost their role as an economic and cultural
attraction. We should first stress how the change in name (from Anticoli to Fiuggi) coincided with large-scale urban
development. Following the royal decree of 1911, the Grand Hotel (Palazzo della Fonte) designed by Roman architect
Giovan Battista Giovenale became the fulcrum of Fiuggi Fonte’s new phase of expansion. The villa district next to the
hotel then extended along the roads of Via dei Villini, Via del Rettifilo and Via Prenestina, which connected the hotel to
Fonte Anticolana and Fonte di Bonifacio VIII. It is therefore safe to say that the urban development that followed the
construction of the first hotels in Fiuggi led to a centre of attraction alternative to Anticoli’s old town centre. Even the
considerable difference in altitude between Fiuggi town centre and Fiuggi Fonte probably heightened the ‘separation’
between the old town centre and the newer district, designed in the first few decades of the 20th century.
Paradoxically, the two centres resemble each other when it comes to the hotels and residences constructed there in the
1950s and ’60s, which seriously affected the relationship between the built environment and the landscape, thus altering
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the concept of a health town in perfect harmony with its natural surroundings that inspired Mario Paniconi’s degree
thesis,12 as well as Luigi Moretti’s design for the Terme di Bonifacio VIII spa.
The ideal city13
The study entitled ‘Fiuggi: the ideal city! The enhancement, reuse and promotion of its historic urban heritage in order to
establish an experimental model for spa towns, using an integrated system of disease prevention and wellness, culture and
training’, funded by Rome’s La Sapienza University, proposes a new approach to the reuse, regeneration and reopening of
buildings (and their surroundings) that are currently derelict and abandoned, by using a combination of multidisciplinary
tools and strategies. Taking our cue from an interpretation of the mechanisms and relationships between different agents
(context, economy, players), we can envisage future scenarios that could resolve conflicts, overlapping, redundancy and
the marginality of the open space around buildings, considering it to be a driver of regeneration and revival rather than a
merely scenic backdrop, the best place to carry out training and job placements in harmony with nature (environmental
education, health education, sports and physical education, urban agricultural training with a focus on organic crops,
social and multifunctional agricultural training). Using these new research and planning methods, the hope is to promote
and foster an economic, social, ecological and, of course, architectural and urban revival, turning buildings and their
metropolitan and territorial surroundings into condensors of new inclusive and responsible social centres and economies.
The Fiuggi study, envisaged as a prototype of the ideal health town, aims first and foremost to create an experimental
‘urban wellness laboratory’ model that can be applied by identifying technical architectural, urban and landscape criteria
on the basis of the relationship between perceived urban quality and indicators of well-being and health.

Fig. 3
Fiuggi,
Luigi Moretti
new thermal
building,
courtesy of
Matteo Lauriola
2019
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The pilot model proves its worth both as regards the widespread need to relaunch this country’s small historic towns
in order to reverse their gradual decline and the urgent need to restore the many buildings created by early 20th-century
spa tourism, which constitute an extensive built heritage, most of which is currently in a state of abandon. Moreover,
inductive research carried out on the Fiuggi case study allows us to draft strategic guidelines for improvement that use
town planning projects in order to codify a methodology that can be applied and repeated to typologically similar cases.
The first step that should be taken is the drafting of a territorial masterplan that can reconnect the inhabited centre to the
natural surroundings of the Anticolana valley, including the regeneration of abandoned buildings in a programme that
rethinks urban unity as a whole as well as its territorial network, which could lead to sustainable economic development
and the sustainable expansion of tourism. Recent national and international research has focused on the links between
architectural design and well-being,14 linking the growing public awareness of disease prevention and healthy lifestyles
with studies on living standards in cities and environmental responsibility, fostering interest in the unexplored potential
of 20th-century spas, relaunching and promoting old health resorts as new wellness centres where visitors can not only be
treated, but can train and specialise in those treatments as well.
The research’s aims can be summarised in six goals:
1_ To study spa resorts and the possibility of adapting their architectural type as part of criteria applied to the reuse and
restoration of modern buildings;
2_ To establish strategic guidelines for the enhancement, reuse and promotion of the historical-cultural heritage of Fiuggi;
3_ To foster a level of ‘ecological responsibility’ (through adaptation to new energy, economic and social standards), so
as to ensure their continued use and maintenance over time;
4_ Wellness as a stimulus for developing the potential of spa resorts with a view to their relaunch as tourist attractions;
5_ To develop an experimental ‘urban wellness laboratory’ model;
6_ The Masterplan intends to standardise the analyses generated by ‘urban wellness laboratories’ so as to apply a consistent
approach to the various cultural and landscape itineraries found in Fiuggi’s historic town centre and the Anticolana valley,
focusing on the link between perceived urban quality and well-being/health indicators.
Thus the research not only attempts to highlight and draw out Fiuggi’s strong identity compared to the network of small
towns in the vicinity and to standardise the urban, social, cultural and economic mechanisms found there, but it can
also launch actions that focus on the understanding and recognition of the place’s urban and landscape value; actions
that are also influenced by an ethical approach to memory that allows us to interpret the town as an ‘opportunity’ for a
new, informed redesign, perfectly tailored to, and respectful of, the entire economic and social system of a collective
community.
ENDNOTES
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Ibid.
“From what the doctor says, I suffer from kidney stones (…). But having drunk a certain water from a spring that is forty miles from
Rome and breaks up such steins (…) this broke up mine and allowed me to urinate much of it”, Michelangelo.
10
See Rostagni C. (2015), Le Terme di Fiuggi, in Mangone F., Belli G., Tampieri M.G. (eds), Architettura e Paesaggi della
Villeggiatura in Italia tra Otto e Novecento, FrancoAngeli Edizioni, Milan, pp.301-313, particularly pp. 302-303.
11
Including the pavilions of Piazza Spada, Hotel Igea and Villino Filetici by Giulio Magni; the casino theatre and the Grand Hotel by
Giovan Battista Giovenale (the Palazzo della Fonte); the first version of the Terme Bonifacio VIII and the church of Regina Pacis
by Garibaldi Burba; the Club House and Muraglione by Francesco Palpacelli; the Fonte Anticolana by Mario Paniconi; Eugenio
Montuori’s Centro Nazionale di Pugilato boxing club; the second version of the Terme Bonifacio VIII by Luigi Moretti; and
Tommaso Valle’s conference centre, which sprang from the ashes of Santiago Calatrava’s design.
12
Mario Paniconi, who graduated from Rome’s Faculty of Architecture in 1929 with a thesis on the redesign of Fiuggi Fonte, was
appointed to draft its Town Plan in 1932. See Rostagni C., Op. Cit. pp. 307-308.
13
Section written by Guendalina Salimei.
14
There are over 30,000 businesses operating in Italy’s wellness industry. Of these, wellness centres account for 8% of the total. In
contrast, 4.2% of all tourist stays spent in hotels and other types of accommodation are in spa towns (roughly 15 million overnight
stays per year). According to ISTAT, Italy’s national statistics institute, two opposing trends emerged during the 2008-2015 period:
while the number of tourists staying in spa towns rose (up 15.3%), the average length of stay fell (from 3.9 to 3.2 days).
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The shape (the form) resists over time only if it is the ultimate aspect, the compositional and visible product, of a structure with
transmissible and readable architectural grammar in its internal relationships. History has given us within the built reality, monuments
that allow us to understand the inseparable relationship between form and structure in which the latter assumes the role of “making
intelligible, through a process of progressive abstraction, a heterogeneous and complex reality, which manifests itself in the sign of
fragmentation” (Arìs 2006): starting from the concept of “ruderization” and spolium as spontaneous temporal operations or critically
induced on the architectural object, which reveals its underlying structure, its resistant substrate, yes they will analyze some architectures
or urban fabrics whose form has been influenced by the invariants of the existing structure or by its resilient character. Structure that
through its characteristics of seriality and rhythmicity has characterized the linear systems of territorial scale as that of the aqueduct
of the city of Evora in Portugal or wrapping on itself in the archetypal structure of the enclosure has led to a metamorphic architecture
like the cathedral of Syracuse. The consolidated historic city grows, and organizes itself through a stratification of structures and
forms dependent on each other: the Greco-Roman area is thus the place of permanence in which urban forms have settled, in each
scalar dimension, on resilient structure systems. The contemporary city, instead, a mirror of the mass media society and of immediate
communication, has moved towards a formalist drift and has forgotten the relationship between the structure inherited from history and
its role as an “educator” of the project. All too often, everything is a phenomenon, rapid and consumable, and the forms of architecture
are no longer rooted in the structure of the city, becoming only images of a possible reality. The contribution goes on to specify that
the variation, the difference between one form and another, nowadays sought obsessively, in the consolidated city has always been
transmitted by its structure and by the interaction between what a previous form bequeathed to the subsequent form, or its matrix
characteristics and its structure in the meaning of type: the type is itself a structure that orients the form and its infinite variations. The
variation is similar to the deformation of a past form sedimented in the collective memory of a cultural area.
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Introduction
“Cities are a product of time. They are the molds in which men’s lifetimes have cooled and congealed […] In the city,
time becomes visible: buildings and monuments and public ways, more open than the written record, more subject to the
gaze of many men than the scattered artifacts of the countryside, leave an imprint upon the minds even of the ignorant
or the indifferent. Through the material fact of preservation, time challenges time, time clashes with time: habits and
values carry over beyond the living group, streaking with different strata of time the character of any single generation.”
(Mumford 1954, p. 22). Applying Mumford’s words to the increasingly current issue of “fragile forms” (Strappa 2014
cfr.), it might be inferred that resisting over time is among the defining characteristics of the city, and, as a consequence,
of the project of architecture and of the very project’s form1. But what are the resisting forms in today’s city? Where can
we find them and what are their characteristics? It is crucial to start from the assumption that the city’s history is also the
history of the city’s form, and that this is an organism – synthesis of the stratification of the persistences and resistances
emerging in an inter-scalar relationship from the territory to the city, from the house to the monument, from the external
layout (path) to the hierarchization of an architecture’s internal spaces. With “inter-scalarity”, however, we do not refer
only to a transversal approach to the different scales and disciplines in the attempt to “tie together, in one single system, the
entirety of the prefigured scales of intervention” (Quaroni, 1996). One refers instead to the organic reality in which form
finds its being only through its belonging to the remaining forms, either containing them or through being contained in
them. The entirety of the parts is thus interdependent in each phase of the process, and it is the architect’s duty to identify
their relationship and their sign. Rossi states that “persistences are detectable through monuments, as physical signs of
the past, but also through the persistence of the layouts and of the plan. Specifically, the latter is the most important
discovery of the Poet. Cities remain on their axes of development, they maintain their position on the layouts, growing
according to the direction and with the meaning of often remote facts, more ancient than the current ones. Sometimes these
same facts remain, they are characterized by a continuous vitality, sometimes they dissolve; the permanence of the form,
thus, remains, in the physical signs, in the locus” (Rossi, 2015, p. 52). This permanence of the form does not originate,
though, uniquely from the “urban fact” as material entity, but rather from its being the ultimate aspect, the constituent,
visible product of a structure characterized by a transmissible architectural grammar, readable in its internal relationships.
Within built reality, history handed over to us monuments able to comprehend the indivisible relationship between form
and structure. A relationship in which the latter has the task of “making a heterogeneous and complex reality intelligible
through a process of progressive abstraction, a reality that manifests itself in a fragmented manner.” (Aris, 2016, p. 103).
Structure is thus both the project itself and its cognitive tool: it is simultaneously the construction site and the ruins of form,
as well as the devise of transmission of memory. The thesis of memory as chief creator of the city and of its form is, as a
matter of fact, also supported by Benevolo through Alberti’s words, as “the city is not conceived as a designable object, but
as a permanent framework of many subsequent projects.” (Benevolo, 1995, p. XII). Such a relationship between form and
structure as inseparable bond represents the foundation of substratum architecture where, with substratum, we refer to what
lies beneath and persists organizing future transformations. It is thus part and support of the form in each temporal phase.
Persistent Transformations
“Architecture is frequently born as spolio” (see Venezia, 1981) Alberto Venezia wrote in 1981 on Lotus, meaning not only
“the transportation of the fragment”, but also a transfer of material and immaterial relationships. These would involve, in
addition to the single components, entire building organisms which endure as support and which are reused as foundation
for successive forms. The relationship between architecture and spolia is intense and does not concern solely physical
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permanences in loco, due to the presence of an immaterial substratum, which is common heritage and collective memory.
Spolia are an aspect of memory of the form that allows to comprehend the value of reuse within the transformative process
of the ancient structure. In the modern sense, by spolia we mean, on the one hand, manufacts which are recovered from
antiquity and used as testimonies, as reminders and citations of classical culture (i.e. spolia in se). On the other hand,
we mean those ancient manufacts which were inserted with new functions in different contexts and in post-classical
buildings (i.e. spolia in re) (Brilliant, 1982, pp. 2-17). Architectures born from spolio are the most striking example of a
contemporary architecture: that is, an architecture which brings with itself all times, and in which, through exhaustion and
subtraction emerge the invariants of its structure2.
The Cathedral of Syracuse may be defined as a symbol of the relationship between form and structure, along with being
the symbol of the persistence of structural grammar. The trinacria building does not lose its initial form as its substratum
acts as organizer of its future forms on the same support. The building is located in the center, in the highest area of
Ortigia, heart of Magna Graecia’s ancient colony, and it is the container of the material and collective memory, not
only of the city, but of the entire cultural area. This is an instance of formal and material, as well as functional survival,
because it is the product of the transformations that led to the decay of the Temple of Athena, first form of substratum.
It is its structure, its being a sacred fence, that allowed for the permanence of its components and of its spatiality. The
Doric temple was converted into a church by the Byzantines by walling the space between the columns, and by creating
eight openings through the cella’s walls. A translation of the porosity and permeability of the limit: the cella, the plastic
and continuous most inner fence, opens and embraces the external elastic discontinuity. The stones that once formed the
cella’s walls are reused to fill in the gaps between the punctiform elements.
The hierarchy of the medieval paths changes, and the back of the ancient temple becomes the front of the new church
overlooking the public space in a dependent relationship between the city and the manufacts. The baroque façade which
replaced the Norman one is in material continuity with the lateral walls in which the Doric columns, inserted in the
walls, now support the medieval battlements. Beyond the entrance, the substratum emerges in all its actions, and the two
Doric columns of the Opisthodomos mark the beginning of the sacred path framing the gate. It is here that time can be
interpreted as “time of mixes” (Deleuze, 2014).
Carlos Martì resorted to the image of this cathedral too to define transformation in the architectural field. He claimed that
it is exactly in the two simple operations of filling in and drilling, that transform the attributes of continuity and closure
from one limit to another, that it is possible to find the key to comprehend how “types derive from one another through
a mechanism of inversion. Like a trick, through a simple movement one can obtain the substation of an object, in whose
place a new one appears, completely unexpected. As a consequence, two apparently very different forms, such as the
shape of the peripteral temple and that of the basilica, end up showing their profound identity” (Arìs, 2016).
In Portugal, the Roman aqueduct, known as Sertorio (Fig. 2), of Ebora Cerealis3, marked the urban center in all its phases
of contraction and expansion, persisting as formal as well as functional element. As a matter of fact, its usage only presented
a moment of arrest in the early Middle Ages, to then being rebuilt during the Renaissance (1533-1537), providing water to
the fountains which were still present in the public spaces of the city. During the Middle Ages, the need for water supply
made it necessary to reconstruct the demolished Roman arches on site, of which only the foundations and part of the pillars
remained. This allowed the permanence not only of the path of the ancient aqueduct, but also of the rhythm of the spans.
Housing units were inserted among these, following the entire route from the walls to the center of the city, transforming it
into a single organism, perfectly organized and recognizable in its formal hierarchies. The Roman/medieval structure acts as
a compositional frame which distinctly divides the organism in clear-cut spatial modules. Here, the two-dimensional plane
triggers the (very modern) tool of extrusion: once the arch has been filled in, the housing unit acquires the third dimension,
that then becomes volume, and finally merges to the fabric, developed on the paths that go through the aqueduct.
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Evora’s case offers an abacus of surprising variations of infills which, in some cases, completely close the arches with
a lime layer, white and abstract, which acts as contrast to the lithic structure of the aqueduct. In other cases, though,
when the arches become higher in order to follow the topography of the land, these infills do not fill in the entirety of the
empty spaces, but, rather, acquire the form of the terraced house inherited from the surrounding fabric. Such a substratum
construction does not engulf nor consume the original form, as the persistence of the function imposes a respect and a
critical distance from the infrastructure. On one side, up to the municipal plaza, this is bordered by a path which arose on
Roman baths, and which represents the polarity of this structuring “primary element” of the form of the city.
As it is possible to infer from the images, such an “educated” occupation of the substratum acquires different characters
according to the height of the infrastructure inside the fabric, until it becomes sediment and support for a multi-layered
construction. This two-dimensional nature of the plane/structure of the aqueduct in Lisbon becomes instrument of design
and occupation for a special building of religious character.
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Lisbon like Evora is characterized by a linear infrastructure of the aqueduct – known as Aguas Livres, which maintained
its original function from the eighteenth century up to 19674. Despite being relatively modern, its structure represents
an element of collective memory of the city, like for ancient cases, and it is possible to make an analogy with Roman
aqueducts as they persist their formal characteristics of linearity, seriality, and scalarity, directly inherited from the ancient
world. It is a substratum of constructive knowledge deriving from the direct reading of the still existing cases that led the
project (Fig. 3). Among its arches, which in the Alcantara valley reach up to 63 meters in height for 32.5 meters of light,
there is a modest-sized church that, like the Evora’s substratum residential construction, respects the structure tightly
occupying the space between the pillars. The capela Nossa Senhora de Monserrate (1761-68) was built in the terminal
part of the aqueduct in the fifth arch before the building of the Reservatòrio das Mae d’Agua das Amoreiras5, and it was
for a long time considered a foreign element that altered the elegance of the territorial infrastructure like the spontaneous
superfetations that leaned against the structure6. By contrast, it is a measured example of intentional occupation, which
organizes its own spatiality respecting the proportions of the building in which it is inserted. The study diagrams show
how the internal space respects the pillars’ and the arch’s module through a hierarchy of the forms that, like “kanhian
rooms” are divided into served and serving spaces. The merely liturgical space is built on the arch’s light and the entrance
in which the first staircase is inserted is a “serving” band modulated on the depth of the aqueduct. It is in this way that
the spaces are built on the pillars’ module or a submodule. The aqueduct may be thus defined as a modern substratum.
The crisis of the city: the type and the variation as answers
The urban forms that have been mentioned represent the essence of the city in its material and temporal form. The city as
site of resisting form/structure formed through a substratum architecture which collects the memory in its history entered
a crisis in today’s society of fleeting and immediate representation. Architecture too, like mass-media, present a fragility
in communicating their content through a temporary form of being. The fast tourism caused by the new direct, highspeed means of transport has created the need to attract visitors through architectural manufacts that appear as exciting
for their diversity, and which find their raison d’être in exteriority, i.e. uniquely in their formal aspect. Structure, i.e.
educating grammar, is thus no longer necessary to organize the form, which is no longer the structure’s visible form, but
rather autonomous entity. But how is it possible to cope with this necessity for diversity without causing the relationship
between form and structure and therefore the contemporary forma urbis? The answer according to Arìs can be found in
the definition of type: “an architectonic type is a statement which describes its formal structure” (Arìs, 2016, p. 16), and
diversity is nothing more than a variation of the statement that shines through form in phenomenal reality.
In Borie, Micheloni, and Pinon’s research on the relationship between form and its deformations, the authors talk about
a “passive acceptance” in which all types of deformations are possible (Borie, Micheloni, Pinon, 2008, p. 112). Here,
depending on whether this attitude is more or less conscious, the forms of reference appear in the final object as more or
less recognizable. It is the most frequent attitude as it is the most natural one, and it is possible to find it throughout the
whole history of architecture. It is born from the balance between a need or a desire of integration and the dependence
from the type, and it is particularly found in the housing structure. As a matter of fact, humankind, as well as animals
of any species, encountering an obstacle in the attempt of applying a known type in the construction process, uses
deformative tools such as sliding, constriction, torsion - for what concerns volume -, bulge, pressing, truncation – for
what concerns the limit or fence -, inflexion, deviation, deviation with inflexion, – for what concerns the linear element
-, convergence, inflexion and again deviation. Deviation with inflection, either monodirectional or symmetrical for what
concerns the urban fabrics. It is possible to say that the variant of a type is nothing more than the deformation of its
logical statement following anthropic or constituent needs.
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Conclusion
Research on typology may thus take on new implications, becoming an instrument not only of analysis of the urban form,
but also an instrument of design. The relationship between form and structure may be rediscovered, allowing the former
to be inserted into a legible system of reference, into a type/structure which is consequence of the transformations of the
city, and which respects the architectural DNA of the fabrics, of the locus, and of the urban heritage of which the human
being and nature are creators. Figure 4 shows a critical abacus of variants of facades of terraced houses built between
the aqueducts’ arches, theaters, and Roman amphitheaters. The type of the reference buildings is different, but not the
grammar of their structure: seriality, rhythmicity and modularity thus allow different formal solutions which, despite
tending to infinity, are all perfectly recognizable for their original matrix.
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ENDNOTES
1

The term “resistance” is here intended as the ability of tolerating negative actions or forces, either external or internal, limiting their
effects. Furthermore, extending their meaning to the architectural “materia”, absorbing them through their reinterpretation, and
converting them into new project’s material.
2
This definition of “contemporary” was proposed by both Renato Rizzi during the opening session of the ISUF ITALY 2018 hosted
by Politecnico di Bari, and by Giorgio Agamben on December 7th, 2018 during a Lectio Magistralis titled “Costruire e abitare”
hosted by the School of Architecture of La Sapienza University in Rome.
3
From the era of Caesar, the city became then known as Liberalitas Iulia, and it represented one of the most important Roman center
of that region.
4
The aqueduct is one of the few monuments that withstood the 1755 earthquake and therefore its formal presence defines it as
Rossi’s “primary element” for catalyzing transformative and settlement dynamics.
5
The Reservatòrio das Mae d’Agua das Amoreiras was planned in 1764 from architect Carlos Mardel and it was the terminal
cistern that distrubuted to the city the water received from the infrastructure. Today it houses the Water Museum along with the
headquarters of the Casa do Registo. Starting from 1910 it is national monument.
6
A drawing by an anonymous artist from 1861 represents the cistern’s building and the terminal arches without the presenze of the
chapel. The aqueduct is drawn as an abstract element without geographical or “historical signs”. Its arches are empty and no
relationship with other building is indicated. See Elevation du château d’eau et de l’Aqueduc das Ágoas Livres des eaux libres
du côté de la Place das Amoreiras. In MOITA, Irisalva, dir. – D. João V e o abastecimento de Água à Lisboa. Lisboa: Câmara
Municipal, 1990. vol. II, p. 84.
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ABSTRACT
Potenza, capital of the region Basilicata, could be an opportunity to reflect on the architecture of the Italian contemporary city. The
city, of medieval origin, was the object of an uncontrolled urban development after the 1980 Irpinia earthquake that caused its’ current
configuration. Nowadays, due to the growing interest in the protection of historic centers, “the real landscape is duplicated in an
imaginary landscape and this allows its destruction in real life and its preservation in our imagination” (Purini, 2008). We should
ask ourselves if there is another method of intervention that allow us to act consciously on the existent. Every Italian city has its own
architectural identity dependent on its geographical belonging: the North “produced genetic attention for the plan [...] the center of the
peninsula absorbed the theme of section”, the South is characterized by the attention to the elevation and the landscape (Purini, 2008).
The city of Potenza constitutes an exception in relation to the neighboring capitals, such as Bari and Naples. Developing in height,
rising to 819 meters above sea level, Potenza has little to do with the Mediterranean architecture that characterizes the Southern Italy.
Its orography imposes types of research that come close to the characteristics of the towns of the central Apennines. Therefore, it is
necessary consider Potenza a city with an identity strongly characterized by the landscape but also by attention to the section and,
consequently, to the vertical connections. Generally, in lowland and hilltop towns, the connections between the voids of the city are
given by the distance covered by the road and by the identification of a vertical landmark. In Potenza this procedure is reversed and
the main connection theme is identified by the climbing ladders and by the arrival space defined through the architectural wings. The
studies carried out in sculpture by Consagra, offer an important input that resides in the two-faced buildings where “the viewer is
driven not to fix the attention on the work from a single point of view, but to implement a reflection considering the vision from the other
part”. (Di Milia, 1996) The paper aims to study the verticality that characterizes Potenza and to put it into a system with the studies
conducted by Consagra. The goal is to find an answer for contemporary architecture that is able to propose project possibilities for the
city that put identity and memory at the center of research.
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“Who keeps himself away from what is new in order to return to the past is in the same overwrought disposition as who flees
from the past because identifying with the new; but both essentially do the same thing, that is to say, they secure the limitation
of their consciences instead of breaking it with the opposites’ opposition and thus they build a wider state of consciousness.”
Carl Gustav Jung
Introduction. Horizontality vs verticality
The paper aims to present successful architectural proposals for the vertical city of Potenza. First of all it is necessary to
define what the world verticality means. In this regard the studies conducted by Kandinski can be useful. Kandiski, in order
to come to a definition, takes as its starting point the geometric line which is “the trace of the moving point so it’s one of
its products. It comes from movement – and precisely from the destruction of the point, of its extreme stillness, closed on
itself”1. This transformation happens by the application of one or more forces and their combinations. “Ultimately, all
linear forms can be traced back to two cases: 1) application of a force; 2) application of two forces. (…) The simplest form
is the horizontal line. In human imagination it corresponds to the line or plane on which man lays or moves”2. Kandinski
opposes this type of straight line with the vertical and diagonal lines. From the chromatic point of view the horizontal line
has a cold color while the vertical one has a warm one. A parallel with architecture is therefore possible by seeing the point
as man and the straight line as the path that man takes in space. In fact, walking on a horizontal path also means enjoying
space horizontally. This implies less body effort to reach a destination (cold coloring), compared to a vertical path (warm
coloring). From the visual point of view, when we walk along a plane we see several frames, one progressively following
the other. When the movement occurs vertically, however, the eye uses the space differently. The progression of the
frames takes place diagonally and this implies their overlap. For this reason the vertical experience is a narration where
knowledge is the fundamental theme.
The vertical path in architecture is due to the need to reach points located at two different altitudes. The architectural
element that allows this story is the staircase. For the definition of staircase in architecture it’s useful to look at the
one given by Purini in the “metamorphic character of the elements” in which the staircase together with the wall, the
opening, the roof and the column, is one of the elements for the composition of the project.
For Purini, the staircase “can oscillate from the width of a ramp, conventionally one meter and twenty centimeters, to
the scale of a real building, as in the case of Ferdinando Fuga’s staircase of Palazzo Corsini in Rome, an extraordinary
architecture full of perspectives glimpses that alter their real size. In fact, the stairs can be one, two three ramps, or four
ramps, with these that can even reach the size of three or more meters, configuring in the case of the monumental ones in
scenographic devices of remarkable completeness. From this point of view one might think that one of the main sources
of modern spatiality (...) is precisely the stair unit”3.
But, due to the recent accessibility regulations, this architectural element seems to have been set aside by the contemporary.
Throughout history, the staircase has played a major role in the city. An example is given by the stairs of Rome.
Urban stairs
The city of Rome was built on seven hills. This configuration brings several differences in terms of buildings’ height and
for this reason the gaze must be accompanied by elements that allows a progressive reading of the texture of the city. An
example can be provided by the Sistine urban plan, commissioned by Pope Sisto V to architect Domenico Fontana in 1585.
This project can be read as the desire to visually counterbalance the presence of the Vatican Basilica (in the North-West side
of the city) by tracing, on the South-East, new road axes and inserting the vertical elements of the obelisks. Other elements
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that fully accompany the gaze on Rome are the stairs. Stairs are a unique accomplishment of roman architecture. In Rome,
there are several stairways, graded ramp and staircase buildings which, in the analysis of the contemporary city, have been
substantially ignored. The reason lies in the contemporary analysis of this urban element that assumes the idea of difficulty as
the protagonist: unlike a linear path that has the function of connecting two points lying on the same plane, climbing a ladder
requires a physical effort. However, looking at the past, staircases are not a barrier; they are a living part of the city. It can be
an element that offers the possibility of a spiritual ascent. An example is the Scala Santa in Rome, which bears a metaphorical
meaning: climbed on the knees by pilgrims in ancient times, it symbolizes purification and therefore a spiritual elevation.
Sometimes a stair is used as a community public seat: the Renaissance iconography provides countless examples of
staircases used as a stasis point. It’s possible to find a clear example of this in “The school of Athens,” painted by Raffaello
Sanzio in 1509-1511, or in the painting “Presentation of the virgin at the temple” by Tintoretto (Fig.1), where the stairs
are intended as a public seat for the inhabitants of the city. In other cases the staircase offers itself as a privileged point of
view: in Giorgio Vasari’s “Pope Gregory XI Returning from Avignon“ (made in 1573) it’s possible to see a stairway in the
background that represents a privileged viewpoint for bystanders while they look at the triumphant comeback of the pope
who brought the church from Avignon to Rome. More recently, a similarity can be found in the stairway of Trinità dei
Monti, used by tourists as a theatrical auditorium to enjoy the view of the city. The stairway is divided into three levels (the
square level, the intermediate level and the upper level in front of the church). These dynamics offer the opportunity to take
“photographs” of several different views of the opposite Piazza di Spagna and via dei Condotti. The ban imposed on sitting
testifies the weakening of this architectural element imposed by the contemporary.
Potenza. A city of stairs
There are cities in which the staircase represents a strongly characterizing element. An example can be the city of
Potenza, in Basilicata which offers a starting point for the study of the contemporary Italian city. As a medieval town, it
was the subject of an uncontrolled urban development after the Irpinia earthquake of the 1980s which caused its actual
configuration. To date, after the growing interest in historic centers and their protection, we are witnessing the practice of
“duplicating the real landscape into a represented landscape” which “can constitute an alibi for the first to be destroyed
because the second remains intact”4. We should therefore ask ourselves whether there is another mode of intervention
that permits to act consciously on the existing. In fact, the application of a unique model on each city is not possible.
Each Italian city has its own architectural identity depending on its territorial and geographical belonging: due to the
“permanence of the Roman centuriation, the North has produced a genetic attention for the plan […] the center of the
peninsula has absorbed from Rome the theme of section as an image of an internal duplicity of the building”5 the South,
on the other hand, is characterized by attention to the elevation and the landscape. But, the city of Potenza is an exception
from the neighboring capitals, such as Bari, Naples and Catanzaro. Developing in height and rising at 819 meters above
sea level, it has little to do with the Mediterranean architecture that characterizes the south of the Italian peninsula. Its
orography and climatic conditions impose types of research on the city that come close to the characteristics of the central
Apennines. From these considerations, the need arises to consider it a city with an identity strongly characterized by the
landscape but also by the attention to the section and the consequent study of vertical connections.
The parallel that arises is therefore spontaneous: if in the cities of the plain areas and on the low hills the connection
between the empty elements of the city is given, in most cases, by the roads and the identification of a vertical
landmark, in Potenza the procedure is reversed and the main theme of the connection is identified in the vertical ascent
elements, while the arrival space defined by is the node that catches the eye. Consequently, the main theme in Potenza
is precisely the construction of stairs and “stair buildings”.
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Stair buildings
In Potenza, the need to overcome a slope has given rise, especially in the historic center, the highest point of the city,
to the creation of buildings that can be defined as “two-faced”. By two-faced building is meant a building that doesn’t
have a proper main façade, because the characteristics of the site make the building face two different road sections. An
example can be the Ariston Cinema. It was built in 1955 designed by Eng. Augusto Mango, close to the compact building
curtain of Potenza town. The construction started in 1954 and the works continued until 1955. The earthquake of 1980 led
the building to close for a few months, to allow checks on structures, which however were not significantly damaged, In
1989 a project was presented by Eng. Beniamino Lo Russo and approved by the Municipality of Potenza, which involved
the urban redevelopment of via Mazzini, via IV Novembre and the expansion and transformation to Cinema-Theater,
which however was never built. The decline began in 1993 when the cinema was closed in order to carry out a “long
and complex” renovation that involved the construction of a stage, necessary to be able to combine film, theatrical and
musical activities, in an attempt to increase quality and to diversify the offer6. To date, the Ariston cinema is abandoned.
After several proposals, it looks like a ruin. But unlike its fate, the structure and design of the Ariston can be useful to
understand the potential of the two-faced building. From a typological point of view, the cinema needs to be configured as
a large inclined staircase in order to allow the view. But if you eliminate the merely functional meaning and analyze the
design of the structure, you can see that it has three fundamental peculiarities: the adaptation to the site, the presence of
two distinct facades placed at different heights, the predominance of the stair element in the building composition (Fig 2).
Parallelisms between the two-faced staircase building and Consagra’s frontal city.
The 1969 writing “The frontal city” by Pietro Consagra, proposes a new idea of the
 city. The sculptor starts from
criticizing the three-dimensionality which is “a guarantee of the persistence of the mythological object to be placed as
centrality: a structure of Power. The central location, the focus on three dimension is the reflection of the individual
who identifies himself in the object. [...] three-dimensionality was born as a desire for power”7.
The artist’s answer is the creation of sculptures that can move away as far as possible from the idea of three
dimensionality, consequently getting closer to the other two dimensions. In fact, “in frontal sculpture, the moving of
the position of the object outside the ideal center can be seen as the determining principle, it considers the relationship
between volume and surrounding observation is considered to be mythological, which establishes a unique direction
for direct observation”8. The frontal city is a derivation of this research which Consagra itself defines “provocative”9
in fact it’s the proposal of an artist who tries to give an answer through art and its’ tools.
However, it’s possible to present a new vision through the ideas provided by Consagra, which if taken literally, would
obtain results closer to scenography than to architecture. The two-faced building proposed by Consagra could be
summarized in the three main characteristics: it opposes the skyscraper as an expression of power, it seeks a minimum
size in terms of thickness and it moves the center of the object out of it.
Visions
After analyzing the peculiar characteristics of Consagra’s two-sided building, it seems legitimate to propose an architectural
vision that looks for a new typology: the double-sided staircase building.
In these configurations, which are proposed in order to develop a new reasoning basis that starts from the experimentation
through abstract designing, the characteristics of Consagra are translated into a multi-functional building. The result is a
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tall building but, unlike skyscrapers, this height is due to the need of connecting two different site levels.
The service compartment is moved outside the building, the part dedicated to housing and services has a maximum
thickness of 6 meters. This is necessary in order for the light to enter only from one side of the facade. These experiments
therefore outline two different faces in which the main facade doesn’t exist, just like in the staircase buildings, because
the building is in fact made up of two parts that interface with the different levels of the street. The core that is moved
externally is the connection between the different road heights (Fig.3).
Conclusion
The proposal for a new vision of Potenza arises from the need to find architecture able to confront with tradition and place
in a conscious way. The example of Ariston cinema is in fact exemplary. The building, abandoned like a ruin, reflects some
contemporary architectural orientations: non-intervention and suspension of the comparison with tradition. The “visions”
are therefore opposed to a forced “ruins fascination” and “sustainable style”, which is not building sustainability but real
architectural language “which is divided into a number of solutions which, in addition to being technically adequate to
the request of an eco-compatible costume, are configured as metaphors of an alternative conception of architecture”10.
The “visions”, trying to resolve the conflict with the contemporary, end up recovering the concept of duration by asking
questions about tradition, about methods of action and integration with history. They propose an architecture able to offer
design possibilities that keep the attention to the identity and to the memory of the city at the center of the research.
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ABSTRACT
The women, for a long time, have worked in the field of artistic creation and scientific research, in almost total heteronomy. The
reflection proposes a survey on women’s ability to operate in partial independence and free thought through the design space, especially
the open space. One area in which women seem to find an aesthetic and ethical cohesion is related to the project of the modern and
contemporary city, in its collective places and more broadly, in the urban landscape. The sudden move towards the “outside” is what
characterizes writers, poetesses, architects, landscape architects, photographers, artists in a broad sense and even women scientists,
who were chosen to generate a feminine aesthetic in relation to the idea of open space.
This sharp and sudden movement can be tracked in the ‘live action’ unexpected and impetuous of which Roberto Calasso speaks and
which is brought to men and women by Nymphs in the form of madness-possession. Calasso refers to the true teaching of classical
knowledge that sudden gushes and with “The madness that comes from the Nymphs” he turns the foundations of Western culture: it
does not date back to the male Olympian gods but to the Nymphs, divinities of springs and trees.
Apollo and Dionysus, Calasso writes, would have usurped the merits and creativity of the Nymphs.
Reason for which must be re-modulated a mythology on the relationship between knowledge and nature linked to the women. The live
action and controversial always reappears: in the Renaissance we find it in the sudden movement of the hair of Botticelli’s Venus.
Today, for the authors proposed in this paper, the creative freedom appears to be coming right through the living gesture to go outside,
outdoors. Moving away from the house, even just in the garden, taking care of it, and from there discovering an external private and
public, it appears, for women, as a true form of rebellion. Exit out of the confines of a comfort zone, which is often determined by
others, was the live action of the two forerunners Virginia Woolf and Vita Sackeville West, who used nature as a metaphor for freedom.
The works here reread, belonging to different individuals and even far apart, are all linked by the metaphor of the open space, the
natural place and of the anthropized nature.
The list of scholars is very long, among them: R. Carson, R. Solnit, D. Scott Brown, T. Way and for the UE Muf Architects, P. Pera,
Resta and Bonesio, E. Morelli, Stephanié Buttier.
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Women, for a long time, have worked in the field of artistic creation and scientific research, in almost total heteronomy.
This reflection proposes a survey on women‘s ability to operate in partial independence and free thought not only in the
theoretical field but also in physical open space. One area in which women seem to find an aesthetic and ethical cohesion
is the one related to the planning of the modern and contemporary city, in its collective places, and, more broadly, in the
urban landscape. The sudden move towards the “outside” is what characterizes writers, poetesses, architects, landscape
architects, photographers, artists in a broad sense and even women scientists, who were chosen to generate a feminine
aesthetic in relation to the idea of open space. The works analyzed here pertain to different personalities, quite far apart
between each other, but all tied to the metaphor of emptiness, nature and environment.
During the days of isolation, in which interaction between us and everyone else has been precluded, together with the
enjoyment of nature but also streets and urban squares, we‘ve been isolated in our home dimension, it‘s quite likely been
easier to understand how these women lived for centuries, locked in circumscribed universes.
During the pandemic, we understood the limits posed by the globalization model and the phenomenon of climate
change. Our way of living can‘t keep up with the contradictions of our capitalistic and consumerist system. Before of
this universal lockdown, a very young activist by the name of Greta Thunberg became iconic for representing this global
unrest. Through Greta and the teenagers that marched with her for our future, the public realized the danger that humanity
is facing due to the foolish abuse of Earth‘s resources. The women of this essay, just like Greta, all share a vision for the
future, where our personal destiny loses its individuality to become a shared future: the subordination to a patriarchal
system is very similar in form to the way mankind dominates nature. The awareness of this situation of disparity has been
initially shared through writings like poetry and novel and later on scientific papers, but slowly it also surfaced with direct
actions and finally projects and constructions that, through gardens, parks, squares and public spaces, provide women with
the possibility to generate more space and freedom.
Opening a gap in the walled spaces: novels and English gardens.
England was the first nation in Europe to make women aware very early on about their rights, and the wish for freedom
has been the focal point of many writings, novels and poems, that helped women to develop independent thought tied to
nature and space. Virginia Woolf, in her A room‘s for One‘s Own, tells us how Jane Austen wrote most of her novels in
her living room; Such was the space allowed for women‘s intellectual work. Virginia explains how, sadly, until women
managed to conquer more suitable workplaces, They had to only write Novels, no theater, no essays and no treaties.
Women had to earn both the space and the authority to deal with more challenging matters.
Even though Jane Austen had to write confined in a room, continuously bothered by the house personnel and guests, her
novels tell us about external places, describing with great care parks, gardens and the countryside of her time. Virginia
Woolf is not the only one to write about Jane Austen‘s remarkable skills: the Italian landscaper Emanuela Morelli, in her
Il giardino inglese attraverso gli occhi di Jane Austen. Tra Wilderness e Shrubbery highlights the ability of Jane Austen
to overcome the limits of unlikely love stories in order to present us an undercurrent of great transformation going on
in England, through gardens: “from the description of the landscapes and the dialogues of landowners in Jane Austen‘s
novels emerge some of the heavy changes started by the agrarian revolution to the English countryside between the XVIII
and XIX centuries”1. Jane Austen, like her novels‘ protagonists, know the countryside pretty well because she saw it, a
very rare occasion of breathing open air for women. During that time, the formal garden was turning into an informal style,
the change from classical geometry to a more organic scheme broke the confinement of the park, to allow us to look into
the infinite horizon, opening up a breach in the wall of isolation that confined English women. Jane Austen‘s protagonists
always lived open spaces and nature as places of freedom, where time and history meet and mix “the protagonists, through
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their movements and crossed space, determine the flow of time and the happening of events in the story”2. Throguh novels
and the reality of that time we can see how gardens become dynamic and kinetic places.
The transformation from classical to modern of those gardens happened in a certainly long time span and it wasn‘t always
linear, with a heavy contribution from poets, philosophers and even politicians. In the garden the English liberal thought
fought against the French authoritarian and absolutist model, by “denying the geometries imposed by nature, freeing it in
a sweet, softer form that looked casual on the surface”.

Fig. 1
Ecofeminism:
Women, Culture,
Nature,
by Karen J. Warren
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Jane Austen made her characters live those spaces that were transforming: all of her heroines walked through the
countryside, the parks and the gardens, and here their readings and strollings became a mean for their inner path, a
research that gives “character and depth to their way of thinking”. In Pride and prejudice the protagonist develops her
love for Mister Darcy through the beauty of his mansion: “Elizabeth, as they drove along, watched for the first appearance
of Pemberley Woods with some perturbation; and when at length they turned in at the lodge, her spirits were in a high
flutter. The park was very large, and contained great variety of ground. They entered it in one of its lowest points, and
drove for some time through a beautiful wood, stretching over a wide extent (...). She had never seen a place for which
nature had done more, or where natural beauty had been so little counteracted by an awkward taste. They were all of them
warm in their admiration; and at that moment she felt, that to be mistress of Pemberley might be something!”.
From Virginia and Vita to the Muf Architects
The informal garden would see many variations of itself in England, among them there is Virginia Woolf‘s little garden.
When she visited it for the first time, she noticed that Monk‘s House was a wild place, the house had little rooms and she
felt a distinct lack of comfort in them, but each and every attempt to give an objective evaluation to the place had to “give
way to the great delight inspired in her by the size, shape and fertility of the garden and its fresh, wild air” Vita SackvilleWest, a friend of Virginia, poet and lover of gardening, already owned a garden, which is still visited as of today for its
remarkable beauty and care 3. This natural place, divided by rooms, was overwhelmed with the colour of its vegetation
and flowers, in contrast with the informal garden of the previous century, which was mostly green. Literature and the
garden are, then, the tools through which women, as we saw, can open a breach for the construction of their thought.
Jane Austen‘s protagonists begin to feel freedom, even though their nature is still to identify it with marriage. Thanks
to Virginia and Vita, many breaches would open in history, they helped fight gender stereotypes, acting as full-blown
intellectuals, with the help of their love for gardens, to the point where Virginia made Orlando4 say “nature nature,
I‘m your bride, take me as I am”. Concerning the contemporary age, the Muf Architects are a collective of women,
architects and artists, they work as researchers in the field of public space, like in Dalston 2009, a block of East
London. They produce relational space and shapes.
The endless practice of American Women
Stepping away from home, even if it means just the garden, taking care of it, and from there discovering public and private
exterior spaces, from the environment to the city, is a true form of rebellion for women; it is the act of stepping out of a
comfort zone that too often has been decided by someone else, this was the “gesto vivo” (alive act) of Virginia and Vita.
Oversea is where nature becomes a metaphor of fight.
“Because Rachel Carson‘s landmark book offers undeniable proof that the power of an idea can be far greater than
the power of politicians” wrote Al Gore in his introduction of Silent Spring. Rachel Carson, a marine biologist, in the
early ’60s, noticed how pesticides would eventually shut down all the beautiful noises of spring, killing every insect,
bird and living being and polluted the water and the earth. No organic life form would have survived. Her cry has been
more powerful than any political act, and then, from that day in 1962, the ecologist movements were born. The DDT
pesticide has been banned since then. It is quite likely that Rachel Carson didn‘t expect that Her complaint of a world less
subordinated to profit was about to start a claim that would not stop at pesticides but cross over and be welcomed by not
only the environment movements but also women in general, that saw a similarity between the way mankind dominated
the environment and how men dominated women.
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Fig. 2
Marian Cruger
Coffin
(1876-1957)

Fig. 3
Making Space in
Dalston Muf Architects
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We had to wait until 1990, when Karen J. Warren started talking about “a real ecological revolution”5 for women, using
the term “ecofeminism” that was created in 1974 by Françoise d’Eaubonne. Karen J. Warren explains that by ecological
femìnism she means “the existence of important connection – historicals, experiential, symbolic, theoretical – between the
subordination inflicted to women and the domination over nature, and it is crucial to understand them both for feminism
and for environmental ethic”. Feminism was historically set to abolish subordination of the “weaker” side, the women,
and now, ecofeminism wanted to expand this concept with the issue of oppression of the environment and the planet.
Karen J. Warren writes that “ecofeminism extends the philosophical attention of feminism to nature”, where nature is seen
as a conceptual framework, in order to pry open the patriarchal framework that, in the western societies, “allowed the twin
domination of nature and women”.
“The ecofeminist philosophies argue that the oppressive framework” is always characterized by three “aspect of any
other oppressive framework”. 1: women are identified with nature and the reign of physicality, while men are identified
with the mental aspect and the human aspect; 2: anything that is identified within the reign of nature and physicality is
to be considered inferior to anything that belongs to the mental and human aspect; 3: therefore, women are inferior to
men, or vice-versa, men are superior to women. In parallel with the debate opened by historical feminists, women started
to produce work in the field of architectural planning and landscaping, in the form of texts and spaces for the outdoor
life: Thaïsa Way overturned the idea of nature being inferior, she wrote a book about her endless practice, where she
gathered many projects created by women landscapers of the past century6: “I chose to consider the women who exercised
the profession emerged in the public sphere” as well as “if we want to develop a new vocabulary for architecture and
landscape, as Elizabeth Meyer challenged us to do, we have to begin to describe the spaces and the practices that are
‘in the middle’; the places of overlapping; and the relations to nature, earth and practice”. Denise Scott Brown worked
profusely on public spaces between volumes, like the long road that crosses Las Vegas. Only recently she published
Having words feminist confessions of a woman architect, only after the passing away of her famous husband Robert
Venturi. Rebecca Solnit, after a long career of critique and theory of art, with on her side the publication of a famous text
about the history of walking as an act of creative thinking and collective spirit7, she felt compelled to publish a book with
an unequivocal title: Men explain things to me, reflections about oppressing males.
The great mother of Mediterranean spaces
Concerning the western countries, where does this male rule over female thinking come from? An interesting hypothesis
comes from Roberto Calasso, with his La follia che viene dalle Ninfe (the madness that comes from Nymphs) (Adelphi
books), he described how everything concerning the western culture, Our ancestors culture, from the male olympic
gods and the birth of creative thinking, all of this, in reality, is just usurpation. Calasso writes about how the sudden
movement of the lateral though, differently from the linear thought, is comparable to an alive act, unexpected and
impetous, comparable to the “going forward” of some creative women, and is brought to humans by the ancient
Nymphs in the form of possession-madness. Calasso traces back from the classical culture to the modern days in a
“sudden” way, the spring of a gush which is here the personification of the Nymphs, goddesses of springs and trees.
Apollo and Dionysus sneakily usurped the merits and creativity of the Nymphs.
This is why we can think about a re-modulation of the link between knowledge and nature tied to the female world and
the mythology born from it. The alive act and its controversy reappear often during our history: during Reinassance we
can find it in the sudden movement of the hairs of the Venus of Botticelli (Aby Warburg), or we can see it in the authors
proposed in this essay, where creative freedom happens through the alive act of going forward, by the open air, as Carson
did to study the Seas and Thumberg did in order to cross the ocean with a boat.
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Even the Italians that wanted to work with gardens and open spaces had to struggle for it. Lidia Soprani taught Landscape
Discipline at the school of Architecture in the Roman University “La Sapienza” through many many courses, from live
drawing to arrangement of landscaping, she was a pioneer of this teaching together with Vittoria Calzolari, and she
promoted the professional figure of the Landscaper Architect. Her relationship with the landscape is one of militancy,
started halfway through the ’60s and lasted for over fifty years.
The time period after her graduation, during the ’60s, is fundamental in order to understand her thought: she was young
and engaged, and together with Manfredo Tafuri she supported the “continuità ideologica” (ideological continuity) inside
the modern movement, a theoretical current that wanted to insert the themes of architecture and urbanism into the political
talk by the use of social pressure. Since then, she proposed a study in her methodology and didactic that was deduced
from the great infrastructures like highways or informal English gardens, which she researched for a long time, applying
the methodology of observation and perception through the description and critical evaluation of the environment.
What is she requiring us to look at? Even before we intervene and remodel a landscape in order to make it a more comfortable
habitat that is useful to mankind, she asks us to look with a critical eye to the landscape, the trees and dendrophobia, the amount
of deforestation with still a critical lack of pastures, and finally the uncontrolled growth of forestation. Understanding the
beauty of the landscape, like in the case of the “foliage” is important in order to denounce the danger we are putting nature into.
The young activist of the ’60s, that used to support avant-garde battles was never truly gone, she just found new
companions, new battles: “here, look at those trees!” she urges us. The philosophers Caterina Resta and Luisa Bonesio

Fig. 4
Borderline1 (2012)
by Stéphanie Buttier
and Sophie Larger
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have been very active in the battle for denunciation, during the ’80s and the ’90s with Their studies on Geophilosophy
and the Protoecologist thought that have been recovered by Aldo Leopold, They propose a new way to inhabit the Earth,
which they call “Matria”, and to “think like a mountain”.
A battle fought with the aid of writing and nature has been brought on by Pia Pera. With Pia Pera, we recovered
that link between narration and action that we saw with the English novel writers: the garden and the vegetable
garden are places where one raises its own awareness, and her own vegetable garden is even a master. In
the vegetable garden, rebellion thoughts are born and they become ecological thoughts and beauty thoughts.
Pia uses Fukuoka, the master of non-action that constantly denounces the greed of the evolved and cultured man.
To those that “create ugliness” she answers with the beauty of nature: “I wished that the hedge had that kind of
beauty that no one wanted or designed, happened by mere chance at the edge of the petty work of a scraper and that
It wouldn‘t interrupt the landscape like one of those laurel walls, or even worse, Arizonian cypress that are rigorously
squared; instead, I wanted it to remind of the edge of a country road, one of those mixed hedges that no one has
planted, that grove spontaneously by itself that mixed essence and co-essence, leaving the Earth to do its work”.
Pia Pera believed that knowledge is movement – course – research, like how it was for the women of Jane Austen.
And even when her life was taking its course and was about to end (Pia suffered from ALS), she felt like the first living
being to hear about this should have been her space of nature, and so she used a poetic verse from Emily Dickinson in her
posthumous book: I haven’t told my garden yet.
Conclusions
Our conclusions can be entrusted to a French landscaper named Stephanie Buttier, who graduated at the National Superior
School of Landscape at Versailles: Stephanie, with her “Borderline” made a true avant-garde and artistic gesture out of the
breach. At the Biennial Parkdesign of 2012 at Bruxelles, dedicated to the development of public spaces, Stephanie Buttier,
together with Sophie Larger, made a contemporary garden out of an abandoned lot, playing with the idea of a soft border.
They proposed flexible barriers made out of elastic cord that We can cross through: the idea is to question the condition of
these limits in order to change the look and habits of the residents located in those neglected places.
The works here presented belong to different individuals, and even though. They are far apart in time. They are all linked
by the metaphor of the open space, the natural place, and of the anthropized nature.
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In recent decades, architecture seems to have been condemned to affect the city through off-scale, superficial, hyper-technological
or sustainable. All this assumes a technocratic paradigm that in wanting to maximize the economic and energy resources reduces
it to a mere question of efficiency, of performance, forgetting the form and with it the expression of sense. From a functional point
of view, the city is characterized by its economic and social importance within the regional context, while from the morphological
point of view it finds expression in the urban landscape.
The city, interpreted as a vital synthesis of a flow of historically identified experiences, is subject to constant processes of transformation
that can be identified in the design of the fabric and the architect must take it into account in the creative act of design. Form is the
result of a process, of the progressive organic association of parts, and it makes sense to break it down and investigate its components
only if its substantial unity and indivisibility are taken into account. Understanding the form of things not for what they are, but in
their historical evolution, allows us to read also the tearing conditions of the contemporary territory as a state of transition, which
is a temporary moment of a continuous transformation (M.R.G. Conzen). The analysis of the urban system includes the evaluation of
the physical conditions of a place, its structure and the main factors of social and economic development: the latter creates a bridge
between the morphological and the functional approach. Urban morphology as a tool of reading urban processes allows us, therefore,
to understand the phenomena identified in the constructed reality. It is a solid theoretical and analytical base from which to trace a
path, a guide on which to lay the foundations for a new design methodology able to work on the structural substance of an urban
organism, on the traces left by the fabric of its formative logic, from how citizens live and transform it. The architect then, assuming
the structural and morphological knowledge of the urban fabric as an expression of many other fabrics including the social, economic
and cultural one, must translate them into design tools for the contemporary city, laying the foundations for a new designed creativity.
Because creating means drawing from nothing, but “ex nihilo nihil fit”, nothing is born from nothing.
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Morphological analysis provides a relevant view of the urban form as a resource for design and a deeper understanding
of the relationships between its different aspects such as physical form, land use, control, structure and the ways in which
forms can be combined and configured to meet particular objectives. All forms can be considered as potential solutions
for the future. Because of its focus on the process of formation and transformation, the analysis of urban morphology
offers the designer a rich understanding of historical roots, the meaning of places and the potential for making positive use
of regularity and patterns of formation when designing new environments and settlements. But today, urban morphology
is not yet a unified and compact subject of study. Debates on what we might call orthodoxy are not yet over. But one of
the most important developments of the last two decades has been the relevance assumed by two schools of thought of
international urban morphology: one linked to the world of Italian architectural research with S. Muratori and G. Caniggia,
and the other to that of British geography with M.R.G. Conzen. Both authors, Caniggia and Conzen, understood the
cultural importance of the historical continuity of the urban landscape and its transformation mechanisms; hence the
common commitment to a morphogenetic approach to the study of the built environment. Both have identified cycles of
temporal mutation and their spatial dimension. Both have observed the weakness of modernism as a cultural project. At
the same time there are differences that divide their work. Although both look at the urban fabric as a whole, Caniggia, as
an architect, gave more importance to buildings and their formative process; while Conzen, as a geographer, systematically
analysed the city’s layout in all its complexity, relegating buildings to their position within the wider spatial configuration
of the city. Caniggia formulated a very useful and functional history of the evolution of building types, highlighting their
derivations and continuity, while for Conzen the building types are differentiated only to define the formal regions and
sub-regions within the spatial mosaic of the urban landscape. Examining in more detail the two different approaches to
urban morphology, in particular their logic and their specific objective, will allow us to understand if and how they fit
together: if the different approaches are studying the same thing, in this case the urban form, and a multiple description
provides more insight into a single point of view, we will benefit from understanding the specific relationships between
them. The different approaches share the basic morphological principles regarding the form as a configuration, as a
generative process involving interactions between people and their environment. Human activities that create and make
use of the built environment necessarily fit into a context of social, economic and political activities. We must try to
understand the use and creation of the built environment in terms of its position within the culture of which it is an integral
part. Building a picture of the social and economic context means identifying the values, ideas and intentions typical of
the population and resulting from the cultural habits, structures and technology they generate. Further points in common
are the distinction of a compositional hierarchy and different levels of complexity in the structure of the urban form,
distinct from their position within the configuration. The hierarchical structure provides a means to begin to see how the
different approaches fit together in more specific and formal terms. Identifying these relationships will help to demonstrate
that far from being mutually exclusive, the different approaches are complementary. The urban morphology of the two
approaches is characterised by a common number of key concepts. First, the notion of model, which is one of the most
central in urban morphology. In various ways, morphology is encapsulated in the idea of relationship models. Each form
is the result of a process, of the progressive organic association of parts, and it makes sense to break it down and investigate
its components only if one takes into account its substantial unity and indivisibility. Therefore, in addition to the general
notion of model, there are three fundamental concepts that form the common basis of two morphological approaches to
the built environment: process, type and hierarchy. The act of building is fundamentally a cultural and social process that
includes an interaction between individuals or groups and their physical environment. The reproduction of artifacts using
the same model or configuration of elements creates a type. To make a distinction, a configuration is an arrangement of
parts and a type is a configuration that has a degree of modularity and integration as a cultural habit. The type is a
configuration that has been actively reproduced. While each type example may change slightly, the configuration always
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remains the same. Simple elements have combined together over time to form more complex artifacts: small spaces have
created buildings; buildings and fences have created plots; plots and routes have created streets. The result is not a chaotic
cluster of parts but an appearance of composite artifacts with distinct levels of complexity. The link between the levels
forms a compositional hierarchy. In simple form the hierarchy includes: Streets, Plots, Buildings. The combination of
streets, plots and buildings, seen as a composite form, is commonly referred to as the urban fabric. It is the main component
or unit of urban growth and transformation. Karl Kropf, in his “Handbook of Urban Morphology” suggests a table of a
series of elements that allow a greater resolution of the analysis and includes: structure, materials, rooms, buildings, plots,
routes, urban blocks, streets, urban tissue. Kropf also integrates it with the elements of the configurational approach but
in this analysis has been set aside to focus on the two main approaches type-morphological and historical-geographical.
In this table the elements form a compositional hierarchy based on the relationship between them. Each element is
composed of or contains the previous element in the list. This allows us to read the urban tissue on progressive levels of
resolution. The different types of elements can be combined in different ways. The table also helps to distinguish the
complementary relationships between the different approaches and the methods that are used for element analysis. For
example, the type-morphological approach treats the hierarchy as a whole as a design context, focusing on the building
type level and the urban tissue, while the historical-geographical approach focuses on the transformation cycle of plots
and the urban tissue as a geographical structure. In the practical act of morphological investigation, to the sequence

Fig. 1
Comparative model
of different
approaches
to Urban
Morphology
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“analysis-comparison-synthesis” must be added that “description-evaluation-project”. Analysis alone is not enough; we
need to compare the results and study them from different points of view in order to get a better understanding of things
and their synthesis. This represents a continuity between “looking” and “creating”. A designer who works with the built
environment must see it as a means of design with technical features. Once we understand how it works is because we are
attracted to it, we are in a better position to use that knowledge in design and to achieve better results. The general starting
point for any morphological analysis will be a more or less defined idea of the place or type of form to be analysed and
the purpose of the analysis. The scope of a project can be defined in terms of specific boundaries of the study area or type
of module, aspects of the urban form to be investigated, the level of resolution of the study and the period of time spent.
It starts with our immediate experience, the current state in all its details. We apply the most abstract concepts of resolution
levels, time frame and different aspects of the urban form, each of which is a distinct view. In one way or another, the
scope should be set at the beginning of the project to ensure that it remains focused and achievable. The scope of a study
can be adapted to meet different purposes and objectives by selecting which of the different aspects of the urban form to
include. The level of resolution of a study refers to the smallest element considered. A study of building types, for
example, can only involve the overall shape and interior plans. An assessment of a city could include the location of the
settlement within the landscape through textures and individual streets, leaving the building as “solid” and thus not
distinguishing different building types in terms of interior layout, structures and materials. All morphological studies have
a temporal dimension on the principle that form is always the product of a process. The time frame of a study is the period
of time during which the study explicitly seeks to establish the state of the settlement or relevant elements. Each
morphological approach will have its aspects with levels of resolution and time frame and will be immediately superimposed
on the aspects of the other approach in order to have the most complete framework of comparative analysis possible. This
makes the urban form “polytropic”, i.e. it is able to find different types of communication for different types of approach
to the form, as in medicine patients are healed with remedies adapted to their conditions and predispositions. This system
allows us to find and ‘free’ incorporated types, patterns and associations for creative recombination. Through abstraction,
for example, it is possible to select the patterns of relationships that we find in our perception of the built environment and
use them as potential solutions. The generation of innovation and solutions is an ongoing process that is inextricably
linked to the cultures that produce them. Any type has roots in the activities and cultural habits that generated it. “Ex nihilo
nihil fit”. Most “pure” inventions fail. Reworking or combining different elements that have been tested with continuous
use and reproduction is a safer bet than starting from scratch. Taking this idea forward along with the principles of
persistence and embedded types suggests that the most significant source of potential elements for innovation lies in the
built environment itself. The built environment is a design resource, a library of tools ideal for new design.
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ABSTRACT
Rural settlements in China face different critical challenges in the current civilisation course, which aims at drastically alleviating
poverty and building a prosperous, harmonious and beautiful nation. Indeed with the turn of the millennium, the Chinese central
government started promulgating arrays of policies targeted to promote virtuous cycles of restructuring in rural areas, which culminate
with the recent Five-year Strategic Plan for Rural Revitalization (2018-2022) and situate the countryside renaissance as one of the top
priority of Beijing’s agenda. However, the dramatic frictions between the urban and the rural are far to be narrowed, remaining the
main obstacle to inclusive nationwide development. In the countryside, the transition from a planned to a market economy is coupling
with the production of new architectural forms and spatial aggregations which are reshaping the rural territories. Taking two villages
in Fujian Province, the paper compares the spatial implication of their spontaneous and planned land-use transitions. Indeed, the
selected villages represent a compelling sample of current policies implementation, since one has just been the object of re-development
while the other is in the process of. The purpose is to investigate the quality and intensity of their patterns of change. The methodology
includes both fieldworks, based on several months of on-site surveys and deskwork, with the implementation of graphic elaborations.
The results identify and describe three patterns of development, providing an overview about contemporary phenomena of land-use
transition taking place in Chinese ruralities. The paper concludes highlighting the weaknesses and potentialities embedded in the
showed rural fabrics, questioning their values in the pursuit of local development.
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Introduction
With the promulgation of an array of measures under the well-known label of Reform and Opening policies promoted
by Deng Xiaoping since the 1980s, China has started a shocking socio-economic transition to achieve the status of a
developed and modern country. However, the social restrictions (Whyte, 2010; Chen et al., 2014; Zhu, 2017) and the
economic gap (Friedman, 2005; Tilt, 2010; Long et al., 2011; Long et Li, 2012; Long et al., 2012; Long, 2014) put
Chinese ruralities into a subaltern condition compared to urbanized areas, which manifests in a broad spectrum of forms.
The most prominent one is a reversed relationship of self-sufficiency of the town and the countryside. Rural territories
were once used to supply resources to the urban areas, while today their economy and development depend on cities.
Chinese rural settlements struggle to find a suitable position in the current civilization course (Bai et al., 2011; Wang et
al. 2016), which aims at drastically alleviating poverty (Xi, 2017; Liu et al., 2017; Garrick and Bennet, 2018, Guo et al.,
2019) and in building a prosperous, harmonious and “beautiful” nation (Tucker and Grim, 2014). With the turn of the
millennium, the Chinese central government has relaxed policies targeted to promote virtuous cycles of restructuring in
rural areas (Ahlers and Schubert, 2009; Long et al., 2010;), which culminated with the recent Five-year Strategic Plan
for Rural Revitalization, 2018-2022 situating the countryside renaissance as one of the top priority of Beijing’s agenda.
The rural revitalization plan marks a new phase in Chinese countryside development, by converging a wide range of
forces and initiatives, as witnessed by the conspicuous academic production and by the Chinese participation in the 2018
Venice Biennale of Architecture, with a pavilion narrating the design experiments taking place in contemporary rural
China, entitled Building a Future Countryside (Li, 2018). What emerges is a new cultural and practical dimension where
architecture has the possibility of innovating its design approaches and disciplinary tools (Bolchover and Lin, 2013; Valle,
2016). Unfortunately, the dramatic frictions between the urban and the rural are still far to be narrowed, which remains as
the main obstacle towards inclusive nationwide development. Professor Wen Tiejun formulated the “three rural issues,”
framing the contemporary challenges of rural development (Wen, 2007; Pan et al., 2017). This paper presents two routes
of development which represent the principal path of rural urbanization. They are the offspring of the two seasons from
the above mentioned policies, namely the market-oriented one from the 1980s and the 1990s to the planned programs of
the 2000s and the 2010s. Due to their ordinary condition, these two settlements represent two crucial paths of development
of contemporary rural China. Both villages are located in the administrative jurisdiction of Hanjiang District, Putian City,
Fujian Province; respectively in Xinxian County and Jiankou County.
Aims and methodology
Taking two villages in Fujian Province, the paper compares the spatial implication of their spontaneous and planned landuse transitions. Indeed, the selected villages represent a compelling sample of current policies implementation, since one
has just been the object of re-development while the other is in the process of. The purpose is to investigate the quality
and intensity of their patterns of change. The methodology includes both fieldworks and desk research. The fieldwork
has been carried out by the first author in the period between August 2017 and December 2018 through several on-site
visits. The desk research is articulated in literature review and in the production of graphic elaborations. Taking advantage
from an extensive iconographic apparatus, the study considers the built form as the main document to be analysed and
interpreted, and consequently as the primary source of information.
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Fig. 1
The village seen
from Nazha
Temple on
Houyang
Mountain. Jiayu
Mountain on
the left and
Waiguang
Mountain on the
right. Photo by
the first author.

Fig. 2
Sample of recently
specificities
boxlike villa.
Photo by the first
author.
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Land-use transition in two rural settlements
- Spontaneous development
Zhangyang Village is a rural settlement of 1.500 people in Fujian Province, connected with Putian City by a forty-minutes
single-road driving. The village lies in a small plain surrounded by hills covered by woodland (Fig. 1). It is crossed by
a principal creek which gently turns to create suitable space for wetlands drenched by several irrigation ditches. From a
peripheral point of view, the village built fabric appears dense, almost consolidated. It is walking in its interior space that
the morphological fragmentation arises clearly as well as what remains of its settlement’s principles. Except for a few linear
patterns in the core of the village, the largest part of the built environment is a scattered accumulation of free-standing
constructions which seem to follow the logic of the best view on the landscape. The inner parts of the settlement feature
broken and unbroken sequences of built and non-built spaces. The boxlike villa model (Knapp, 2005) – a freestanding
fancy pavilion typology surrounded by a private yard – is the last stage of the typological evolution, in which, entangled
with the vertical growth, at the same time the house irremediably loses its intrinsic bonds with the ground, conceived as
an amorphous alien entity by modern peasants (Fig. 2). Due to the evolution of the domestic economy and routine, the
dwelling resigns to establish formal relationships with the land and, pursuing an ever-growing degree of intimacy, closes
in on itself. It is possible to recognize two expansion’s pattern: a spot pattern and a diffusive pattern. The first corresponds
with the construction of single buildings located in the denser built fabric. Due to the limitation of free space, the new
houses are located in the interstitial spaces or replace existing structures. The spot pattern conflicts with the phenomenon
of “hollow villages” – according to which the rampant urbanization is coupled with the abandonment of old houses (Liu
et al., 2010; Sun et al., 2011; Gao et al., 2017) – since it expresses the reluctance of farmers to abandon their dwellings.
Preferring to settle in the village’s core, they decide to demolish and rebuild their house in the same place or in proximity.
Even though the spot pattern does not alter the urban fabric significantly, the buildings density increases. The diffusive
pattern located in the fringe areas are defined by the scattered addition of freestanding houses. The orientation’s freedom
determines the fragmentation of the built fabric’s space and the loosing of the structural relationships between the open
and the built-up space. This pattern is faster than the spot one and its impact is dramatically bigger, determining both the
massive loss of arable land, the impairment of the settlement’s formal structure as well as its (past) charming image.
- Planned development
The third pattern is embodied in the second case study, that is Jiankou Happy Communities Village, Jiankou Township,
Hanjiang District, Putian City, Fujian Province. The Jiankou Happy Communities Village is the result of the demolition
of an existing natural village to make space for a new kind of countryside where the new housing neighbourhood
follows the principles of land consolidation, a concept implemented to optimize the land’s productivity. As one of the
demonstration projects, in the village there is a public hall where the goals of the program are reported, as well as its
principal design phases (Fig. 3). The brief description recites “Jiankou Village (…) was once a little-known remote
village. Since it was included into the pilot project for the ‘Happy Communities’ in 2012, the community started from
‘dismantling the old village and building the new one,’ and worked to transform the settlement in a ‘happy dwelling
place in a mountainous area, with an agricultural park and central village that combines liveable environment, ecological
agriculture and farmland sightseeing. (…) it enhances the integration between industries and villages, mobilizing rural
resources, and helping farmers to get rich.”1. From one side, the project optimizes the spatial layout providing the
largest amount of services at the lowest price. The Village can praise different achievements like the consolidation
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Fig. 3
One of the
illustrative
panels of the
project in the
village’s public
hall. Photo by
the first author.

Fig. 4
Jiankou Happy
Community.
Photo by the first
author.
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of more than 80.000 sq. m of arable land, the supply to 194 households of new dwellings, equipped with modern
amenities, the implementation of infrastructural networks and the introduction of new sources of economy. It reduces
the disparities between the rural and the urban, introducing a small-town atmosphere given by the new compact fabric.
On the other side, the realization of the new community required the demolition of the former settlement, according
to a “tabula rasa” approach. An urban-like model of residence has been imposed through the introduction of a grid,
insensible to contextual specificities, which organizes the layout. The built form is given by repeated arrays of middlerise row houses equipped with little gardens in front of the main dwelling’s entrance (Fig. 4). The typology as well the
style is repeated everywhere, without elements of discontinuity, resulting in a rigid, monotonous and redundant built
form. This solution reveals a profound indifference to the context, both in the built form, whose traces were cancelled,
and in the natural environment, since the new planning design could be placed everywhere. The result is the loss of
the bonds linking the space of living, namely the house, and the space of producing, namely the agricultural crops.
Looking at the scale of architecture, the aesthetic values put in this project are poor and denote a scarce devotion to
the improvement of the settlement’s spatial quality. Even though the project aims, and achieves, to concentrate the
residential area, the built shaping resonates as an urban peripheral expansion (Semprebon and Fabris, 2019).
Discussion
In Zhangyang Village the architectural characters of dwellings have evolved spontaneously towards typology’s
homologation and style’s contamination of local elements with a western alphabet. On the one hand, with their fancy
motifs dressing the facades and their decorated tympanums, the boxlike villas of Zhangyang Village represent the
typical contemporary rural multi-story dwelling. Following two different urbanization patterns, both their distribution
schemes and ornamental apparatus imitate a suburban model. A model that struggles to exhibit a new socio-economic
condition, mainly from villagers who made money working in urban areas, and celebrates the privacy as the symbol
of emancipation from the traditional humble living culture. On the other hand, the case of Jiankou Happy Community
Village suggests that land-use optimization enhances the services’ quality, but at the same time threatens the aesthetic and
cultural values that permeate the rural settlements. In our opinion, in Jiankou Village this happened because the planning
design for the new community missed the contribution of architectural and urban design disciplines, which resigned in
front of comforting methodologies of land optimization, based more on quantitative selection rather than qualitative
discernment and critic thinking. The shifting patterns of living in the countryside correspond with the Chinese transition
towards development, called at every level of political administration and grassroots engagement, with the consequent
assimilation of unprecedented scales of values and aspirations, which, in turn, reflects on the architectural expression.
These controversial transitions are acknowledged to lead both to an increment of socio-economic prosperity and, at
the other side of the coin, towards a worrying flattening of cultural diversities, determining enormous losses in terms
intangible heritages. With their homogeneity and indifference to the context, they emphasise what can be empirically
defined a narrow architectural alphabet, both in terms of spatial organisation and expressive language, determining a
pervasive transformation of the landscape, physical and cultural.
Conclusion
In the countryside, the transition from a planned to market economy is coupling with the production of new architectural
forms and spatial aggregations which are reshaping the rural territories (Meriggi, 2018). The paper identifies three
patterns of development, two described in the spontaneous development paragraph and one in the planned development
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one, providing an overview of contemporary phenomena of land-use transition taking place in Chinese ruralities. Such a
transition has been acknowledged to be a potential asset for creating space for new types of living and producing forms,
more sensible to the ecological agenda and, at the same time, able to meet the aspirations of rural citizens. The local
government has recently assumed a crucial position within the decision-making process, either appointing private and
public design institutes to propose pilot projects or providing funding for bottom-up applications by local authorities.
From one side, an important target at the present stage is to realize a conspicuous number of demonstration projects
to cover the largest spectrum of possible strategies of rural revitalization, in order to provide exemplary solutions to
be translated in other contexts. The campaign is seeking the improvement of the rural environment, mainly promoting
urban living standards in the countryside, primarily through the beautification of public spaces, the strengthening of
sanitary infrastructures, the reorganisation of settlement’s schemes and the supply of services to support entrepreneurial
innovation. On the other side, there is a vigorous call to promote bottom-up practices of revitalization supported and
guided by external institutions. Despite the critical condition in term of buildings’ decay, Zhagyang Village, with it
spontaneous path of development, has still the potentiality of proposing more delicate and sensitive approaches, which
could mitigate the rural-urban gap and, at the same time, meet the political agenda without ultimately compromising
the cultural inheritance. It is our opinion that the proposal of sustainable design strategies passes through the in-depth
understanding of current physical and cultural condition, rejecting approaches which dramatically and irreversibly cut the
ties with the undesirable past. The road towards rural revitalization is long and situates in a contested framework between
the grassroots’ engagement, the external stakeholders and the leading role of authorities. The two cases presented in this
paper narrate two opposite approaches to development which reveal both potentialities and weaknesses. They suggest
the necessity of finding more balanced relationships between local actors, taking advantage of gradual transitions which
challenge the idea that fast changes correspond with rapid improvements.

ENDNOTES
1

Text taken from one of the Jiankou Village illustrative panel. Text revised by the authors.
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ABSTRACT
The text reflects on the relationship between memory and places in relation to the duality creativity/reality; it starts from a current,
and urgent, consideration that concerns Italian territory and its internal areas: the Italian context is subject to new and violent
forms of fragility. Fragility that touches different fields: environmental, economic, social and urban that implies a new awareness for
architects in the construction of adequate (and innovative) intervention tools. We are facing a radical change for the architectural
design, which must necessarily define new design strategies for fragile territories, marked by shrinkage, extreme climatic events or
abandonments. It is a current emergency that leaves no time for further expectations, the project is called to act, precisely where it is
more difficult to imagine forms of reactivation. If we consider the earthquake that struck Central Italy in 2016, it is possible to imagine
the challenge it has represented for design processes, but also the implications linked to the need to define an innovative approach
to reconstructions and to define a shared memory capable of safeguarding the identity of forgotten places. The link between memory
and places is a key topic in the approach to reconstruction processes but also in the action on weak contexts, marked by demographic
and economic shrinkage; in particular, in the rehabilitation processes, for example in the earthquake of Emilia-Romagna or Central
Italy, the possibility to build a shared memory of projects, practices and processes could define an innovative methodology. Italy is
a country that has been able to rebuild itself, many times, due to calamitous events that have cyclically struck it; a scenario of ruins
and destruction that has always underlined a lack to define a clear relationship between architectural design and memory of places.
The reconstructions have shown also a resilient attitude and a capacity to adapt typical of territories, cities and inhabitants. If the
contemporary architecture field of knowledge is linked to the creativity and reality, it is fundamental to recognize how architectures
and places need to be reconsidered. The essay will present design strategies for fragile places, affected by calamitous events or sudden
shocks, but at the same time, it will critically interpret what has been done (or remains) to define architectural intervention strategies
and possible action, poised between necessary creativity and forced reality.
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The essay reflects on the relationship between memory and places in relation to the duality creativity/reality; it starts from
a current, and urgent, consideration that concerns Italian territory and its internal areas: the Italian context is subject to
new and violent forms of fragility. Fragility that touches different fields: environmental, economic, social and urban that
implies a new awareness for architects in the construction of adequate (and innovative) interventions and design tools. We
are facing a radical change in the architectural design field, which must necessarily define new design strategies for fragile
territories, marked by shrinkage, extreme climatic events or abandonments. It is a current emergency that leaves no time
for further expectations, the project is called to act, precisely where it is more difficult to imagine forms of reactivation.
A change that has distant roots and that has manifested itself since the economic crisis that has hit Italy, and Europe,
from 2008. Over more than a decade, the conditions have changed, highlighting the need to reconstruct an imaginary
of architectural design that could act in uncertain contexts, no longer destined for a ‘long duration’ but, on the contrary,
capable of acting by punctual fragments and projects, reactivating places, architectures and economies.
Resilience / Adaptation / Memory in Architectural Design
The current research reflects on the combination between resilience and architectural design, necessarily linked to the
relationship between memory of places and the ability that they have to adapt to changing, and often contradictory,
situations. Architectural design, increasingly, must interface with complex and instable situations; nowadays, the ability
to adapt to uncertain conditions appears necessary in the action on the territory and on the buildings. If we look at the
meaning of terms used to describe these conditions, we could grasp important nuances useful to reflect on the new
meaning that contemporary architectural design must assume.
The meaning and etymology of the term ‘adaptation’, in fact, derive from ‘adapt’, in turn a Latin derivation (‘adaptare’
composed of ‘ad-’ and ‘aptare’), it brings together different meanings, first of all, it represents the ability to make something
(or someone) suitable for a specific purpose and it could be applied to both an object, a person or a situation. The action
that a person / an artifact / a territory exerts in adapting to a specific condition produces a situation satisfying physical
and social needs. As an action, the adaptation implies a design attitude, therefore transformative, capable of modifying
the previous condition in which the material was found. Adaptation implies a change of state in the subject, highlights
the ability to modify, to transform itself continuously, innovating and establishing, where it is possible, a new balance
downstream of a shock or unexpected event. By adapting to a new condition, a territory or a building could, partially,
preserve the memory of what has been but, at the same time, open to new ‘possible’ futures. In the definition of new
architectural imaginary capable of a dialogue with the growing fragility of the Italian territory, it is necessary to reflect on
possible design actions linked to forms of adaptability and resilience. Therefore, adaptation represents a necessary feature
of contemporary design because it implies the ability to implement effective changes in the conditions of buildings and
infrastructures while maintaining, where it is possible, the original function and the identity of the contexts.
The essay will try to observe the elastic nature of places subject to calamitous events and their ability, already shown on
several occasions, to resist – changing continuously – to sudden events. “If it takes visionary ability to see possibilities
and opportunities in what appears to be destruction and annihilation, growing these possibilities is quite another matter:
it implies knowledge and a specific aptitude for rebuilding.” (Ferlenga, 2018: 12).
The Italian context, and not only, has become the theatre of continuous and repeated catastrophes, increasingly marked
by a disconnection between architectural design, its care and maintenance and the respect for the environment and its
delicate balances. Italy is a country that has been able to rebuild itself, in many moments and following similar events
(earthquakes, floods) that have taken place, with a certain cyclical nature during the second post-war period, thinking,
for example, at the Polesine flood in 1951 as first national catastrophe after the end of the war. The reconstructions have
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shown, in different ways, a resilient attitude and a capacity to adapt typical of territories, cities and their inhabitants. At
the same time, however, it emerges a difficult and contradictory inability to learn from what has been done, to be able
to build a deep knowledge of the territory and its buildings useful to intervene quickly in face of similar catastrophes.
Reconstructions, that affected the country, have often been partial and fragmented, highlighting the lack of shared
policies and processes, capable of acting forcefully downstream of disastrous events. Therefore, it is necessary to build a
‘shared memory’ of projects and actions that could be useful in case of emergency and that consider mistakes and failings
committed in the past. Many recent researches are reflecting around these issues that appear to be urgent and relevant;
thinking both on the past and on what has been done, through critical surveys of the materials of past reconstructions
in the Italian context (Ferlenga, Bassoli, Galli, 2018), and by opening up to new research perspectives, trying to define
new design and intervention strategies (Bertelli, 2018; Birozzi, Ciorra, 2018; Navarra, 2017). Researches conducted with
different tools, from the use of photography to design, studying territories, architectures, places and trying to imagine
shared design strategies on a large and local scale. Or, with a more pedagogical attitude, as the volume ‘reconstructions’
does (Ferlenga, Bassoli, Galli, 2018), trying to build a ‘shared memory’ made of images, projects and testimonies of the
countless catastrophes that hit the country only after World War Two.

Fig. 1
Norcia: the plaza,
(the abandoned)
heart of the city.
August 2019,
© Giulia Setti
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If we consider the earthquake that struck Central Italy in 2016, as one of the most significant event in the last years, it
is possible to imagine the challenge it has represented for design processes, but also the implications linked to the need
to define an innovative approach to reconstructions and to define a shared memory capable of safeguarding the identity
of forgotten places. The link between memory and places is a key topic in the approach to reconstruction processes but
also in the action on weak contexts, marked by demographic and economic shrinkage; in particular, in the rehabilitation
processes, for example in the earthquake of Emilia-Romagna or Central Italy, the possibility to build a shared memory of
projects, practices and processes could define an innovative methodology.
How is it possible to imagine (or build) resilient architectures and how, broadly, could we imagine measuring resilience
of buildings and territories? First, it is necessary to redefine the ‘paradigms’ of architectural design and to work on the
complex relationship that exists between environment and hydrogeological and natural risks to which our country is
subject, more and more frequently. The essay tries to reflect on ‘possible stories’ of recovery and rehabilitation, downstream
of calamitous events that have occurred, and which allow, at a certain critical distance, to evaluate what has been done.
A Heavy Legacy from the Past: the Role of Resilience in Architectural Design
Reconstructions (of the Italian territory and abroad) have highlighted the ability to ‘be resilient’ of cities and their
inhabitants, but have shown, more often, the impossibility to learn from the past and from previous experiences. The
ability to be resilient of architectures and territories is a difficult option, which requires sudden adaptation strategies that
often prevents a design action based on temporal phases but, on the contrary, requires immediate action.
The recent calamitous events show how it is necessary to intervene through radical design processes, able to work through
forms of protection and care, thus no longer acting only in case of an emergency or immediately after a disaster. It is urgent
to have a precise design visions, able to work at different scales, protecting buildings and taking care of infrastructures1;
at the same time, it is necessary to know the territory and its artefacts, to build and to imagine projects that could reduce
fragility and consolidate the memories of places. In this sense, adapting to different conditions means to try to reduce the
intrinsic fragility of the Italian territory, imagining punctual processes and projects useful to reactivate abandoned places
or landscapes. Adaptation and the need to preserve local memories are two fundamental conditions, which highlight how
architectural design could act according to different time, working both at the architectural scale and at the territorial
one. Therefore, time becomes an important and decisive variable; a way to act through projects setting different actions
capable of preventing and consolidating the state of buildings and territories.
The Time of Resilience: the Earthquakes in Emilia-Romagna and Central Italy
If we consider the two most intense earthquakes that have hit Italy in recent years, the one in Emilia-Romagna (2012) and
the earthquake of Central Italy (2016), it is possible to identify different design actions and strategies highlighted by the
ongoing reconstruction processes. In Emilia-Romagna, the earthquake struck unexpectedly, with violence, an extended
portion of territory; it caused destruction and victims and remained – sadly – known to have hit a specific architectural
typology: the industrial buildings and, consequently, the main local economic activities. The sudden seismic event has
allowed the definition of new forms of resilience, safeguarding the resumption of production and ensuring the safety of
buildings. In Emilia-Romagna, the reconstruction has taken a drastic and clear position since the early stages, just after
the earthquake: to rebuild, but to give priority to ‘productive buildings and systems’. This led to reflect on the priorities
given in the reconstruction processes; a territory that loses its productive activities could only be destined for a rapid and
inexorable decline. This is the most significant difference compared to what happened in other calamitous events: the
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project restarts from the production, creating a vision of the reconstruction that works over extended times but, at the
beginning, foresees rapid phases and actions. The case of Emilia-Romagna highlighted the inadequacy of companies/
industries facing sudden shocks; a condition that appears critical if we think that, according to a study carried out by AIBA
(Italian Association of Insurance Brokers), 40% of the economic activities that fail to restart within three months of the
interruption of services, due to multiple causes, are doomed to fail in the next two years. The earthquake of the warehouses,
this is how the earthquake in Emilia was renamed, shows a complex but effective design action, able of favouring the
realization of punctual interventions, of immediate feasibility, necessary to reactivate the productive system. In a longer
time, the reconstruction has involved the urban and residential field, through the rehabilitation of damaged houses, and
ensured the construction of new services such as schools and kindergartens2, able to recover the lost identity of these
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contexts. The earthquake of Central Italy presents characteristics partially different from the one in Emilia-Romagna,
because the events have repeated with great intensity over a period of five months, starting from 24 August 2016, slowing
down and drastically complicating the reconstruction process started downstream of the first seismic episode.
The earthquake that hit Central Italy has been an exceptional event, for the extent and size of the crater and for the
frequency with which it occurred, but not so unpredictable if we think about the seismic character of this territory, already
known for several years3, it marked a strong borderline in post-reconstruction interventions.
How to act downstream of a large crater that has affected four different regions: Marche, Umbria, Abruzzo and Lazio?
How architectural design could work in a territory completely or dramatically damaged, when reconstruction must give
way to demolition, to the renunciation of memory, to its partial oblivion?
Many questions have accompanied a reconstruction that took place in extended times, marked by complex bureaucratic
processes, by a substantial number of rubbles to be removed. Today, three years after those days and, therefore, at a certain
critical distance from the initial media echo, what remains and what has been done? And what did it mean for architectural
and urban design to intervene in these contexts, to deal with destruction and crisis of urban system?
What meaning could take the concept of ‘resilience’ and ‘adaptation’ in a marked and ‘injured’ place like Central Italy?
Many of these questions could not be answered in this essay and the cases chosen do not pretend to be exhaustive, but to
recognize situations on which the projects must confront itself with increasing intensity. The case of Central Italy shows,
therefore, how the reconstruction has been ‘lost’ in an extremely dilated time, leading, in many cases, to the construction
of ‘double cities’ (the case of Norcia, for example), where commercial activities were quickly relocated and temporarily
set up outside the ‘red zone’. Today, these containers represent the new image of the city and have ultimately become
permanent. Traveling in the territories of the crater means recognizing temporary settlements which, inexorably, have
replaced the life of buildings and cities. In addition, it seems fundamental to reflect on the ‘necessity of the project’ facing
places seriously, and perhaps irreparably, damaged: what to preserve or to demolish seem to be the first questions on
which the project must reflect. In many contexts, affected by the earthquake in 2016, reconstruction was unable to choose,
nor to build a hierarchy of interventions. In Norcia, this appears with great clarity: the reconstruction has partially failed
because it has not been able to consolidate what had been damaged, but it has produced new buildings that quickly became
empty skeletons. Rethinking resilience project means to know how to evaluate the need of new buildings, hoe to manage
and control the project, from the initial stages to its consolidation. It means, also, assessing where and if to rebuild, when
landscape and architecture appear marked by evident destruction.
Architecture, Resilience, Memory: a Possible Project
Reconstruction is, in all its aspects, a design action; it implies an open and multidisciplinary vision capable of putting
together materials, documents and survey. Each calamitous event brings with it different forms of reconstruction, instead
the definition of common strategies should be fundamental: the result of a shared memory based on previous events,
capable of defining necessary tools for the design interventions.
Resilience and reconstruction highlight both the role of memory and time; time and memory are key elements of any form of
survival from sudden events. Time is a fundamental variable because the choices subsequent to a contingent event could be
decisive for the development of reconstruction phases; memory represents the identity of the past and the need to preserve
it, to be able to look to the future. For architectural design to work in a ‘resilient’ way, it is necessary to understand how this
must develop according to different times, which could also allow the survival of autonomous and local forms of resilience.
In both cases described here, ‘memory’ is the inseparable link between architecture, territories and traditions; it is, at the same
time, a tool for the projects because it allows to recognize what to keep and how to intervene downstream of sudden events.
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Emilia-Romagna and Central Italy represent two extreme different cases; if in Emilia the reconstruction has, in part,
become an opportunity to secure the productive ecosystem integrated with new services; in Central Italy the situation
appears to be much more compromised, due to contexts marked by crisis, depopulation and hydrogeological fragility.
Memory and design are necessary tools because their calibrated balance could allow to preserve the identity of the places
without denying a design action aimed at reconstruction; in this frame the reconstruction shows different characters
according to various architectural, urban and territorial conditions.
ENDNOTES
1

Recent examples in the Ligurian territory, such as the collapse of the Morandi bridge (14 August 2018) and the most recent collapse
of the viaduct on A6 in Savona (24 November 2019), show how the lack of care and protection associated with increasingly
frequent climatic events put in crisis obsolete infrastructure systems and, therefore, show how the Italian territory is marked by
growing fragility.
2
Some of these new projects were carried out by Mario Cucinella Architects, part of several actions decided after the earthquake,
including the ‘five pills of beauty’ created thanks to a workshop financed following the seism, but also the Guastalla kindergarten
(Reggio Emilia) inaugurated in 2015. More info: https://www.mcarchitects.it/wsr-workshop-emilia-reconstruction
3
Referring to the earthquake that hit Umbria and Marche between October 1997 and March 1998.
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ABSTRACT
“Every expansion project, every design plan, is a track that makes us reconsider what a building really is, recognizing that many
factors combine to produce it”. (Yaneva, 2018)
Dialoguing with architecture involves coming face to face not only with the tangible reality but also with the intangible: the idealization
they under go and the relocation of the collective imaginary about them. Taking back the value of the heritage through scientific research
means investigating no longer the idealization and contemplation of buildings, but facing the limits of architectural transcription and
producing new stratified values: imagining what architecture could be or have been, what has not been or is not yet. This approach
to research aims at reconstructing the enigmatic events that have taken place in some of the most famous architectures in the world;
it wants to investigate the collective myth, through design research and the practice of projects based on imagination. In other words
it intends to address the issue through a re-elaboration between scientific analysis and creative act (like verisimilitude); it wants
to demonstrate how the reinterpretation, even of a provocative type, of design fantasies, allows us to reach a real knowledge of the
heritage and its value stratifications. Through the exercise of an imaginary, from which one thousand other architectures are generated
– by demolishing, reconstructing, the threads – it reveals that new knowledge of one of the icons of architecture of the XX century.
The example used to show this method is the one related to the history of the extension project for the Whitney Museum. This document will
undertake a retrospective analysis of its past, engaging in a process of interpreting the Whitney Museum and primarily the design process
of its extension. Three architects, Breuer, Graves and Koolhaas in a different historical moment have tried to work on it, responding to
customer summaries, community concerns and urban transformations through a series of distinctive design moves. Nevertheless, it is
not enough to question the specific figurative languages of its architects or the social contexts of its design plans: the whole process of
transformation of the building and its relationship with the city will be considered in a system of much more relations.
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Dialoguing with architecture involves coming face to face not only with the tangible reality but also with the intangible:
the idealization they undergo and the relocation of the collective imaginary about them. Taking back the value of the
heritage through scientific research means investigating no longer the idealization and contemplation of buildings, but
facing the limits of architectural transcription and producing new stratified values: imagining what architecture could be
or have been, what has not been or is not yet.
This approach to research aims at reconstructing the enigmatic events that have taken place in some of the most famous
architectures in the world; it wants to investigate the collective myth, through design research and the practice of projects
based on imagination. The aim is to demonstrate the hidden explanatory potential trough likely-critical manipulation of
the selected icon. This method can only take place through a serious scientific research that overcomes: the collective
imagination, canonization, crystallization through a serious analysis that evaluates the relationships between public and
private, the relationships between the actors in scene, and all those “extra-enigmas” that make up the status symbol.
This process may be surprising and it could show a hidden explanatory potential. The hidden explanatory potential
includes the concept of reconstruction, in fact through a likely-critical manipulation it is possible to produce a new
architecture’s interpretations. By working on architectural imaginaries, it is possible to manipulate the icon, discover the
presence of resistant elements, verify the resistant elements and demonstrate them: this process could be a foundation for
a new interpretation. In some ways the target is the set up of a zero degree 1 reference for discover if it exists an imaginary
potential on the building. Is it possible that a feature of architectural icons is a hidden explanatory potential? And, maybe,
could be considered “icons” for this hidden potential created by the collective imaginary on them?
The power of collective imagination
The inability of contemporary architectural culture to distinguish architectures from their transcription, often burdened by
the cultural heritage of the Modern Movement, made the architectural artifact appear secondary to the idea of it that you
want to portray. Architectural projects are thus described by means of narrative fictions which activate body extrasensory
perception and mechanisms of simulation incarnate, reflecting on the formulation of a judgment on the project.
Releasing the architecture from its iconic status and then from the dominance of the image-signifier from its original
meaning content is an activity that paradoxically gives it a great explanatory potential. This can often reveal surprises,
elements that have been hidden from critical transcripts because they would contradict them, alteration of facts, tacit or
voluntarily increased questions. Essential in this process is the reading of the architecture: it is necessary a knowledge
about the history of the building, a collection of documents, historical materials and critical productions that aim to
illuminate the shadow and light zones between the folds of those events that have long been in the spotlight.
The demolition of the transcription as narrative fiction can take place only through a serious scientific research that
overcome of the collective imagination, canonization, crystallization investigating historical research, iconographic,
contextual, the interrelation between public and private, the relationships between the actors on stage, digging in all
those extra- enigmas that make up the status symbol: an X-ray reading that the more in-depth it will be able to reveal
secrets obscured by the transmission of architecture. It is curious that architects accept as a common practice, and with a
certain lightweight, to browse the pages of a manual as a pro-inspiration mechanism, without suspecting that it is also an
encounter-clash with those who preceded them. To get to Grade zero there is only a patient search that is carried out for
trials and errors, removing, reconstructing and imagining, the living body of architecture, a continuous transmigration of
tradition into the new, in a circular process that, in architecture, involves a composite set of elements.
Leave the freezing of masterpieces going beyond the previous authorial raids that produce nothing more than powerful
idealized images or similar copies to get to the essence of our architectural heritage. Exercising the imaginary project as
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a likely manipulation can not only demolish and rebuild the pure architectural form but give a new interpretation and free
of prejudices, no longer slave to the iconic construction, but free and brave.
In “Malaparte Impossibili” 2 it seems that this method is implemented through the exercise of an imaginary from which
one thousand other architectures are generated: by demolishing, reconstructing, restoring the threads, it reveals new
knowledge of one of the icons of architecture of the XX century.
“To prevent it from remaining an hypnotic and lifeless mirror, and its energy from dying in the total independence of the
shape, it is necessary to subvert its foundations. It would be unfair to leave it. (…) The building should not be expressing:
This is what I am, I owe nothing else to you”.
Working on the possible imagery of architecture it is possible to manipulate it by bringing the assumptions up to the
breaking point. Through interpretative reading and analytic rewriting, the project is able to open up new interpretations.
Case Study: The Breuer Museum
This reflection arose from a design experimentation born within the PhD in Architecture.Theories and Project of the
Faculty of Architecture of Sapienza University in Rome. The initiative was organized by Professor Anna Giovanelli,
who involved PhD students in a Doctorate Seminar about The Breuer Museum: “Manipulations of form. Compositional
strategies in the transformation of the existing”. The energies have been focused on several fronts. On the one hand we
attempted to understand the complicated relationship between the building, the city of New York and the expression of
American architecture during that time.
The Whitney Museum house stands out in a rebellious way from the identifiable expression of New York architecture
in the 20th century. It was designed by the Bauhaus-trained architect Marcel Breuer together with Hamilton Smith and
built in 1966. The building was discussed on the pages of various newspapers and specialist art journals in the 1960s.
The protagonists in the controversy were concerned by two aspects of the building: “its upside-down structure” and its
“windowless character”.
The new block building of the Whitney museum represented the retreat of the architecture from the contemporary American
era, not out of contempt or extravagance, but out of questioning spirit: the typically American character that refuses
conformity for itself. Open in September 1966, the Breuer is not exactly a work figuration or abstract figure. but was the
attempt to fins an expression adequate for a refuge for art in a culture that can consume and degrade any expression. The
museum had to carry a message, for that it must represented for its cultural status and its specific historical moment, that
the pure form alone could not sustain. The building of the museum because of its cultural status and its specific historical
moment, had to carry a message that pure form alone could not sustain.
Decades later, entering the Whitney, the architectural experience offers new point of views as at first visit, because the
Breuer building is brilliantly flexible, elegant without comparison in its palette of materials, and strangely severe but
playful in its external visual metaphors.
The Breuer’s architecture: sculptural, meditative and enigmatic, although ambivalently still engaged in the clarity of
structure and function. One of the most important conceptual issues involved in the investigation was the reconstruction
of disputes involving the building. This attention to the settling of differences opinion on architecture should not be
understood as a philological perversion.
In fact, as illustrated by the anthropologist Albena Yaneva, through the controversies in the public debate about the
architecture is possibility no longer confronting a static object, but with a multiple object on which begin to affect a
variety factors. “The building’s unrealized status perhaps allows it to be perceived as a fictional architecture: an innovative
shape that inspire others, or a potent message”3.
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The predominance of the image-signifier over its original content-meaning
Today’s knowledge of modern architecture has been influenced by the way it has been transmitted through new tools.
The icons of the modern movement had diffused and have become such not through a direct knowledge of the works,
but mainly through the transmission of their narrative. The relationship between imaginary and reality can be complex.
The diffusion of the image of architecture had never occurred before the nineteenth century, and its reduction to a twodimensional image initiates a process of iconization architectural object whose consequences still determine today, a
century later, our way of seeing architecture images. The collective imagination can give body to the most subjective
sensations, or visualize the most fantastic motives of the compositional work, researching the limit towards which the
conjunction between the image and the representation of new architectural realities. The transcriptions of architecture
in themselves are plausible, because they want to reproduce the perfection of space through alterations of reality. The
first alteration of reality comes at the moment of the choice of the image to transmit. Who chooses as frame a scene,
establishing the frame of the image performs a quantitative selection on the elements to transmit for transcription.
Ezra Stoller was commissioned to document the newly finished building. The result was a series of dramatic blackand-white gelatin silver prints titled “Whitney Museum, Marcel Breuer, New York, NY, 1966,” and included a daytime
exterior view facing down Madison Avenue, the exterior at night, and a view from the lower lobby.
Stroller understood that the form of the Whitney was a declaration of the transcendent power of form, and also included
the talismanic function of the building. In his photograph, of the lower part of the building, he highlights the profile of the
building, sharpening the tip of the stone cut out of the shadow, contrasting the profile with the road.
This view separates worlds and visions, which, reside in the same space. “In a series of photographs of the front facade,
Stroller seems to search the building for the right balance of monumental permanence and, especially in the shots with
strong shadows under the stacked volumes, a sense of hovering substantiality. His search is not accidental. Breuer wanted
his ziggurat to appear weightless. (…) At the Whitney, he set himself the even more daunting task of levitating a monolithic
building, for in the juxtaposition between mass and buoyancy was further expressive power”4.
Image and invention have influenced each other over the last two centuries and will continue to do in the times to come,
through it the architectural space is manifested exactly as you want to transmit it, generating expectations at who see that
sometimes exceed the real contents-meaning of the architecture.
Critical manipulation as a tool for discover the hidden explanatory potential
The Breuer museum does not come with a figure, but with an easily reproducible geometric shape – a cube – which then
becomes a series of nested square blocks or telescopically overlapped diagonally upward.
It is a positive attempt at a meaningful profile, as if a programmatic requirement had distorted the geometry of the
building, pushing out the volumes of its own accord. The Museum by Marcel Breuer, “turned into a multiple object, an
assembly of contested issues (..) became a socio-technical, socio-aesthetic, socio-political issue; from a built (and then
largely forgotten) monument to modernism, it became potentially extendable; if originally taken for granted, it became
contested. In the end, the Whitney must be seen NOT as an autonomous, emancipated, or coherent modernist object
standing “out there” on Madison Avenue, but as a complex ecology, a network of connections”5. Different architects in a
different historical moment have tried to work with Whitney Museum, responding to customer summaries, community
concerns and urban transformations through a series of distinctive design moves: the same architect, Marcel Breuer, tried
to manipulate his architecture. In 1985 After the controversial addition to the Breuer Museum proposed by Michael
Graves the Storefront for art and architecture invited artists and architects to submit their visions of the Whitney
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Museum in the form of a drawing or model. Among the 70 respondents were Christo, Donald McDonald, Michael
Hudson. The proposals addressed the challenge synthesizing in the creative way physical structure of Whitney. In the
2001 REM Khoolaas started designing the proposal for extension of Breuer museum.
Also states that, yet architecture can only be considered fictional if its goal is not that of “realization”, but however close
to fiction the project may seem to be, the ideas, the events, the radical and conventional forms that occurred during its
design process are real. Koolhaas intended to emphasize its reality through the creative process.
In the same way, Professor Anna Giovanelli invited PhD students to create a new interpretation of Whitney Museum,
through a likely manipulation.
Conclusion
However, it is not the specific figurative languages of its architects or the social contexts of its design plans: but through the
exercise of the imaginary, from an architectural icon it is possible to generate a thousand other architectures – by demolishing,
reconstructing, manipulating and imagining, proving the hidden explanatory potential created by extra-enigmas and
collective imaginary but showing, always, its resistant elements. The imaginary project becomes, in this way, a step of an
elaborate new interpretations of iconic dimension in order to rediscover a hidden explanatory potential of architecture.
Assuming that as Albena Yaneva said: “every extension project, every design plan, is a trail that makes us reconsider what
a building really is, recognizing that many factors combine to produce it”6.
This design method does not propose a work of expressiveness but attempts to carry out a spatial, conceptual, historical
analysis and to present itself as a methodological opportunity for reading the building, its documents and materials as
an indissoluble unity. The project must be courageous and lack prejudice in order to decipher the reasons that have
transformed what could have been a modern ruin into its most representative icon, and then illuminate them and put them
in check. In some ways the aim of the outlined design operation is the return to a zero degree of the imaginary
on the building. Through interpretive reading and analytical rewriting, the project may open up to new interpretations:
in that manner, the manipulated architecture does not undergo the exercise of quotation but rediscovers its usefulness
as a tool for better knowledge. Practicing an imaginary from which a thousand other architectures are generated,
demolishing, reconstructing, returning the conductive wires and revealing new knowledge of one of the icons of the
architecture of the twentieth century
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ABSTRACT
The creativity of the 21st century architectural project has been confronted for more than a decade with the reality that has changed
as a result of the economic, cultural and social crisis that has affected the world since 2007. An impoverished reality architecture
has to take into account and to which some architects respond by focusing the project on real needs, overcoming the formalistic and
technological excesses of the end of the last century. These architects take as their starting point the observation and reinterpretation
of what already exists, the reality, the characteristics of the place, its tracks and its memories. From these they deduce the themes
and elements to be reinterpreted – reinvented in the project.
They seek quality and beauty in the spatial structure, in its atmosphere, in the tactile capacity of their materiality, in the interaction of these
with light, in the ability to evoke collective memories and those that emerged from the context with the aim of giving life to places. Places
are living spaces that respond to a specific need, designed to arouse reactions and emotions. This design methodology is not innovative,
it is used by some contemporary architects who know the spaces and devices used by the great masters of 20th century architecture and
reinterpret them by updating them, to seek in this time of crisis and limited means an essential beauty, made of simple things.
Place, memory, matter, light and proportions are five terms that express the essence of architecture from its origins to the present day.
They are closely interrelated with each other. The place is simultaneously a natural and artificial landscape, geography and history,
it preserves the traces of the past and is the scenario of the present; its material and immaterial characters – materials, light, sounds,
smells – define an atmosphere that identifies that place and changes over time. Memory is both history, that concern the tracks and
spatial structures of an architecture and a city, and the culture and traditions of a place, the collective and individual memories and
their evocative capacity. All this gives shape to places where man has an experience from which he receives sensations. By reading the
works of Jørn Utzon, Luis Barragán, Peter Zumthor, Alberto Campo Baeza, Elisa Valero and Toni Gironès i want to highlight how these
five terms continue to be the foundations that give meaning to an essential and sensorial architecture.
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The 21st century architecture and its ability to build future city must come to terms with the reality modified by the
economic, cultural and social crisis that has affected the world since 2007. The crisis has changed the needs, leading
to the abandonment of urban visions and transformations. The role of the architect has lost value, their skills may seem
superfluous and the design an added cost that society can no longer afford. Instead, precisely in this impoverished
condition, the architect’s creativity is needed to “solve problems, to improve the quality of life of people, society and the
city”- quoting Elisa Valero’s words – “The architect builds the space where people live”1. For Toni Gironès “The primary
task of architecture is habitability. Architecture is the product of a necessity: to allow people to inhabit a place and have an
experience”2. “I have never thought of architecture as a hermetic object or a work of art but rather as something that you
leave for other people to interpret. (...) Our profession consists in generating not so much outlines as conditions: material
elements with their geometries, their scale and their arragement in space and time. The fact that they are conditions means
that they can be interpreted by the occupants, and that they will ultimately be materialized though their habitability”3.
Has this primary need to inhabit changed in the 21st century? In response, the words and spaces of Elisa Valero and Toni
Gironès, two Spanish architects, she Andalusian and he Catalan, belong to the under-fifties generation. Both believe
that today, in the conditions dictated by the crisis, it is necessary to minimize waste, optimize resources, reduce costs
and consumption. It is an issue more ethical than economical and they deal with it using everything that already exists,
that belongs to the place and its culture. So a “careful look” it is necessary to observe the place and select the ideas and
materials to be used in the project. The place, therefore, is the first element that constitutes and identifies the project.
Place
“Architecture is not a utopian work without a place. Architecture is for a place, a time, a problem. It is important to
understand reality, the context. (...) It’s not so much about knowing a concrete place, but listening, questioning the place
and understanding its attitude”. (...) When we start a design many things influence us, all the things that we have inside us
and that make us the way we are. These influences produce a look. Each of us has a different look, sees different things in
the same reality. This is a very important part of the creative process”4.
“Starting with an interpretation of what exists around us, redeeming and resolving a process which is in itself a project, and
which ultimately simply recognizes and activates the essence of each place. (...) I am interested in the sort of architecture
that derives from experience and, as an element of mediation, is not a product of theoretical speculation or premeditated
strategy. I believe that architecture is born from within, experienced from within and therefore, is emotion and thought”5.
Their architecture, therefore, has as its main purpose the response to needs – Utilitas – with few means, but it does not end
there and does not renounce form and beauty. For Elisa Valero “Form is not a style, the external image, something visible
but the internal structure, the internal coherence” 6. An internal coherence achieved through the precision that makes the
architecture authentic. “Authenticity means belonging to a place and to a time. (...) Precision is understood in its double
meaning of necessary and exact, which allows to minimize waste and makes a space work. We must not renounce this
kind of beauty” 7; a “naked” beauty that is achieved by removing rather than adding; a “silent” beauty, which rather than
giving recognition to its author, has as its purpose the service to society and people.
For Toni Gironès the harmony between the few materials used and the construction of an experience both reflective
and emotional makes architecture poetic. “Poetics appears when harmony has materialized, I understand that poetry
is something that goes a bit further, that poetic depth is a personal journey. Activating that harmony is the challenge”
8
. To search for the poetics and beauty in what already exists in the place and in the peculiar things of architecture –
the materials, the structure and the dimensions – is not a methodology used only by the two Spanish architects. It has
spread among architects operating in the current difficult condition, progressively replacing the formalistic, technological
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excesses and linguistic and stylistic issues of the end of the last century. However, this method is also used by some
architects of the previous generation. Among them Peter Zumthor, who was among the first to include in the knowledge of
the place not only physical characteristics and cultural components, building traditions, but also light, smells, temperature,
the presence of people, all those elements that arouse feelings in us, generate moods.
Peter Zumthor says: “My buildings try to answer the questions that emerge from these simple facts as precisely and
critically as they can”9. For the Swiss architect, reality and circumstances are the place from which to select design’s
elements: “The reality that interests me is not the reality of theories detached from things, it is the reality of the concrete
building assignment relating to the act or state of dwelling that interests me and upon which I wish to concentrate my
imaginative faculties. It is the reality of building materials and the reality of the structures I use to construct the building
whose properties I wish to penetrate with my imagination, bringing meaning and sensuousness to bear so that the spark
of the successful buildind may be kindled, a building that can serve as a home for man”10. Peter Zumthor searches in
the “magic of reality”, the materials to create this spark and an atmosphere. The atmosphere is what is able to convey
feelings and emotions in those who experience that space. In the book Atmospheres11 he lists the things with which he
gives shape to his atmospheres: the body of architecture, the material presence and structure; the consonance of materials;
light; dimension; sound; temperature; movement within architecture; the tension between inside and outside; objects,
architecture as a container to accommodate things. Toni Gironès also lists the constants of his projects: the horizontality
of the soil as an element of stability and regularization of the topography; the management of the remains as generators
of the site; the optimization of natural resources and rubble extracted from the site; the recognition and activation of the
pre-existing; the “Object trouve” and conceptual recycling; the physical properties of the materials and their modification
over time; finally, the intermediate space as an element of transition between two different spatialities12. Elisa Valero does
not make a list but when she explains her projects the recurring elements emerge: the dimensions and proportions of the
spaces; light; the optimization of natural resources and waste; new building systems and materials to reduce costs and
consumption. Comparing these lists it emerges that they all make up their works with the peculiar elements of architecture
since its origins: structure and materials; light and time; size. To these elements Elisa Valero and Toni Gironès add those
that allow them to reduce costs and not damage the planet.
Materials
The structure, in many projects, is not a separate element that has its formal expression, but coincides with what defines
the limits of space and is characterized by its materiality.
Materials, therefore, take on a fundamental role in their works. These include the immaterial and free ones: light and time.
Zumthor chooses different materials in each project, choosing them for their physicality, tactility, smell, sound, for their
consonance with other materials, for the sensual abilities they transmit to our body to generate sensations; also for their
modification over time: a modification produced, not so much by the natural aging of the material, but by the interaction
with human life that takes place in those spaces. Among the constants of his work Toni Girones places the activation of the
pre-existing, the “Object trouve” and conceptual recycling. The materials, therefore, are not chosen for their aesthetics,
their texture, but because they are present in the place, because they are used in an unusual way and take on new meanings;
for their ability to change with the passage of time. The soil, the earth, is a material that defines a place and that the project
inevitably changes with the excavation. He recovers it by creating new topographies that enhance the place, allowing it to
be experienced in a different way. Other materials – light, plant elements, steel – are used by the Catalan architect in all
his projects because they change over time, during the course of the day, the seasons, the years. The corrugated steel rod,
for example, is chosen both because it is a material that is usually hidden inside, using it outside takes on another meaning
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and because with the passage of time it oxidizes and changes colour. The interaction between these materials determines
changes in the atmosphere and the experience of a space: the light shielded by vegetation creates shadows and determines
variations in temperature and sensations within the space.
In her latest projects Elisa Valero works with two materials: cement and light. With concrete she invents and realizes new
building systems: concrete walls, inside which she places the thermal insulation in the inert part, in order to lighten the
structure and improve the seismic behaviour; or in which the glass fibre reinforcement does not corrode and does not need
a coating. The grey cement, in most of her works left visible or plastered in white, defines the spaces. It changes when it is
engraved and illuminated by light; the other material Valero has always used since the beginning of her career. “Thought
the medium of the light we perceive time. Time may be described as the measure of changes in light; the alternation of day
and night constitues a change in light, as do the seasons of the year”13.“Archicts today have a multitude of resourse at their
disposal in the field of illumination. (...) However, the most important element in planning spaces with good lighting is not
the adaption of sophisticated technical system, but taking up the challenge of taming natural light – the intagible material
that is supplid free of charge,, and which is used to build space. Architecture, as the construction of forms that interpret
and configure humanity’s relationship with the world around us, should necessarily aim to achieve precision in lighting,
in order to perceive and describe a space correctly, to give it its individuality and turn into a work of architetcture”14. The
change in space over time that Peter Zumthor and Toni Girones entrust above all to the wear and tear of materials and the
movement of people, Valero achieves this through the variation of light: direct, diffused and projected.
Proportions
Measure is the other essential and founding element of architecture, even more so for an architecture that aims to build
spaces where people live. Not measurement as an abstract fact, but proportions in relation to human dimensions.
Peter Zumthor talks about Degrees of Intimacy. What “has to do with proximity and distance. The classical architect
would call it scale. (...) for me it has a more physical component. It’s about the size, the scale, the mass of the architectural
work in relation to me”15. Toni Gironès states: “Another important element for me in relation to habitability is the human
scale, the relationship between human scale and place”16. Elisa Valero often designs in very small lots or where regulations
impose limited dimensions, she works with light, colour and devices that allow the space to appear larger than it really is.
Place material proportions concretely
Let’s check how much we have so far exposed in the concreteness of their works. The thermal baths in Vals (1996), one
of Peter Zumthor’s most famous works, fits harmoniously into the place and uses the same materials that characterise it:
stone, water and light. A regular prism, clad in stone strips and covered with grass, fits into the slope of the mountain and
is carved into it to create an experience that involves the body and the senses and at the same time brings the mind back
to its origins. Zumthor gives shape to an experiential path that leads from the hotel, to which the spa is attached, through
a narrow, dark cubicle to the large classroom with the main swimming pool. Here the experience changes because the
proportions of the space change and the latter, illuminated from above through slits reflected in the water, offers the body
the collective experience of bathing in the central pool. At the same time, the large hollow pylons surrounding the pool
allow intimate and individual experiences of warm, cold, scented water. When you go outside, you are flooded with light
and you regain your relationship with the surrounding landscape and can immerse yourself in the water of the outdoor
pool. The Climate Museum in Leiden, (2019) offers a real and unsimulated experience of the climate through different
environments that are not enclosed within an enclosure. Toni Gironès extends the area covered by the competition (2008)
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to an adjacent forest and shapes the terrain into three main elevations. In this way he creates a public park defined by
different conditions: a shady wood at the bottom; a panoramic and sunny terrace at the top; at the intermediate level, the
museum spaces – a basement of 60x60 metres – are partly covered by a pergola measuring 30x30 metres. The pergola is
composed by a steel structure, three meters high, placed at a height of four. Below are placed the sheets used in agriculture
and water sprayers that produce humidity. The autochthonous vegetation that is growing on the pergola, in spring and
summer it will provide shade, in autumn and winter it will let the sun’s rays through, in this way the temperature will
remain constant between 18 and 25 degrees throughout the year – as required by the notice of competition – allowing
people to experience the climate without the need for artificial air conditioning, thus reducing both construction and
maintenance costs. Finally, the church of Playa Granada in Montril (2019) by Elisa Valero Ramos is located in an area
adjacent to the beach, where there is a garden. There are not many restrictions other than the regulation that provides for a
maximum height of 7 meters. The place chooses to preserve all the trees so that they can also perform functions outdoors
and chooses to respect the Christian tradition whereby all the churches are oriented according to the east-west axis. She
then defines the proportions of the volume assuming the maximum height and working with light and white plaster on the
walls to make the space appear larger. The structure coincides with the envelope and the material: reinforced concrete with
fibers, so as not to oxidize due to the proximity of the sea, with internal insulation. The roof and the floor, both in exposed
concrete, are not parallel, which greatly improves the acoustics and articulates the space: it is compressed at the entrance,
it expands and assumes the maximum height for the whole nave and descends again towards the altar. What enriches
and changes the space are three types of light: the morning light penetrates through a skylight facing east, located in the
thickness of the roof between the assembly and the presbytery and illuminates the altar; the grazing light of the evening
through a cross engraved in the west wall is projected onto the altar; in the south front a large window illuminates the
assembly and opens to the view of the garden.
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ABSTRACT
Rapid urbanization has brought about overpopulation, traffic congestion, rising housing prices, declining housing quality and other
urban problems. In order to alleviate these urban problems in Peking, the Chinese government decided to establish the Xiongan
New Area to realize population decentralization and undertake non-capital functions, which be regarded as an attempt of future city
in China (Ni, 2017). Xiongan New Area integrates several attributes of satellite city, technopoleis, and metropolitan new area, and
becomes a new compound city integrating technology, wisdom, ecological livability and sustainable competitiveness (Meng, 2017).
In essence, the construction process of Xiongan New Area is the transformation from traditional settlements to future city under the
influence of national policies.
This study focuses on the spatial evolution of traditional settlements around Baiyangdian under the influence of national policies and
the attitude of villagers towards this change from a sociological perspective. Using remote sensing image and satellite map to analyze
the spatial evolution process of traditional settlements around Baiyangdian lake from 2000 to 2019. Fractal index, landscape structure
index, street accessibility, connectivity and other indicators were used to construct the settlement spatial form evaluation system.
This study focuses on the changes in the evolution trend of rural settlements around 2017 to explore the impact of national policy
intervention on settlement patterns.
The research results show that the proposed strategy of Xiongan New Area inhibited the natural expansion of traditional villages,
mainly because private and public construction is restricted by mandatory national policies. Also, water conservation and ecological
restoration of Baiyangdian lake caused the water level to rise, flooding some villages with construction land. The villagers are generally
optimistic about the changes in the spatial form of settlements. They pay more attention to the positive economic benefits brought by the
establishment of new national areas, and look forward to the improvement of environment quality and living condition.
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Introduction
The world urban population had grown by about 20% in the past 50 years, while in China, the percentage of population
living in cities had increased from 17.9% in 1978 (when China began its modern era economic reform) to 56.1% in
2015 (Yu et al. 2014; Cui et al. 2019). The strategies of industrialization and consequent urbanization in China have
gone through several critical shifts from traditional extensive mode to refined mode: industrial projects implemented
by central planning regime during 1949-1978, market-driven rural industrialization since 1978 and inclusive integrated
urban-rural development in recent years (Zhu et al., 2019). Different from the urbanization of traditional rural areas, the
urbanization of Baiyangdian area is dominated by policy. Rapid urbanization in China has brought about overpopulation,
traffic congestion, rising housing prices, declining housing quality and other urban problems. In order to alleviate these
urban problems in Peking, the Chinese government decided to establish the Xiongan New Area to realize population
decentralization and undertake non-capital functions. The establishment of Xiong’an New District is one of the important
strategies for the coordinated development of Beijing-Tianjin-Hebei. It is called the “Millennium Plan” and is an attempt
of China’s future urban construction. Since the establishment of the Pudong New District in 1992, the Chinese government
has approved 12 new national districts, such as Tianjin Binhai New District, Chongqing Liangjiang New District, Chengdu
Tianfu New District and so on. Due to the superior policies and conditions given by the state, the state-level new districts
will generally exhibit a super-normal space expansion after a period of establishment (Wu and Yang, 2015). Characterising
and understanding the changing town form is important given that the urbanization and emergence of “national new area”
driven by the government will bring the spatial transformation in Baiyangdian Lake for the foreseeable future.
Study area
The study area is about 30 traditional settlements around Baiyangdian Lake in Xiongan New Area, Hebei province, including
Quantou village, Duancun village, Anxin village and Zhaobeikou village. Baiyangdian lake has a total wetland area of
approximately 366 km2, making it the largest wetland in North China Plain. Therefore, the settlements around Baiyangdian
Lake have typical waterside-settlement spatial characteristics, which are totally different from most settlements in North
China. The planning scope of Xiong’an New District covers the three counties of Xiongxian, Rongcheng and Anxin in Hebei
Province and surrounding areas. The starting area is about 100 km2. and the area of the medium-term development zone and
the long-term control zone can reach about 200 km2 and 2000 km2 respectively (Fig. 1). Different from the previous goal
of China’s urban construction pursuit speed, the construction of Xiong’an New District promotes the concept of ecological
advancement, conserving water sources, protecting animal and plant diversity, and repairing the ecological environment.
The treatment and restoration of Baiyangdian wetland is the first step in the construction of the new district. In the process
of governance, the combination of scientific research and construction is jointly promoted.
Data and methods
- Data sources
In this study, we used remote sensing image to get the land-use data in Baiyangdian Lake from 2000 to 2018, including
Landsat Enhanced Thematic Mapper Plus (ETM+) and Landsat 8 Operationalised Landsat Imager /Thermal Infrared Sensor
(OLIS/TIRS). Selection of every two years in 2000-2019 was influenced by the desire to use images with minimum cloud
cover. To improve the quality of the output, all the images were downloaded with minimum scene cloud cover. Considering
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the seasonal effect, priority is given to remote sensing images from January to February and for some years that lack data,
the image of the most recent time is selected instead (Table. 1). These raster data were downloaded using path 123 and row
33 from the United States Geological Survey (USGS). The satellite images had a 30m spatial resolution and geometrically
corrected to WGS 1984 UTM Zone 30 N coordinate system. Although the 30m resolution images are not the optimum in
terms of showing spatial details, these images are detailed enough to analyze large scale land use changes.
These images contain multispectral bands which capture data on vegetation, water bodies, built-up, and bare areas which
were sufficient for analyzing urban land use cover changes. The clip geoprocessing processing tool in ArcGIS 10.2 was
used to clip the multispectral bands to the study area extent. Training sample were taken based on three broad land use
cover classification namely; ‘Built- up’, ‘Non-built-up’ and Water. In this study, the built-up cover class comprised the
physical aspect of the urban fabric including roads, all buildings used for residential, commercial and industrial purposes.
The non-built-up category included farmlands, grasslands, bare-land, forests and other vegetation.

Tab. 1
Remote sensing
image
parameters.
Source: Authors

Research year
2018
2016
2014
2012
2010
2008
2006
2004
2002
2000

Actual date
2018.02.03
2016.01.29
2014.04.29
2012.02.27
2010.02.21
2008.01.31
2006.02.10
2004.01.12
2001.12.29
1999.12.24

Cloud cover
1.49%
0.69%
0.35%
0.04%
5.22%
0.07%
0.13%
0.46%
0.02%
0.00%

Data source
Landsat8 OLIS/TIRS
Landsat8 OLIS/TIRS
Landsat8 OLIS/TIRS
Landsat7 ETMSLC-off
Landsat7 ETMSLC-off
Landsat4-5 TM
Landsat4-5 TM
Landsat4-5 TM
Landsat7 ETMSLC-on
Landsat7 ETMSLC-on

- Research methods
Annual expansion rate of built-up area
This study adopted the Annual Expansion Rate (AER), an indicator that usually be used to measure urban expansion. The result
of the index is a representational figure of the rate at which the built-up land of a spatial unit is increasing (Korah et al., 2019).
Intensity of urban expansion (IER) could reflect the overall impact of increasing built-up land. They can be represented as:

Where AERi is Annual Urban Expansion Rate; is intensity of urban expansion; is the number of built-up areas of the i-th
research unit in j-time period; is the time span of j period; is the total area of the i-th unit built-up area at the beginning of
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j period, and is the total area of i-th unit land.
Fractal dimension
The fractal dimension describes the complexity and the fragmentation of an urban area by a perimeter-area proportion. It
can reflect how the land use changes. Generally speaking, the increasing perimeter-area proportion means a decentralization
of built-up area. While the decreasing perimeter-area proportion usually means a centralized development phase.
Results and discussion
- Land use cover changes during the past 18 years
During the past 18 years, there are steady growth in built-up area, fluctuating increase in water area and huge decrease in
Non-built-up area. As shown in the table 2, nearly 186 km2 non-built-up area, such as farmland, forest, greenland, was
changed into built-up area and wetland. Built-up area increased most and fast mainly because of the rapid urbanization.

Tab. 2
Land use cover from
2000 to 2018.
Source: Authors

Research year
2000
2002
2004
2006
2008
2010
2012
2014
2016
2018

Built-up area(m2)
161062737
180353754
197990149
241430365
274053522
278150176
300017109
307015922
314059203
315521360

Water area(m2)
123964496
82372696
110881886
102317433
116018603
133370975
160878946
160885620
158082537
155502696

Non-built-up area(m2)
1429762767
1452063550
1405917966
1371042201
1324717875
1303268849
1253893946
1246888458
1242648260
1243765944

Focusing on built-up area, we find a slowdown in growth rate. And the lowest annual expansion rate is also in the year
2018, which is mainly because of the compulsory national policy. The government banned private constructions after
2017 in order to build Xiongan New district. While, another reason for the decreased annual expansion rate in recent 5
years is that the urbanization is gradually entering the final stage.
Tab. 3
Built-up area index
from 2000 to 2018.

Research year
2000
2002
2004

Built-up area rate
9.3%
10.5%
11.5%

AER
11.98%
9.78%

Perimeter-area proportion
1.33%
1.35%
1.38%
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2006
2008
2010
2012
2014
2016
2018

14%
16%
16.2%
17.5%
17.9%
18.3%
18.4%

21.94%
13.51%
1.49%
7.86%
2.33%
2.29%
0.47%

1.37%
1.32%
1.29%
1.26%
1.28%
1.27%
1.26%

- Changes of water area
The wetland area and water area decreased from 2000 to 2008 and then slowly growth. The total wetland area had
increased by 31.5 km2 from 2000 to 2018, accounting for 20% of the total wetland area. The reasons for this change are
complicated. The first decrease from 2000 to 2008 could due to global climate change, arid climate in northern china and
overuse of water for agriculture and industry. Meanwhile, with realizing the negative impact of extensive development
model, the government took many measures to improve wetland situation such as water ecological restoration and
returning farmland to wetland. And then the area of wetland appeared a gradually growth from 2008 to 2018.
- Decentralization and concentration of built-up area
Perimeter-area proportion could reflect morphological changes. As shown in the table 3, the
Perimeter-area proportion of built-up area first increased from 2000 to 2004 and then decreased until 2018. As can be seen
in the Fig.3, villages dispersed and expanded at first, and then concentrated.
Conclusion
During the past 18 years, the built-up area doubled under the impact of rapid urbanization in China. While, national policy
has a significant impact on the natural expansion of villages in Xiongan new area, mainly by inhibiting the natural expansion
of villages. The research results show that the proposed strategy of Xiongan New Area inhibited the natural expansion
of traditional villages, mainly because private and public construction is restricted by mandatory national policies. At the
same time, changes in wetland area also have important impacts on villages, which cannot be ignored. Water conservation
and ecological restoration of Baiyangdian lake caused the water level to rise, flooding some villages with construction
land. While, there are also some shortages for this research. The accessible remote sensing image accuracy is only 30
meters, which may not enough for some detailed and further research. Considering that the establishment of Xiong’an
New District started in 2017, a long-term research is needed to verify the results.
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ABSTRACT
The city of Matera is among the few heritage-cities of the UNESCO W.H.L., and it is also the first city of Southern Italy elected
European Capital of Culture 2019. This ancient city, just for these events, in the last 20 years, but with an exponential increase in the
last 5, has undergone a considerable urban and economic transformation.
The city of Matera has a millennial history with alternating phases and it’s phase of the last century is characterized by a shame for
the poor conditions of living, instead today it’s characterized by a prospect of pride and opportunity. However, for Matera city, it
seems already necessary to open another phase after 2019: to reconsider all its places in this growth process, aiming at an integration
between Sassi, villages and neighborhoods, innovating its offer of public services and infrastructures. It would be appropriate to
indicate other directions that support a new urban regeneration models useful then to rediscover extraordinary places of local identity:
just to give some neglected examples, there are the traditional excavated architecture and the Duni’s Theater by E.Stella; and then, the
archaeological sites and the public spaces of La Martella (L.Quaroni) and Spine Bianche (C.Aymonino). They would be sustainable
operations, for a new urban and environmental culture, how they try to demonstrate some Degree Theses developed in the local
School of Architecture. It is a project, in fact, still possible within the “Matera 2019 Bid Book” (dossier), but expanding its “open
future” themes (ancient future, continuity and disruptions, utopias and dystopias, roots and routes, reflections and connections) and
including some forgotten places. If the Matera 2019 event was concentrated between historical buildings, small squares (vicinati)
and churches, beyond the City of Sassi there are places of other important “memories”, ancient and modern, but out the buffer zone
where at the same period it’s born a kind of informal city: modern infrastructures that overlap Roman roads (ex. Appian way) or
up sheep-tracks (ex. transhumance route Melfi-Castellaneta), warehouses that overhanging extraordinary rupestrian architectures
(ex. the rupestrian church of Santa Maria della Valle), etc. The post-Capital period is certainly an opportunity to discover all the
original culture of Matera, also the culture that today we neglect. It is an opportunity to ask ourselves about the “context”, about the
relationship inhabitant/city/environment.
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The city of Matera is among the few heritage-cities of the UNESCO World Heritage List, since 1993. Moreover, as known,
it is also the first city of Southern Italy elected European Capital of Culture 2019. Is not many known, maybe, that this
very ancient city, just for these events, in the last 25 years, but with an exponential increase in the last 5 years (since it was
designated Capital in 2014 by an EU Commission), has undergone a considerable urban and economic growth.
Matera has a millennial history with alternating phases of economy, community and urbanity. If we look only to modernity era,
the last century has been characterized first by a shame for the poor conditions of living and then, after the Second World War, by
an epochal phase of redemption; instead the actual phase is characterized by a prospect of pride and opportunity. However, for
Matera, it seems already necessary to open another phase after 2019: to reconsider all its places in this growth process, aiming
at an integration between Sassi, villages and neighborhoods, innovating its offer of public services and infrastructures.
In the year 2020 marks the seventieth anniversary from the arrival of Adriano Olivetti in the ‘symbolic capital of the
peasant world’, therefore from the start of those extraordinary operations that will shape the La Martella Village, which
represents the first intervention, of the villages and neighborhoods included in the Italian Law n° 616 of 17 May 19521, for
to support the evacuation program of the Sassi of Matera. Exactly one year after the aforementioned Special Law, Alcide
De Gasperi, the Prime Minister of Italy, will deliver symbolically the house keys to the first peasant families moved to
the Village, but with some difficulties, from the ‘houses to be closed’ of the Sassi. That was a solemn and participatory
moment which, however, did not end a debate about its realization; and then to its management in that ‘Matera laboratory’
which, as Marcello Fabbri says, has been the place “whose interest largely transcends the provincial limit and fits with
considerable interest in a very specific field of Italian culture”2.
Despite the political and cultural debate in an era in which ideologies prevailed – “You must know that La Martella has
not been accepted by either the right-wing or the leftist politics”3 – let’s say right away that the La Martella project by
Ludovico Quaroni, Federico Gorio, Luigi Agati, Pier Maria Lugli and Michele Valori, it was and it is an important example
of Modern urban planning and architecture, not only for Italy. It is important to remember that La Martella has been an
operation strongly desired by Adriano Olivetti, that as vice president of First Board of UNRRA-CASAS (United Nations
Relief and Rehabilitation Administration) related to the Italy’s ECA mission4, he was aiming for a model intervention
for southern Italy. Furthermore, it was “the first post-war initiative that addressed the problem of housing together with
job and social education”5. We also remember that La Martella is parallel and another extraordinary Olivetti’s operation,
which is the planning of the Canavese area (the master plan of the city of Ivrea and the surrounding cities) with the
GTCUC (Technical Group for Urban Planning Coordination of Canavese), that for many reasons is connected to the
Matera’s experience: in both projects it exists “an urbanistic work mode strongly oriented by the contribution of social
sciences for the conviction of being able to reach, through these sciences, a deep knowledge of the reality on which one
had to work”6. But, as Federico Gorio writes in a famous self-criticism, “But, as Federico Gorio writes in a famous selfcriticism, “La Martella is not an important aesthetic fact. To say it better, if anyone wanted to consider this Village in terms
of formal elegance, it would most likely remain disappointed and certainly out by the truth”7.
La Martella has been a concrete response from urban planning and architecture to the real problems of a society, a
peasant civilization praised by Carlo Levi (Christ Stopped at Eboli, 1945), for too long deluded by the ruling class.
The absolute novelty has been the working method indicated by Olivetti, also as president of the INU (National Urban
Planning Institute), trying to anticipate urban planning the knowledge of places and its inhabitants through the Study
Commission for the City and the Agricultural Landscape of Matera – whose members have been Friedrich G. Friedmann
(anthropology), Giuseppe Isnardi (geography), Francesco Nitti (history), Tullio Tentori (ethnology), Eleonora Bracco
(paleoethnology), Federico Gorio e Ludovico Quaroni (urban planning), Rocco Mazzarone (demography), Lidia De Rita
(psychology), Giuseppe Orlando (economy) e Rigo Innocenti (social care) – an interdisciplinary commission coordinated
by Friedmann and established in 1951 by UNRRA-CASAS and INU.
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The topic would need more reflection words, even nowadays. We limit ourselves now to say that, in connection with this
program, were then implemented other residential programs in Matera useful to evacuation of about 15000 inhabitants of
the Sassi: are the neighborhoods of Spine Bianche, Serra Venerdì, Lanera, and the other rural villages of Venusio, Picciano,
Torre Spagnola, involving famous designers of Italian architecture and urban planning as Carlo Aymonino, Giancarlo De
Carlo, Mario Fiorentino, Luigi Piccinato, Marcello Fabbri, Leonardo Benevolo, etc.. For about a decade, these intellectuals
around a real multidisciplinary laboratory they carried out a great and courageous city experiment, that today we would call
‘sustainable’, wanted by other cultural figures (from Olivetti to Levi) and inspired by the theories of modern urban planning
(from Geddes to Mumford). It was also a response to those inadequate policies of agricultural land planning implemented
since the early 1950s in Southern Italy: “settlement methods such as ‘turnip root’ that the Italian Agrarian Reform Agency
has practiced”8, Gorio will say, which caused only a definitive explosion of the southern migratory phenomenon. Peasant
families was deluded to enjoy the opportunities offered to them by the Italian Agrarian Reform Agency and the infrastructure
works promoted by the Consorzi and the Cassa del Mezzogiorno; a way of living that at the beginning it had seemed
satisfactory, if compared to the misery of those places, but the opportunities offered by the cities of Northern Italy, the job in
factories, will represent a very strong ransom, so much to overcome any obstacle facing a strongly sedentary culture.
The anniversary which was mentioned at the beginning of this paper occurs in an actuality that symptomatically sees a growing
return to the Sassi, but for business and leisure. The Sassi of Matera, from “national shame”9 , as it was defined after the war,
today it is one of the most prestigious areas of international tourism10. It is a widespread pride, supported by the inscription on the
World Heritage List, today an important place of the European Capital of Culture, which imposed a frenetic restoration project
built on a widely shared business idea which leverages on a place characterized by a complex cultural value.
We are talking about a unique heritage, the Sassi, which seems to constantly invoke recovery actions in the broadest sense
that today this term can take to accommodate tourism. The desire for conservation that has emerged worldwide for historical
settlements affects Matera in particular, from about 25 years. And the widespread interest in the consumption of culture which
is emerged globally, which finds a great offer in the Mediterranean area, now leads us to pay attention to this heritage-city.
The concern of many people, until a few decades ago, that the Sassi could be abandoned forever it has generated a growing
desire to save them and at the same time to see them, producing its rapid consumption, but also a sort of false representation
of it. On the other hand, after the evacuation, many debates became promoters of documents to safeguard the Sassi. Just
remember the December 1967 conference on the Sassi question organized by the Basilicata magazine of Leonardo Sacco
and Marcello Fabbri. In that conference, a large group of intellectuals, politicians and architects – including Carlo Levi,
Giorgio Bassani, Fabrizio Giovenale, Luigi Piccinato, Tommaso Giuralongo, Nico Di Cagno and Mario Folin – undertakes
to raise an alarm cry for the fate of that heritage, to urge policies for its proper preservation. Once again Levi will give
voice to the group: the recovery of the Sassi “is a universal problem, unique in the urban history and architecture of peasant
civilization”11. Thus, began the International Design Competition for the Sassi of Matera (1971), ended six years later and
without a winner! The difficulty of the Commission to give the first prize is justified by the reasons for a responsible culture
to which we should look today: on the one hand the designers who were called to give answers on an urban and social
complex, in fact above a rare place synthesis of harmony between nature and artifice; on the other hand, the Commission
that, in front of the proposals, realizes the illusion of finding precise answers in any project to the “innumerable and
complex aspects that the question entails”12. The Commission only gets out after having outlined a process-plan for the
recovery of the Sassi, to be managed with an appropriate public office13 and, for its cultural and methodological basis,
it started from the proposal of Tommaso Giuralongo14 whose project, with innovation, indicated some key points of the
theme: the decoding of the identity rules of the place; a main residential function plus the introduction of compatible tertiary
activities; an integrated vision with the modern city and with the rupestrian park of the Murgia Materana.
The Sassi today risk entering the list of products to sell to tourists looking for an impossible authenticity. The ‘myth’ is
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created by a tourism industry, which is difficult to control. The coveted inscription of the Sassi on the UNESCO List, the
recognition of some important event such as the ECoC 2019, It emphasized the importance of a place on the basis of an
unprecedented international ‘appropriation’ of history.
If the Matera 2019 event was concentrated between historical buildings, small squares (vicinati) and churches, beyond
the City of Sassi there are places of other important “memories”, ancient and modern, but out the buffer zone where at
the same period it’s born a kind of informal city: modern infrastructures that overlap Roman roads (ex. Appian way)
or up sheep-tracks (ex. transhumance route Melfi-Castellaneta), warehouses that overhanging extraordinary rupestrian
architectures (ex. the rupestrian church of Santa Maria della Valle), etc.
The post-Capital period is certainly an opportunity to discover all the original culture of Matera, also the culture that today
we neglect. It is an opportunity to ask ourselves about the “context”, about the relationship inhabitant/city/environment.
It would be appropriate to indicate other directions that support a new urban regeneration models useful then to rediscover
extraordinary places of local identity: just to give some neglected examples, there are the traditional excavated architecture and
the Duni’s Theater by Ettore Stella; and then, the archaeological sites and the public spaces of La Martella (by Ludovico Quaroni
team) and Spine Bianche (by Carlo Aymonino team). They would be sustainable operations, for a new urban and environmental
culture, how they try to demonstrate some Degree Theses developed in the local School of Architecture. It is a project, in fact,
still possible within the Matera 2019 Bid Book (dossier), but expanding its “open future” themes (ancient future, continuity and
disruptions, utopias and dystopias, roots and routes, reflections and connections) and including some forgotten places.
A field of design research from the Faculty of Architecture of Matera works on this ‘other register’, a research that tries
to question the meaning, on the problems and sustainable opportunities left in the villages and neighborhoods of the
evacuation, as well as in some architectures excavated around the city. The choice, in countertendency, to take care of
other places in Matera it comes from a reason no longer postponed: the degradation situation that is found, unlike the
Sassi, many of these other heritages. The students’ projects presented here are the results of an interdisciplinary thesis
laboratory and therefore these must be read first as a correct knowledge of history and places, then as a real design theme
solved through a contemporary language, in the belief that the history of the city must continue and that therefore it is
necessary to add that sustainable ‘layer’ of contemporary society.

ENDNOTES
From Article n° 1 of the Italian Law n° 616 of 17 May 1952: “The rehabilitation of the Sassi districts in the city of Matera, included
in the table E of the Law n° 140 of 31 March 1904, is accomplished with: a) the transfer to a new location of those parts of these
‘rioni’ whose houses are declared uninhabitable; b) with the repair of the caves which are likely to be suitable for building units
and with the execution of the indispensable public works for urban hygiene; c) with the construction of rural villages, within the
framework of the purposes provided for by the Law n° 215 of 13 February 1933, on the total remediation”. In truth, the project
and construction of the La Martella village will start before the Law n° 616 of 17 May 1952.
2
M. Fabbri, Matera dal sottosviluppo alla nuova città, Basilicata editrice, Matera, 1971, p.9.
3
L. Sacco, Conversazione II, “Basilicata” e Centro Comunità. Memorie di inchieste e dibattiti per Matera, Leonardo Sacco con Ettore Vadini,
in F. Bilò, E. Vadini, Matera e Adriano Olivetti, ROMA, Collana Intangibili, Fondazione Adriano Olivetti, n° 23, 2013, p.74.
4
In 1951 La Martella will be the area chosen for the construction of the first rural village by UNRRA-CASAS. The project is
managed by the ECA Mission in Italy (Economic Cooperation Administration) thanks to the funds made available since 1948 by
1
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the ERP (European Recovery Program), better known as Marshall Plan.
F. Gorio, Il villaggio La Martella. Autocritica di Federico Gorio, in Casabella-Continuità, n° 200, 1954, p. 34.
6
F. Bilò, “La luce violenta della realtà” ovvero del metodo antropologico. Il contributo delle scienze sociali nella vicenda di Matera,
in F. Bilò, E. Vadini, Matera e Adriano Olivetti, ROMA, Collana Intangibili, Fondazione Adriano Olivetti, n° 23, 2013, p.227.
7
F. Gorio, Op. Cit., p. 35.
8
Ivi, p. 33.
9
The phrase dates back to April 1, 1948 when Palmiro Togliatti, on the occasion of his visit in Matera, called the Sassi “national shame”.
10
See the data collected relating to the final balance on local tourism published by Unioncamere Basilicata.
11
C. Levi, Atti del Convegno, in Basilicata, 1967-1968.
12
Sentence taken from the final report of the Commission of the International Design Competition for the Sassi of Matera.
13
The special law n° 771 of 1986 will give rules and financial resources (will create the Sassi Office) for the launch of the Sassi
recovery program. They began with the Sasso Barisano one, where four pilot plans will substantially provide those indications and
methodological tools useful for the ‘active conservation’ works of around 30 hectares of urban heritage. It was also set up a group
of intellectuals and professionals, control and support body at the Sassi Office, in which they will take part: Rocco Mazzarone,
Mario Manieri Elia, Edoardo Salzano, Pier Giorgio Corazza e Vincenzo Baldoni.
14
Tommaso Giuralongo is the project leader 2nd classified with L. Acito, R. Lamacchia, L. Rota, C. Melograni, M. L. Martines.
5
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ABSTRACT
Creativity, understood as a process of creation through the use of imagination and original ideas, has always been the engine of
architecture in both formal and informal communities. Based on contextual observations and people’s needs, this creativity is often
fueled and challenged to produce innovative architectural and urban solutions. The informal community, in particular, with its
inadequate regulation and weak law enforcement, in addition to hosting a poor population, is a place where creativity is expressed
differently. The absence of the architect has lead people to rely on self-construction, where the final dweller of the house is also
the designer, and often the builder, taking part in participatory activities both in the household and in the precarious public spaces
(Hernández, Kellet, & Allen, 2010).
The lack of economic resources leads to the construction of structures that cannot be completely finished, but that instead grow
over time, depending on the people’s means and needs. As Mehrotra (2010) argues, the informal or kinetic city is based not on
architectural landmarks, finished and stable, but in an ever-changing urban fabric made of processes, emergences, and events,
rather than on fixed regulations and objectives. Creativity in these places is, thus, a response to everyday needs in precarious
environments, still in direct relationship with its end users.
With the collapse of most global economies, many architects have turned to informal communities both to help people find their own
social identity and to find solutions to the various problems. This recent trend is yet challenging the limits of architectural creativity.
Based on case studies in the periphery of Lima, Peru, different types of creative architectural solutions for public spaces are examined,
where everyday life is one of the main concerns. The aim is to identify successful ways for the appropriation of a precarious environment
where architecture plays an important role in bringing people together. Being aware of the negative impact of slums, and the difficulties of
their integration into formal cities (UN-Habitat, 2010), developing the skill of seeing and learning from informal areas can broaden our
discipline’s reach, re-establishing our service role. A reflection on the organization and development of informal public spaces, fluctuating
between creativity and reality, can offer a variety of design tools to propose a new type of reading and solutions for the informal city.
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Creativity understood as a process of creation through the use of imagination and original ideas has always been the
driving force of architecture during the development of both formal and informal communities. Based on the different
economic, social, and environmental conditions and people’s needs, creativity is fueled and challenged to produce
innovative architectural and urban solutions. In the informal as opposed to formal communities, however, creativity acts
as an unusual architecture without architects that “attempts to break down our narrow concepts of the art of building by
introducing the unfamiliar world of nonpedigree architecture (…) call it vernacular, anonymous, spontaneous, indigenous,
rural, as the case may be” (Rudofsky, 1964, p. 1). In these places, people’s inventiveness and ingenuity combine with
economic and social needs in the search for affordable housing and better living conditions. The informal community,
devoid of building regulations but inhabited by a poor population, in fact, is a place where creativity is expressed differently
“with options to compensate for the notorious deficiencies of peripheries” (Grabher, 2018, p. 2). The repeated absence of
the architect’s support leads people to rely on self-construction interventions where the last inhabitant of the house is the
designer and often the builder (Friedman, 2010 [2003]), taking part in participatory activities aimed at improving even
precarious public spaces (Hernández, Kellet, and Allen, 2010). The inhabitants, in most cases, become the main actors
of a spontaneous ‘work in progress’ which, however, often remains in a permanent ‘under construction’ condition. As
Mehrotra (2010) argues, the informal or kinetic city is based not only on architectural landmarks, finished and stable, but
in an ever-changing urban fabric consisting of processes, emergences, and events, rather than on fixed regulations and
objectives. Creativity, in direct relationship with its end users, thus becomes the response to the current daily needs of the
informal environment. Some architects have considered the DIY (do-it-yourself) industry, and the marginalization from
“the creative dimension of the building process” as an erosion of their previously enjoyed power (Cohen, Wilkinson,
Arnold, and Finn, 2005, p. 781). However, recent trends in the discipline are demonstrating that informal environments
and self-construction can become a new arena for the practice of architecture. In fact, with the collapse of most global
economies, many architects have now turned to informal communities to help people find solutions to local architectural
and urban problems, as traditional design systems and methods have failed to do so. This recent trend challenges the
limits of the architectural profession, understanding “periphery not as an obstacle to, but as a potential asset for creativity”
(Grabher, 2018, p. 2). Many studies have found that the substantial increase of informal communities is mainly due to the
rapid growth of the poor population and the lack of affordable housing in the formal city (UN-Habitat, 2010). Because
of the failure of local governments to respond to the housing emergency, some architects have adopted the practice of
providing technical assistance to the various self-construction activities, thus helping to improve the living conditions and
the slow integration of communities with the formal parts of cities. It has been shown, however, that bottom-up projects,
in which people directly participate in the upgrading of houses and public spaces, are usually more successful than topdown approaches (Castells, 1983; Klaufus, 2000). The inhabitants identify with the projects and learn to take care of
them. It is not a problem of using inferior local materials, but of developing innovative solutions even with little economic
means. The upgrading of structures, the creation of public spaces, services, and infrastructures contribute to bring informal
communities culturally and socially closer to formal ones. In this process, there is no doubt that the architect has many
things to do, but also many others to learn. A reflection on the organization and development of informal communities,
oscillating between creativity and reality, can offer a variety of design tools useful to propose new types of architectural
and urban solutions. Most of them based on a ‘plural urbanism’ that “opens the door to new aesthetics, spatial concepts,
compositional structures and creative avenues for design to act within the world that is” (Ryan B. D., 2017, p. 308).
In this context, this paper examines a series of architectural and urban interventions, with/without the architect’s support,
carried out in some informal communities in Lima. In this process, different kinds of strategies used during the design
and building activities were identified. In all the interventions, creativity is not only expressed in a singular way but plays
a significant role in the development of people’s sense of appropriation and affection. While being aware of the negative
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impact of slums, and their difficulties of integration into formal cities (UN-Habitat, 2010), developing the ability to see
and learn from informal areas can help us broaden our discipline’s reach re-establishing our service role.
Creative interventions in informal communities
Governments do not sufficiently recognize informal communities located in and around cities. Because of economic
and social conditions, people in these places struggle for years and even decades for a place to live and for a
legitimization of their home. In this context, the community needs to establish strong social ties in order to survive.
“Citizen participation is a categorical term for citizens’ power. It is the redistribution of power that enables the havenot citizens, presently excluded from the political and economic processes, to be deliberately included in the future”
(Arnstein, 1969, p. 216). In four informal communities studied in Lima between 2012 and 2019, two basic types
of interventions were identified: self-interventions carried out by local people without the architect’s support; and,
projects carried out by architects with/without the active participation of people.
- Self-interventions carried out by local people without the architect’s support
These interventions are part of the everyday life of people in the communities. Since construction works need both
money and building materials, most changes or upgrades are usually small, easy to be planned and implemented.
Because of the scarcity of resources, creativity is the most critical asset, and the final solution is usually the simplest
way to solve the problems (De Certeau, 1984). However, some significant interventions are not excluded, such as the
construction of an upper floor, or site works that could allow future structures. If necessary, local construction workers
are hired, or their sporadic services are exchanged for goods. The aim is to receive support in the practical aspects of
the construction, in the structural problems, and even in the aesthetic details, although the final decisions mostly fall
on the owners. Examples include the colorful self-build houses in Huaycán (Ate) and Alto Perú (Chorillos), and the
self-made gardens in Manchay (Pachacamac).
- Projects carried out by architects with/without the active participation of people
In the last fifteen years, we have witnessed the growing involvement of architects and designers in informal communities,
whose roots can be traced in the participatory initiatives of the 1970s (Doucet, 2015). Some authors argue that this is
due to the scarcity of jobs in the formal market (Massad, 2018), while others see more profound ethical motives (Walsh,
Hewson, and Shier, 2008). These interventions have two different kinds of approaches: either the architect has a little
earlier relationship with the community thus the project is limited and somewhat superficial, or the intervention is the
result of months or even years of people’s participation, careful dialogue with persons, and long fundraising. Inhabitants,
in this way, easily identify with the project. Some examples are the micro-library in El Carmen (Comas), some sports
facilities in Manchay (Pachacamac), and a social structure, training center, and main square in Alto Perú (Chorillos).
Appropriation strategies
Regardless of the different types of intervention, four main attitudes or ‘appropriation strategies’ of people involved in the
various participation processes have been identified. They are considered essential for the development of residents’ sense
of belonging and affection for the community.
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- Ethics of aesthetics
One of the main arguments in favor of DIY architecture is the idea that people can easily choose the style, shape, number
of floors, materials, colors, and layout of their home, all in accordance with the characteristics and unofficial regulations
of the place. A fact that is an intrinsic empathic value since “ethics of responsibility emerges from the experience of
connectedness, compassion, and sensitivity to context” (Till, 2013, p. 186). In the informal community, however, given
the often rare architect’s support, the lack of urban and architectural regulations and the limited budget, individual
preferences, and tastes during self-construction interventions are expressed in a singular, local, and creative way. The new
type of aesthetic reflects people’s aspiration to be part of the formal city and to be able to express their own group identity,
especially when they come from other parts of the country. In any case, creativity and imagination produce buildings that
may perhaps be linked to a modern kind of vernacular (Burga, 2006). Self-construction, in fact, increases the sense of
appropriation and satisfaction (Beegan and Atkinson, 2008). People are less inclined to vandalism and tend to take better
care of space, even if basic services are lacking, and every day they risk eviction.
- Belonging through imagination
The idea of having a place to live is one of the reasons for the active participation of people in the various self-construction
interventions. Since land occupation requires, in its early stages, a minimum of organization with regard to the initial
lay-out of streets and plots, as well as the construction of primary structures, community members share, in this situation,
a sense of improvement in their current living conditions. The sharing of these ‘affordances’ (Gibson, 1986) allows the
development of the sense of belonging to a community in the different architectural and urban scales of the intervention.
From the small scale of houses to the larger scale of streets and public squares, the sense of affection and place attachment
becomes crucial to activate community participation. In fact, when the shared idea disappears, so does the sense of
belonging and the social ties associated with it.
- Ad hoc interventions
“A purpose immediately fulfilled is the ideal of adhocism; it cuts through the usual delays caused by specialization,
bureaucracy, and hierarchical organization” (Jencks and Silver, 2013 [1972], p. 15).
One of the main characteristics of informal communities is to fill a gap left by current legislation, or by the State’s systems
(De Soto, 1986). Those who cannot solve the lack of affordable housing and basic community services through a legal and
formal way find in the informal practice a faster solution to the problems, even if risking the demolition of structures. The
lengthy decision-making processes of many governments are avoided through short-term interventions, usually economic
and creative, able to respond to the specific needs of the community even with a deeper empathetic comprehension of the
context and resources. In informal communities, however, even if architectural and urban control tools are still lacking,
we find effective self-regulatory mechanisms based on unwritten rules and verbal agreements between neighbors.
- Open creative process
Finally, it is the ‘work in progress’ character of informal communities that allows the development of an almost nonstop creative construction process that could last even decades. Because of economic restrictions and sometimes the risk
of eviction, houses are slowly upgraded over the years. The image of an informal community is that of an unfinished
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neighborhood, where small one-story structures are often located near two- or three-story buildings. The opportunity
opens up for people to improve and change their homes. With the arrival of new family members, additional rooms or
floors can be easily built. Part of the ground floor can also become commercial space.
Past experiences have shown that, over time, house consolidation and environmental improvements largely increase both
the possibility of legitimization and the value of the land. All this could ultimately benefit the community. Architecture as
an unfinished development, rather than as a finished object, means that the ‘under construction’ project is within an open
process that can easily welcome the collaboration of architects.
Conclusion
What can be learned from informal communities? One of the first things considerations is that to be able, as architects, to
help informal or formal communities to improve existing architectural and urban conditions, it is essential to understand
not only the specific environmental characteristics and conditions of the place, and the people’s needs and problems, but
the processes and resources that currently exist. People’s attitudes towards their community are an important aspect on
which to build both a sense of community and self-identification. All these features contribute to the support of small or
large interventions, where the active participation of people and the consequent care and attention for the environment,
common public spaces and neighborhoods as a whole, allow the development of a new type of ‘creative urbanism’ that
goes beyond informality or formality to create new kinds of meanings. Participation, if done well, produces affection.
Affection, in turn, is fundamental for the maintenance of the urban environment and the establishment of social ties.
As architects, we have the challenge, paraphrasing Robert Venturi, to live with the contradictions of the place. With an
open mind based on the process of seeing and understanding logic and creativity, the architect can play an essential role
in the process of enhancement, improvement, and organization of existing communities.
The characteristics of the ‘work in progress’ interventions are not only the opportunity to upgrade structures and open public
spaces but the possibility for anyone to participate in their development. The process of combining and superimposing
different creative systems, in fact, can lead to the creation of a community where public or semi-public open spaces can
become not only a place of ‘democracy’ but also a place with a significant urban surplus value. It is fundamental to raise
“the status of creativity and design expertise within society at large.” (Cohen, Wilkinson, Arnold, and Finn, 2005, p. 777)
if we aim for the profession’s long-term survival.
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ABSTRACT
The contribution refers to a series of researches about cemetery space and inner areas, exploring possible expansions about the dichotomy
“autonomy” (from Greek, autos – means “self”, – nomos means “rule”) and “heteronomy” (from Greek, hetero- means “other”).
An intersection of these themes has found the opportunity to be investigated in the project developed for the ideas competition “Non
Architecture Competition: Dying, alternative designs for cemeteries”. Reflecting about forms, meanings and role of the cemetery space in
the contemporary landscape, an opportunity was glimpsed also to find out answers to the long-standing problem of abandoned inner areas
reasoning about the autonomy and heteronomy that govern the relationships between the city and some marginal landscapes identifiable
in a transcalar perspective. In this contribution inner areas are considered heterotopias in the same way as cemeteries. Heterotopias –
according to the foucaultian meaning – are autonomous by definition and structured on their own rules. When they cease their activity,
heterotopias become heteronomous, since they are considered referring to the city rules (-nomos) and not anymore to their own rules.
Nowadays, only a project based on a creative thought aimed to define an “anphinomy” (from Greek, anphi- means “on both side”) can
change the state in which this legacy is. Anphinomy will refer to a biunivocal and equal relationship among the parts without imposition of
the rules of one of the two subjects. The Inner Park project focus on the anphinomy between the city and those heteronomous heterotopias.
Urban and rural areas as well as “the city of the living” and “the city of the dead” are two pairs of landscapes that must be considered
complementary and not alternative. Inner Park is a pretext, a futuristic proposal set in 2050. The project defines a park of “lost things”
– people, places, histories – consisting of Italian inner areas dedicated to inner life that seems to find no more place in the hyper-dense
urban. In this futuristic scenario, the gentrification of the city finds a complementary and necessary double in the inner areas. Inner Park
is proposed as an “anphinomous” system recognizing its otherness, as an identity value statement, not comparable with the city identity
but complementary to that, so necessary and worthy of being valued. The project proposal could be both a “double heteronomy” and a
“conscious autonomy”, therefore a “connected heterotopia”.
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The city ‘nomos’1 (Giovangiuseppe Vannelli)
This contribution is the result of the intersection between two researches, one about the funerary landscape and the
other concerning the inner areas landscape. Those researches wonder about possible scenarios for two places that have
as common feature the loss of their original value and, consequentially, the crisis of their material and immaterial
consistency. This condition is the tangible outcome of an ever-changing context and it’s related to the direction in which
cities are developing exponentially. “The world urbanization [today does not define], as agriculture has done, a new form
of permanence, but rather new forms of mobility. The urbanization leads at least to two different phenomena: on the one
hand, the growing development of the already existing great urban centres, and, on the other, the recent extension, along
communication routes, rivers and maritime coasts, of those ‘urban filaments’, as named by the French demographer Hervé
Le Bras. In addition to urban filaments, it’s often possible to talk about rurbanization”2.
The dualism city-countryside, now obsolete, has been replaced by new relationships that are important matters to
investigate. At the time of the gentrification, the urban stretches itself, starting from its centre, and structures the rurban
area, polarizing the social, economic and cultural systems. In this condition, some places enter into crisis because they
were defined according to previous and no longer stable networks of relationships. The resulting condition of marginality
is relative to a city that figure always as the element of comparison: the dualism is always structured with respect to
the urbanized part of reality that is densifying and extending. “I mainly want to establish at this point that the dynamic
process of the city tends more to evolution than preservation, and that in evolution monuments are not only preserved but
continuously presented as propelling elements of development”3. Rossi’s statement is a starting point for a further useful
reflection that no longer concerns only the city, the one made up of monuments, of ‘primary elements’, but a reflection
that concerns those elements of the urban system that in different ways have woven a dependence relationship – an
heteronomy – with respect to the city. Nowadays, those places, with greater difficulty, try to respond to the incessant and
rapid evolution of the city. Rethinking this heritage, even the most fragile one – because of being less recognized as such
–, appears useful and necessary because: “ in the utilization of the bodies of the old cities, there is at once an economic
and a psychological rationale. They become both a positive value and a point of reference”4. Thus, considering the
consolidated urban dynamics, it could be possible to state that the ‘nomos’ are always determined by the city.
Therefore, some places, as those examined, have been – or they are waiting to be – subject to necessary changes in order to
prevent the definition of a landscape made of wrecks, carcasses swallowed up by the hungry city. The city is here considered
as ‘mother’ – underlining the heteronomous relationship – echoing what was said by Koolhaas: “conceptually orphaned,
the condition of the periphery is made worse by the fact that its mother is still alive, stealing the show, emphasizing its
offspring’s inadequacies”5. Nowadays it is necessary to think about possible innovations and transformations both of
architecture and of the city, but above all of what is excluded from the latter. With that aim, it seems necessary to raise
new questions, to reword the old ones, definitely it’s necessary to look for an image, an idea, because: “the political matter
of the city [is] a choice issue, as a result the city realize itself toward its own idea of city”6. Therefore, to start from reality
observation and interpretation is considered as necessary in order to prefigure, through creativity, possible scenarios that
may define a future ‘idea of city’ or, expanding this anthropocentric vision of the city, a future idea of landscape or even
a future idea of ecosystem. This is necessary in order to not persevere in the error of forecasting a ‘mother’ city but to
aim at the definition of visions that with greater synergy make what is in the city and what is outside collaborate together,
through a revision of the current relationships of autonomy and heteronomy.
Compared to the astonishing multiplicity of questions and the breadth of the fields of knowledge called into question by
phenomena such as l’anthropocene and gentrification, in architecture the above described approach is more necessary
than ever. The physical artefacts conceived and realized by architects, by their essence, usually appear to be reluctant or
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impossible to change, to be adapted, while the boundary conditions seem to be exponentially faster in evolving: therefore,
they become more and more complex to interpret and to put at the new prefigurations’ basis. This determines one of the
processes proper to the generic city: “the great originality of the Generic City is simply to abandon what does not work –
what has outlived its use – to break up the blacktop of idealism with the jackhammers of realism and to accept whatever
grows in its place”7. Taking into account this condition of strong realism, described almost with cynicism by Koolhaas, the
dialectical relationship between reality and creativity appears to be fundamental because only a creative thought – which
according to Martì Aris has hybridization, overlapping and crossing as typical procedures – can lead to that “important,
vast and unavoidable (…) effort of forecast (previsione)”8 considered necessary to the ‘prediction’ even if not sufficient
for the “constitution of the architectural thing”9. Forecast becomes a fundamental act by practicing creative thinking
because “we can have the impression that the image is what establish and promote real’s reality”10.
Therefore, an image appears to be the first step in a process that, following the ‘jackhammers of realism’, tries with a
creative thought to foresee an ‘idea of city’ that guides – according to Rossi – its realization in response to the political
problem. This complex and articulated relationship between reality and creativity, between forecast and prediction,
between city, idea of city and built city should be approached with the aim of being contemporary – according to
Agamben: “contemporaneity is a particular relationship with one’s own time, which adheres to it and, at the same time,
distances itself from it; more precisely, contemporaneity is that relationship with time which adheres to it through a phase
shift and anachronism. Those who coincide too much with the epoch, who perfectly coincide with it in every point, are
not contemporary because, precisely because of this, they cannot see it, they cannot keep their eyes fixed on it (...) being
contemporary is, above all, a question of courage”11. Focusing again on the two places investigated within this contribution
that – for different reasons – have not been formed with and within the city, in order to explore more specifically, among
others, the dualism of autonomy and heteronomy, we dwelt on the relationships (real or possible) between these artefacts,
the surrounding elements and the city itself. Reasoning about relationships becomes even more fundamental in dealing
with inequalities and expulsions that may be inherent in the construction of the place itself – as in the cemeteries case
– or a consequence of slow processes of marginalization, as in the inner areas case. In order to better understand this
marginalization condition, what Augé writes about those terms he defines as belonging to a “spatial language” seems to
be interesting: the concept of ‘exclusion’ “undoubtedly implies the existence of an inside and an outside: one is excluded
from the inside and become an externality. This externality matter can be understood in a physical sense. (...) However,
there is also exclusion in the sociological sense, social exclusion”12. At the same time, Augé explains that “the one who is
defeated by the system, the one who does not adapt to the school system or the economic system, is marginalised. Again,
this is a spatial term. The margin necessarily refers to the idea of a central place, a centre, a reference point from which
only the marginalised would be excluded”13. So, the city is the centre while heterotopias are excluded and marginalised.
Cemeteries: autonomous but no longer self-sufficient (Giovangiuseppe Vannelli)
‘Churchyard’ and ‘cemetery’ are commonly used as synonyms, yet the difference is remarkable, especially considering
the autonomy or heteronomy of burial grounds. Until the beginning of the 19th century ‘death’, and consequently the
burial sites, were not ousted from ‘life’, and therefore from the city. The meaning of the word ‘churchyard’ refers to
the formal and positional value of burial grounds: burial took place in cloisters and it was considered, in fact, an urban
practice. The place for eternal rest was within the city and established continuous and multiple relationships with it,
kept alive by consolidated social practices. In 1804, with the Edict of Saint Cloud, the churchyard urban role and its
relationship with the city were put into crises. At that point, one could speak about ‘cemetery’: still a place dedicated
to burials but, getting detached by the religious entity, it had lost its positional value. After the Napoleonian Edict,
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cemeteries were built as enclosed and excluded cities for dead ones, far from the cities of living ones. Over time,
this shift from ‘churchyard’ to ‘cemetery’ has defined a marginalization of this sacred place and the loss of its urban
value. The modern cemetery conception considers these places as totally autonomous compared to the city. Cemetery
maximally express what Foucault meant by “heterotopias of deviation”14: another city built in order to alienate from
the city of the living what is considered as ‘deviant’. Over time this expulsion has happened through the construction
of autonomous and self-sufficient citadels built on the city borders, far from the society – and then the city – of the
healthy, the good, the living. When the urban sprawl reached those cities of the dead, cemeteries’ autonomy went into
crises. In a way, the request imposed to cemeteries by the city to become heteronomous although they were founded
as heterotopias, and therefore as autonomies, is the reason for that crises. Moreover, nowadays, those cities of the
dead seem to be no more self-sufficient because represent a kind of ‘wormholes’ within the cities, they are not even
able to answer to the various and dynamics problems related to the current cemetery question (type of burial, different
cultures, ecology, lack of burial space, etc.). Among the other reasons, this cemeteries’ critical condition is due to
the original autonomy that has no more as correspondence the self-sufficiency of those places and so it imposes an
imminent rethinking about this material and immaterial heritage.
Inner areas: self-sufficient but no longer autonomous (Piero Zizzania)
Inner areas are usually described as ‘isolated’, ‘marginal’, ‘distant’ depending on their relationship with main cities and
infrastructural networks. In them mountain and rural villages fight against oblivion and abandonment due to the growing
depopulation phenomena that began with the birth of the modern city, increasingly autonomous and self-sufficient, which
sanctioned the obsolescence of these territories.
The same definition of ‘inner areas’ highlights how they result from consolidated policies that “have
supported the (unfounded) belief that an inevitable concentration in large cities is beneficial for all”15:
in fact, they are identified through the variables of distance and lack assessed according to the common ‘pole’.
Just to counter this territorial disparity, the National Strategy of Inner Areas was born in 2012, a ‘breaking device’16 that
tries to overcome the numerous subsistence actions -another form of heteronomy- which have always characterized the
interventions for marginality. Therefore, a self-sufficient territorial model is proposed, based on the synergy between
different municipalities which decide to collaborate in favor of a common good renouncing their local autonomy no
longer sustainable. The complexity of the issue opens an attitude of mistrust about the possibility of seeing all the inner
areas repopulated, due to an ever-increasing density of cities. Despite this, the increasingly explicit interest in alternative
lifestyles to the city frenzy, attention to the origin and production process of food, the renewed interest in an experiential
tourism alternative to the beach, could be interpreted as new symptoms of a more deep crisis of the model that finds
in the city the answer to all human needs. Compared to this panorama, “precisely because they remained marginal to
the development processes, and thanks to the extraordinary peculiarities that they contain, from discarded stones these
17
territories could turn into corner stones from which to start to imagine a new idea of urbanity”

.
Anphinomy (Piero Zizzania)
A preamble is necessary: the opportunity for this contribution was our proposal for Non architecture competition – Dying.
The competition’s brief invited participants to think about ‘reality’, as the actual condition of the cemetery heritage,
and ‘creativity’, as the way we can prefigure new scenarios for funerary landscape. Participants were asked to create
innovative and unconventional projects where scale of intervention, program dimensions, and location are not given.
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Answering to the competition request we have reasoned about the ‘externality” matter and the possible relationships
between the autonomy and heteronomy through a transcalar approach. Historically cemeteries were at the periphery of
the city, meanwhile inner areas are defined as the ultra-peripherical landscape compared to the city.
In this contribution inner areas are considered heterotopias – referring to the six features pointed out by Foucault18 – in
the same way as cemeteries. Heterotopias are autonomous by definition and structured on their own rules. When they
cease their activity, heterotopias become heteronomous, since they are considered referring to the city rules (-nomos) and
not anymore to their own rules. The divestment and abandonment of these heterotopias derive from a non-autonomous
vision of these places but heteronomous, all referring to the city. On the other hand, an autonomous vision would cause
the total collapse of these places and a complete expulsion from the urban area. So it seems necessary to know, recognize
and interpret these places for what they are, giving value to their otherness but not eradicating them from the city and,
therefore, from society. Nowadays, only a project based on a creative thought aimed to define an ‘anphinomy’ (from
Greek, anphi- means “on both side”) can change the state in which this legacy is. Anphinomy will refer to a biunivocal
and equal relationship among the parts without imposition of the rules of one of the two subjects.
In our proposal for Dying Competition, the Inner Park focus on the anphinomy between the city and those heterotopias.
Urban and rural areas as well as ‘the city of the living’ and ‘the city of the dead’ are two pairs of landscapes that must be
considered complementary and not alternative. Inner Park is a pretext, a futuristic proposal set in 2050. The cemeteries
are moved from the expanding hyper-dense cities and re-define the landscape of the internal areas: through the city of the
dead which finds space in the internal areas, those lifeless territories are re-inhabited.
The project defines a park of “lost things” – people, places, histories – consisting of Italian inner areas dedicated to inner
life that seems to find no more place in the hyper-dense urban. In this futuristic scenario, the gentrification of the city finds
a complementary and necessary double in the inner areas. Compared to metropolitan areas, Inner Park is proposed as an
“anphinomous” system recognizing its otherness, as an identity value statement, not comparable with the city identity
but complementary to that, so necessary and worthy of being valued. The project proposal could be both a “double
heteronomy” and a “conscious autonomy”, therefore a “connected heterotopia”.
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ABSTRACT
The city – as Aldo Rossi stated in The architecture of the City – does not give itself except in the dialectic between forms of living and
forms of dwelling. In order to use exactly the words of the Milanese master, residential areas and primary elements are able to build the
fixed scene of the human life. There is no city without the recurrence of the forms that make real our idea of dwelling but there is no city
without places and buildings that are representative of collective values, places and buildings where we can recognize ourselves. These
elements of the city’s structure are arranged according to some intelligible rules able to give urban form to the the city of history, while
the contemporary city seems to have preferred chaos to kosmos. If Massimo Cacciari wrote that the contemporary city is incapable of
‘donating places’, Vittorio Gregotti has lucidly pointed out that architecture has lost its civil task and is reduced to building ‘enlarged
design objects’ in the historical centers while in the periphery the ‘deregulation’ consumes the soil in the formless forms of dispersion.
The paper intends to look at the lesson of the ancient city, in particular to Pompeii, to reflect on the terms of the interscalarity between
forma urbis, the form of its elementary part and the F orms of the house, on the relationships between forms of the city and forms of
soil and landscape, on the dialectic between public places and residential areas. The considerations on these themes, developed on
a theoretical level and verified through the analysis of the archaeological city, were the basis of a didactic experimentation for the
construction of a new part of the city on the island of Favignana in Sicily.
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The city – as Aldo Rossi stated in The architecture of the City1 – does not give itself except in the dialectic between
‘forms of dwelling’ and ‘forms of staying’. In order to use exactly the words of the Milanese master, residential areas and
primary elements are, only together, able to build the fixed scene of the human life: the city human thing par excellence
– as Rossi liked to call it following Lévi-Strauss. In the book, Rossi wrote that he is trying to elaborate, in his text, a
theory of urban facts starting from “(...) the identification of the city as an artefact and from its division into individual
buildings and dwelling areas”2. Rossi believes that the city lives in this dialectic: the dwelling areas are those that fulfil
the function of private inhabiting, the monuments those of public inhabiting. Although in the Introduction to the book
it is written that two major systems exist, two point of view from which it is possible to face the study of the city – “(...)
one that considers the city as the product of the generative-functional systems of its architecture and thus of urban space,
and one that considers it as a spatial structure”3 – and bearing in mind the importance and the possible contribution of the
second, Rossi affirms clearly his point of view: the city is construction, the city is architecture, the city has its structure.
Thus, referring to the dwelling areas, the city can be analysed through a definition of the parts that are different by form
and are related to different ideas of city that, in certain historical periods, have been able to represent the collective values
of a shared inhabiting. In this regard, Rossi’s thought is clear when he affirms “(...) To take the dwelling as a category in
itself does not mean to adopt a functional criterion of urban-land use division but simply to treat an urban artifact in such
a way that it is in itself primary in the composition of the city. (...) One cannot argue (...) that a dwelling is something
amorphous (...) The form in which residential buildings are realized, the typological aspect that characterizes them, is
closely bound up with the urban form.”4. But dwelling area “(...) is insufficient by itself to characterize the formation
and the evolution of the city” because there are – and they play a decisive role – “(...) urban elements (...) of a dominant
nature (...) because they participate in the evolution of the city over time in a permanent way, often becoming identified
with the major artifacts the city”5: these are the primary elements, those that “(...) When we consider the spatial aspect and
their role independent of their function, we realize how closely they are identified within their presence in the city. They
possess a value ‘in themselves’, but also a value dependent on their place in the city”6: they are first of all monuments “(...)
signs of the collective will as expressed through the principles of architecture”7.
There is no city without the recurrence of the forms that make real our idea of dwelling but there is no city without places
and buildings that are representative of collective values, places and buildings where we can recognize ourselves. In the
city of the history, these elements of the city’s structure are arranged according to some intelligible rules able to give urban
form to an idea of city, while the contemporary city seems to have preferred chaos to kosmos. If Massimo Cacciari wrote
that the contemporary city is incapable to donate places – and thus it is not more arranged to be inhabited8 – Vittorio
Gregotti has lucidly pointed out that architecture has lost its civil task and reduced itself to build enlarged design objects
in the historical centres while in the periphery the deregulation consumes the soil in the formless forms of dispersion9.
The lesson of the ancient city
Talking of ‘ancient city’, it becomes really useful to investigate an archaeological city as Pompeii10 is because its condition
of ruin allows to observe is typological plan and, in this way, its underlying structure. The studies on Pompeii rarely
concerned its urban form and a precise dating of its parts is still doubtful due to the fact that the city grew through
‘additions’ and ‘overlays’, making difficult for archaeologists and historians to agree. Another way is possible: looking
only at the form of the city and re-building its development only related to the ‘evidences’ and the ‘traces’ that, for
architect’s eye, are inscribed in the synchronic urban form before our eyes, by using some consolidated tools of the
urban analysis in order to read a ‘figure’ of the city on its background, in the strict relationship the city had with the
form of the soil where it was built. In this way, a first nucleus emerged between via Stabiana to the east and via di
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Nola to the north, defined, toward south and west, from the limits of the plain that overlooked Sarno’s river mouth: an
Altstadt built by quadrangular blocks with many irregularities, organized around a ‘central place’ – the same of the current
Foro but defined only from the presence of a temple on the west side. The forma urbis represents, in this phase, a city
probably spontaneously grown, starting from a smaller nucleus, inside a wider city wall including also not built land.
With some exception, the archaeologists agree to include, at this moment, not so much the triangular forum in its current
morphological configuration, but certainly a ‘singular place’ here placed for the presence of a suburban temple. A second
phase of Pompeii development could be individuated including all the enlargement to the west of the cardo-maximo-via
Stabiana. However, it is necessary to divide a first enlargement of the city, evidently planned – the Regio VI – and the
saturation of what we can define ‘interstitial areas’. In fact, to the north, starting from the part of the city wall between
Porta Ercolano and Porta Vesuvio, there are two orders of long rectangular blocks – 35 by 140 metres the first and 35 by
95 the second – while, between the Altstadt bounded by a road ring and the new city with the rectangular blocks based on
the alignment of via Stabiana, irregular blocks, for dimension and form, are determined including definitely the triangular
forum that, however, remains isolated due to its high position. Via Stabiana is the main axis of the first enlargement of
the city to the east. The blocks are aligned with one side on this axis and present an irregular shape because the alignment
of via Stabiana doesn’t coincide to the east-west orientation of decumani. Thus, synchronically, it is possible to observe
in the map of Pompeii a city ‘built by parts’ able to express different ideas of city, built over time following not only the
history but also the geography, today concurrently inscribed in the whole physical form of the city. In this way observed,
Pompeii is a dense city, certainly built as ‘otherness’ to the nature but able to establish with it clear and nameable
relationship. The Altstadt, as said, is built in relationship to the form of the ground, on the buttress facing the Sarno’s
river mouth as extreme land of the plateau where later the city will enlarge itself. On the other side the landscape enters
powerfully in the city, especially in its ‘singular’ places. The well-known sketches of the Carnet 4 of the Voyages d’Orient
by Le Corbusier – especially the n. 99 Le Vesuve a lim de dans Forum and the n. 103 Du temple de Giove – describe the
wide field of the Roman Forum of which the Vesuvius, from on side, and the Lattari mountains, from the other, are the
background behind the portico with a double order of columns that define its form: an open but limited spatiality, inside
the city but overlooking the nature. The Triangular Forum describes a different relationship with the nature: built on a
promontory overlooking the plain, its entrance is on the shorter side and, when in the inner space, the space dynamically
expands, contain the Doric temple – here an absolute solitaire – but opening to the horizon. Probably this space was a
sacred place extra urban in an age of Greek influence and this thing explains the characteristics of this ‘small acropolis’.
Thus, Pompeii is a compact city where the relationship between architectural typology and urban morphology is
represented in Straßenbau and Schwarzplan that are one the negative of the other. Nevertheless it is a ‘porous’ city
because of the form of the insula and the form of the house. The building disposition inside the blocks represents, on
the other side, an interesting way of occupying the space of the enclosure in order to guarantee the best conditions
of living. But there is another quality of space inside the insula based on the void instead of the full space: better on
the system of voids that characterize houses representing an archetypal way of inhabiting referred to the enclosure as
primeval act of ‘cutting’ a part of nature, then rebuilding, inside the patio, a ‘vertical’ relationship with it, with the
ground, on one side, and with the sky, from the other. The characteristics of compactness and porosity are given to the
city by the form and the structure of the dwelling areas while the city is represented in in its more important public
spaces that are the primary elements here in relationship with the geography. The city is a city of interior spatiality but
where the public spaces represent significant places of exterior spatiality11.
Recently, the Neapolitan historian of architecture Giovanni Menna wrote about this subject12, indicating, before of Amedeo
Maiuri, Francis J. Haverfield as the researcher that inaugurated the study of Pompeii’s urban morphology. It is not only a
cultured reference to a text on the urban history of the classical cities, including Pompeii, but, moreover, a new important
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point of view about it. In the Preface to the text, Haverfield wrote that he tried to give “(...) a scholar’s contribution to a
modern movement”13. Thus, the study of the ancient city as contribution to a ‘modern movement’ – without capital letters
and some years before this expression became historiographical category – wants to say that the ancient city can still be a
lesson thinking of the progressive character of our work. Pompeii, even if buried from the ashes of the volcano and never
come back to life, didn’t expire its lesson, can be not only a lesson of history but can give indication to solve the problems
that await us regarding a contemporary city that finds it hard to get really modern.
A concept for the contemporary city
The opportunity to experiment what the city of Pompeii has taught in the dialectic between residential areas – forms of
dwelling – and primary elements – forms of staying – came form a didactic experience in two ‘parallel’ the Architectural
Design Studio at the first year of the five-years single-cycle Degree of the Department of Architecture in Naples14.
- The place
Favignana, an island where geography is powerful and determines a singular form of the earth. Elongated mainly along
the east-west axis, the island is crossed in its centre by a mountainous ridge that, following north-south direction, divides
two plateaus characterized by jagged and high coasts. The only inhabiting centre is located to the west of the mountain
range, on the north coast: the Norman fort of Santa Caterina and the Florio Tuna factory constitute the two monuments
recognizable at a territorial scale compared to a small urban fabric and a certain urban dispersion in the areas to the east
and to the west, the latter characterized by a soil made porous by the quarries and collapses caused by erosive phenomena.
The assigned project area is located on the north-west coast.
- The theme
The single-family house as a theme with its own tradition in the first-year teaching. Even if it is a seemingly easy topic
– everyone lives in a house, everyone has experience of the house! –, instead very difficult because the architect should
be able to move away from an individual interpretation and expresses a collective culture of living – an oikologia15 – that
can be shared.
- The typology
Assigned to the students, it is the patio house, because it is the ‘Mediterranean house’ but also because it is a house that,
in a modern idea of dwelling, re-establishes a relationship with nature through that patio which, following Jean-Pierre
Vernant16, is the archetypal place where Hestia and Hermes coexist, the two divinities of the domestic fireside: the first
that indissolubly links inhabiting to the earth, the second that projects it to the sky.
Therefore, forms of dwelling: those of the ‘references’ of the ancient and Modern houses, intentionally used to understand
the essential and structural characters of the forms, and then those of the students’ design exercises, on lots with preestablished shape and size in such a way that, through aggregations, three planovolumetric hypotheses could be defined,
capable of specifying three forms of collective living, in the construction of an urban part in relationship with the landscape.
The first hypothesis is that of the construction of a square base, a crepìdoma visible from the sea, on which the houses are
arranged. It is a founding act that finds its reasons in the form of the ground and opts for a gesture that intends, somehow,
to dominate the nature. In the second hypothesis, the houses are arranged in three alignments, parallel to the contour
lines, in order to define three inhabited crags from which to look at the sea. Finally, the third hypothesis – a variation of
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the previous – is that in which the houses and their enclosures are deformed where they meet the dry stone walls that
constitute one of the anthropic traces that, in this part of the island, persists and structures the division of the fields.
In the end, forms of staying. Because, as is known, the city – or, as in this case, a part of it that can be said to be formally
defined – can not be made up of only places of private dwelling which, although organized, in an interscalar way, in the
form of the block and in that of the urban fabric, need places and buildings for collective and public representation. In this
sense, not only the theme of the single-family house has lost the ‘isolated’ adjective to determine, as already described,
forms of aggregation but, even more, the Architectural Design Studio has worked in ‘parallel’ with another Studio17
that developed several hypotheses for the construction of a public space, defined by the presence of ‘shelters’ intended
as places for collective staying, overlooking the sea and aggregated according to the analogical references of the two
forums in Pompeii. A work on the house – architecture for domestic dwelling – on the one hand, and on the construction
of shelters – architecture for the collective staying – on the other, aggregated to define an urban part, reinterpreting some
forms of the ancient city but proposing an idea of city partly different: not compact but able to explore different ways of
opening to nature, in the porous interior spatiality given by the patios in the residential area, and with the large opening of
the exterior spatiality of the public spaces towards the sea.
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ABSTRACT
To retrospect, the modernist movement is closely related to the Cubist art. As the prototype of “Purism” that built the “Modernism”,
Cubism has initially introduced its geometry language using the “Conceptualisation” techniques. The modernist movement had
brought us the rise of universal geometry as the primary level of architectural order – produced a formal “linguistic” structure which
was open and re-combinable. Thus, the distinctions between linguistic and aesthetic discourse become paradoxically compounded as
grammatical and rhetorical.
Aim of Study
Taking the Czech architect Pavel Janák’s work as the case of analysis, by analyzing the conceptual paradigm of form and figure,
the paper aims to discuss the paradoxical relationship between the rationalistic and realistic aspects of architecture as an art form,
furthermore, to assess the relative value between them.
Method
Tracing Pavel Janák’s theoretical and practical work of different period styles, the paper involves four main parts. The first part contains
the ideological analysis of the dialectically opposite pairs of architectural notions concerned by Pavel Janák’s during the evolution of his
design styles. The second part will refer to the phenomenological and epistemological introduction to the dialectic relationship between
form and figure. In the third part, the role of composition techniques will be posed. And the last part gives the conclusions aiming to put
forward estimations of the means of architectural forms corresponding to universal laws of aesthetic perception.
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“In the age of architectural rhetoric, the (rational) demands of pragmatics were not in opposition to the demands of
symbolic form; today they often are.”
Alan Colquhoun1
Introduction
In Janák’s writings, we can read repeatedly a litany of terms like: “Artistic Intention”, which is under the light of Riegl’s
notion of “Kunstwöllen” 2; “Visual Perception”, which implies the philosophical support of his design concept; “Oblique
plane, the third force and diagonal relations” which describe formal relationships in space and enquiring into the visual and
tectonic possibilities of different forms. Taking these particular descriptions of geometric formal expression as breaking
through, the paper is to analyze the relationship between form and figure in architecture design principle, furthermore
trying to probe into the problem of visual perception on its symbolic dimension. Pavel Janák was the protagonist of Czech
Cubist at the beginning of the 20th century then gradually shaped his architectural language of modernism. His career
was carried out in an extremely turbulent epoch. Out of Cubist, Nationalist, and Neoclassical aesthetics, with the impact
of the machine age, he had finally come with the stream of Functionalist. But differed from the extreme functionalists in
that time, Janák’s considered the architectural design work firstly as an artistic activity, freed from the arbitrary rules of
the craft. So that his approach for the new form was a resolution as much through art as through techniques.
Inner struggle of Janák
When talking about architectural design, the relationship between art and technic has always been dialectically opposite,
especially being immersed in the tide of functionalism with the impact of machine-age. We can see this from Janák’s
writings which is full of his self-reflection of inner struggle on architectural design. The contradictory relationship
between artistic intention and pragmatic condition ran through his form-pursuit process.
- Between Pragmatic and Beauty
As stated in the essay “From Architecture to Modern Architecture”, Janák indicated that “poetry” was promoted from a
subordinate position from Wagner’s moto but still “… until now it (architecture) contained much poetry in the sense that
could be expressed by the term “poetry in architecture,” but not enough architectural beauty”3.
For Janák, even within the functionalist category, the function won’t occupy the leading role in the architecture design
process. Functional needs were always behind the desire for aesthetic needs. The core of Janák’s design ideology is to
emphasize the architects’ artistic will, which he thought as the basis of creativity in architecture design. By introducing
the “artistic will”, architecture can be endowed a symbolic meaning to an inanimate object besides practical utility,
available materials, and technologies. Seeing among Janák’s sketches, we could find a vast number of references showing
his admiration for the process of crystallization. He advocated that forms were born because of the intervention of “a
third force”. In his study, he saw the inner force of crystal as the motivator of the deformation process. It could overcome
even gravity. He had also paralleled this crystallization force with “artistic will”, which should be as well autonomy from
any other contamination of the outside world. The architectural form could be endowed with a spirit that transcends any
necessities imposed by the practical utility, available materials, or technologies (Fig.1).
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- Between Tradition and Modernity
Another of the symptoms of Janák’s reaction against the extreme functionalist mentors has been a return to the use of
stylistic elements borrowed from the past to give the forms a greater richness, and to make it integrate into the context.
He wasn’t against the rhetoric device of classical system that had been handed down from the seventeenth century as the
extreme functionalist did, with the framed structure Janák sought to recover the “architecture tradition” with geometry
manners. His intention is to explored a pictorial representation of space, imitating the principles of the historical precedent,
transforming the symbolic elements as logical plastic expression fitting to the structure. In the reconstruction project of
Fara House in 1913, in order to make the reconstructed façade integrate with the baroque image of old bohemia city, he
tried to imitate the triangular gable with the proportion scheme and sought equilibrium by hewing corners, edges. The
approach was always applied with penetrating forces coped with oblique planes in the end to form a surface with the relief
of a strong sense of depth. The dynamic feeling, which is the essence of the Baroque and Gothic art, in the end relating
them to a spatial exploration. From his sketched in 1913, we can see that the structure of Gothic churches of southern
Bohemian had also greatly inspired Janák in the terms of interior space design. He had borrowed the sharp edges, oblique,
constantly touching lines to express the intricate vaulting system.
Visual Perception
The dialectic thinking of Janák’s is full of ambiguity and contradiction. This ambiguity and contradiction came from the
perception of reality. Janák saw architecture as a form of art, playing the role of the subjective expression of the objective
world. It is a sort of language carried the responsibility of showing the attitude, reveal the truth. It’s all about perception
and conception among the ideal and reality. To achieve a more precise perceiving and effective conceiving, Janák took
Riegl’s notion of polarity between haptic and optic principles as his point of departure for the artistic analysis.
- Haptic Optic
In his frequently cited essay “Renewal of the Facade”, Janák took Riegl’s notion of polarity between haptic and optic
principles as his point of departure for his artistic analysis. In the essay, he examined the nature of sculpture as inherent in
architecture and that of the concomitant subject of drapery as an example of an optical imbuing of matter with life, and,
repeatedly, focusing on the difference between the optic and haptic perception and on their relationship to the articulation
of a longitudinal or central plan. Janák applied Riegl’s analysis to building typology defined by either the central plan or
the longitudinal facade. It was optical longitudinal-facades that, according to Janák, could best express the ideal of “new
architecture” instead of the central plan, that has the form in haptic modes of representation4.
A comparison of intuitions of space based on sight and touch, and originally elaborated in the Journal, provided the ground
for Janák’s argument: the eye perceives the whole within the reach of its cone of vision, and almost simultaneously; it
perceives a picture (image) of things; it perceives even if the subject is passive; the immutability of the subject’s point of
view towards the object is both physical and ethical; due to the opacity of matter, the eye perceives unilaterally, spanning
only that part of space and of volumes which are turned towards it; its picture of things is a subjective image. Touch, on
the other hand, perceives through a succession of detailed information, but only as fast as the haptic movements of eye,
hand and body permit; it gives partial impressions which combine themselves as knowledge of things; touch can perceive
only after the subject decides to make a gesture towards the object and this decision again entails both physical and ethical
meaning; unlike sight, touch informs us of the parts of things inaccessible to the eye, and in doing so, gives some objective
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knowledge of the reality of things. In summary, “the eye is analogous to the subjective and one-sided point of view, the
touch, ta the objective and many-sided” (Fig. 2). Janák’s unique language of geometric forms can be decoded by the visual
perception principles. He emphasized the space-generating capabilities of triangles. Because the visual cone has the form
of triangle. For him, the triangular space is the only space that can fully contain and completely seized by eyes. When
observing the things, the human eyes used to move along the outline of the object. In this way, the triangular asserts itself
most in its perceptual manifestation in terms of proportion and ratios. Also, being projected on the visual plane, the lineal
elements which are not paralleled to the plane are all tilted towards the vanishing point. So, the image that caught by the
retina would be a composition of oblique plan and triangular. That’s why the using of the triangular or oblique plane in
the visual art will give the observer a sense of instable and the illusion of spatial depth.
Form and Figure
Figure can be a shape, depiction, or geometric configuration as the result of visual perception. It is a two-dimensional
projection of a three-dimensional object, mapped on our retina, transmitting an abstract signal. Therefore, figure is
something personalized, twisted. It is subject to the fragmentation cached by the observers’ eyes under their social context.
In this sense, figure is associated with the spirit of times and regional culture. More often, modem architecture through
the use of the architectural figure, to achieve the purpose of recovery of the tradition. Architectural figure, can be seen as
a sort of metalanguage. “Our world view is what we see from the history of which we can make use of. On the retina are
projected what we see for the moment as fragments of past and they would eventually become our world view. The eyes are
sensitive to the figures they caught, the brain needs the completion of the whole view and that is why it will be created”5.
As stated in Janák’s personal journal, he emphasized the primacy of the optical perception by assigning it a dominant
role. As the most direct carrier of the architectural figure, Janák had explored the role of the facade, often comparing the
Gothic treatment of the facade to the Baroque. What he particularly admires in the latter is the ability of the Baroque
architects to “sacrifice everything to build the idea of the façade. The facade is blind, windowless, that is inconsequential
to the interior. The members here already have a psychological effect on sense of the whole. The ensemble already has an
appearance, not only the proportions so highly prized in the Gothic, an expression, that is, an overall intention.” This view
best summarizes Janák’s feeling that, even in a perspectival world, one can both experience and express depth differently
conceptually as well as kinaesthetically, and render it visible through the medium of the façade, which lies within the same
feeling as cubist painting. A project for a family house in Jicin (1911-12) showed emblematic of the principal dichotomy
in Janák’s work between the conventionality and regularity of the cotemporary ground plan, on the one hand, and the
intended dynamism of the facade, on the other. The ideal of internal unit in the relationship between plan and elevation,
of invoking the architectural content through the medium of the facade came close to the ideals of spiritual abstraction
expressed repeatedly in Janák’s writings (Fig.3). The sketch of the residential façade has a charm which derives from its
uniqueness. It was designed with bevelling and chamfering for repetition, the control line of windows and balcony have
been subject to a rhythm which has always kept a certain proportion. A particular intention of evoking the instable and
dynamic appearance of Baroque architecture is shown through the expression of oblique planes and triangles.
Rational Rhetoric
In ascent Greek, rhetoric evolved as an art of discourse along with grammar and logic. It was merely a form of flattery or
decoration that obscuring the truth, but was essential to the discovery of truths, because it provided the means of ordering
and clarifying arguments. For Janák, the most worth exploring argument of modern architecture is on its artistry. As every
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architect, Janák was torn between two concepts: on the one hand, architecture is seen to consist of unique works of art,
the creation of individual sensibility; on the other, it is seen as belonging to the public sphere, where private sensibility is
under the control of “techniques”. To persuade the public with his artistic intention, Janák tried to use a manner of logic to
approach the new form, the rhetoric language for Janák, is usually structurally patterned after a series of rational thinking.
Janák applied the rational value of “functional” as a source to develop his rhetoric gesture on architecture and devoted to
generate new form by a series of apparently simple rules instead of relying on the materials and technologies.
Influenced by Riegl’s visual perception theory, Janák insisted a figurative style. In his early works, he exploited the liberalempirical cultural tradition as a means for positing architectural signs as though they were fragments of a general semiotic
system open to inflection by personal taste and private circumstance. However later among his more mature works, he
became more rationalistic, seeking a figural metalanguage with which architecture may be brought to refer analogically
to its Classical origins. In Janák’s functionalist buildings after 1930s, the figure of architecture is rational and modest,
opposite to the sense of rhetorical. However, we can still find design principles that were not limited by the structural and
functional elements, instead, they were extracted as a syntactic language from the pragmatic conditions and applied it as a
rule in terms of decoration. The process of Pavel Janák’s approach to the new form, can be seen as an evolution process of
rhetoric trope of architecture from a regionalist decoration approaching to a universal logical solution. In Janák’s pursuit
of new forms, the influence of Cubist art continued to exert for its great richness, abundance, and perfection of its formal
meanings, most of the time connected to the understanding of spatiality, which indicate an enriched two-dimensionality
that implies not less but rather more than the third dimension. After, Janák had experimented with several tendencies
such as Rondo-cubism, Neo-Classicism which had disputed the pure functionalist and mechanistic tenets of the so-called
international style and had sought to recover in one form or another, the “architecture tradition”. In the end, when Janák
finally got in to the functionalist camp, his approaching of form pursuing had generally avoided literal quotations from the
past and maintained only the essence of the space, such as axial disposition within certain geometrical forms, the internal
unity in the context of geometric ratios determined by triangulation. The functional style in the hand of Janák, derived
a certain relation held to exist between the mechanical and material in basis of culture. A value of symbolic meaning is
placed on the value of pragmatic needs as presupposition. When the functional decisions seemed to be fixed and was
out of the control of the architect, there is a tendency to turn to irrelevant symbolism. Using triangles, oblique planes
and diagonal relations as the basis of formal elements in terms of the aesthetic pursuing showed a particular intention
of evoking the instable and dynamic appearance of the traditional Baroque architecture. The exploration of an irrelevant
symbolism is essential. What’s more, his attempts of recovery the symbolic figure is not only iconic but also syntactic.
Conclusion
For Janák, the forms of modern architecture were a spontaneous outgrowth from an immediate and radical past. The
practice of his Cubist work gains support from the splendid baroque image of Prague city and its forms are correspondingly
dynamic and vivid with mechanist bone structure and a plastic body. Technology is not directing or subordinated to art.
They are two independent, separate activities. The design techniques of Pavel Janák came to mean a creative procedure
in which he arranged the material according to laws that generated within the work itself. Form was no longer thought
of as means of expressing a certain idea, but as indissoluble form, and coextensive with, the idea. Janák’s design method
therefore was able to stand for an aesthetic of immanence in which art became an independent kind of knowledge of the
world and was no longer, as it had been both in the medieval and the classical traditions, the means by which certain
“truths” or concepts were given rhetorical clothing.
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ABSTRACT
The fast, massive urbanization process undertaken by China is still ongoing and growing, aligned with the projection of the country
reaching an urban population of 70% by 2035. Responding to that estimation, the centrally controlled fast urbanization ranges from
significantly transforming existing cities, to creating entire urban centres from scratch. While views and opinions about this process can
be quite polarized, its implications are extremely complex, diffusing the boundaries between concepts like formal and informal, rural
and urban, heritage and future, fake and authentic (Bolchover and Lin, 2013), generating a scenario in which some of these concepts
need to be redefined and adapted. Within this context, the present research introduces a methodology for surveying, visualizing and
analyzing different architectural aspects of rural villages in China, aiming to elucidate the possible new dynamics of the aforementioned
concepts. We tested this methodology in the Pugao village, Yunnan province, where we created visualization maps for several of its
spatial features, like its morphology, its typologies, and patterns of occupation of its public spaces. We argue that the presented
methodology offers the opportunity of unveiling features otherwise hidden, suggesting that the value of these rural landscapes lies
not only in their heritage merit, but also in their condition of vibrant and sophisticated contemporary places. Finally, we discuss the
implications of these findings, and their potential for influencing modern architectural design both in urban and rural settings.
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Introduction
Architectural research in China is very involved in one of two fields: on one hand, the challenges, opportunities and
implications of the unprecedentedly rapid urbanization undertook by the nation, and on the other, the heritage and historical
value of traditional Chinese architecture. However, more and more attention is being given to the transformations experienced
by villages and rural settlements, generally pointing out that the boundary between urban and rural in China has become
somehow diffused; a duality that disintegrates and does not hold much meaning anymore (Bolchove and Lin 2013). Within
this scenario, the present research is focused on exploring the unique opportunities which vernacular villages may offer for
current architectural design. The leading approach for researching vernacular villages in China places significant important
in surveying and recording the current state of these villages, treating them as the remains of a tradition that needs to be
somehow frozen and preserved. Alternatively, we propose that, by treating these villages not only as the rests of a past
lifestyle, but as current, complex places, we may be able to revalue these environments and use them for suggesting new
directions for China’s built environmental development. We argue that digital spatial visualization offers the opportunity
of studying vernacular villages from a different perspective, allowing us to re-evaluate their significance for the current
architectural debate. For doing so, we undertook a case study in the old Pugao village (Yunnan Province, China) where, by
creating digital visualizations of rice farming, we aim to find to dynamics that would enable us to understand the value of
these villages as contemporary places.
The Potential of Visualizations
Modern architectural visualization can be used not only for generating images which represent the material features of the
built environment, but it can also provide new theoretical and spatial distinctions so we can represent intangible information.
Architecture makes use of a wide range of visualization tools for improving or modifying the design process. We can visualize
how a building will behave in terms of thermal performance or aerodynamic performance, allowing us to advance the design
process. These visualizations are generally focused on representing perceivable, yet invisible, natural phenomena. The
sequence is quite clear; the phenomena is first perceived, then measured and finally translated into a visual representation that
can lead to a better understanding of the phenomena. However, architecture also defines and establishes spatial relationships
with cultural, social and historical factor which may not have clear material implications, yet they permeate and determine
our environments in ways which can be even more categorical than pure physical boundaries. For instance, when studying
patterns of occupation rural China we are not confronted with a natural phenomenon, but an anthropological one. This
demands a rather different sequence: through observation and analysis, certain aspects of rice dwelling are theoretically
understood and then, based on that understanding, a visual representation is created, which ultimately allows perception
of what was initially theoretically intuited. Hence, architectural visualizations can be used not only for supporting new
approaches and possibilities to the design process, but also for revisiting old problems from a new perspective. Digital
representation and visualization can generate new ways of perceiving and understanding old yet relevant, essential concepts
(Ware 2004).
Introducing the ACM (Activity Counter Maps)
In order to better understand the recorded dynamics and use them as a design coordinate, first we needed a methodology
for translating them into a clear figure-ground relationship. The Activity Counter Maps (ACM) is a digital tool that allows
representation and visualization of different kinds of data in a geographical context. What the ACM does is to assign an area
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of influence to an object or location in the space. The radius and height of the area of influence can be assigned accordingly to
the specific needs of varied researches (Fig. 1). When x areas of influence meet, the highest point where they are intersected is
multiplied by x, generating a new common area of influence (Fujii 1978). The process continues until every area of influence
is combined with the others into a resultant common area, allowing visualization of both the shape of the combined personal
spaces and the intensity of activity, since the combined spaces grown vertically. Hence, the intensity of activity can be expressed
three-dimensionally, just like topographic contour lines. Especially for this research, here is where it lays the potential of this
tool; it can be used not only for generating graphics, but also to generate form, and therefore, space.
Rice and settlements in Yuanyang county
Rice is the most consumed cereal grain in the world. China is responsible for 26% of the global rice production, making
it the leading producer in the world. China is also the main consumer of rice in the world, and most of its production is
consumed internally. Rice is historically and culturally linked to China. There is evidence of rice growing communities
and utensils from as back as 8000BC. It was also used as currency during medieval times, and its domestication is
responsible for some of the most long-lasting and impressive human interventions to the natural landscape, creating
various and unique ways of dwelling around its planting and harvesting. Rice agriculture remains highly labour-intensive
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since it requires the crops to be manually transplanted into different pools during its agricultural cycle. It uses traditional
farming methods and large numbers of people, producing significant migration of farmers during specific times of its
production cycle. Rice agriculture is a has created a particular dialogue between activity and shaped environment, and
we want to investigate this dialogue as a purely spatial event. For doing so, we headed to Yuanyang County, located in
Southern Yunnan Province, home of the Hani Rice Terraces: a dramatic agricultural landscape carved in the slopes of
the Ailao mountain. The terraces are the result of 1300 years of work executed by the Hani people, and it is currently
recognized as Unesco World Heritage Site. The rice terraces are populated by more than 80 villages for which the main
activity is the agriculture of red rice. Just like the rest of China, this area has experimented fast and significant changes as
the countryside becomes more urbanized. Despite world heritage status, very few villages remain entirely traditional. Most
of them have been renovated with modern materials yet superficially imitating the traditional style of Hani architecture,
resulting in rural environments which have been shaped following urban codes of development, resembling disjointed city
fragments sparsed in the landscape rather than the common idea of a rural landscape in dependence of its surroundings.
This creates a built environment full of contradictions, which added another coordinate of investigation to the research.
Within this scenario, we explored the area looking for a suitable village in which to execute the case study. We settled
in the old Pugao village: its location offers a good overview of the surroundings, and it has become a kind of hub from
which to explore the rest of Yuanyang. Also, Pugao is in itself an excellent example of the fast transformation taking place
in the area, offering many opportunities for studying and reflecting on these transformations. Finally, the relationship of
Pugao with its terraces is extremely intertwined and cohesive, with some of the terraces located inside the village, creating
unique openings whiting the otherwise dense and narrow village.
Recording the labour
We visited the village at the beginning of May: this is the time when rice crops are manually transplanted from the
high terraces and into the rest of the valley. This is a well-organized, carefully timed, impressive operation based on
collaborative work which involves a thought out sequence of steps. First, the terraces are prepared for transplantation
by softening the muddy soil using a buffalo, ploughing the terrain. Simultaneously, farmers start to collect and tie up
together the rice crops. Another group of farmers collect these packaged crops and carry them down the slopes, evenly
distributing them in the prepared terraces. Finally, a group of farmers -usually woman- comes to these pools and stars to
rhythmically planting the crops, where they will grow until harvest time in October-November. While this activity may
sound as ordinary farming, we can also recognize a unique quality to it which is quite architectural; it involves concepts
like rhythm and appropriateness, revealing an intertwined relationship between lifestyle and environment.
In order to capture this relationship, first, we used time-lapse photos of different activities and parts of the terraces.
We recorded individual activities by placing cameras in several terraces. In this research, we are focused on presenting
the visualizations of the “balcony terrace” which overlooks the hills, and it took eight farmers half of a working day to
complete the endeavour. It is located about 120 meters downhill form the edge of the village. While this is not the largest
terrace of the valley it still among the biggest ones in the area. Perhaps its main characteristics are its shape and location;
the terrace creates a transition in a moment of abrupt vertical difference in the mountain’s terrain by becoming a sort of
bow which creates a remarkable viewpoint for the whole valley. Its shape is extremely irregular; with a variable width that
may require a different approach from the farmers when implanting the crops, so we wanted to verify this assumption.
The data collection was very straight forward: We took photos in 10 minutes intervals, from the beginning of the labour
until done.
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Generating the visualizations
The collected data was then translated into digital drawings (DXF) containing the location of the mapped people. Then,
we used these drawings for generating the ACM. It took a group of eight farmers almost four hours to fully plant a
terrace of 785 square meters. The whole process was recorded in 22 photos which we then translated into 22 maps. It is
important to point out that when generating the ACM we assigned to the farmers an area of influence of two meters. This
is because the harvesting and planting of rice is not only a working activity but a social one. People do socialize while
undertaking this activity, and this is because the extend and speed of the activity is solely determined by the reach of one’s
own body. Hence, farmers organize the planting in a way that will allow them to clear the terrace progressively, creating
a distance between each farmer which promotes conversation and socialization. Because of this, the area of influence that
we assigned to each farmer was of 2 meters radius, aligned with the social distances described by Hall in The Hidden
Dimension (1966). The distance of 2 meters proved itself consistent by providing unified, coherent results while also
keeping the details and nuances of each snapshot (Fig. 3).
Reflections
Once the maps were generated, we were able to examine the and reinterpret the planting of rice in the main terrace. The
ACM was instrumental in showing patterns of occupation, quantity and density of activity, creating a comprehensive
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overview of people’s interaction with the territory. While the represented information is quantitative in nature, there is a
profound qualitative dimension to these maps. For instance, we can see that when implanting the crops, farmers had to
coordinate and align their efforts in term of location, rhythm and speed, sometimes taking small shifts and providing relief
to each other. This coordinated approach was clearly reflected in the resultant ACM, which shows an interesting unity
and coherence. We could also observe an interesting relationship between time and space: due to the shape of the terrace,
the distance between farmers expanded and contracted depending on the specific amplitude and shape of the terrace as
they progressively move through it implanting the crops. However, the line for implanting remained consistent, evincing
an unspoken alignment between farmers. The individual maps allowed us to understand this activity from a different
perspective, reading deeper in its dynamics and nuances. But in the unified map we can see that the ACM acquire a
different light by depicting simple, clear recorded activities and combining them into a unified “space”. Then, the images
separate themselves from the information which generated them, becoming a sort of architectural object. These maps
show a potential for becoming templates and guidelines for architectural design. Exploring this possibility will be a
crucial part in the future steps of this research.
We also expect these steps to bring new perspectives from which to study vernacular architecture and self-built
settlements, focusing not only in their historical value, but in their quality as contemporary places. By using the old
Pugao village as a case study, the outcomes of this research emphasizes the unique opportunities that China has to offer
in this particular research field and the lessons which can provide for designing and thinking environments and cities
to come. The current presented visualizations make us enthusiastic about the potential of the presented methodology,
and we expect that, once we develop the visualizations for the rest of the terraces and other villages in China, we will
be able to contribute with additional conclusions and design directions.
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ABSTRACT
With the deepening of globalization, tourism in heritage sites continues to prevail. On the one hand, it has brought economic growth
and increased residents’ self-esteem. On the other hand, tourists invaded the lives of locals, weakening the perception and spirit
of traditional communities. Community participation is considered an important way to stimulate creativity and meet the needs
of residents. However, with the increasingly complex governance environment and insufficient residents’ ability to participate, the
management of heritage community still faces practical challenges and theoretical difficulties.
In this case, adaptive governance from the field of political economy has brought us new inspiration. Adaptive governance is characterized
by participation, experimentation, and learning, and is designed to support an institutional framework that does not restrict local social
organizations and promote active local social organizations. This concept provides new ideas for heritage community management and
new requirements for decision-making. This paper proposes an analytical framework for adaptive governance of heritage communities
through literature review, including definitions, rules, training and learning, decision-making and participation.
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Introduction
Since the 1970s, international reflections on the protection of urban heritage have begun. A series of documents, such as
the World Heritage Convention, the Nairobi Proposal, the Washington Charter, and the Nara Document of Authenticity,
conveyed that the focus of the appraisal and protection of heritage has gradually shifted from the physical entity to the social
and economic aspects. In 2005, the Vienna Memorandum introduced the concept of “historic urban landscape” as a tool to
re-interpret the value of urban heritage, and inspired a series of international discussions. The 2011 Recommendation on
Historic Urban Landscapes provides new guidelines and tools for heritage management, emphasizing the need to establish
a connection between the physical space of the heritage and the social, cultural, and economic contexts that influence its
formation and support its evolution. Focusing on the role of communities is one of the main manifestations of the paradigm
shift in heritage protection(Pino 2018). Major international organizations have successively carried out a series of actions
around the “community”. ICCROM has carried out related projects on the theme of “people-oriented” and “living heritage”.
The World Heritage Committee added the concept of “community” in its strategy. The 19th ICOMOS Conference in 2017
emphasizes that “cultural heritage and democracy means a people-centered approach” and “everyone has the right to determine
their cultural heritage and participate in the decision-making and management process as a basic democratic right”. But at the
same time, the development of heritage communities has faced various problems. With the deepening of the urbanization, the
transformation of old cities, real estate development, tourism industry implantation, and functional transformation have led to
the damage of heritage communities, the removal of indigenous people, the loss of spirituality in places, the marginalization
of society, and the commercialization of heritage sites. Issues such as cultural change, heritage communities become the
level of human intervention risk in cities. Due to the inability to balance the dual needs of heritage protection and community
development, heritage communities often move to the extremes of lack of gradual maintenance or sudden intervention.
Heritage Community
- Concepts and Features
The concept of the Heritage Community is derived from the “Approach of Historical Urban Landscape” (HUL). This
theory first appeared in the Vienna Memorandum in 2005, and later developed into a new theoretical framework for
the protection of urban heritage in subsequent research and practice. The historic urban landscape approach believes
that the protection of urban heritage requires the joint efforts of multiple stakeholders, including the public, policy
makers, experts, scholars, and developers. It considers modernization and development from a cultural and historical
perspective in protection, and strengthens community identity and cohesion. Heritage community refers to the social
heritage area where residents and neighbors and community members live and interact. It is a community-based fusion
of tangible and intangible heritage(Zhong and Leung 2019). It has traditional architectural characteristics and spatial
texture in materiality, and inherits certain historical living and living forms, folk culture, and local spirit on the nonmaterial level. Human settlement heritage settlements in heritage research, such as Shanghai Shikumen, Beijing Hutong,
Jiangnan Water Village, and ethnic villages in the Midwest are representative of heritage communities. Rich historical
resources, good location, and the urgent need for infrastructure improvement make heritage communities often become
the key areas in urban redevelopment, but unreasonable real estate development and tourism implantation make them face
historical ruins, loss of indigenous people, Problems such as the demise of places. At present, the protection of heritage
communities not only includes architectural features and spatial structures, but also emphasizes the continuity of local
lifestyles, cultural practices and local spirits. The research of heritage communities puts urban heritage in the context of
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urban development, regards it as a city living community with unique social value, and studies the relationship between
community characteristics, heritage protection and urban development.
- Research Progress
The research on heritage communities started around 2000. In recent years, the research interest of this subject has been
increasing, and certain research results have been accumulated. Searched on the core database of Web of Science with
“heritage community” as the key word, and obtained 5,867 articles. Using CiteSpace software for analysis, we can find that
cultural heritage, conservation, identity, tourism, management and other keywords are hot topics of research. According to
the timeline analysis chart (Fig. 1), it can be found that before 2000, the research of heritage communities mainly focused
on protection, after which multiple factors such as identity, politics, culture, and diversity were considered. After 2005,
research focused on tourism, Management, sustainable development issues, education, knowledge, participation, places,
etc. have successively received attention.
Protection, Tourism and Management of Heritage Community
Further combined with the keyword clustering map (Fig. 2), the related research of heritage communities can be summarized
into three aspects: heritage community protection, heritage community tourism, and heritage community management.
- Conservation
Heritage is a basic element in the construction of a community’s local culture. Community participation in heritage
protection can improve residents’ sense of place, promote the development of social networks, and better understand
local values (Rasoolimanesh et al. 2017, Jaafar et al. 2015). Community local attachment has a significant impact on the
positive impact of tourism in heritage communities, which in turn will affect residents’ support for tourism development
(Chen and Chen 2010); community local identity guides actions and empowers their collective forms, for understanding
the process of crisis and socioeconomic changes Essential (Pritchard and Morgan 2001). Western academic circles have
formed a relatively mature research system, and related concepts have been collated in China, and research methods are
becoming more mature. A large number of studies have collected data through questionnaires and constructed structural
equation models ((SEM)) to explore the interrelationships among factors such as local attachment, local identity, residents’
attitudes towards tourism development, and heritage resource protection.
- Tourism
On the one hand, the rapid development of tourism in heritage sites has increased residents’ self-esteem, but on the other
hand, tourists have invaded the lives of locals and weakened the perception and spirit of heritage communities (Jimura
2011). The World Tourism Organization (UNWTO) proposed the concept of sustainable tourism in 1995 to improve
the quality of life of residents, the tourist experience and the community environment, and promoted the paradigm shift
in tourism development. Since then, more and more scholars in the field of tourism have begun to study the views and
reactions of heritage communities on the development of tourism. Studies have shown that external factors (stages of
development, types of tourists, seasonal and cultural differences in activities) and internal factors (socioeconomic, spatial,
level of economic dependence, nature of stakeholders, and level of community attachment) all affect local communities’
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perceptions of tourism. Perception of industry development (Wu 2016). In the emerging research, scholars have confirmed
the positive role of heritage communities through empirical studies, and believe that the participation of local residents
can affect the specific development results of tourism (Gursoy et al. 2009).
- Management
Coordinating multiple interests in the protection and use of heritage, and incorporating public participation into community
heritage management has become a hot issue in heritage community management. Existing studies have divided the
types of heritage community participation, including forced, induced and spontaneous participation (Zhong and Leung
2019, Tosun 1999), three obstacles: uneven distribution (economic), misidentification (culture), and unfair representation
(political). The impacts of (Fraser 2009), the level and manner of participation depend on the nature and background
of the heritage (Su and Wall 2014). On how to support and promote high-quality community participation, some topdown approaches are encouraged, such as “empowered participatory governance” and decentralized decision-making
powers such as “participation of government organizations” (Buckwalter 2014, Baiman 2006). Rasoolimanesh et al. Used
the Motivation-Opportunity-Ability (MOA) model to investigate the factors that influence the type of participation of
heritage communities in the context of tourism development or World Heritage protection (Rasoolimanesh et al. 2017).
- Dilemma
With the current increasingly complex and changing governance environment and insufficient community participation,
heritage community management still faces real challenges and theoretical difficulties (Ripp and Rodwell 2015). Managing
urban heritage successfully is a pace that adapts to change. Change is often called a normal state in cities. Historical cities
that have retained their multiple genetic attributes, qualities, and sense of place have shown significant flexibility to adapt
to basic political and socioeconomic changes.
Introducing the Concept of Adaptive Governance
In order to cope with the complexity and future uncertainty of heritage communities under globalization and environmental
changes, this paper introduces the concept of adaptive governance to optimize the management of heritage communities.
- Concepts and Features
Adaptive governance is a theory that responds to non-linear changes, uncertainty, and complexity by coordinating the
interrelationships between the environment, economy, and society to establish resilient management strategies and
regulate the state of complex adaptive systems. Cultural units, local and national governments, and the public form a
flexible governance network that is nested within communication and social learning processes, democratic participation
structures, shared power and accountability, and results monitoring (Torres-Lima et al. 2019). Environmental factors and
social factors including culture and institutions are jointly incorporated into the decision-making process (Mas-Tur et al.
2019, Armitage et al. 2011), and the governance system has the ability to change practices based on new insights and
experiences to effectively respond to changes and uncertainties(Shinn 2016). For heritage communities, the concept is
characterized by participation, experimentation, and learning, and can support an institutional framework that does not
restrict local social organizations and promote active local social organizations.
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- Theoretical Sources
The theory of adaptive governance is mainly affected by three aspects: First, the idea of self-organizations in the research
of common pool resources management. Facing market failure and government failure, Ostrom et al. Proposed selforganization as the third way to solve the unsustainable development of public resources caused by individual rationality
(Shuai et al. 2013, Jonathan and Bendor). Self-organization advocates that all stakeholders participate in public resource
management. The second is the idea of “resilience” in the social ecosystem. In order to maintain the state of the system,
resilience management strategies need to be developed to adjust. The third is the concept of “governance” in the field of
political science. The idea of governance is that social operating rules that are coordinated with collective behavior should
be established so that adversarial management spontaneously changes to cooperative management (Stoker 2002). This
provides the basic idea for establishing a corresponding social structure.
- Research Progress
Relevant research on adaptive governance is in the ascendant, with discussions of related concepts as well as analysis
of specific cases. Regarding foreign research, using “Adaptive Governance” as a key word, it was searched on the core
database of Web of Science, and 628 articles were obtained. Resilience, climate change, social ecological system, policy,
adaptation, framework, sustainability, etc. are the key to higher frequency research word. It can be seen from the timeline
map (Fig. 3) that since 2006, adaptive governance and resilience, social ecosystems, etc. have become hot research
topics. Folke formally proposed the concept of adaptive governance in 2005, and designed the general implementation
framework of adaptive governance (Folke et al. 2005). Later, scholars explored ways of adaptive governance from various
aspects such as policy, organization, learning, and cooperation. Ostrom et al. Proposed a general analysis framework
in 2009, pointing out the importance of the self-organization and governance subsystem (Ostrom 2009). The overall
framework of adaptive governance has received attention, and knowledge, participation, capacity, and innovation have
been successively included in the scope of research.
Framework for Adaptive Governance of Heritage Communities
Dietz et al. (2003) proposed five requirements for adaptive governance, including providing information, resolving
conflicts, promoting compliance with rules, providing infrastructure and encouraging adaptation, and proposed analytical
thinking, nesting and institutional diversity as strategies for achieving adaptive governance. Folke et al. Proposed a
framework for adaptive governance, including the three preparation stages of “knowledge organization”, “goal setting”
and “social network”, and the realization stage of system transformation through “empty window of opportunity”. The
social network, social capital, scale, knowledge, and learning involved in this framework are common topics in the
realization of adaptive governance research, and they are also the focus of case studies. Cantino (2017) summarizes the
five elements of successful adaptive governance based on Dietz, Ostrom, and Stern, including: definitions, regulation,
training and learning, decision making, and participation.
- Definitions
Including: (1) Public resources and boundaries. The commons are measurable, and the ecosystems that provide the commons
have clear boundaries. Common land refers to natural resources or human resources, whose use is expensive and restricts use,
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and personal use restricts use of others. This is called reduceability (Ostrom, Burger, Field, Norgaard and Policansky, 1999).
Collective property is different from personal property because a share of a resource can be bought or sold. (2) Definition
of occupants. All agents interested in public affairs must be identified. In the long run, protecting ecosystems requires
connecting multiple levels and involving institutions (Brondizio et al., 2009). Therefore, all relevant institutions must be
clearly defined to protect the common interest. The interaction between different approvers and other agents interested in the
public domain establishes trust and reciprocity, and promotes cooperation to resolve common resource dilemmas (Chaffin,
Gosnell and Cosens, 2014; Ostrom et al., 1999). (3) Definition of leader. Leaders are responsible for many tasks, including
building trust, conflict management, partnership management, and knowledge generation. Leadership places design and
organization in the face of change, which facilitates system flexibility (Falk et al., 2005).
- Regulation
Including: (1) General regulations and sanctions. A clear regulatory framework provides for the proper distribution of
commons and the sanctions imposed to enforce this regulation. The existence of a regulatory framework helps enforce
regulations and ensure that actors comply. However, the state of balance is the most important to avoid excessive
regulations, hinder efficiency, flexibility, and change in the face of uncertainty. (2) Local regulations. The rules governing
the right to the allocation of shared resources must be adapted to the local circumstances in which the allocation takes
place. (3) Bridge organization. Launch effective mechanisms and bridge organizations to resolve conflicts. A bridge
organization “covers the functions of border organizations by disseminating, translating, and intermediating scientific
knowledge to make it relevant to policies and actions.” (4) Autonomy. Senior authorities should recognize the decisionmaking capabilities of local actors.
- Training and Learning
(1) Local training. Local actors provide training to acquire the capacity to allocate public resources appropriately. (2)
The capacity of the authorities. Authorities must be able to manage initiatives effectively. In addition, funders actively
support monitoring of common resources. The authority has the capacity, human resources and autonomy to design the
organization, management and supervision plans. (3) Knowledge cross. Therefore, the basis of cooperative production is
that social reality is the result of social processes and exchanges.
- Decision Making
(1) Multi-level participation in the decision-making process. Interaction between different levels of trust building
processes, social networks and rules. (2) Direct contact. Agents interested in public affairs can maintain direct contact
to promote trust and transparency in the decision-making process. (3) Coordination through social networks. The use of
social networks helps coordinate adaptive management learning processes at different levels of governance and effectively
manage social systems that define organizational governance goals.
- Participation
(1) Exclusive. Outsiders can be excluded at a relatively low cost. Some of the challenges of global common resources are
related to the number of users of those resources. (2) Transparent. A transparent system makes commons accessible to all
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interested agents. High incentives and high skill levels can promote successful institutional agreements and policies. (3) Social
networks. Social networks connect parties interested in the public domain. Adaptive co-management requires the support of
social learning networks from political institutions and includes rewards for managers and scientists in public management.
Summary and Discussion
The article summarizes the existing research and finds the urgent need to improve the management of heritage communities
in the research of heritage communities. Facing the dilemma of practice and theory, this article introduces the concept of
adaptive governance to help us rethink the model of heritage community management. The article introduces the source,
characteristics and role of adaptive governance theory to heritage communities. It also outlines the adaptive governance
framework of existing research, including definitions, rules, learning and training, decision-making, and participation.
The framework mentioned in the article is still theoretical. He brings some new ideas for our management optimization.
However, as other scholars’ research results in different fields show, the emphasis of adaptive governance in different
regions will also be different. Therefore, the following research can carry out certain qualitative and quantitative analysis
under this framework to explore the commonalities and particularities of cases.
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ABSTRACT
This article uses Catalunya Plaza, one of Barcelona’s core commercial districts, as an example. A total of 10 characteristic streets were
selected to investigate the vitality factors. Based on the Principal Component Analysis method in quantitative statistics, the interface
characteristics of pedestrian streets and pedestrians ’staying activities were explored. The relationship of space vitality. It is found that
the degree of openness is a positive factor affecting the overall street activities, and there is a certain mutual exclusion between social
activities and commercial activities.
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Research background
In the past few decades, with the tremendous changes in industrial development and transportation technology, rapid travel
and modern urban built environment construction have undergone huge changes. In the context of construction that does
not pay attention to public space design, people’s fast-paced lives Work and rest in urban public space is not well relieved,
which has become one of the main reasons for the loss of vitality in urban street space. The use of seemingly prosperous
public space in urban centers is not very good, showing signs of decline. Streets are an important component in the city
that integrates transportation, building interfaces, and the most dynamic public space. It is the main urban space carrier that
carries people’s activities. In the research of exploring the restoration of urban public space, since the 1970s, Many western
scholars have begun to explore the appropriate influencing factors of street design and use, and have obtained a wealth of
research results, but most of them only qualitatively study the use of physical and environmental factors, which is difficult
to quantify. In the existing studies of scholars, for example, Xu Leiqing and Kang Qi used univariate linear regression to
analyze the sidewalk length, width, and height difference of the bottom interface of commercial streets. Interface), such as
store density, store functional density, transparency, etc., and the total length of seats in street environment facilities. The
research results are accurate and specific. Yang Meng, Zhao Yuwen, etc. used principal component analysis to explore the
behavior of people and business in a commercial walking environment. The relationship between environmental facilities
avoids the incompleteness of the previous scholars’ single linear regression calculation, but the elements of environmental
facilities are summarized simply. The significance of commercial pedestrian space as urban public space is increasing day by
day, and its spatial quality as a recreation space is worthy of discussion. Therefore, this article uses the principal component
analysis method to comprehensively analyze the relationship between the interface characteristics, physical environment and
crowd behavior of commercial pedestrian streets. The analysis, on the premise of ensuring the primary business function of
the commercial walking environment, supplemented the related research on the environmental facility elements.
Research content
- Research Object
Plaza Catalunya is one of the most famous business districts in Barcelona, Spain.

Its excellent location near the sea and
Thanksgiving Avenue makes foreign tourists and daily visitors endless. The commercial area is full of monumental attractions
and new-style scenic buildings to attract shoppers to come for shopping excursions. As a result, the Catalonia Plaza business
district has a large population base as a guarantee of research, and a sufficient number and variety of A series of physical
environment facilities to accurately observe crowd behavior, and explore the influencing factors of the characteristics of
commercial pedestrian street interface on crowd behavior activities. According to the characteristics of Barcelona’s Zelda
urban planning-checkerboard regular blocks, a 113m long street was selected as the basic unit of the investigation.
- Study Design
Commercial pedestrian street interface feature division
This paper uses Chen Yong, Zhao Xinghua and Yang Meng to classify the material and environmental elements of
commercial pedestrian streets, and summarizes each element systematically according to their functions. It supplements
the limitations of previous classifications, from the three aspects of interface, scale, environment, and other interfaces. The
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characteristic elements are divided into the following three types of building interface elements, spatial scale elements,
and facility environment elements.
- Elements of building interface
The elements of the building interface mainly consider the influence of the commercial environment of the commercial
pedestrian street on the crowd activities, and carry out research from the following aspects: store density, store functional
density, transparency, and openness. Store density refers to the number of stores in 113m per basic street segment. The
specific calculation formula is store density = number of stores / 113m * 100. Store functional density refers to the number
of store types in 113m per basic street segment. Stores are divided into clothing, catering, electronics, pharmaceuticals,
finance, accommodation, office, etc. according to the actual situation of the survey. The calculation formula is store density
= number of store types / 113m * 100. Transparency follows the calculation methods of Chen Yong and Zhao Xinghua: the
length of the fully open interface without line of sight * 100%, the length of the window interface where the line of sight
cannot pass through people * 75%, the length of the window interface where the line of sight cannot pass * 50%, The length
of non-passable advertising interface * 25%. The openness is the proportion of the length that can be passed directly on the
113m-long street without height difference. The calculation formula is openness = open length / 113m * 100%.
- Elements of spatial scale
Spatial scale elements include the width of sidewalks. In previous studies, the width of sidewalks is often proportional to
certain types of activities within a certain threshold, and inversely proportional to a threshold value. This article considers
the importance of this characteristic value. Research on scale elements.
- Elements of environmental facilities
The environmental facility element is a commercial facility environmental element that is different from the commercial
pedestrian street, and it is categorized to improve its function as an element of urban public space. It mainly includes rest
facility density, landscape sketch density, other service facility density and vegetation coverage density. The rest facilities
include facilities on the street that can provide people with rest space, including seats and chairs designed in combination
with tree ponds, flower ponds, etc. The calculation formula is the density of rest facilities = the number of rest facilities /
113m * 100%. Landscape sketches refer to flower ponds, fountains, sculptures, etc. placed in the business district of the
square. It is designed for walking users to have a series of social activities with such sketches. The calculation formula is the
density of landscape sketches = the number of landscape sketches / 113m * 100 %. Other service facilities refer to a class
of facilities that provide street users with functional services such as street lamps, trash cans, and tap pools. The calculation
formula is the density of other service facilities = the number of other service facilities / 113m * 100%. Vegetation coverage
density refers to the proportion of streets covered with trees and shrubs to provide people with shade. The calculation
formula is (number of trees * average crown width + number of small trees * average crown width) / 113m * 100%.
Division of walking user behavior
The walking user behavior is divided into two categories: commercial activities and social activities. As a very attractive
public space in the city, commercial pedestrian streets will attract a large number of people to stay here for behaviors
such as shopping, stopping, watching, chatting, etc. Among them, simple traffic is not considered as the scope of research,
because traffic is the purpose of users. Activities have nothing to do with the quality of commercial space landscapes and
are not spontaneous. Therefore, after combining the research observations and summing up the previous research results,
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the following classifications (tables) have been obtained, that is, commercial activities include shopping and business
stops, and business stops are to have conversations, inquiries or simply focus on products with merchants. Social activities
include rest and sitting, leisure walks, social stops, and outdoor dining. Among them, outdoor dining is summarized
according to the daily habits of European streets. Street street foods have a high use rate on the streets, which is different
from Asian streets. Consider one of the activities.
Level 1
Level 2
Level 3

Overall activity of walking users
Commercial activity
Social activity
shopping
Commercial Stopping
Resting
Walking
Social Stopping

Outdoor Dining

Research methods
Principal component analysis is a method of mathematical transformation. It transforms a given set of related variables
into another set of unrelated variables by linear transformation. These new variables are arranged in descending order of
variance. In the mathematical transformation, the total variance of the variable is kept unchanged, so that the first variable
has the largest variance, called the first principal component, and the second variable has the second largest variance, and
is not related to the first variable, which is called the second principal component. By analogy, I variables have I principal
components. This article uses the R code-based data analysis tool Clustvis.
Research data collation
The street space is distributed on both sides of Diagonal Avenue and Thanksgiving Avenue, with Plaza Catalunya as the
center. The ten streets cover various representative volumes and functions. Among them, the width of the four sidewalks
of the ABCD four streets is relatively large, and it is a place where a large number of people gather in the business district.
The remaining six streets have small volumes and relatively few types of facilities and crowd behavior. The design
patterns of streets A and C are similar. Due to the large differences in the types of facilities, there will be large differences
in use. The design pattern of street B is significantly different from AC, but the basic functions are roughly similar. The
environmental characteristics of Street D are significantly different, but the basic functions are roughly similar.

Tab. 1
Survey data of
commercial
pedestrian
street interface
characteristics

Street
number

Store
density

Store
function
density

Transparency

A
B
C
D
E
F
G

10.7
9.7
20.3
9.8
25.7
28.6
39.8

4.9
3.6
4.9
5.8
3.6
3.6
2.9

29.1
21.6
27.2
14.3
28.5
12.3
15.6

Openness

Sidewalk
width

Rest
facility
density

Vegetation
cover
density

Landscape
sketch
density

85.2
85.9
75.6
56.8
79.5
52.6
48.9

23.3
18.8
16.8
22.6
18.4
10.28
8.2

71.8
27.4
52.4
65.5
38.9
19.7
7.7

24.3
24.2
17.5
30.1
29.8
15.9
17.4

2.9
12.6
3.31
5.74
2.97
1.9
1.94
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Other
service
facility
density
11.7
28.5
20.4
7.7
29.7
15.6
11.6
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H
I
J

16.5
25.8
12.6

4.9
5.8
2.9

26.4
21.5
17.8

69.8
65.8
52.6

10.28
16.8
10.28

10.6
15.8
8.9

9.7
23.5
15.6

3.8
2.9
3.8

9.7
14.5
15.5

This article mainly uses behavioral notation to record the location, type, and number of pedestrian activities, as well as
the use of facilities and the status of participation in activities. Select sunny working days (October 17, 2018) and rest
days (October 21, 2018) ) Obtain average data for each day to ensure the accuracy of the data. During the survey process,
take a snapshot of each 113m street segment three times, count the data and obtain the average again to reduce the survey
error. Commercial activities accounted for 47.67 percent and social activities accounted for 52.33 percent. The majority
of people are shopping, strolling, and resting on commercial streets. Get the data as follows

Fig. 1
Street location
and shape
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Commercial activity
Street
number
A
B
C
D
E
F
G
H
I
J

Tab. 2
Survey data on
crowd activities
in commercial
pedestrian streets

Social activity

Shopping

Commercial stop

Resting

Walking

Social Stopping

Outdoor Dining

15.872
20.145
18.535
7.262
25.642
8.568
12.894
15.895
13.598
11.258

7.684
5.687
6.549
6.265
9.598
6.845
5.987
4.865
6.978
5.956

32.762
16.565
19.546
25.468
12.568
5.98
4.598
6.849
8.943
3.978

19.546
25.645
10.265
15.648
6.597
18.526
6.45
8.545
7.654
4.895

6.324
4.658
22.458
9.782
8.587
6.595
7.654
6.987
6.584
3.289

10.568
3.958
6.498
12.785
8.954
3.642
4.65
5.984
6.887
3.215

From the data, it can be seen that the shopping behaviors of streets A, B, and E occur the most. Because these three streets
are rich in shopping types and attract more passenger traffic, their total population is also in the front of the survey. Street
C is a pedestrian-oriented pedestrian section on the main street of Catalonia. Due to the outdoor experience on the street,
people staying here also have more social activities. The landscape quality other than commercial facilities has a certain
sample significance. The performance of the streets G, H, I, and J are average. The main functions of these four streets
are focused on daily shopping and fast traffic. The research from the perspective of environmental facilities is of average
significance, but the data has a certain degree of identification and is helpful to enrich the sample data.
Analysis of research data
- Principal component analysis
The following data were obtained after the statistical method of principal component analysis and the use of the statistical
tool Clustvis. From the analysis, it can be seen that the factors affecting the spatial vitality of the commercial pedestrian
street interface can be sorted into two principal components, which explain 82.1% and 11.8% of the total variance.
Tab. 3

respectively, and the cumulative close to 95% of the total variance.
Variance explained
by principal
components (10
components)
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Tab. 4
Principal
components
(11 data points
in rows, 10
components
in columns)
components)

	
  

The analysis results show that the relationship between the characteristics of the commercial pedestrian street interface
and the activities of pedestrian users can be explained by the following two principal components: 2.32 * openness-1.54 *
sidewalk width + 0.72 * leisure facility density + 1.20 * plant coverage density + 1.25 * landscape sketch density-1.08 *
other service facilities density + 1.08 * commercial activity density + 1.13 * social activity density. Principal component
1 contributes 81% of the variance and occupies an absolute dominant position. Since the absolute values of
 social and
commercial activities have shown a clear positive trend, it can be considered as the total amount of commercial pedestrian
street activities. Among them, the openness parameter is the main factor of the main component 1. In addition, because
the vegetation coverage density, landscape density and store functional density have higher positive values, it is also the
positive influence factor of the main component 1.
Main component 2 (PC2 12.00%) = 0.80 * Store density + 1.62 * Store functional density + 0.41 * Transparency + 0.66
* Openness-0.58 * Sidewalk width-2.54 * Rest facility density-0.23 * Plant coverage density-1.27 * Landscape Vignette
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density -0.51 * density of other service facilities + 0.48 * commercial activity density-1.43 * social activity density. Principal
component 2 contributed a variance of 12%. As a principal component to assist in interpreting the data, observations of
the study subject population showed that principal component 2 was positively related to commercial activities and
negatively related to social activities. Summarized as the opposite relationship between commercial activities and social
activities. Among them, the functional density of stores has a strong positive correlation with commercial activities, and
the density of landscape sketches has a strong positive correlation with social activities.
- Analysis of factor load diagram results
It can be concluded from the factor load map of the characteristics of commercial pedestrian street interfaces that openness
is a key positive factor affecting crowd activities in the characteristics of commercial pedestrian street interfaces. Moreover,
the width of the sidewalk has a restrictive effect on the activities of pedestrian users. However, within a certain range, the
wider the sidewalk width, the more commercial activities, and the social activities are the opposite. This also confirms
Yang Gaier’s discussion Conclusion “Between 0 and 7m, all the senses are used by people, and the strongest sensations
can be communicated.” It is within this range that social events are promoted.
The factor load maps for the evaluation of the spatial attributes of each commercial pedestrian street segment can be
obtained. Street C has the best results in the comprehensive activity of the principal components and the relationship
between the two activities. It has a good balance between commercial and social activities. , E is good, the street AD
cannot well consider the relationship between commercial activities and social activities, and the overall environment of
the street HI needs to be strengthened.
Conclusion
In previous studies, the description of environmental facility elements is insufficient. This article introduces two
parameters, landscape density and plant cover density, to study the impact of the characteristics of commercial pedestrian
street interface on user activities. Strong positive effects interfere with commercial activities. The calculations of the
parameters such as openness and sidewalk width discussed in the article validate the conclusions of previous scholars.
At the same time, there is a weak mutually exclusive relationship between social activities and commercial activities.
Therefore, in the design of street interface features, functions should be considered to balance and adjust the density of
environmental facilities and commercial interface elements.
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ABSTRACT
The Former Concession Area of Modern Tianjin, established from 1860 to 1945, was planned and designed by nine different countries.
The boundary road, as a dividing line between different concessions, often present different planning results, such as road network
density, plot subdivision principle and building form on its two sides. In recent years, researchers have attached emphasis on the
need for more extensive practical application of urban morphology. The street space as an essential part of the urban landscape and
a vital issue in urban design theory becomes a point of concern. Accordingly, the purpose of this paper is to study the morphological
characteristics of boundary roads more comprehensively.
In this paper, two methods, using the spatial characteristics of the city and using the characteristics of the city in space, are combined to
cognize the spatial characteristics of the boundary road. Besides, since the urban ground plan is the medium for quantitative research,
this paper combines new mediums for the characteristics of the city in space. From a sociological perspective, streetscape photos are
used to simulate visual experiences, and semi-structured interviews are conducted.
In conclusion, this paper suggests at different levels of urban form, and there are different degrees of convergence and differences
on both sides of the boundary road. Detailly, different research scales and perspectives can conclusively reveal the mechanism and
principle behind the boundary road. The follow-up research may compare across more boundary roads with a more comprehensive
exploration of its historical causes and formation mechanisms.
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Introduction
The Former Concession Area of Modern Tianjin, established from 1860 to 1945, was planned and designed by nine
different countries. Therefore, it formed an urban collage fabric with diversity and complexity. At the same time, the
boundary road, as a dividing line between different concessions or different periods of construction in one concession, is a
unique road network characteristic of Tianjin compared to other colonial cities. Meanwhile, the two sides of the boundary
road often present different planning results, such as road network density, plot subdivision principle and building form.
Considering that existing urban morphological studies in the Former Concession Area of Modern Tianjin have already
accumulated rich achievements which including analysis of road networks, blocks, plots and other morphological
elements. It can be observed that boundary phenomenon is widespread in the analysis of these elements which manifests
as convergences or divergences of morphological characteristics between the opposite sides of the boundary road. In these
researches, boundary roads are not necessarily strictly separated boundaries, but may also be the connection between
two concession areas. Obviously, this phenomenon is not only reflected in the plane form, but also in the space form.
But currently, relevant researches on space form of the Tianjin Former Concession Area is still insufficient, especially
micromorphology researches concerning street space.
In recent years, researchers and designers have attached emphasis on the need for more extensive practical application of
urban morphology and particularly the need to bridge the gap between urban morphology and urban planning and design.
The street space as an important part of urban landscape and a vital issue in urban design theory becomes a point of
concern. At the same time, more researches and practical designs promote the street with plots either side as a basic unit
of development instead of the perimeter block. This progress also emphasizes the pedestrian’s view in actual street space.
Accordingly, the purpose of this paper is to study the morphological characteristics of boundary roads more comprehensively.
Based on planar morphological researches, the study further analyzes spatial morphological characteristics of boundary
roads which including built environment analysis and street interface analysis. Jinzhou Road, boundary road between
the Former Japanese Concession and the Former French Concession in Tianjin is selected as a study case. Through
different degrees of convergence and divergence at various levels of planar and spatial morphological elements, an overall
boundary phenomenon of this boundary road is clarified with its laws and underlying forming mechanisms which may
deepen the understanding of street characteristics in the Tianjin Former Concession Area and also provide basic research
and support for future practical application in street design and landscape control.
Literature Review
Regarding the boundary issue, there have been a lot of research results in the field of social sciences, including the
delineation of boundaries, variation and combination, the category system, related terminology, explanation of phenomenon
and theoretical framework. Studies in some fields involve political, social, and cultural factors related to boundary issues
which have certain reference value on the formation mechanism of the boundary road in this research. There are also
researches in some fields that involve spatial structure issues, such as cultural geography and ecology, which already have
research results related to boundary space characteristics, these results are also of great reference value. For example, in
the study of cultural geography, the relationship between spatial boundary and spatial area is divided into three types:
earlier, later, and non-overlapping. In ecological research, the elements defined as boundary on one spatial scale may not
have significant boundary characteristics on the other spatial scale, and the boundary roads in the urban and architectural
fields also have some relativity (Iossifova, 2013).
Although in the field of urban study and architecture, boundaries and boundary roads are not precisely defined. However,
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in this field, boundary problems are mainly manifested as morphological problems, so urban morphology researches
pay more attention to boundary phenomenon. One of the research perspectives is to define the boundary road from the
characteristics and properties of the road itself: In the analysis of the route type, Marshall proposed that one of the typical
structural functions of stem-shaped roads with T-junctions is as the boundary routes of grid networks (Marshall, 2006).
However, more boundary phenomenon besides T-junctions need to be supplemented by subsequent studies.
Recently, researches on road spatial morphology have attracted more and more attention. Quantitative measurement is
developed and provides researching tools for analyzing street space (Cooper, 2003, 2005, 2008) (Ding, 2011a, 2011b).
These achievements bring more possibilities for clarifying spatial boundary phenomenon.
In addition, the street with plots either side is promoted as a basic unit of development instead of the perimeter block
in some researches (Kropf, 2006) (Araldi and Fusco, 2016). The rationale for this spatial unit definition is that a street
segment should not be considered the limit, but rather the core of a fragment of urban fabric. Moreover, this approach is
the most consistent with the pedestrian point of view: when standing in public space, people perceive the urban fabric
on both sides of the street not the elements within the four sides of a block. Concerning the pedestrian point of view and
environment perception, typology studies on street interface and its sociability have achieved a lot of results (Dovey, 2015)
(Palaiologou, 2014). Urban interface is a special element separated from built environment as an important factor of urban
morphology (Zhang, 1997). In addition to the planar morphology, there are many built environment indexes can be used
to quantify the three-dimensional form of the city, Built-up density coverage and plot ratio are conventional indexes used
to describe the issues. Surface distribution of buildings appears to be the exclusive concerned points of analysis (Thomas,
2007). Thus, it seemingly accords more with the planner’s aerially view of the city, rather than the perception of pedestrians
who move in the city (Lynch, 1960). In fact, besides the density, height and footprint, the scale in relation to human scale
and interactive morphological parts in urban space collectively form three dimensional operations of built environment
(Palaiologou, Vaughan, 2012). On a medium scale of city, as a new spatial unit partition of urban space, the pedestrian
point constitutes an analysis structure with network morphology, built-up morphology, network-building relationship,
network-parcels relationship, site morphology and network-site relationship (Araldi, Fusco, 2017). Relatively, there are
multiple indicators matrix under consideration, such as height/width ratio and proximity band coverage ratio. In China,
a regulatory plan, which is legally binding, defines particularly the specific urban form, especially several parameters of
urban interface, mainly including building height, setback boundary line of edifices, building interval, interface colors and
so on. Some scholars propose suggestions for improvement. As supplementary, the width, textures and facilities of streets
should be taken into analysis (Yu, 2011). To ameliorate the regulatory plan, a control system in terms of the bottom, the
side, the top and the opposite of urban interface is put forward (Jiang, 2011), concerning more about sense of space and
providing built environment indexes like street length, interface continuity and landscape visibility. However, focusing
more on space, existent researches rarely involve soft elements of urban interface, which affect a lot in the field of culture,
humanity, policy and other social sciences.
Methodology
As mentioned by Spiro Kostof, there are two methods of representing urban characteristics (Kostof, 1991): using the
spatial characteristics of the city and using the characteristics of the city in space. Although both are used for representing
urban characteristics, the former surveys urban form from the top and the latter looks from inside the city. These two
cognition modes have totally different representation mediums, with the former expressed by the urban ground plan
and the latter by perspectives. In this paper, the two methods are combined to cognize the spatial characteristics of the
boundary road.Besides, since the urban ground plan is the medium for quantitative research, this paper combines new
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mediums for the characteristics of the city in space. From a sociological perspective, streetscape photos are used to
simulate visual experiences and semi-structured interviews are conducted.
Planar Morphology Analysis
Jinzhou Road (Qiushan Street), with the total length of 1km, is the boundary road between the Former Japanese Concession
and the Former French Concession. As recorded in Japanese historical archives, the construction project of this road was
proposed by ZHENG Yongchang, the Japanese consul in Tianjin. ZHENG believed that the boundary between the two
countries’ concessions should be delineated before the French concession officially expanded. Therefore, Japan undertook
the cost of road construction, and the police power of the road was equally divided by Japan and France (Li, 2015).
As mentioned above, the Tianjin Former Concession Area has a typical urban collage fabric with diversity and complexity.
Existing studies have pointed out that the road network in the Tianjin Former Concession Area of Tianjin is mainly
composed of grid networks. However, due to differences in road directions and block sizes, the grids are discontinuous,
the borders are irregular, the network has a fragmented distribution (Qiao, 2016).
Although overall, the grid networks are discontinuous and fragmented, the grid in the Japanese and French Concession
Area is complete and continuous conversely. First, on the opposite sides of Jinzhou Road, directions of road network stay
the same. When crossing the boundary, roads perpendicular to Jinzhou Road inside the concession on both sides do not
change direction. Besides, by counting the types of intersections along the road, most intersections are crossroads, and a
few are T-shaped intersections. There are no other special intersection types such as diagonal intersection. Additionally,
blocks on either side are regular and square. The convergence of these road network characteristics indicates that the road
network on both sides of Jinzhou road is well joined and connected.
On the basis of overall road network convergence, there are still boundary divergences of other morphological elements.
For example, block size and proportion. As observed, the blocks in the French Concession are larger in area, longer in
perimeter and closer to square proportion, when compared to the Japanese Concession on the opposite side (Xue, 2014).
Furthermore, research element of urban morphology that is more microscopic than block scale is plot scale, the latter
concerns property plot subdivision. Relevant analysis demonstrates that the concessions of different countries adopt
different ways of organizing property plots to adapt to the land development model and urban functions of their
concessions, and at the same time, they will adjust according to the location factors of the plots. In the case of Jinzhou
Road, on the west side, the property plots in the Japanese Concession are more finely divided, the division methods are
much more diverse, and the branches and lanes within the block are more developed. Branches and lanes are divided
inside the block to connect property plots that are not adjacent to the street. This way, the building can avoid the main
roads in the surroundings and face the quiet branches and lanes inside. The rich branch lane system increases the transition
from the public space outside the block to the private space inside, which is conducive to creating a comfortable living
environment. Meanwhile, on the east side of Jinzhou Road, the French Concession was the commercial and financial
trading area of the city at the time. Its subdivision of property plots makes most of the land located at the corner of the
street, which is conducive to creating more street-facing commercial space (Deng, 2016).
In conclusion, in the analysis of macroscopic morphological elements, such as road network, the characteristics of the
elements on both sides of Jinzhou Road present convergences while the characteristics of micro-morphological elements
have more obvious divergences. In light of historical background, the connection of the road network can be explained by
the Japanese side’s propulsion of road construction. Meanwhile, micro-morphological divergences should be explained in
conjunction with more specific planning and construction backgrounds and conditions.
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Built Environment Analysis
The urban interface for this study is a specific street, so it could contain the attributes of the street. In addition to being
a two-dimensional linear element in the urban planar morphology, it is also, according to (Alkhresheh, 2007), a threedimensional space enclosed by roads and buildings on both sides, including the meaning of journey and movement.
This part of research obtains the relevant spatial data and establishes the three-dimensional model of the city the street
interface database. As shown in the figure above, in order to analyze the details and the changing trends of the two sides,
the interface is divided every 100 meters, into 13 sections in total. Then, this study calculates and visualizes the threedimensional built environment index of the urban interface. The following figure projects the six indexes of the interfaces
of the former French concession and the former Japanese concession into the six-line graphs respectively, reflecting the
comparison between the two sides of a certain section.
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Average Building Height
The average building height is the ratio between the total floor area in a research unit to the total base area of buildings.
The line graph illustrates that the average building height of the two sides of the interface have similar changing trend.
The heights of both sides increase from the south end to the north with some fluctuations. In the north, the buildings are
high on both the two sides because of unified urban development and the construction of new buildings. From the unit 1
to unit 10, the average building heights are similar in terms of the maximum and minimum values, changing alternately.
Height/Width Ratio
In order to compare the characteristics of the three-dimensional spatial form on both sides of the interface, the height/
width ratio in this study refers to the ratio between building height of a certain street section and the distance from the
building base to the center line of the road. The height/width ratio of the two sides of the interface presents an alternating
regularity within a certain range (from 0.6 to 2). On the side of the French concession, there is a relatively high level of
height/width ratio in the south, and the ratio gradually tends to be stable in the north.
On the Japanese concession side, the north side is higher. On the north side, the ratio fluctuates greatly.
Parallel Façade Ratio
The parallel facade ratio reflects the “corridor effect” of the street (Araldi and Fusco, 2017), showing the continuity of the
street façade and the alignment of buildings along the street. In this research, parallel façade ratio refers to the proportion
that the longest street facade with the same setback occupies the entire interface unit length (Since parallel façade ratio of
units 11 to 13 is actually meaningless, this index only counts the first ten units).
The graph shows that, for more traditional interface units, parallel façade ratio has significant differences for both the
sides. In units with a high degree of new construction, the difference in terms of parallel façade ratio between the two sides
of the interface is eliminated. To some extent, the spatial connection on both sides of the urban interface is strengthened
and the sense of boundary is weakened. It is probably because the new urban development requires the unity of urban
landscape, thus ignoring the spatial particularity of some urban historical areas.
Plot Ratio and Building Coverage
In particular, in China’s urban planning regulation system, plot ratio and building coverage are two of the most
important indices (MHURC, 1998). As a result, these two indexes have significant effects on the urban morphology in
China, especially the new construction. For new areas (unit 11-13) under unified development, the values and trends on
both sides of the interface are relatively consistent, showing that the control of urban planning over new construction
areas reduces the difference between the two sides of the historical interface in this study.
However, differences also exist between the graphs of the two indexes. For instance, plot ratio presents an alternating
trend on both sides of the interface because of the unsynchronized reconstruction on both sides of the interface. While,
the building coverage on both sides of the interface has similar values and variation trends, although the urban fabric
on both sides seems quite different from each other in some units.
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Visibility Area
Except for the “mechanistic” indexes, the spatial experience of pedestrians on interface streets is also important. Therefore,
the obstruction of the building to the pedestrians’ view is analyzed. This index is calculated by the visibility analysis tool
in ArcGIS which can determine the position of the grid surface visible to a set of observation points. The visibility area
in this study refers to the area of the visible field at the midpoint of each unit interface. The graph integrates that there are
relatively significant differences in terms of pedestrians’ visibility area on the two sides. The visibility area of the former
French concession varies largely. In certain units, the visibility area of pedestrians is large, which might integrate that
there are more open space or concave space of building. By contrast, visibility area of the former Japanese concession is
much less and its magnitude of change is small, showing that there are more obstructions of the building to the view on
this side.
Street Interface Analysis
Different from the research angle of urban planning scale, street interface analysis interprets the characteristics of the
street interface from the interaction of urban street space. The street interface is not only of spatial significance. From the
perspective of environmental psychology, the street interface is the same as street landscape, street scene, street mind,
etc., it is a means to study the interaction of streets. Therefore, studying the street interface at the micro-level is of great
significance for understanding the urban boundary roads.
The street interface is the basis of the formation of street space, and it also reflects the characteristics of relevance and
participation in street interaction. The boundary of street space can be divided into the bottom interface and side interface.
The bottom interface is the ground, which is the essential material environment for people to pass through the street space.
It supports all objects and all activities in the street space and is the most important carrier for the interactive construction
of street space. The unique design of partial paving using the bottom interface can arouse people’s visual attention and
stimulate the generation of interactive behaviour.
The side interface of the street interface is usually composed of building interfaces such as building facades or fences
on both sides. While dividing the space, it also plays the role of visual focus and space background. The scale, form,
richness, and aesthetics of the building interface will bring different psychological feelings to people and produce different
interactive experiences. In urban street space, the transparent architectural interface can often cause people to watch and
watch, and provide the possibility of interaction. Besides, the side interface usually means the transition from private
space to public space, and from closed space to open space.
This article mainly analyzes the side interface of the street based on the spatial characteristics of Jinzhou Road and the
street interface taxonomy method proposed by Dovey and Wood (2015). The interface can be divided into reachable
and unreachable according to the entry characteristics of the interface. According to the degree of occlusion, the street is
divided into direct or obstructed spaces. According to people’s perception of outdoor space, street space can be divided into
Opaque and Transparent. According to the occupants of the space, the walking space of the space can be divided into Car
and Pedestrians. The author carried out detailed mapping and field surveys of the area from October to December 2019.
According to the research results, we will mainly study from Car and Pedestrian setback and Opaque and Transparent
space. The narrow sidewalk section of Jinzhou Road is classified as a Pedestrian setback. Since all the wide spaces on the
road are occupied by vehicles, this type of space is classified as Car setback. It can be seen from the figure that the narrow
sidewalks and parking spaces on both sides of Jinzhou Road are evenly distributed on both sides of the road boundary.
On the side of the Japanese rental area, there are a small number of large-scale remodeling areas. Except for a few newly
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built residential houses, a large amount of space is a narrow pedestrian space. On the French Concession side, commercial
buildings were renovated in the area near Hang Lung Plaza, so a continuous square-shaped space appeared. However,
almost all were occupied by vehicles to form a Car setback. According to interviews with planners, in the process of
formulating the plan, the planner intentionally wanted to reduce the difference between the two sides of the boundary road
in order to weaken the boundary’s division of urban form and perception.
According to the pass ability and outdoor nature of the street interface, the spatial interface of the street is studied in
taxonomy. In terms of the characteristics of Jinzhou Road, the research objectives are determined as two types: Direct
opaque and Direct Transparent, and this space is mapped according to the mapping results. From the analysis of results,
there is a significant difference in the distribution of opaque and transparent space on both sides of Jinzhou Road. There is a
lot of direct entrance space on the leased site in Japan. This phenomenon is mainly due to the small scale of Japanese-style
buildings and communities, and the larger blocks can quickly form smaller block divisions. On the French Concession
side, there are many transparent outdoor spaces, and there are a large number of small courtyards formed by 1.8-meterhigh walls. These spaces are the effective use of French concession building forms, including supermarkets, restaurants,
grocery stores and other functional forms. In interviews with residents, some residents stated that this was an effective
way for them to increase the floor space of buildings. Obviously, the architectural forms of different concessions will have
a significant impact on the actual life of residents and street interfaces.
In summary, in the functional and morphological analysis of street interfaces, there are significant border road adaptation
methods at different scales. This paper summarizes a research framework for the street interface of boundary roads, as
shown in Fig 4. On the boundary road, there are four levels of adaptation factors, including actor, method, function, and
outcome. Planners and local residents as actors have different starting points and views on the border road. In the adaptive
method, planners usually use traditional space production methods, while residents use more spontaneous updates.
Planners weaken the sense of boundary by balancing the space ratio of parking and pedestrians, while residents use the
characteristics of the building to enhance the comfort of the building. In the end, the street interface formed two forms of
connection and boundary on different levels.
Conclusion
The urban interface in this study is a specific street, whose space is enclosed by the road and building on the both sides.
The three-dimensional spatial form of the urban interface seems to have significant effects on the spatial experience of
pedestrians and residents in terms of sociability, livability and so on. Therefore, the introduction of three-dimensional
built environment indexes is an essential supplement to the traditional urban planar morphology analysis. Through
the analysis of six built environment indexes, some commonalities are illustrated, although the two sides of the urban
interface in this study have different spatial characteristics in the six aspects above. Firstly, from the perspective of the
relatively intact units, the former French and Japanese concessions have homoplasy in three-dimensional spatial form
at the beginning of the construction, although they were planned by different builders. Then, in the process of urban
reconstruction, significant spatial differences gradually appeared on both sides of the interface. There seems to be a
characteristic of alternating changes within a certain range in these units due to the unsynchronized urban renewal.
Lastly, for units developed uniformly on both sides of the interface, differences on both sides of the interface are
eliminated, and even the border road no longer exists.
This study believes that the boundary theory is of significance for the study of urban planning and design. As a way of
knowing cities, border roads can help understand cities from different geographical scales. In the case study of Tianjin, at
different levels of urban form, there are different degrees of convergence and differences on both sides of the boundary
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road. Even though the road network pattern is similar, differences still exist at more microscopic morphological levels due
to the different backgrounds of different countries.
Further, The urban interface in this study is a specific street, whose space is enclosed by the road and building on
both sides. The three-dimensional spatial form of the urban interface seems to have significant effects on the spatial
experience of pedestrians and residents in terms of sociability, livability, and so on. Therefore, the introduction of
three-dimensional built environment indexes is an essential supplement to the traditional urban planar morphology
analysis. Through the analysis of six built environment indexes, some commonalities are illustrated. However, the two
sides of the urban interface in this study have different spatial characteristics in the six aspects above. Firstly, from the
perspective of the relatively intact units, the former French and Japanese concessions have homoplasy in the threedimensional spatial form at the beginning of the construction, although different builders planned them. Then, in the
process of urban reconstruction, significant spatial differences gradually appeared on both sides of the interface. There
seems to be a characteristic of alternating changes within a specific range in these units due to the unsynchronized
urban renewal. Lastly, for units developed uniformly on both sides of the interface, differences on both sides of the
interface are eliminated, and even the border road no longer exists. At last, this paper suggests that Follow-up research
will compare across more boundary roads with a more comprehensive exploration of its historical causes and formation
mechanisms. It can provide relevant references for the future urban landscape and street design and demonstrate the
unique urban historic landscape in Tianjin Former Concession Areas.
Discussion and Limitations
First of all, this study is a case study. The research object is limited to Jinzhou Road. Due to the diversity and complexity
of the collage fabric in the Tianjin Former Concession, the characteristics of one road and the corresponding conclusions
cannot be applied to other roads. In addition, the comprehensiveness of the case is still insufficient, so the understanding
of the urban boundary phenomenon in the conclusion needs to be further deepened. Urban boundary issues need more
systematic and comprehensive research. Currently, urban researchers are not paying enough attention to the boundary
issue, and the important value of boundaries in the construction and shaping of urban landscapes is ignored. It’s necessary
to fully understand the complexity and evolution of cities through boundaries, just as boundaries themselves are always
partial and unfinished. An analysis of the morphological characteristics of the boundary road is essential for understanding
the present situation of contemporary cities.
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The field of knowledge defined by the terms “creativity” and “reality” may be
considered the permanent framework for a reflection on innovation and the
transformation of architecture and cities. However, it should be noted that in
current decades, creativity as the engine of human invention and reality as
a response to human needs have had, as their dominant field of application,
technological innovation rather than the development of new city images. In recent
times architecture and world cities have been especially “designed” by neoliberal,
global and urban policies following the realization of mega-events, shopping malls,
gated communities, large scale facilities, urban villages, spectacular architectural
objects, territorial infrastructure and immaterial networks.
Moreover, while the urban transformations of the European cities are still
designed according to the tradition of the last two-centuries, the challenge to
design within informal contexts emerged as an inevitable need to match and
support the cultural and social identities of the enormous “informal” and
“illegal” communities, to deal with inequalities and “expulsions”, to improve
living conditions and make urban space more democratic, technological and
dialogic. Within this framework of “Plural Urbanism” rethinking the concepts
of Creativity and Reality can be an important contribution to the construction of
an “open city” in which sympathetic imagination, realistic and bold innovation
will still be considered the architect’s principal means and can still feed the art of
building the future city and architecture according to its actual realities, needs,
emergencies, for pursuing a widespread human wellbeing and tackling the forces
hidden in the global changes.

